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DON'T PANIC!
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Join hundreds of leading companies - come
to Silicon Valley in the heart of London for
the very best hardware, software, training
and above all- SERVICE.

The B.B.C., British Telecom, left to right they are: the Macintosh
Coopers and Lybrand, Express from Apple, the New AT from IBM
Newspapers, Imperial College, and the Apricot from ACT.
London Business School, The First What about our service?
National Bank of Chicago, McDougall, We have our own workshops,
The National Computing Centre, stores and maintainence facilities at
Rank Xerox, Thames Water Authority, our premises, which enable us to
The Institute of Chartered provide a comprehensive after- sales
Accountants ... service.

These are just some of the many We also offer a full range of training
hundreds of companies and programmes for you and your staff.
organisations who have dealt with us
over the years.

Why do they come to Silicon
Valley? Because whether you're a first
time user or an established computer
professional we try harder to provide
friendly, helpful advice; a fuller service
and better deals.

Whether you want the latest
sophisticated multi-user system,
accounts software or simple add- ons
we can supply you quickly from our
large depth of stock.

Shown above are just three of the
many computers we can offer. From

BUY RENT OR LEASE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS
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We are authorised dealers for the above

TEL: 01- 833 3391
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164 Grays Inn Road,
London WC1
I am interested in the following.
Please send me further information.

HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING
NETWORKING
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
GENERAL ADVICE ON
MICROS
SUPPLIES

Name
Position
Company
Address.

Tel No.



Everyone can benefit from
Effective Micro Training
at Digitus

NEXT COURSE DATES

Introduction to Personal
Computers
Provides a basic understanding of
microcomputer hardware, software and
peripherals. Establishes the criteria for
selecting and using micros. Explains the
rudiments of programming. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to PC DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to Jan 28
PC/MS DOS. Also reviews hardware
components and popular applications.
1 day. £105.

Lotus 1-2-3
A workshop course with advice on the Jan 29
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105. '

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Builds on existing Lotus 1-2-3 skills, Jan 30
presenting information on database,
statistical and file functions.
1 day. £105.

1-2-3 to Symphony
A practical conversion workshop for Jan 7
existing 1-2-3 users. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to Symphony
Provides a concentrated introduction to Jan 8
the main elements including spread -
sheeting, graphics, information
management and "managers"
wordprocessor. Teaches the basic skills
needed to use these features.
2 days. £210.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches Jan 10
advanced features including building
systems with the integrated package
and command language. 2 days. £210.

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the Feb 1
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105.

Spreadsheeting with Multiplan
A practical workshop course on this Mar 1
popuitir spreadsheet package.
1 day. £105.

Introduction to Framework
Teaches all the basic skills to operate the Feb 21
spreadsheet, graphics, database and
wordprocessing. 2 days. £210.

Jan 21
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TRAINING
ISend to, or phone:
The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd.

ILading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE

L01-379 6968 Telex 27950 ref 3005
111

Information Management
with Cardbox
A workshop course on design,
applications and implementation.
1 day. £105.

Data Management with Delta
Teaches how to design, define and
implement systems using this powerful
data management package.
1 day. £105.

Working with dBASE II
Teaches the user how to build and
enquire from files and generate reports.
1 day. £105.

Programming with dBASE II
Teaches programming using the dBASE
procedure language and also file design
and indexing. 2 days. £210.

dBASE II Workshop
Builds on existing dBASE skills to teach
the more advanced use of the procedure
language and the practical application of
all these facilities. 2 days. £210.

Wordprocessing with WordStar
A practical workshop course which
teaches basic skills. 1 dAy. £105.

WordStar Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills
and teach advanced commands.
1 day. E105.

MailMerge
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing
using MailMerge.1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with
Multimate
A practical workshop course which
teaches basic skills. 1 day. E105.

Wordprocessing with
DisplayWrite 2
A practical workshop teaching basic skills
on this increasingly popular IBM -oriented
wordprocessing package. 1 day. E105.

Fundamentals of BASIC
Develops the first principles of BASIC
programming so that you can produce
programs on a microcomputer. Gives
practical hands-on experience of
micros. 2 days. £210.

Jan 18

Feb 15

Jan 22

Feb 5

Feb 7

Jan 14

Jan 15

Jan 16

Feb 1

Feb 5

Feb 18

Improve your BASIC
Brush up and improves BASIC
programming technique; introduces
sophisticated methods of file design,
data organisation, access methods and
control. Examines software tools.
2 days. £210.

Communications
Introduces the techniques of Feb 22
communicating between micros, from
micros to peripherals and from
micros to mainframes. 1 day. £125.

UNIX
An introduction to the facilities of the Mar 18
UNIX multi-user operating system,
including the file system, shells and
editors, and a review of the problems
of system management.
3 days. £375.

UNIX Workshop
Further skills for those with responsibility Mar 22
for a UNIX system. 2 days. £250.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the Mar 25
C language, with extensive practical
sessions on a multi-user system.
2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills. Mar 28
2 days. £250.
All course fees are subject to VAT

AGING
OFFICE

M AN
AUTOMATION

Feb 20

two
day seminar

to prepare

management
to devise and implement

a successful
office automation

strategy.
It addresses

key issues,

presents
current examplo

and

provides
the opportunity

to discuss

important
aspects

related to the

needs
of your organisation.

Jan 23-24; Mar 213-29.

41111=11.

Company

Address

Please book places as follows ri or send me more details ri

Course Date

WNW

Places

1
I

I

I
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In -Company Training
Digitus provides courses tailored
to the needs of individual
companies, from seminars for
management to detailed
training for office and
professional staff. Courses can
be held on company premises,
or at the Digitus Training Centre.
Contact the Training
Administrator for full details.

PCW1
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BENCHTESTS & REVIEWS
HITCH -HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE
GALAXY 136
Douglas Adams makes his disk debut-
giving Tony Hetherington a chance to play
the game of the book of the play of the TV
series of the radio programme.

ACORNSOFT'S VIEWSHEET 148
Mike Liardet settles accounts with this
spreadsheet follow-up to the View word
processing package.

SANYO 550-2 152
The latest desktop contender from Sanyo
offers more memory and an upgraded
operating system - Bob Piper puts it
through its paces.

DATATALK 174
This is ?ZYX calling *CBA, we have an RQP
for you - Peter Bright decodes a
communications package with
sophisticated encryption routines.

KOALA PAD 176
Martin Banks paints his masterpiece-with
a little assistance from this graphics pad.

RETRIEVE II 180
Flexibility and voice input are two of the
features that make this a database package
worth considering.

TDI PINNACLE 160 THE SOUND OF MUSIC 192
Peter Bright breaks the Benchmark speed The hills may be alive with the sound of
limits as he test-drives this multi-user music, but what about your micro? Jane
system. Dorner wields her baton.

FEATURES
THE BASIC ART 138
Advice on how to program (and where to
find) those useful algorithms you always
knew just had to exist somewhere.

TO SEE OR NOT TO SEE
How to edit video tapes with a home
computer - Robin Luxford directs the
action.

144

POINTING THE WAY 166
It's well known that different Basics have
different commands, but what about the
different floating point codes?

47-7-11
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ON YOUR MARKS
See how they run-our Benchmark
timings brought up to date.

184

DATABASE DOSSIER 188
Comparative details of more than thirty
database packages.

TEACH YOURSELF C 206
Introducing a five -part series enabling you
to get to grips with programming in C.
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BROOK STREET

MICRO COMPUTER AND WORD PROCESSING
COURSES ARE RUN CONTINUOUSLY 7 DAYS A WEEK

(incl Sundays) at BROOK STREET BUREAU PLC'S
TRAINING CENTRE, 192 OXFORD STREET, LONDON W1

(entrance 27 Market Place)

THE COURSES ARE SO GOOD THAT BANKS,
GOVERNMENT BODIES, MULTINATIONALS,
PUBLISHERS, PROFESSIONS AND SMALL

BUSINESSES SEND THEIR STAFF TO US FOR TRAINING.

Wordstar (2 days) £85

Mailmerge (1 day) £40

Spellbinder (2 days) £85

dBase II (3 days) £195

Multiplan (2 days) £105

Lotus 1-2-3 (3 days) £195

Sage Accounting (3 days) £195
Microcomputer Overview and
Keyboard Handling for Executives (2 days) £85

Basic (Beginners) (2 days) £65

Basic (Intermediate) (2 days) £65

NOTE: The above prices are TOTAL COSTS not per day - but VAT
is to be added.

We use IBM and FX20 machines for the above and also offer Word
Processing courses on dedicated systems (Wang, IBM,

Displaywriter, AES and Wordplex).

All courses 10 am to 5 pm daily including Saturdays and Sundays.

Phone Keith to book your place
further details:

or for
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TI IL I l()ME FOR YOUR COMPUTER

IDEAL
FOR

THE OL

05 off
when you order
using this advert

British made

Superbly styled in a rich teak
effect finish and brown
frame.
And the teak finish is easy to clean.
Suitable for use with all leading makes
of personal home computers:
Spectrum, Vic 20, Commodore 64,
Oric, Dragon and the QL.
There's room for a tape-recordeopnnter, disk
drives, manuals, etc. Cable outlets rear of stand

36"W x 34"H x 19'D
Twin -wheel castors. for maximum mobility, on
tubular steel legs-for that professional look.
Its compact. mobile, attractive and can be moved
out of the way with the maximum of ease and
efficiency. Therefore the Compu-Desk is ideal for
the bedroom or study where space is at a
premium.

Easily assembled, just slot
together and tighten fittings.
A drawer to fit shelf under work -top is available.
Sent as a flat -pack with easy instructions.
Money back guarantee if not satisfied provided the
goods are returned undamaged within 72 hours of
delivery.
TV 8 computer supplied by Curry's,
And please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

Designed for the computer genius in the home
'Toorder send Chegue,P0 (made out to F.S.

-Nr--
Enterprises) made out for E59.50. Address: 18 Power
Court, Church Street, Luton, Bedfordshire LUt 3JJ or
£68.49 if "4 into 1" is included. You can also collect at
above address.

NAME

"4 into 1" mains connector with fined 13 amp plug
to tidy -up cables and leads from four appliances
Just 08.99 extra when ordered with Compu-Desk

nnnU
ADDRESS

(4!? 6" x 1 .i. x 1
1

CHEQUE/POs FOR £ INQUIRIES - Tel .. 0582 2766 IIlki

r
BACKUP your troubles

in your old CLIP bag
CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program

CP/M CP/M-86 MS DOS MS DOS 2.0 £95.00
 Backs up a Winchester

on to floppies.
 Compresses text or data to

less than half size.
 Large files can span multiple

discs.
 Selective backup or retrieval, on an

inclusive or exclusive basis.
CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.

CLIP comes standard with Winchester
systems supplied by CIFER SYSTEMS,
RESEARCH MACHINES and OLYMPIA.

0 KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

CLIP offers effortless backup.
You can prepare new commands using a
question and answer routine. Then name
each command for later use: to run it, the
name is enough.
*NEW* CLIP has its own menu, with seven
prepared commands. Customise the
commands if you wish, or edit the menu text
with a word processor. Or keep the standard
forms. All your housekeeping -
save/restore/review - by pressing two keys.
Put a CLIP in your Winchester now!

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

4 PLW
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IBM+ACT
WITH EXTRAS
* Analysis of your requirements
* Highly competitive pricing
* Wide range of compatible software
* Staff training facility
* Rentals service available
* Try before you buy - we refund 95% of your

rental if you purchase within first month of
rental

* Trade-in on existing systems
* Expert installation service
* Micro data -transfer service

OO
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We specialise in networking your IBM PC's
and Apricots together using the manufacturers'
related products. These include IBM
networking and clustering hardware and software
and also the Point 7 and Point 32 from ACT.

As well as hardware from the leading
manufacturers, you'll get friendly help and advice from
01 Computers, one of Britain's acknowledged experts.

And since we also handle the New Innovative Smart
Integrated Business software package, we can really
help you turn your personal computer into a powerful
business tool.

I hori.ecl I /ca It r

Send in the coupon and find out how.

01 COMPUTERS LTD.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA
Telephone for a FREE demonstration Tel:- 01-228 2207 Telex 8954575 CTC LDN

WERE CENTRAL

AND EASY TO
FIND!

BAT TERSEA
PARK

rill in this coupon and send it to us at the address below. 1111
I It's an important first step to answering all your business
 computing needs.

IName

IAddress
Tel No.

IOccupation_ nom /85

Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW1I 3SA

MN MI NMI 1E11 NM NM IN INN
1.1
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First, a question.
Who do you think are the

world's most avid consumers of
microcomputers?

The ingenious Japanese?
The fashionable French?
The acquisitive Americans?

Believe it or not, it's we
British who own more micros
per person than any other nation
on earth.

Yet, despite its amazing
impact, the microcomputer has
only just begun to scratch at the
surface of our lives. Without
doubt, the best is yet to come.

Use and Abuse.
In several recent surveys,

some astonishing facts about
micro use and abuse were
revealed.

It was discovered that the
micro is hopelessly under-
utilised. If you're already a micro
owner, your own experience may
well confirm this unhappy state
of affairs.

Brainpower. A source
of knowledge.
For thousands of years,

the key to self improvement has
been in the hands of the written
word. Now, thanks to
the Brainpower range, it's very
much in the hands of the micro.

As the Brainpower
range demonstrates, this does not
require prior knowledge of micros, or
how they work.

The Brainpower concept has
been devised as integrated applications
and educational software. And its aim

Each Brainpower title provides a unique three part package: an applications
program; a teaching program and an illustrated manual and interactive
tutorial - integrated applications and educational software.

WHEN WILL HE STOP
USING ME LIKEA TOY AND
START USING ME LIKE

A COMPUTER ?

211.111,.
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bring out the 131

is to stretch both your mind and your
imagination.

It offers a unique way to realise
your own full potential and that of your
micro. In a way you could never hope to
achieve from the printed word alone.

In this respect, the Brainpower
range stands on its own.

A unique concept.
All the Brainpower titles share

one thing in common, apart from their
stimulating subject matter, that makes
them unique.

You will find each title comprises
three distinctive elements: A teaching
program that helps you to get to grips



I KNOW HE'S GOTA
BRAIN IN THERE. W ONL
I COULD DISCOVER THE

BEST WAY OF USING
IT.
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STAR WATCHER
The secrets of the heavens are yours. Isolate all the
constellations as well as main stars for easy
identification. Even turn stars and constellations on
and off at will. Screen by screen, you will see exactly
how the 1,500 brightest stars move through time and
space. And all from any point on the Earth's surface at
any time of the year.

Star Watcher is without doubt the definitive home
observatory.

DECISION MAKER
Should you buy a new
house? Change jobs?
Have children? Start your
own business? Such
decisions should not be
taken lightly. Armed
with Decision Maker, you
can be quite sure of
examining every avenue,
and arriving at a rational,
structured answer.

If you value the way
you run your life, you
need Decision Maker.

NUMBERS AT WORK
Tackle all the number problems you're likely to face in
daily and business life. From straightforward
multiplication and division of fractions, through
decimals, percentages, ratios, mark-ups and margins
to compound interest, depreciation, VAT and PAYE.

Numbers at Work gives you a distinct edge, since
you will be able to both understand and manipulate
numbers at will.

PROJECT PLANNER
Project Planner teaches you how to divide even
the most complex project down into meaningful
components. Learn how to determine the length
and importance of every single task, and those
elements critical to the fulfilment of your plan. Even
anticipate problems you hadn't envisaged.

You have the measure of any situation because
you have the fullest possible grasp of all the factors
which affect it.

FORECASTERFour micro can Forecaster takes the guesswork out of forecasting, by
accepting that tomorrow's events will be best
predicted on the basis of today's facts. Armed with
Forecaster, sales targets and growth trends, even

st in each othe accurately and very quickly predicted.
sporting events and election results can be

business
slulaifbele to you in both your private and

with the subject at your own pace. An
applications program to put what you
learn into action. And finally, with each
package, you get an expertly written
book and interactive tutorial.

ENTREPRENEUR
Entrepreneur teaches you all the steps required to plan and start
your own business. It will forecast your first 18 months' cash flows,
generate your Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. Help
you in discussions with your bank manager and partners. Explain
the notions of assets, liabilities, overheads, working capital, cash
flow and break even point.

Invaluable to anyone who is planning a business venture.

Tick your choice

SPECTRUM
48K

BBC B
Tape

BBC B
DISK

40/80 Track

COMMODORE
64

Tape

COMMODORE
64

Disk

£14.95 £19.95 £24.95 £19.95 224.95

Decision Maker N/A N/A

Numbers at Work N/A N/A

Star Watcher N/A N/A N/A N/A

Entrepreneur N/A N/A

Project Planner N/A

Forecaster N/A

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE SIGNATURE

Send to: Triptych Publishing Ltd, (TBL Book Service Ltd) FREEPOST,
CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU15 3BR. All goods fully tested and returnable if in any
way defective Allow 28 days for delivery *Delete as applicable. PCN298

Please add £1.50 fo postage and packing BRAINPOWER* I enclose a cheque or postal order, crossed and made payable to Triptych
Publishing Ltd for £

* Please debit my Access/
Barclaycard, number 11111111111



Christmas books for your
micro from Pitman and SAMS
COMMODORE
Commodore 64 Programmer's Reference
Guide
Commodore Computer
The bestselling book on the 64, packed with professional
tips for successful and creative programming.
ISBN 0 672 22056 3/£9.95

I Wish I Knew about the Commodore 64
Jonathan Chapple
A simple and well -illustrated guide to understanding and
programming this popular micro.
ISBN 0 273 02208 3/£5.95

Commodore 64 Graphics and Sounds
Timothy Orr Knight
Helps you quickly master the 64's powerful graphics and
sounds capabilities.
Book - ISBN 0 672 22278 7/£6.95
Book with tape and disc -
ISBN 0 672 26186 3/£15.95 + VAT

LE313C1
I Wish I Knew about the BBC Micro and
Electron
Tim Markes
An easy -to -follow introduction to using and programming
these two micros.
ISBN 0 273 02209 1/£5.95

Exploring Music with the BBC Micro and
Electron
Kevin Jones
Written by a professional composer, this fascinating book
teaches you creative ways of making all styles of music.
ISBN 0 273 02214 8/£9.95

LAMSTRADI
Amstrad Games Book
Mark Ramshaw
A collection of exciting games for your Amstrad, including
arcade -style space and combat games, maze games and
many more.
ISBN 0 273 02284 9/£4.95

OENERALI
Pitman Pocket Guides
A series of handy, pocket-size guides to languages,
machines, operating systems and word processors.
Only £2.50 each

Microcosm
Hal Gashtan
The world's first computer competion book. Use your
computer to help you work through 13 verses and
pictures to find a 'phone number and name. The first
person to ring the number wins £1000 and a flight on
Concorde. An ideal Christmas present.
ISBN 0 946801 06 1/£6.95

Kid Powered Graphics
David Fiday
A simple, direct and jargon -free approach to
programming low -resolution graphics.
224 pages/ISBN 0 672 22229 9/£7.95

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD BOOKSELLERS
Pitman Publishing Ltd., 128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN
(For further information contact Helen Kitson on 01-379 7383)

Pitman



RETURN FROM PARIS
Fly, drive or hitch - can 003.5 get the
secrets home? Use your skills to
choose appropriate transport on each
stage of the journey.
BBC Disk only. £11.95

TREASURE HUNT
Work your way around the map and
find the two keys to the treasure.
Beware main roads are dangerous.
Excellent use of Mode 7 graphics
brings map reading skills alive - 2
programs, one uses references, one
compass directions.
BBC £12.00 Disk £14.00

* ALL THREE ON DISK £26.00 *

TANK TRACKS
Program a tank to reach its base.
Beware of minis and the 'Edge of the
World'. Ideal as an introduction to
problem solving. Programs consist of
three commands - F = forward, L =
turn left and R = turn right.
BBC £9.95 Disk £11.95

EQUATIONS OF LINES: Demonstrates the graphs produced by equations - type in your own equation and see the graph appear.
ED 1 - includes: Think of a Word, Counting On, Pye Charts, Simple Division Each £6.95 Disk £9.00
All these programs are used in our school - All were written with the Educational user in mind.

Prices inclusive of postage and packing. VAT not included - add 15%. DISCOUNT - 5% schools. 15% Special Schools.

SUMMERFIELD SOFTWARE Summerfield School 141 Worcester Road,
Malvern, Worc. WR14 1ET.

FAST LOADERSI
COMMODORE 64

R.B.S.
A NEW GENERATION conversion utility, developed from
the acclaimed Hypersave-64, R.B.S. converts virtually all
your long loading cassette programs to TURBO -LOAD,
faster than the CBM disk drive. Multi -part and autorun
programs are handled with ease. Converted programs load
independently. No additional hardware, no pokes, no SYS
calls, no user knowledge required. Load "The Hobbit" in
120 seconds. Tornado, Lightning load, Fastback now
obsolete. R.B.S. will convert more programs than any
competing utility. Cassette £7.50p. I

HYPERSAVE-64
Retaining the flexibility which the programmer demands.
Hypersave leaves you in control. 8 additional Basic
commands. Save, load, verify up to 48K continuous Ram at
HYPERSPEED with full error checking. Converted pro-
grams reload independently. Autorun facility. Hypersave
also allows a small number of fast loading programs to be
converted to Hyperload. Reviewed in Your 64 issue 2.
Cassette £7.50p.

FREE WITH EVERY ORDER:

SECRETS! A GUIDE TO CASSETTE I/O CONTAINING

PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED SECRET

INFORMATION. FAST DESPATCH GUARANTEED.
CHEQUE/P.O. OR SAE TO:

- DISKUS I 1

TAPE TO DISK

Introducing the new market leader. This is the simplest to
use and most efficient tape to disk tansfer utility yet
devised. No program rewriting is required and transferred
programs will automatically run when loaded.

* For single, multi, and autorun programs
* Automatic filename handling
* Efficient use of Disk space
* No user knowledge required

Diskus 1 will handle several program types which other
utilities ignore, including headerless files. A bonus program
is included which will transfer a number of fast loading
programs to disk. Cassette £9.99p.

PRO -SPRITE
Library, Editor, Animator for single and multicolour sprites.
Joystick control. Packed with features. Menu driven. 100%
machine code. Complete with your first sprite library.
Cassete £7.50p.

DOSOFT
2 Oakmoor Avenue
Blackpool FY2 OEE

DISKUSIIS £9.99 SPECIAL DISCOUNT:
ANY TWO OF THE REMAINDER JUST £9.99P.
ALL THREE ONLY El 5.00P.
AU. PROGRAMS SUPPLIED WITH FULL
INSTRUCTIONS AND MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO

DISK.



Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
Contact us for our expert advice on all your interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and let's go. There are now over 200 different connector situations. How do you know that your
computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we
help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer. The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing
mistakes - Buy from us for peace of mind.

7-rAPRICOT
Fl

a full blown business micro
For the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricot's mouse
execute previously complex tasks at a

single key stroke, and the new infra -red
device means there's no cable connection
to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a
new meaning.
 256K RAM 720 single disk.
 MS-DOS and Concurrent CP/M.
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects.
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your

tv.
 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally

portable.
 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc,

SuperPlanner software.
 Well over 1000 software packages now

available.

LEASE F1
from £6 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS

DEMO NOW

Now in our 5th year
of business!

A BBC
MA= MICRO

£347 +
Wide range of software available

for BBC

-----tTRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Bring your micro to us and match with our range of printers - full
workshop facilities available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL
US FOR PRINT SAMPLES.
TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage of our

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
INTERFACES 8 CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:

VIC 20 NEW BRAIN COMMODORE 64
PET ORIC

SPECTRUM DRAGON
SINCLAIR QL and more!

TANDY

SHARP

INTERNAL & STAND ALONE
BUFFERS from £65 + VAT

OSBORNE

SIRIUS

SAGE

PRINTER SWITCHES
from £85 plus VAT.

r

SHINWA CPA80 MATRIX
PRINTER
Fantastic value - look at
these features
 Friction and Tractor

feed as standard
 100 cps Bi-Direction-

al Logic Seeking
 True Descenders +

Sub and Superscript
 Italic Printing/Auto Underlining
 High Res. and Block Graphics

£199
+ VAT

fw

NEW!
TRIUMPH ADLER
TRD 7020 DAISYWHEEL

 IBM Compatible
 20 cps up to 180 91

 Serial/Parallel or dual interfaces
 1.5K print buffer standard with 3.5k optional

MICROLINE LOW COST PRINTERS

4111

PRICES
REDUCED

Microline 82A
Microline 83A
Microline 84
Sheet feeder
for M84 £299

120 cps £275 4- VAT
120 cps £450 + VAT
200 cps £750 + VAT

IBM version
available

In our opinion this range of printers
represents the best value. From our service
records we can tell that it has provedto be
an extremely reliable printer. If you are
looking for fast thru-put (Accounts or Data
printing) check it out NOW!
 Up to 25° faster thru-put than nearest

rival
 Near letter quality (92/93/84)
 Ideal printer for business systems -

Statements, invoices etc.
 Multiparts - up to 6 copies.

Microline 92 160 cps £415 + VAT
Microline 93 160 cps £550 + VAT
The ideal alternative to EPSON FX100 -
Faster thru-put and near letter quality.
Recommended for IBM, SIRIUS, APRICOT

GENERAL (PCW 1 )
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

EPSON MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON RX8OT 100 cps
EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps
EPSON FX80 160 cps
EPSON RX100 100 cps
EPSON FX100 160 cps
EPSON LQ1500 200 cps

£210 + VAT
£240 + VAT
£360 + VAT
£390 + VAT
£499+ VAT
£1100+VAT

HIGH SPEED
HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICE!!

I
ONLY

£319 + VAT
CANON PW-1080A
 160 cps and quiet too!
 High Resolution graphics
 Down loading to user -optional

characters.
 Near letter quality - italic, gothic and

orator fonts optional.
 Epson code compatibility.

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME
 Always call for the best possible price. Access/Visa

10PCW



"Significantly faster and more powerful than the IBM PC"

PRACTICAL COMPUTING

You can choose the
right micro in just a

few seconds.

But don't take our
word for it.
"Its flexibility leaves the IBM. PC for dead"

PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

"You wonder why

you put up with the
IBM for so long

a'1 spa
PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

TURN TO PAGE 29

191 Kensington High Street, Phone: 01-937 7896 Telex: 946240 (CWEASY G) celivetrI
London W8 01-938 1588 MBX No. 19001120

Business Systems

1/406
PCW 11



software that
hard tobeat...

TASWORD TWO
The Word Processor

"If you have been looking for a word
processor, then look no further"

CRASH June 1984
"The number of on -screen prompts,
together with the excellent manual, make it
ideal - even for an absolute beginner"

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD
September 1983

"Without doubt, the best utility I have
reviewed for the Spectrum"

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY April 1984

TASWORD TWO ZX 48K Spectrum £13.90

TASWORD MSX
The Word Processor

The Tasman Word Processor for MSX
microcomputers.
All the features of the Spectrum version.
TASWORD MSX MSX Computers £13.90

TASCOPY
The Screen Copier

Screen copy software for Spectrum with
Interface 1 and Amstrad CPC 464. Print high
resolution screen copies (in a choice of
sizes), and also large 'shaded' copies with
different dot densities for the various
screen colours. Tascopy supports all eight
pin dot matrix printers with Epson type
control codes, e.g. Epson RX-80 and FX-80,
Shinwa CP-80, Mannesmann Tally MT -80,
Star DMP 510/515, Brother HR5, and also
Amstrad DMP 1 with the CPC 464.
TASCOPY ZX Spectrum
TASCOPY 464 Amstrad CP 464

£9.90
£9.90

TASWORD 464
The Word Processor

The Amstrad implementation of Tasword
Two plus many extra features.

TASWORD 464 Amstrad CPC 464 £19.95

TASMERGE
The Mail Merger

Transfer data from MASTERFILE to
TASWORD TWO! Letters and forms typed
on TASWORD TWO can be printed with
addresses and data taken from
MASTERFILE. The mail merge facility allows,
for example, multiple copies of a letter to be
printed, each containing a different name
and address taken from your MASTERFILE
data. To use TASMERGE you must have one
or more microdrives as well as TASWORD
TWO and MASTERFILE by Campbell
Systems. (version 9 or later).

TASMERGE ZX 48K Spectrum £10.90

TASPRINT
The Style Writer

A must for dot-matrix printer owners! Print
your program output and listings in a choice
of five impressive print styles. TASPRINT
utilises the graphics capabilities of dot-
matrix printers to form, with a double pass
of the printhead, output in a range of five
fonts varying from the futuristic DATARUN
to the hand -writing style of PALACE SCRIPT.
TASPRINT drives all dot-matrix printers with
bit image graphics capabilities and can be

used to print TASWORD text files. TASPRINT
gives your output originality and style!
TASPRINT ZX 48K Spectrum £9.90
TASPRINT Amstrad CPC 464 £9.90

TASWIDE
The Screen Stretcher

With this machine code utility you can write
your own Basic programs that will, with
normal PRINT statements, print onto the
screen in the compact lettering used by
TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE you can
double the information shown on the
screen!

TASWIDE ZX 48K Spectrum f5.50

TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE
Plug into your Spectrum and drive any
printer fitted with the Centronics standard
parallel interface. Supplied complete with
ribbon cable and driving software. The user
changeable interface software makes it
easy to send control codes to your printer
using the method so successfully pioneered
with TASWORD TWO. The cassette also
contains fast machine code high resolution
full width SCREEN COPY SOFTWARE for
Epson, Mannesmann Tally, Seikosha,
Shinwa, Star, and Tandy Colour Graphic (in
colour!) printers. Compatible with
microdrives and ZX Interface 1.

PRICE £39.90

TASMAN SOFTWARE
All prices include VAT and post and packaging.

Telephone orders: Leeds (0532) 438301

* Available from larger branches of Boots.

C

Springfield House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds L52 9LN. Tel: (0532) 438301

amman
SOFTWARE

ryou do not want to cut this magazine just write
your order and post to:

I TASMAN SOFTWARE, dept. PCW, Springfield
House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN.

II enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to Tasman
Software Ltd. OR charge my ACCESS number

I

I

I

NAME

ADDRESS

VISA

COMPUTER ITEM PRICE

I

I

I

I

IOuside Europe add £1 for each item
airmail £ TOTAL f

Send me the FREE Tasman brochure
describing your products. tick here: 
I would like to know more about your
programs for:
ZX Spectrum El MSX El Amstrad CPC 464 El J

12 PCW



YOU CAN'T BUY CHEAPER!
PHONE NOW. . . 01-729 7121

IBM PC/ XT oda, vde, mono display,

Some IBM AT and ATE available NOW

APRICOT F 1 , Portable, PC's, Xi, Point 7%32

COM PAQ Dual drive/Deskpro model 4

APPLE MAC 128;512

£1673/£2820

CA LL
£1799/£4587
£1472/£21128

We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational Establishments.
Mail Order and Export Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT
T I.) Industrial Unit, Stanway Street, London N1 6RY

All prices exclude VAT CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CANTERBURY
SOFTWARE

East Kent's largest range of
computer software, including

1111SX
Discounts on all titles!

9 The Friars
Canterbury, Kent
Tel: (0227) 453531

Next to the new Marlow Theatre

Access and Barclaycard
Welcome

-ELECTRONIC SYNTHESIZER SOUND PROJECTS-

E.S.S.P

Distribution
COMPUTER -SYNTHESIZER SOUND AND VISION

BOOKS
"The Synthesizer & Electronic Keyboard Handbook"

by Dave Crombie £9.95
"The Musician And The Micro" by Ray Hammond £5.45
"The Complete Synthesizer Handbook"

by Michael Norman & Ben Dickey £5.45
"The Synthesizer: 4 Volume Set" by Roland Corporation £12.50
"Roland Drumatix TR-606 Booklet" by Sandy Feldstein £2.95
"Boss Dr. Rhythm Graphic DR -I10 Booklet"

by Sandy Feldstein £2.95
"Yamaha DX Series - Information Booklet" by Dave Bristow £1.00
"Guide to MIDI - 12 page Booklet" by Roland Corporation £1.00

RECORDS & CASSETTES
JEAN-MICHEL JARRE "Zoolook" £5.70/E5.45
ISAO TOMITA "Dawn Chorus" £5.95/£5.70
WENDY CARLOS "Digital Moonscapes" £5.70/f5.45
TANGERINE DREAM "Poland: The Warsaw Concert"

(Double).. £5.95/£5.70
VANGELIS "Soil Festivities" £5.70/£5.45

COMPACT DISCS
JEAN-MICHEL JARRE "Zoolook" £12.95
!SAO TOMITA "Dawn Chorus" £12.95
VANGELIS "Soil Festivities- £12.95

BADGES & STICKERS
"Keep Synthesizers Live" 40p/30p
"I'm A Synthesizer Sympathiser" 40p/30p

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & QUALITY PACKAGING
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/PO'S PAYABLE

TO E.S.S.P DISTRIBUTION
FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON ABOVE ITEMS AND OTHER
COMPUTER -SYNTHESIZER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. TO E.S.S.P.

The Sound House East Molesey Surrey KT8 9JB

Telephone: 01-979 9997

PCW 13
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LIGHT TO
THE POINT

SPECTRUM 48K/COMMODORE 64

£17.25
DRAGON/TANDY

£11.50
inclusive

NO INTERFACE REQUIRED

Discover the exciting world of creating your own
graphics on screen.

The Trojan Light Pen will draw boxes, circles, lines,
freehand pictures, save and load pictures with full erase
facility.

All in Hi -Res screen in any of 4 colours for the Dragon/
Tandy, 8 colours for the Spectrum, and 16 colours for
the Commodore 64.

For educational or leisure use.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

_J

Micro Computer Software & Accessories
Send cheque/P.O. to.
TROJAN PRODUCTS

166, Derlwyn, Dunvant, Swansea SA2 7PF
Tel: (0792) 205491.

MOJA -TIC re20-7
remit, ZOE

VC

4 / 4.

COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM

MUSIC TYPEWRITER gives you all facilities needed for music making.
Using a special keyboard overlay it turns Spectrum into simulated
music keyboard and enables you to write, edit, play 8 store music.
Music is shown as played in STANDARD NOTATION and con be copied
to a printer (see example above). MUSIC TYPEWRITER is easy to use
even without any music knowledge and is an ideal educational tool
for learning music. It's fun to play with for music novices and yet
offers a lot even to professional musicians (like full transposing).

It has up to 16 compositions; 6 octave range; treble 8 bass clefs;
two staffs on screen; most time signatures 8 note values including
dotted notes 8 triplets; staccato, tenuto; many automated features
like tails direction, bar length, use of accidentals; error trapping;
on -screen instructions; eight page manual, overlay and much more.

.4
ce<
Please send me a copy of MUSIC TYPEWRITER at 9.95 each

,aapeaa °oder s aiease add u 1 overseas 12 I

Name/Address

MONA VIC ROBOT 113 Melrose Ave, London NW2

14 PCNV



LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
-the pioneersinsvp_Horizor).
Cm p since 1976 proudlyNorthStar present DIMENSION

The IBM compatible Multi-user system (up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations
complete with VDU running IBM graphics £5,875

Each subsequent work station
(8088 CPU 128K RAM) is complete with
Keyboard, Monitor and Cables

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS

CANON 80 Col 160cps
CANON 156 Col 160cps
GEMINI 10X/15X 120cps
EPSOM FX80/FX100 160cps
EPSON LQ 1500 Par/Ser
Fujitsu DPL 24 240 CPS

£275
£350

£220/£295
phone
£980

£1,495

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS

FLOWRITER 1600 60cps
TEC F10 40cps
Tec F1500 25cps
JUKI 18cps
BROTHER HR/15/25
Fujitsu SP320 48cps

£1,600
£1,050

£395
£339

£445/£795
£980

SHEET FEEDERS
BDT 2 Tray Auto
BDT 3 Tray Auto
BDT Single
Juki Sheet Feeder
Juki Tractor Feeder
Tractors (Qume RICOH, Tec)

PORTABLES

£595
£695
£375
£239
£99

£139

Compaq IBM Compat from £1,795
Chameleon IBM Compatible £1,595
16 bit/8 bit Free Software Worth £1,000

LAP PORTABLES
NEC 8201 16K
EPSON HX20 16K
TANDY 1008K
EPSON PX8

£395
from £402

£350
£798

SOFTWARE 8/16 Bit
Please phone for LCC Catalogue covering:
Word Processing, Accounting, Financial Planning,
Integrated Software, inc. Graphics, Database,
Languages, Communications

FORMATS Superbrain. Televideo. Sinus. Sanyo
jyttl'Adr 8 SD DEC Epson OX 10 IBM
r,1 H P XEROX. ALTOS. Apricot. NEC-APC

All once,, are exclusive of VAT

NEW! apricot Fl
True 16 bit inc. ACT Sketch, ACT Diary
Tutorial - SuperPlanner, SuperCalc,
SuperWriter - Software.

LCC SPECIAL BUNDLE
Apricot F 1 RRP
Monitor RRP
Printer Dot or Daisy RRP
Cables RRP
Disks RRP
Paper RRP

LCC SAVING

YOU PAY

apricot HE
315K single sided Sony 3.5'
CP/M. Personal Basic, Dr. Logo

£1,095.00
195.00
319.00

25.00
45.00
15.00

£1,694.00
239.00

£1,455.00

£895

apricot eblPorta
from £1,695

256K Ram. 720 Disk Drive LSD Display
Bundled Software as F 1

apricot PC
2 x 730K Drives & Monitor

apricot x
£1,695

10-256K Ram 10Mb Hard Disk inc Monitor
£2,545

Olivetti
M24

£1,395

HARD DISKS
Hard Disks for IBM PC Sirius QX10, NEC
10 Mb £1,295
15 Mb £1,445
20 Mb £1,545
10 Mb Tape Streamer IBM PC £895

PLOTTERS
Hewlett-Packard 74754A 6 Pen £1,560
Roland DXy 880 8 Pen Plotter 200 Msecs
100% HP 7475 Compatible £660

MODEMS/MONITORS
Buzz Box. Direct Connect Modem
EPSON Acoustic Coupler CX/21
Minor Miracle's W2000 Modem
Roland 14" RGB Hi Res for IBM

£70
£160
£130
£375

ACCESSORIES

Compatible & faster than IBM PC
2 Drive System 128K £1,939
10Mb Hard Disk (XT) £3,363
*Built-in Graphics & Colour
*Runs Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3 on
mono or colour

IBM slots
*8 Mhz 8086 true 16 bit

Floppy Disks Printer Buffers
Daisywheels Paper
Ribbons Labels
Cables Computer cleaning kits
Disk containers Acoustic Hoods

NEC APC MONO £1,985

1111111111111111111111111111111111118011111111

SAM NYO
* BM

COMPATIBLE
16 bit
runs most
non -graphic
software

8088 CPU. 128K RAM

(expandable to 256K) MSDOS
550 1 Drive 160K
*550/160 2 Drives 160K ea
555 2 Drives 160K ea
550/730 2 Drives 730K ea
555/730 2 Drives 730K ea
LCC upgrade

Monitor mono/
colour

£749
£775
£999

£1,150
£1,450

£125
from £350

Dealer enquiries invited on all products.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples) DEMONSTRATIONSOpening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 10.30-4 Sat.
SALES- SERVICE01-3874455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours

Telex: 8953742 SUPPORT

PCW15
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5'THE
MIGHTYCOMART
-SYSTEM GROWS.

Today's successful business needs more
than microcomputers.

It needs the Comart system: working
together, sharing information, keeping pace
with your own rate of company growth and
expansion.

The Comart concept is simply breath-
taking ... the result so proven that Comart is
already the chosen system for commerce,
industry and government departments
throughout Britain.

And now, with the intro-
duction of theComartWork-
station and the new CP2000
Series of Comart computers
(utilising the latest Intel
80186and 80286 Superchips)'
our system is powerfully
fulfilled:

Both new and existing
users will be able to derive
the full benefits not only of
a multi-user system, but of
built-in Networking.

J14

I

Comart's provision of Concurrent CP/M,the
industry standard operating system, supports
DR NET and graphics and, on the workstation,
gives you access to the IBM PC software library.

Comart modularity means that even from
modest single -user beginnings, you can
continue to build -on powerand facilities with-
out fear of the future.

Comart flexibility means you can give each
individual userprecisely the system capability

UM.

required (making us uniquely cost effective).
And Comart's deep and vital roots- nation-

wide - guarantee that while you'll never leave
us behind, we'll never leave you in the lurch.

So don't go it alone.
Go for the Comart system.
(Complete and return the coupon and we'll

send you full information on all our products
- for starters - as well as the name and address
of your nearest Comart dealer.)

Please send me more Information on the Comart System and the name and address of my nearest1
Comart dealer.

Name

Company Position

Address PCW/1 /85

Daytnnetel n(

THE COMART SYSTEM
Post to: The Comart System,
Comart Computers Limited,
l.ittle End Road, Eaton Socon,
St. Neots, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE19 3JG.

All working together. Tel: 0480 215005
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AREN'T YOU SORRY
YOU DIDN'T BUY

BARBICAN?
You meant well but perhaps you were enticed by flashy
advertising or give-aways. At Barbican we don't sell
fancy copy or give-away" plastic boxes. We put our
money into producing the best diskettes that you can
buy. You get both the best price and the best quality.
Some "bargain" diskettes are nothing more than
"seconds" manufactured in the United States and
dumped abroad. Barbican Diskettes are first quality
diskettes. In fact, if you like Dysan, 3M, Verbatim, et
al, you'll love Barbican Diskettes. Here are just a
few of the reasons why:
 Barbican Diskettes are lap polished for a super
smooth recording surface to increase head life and
ensure intimate head -disk contact.
 Barbican Diskettes have oxide lubricants built into
their coating for long-term durability and error free
operation.
 Our special liner provides continuous cleaning action
during operation.
 Barbican Diskettes are made from heavy duty,
homopolymer vinyl for higher storage and operating
temperatures.
 Diskette jackets are specially formed to prevent
warping, jamming and to tolerate rigorous handling.
 Each Barbican Diskette is tested track -by -track,
bit -by -bit to be 100% error free.
AND ONE LAST THING: BARBICAN DISKETTES ARE

WARRANTED FOREVER AND A DAY WITH AN
OUTSTANDING THREE FOR ONE REPLACEMENT

POLICY!

ALL THIS FOR ONLY i1.49 £1.59"
(includes: hub ring, Tyvec Its, dd ds, ddenvelopes, write protect tabs

and user labels)
.1

...

- , _

PS If you really want the plastic box they're only £1.15 each.

QUALITY YOU EXPECT AT A PRICE YOU DON'T

BARBICAN MANUFACTURING
27A Half Moon Lane, London SE24 9TU

Phone orders: 01-274 6223 t9s2:134
IMMOAccess & Visa welcome

Orders only in packs of 25. P & P £2.50 per 25. Orders of 100 and over.
10% discount.

MICRO CMPUTER
CONSWANTS LTD

UNREPEATABLE OFFERS

JANUARY SALE!
on ALL the APPLE family

APPLE IIC
* Built-in disc drive
* 128K RAM
* 40/80 column
* TV modulator
* 6 program interactive

learning course
* Ultra Hi -Res
* Built in serial ports for

printers and modem
* Weight only 71/2lb
* External power supply

APPLE IIE, IIC and ///
ALL at BARGAIN prices

DOMACINTOSH

A new range of Software available

dir Authorised Apple Dealer
Level One Service Centre

Call TODAY for further details

Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M298DG

Tel: 0942-892818
OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY

PC W 17



ri IN No
SYNTAX ERROR!I IWHO'S KIDDING WHO ?

I Please send me FREE and without

I obligation details of the new service
for home micro owners that ........

I PIIIIIAISHEN ii FREE NEWNLEITER I
OBTAIN MEMBERS IIINCOUNTS

OFFERS FREE AuwEirrisin

INVENTIGNI`EN COMPLAINIS ANIO
III GUARANTEES REPLACEMENT/REFUNIIN.

Yeewa(-7ei-d,__Xeze//rzao ieri,ie
a "free copy'I /4 'Home Micro wicw/e/ ,X,:afeei

I NAME
ADDRESS

THE INDEPENDENT-

ilOMEEMICRD
_ON.. SERVICE & NEWSLETTER

SEND TO 'HOME MICRO' freepost 3 FLEET STREET, LONDON EC4B4SL
18PCW



POpus Supplies Li ,I

158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE,Telephone: 01-7018668.

Looking for the best
dBASKoffer available

includes, ABSOLUTELY FREE,
the SYBEX BOOK

"Understanding dBASE II" ci
Cash/Cheque with Orderol

OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

(dUtil £69

Expressbase II £119
dGraph £179

Qui ckcode £179

Friday £175

Compsoft DMS+ £195

Autocode £199

Infostar £259

Rescue £279

dBase III (IBM poi399

Retrieve II £399

Delta 2 (IBM PC) £495

- - - Please add VAT to the above prices which include carriage - -
stating Computer type and Format required.

BOOKS

(*A'dvanced dBase II Users Guide /31.30
DELTA Data & You c. £10.95

dBase II for Every Business £13.50

dBase II for First Time User £13.75

dBase II Guide for Small Business £16.50
dBase II Users Guide £15.65

& 0 E

HI -TECH DESKS AT
DOWN TO EARTH PRICES.

The Apollo business desk range from Opus
Prices from 1100 (inc. VAT  Lower shelf for disc drives.
and delivery).  Attractive brown and

 10 models available to suit cream finish.
leading computer systems.  Lockable castors.

 Sturdy steel underframes.  Immediate delivery
 Scratch resistant surfaces.  Made in Britain.
 Drawer for disc storage. Government and education

discounts given.
Dealer enquiries invited.

-11111.1111fto---

US.

Everyman's Database Primer £10.:0.\
The Illustrated dBase II Book £17.95

Mastering dBase II Easy Way £16.45

Understanding dBase II

(Free with 'dBase II) £17.95

Using dBase II £15.50

Please add 1.90 for single books towards packing & post
(plus 0.60 for each additional book)

MAIL ORDER ONLY

Send for latest Price List stating type of Computer & specific interests.

PARKINS
PARKINS ASSOCIATES (PCW 1)
20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6 7BJ

ASSOCIATES Tel: 0268 - 743928

Prices as at 23/11/84

Cash/Cheque
with order
or. ccess

00511105-80

80 CPS
DOT MATRIX PRINTER
FRICTION & TRACTOR FEED
EXCEPTIONAL PRINT QUALITY
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MICROS
OPTIONAL RS232 INTERFACE

E169.00
VAT = £194.35

OUR QL INTERFACE WILL ENABLE YOU TO
CONNECT THE SINCLAIR QL TO MOST
MAKES OF PRINTERS WITH PARALLEL
CENTRONICS INTERFACE AND START

PRINTING RIGHT AWAY.

Just £49.95+ VAT

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
ORDER NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST

FIDELITY CM14 14"
COLOUR MONITOR

t FIDELITY

AT ONLY El 69.95 + VAT

= £195.44
Also available in TV/monitor version at £195.95 +

VAT = £225.34
12MHz Video Bandwidth

RGB RGBY and Composite Video
medium resolution

Just the right choice for all popular
makes of micros

CREDIT CARD
HOT LINE

01-482 1711
PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY.

POST YOUR CHEQUES POs TO:

Access

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6 SUNDAY 10-1



Would you like to have Power ?
Meet the1111111111110.--While all

the rest

the dark.
are in

- -

POWER
BANKS

THE UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
SUPPLY systems

that are the complete answer to ALL of your problems .

With the POWER BANK "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Telephone Exchange, Data Transmissions etc.

* Output derived constantly from self contained
sealed for life batteries.

* Sine wave shaped output - voltage and fre-
quency closely regulated.

* Genuine "NO BREAK" unit with continuous
output ratings of 500-250 & 120VA.
Much more than a "spike and surge" suppressor.

Sank 250

Far superior to a voltage stabilizer.

Overload and short circuit (output) indication
and protection.

Bench or rack mounting (500VA).

Battery level monitored - mains on - mains off
indication.

could you bank on that much power ?
MANUFACTURED BY: - POWER TESTING (UPS) LIMITED
23 Tallon Road,Hutton,Brentwood , Essex CM13 1TE Tel: Brentwood (0277) 233188.Telex 24224 MONREF 586

SPECTRUM 4810/DRAGON 32/COMMODORE 64VACORN ELECTRON BBC B
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WRITTEN AND APPROVED BY TEACHERS

TESTED IN SCHOOLS

Played space invaders too long") Come down
to earth with Scisoft.

INTERMEDIATE PACKS

French
German
Geography
Science
Maths Plus
Electronics -

SENIOR PACKS

Maths
Maths II
Physics

£6 95 Chemistry
Biology
Computer Studies -

Intermediate Maths (/Intermediate Maths H - E6.95 ea

Junior programs Star Reader, Astro Maths. Wtzat d Box

Jungle Maths - E5 ea

Selected titles available from major
branches ./ Retailers contact
of Micro Dealer UK, Tiger,

E. J. Arnold, Proteus, Calisto,
Wyndup Records. Leisuresoft, 5 Minster Gardens, Newthorpe, Eastwood.

Soloman & Peres Nottingham NG16 2AT

Makes learning
more fun'

£6 95

John Menzies

wfismrrif
and all good Computer Stores

20PCW

Helps you pass your

'0 Levels

FREE REVISIONNOTESI

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE NOW

- INCLUDES MANY SPECIAL OFFERS'
AB programs are available for Spectrum 48K and most other computers

Also available by Cheque/P.0 from

Limited

A MERRY XMAS TO
ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

STARTS HERE AT
THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE
For the IBM PC and 100% Compatible Machines

SUPERCALC 3.2 with FASTMATH a totally integrated
software package. Spreadsheet, letter
writing, text editing, data management &
graphics incorporating SIDEWAYS to
rotate a large report 90° for printing on
continuousstationery. RRP£295

SWP £225

EASYWRITER II integrated word-processing, spell -
checking & mail -merging with either
American, English, French or German
dictionary RRP £290 SWP £220
(Legal or medical dictionaries available)

EASYFILER database management system RRP
£270 SWP £210

OTHER PRODUCTS SELECTED FROM OUR RANGE
RRP SWP RRP SWP RRP SWP

doase II £365 £240 PC Forty £120 £95 Wordstar £295 £195
dbase Ill £495 £330 Pertmaster £650 £510 WS +Mailmerge £390 £260
Friday) £195 £130 Pertmaster + £850 £665 WS Professional £495 £330
Open Access £450 £300 Easy Sales Pro £360 £240 Easy Planner £170 £145
Oz £330 £220 Framework £495 £330 Multimake C339 £225

MAIL ORDER ONLY
Please enclose payment with order.

Add 15% VAT to above prices. Post & Packing £2.

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE
9 Lapponum Walk, Yeading, Hayes, Middx. UB4 9PN

Tel: 01-841 1209
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AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE SINCLAIR QL

A full screen file management program designed for all QL
owners - whether novice or expert

FILE _ DRIVER
The ONLY program capable of handling up to 8

Microdrives AND up to 100 files per Cartridge.

With the press of just ONE key FILE _ DRIVER provides:
* DISPLAY of ANY Microdrive Cartridge directory
* FORWARD/BACKWARD paging through file names
* OPTIONAL SORT of Cartridge contents
* AUTOMATIC FORMAT of new or used Cartridges
* BACKUP of Cartridges, with/without OVERWRITE
* ACCESS to any of these file commands:
COPY DELETE LOAD MOVE OVERWRITE PRINT RE-
NAME

FILE _ DRIVER
FILE _ DRIVER reduces, to an absolute minimum the
amount of typing necessary to perform routine file
management tasks - BACKUP alone can save you 4500

key depressions on a 100 file Cartridge!

The FILE _ DRIVER program is supplied on a Microdrive
Cartridge with an understandable USER GUIDE for ONLY

£17.50 inc p&p. Post your cheque or P.O. to

UALS007
Sinclair, CIL and ZX microdrives are trade marks of Sinclair Research Limited

PAM
COMPUTERS

FOR YOUR FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEM

When you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS that is
not all you get, with each system comes advice, training
and ongoing support. We will advise you on the right
system for your business having first assessed what your
needs are.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM:
£1550 + VAT

INCLUDING MSDOS, SAGE ACCOUNTS, WORDSTAR,
MAILMERGE, CALCSTAR, INFOSTAR, PRINTER, BOX OF

DISKS, BOX OF PAPER & PRINTER CABLE.

BASED ON THE SANYO MBC555 BUSINESS SYSTEM

With each system we supply 2 days free on -site training,
plus training given on software purchased.

TAILORED ON -SITE TRAINING £60 per day + VAT
Microcomputer Basics & operating system 1 Day

SuperCalc 1 Day
Wordstar/Mailmerge 3 Days

3 TENNYSON ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX.

(07842) 48972

doe
ATTRACTIONS

"THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD"

STAR GEMINI -10X
120CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 

FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER
STANDARD  DOWN LOADABLE CHARACTERS

 ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION  80 COLS

Ell 89.95 + VAT = E218.44
WHAT VALUE!

STAR GEMINI -15X AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN
£315 + VAT = £362.25

STAR DELTA 10
QL COMPATIBLE

NO MORE TO PAY- START PRINTING TODAY
160 CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 
PARALLEL AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD
 8K BUFFER  FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL
HOLDER STANDARD  80 COLS  MANY MORE

FEATURES TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST.

£31 9.95 + VAT = £367.94
STAR DELTA 15 AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN

£460 -+- VAT = £529.00
CREDIT CARD

HOT LINE
01-482 1711

PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY. POST YOUR
CHEQUES/PO'S TO:

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

Monday-Friday 9-6 Sunday 10-1

VISA
Access

W 21
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SuperCalc" 3, Release 2
SuperCalc 3 with FastMathis faster
than any other competitive spreadsheet.
A lot faster. This means while you're
waiting for others to calculate, you
could be off and running with SuperCalc
3, Release 2. And on top of its astonishing
speed, it's all on one disc to simplify
usage. We've simplified the price, too.
It's about £80 lower than its best
known rival.

SuperCalc 3, Release 2 provides the
broadest range of functional capabilities.
You get a better data manager, and the

most sophisticated graphics of any
integrated program. Your spreadsheets
will be more meaningful, more under-
standable.

Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn and
use. From easy startup, to extensive
tutorials, to deeper, more efficient
modelling, the more you get into
SuperCalc 3, Release 2, the better it
treats you.

Speed, flexibility, depth...
no wonder it takes you further, faster.

SORCIM/ IUS
MICRO SOFTWARE
A Drown al Gamut., AeepoelN Irnernabonal c

Easy Software working harder.

r

The fastest
spreadsheet is
understandably
better.

Special offer:
Free demo diskette

 Please send me a Free Demo Diskette' so
can preview the features and effectiveness of
SuperCalco3,Release 2

Name

Address

Tel:

Pust this coupon to.
Sorcim/IUS, 10 Station Road, Watford,
Herts WD1 1EG. Tel: (09231 46255.

Diskette is designed for use with IBM-PC or fully
compatible hardware systems
IBM-PC is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation

Soic.m/IUS Products: EasyWriter 1 System, EasyWriter II System, SuperVVriter, SuperCalc3 Ret 2,
and other SuperCalc Software, Easy F ler , and EasySa les Pro



ONCE AGAIN DATASTAR
OFFERS THE BEST VALUE INPRINTERS

ALL PRINTERS ARE EX -STOCK-
FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT GIVEN

JUKI 6100
DAISYWHEEL

ONLY £325
+ VAT = £373.75

FEATURES:

*20 CPS (MAX.) PRINT SPEED *BOLD AND
SHADOW PRINTING *SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS
*WORDSTAR COMPATIBLE *DIABLO PROTOCOLS *AUTO
UNDERLINING *STANDARD 2K BUFFER *1 YEAR PARTS AND
LABOUR WARRANTY *COMPREHENSIVE USER FRIENDLY MANUAL

SHEET FEEDER, TRACTOR AND RS232 AVAILABLE AS OPTION

DAISYSTEP 2000

OUR PRICE £225
+ VAT = £258.75

FEATURES:

*18 CPS *BIDIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING *WORDSTAR
COMPATIBLE *QUME COMPATIBLE RIBBONS AND DAISY-
WHEELS *PLUS MANY MORE.
SHEET FEEDER, TRACTOR AND RS232 AVAILABLE.

LOOK!
NEW LOWER PRICES ON

EPSON, STAR & BROTHER
TAXAN NLQ PRINTERS
NOW AVAILABLE CALL FOR BEST PRICE
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
BROTHER HR 15 13cps CALL FOR BEST PRICE
EPSON DX 100 18 cps £369.95 + VAT = £425.44

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
COSMOS JP 80 80 cps £169.00 + VAT = £194.35
EPSON RX 80 100 cps £198.95 + VAT = £228.79
EPSON RX 80 F/T 100 cps £228.95 + VAT = £263.29
EPSON RX 100 100 cps £384.95 + VAT = £442.69

PAPER - RIBBONS -

VISA

THERMAL MATRIX PRINTERS
STAR STX 80
BROTHER HR 5
BROTHER EP 44

EPSON FX 80
EPSON FX 100
STAR GEMINI -10X
STAR DELTA 10
STAR RADIX 10

60 cps £129.95 + VAT = £149.44
30 cps CALL FOR BEST PRICE
16 cps CALL FOR BEST PRICE

160 cps £319.95 + VAT = £367.94
160 cps £498.95 + VAT = £573.79
120 cps £189.95 + VAT = £218.44
160 cps £319.95 + VAT = £367.94
200 cps £498.95 + VAT = £573.79

LEADS - SHEET -FEEDERS - TRACTOR FEEDS - INTERFACES
CALL FOR BEST PRICES

CREDIT CARD HOT LINE

01-482 1 71 1

Access

PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY. POST YOUR CHEQUES/POs TO:

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME - We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6. & SUNDAY 10-1
TAX-FREE EXPORT & DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PCW 23



Datasoft Ltd
East St, Ilminster

000000000000000*0
 0000000000* 000

00000000
000
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England 008 00*000 000 OOOOOO 00000000 000000 00000** 000 000 000 000   *00  
OOOOOO 0 000 000 000 0410 OOOOOO OOOOOOO 000   

Tel.046054809 000000 000 000 *00 000 000 OOOOOO 000  

DataTalk is simply the most advanced communica-
tions package for the IBM Personal Computer. With
full colour windows, integral text editor, programm-
able function keys, terminal emulations, split baud
rates, and a superb user interface, it will satisfy your
most demanding communications needs. DataTalk
costs £135 + VAT or £225 + VAT with optional file
encryption.

Bringing
IBM Personal Communications

out of the dark ages.

See us on THORN EMI Stand No. V117 (Software Village) at COMPEC

24PCW
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DISKS SAVE EEEEEs
CDC 51/4" PER BOX Total inc

p&p & VAT

SS/DD £10.90 £13.20

3M 51/4"
SS/DD £13.90 £16.60
DS/DD £19.30 £22.75
SS/QD £19.95 £23.50
DS/QD £23.50 £27.60

MAXELL 3'/2"

SS/DD £34.25 £40.10
DS/DD £54.00 £62.80

DISK STORAGE
10x51/4" SEE 10 £1.95 £2.60
40 x51/4" ABA Lock -lid £13.50 £17.50
90 x51/4" ABA Lock -lid £16.50 £21.30
60 x 31/2" ABA Lock -lid £17.00 £21.60

Ring us for equally incredible prices on:
RIBBONS, LISTING PAPER, 8" DISKS, LABELS,

ACOUSTIC HOODS, FIRE SAFES, ETC

Cheques payable to MICRO MEDIA
Rydal Mount, Baker Street, Potters Bar

Herts EN6 2BP
Tel: 0707 52698
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1 THE QUADRANT, BRIDGE STREET,
GUILDFORD, SURREY GU1 4SG
TEL: 0483 578848

LINONORD
1; $4;?.? 0\>

"A quick way of learning - quicker
than the printed page".
Mike McCann, Your Computer.

"It took 12 hours to teach a regime that
would normally take 40 hours".
Peter Marsh, Training Manager,
Thomson Holidays.

"Vivid mental images are used as
unforgettable memory joggers".
Jane Bird, Sunday Times.

"Before you know it, you are
constructing your own sentences".
Mike McCann. Your Computer

"Even a confirmed look - out of the
windower like me found
concentrating on the course very
easy"
Sally Clark. Computer Choice

"We found the course great fun and at
the end a surprisingly large amount
had sunk in".
Which Micro'

"Undoubtedly the linkword cassettes
are the most interesting, most
enjoyable ... of those considered".
Jon Chambers, Next

"The vocabulary sticks in your mind
effortlessly". "An outstanding success"
Sally Clark. Computer Choice Personal Computer World

FOR SCHOOLWORK FOR BUSINESS
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES

Linkword Language Courses are published on

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher
B.B.C. (B) Acornsoft Amstrad Protek
Sirius A.C.T. Spectrum Silversoft
Apricot A.C.T. C.B. M. 64 Audiogenic
Apple A.C.T. Vic 20 Audiogenic
I.B.M. P.C. A.C.T. Oric Tansoft
Q.L. Protek Electron Acornsoft

All versions contain a programme
an audio tape and glossary.

(Prices from £12.95)

Versions available from
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers.

For further information write to:
Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea.

PCW 25



PHONEMARK DO AS ENGLISH TRADERS
AND COMPUTERS DO
Phonemark, one of the most reputable peripheral makers in Taiwan, now presents
to you a variety of DATA cassette recorders to store and recall computer programs
on cassette, and to run users' written programs and pre-recorded programs.
Moreover all models available can compatible with Commodore, Sinclair, Apple II,
Panasonic and many other major computer brands.

PM -4402C

models:
RM-4401 compatible with Apple II, Panasonic JR-100 and
JR-200, and other models from Japan or Taiwan.
RM-4401R with remote control facility for user's
convenience, compatible with Sinclair computers
and IBM PC.
PM -4401C compatible with Commodore VIC-20 or 64
PM -4402C compatible with Commodore VIC-20, 64, C16,
116 or 264
PM -C16 compatible with Commodore VIC-20, 64,

PM-440IC

NEW

Y.

Y.

PM -C 16

FEATURES:
HIGH SPEED: 15 TIMES DATA/AUDIO CASSETTE
SPEED SELECTION: 892 OR 14000 BITS/SECOND
RELIABLE: 1 SOFT ERROR IN 107 BITS TRANSFERRED
FULLY COMPUTER -CONTROLLED OPERATION
DRIVE -IN -USE INDICATOR
MEDIA INTERCHANGABILITY BETWEEN DRIVES
EXTERNAL JACK FOR DUPLICATION WITH OTHER
CASSETTE
MASS STORAGE: 128K

MODEL: 8500 COMPATIBEL WITH COMMODORE VIC-20 AND COMMODORE 64

MARK ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
No. 5, Lane 220, Sec. 3, Chungyang N. Rd., Peitou, (112), Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Cable: "PHONEMARK" Taipei Telex: 26162 PHOMARK

Tel: (02) 894-5511, 895-3033, 895-1212/4
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We'll teach you to realise the full
power of the personal computer.
The Executive Computer Centre is a place of learning. Here are experts,
who have prepared a range of executive courses designed to increase
your knowledge in all aspects of personal computing.

They will show you how to get the most out of today's personal
computers. They will inform you, instruct you, and motivate you. You will
be given hands-on experience ... - one IBM PC for each delegate. You
will be presented with carefully researched and considered advice, in a
businesslike atmosphere.

The Executive Computer Centre runs courses in these software
packages, using IBM PCs: Lotus, Symphony,
Framework, Multiplan, Wordstar, Sycero,
Visicalc, Volkswriter, Smart, DBase II,
DBase III, Cardbox and Delta.

There are also courses using Apple,
Apricot, Sperry, Olivetti and other
hardware. The Executive Computer
Centre is the best equipped, 24-25 New Bond Street,
fully independent microcomputer London W1Y 9H D
training centre in London. Telephone: 01-629 9255

Executive
Computer

Centre

Choose from these selected courses
or send for more details

Please send us your full course list

 Please telephone me to discuss my training needs

 Please reserve me places on the course(s)
indicated

 Introduction to Micros course: Friday January 11 1985

 Introduction to Spreadsheets course: Friday
January 18 1985

 Introduction to Basic course: Friday January 25 1985

 Lotus 1-2-3 course: Tuesday January 15-171985

 Two day Smart wordprocessing course: Tuesday
February 19-201985

 Two day Smart spreadsheet course: Tuesday
January 22-231985

 Two day Smart database course: Tuesday
February 5-6 1985

Name:

Position -

Company.

Address -

Telephone No

To: Executive Computer Centres
24-25 New Bond Street. London WIY 9HD.

1



THOUGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS

COMPUTERS Fidelity Monitor.
Microvitec 1451 AP Composite............. E335

BBC B. OFS
£390
£469 Philips (Green Screen) E78

£446 Commodore 1701 0000. £210
..Spectrum 48K(£57 software free).............. £125 Fidelity TV/Monitor ..£210

£199Fidelity OL Monitor (Std Res)...... £175
ITeenToT reCr

(E60 software
free)

f275 Amstrad Modulator £30

Apple Ile + 2 Disk Drives &Cont .............. DISK DRIVES
Plus Free S/W ,,,,,Amstrad (Colour Monitor).- £349 + Sinclair Interlace 1 3

.. £399
Electron ... £189 54,A.

without PSU
........

CPRINTERS
Canon PW1080A NLO........... ,,, £325
Canon PW1156A NLO ,,,,, ... £425

£399 Single with PSU
Epson RXBO FR £2990.

.. £149 Anodex.. .... . .................
E389 T.... £181 Shinwa CP80.... £6.50

Epson FX100 0000 ..._ £520 MannewnanmMSlIell MT130. £6.50
£475

Brother HRS 0000. £155 Twin Drives with PSU ... £4.50
Brother HRI5 (Centromcs or S232). . £445

£235 Diablo Nylon
Juki 6100 (Centronics).............. ,,,, .......... . E375 CD4DOS 2 x200K 40/807 £239 . Es
Shinwa CPA80 (Centronics) .. .......... £215
Shinwa CPA 80 RS 0000 £236 OPUS
Commodore 1520 Printer/Plotter 0000 £95 SingIe without PSU Brother Correctable 15/25.
Commodore MPS801 £210
M Others available, please ask.
Alphacom 32 £69 .... £180 PRINT WHEELS, please ask.
Juki Sheet Feeder £248
Daisystep 2000 3250 Sills with PSU

.... £145MT805402P 200440T D5 .... PVC COVERS
INTERFACES 5802P 400K 40801 ...............

P 11104 40T
... £1113

.

Centronics- QL RS232 E40 Twin Drives with PSU Microvitec 1 .4" ...

£90 5401D 2.100K 40T ,E265 Acom Electron .........
5402D 2.2K 407 DS . .. ..... £1 .99
5802D 2 x400 40/80T......... V C 20/64 . £2.99

.£95

£118
.E155
£163
£181

DESKS
Opus Model 1
Opus Model 2..
Opus Model 3..
Opus Model 4
Opus Model5
Opus Model 10

RIBBONS

Canon PW10804 .

5 -pin to 3 Jacks..........._........_£1.40
£110

THE PLUG Suressor & RFI Filter ..................£130Spliarem
....£110

sg

£200 SPECTRUM
Pinnacle Ssectrum
Kghr Pen
Keyboard + £25 software DKTronics................

£8
£4.50
£4.50

£11
£11

£6.50

Shinwa RS232 + 2K Buffer. . £60.....................£210
Kempston Rom - Spectrum (Centronics).................... £55
Kempston Tape - Spectrum (Centronics) ........ . £38 Memotech (Single) £410
Tasman Tape- Spectrum (Centronics) . £35 Memotech (Dual) £800 Over 40 different coyeia.aaatia.ble:PitOntii51. availability
Stack RS232 -Commodore........................£30 65022nd Processor ....... ... £199 and price.
Stack Centronics-Commodore..................................£20

WABASH and 3M DISKS LEADS
BBC to Parallel Printer . £10

IEEE - Epson + 2K (Centronics) .................... £65 BBC to Serial Printer .......... . ........ £10
Electron Plus 1... 0000.. 0000. £60 S/S D/D 40T 1010 0000. 0000 0000

RS+23 5 -Pin Din to 5 -Pin Dirr::::::::,,,,,..11:.,.,,,,,,,,,..... ecsoDRS232 D to D .
Apple Ile RS232 Card .09 Memotech Printer Lead.. EI 0

We have or able to obtain interfaces to connect any printer DYSAN DISKS Dragon to Centronics Printer. .£13.50to any computer. Please ask.0/SOric to Centronics Printer .£13.50
£29 BBC to Single Disk Drive .. ...£13

MONITORS 204/2D D/S DID SOT 10 for .. £35 BBC to Dual Disk Drive £16
BBC to Single Power ............................................. £5

3" Marcell Disks, Single £4.50 BBC to Dual Power...£5
31/2 Hewlett Packard, Single. ... 7 -pin DIN to DIN + Jack. f2.40

Microvitec 1451 -OL (Mad Res)._ £275 Further discounts for quantify on all disks.' 50+, 10%
Microvitec 1431 Composite...................... £235 discount; 100+. 15% discount. 5 -pin DIN to 5 -pm DIN +Jack 0000. 0000. £2.40

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT + CARRIAGE Open 9-5pm Mon -Sat

JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES

.£A

£11

State: BBC Dragon.... £15

Cambridge Joystickstick + Interlace & Program....... £29
Kemston
DKTronics Pr amenable . £22
DKTronlos Due Port 0000. 0000..... 0000... £12

Ram Turbo £22
First terlace for Electron .. .....125

Adaptor (BBC) to 9 -pin

BBC ROMS & UTILITIES

Replica II (Disk) Clares.............. _......£10.50

£8

Beta Base (Disk) Clues . .. £22
Beta Base (3" disk) Clams . 0.£22
Wordwise (Rom) Comp Con. £40
Disk Doctor (Rom) Comp Con . £30

Caretaker (Rom) Comp Con ......................
BCPL £95

CASSETTE RECORDERS

£27.50
£39

SOFTWARE

350 Spectrum titles
220 Commodore titles
40 Amstrad titles
80 Electron titles

150 BBC titles
30 Mernotech titles
50 VIC 20 titles

Send for list.
Access or VISA available.

Tel: (0924) 409753 for Credit Card Orders only.
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

THOUGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS.

GENERAL ENQUIRIES TELEPHONE 0924-402337 CREDIT CARD ORDERS TELEPHONE (0924) 409753
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2) Amount Enclosed, 3) Name and Address. 4) Type of computer -
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SALE! SALE! SALE!
LOOK AT THESE SPECIAL PRICES

HITACHI PC

HITACHI PC: dual 320kb floppy; 128kb RAM;
Keyboard; Colour monitor 10 Mb Hard disk;
Nucleas generatur, MS-DOS. Purchase ledger,
Sales ledger, Nominal ledger, Payroll, Sales
order processing, Micropen.
All for only £2,495
128K Ram Memory board £180

OLIVETTI PORTABLE

M10; 24kb RAM non-volatile memory; Profes-
sional typewriter keyboard; Parallel interface for
printer; Contains a set of general purpose

programs:
Word processing (TEXT), address file manage-
ment (ADDRSS), diary (SCHEDL) and telecom-
munications (TELCOM) £479

CALC; RAM based spreadsheet with graphics
£40

MULTIPLAN; ROM based (32k) £95

DATA; Powerful RAM -based database with key
and sort facilities £40

OLIVETTI M24

M24; dual 320kb disk drive; 128kb RAM;
Keyboard, Monitor and MSDOS £1,595

M24; 10Mb Integral hard disk; 1 x 320kb floppy
disk; 128k RAM; Keyboard, Monitor 8 MSDOS

£2,999

PORTABLE COMPUTER
M21; dual 320kb disk drive monitor £1,699

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP -150; dual 270kb 31/2" disk drive; 256kb
RAM; Keyboard; High resolution (512 x 390)
monitor £1,995

HP -150; dual 720kb 31/2" disk drive; 256kb
RAM; Keyboard; High resolution monitor (512
x 390) call

HP -150; 15Mb hard disk; 1 x 720kb disk drive;
256kb RAM; Keyboard; High resolution call

Wordstar Wordcraft
Lotus 1-2-3 Accountancy

Multiplan VisiCalc
dBase II Multiplan
Microsoft -basic

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

SILVER -REED

EXP 500 Parallel/Serial £270/£310
EXP 550 Parallel/Serial £360/399

BROTHER

HR -15 (13 CPS, Diablo) £389

JUKI 6100 (17 CPS Diablo) £32.5

JUKI 6300 (CPS )

HEWLETT PACKARD LAZER JET call

SALE ENDS ON JANUARY 31st 1985

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

CANON PW 1080A (160 CPS)
27 CPS NLO

EPSON JX-80 Colour Printer call
LO -1500 call RX-100 call
RX-80 £200 RX-80FT £239

FX-80 £339 FX-100 call

HEWLETT PACKARD
Think Jet Printer (150 CPS) £399

PLOTTERS

APPLE (4 Pen) £549
Colour Plotter

EPSON H1-80 (4 pen) call

HEWLETT PACKARD call

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP 11C £41

HP 15C £76

HP 12C £76

HP 16C £76

HP 75C 599

HP 718 VisiCalc Pac £119

Text Formatter Pac £78

Data Com Pac £144
HP 41C £129
HP 41CV £149
HP 41CX £221

Card Reader E139

Printer £275
Cassette drive £250

HP 41 Modules
Memory module (HP 41C) £21

Clued Memory (HP 41C) £59

Extended function £59

FOR IBM-PC, COMPAQ

& OLIVETTI

WORDSTAR

PROF PAK
£349

WORDSTAR

E279
dBase II III

call
LOTUS
1-2-3 DATA STAR

£349 £139

SYMPHONY
£399

WORDCRAFT

£399

FRAMEWORK

£ call

DELTA 2
E call

EPSON HX 20

EPSON HX 20 EXC

EPSON PX-8

HIM

-- 

niiMMENNEMP
£795

MACKINTOSH CORNER

Mackintosh 128kb RAM Ecall
Mackintosh 512kb RAM Ecall
External disk drive E340

Imagewriter Printer 10" £385
Imagewriter Printer 15" £call
Multiplan £139
Chart £139
Word
Microsoft Basic £139
OMNIS 1 The File Manager £149
OMNIS 2 The Information Manager £295
OMNIS 3 The Database Manager £445
Filevision
PFS: File £104
Main Strut Filer £155
Clienart £43
Mac the Knife £34
Macforth £call
Mac Pascal £99
Millionaire £51

Zork 1 £34
Zork II £43
Zork III £43
Witnen £34
Deadline £51

Mac Project
Mac Terminal Ecall

APPLE CREDIT CARD

£1500 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
Subject to acceptance APR. 29.8

SHARP MZ 700

The Personal Computer you need now, and in
the future.

MZ-700
64kb RAM £99

EX DEMO SHARP PC 5000

128kb RAM; 64kb ROM
Plus 128kb Bubble Memory
Plus Thermal Printer
Plus Superwriter
Plus Supercalc
Plus Super Corn disk

NP = £2,224 £1,699

MZ80A MZ8OK

MZ-80 5FD Drive £245

Printer P5 £250

Printer P6 £299

Master Diskette £29

Expansion Unit (M280K) £50

EX -DEMO APPLE II

Apple II Europlus 48kb RAM £250
Apple Ile Monitor £80
Silentype Printer £99
Apple Writer II £30

APPLE IIC

128kb RAM, 130k floppy, 80 column, 11/

modulator £749
Sale ends on 31/1/85

EX -DEMO APPLE III

Apple III 128k RAM £599
Apple III £80

Disk Drive £180
Silentype Printer III £99

Apple Business Basic £49

VisiCalc III £79

Applewriter III £99
Mail list Manager £60

APPLE CREDIT CARD

£1500 INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE

Subject to acceptance APR. 29.8

ORDERS ONLY

Tel: 01-937 3366 est 11
01-937 8529

Teske Business Systems
191 Kensington High Street,
London W8

 TBS reserves the right to change advertised
prices.

 Add 15% VAT.

asa asa asa
Business Systems Business Systems BusinessSystems
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BBC MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEM DISC DRIVES
BBC Computers
Model B Special Offer £320(a) 6502 Second Processor £175(a)
Model B + NFS £389(a) Acorn IEEE Interface £280(a)
Model B + DFS £409(a) Z802nd Proc. + Software £348(a)
Model B + DFS + NFS £450(a) Bitstick + graphics Software £328(a)

TORCH UNICORN PRODUCTS:
ZEP100 Z80 Card with 64K Ram + Free Software Package £299(a)
ZDP240 Z80 Card as above with 2 x 400K Dual Drive + Software £699(a)
HDP240 20 Mbyte Hard Disc + 400K Floppy £1995(a)
HDP68K + UNIX 68000 with Z8OB + 256K RAM & UNIX OS £2995(a)
UNICOMM Communication Package c/w modem £159(a)
GS800 GRADUATE 8086 + 256K RAM + Dual Drive + XchangeSoftware £945(a)

In addition to above we carry a very wide range of BBC firmware & software packages.
Please write for further details.

PRINTERS
EPSON

RX80FT £225(a) FX80 £315(a) FX100 £435(a)

KAGA TAXAN NLO Printers DAISY WHEELS
KP810 £249(a) KP910 £369(a) JUKI 6100 £340(a) BROTHER HR15 £340(a)

3 Colour Graphics Plotter/Work Station £490(a)
(Includes pens, drill/router & opto sensor)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON
Serial Interface: 8143 £28(b);
8148 with 2K buffer £59(b).
Buffers with large storage capacity
available from stock.
Paper Roll Holder £17(b);
FX80 tractor Attachment £37(b)
Ribbons: MX/RX/FX 80 £5(c);
MX/RX/FX 100 £10(c).
Dust Covers: RX/FX 80 £4.50(c);
RXJFX100 £6.50(c).
KAGA Serial I/face with 2K Buffer £85(b);
Ribbon £6(c).

JUKI Serial I/Face with 2K Buffer £60(b);
tiibbon £2.50(d).
JUKI Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
BROTHER H R15 Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
2000 Fanfold sheets with extra fine
perforations
9.5" x 11" £13.50(b); 14.5" x 11" £17.50(b).
Self Adhesive Labels 2} x1'/i6" per 1000.
Single Row £5.25(d); Triple Row £5(d).
Parallel Leads: IBM £18(c); BBC £7(c).

PRINTER/COMPUTER SHARERS

Three Computers to one printer (parallel) £65(b) Cable Set for 3 way sharer (1m long each) £25(c)
Mains Adaptor £7(d) Two printers to one Computer (parallel) £19(c)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives £14.50(c)
Single Disc Cable £6(d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50(c)
10 Disc Library Case £1.80(d) 30 Disc Storage Box £6(c)
30/40 Disc Lockable Box £14(c) 100 Disc Lockable Box £19(b)

EPROM PROGRAMMERS

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMER EP5000
This CPU controlled Emulator Programmer is a
powerful tool for both Eprom programming and de-
velopment work. EP8000 can emulate and program
all eproms up to 8K x 8 bytes, can be used as stand
alone unit for editing and duplicating EPROMS, as a
slave programmer or as an eprom emulator £695(a).

GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER
This is a smart, fast programmer with an audible
alarm and a 'conversational' liquid crystal display.
Single key operation discourages mistakes whilst
performing BLANK CHECK, VERIFY and PROGRAM
functions automatically. Programming voltage
selectable 12.5/21/25V. Will program all popular 5V
single rail eproms. It will program 8 eproms at a time

£395(a)
P9000 Range
These new range which will handle ALL current 5V
single rail eproms and copy 8 eproms at a time
comprise three following models:
All models have 16 character display, 10 different
fault detection features and automatic self test, 16
bit programming capability and a selection of high
speed programming algorithms:
P9010: A low cost duplicator £795(a)
P9020: With serial interface with 8 different formats
and 8K buffer (expandable to 33K) £995(a)
P9030: Top of the range with serial interface with 16
formats, baud rate up to 19.2K, 8K expandable
buffer, editing functions, printing facility, remote
control from a computer £1295(a)
UV ERASERS
UVIT Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator.
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental
exposure to the harmful UV rays. It can handle up to
5 eproms at a time with an average erasing time of
about 20 mins £59 + £2 p&P.
UV12 as above but without the timer £47 + £2 p&p.
For industrial users, we offer UV140 & UV141 erasers
with handling capacity of 14 eproms. UV14 has a
built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features
UV140 £61; UV141 £79, p&P £2.50.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT

Please add carnage 50p unless
indicated as follows

(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)
£1.00

We also stock a full

range of

TTLs CMOS, CPU's,
RAMs, EPROMS.

Please write for our

catalogue.

Single Drives
1 x 100k 40T SS: TS55A £1 00(a) CS55A with psu £125(a)

1 x 200K 40/80 TSS: TS55E £140(b) CS55E with psu £150(b)
1 x 400K 40/80T DS: TS55F £155(a) CS55F with psu £169(a)

Dual Drives
2 x 100K 40T SS: TD55A with psu £250(a)

2 x 200K 40/80TSS: TD55E TEAC with psu £325(a)
2 x 400K 40/80T DS: TD55F TEAC with psu £380(a)

2 x 400K 40/80T DS: TD55M Mitsubishi with psu (£360(a)
BBC compatible disc drives, fully cased and supplied complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc for operation with the BBC micro. These drives can operate in both single
and double density modes and are suitable for use with any micro with Shuggart A400
interface. Mechanisms available separately.

'3M FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products

Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error free performance for life.
Discs in packs of 10:

40T SSDD £15(c) 40T DSDD £18(c)

80T SSDD £22(c) 801 DSDD £24(c)

31111

MONITORS
All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC 14" RGB MICROVITEC 20" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 Standard Resolution £165(a) 2030CS Std Res £380(a)
1451 Medium Resolution £255(a) 2040CS Hi Res £685(a)
1441 Hi Resolution £399(a)

KAGA TAXAN 12" RGB
MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio VISION II Hi Res £245(a)
These monitors can receive TV programs VISION III Super Hi Res £345(a)
thru a Video Recorder
1431AP Standard Resolution £210(a)
1451AP Medium Resolution £310(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green MICROVITEC 20" RGB with PAL & Audio
Screen £90(a) 2030CSStd Res £380(a)
KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green 2040CS Hi Res £685(a)
Screen £99(a)
KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber
Screen £105(a)
ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screen .. £68(a)
ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12"Amber Screen £68(a)

Double Tier Plinth for BBC and flat dual
drive £19.50(b)

Microvitec £3.50(d(
Monochrome £3.50(d)

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER
A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the
installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents. All but the
smallest documents tie up the computer while being printed and the computer remains
out of use until the printing is complete. This is more so in a network which does not have a
dedicated computer for printer operation. This buffer/sharer would free the computers
almost immediately for other uses and in many cases make the use of dedicated printer
server machines unnecessary.

STANDARD Centronics interface
with 3 inputs
EACH input port scanned every 5 secs to
check for data. Switching between ports
completely automatic.
Data input rate 4800 bytes/sec
LED Bargraph indicates percentage
memory used.
COPY key allows current document to
be reprinted.

Internal check to prove the data
integrity.
PAUSE switch allows printing to be
stopped temporarily to allow paper
change, adjust form feed etc. or allows
temporary storage for large number of
small files which can all be printed
together.
RESET allows all buffer memory to be
cleared without having to hard break on
the computer.

 64K buffer capacity.  Mains powered * Compact 7cm x 17cm x 24cm
TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £245(a)

Cable Set £30

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

10 Way
20 Way
26 Way
34 Way
40 Way
50 Way

I D CONNECTORS
Headers Receptacles Edge Conns Grey Cable,m

90p 85p 120p 40p
145p 125p 195p 85p
175p 150p 240p 120p
200p 160p 320p 160p
220p 190p 340p 180p
235p 200p 390p 200p

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS
Solder IDC

36 Way Centronics Plug 500p 475p
36 Way Centronics Socket 550p 500p
24 Way IEEE Plug 475p 475p

24 Way IEEE Socket 500p 500p

PCB Mtg Skt

Ang. Pin 36 Way 750p 24 Way 700p

RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH
25 WAY CONNECTORS

24" Single end Male £5.00
24" Single end Female £5.25

24" Male to Male £8.25

24" Female to Female £9.50

24" Male to Female £9.00

Other lengths available

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS

24 pin £5.75
28 pin £8
40 pin £9/5

GENDER CHANGERS
25 Way D type
Male to Male £10
Female to Female... £10
Male to Female .. £10

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
Male
Solder 60p 85p 125p 170p
Angled Pins 120p 180p 240p 350p
IDC 175p 275p 325p -
Female
Solder 90p 130p 195p 290p
Angled Pins 160p 210p 290p 440p
IDC 195p 325p 375p -
Hoods 90p 95p 100p 120p
Screwlock Hood 130p 150p 175p -

TECHNOMATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO IED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO
(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
(Export: no VAT, p&P al Cost)

Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges ele. welcome.
Minimum Telephone Order L.

Detailed Price List on request.

Stock items are non nail) 1113 return or post.
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E SON
ATARI

BROTHER pa
SHARP

B.P .Double Disk
Drive £750

11.P. 87 Computor £495
H. P.83 Computor £295
H. P. 7470a Plotter £390
H. P. 7225a Plotter £600
B. P. 128k Expansion £250
B. P.CP/M £195
B. P. lb ( lm ) £ 10
H. P. Rom Drawer £ 35
B. P. Serial I/F £120

Printer I/F £ 10
Printer Card £ 18
P6 Printer £190

SOFTWARE
Sharp F/DO S £ 25
Sarp Assembler £ 18
Eharp Mac. Lang. £ 10

V.A.T. &

Stock Control
(each) £

Osborne 80 Col.
Double Density
Inc. Wordstar,

Sapercalc,
C/Basic , M/Basic

E 6 5 0etc.
Ditto. 52 Col.
Grey Case £450Brown Case
Double Density
Inc. Wordstar,

B. P. Plotter Rom £ 30
H. P. I/0 Rom £ 80
H. P. Visicalc £ 80
B. P. Graphics £ 50
P.P. Linear

Programming £ 30
B. P.Mass Storage

Rom £ 40
B. P. 11c Calc £ 50
B.P.12c Calc £ 50
H. P. 15c Cale £ 75
R P. Card Reader £ 55
R P. Printer (41c ) £ 80

Apple 2 Europlus £275
Apple 3 £750
Apple Disk Drive
(Boxed) £125
Apple Compatible
Disk Drive from: £ 75
Apple Easywriter £ 15
Apple 3 Profile £500
GENUINE Apple Cards
Language Cards £ 40
Pal Card £ 40
Serial I/F £ 45
Centronics I/F £ 45

aipercalc £350C/Basic, M/Basic
Wordprocessing Package
Inc. Wordstar Installed
NEC 8023 Dot Matrix
& Cable +£215

ALL ARE
BOXED WIT H MANUAL S

Kaypro 10
Bard Disk £1500

Kaypro 4 £ 850
Slight Demo

H. P. Mem. Mods.
(each ) £ 12

Non Apple
Videx Card £ 40

Atari
Thermal Printer £ 49

B. P.App. Packs;
Stats.

Maths.
Fin. Dec.
Navigation (each ) £ 12

Eprom Card £ 40
Z80 Card inc . sof t £ 55
U.H.F. Modulator £ 25
SOFTWARE
P.F. S. Report £ 15
APPLE 3

Epson PX8 Computor £715
Epson W 20
Epson CX21 Acoustic

Coupler
Hg Expansion £ 80
704 Cable £ 12

Scarp
MZ 80A Inc .

Software

P.F. S File,
c/w P.F. S. Rep. £ 30
Pascal £ 50

£ 35

Intext (ROM ) £ 35
MX 100 £275
R S 232 I/Face £ 45

£170Universal I/F £ 25
Floppy Disk Card £ 45
Floppy Disk Cable £ 18

Mail List Manager
Business Basic £ 27
SYSTEMATICS SOFTWARE

For Apple II&III
T . I. ELECTRONIC
Data Terminal
Model 745 £500

Disk Basic, Inc.
Manual £ 12

(Bundled)
RING FOR DETAIL S

Brother 1-R1

Daisy Wheel Ex Demo £295
[All priceulus VAT 1

MORGAN

160 TOTTENHAM

COMPANY
COURT ROAD

CAMERA
LONDON W1. TEL:01-388 2562



New Issue Microtest Starstick & Joystick Package.

The new command summary and description is
'STICK enables the ROM,
'NSTICK disables the ROM.
SETSTICK program joystick.
KSAVE save protocols set by SETSTICK.
KLOAD load protocols saved by *KSAVE.
'MAP remap current keyboard definitions,

play games using your favourite keys
'CLEVER intelligent loading of software (ensuring

ACORN compatibility).
'PLONK relocate area of work memory used.
PROP1 proportional joystick emmulator 1
'PROP2 proportional joystick emmulator 2
"ANA patches joysticks via the analogue port.

DEALER ENQUIRIES
and

EXPORT ORDERS
WELCOME

announcing the arrival of the new issue 2 + ROM.
Available now the NEW issue 2 ROM Joystick comes in three forms:
OPTION 1 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot I Joystick

Price £22.85 £1.00 P&P.
OPTION 2 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot II Joystick

Price £25.50 £1.00 P&P
OPTION 3 The Starstick ROM and Patch Lead (choose your own
Atari/Spectrum style joystick)

Price £20.50 - £1.00 P&P
OPTION 4 Send your old version STARSTICK ROM back to us for
reprogramming to issue 2 -1 -

Price £3.50 £0.50 P&P
VI.4 STARSTICK was 4K the new version has been squashed into 8K.

The NEW ISSUE ROM is compatible with latest ACORNSOFT programs as well as
REPLICA II.

As with the VI41 issue of ROM you can at last connect good "self centring". "rapid
action" joysticks to the BBC Computer via the user port. (Model A owners please note that you
do not need the analogue interface fitted to your computer but you will need the user port and
IC76).

Pressing any combination of the BREAK key does not affect the STARSTICK software and
now by pressing TAB -BREAK REPLICA II is auto booted and is compatible with the STAR -
STICK ROM V2

The software patch provided in the ROM monitors O.S. calls and patches the Joystick to
the Games programs, and so will work with most games programs even programs not meant to
function with Joysticks (except those using illegal direct memory addressing).

to games.
'KILL ROM manager, disables troublesome

ROMs.
'DOUBLE replace up to two joysticks.
TAB -BREAK Auto boots REPLICA II.
PAUSE define key to freeze game.
'NPAUSE dissable 'PAUSE.
NAME predefined key protocols.
*HELP KEYS display current key protocols.
*REPEAT enables ROM based auto repeat.
N REPEAT dissables *REPEAT.
Should a contention state occur when two roms or
more try to use the same 'command prefixing any of
the above with M will help solve the problem.

available from
MICROTEST LTD

18 Normandy Way, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 1 EX
Telephone: 0208 3812

OR ANY GOOD DEALER
Large picture shows BBC Computer System and a Quickshot II Joystick. Small inset just a few of the

joysticks that will work with the patch lead. Screenshot by kind permission of SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
All MICROTEST ROMs are fully TUBE ® compatible.(TUBE 0 is a reg. trademark of Acorn Computers).

3 TIME-SAVERS
CACHE

MicroCache is a highly intelligent
disk buffering system (cache) that

dramatically boosts the
performance of your

microcomputer. It is totally
transparent to the user,

automatically monitoring your use
of disks and quickly 'learning'

what to hold in RAM. In this way
disk accesses are very substantially

reduced, saving you ti me and
reducing frustration. MicroCache

is available for most CP/M and
MSDOS machines including IBM,

Sirius, Apricot, DEC, NEC etc.

PRINTER
BUFFER

Also included in MicroCache is a
printer buffer. This enables
printing to apparently occur

immediately by 'printing to RAM'.
Actual output to the printer occurs

in background mode without
delaying the user. The RAM used
by the disk cache is dynamically
shared with the printer buffer;
whichever is causing you most

delay automatically gets the most
RAM. This is a much more cost-

effective way of saving time than
purchasing expensive add-on

printer buffer boxes.

RAM
DISK

Silicon Disk is the original 'RAM -
disk'. It provides you with an extra
'disk' in RAM which is extremely

fast and reliable. As with
MicroCache, the Silicon Disk
software will operate with any
RAM that is suitable for your

machine:

MicroCache
(including printer buffer)
Demonstration copy
Silicon Disk

WARNING: ONCE YOU HAVE TRIED THESE PRODUCTS YOU WILL NOT BE HAPPY USING YOUR
MACHINE WITHOUT THEM.
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VISA

£195
£25
£95

26 DANBURY STREET
LONDON NI 8JU
ENGLAND
TEL: 01-226 9092
TELEX: 24263 TARDIS G
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ACORNSOFT PRESENTS

Starshop
Commarxi

This new and sensational production will leave you
breathless as you master the art of flying a Spitfire. You'll have
to think fast as you battle with the controls. And the suspense will
be unnerving as you try out your new-found skills on increasingly
difficult manoeuvres.

Aviator is an exciting flight simulator which puts you in the pilot's seat. Earn
your wings as you explore a 3-D graphical world and score points by successfully flying
under a bridge and between skyscrapers. Then meet your ultimate challenge -you alone
must save Acornsville from the advancing enemy. £14.95 cassette. £17.65 disc.

P/ag fullguppothing proglaving.
Starship Command:

Are your reactions quick enough to fight off invad-
ing enemy spaceships? Will your performance report
to the Star Fleet Admirals be good enough for them to
warrant you another craft?

As Captain of a battle starship, only you and your
skill can answer those questions. £9.95 cassette.
21.50 disc.

Free Fall:
You've been attacked in outer space. All your crew

members are dead after the Alphoids injected the air
supply to the space station with cyanide.

You managed to get your space suit on in time, now
defend the vital computer tapes from the Alphoids.

But, be quick, you've only a limited amount of air.
£9.95 cassette. 21.50 disc.

JCB Digger:
Get the Meanies before they get you! Dig holes for

them to fall in, then fill them. Or scoop them up in
your shovel and dump them in the sea.

The Meanies will become meaner and harder to
destroy as your skill develops, testing you even further.
£9.95 cassette. 21.50 disc.

Disc versions are available in the new dual 40/80 track
format. These and many more Acornsoft BBC Model B programs
are available from your local Acorn stockist.

Alternatively, you can order programs by sending a cheque or
credit card details to Acornsoft at the address below. Credit card
holders can also order by telephoning "El* 0933-79300. Ring the
same number for a free Acornsoft catalogue and Aviator poster.

Acornsoft, do Vector Marketing, London Road,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.



The price tag. It's something rather special.
When you take a look at the new Goldstar

MSX you'll find an asking price of around £240
Quite a bit less than most of the others.

And since you're choosing a micro that's
designed and built to one standard, that'll leave
you a whole lot more for the super new MSX
games or business software.

What is standard, of course, is the superb
MSX specification.

There's one thing
about this MIX that isn't

quite standard.
i

I

State-of-the-art feature like 64K of 'user
RAM and 32K of ROM and 16K Video RAM place
the Goldstar right at the top of the MSX league.

Sixteen vivid colours and eight octaves of
sound make it a great games player's micro.

And there's a powerful Z -80A processor to
take on a world of home office tasks.

Goldstar MSX. The brightest new star
among micros that's unbeatable value for money.

You'll find it at above standard computer
dealers now.

GS GoldStar
Distributed by: -

MICRO DEALER UK Ltd
29 Burrowfield, Welwyn Garden City Herts ALT 4SS

Tel: (07073) 28181 Telex: 23674 MDUKG



111011IttMICROCOMPUTER RENTAL

From Micro -Rent, Britain's top -value specialist in microcomputer rental.
MACINTOSH

£4O
*PERWEEK

SIRIUS

E...,,,K

O
1111111111111111i 1.111.111111]

*777,77,11B,, 7,26]

 Try before you buy
 Flexible terms weekly, monthly, annual
 No capital outlay/immediate delivery
 Purchase option with rebate of rental

Micro -Rent is Britain's top -value
microcomputer rental specialist. You can hire
on a short term basis, and give the leading
machines a thorough trial in your own office,
before deciding on the right one for your
needs.

If you already use a micro, Micro -Rent can
supply additional machines for short-term
projects, or to cover breakdowns. Extra
printers or monitors also available.

Micro -Rent is independent of any
manufacturer, and offers expert impartial
advice on all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531
*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

11/111t1
OSBORNE
IBM PC
SIRIUS

APRICOT
APPLE lie
LISA
MACINTOSH

MICRO RENT
127 Cloudesley Road, London NI

The deal that no other
computer dealer can offer!

Data Profile offers you all the expert help
you need, in choosing the right system for your
individual needs from the variety of software
programs and hardxrilare options available. Plus
a very important extra. A guaranteed buy-
back price if you find, as people often do, that
your first machine isn't the one you want to
stick with.

Because of its close association with
MicroRent, Data Profile can give you almost
any combination of rental, lease or purchase
option.

So when you need the best advice, and
the best terms for a business system, call Data
Profile.

Authorised dealers for Apple and ACT.

127 Cloudesley Road, London Ni.. 01-833 2532 111)11 DATA PROFILE LIMITED
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SEIKOSHA IMPACT DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

GP -50A
Designed for the hobbyist.
Printing speed-40cps
5 inch, 46 columns  Friction feed
Centronics parallel interface
 Plain paper-low running cost
GP-50S-Sinclair compatible

model
GP-55AS-RS-232C serial model... '1"...."1"Nftimousummi

available soon.

GP-100VC
Built exclusively for
COMMODORE VIC-20/C-64
Personal Computer.
 Printing speed-30cps/50cps
 10 inch, 80 columns
 Pin feed
GP-100A-Centronics parallel

model
GP-100AS-RS-232C serial model
GP-100AT-ATARI compatible model...available soon.

GP -500A
A new generation of Seikosha
low-cost, 10 inch, 80 -column
printer.
 Printing speed-50cps  Pin
feed  Centronics parallel
interface  Low noise level
GP-500AS-RS-232C serial

model

G P -550A
Features a 2 -in -1 masterpiece -data
processing and correspondence
quality mode.
 Dual printing speed-50cps/
25cps  10 inch, 80 columns
Various character modes for
special effects  Friction and
pin feed  Centronics parallel
interface  Optional interface-
RS232C, ROM set for IBM PC.

G P -700A
Superb 7 -color graphic printing.
 Printing speed-50cps
 Colors specificable in dot
units 10 inch, 80 columns
4 -color cassette ribbon
 Friction and pin feed
 Centronics parallel interface
 Optional interface-RGB
video for IBM PC, RS -232C,
Apple 11/11E.

BP -5420A
Multifunction business printer
with super high-speed
capability.
420cps (draft)/104cps
(correspondence)
Throughput -152 LPM at
132 chars./line
 15 inch, 136 columns
 Pin feed and friction feed.
Paper width up to 15.5 inches.
BP-54201-IBM PC compatible model
BP-5200-200/100cps, 15 inch available soon.

Put your
efficiency

in our
hands...

SEIKOSHA
GIVE YOUR
COMPUTER SYSTEM
A SPEEDY, EFFICIENT
AND COST -SAVING
PRINTER.
Seikosha has every-
thing -dedicated
impact dot matrix
printers to sophisticated
models incorporating the
latest technology and
features.

SEIKOSHA CO.,LTD.
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DIVISION
4-1-1 TAIHEI SUMIDA-KU TOKYO 130, JAPAN
PHONE 03-625-4610 TELEX 262-2247 SEIKO J FAX 03-624-8666
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road London W1. Telephone: 01-637 2624

10 MB
HARD
DISC

FREE B.T. APPROVED

MODEM
WITH EACH

APRICOT
BOUGHT

BEFORE

31.12.84

apricot WITH
10MB WINCHESTER
ONLY £1995 +VAT!
PLUS

FREE Monitor
FREE Wordprocessor
(Superwriter)
FREE Spreadsheet
(Supercalc)
FREE Super Planner

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
* FREE Invoicing

FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger

* FREE Payroll
* FREE Mailing List

ill

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

1.4M6
FLOPPY

SANYO MBC
WITH 2 x720KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £995 +VAT!

PLUS

FREE Monitor
FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
FREE Spreadsheet(Calcstar)
FREE Super Planner
FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

W."

TRAINING
PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED

Integrated
Accounts
Package

apricot PC

DUAL
315K
DRIVES
(730K)
ONLY
£1395 +VAT!\
PLUS

FREE ACT 9" Monitor
* FREE Superwriter (Wordprocessor)

FREE Supercalc (Spreadsheet)
FREE Superplanner

* FREE CP/M 86
FREE Concurrent CPIM

256K Memory

11, .ii,:sCeo
, of.  ......,,,.,, Is,
it.10.-edto&

1.11P-4www.
4141140110' Igo -,.

lik. #10'

APRICOT
PORTABLE

only
£1495
+VAT

GALAXY BARGAINS
IBM XT: 128K RAM, 360K
floppy, 10MB Winchester,
Monochrome Monitor and
Printer Adaptor
£3695 + VAT
APRICOT PC: DUO
720K discs and monitor
£1595 + VAT
APRICOT Xi5: 5MB
Winchester
£1995 + VAT
APRICOT Xi10: 10MB Win-
chester £2195 + VAT

PLUS FREE
INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE

WITH THESE
SYSTEMS

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other Com-

puter Systems at bargain prices.

1 YEAR
WARRANTY &

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,

230 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1
Cheques payable to: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd 21C



[pa
COMPliter

Store
112 BRENT STREET, HENDON, NW4

Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4
Telex: 265871 MONREF G

OPEN MON-FRI 9.00 - 5.30
SAT 9.30 - 5.00

BUSINESS COMPUTERS-
ALL PRICES OF BUSINESS
MICROS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 15%

HELPS PLOT
YOUR FUTURE!

mi7m

IBM AUTHORISED DEALER== ==
IBM PC PORTABLE £ please call

IBM PC £ please call

IBM XT £ please call

PC NETWORKING £ please call

- IBM PC

Easy parking at rear car park
Nearest tube: Hendon Central

(Northern Line)

ACT APRICOT AUTHORISED DEALER
'NEW' F1 Computer Colour 256K RAM From 795.00
*NEW' Portable Computer Flat Screen 720K Cordless KB

Cordless Mouse Speech Recognition
From 1695

Apricot PC Computer Twin S/S Disks 256K 1595
Apricot PC Computer Twin D/S Disks 256K 1795
Apricot Xi Computer 10Mb Hard Disk 2795

*NEW* Apricot Point 7 as Xi 10Mb and networks 6 additional Apricots
3795

*NEW* Apricot Point 32 10Mb File Server Networking up to 32 users
£2995

'NEW* Apricot point 32 as above but with 20Mb Hard Disk 4395
Apricot 9" High Res Monitor 200
Apricot 12" High Res Monitor 300

'NEW* Apricot 10" Colour Monitor 395
*NEW' Colour card for your Apricot PC or Xi 295

apricot

I -

ACTsinus,
ACT SIRIUS AUTHORISED DEALER

Sirius 1.2 128K 2195
Sirius 2.4 256K 2895
Sirius SX 10mb 256k 3995
Sirius Network Please Call

Cz commodore

COMMODORE
CBM 8296 SK 795
CBM 8050 895
CBM 8250 895

HOME COMPUTERS
ATARI
Atari 600XL 99.99
Atari 800XL 199.99
1050 Disk Drive 199.99
1010 Cassette 49.99

MATRIX PRINTERS

fri'VfIrtm.
lAl VI"

li-ft11-1

/Ilk ill kb 11

"9. I

Brother EP44 Typewriter/Printer 220
Epson RXBOT 245
Epson RX8OFT 265

345
Epson RX100FT 450
Epson FX100FT 475
Epson LQ1500 1100
Printer Buffers from 129

Epson FX8OFT

tvat,
tt2 8mnt °-9

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
'New` Daisy Step 2000 18cps, Qume Compatible .285
Brother CE60 typewriter/Printer 13cps .410
Brother HR15 15cps 445
Brother HR25 25cps 795
*NEW Ricoh 1200 22 cps 595
Ricoh Flowriter R P1300 37cps 1245
Ricoh Flowriter RP1600 60cps 1635

N

A0,0

SOFTWARE
Pegasus Full Accounts Suite (per module) 295
Sales Ledger Payroll Purchase Ledger
Stock Control Nominal Ledger Job Costing
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing
Superwriter 295
Wordstar 295
Mailmerge 95
Wordcraft (Inc. Mailmerge & Dictionary) 425
Lotus 123 £ please call
Symphony £ please call
Open Access £ please call
Supercalc 195
Multiplan 195
DBase II 395
DMS Delta 495
CSM Incomplete Records (Auditman) 1500
IBIS Incomplete Records (Accounts Prep) 1600
IBIS Time Recording 800
IBIS Bureau Payroll 600
Micromail (Telecom Gold) 95
Special Applications Software £ please call

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Computer 5e.ces

Dataview
WORDCRAFT

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks
Continuous
Stationery
Daisy Wheels
Printer Ribbons
Dust Covers
Disk Storage
Boxes
Disk Cleaning Kits
Battery Backup
Units
Tractor Feeds
Auto Sheet
Feeders
Acoustic Hoods
Computer & Printer
Stands
Cables

Interfaces
Winchester Hard
Disks
Modems
Monitors
Ram Cards
Other

SERVICES
Installation & Training
Software Maintenance
Hardware
Maintenance
Free Demonstrations
Consultancy
After Sales Support
Lease HP or Credit
Cards
Government Contracts
Export Orders

Official Tenders
Educational Discounts
Mail Order
Open 6 Days a Week

Please call for latest second-hand and ex -demo computers and printers

- FREE GAME WITH EVERY COMPUTER WHILE
STOCKS LAST

BBC
BBC Model B 389.00
BBC Model B + DFS 469.00
Disk Drives from 130.00
Cassette Units from 25.00
Acorn Electron 179.99

COMMODORE AUTHORISED DEALER
CBM 64 179.00
1541 Disk Drive 199.00

(+ free software)
CBM SX64 Portable please call

(+ free software)
CBM Cassette 44.95
CBM 801 Printer £ please call
CBM Colour Monitor 199.00
CBM BPS1101 please call

OE commodore

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16K 99.95
Spectrum 48K 119.00
Alphacom 32 Printer 69.95

Also, full range
Joysticks
Over 1000 Games
Educational
Programs
Printers
Speech
Synthesizers
Word Processing
Data Base
Programs
Spreadsheet
Programs
Sales, Purchase &
Stock Control

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers
for North London
Torch Z80 Disc Pack £ call

of accessories:
Monitors
Computer Desks
Light Rifles
Interfaces
Cables
Disk Drives
Cassette
Recorders
Over 500 Books

We are part of the
Spectrum Dealer Group
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INCREDIBLE?

PHILIPS

For a demonstration
post coupon now!

rPersonal Computer Div.
P.O. Box 4PD, London W1A 4PD.

I Name.

Address.

I Tel.:

Az,.
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t.gl: E 1 990=,p 1 0
^IF ' for the P2009/16 -16 bit, 352K RAM,

lx 640K floppy, MS-DOS 2.11., CP/M
2.2. Built-in 10 MB hard disk pos-
sible Also runs 8 bit software.

Vast range of 16 and 8 bit software.

Dealers all over Great Britain.

Service guaranteed.

Easy to use especially for beginners.

Philips - with you every step of the way.

For the authorized dealer near you contact:
Kingsway Data Systems, 30 Guildford Street, Chertsey, Surrey, Tel.: (0 93 28) 68 911, Telex: 24667 

£1,6907
for the P2012 - 8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x
640K floppies and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC, Busi-
ness Graphics and SAGE "Try -be-
fore -you -buy" Accounts Packages.

£1,560:
for the P2009 - 8 bit, 96K RAM,
lx 640K floppy, and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC. Built-
in 10 MB hard disk possible.

£ 995:
for the P2010 - 8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x
160K floppies and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC and
SAGE "Try -before -you -buy" Ac-
counts Packages.

1111V111..1111

C
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Philips
Portable
Computer

The affordable portable.
plus VAT

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. p -System is a trademark of Softech Microsystems Inc. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Inc WordStar and CalcStar are trademarks of MicroPro Int. Corp.



The BBC Micro is only 16illong.
But it stretches indefinitely
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The BBC Microcomputer System.The world's best.
And still growing.

The BBC Microcomputer System is designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Ltd.



FIRST
AID

for your 64
Computers, like people, are fallible. They need the right

combination of code and care to perform effectively in the
business or the home. And that requires first hand knowledge
from you to create a healthy operating environment for your

Commodore 64.

Knowledge about machine language, about the lesser known
qualities of the 64, about the disc drives, graphics, and about the
tricks and tips to keep your 64 on line. That's why First Publishing
has now launched in the UK a series of high quality books and

software packages to provide a complete health care kit for your
64. Commodore 64 users throughout Europe have already found it

a tonic. We think you will, too.

rFor a brochure on all the Commodore 64 books and software packages available fron71
First Publishing, please fill in the coupon and send to: Amanda York, First Publishing,

I Unit 20B, Horseshoe Road, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berkshire.

I Name

Address

Cr ring Amanda York at (07357) 5244 or Calco Software at 01-546 7256 PCVVLI
FIRST PUBLISHING LTD



Apricot Fl £1259 INC VAT

256k business system

1o2ok double -sided d/d
FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

GSX graphics utility

ACT Diary

ACT Sketch

Sanyo MBC555 £1294

128k business system

2)(1Hk disc drives

12" monitor

FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

!moos, Basic,

WordStar word processor

MailMerge

CalcStar spreadsheet

infoStar database

FREE it blank discs

FREE box of paper

Apricot PC £1 834 INC VAT

256k business system

2x315k disc drive

FREE 12" monitor AP1200

FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

FREE 10 blank discs

FREE box of paper

Sinclair QL £682 INC VAT

128k business pack

4 software packages
12" colour monitor (PRISM)

FREE Brother HR5 printer

printer cable

all prices

include VAT

Apricot PC £2070 INC VAT

256k business system

2x720k double -sided d/d
FREE 9" Apricot monitor

FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor
SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

manuals/documentation:
MSDOS, MSBASIC plus

standard utilities
FREE lo blank d/s discs
FREE box of paper

ITT:XTRA £2299 WC VAI

128k business system

(operationally compatible

with IBM PC/XT)

12" amber monitor

2x360k double -sided d/d

FREE DaisyStep printer

Crestmatt packages
may be reconfigured to
suit individual business
needs. We provide

demonstration,
support and
training with
on -site maintenance

contracts available.

call for latest prices

dot matrix
£189 Shinwa CP80 8ocps (p)

Shinwa CPA80 loocps (pj2k
Shinwa CPA80 loops lsj2k

Epson RX8OFT loops

Epson FXBO 160cps

Ensign 165cps 72corresp

Kaga Texan 160cps 27n1q

Canon PW1080 isocps 27n1q

Canon PW1156 160cps wide

Brother EP44

Brother HR5 30cps

SmithCorona 0200 Imps

SmithCorona 0300 wide

SmithCorona FASTEXT 80CpS

daisywheel

Juki 6100 20cps

FREE printer cable Juki 6300 amps

FREE WordStar Professional £239 DaisyStep 2000 18CpS

word processor includes Brother HR15 13cps

SpellStar MailMerge

Starindex

FREE 10 blank d/s discs

FREE box of paper

Brother HR25 25cps

Brother HR35 35CpS

£239 SmithCorona [1000

Commodore DPS1101 18cps

Crestmatt Limited
67a York Street (Bahr -Ste)
London W1H 1PG

01.402 1254/5
01.723 4699

telex 265871 IMONREF G)

quote refsi:DRG 015

export and mail order

enquiries welcome

MonFri 9.30-7;

Saturday 10.30-4

authorized dealers for

Apricot, ITT, Sanyo

offers strictly one month

prices subject to change

without notice; goods

subject to availability
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C.J.E. Micro's BBC Printerpacks
For Star, Canon & Juki Printers include:
1. The Printer
2. Delivery by Securicor
3. Cable to the BBC 1.3 Metres
4. Screen Dump Program (MIC Source)
5. Text Dump Program
6. Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE
7.Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above.
8. VIEW Printer Driver
9. 100 Sheets of Paper

10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse
11. Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC.
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set
CANON PW-1080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £345 Inc. VAT
CANON PW-1156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £439 Inc. VAT
JUKI 6100 CJE PRINTER PACK £400 Inc. VAT

0114ER
PRINTE

GEMINI 10X CJE PRINTER PACK £255 Inc. VAT
AVAILABLE

OR

DRAGON

e4. °RIC

CANON PW-1080A
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
NLQ Mode 23 x 18 Matrix: 27 cps
Draft Mode 11 x 9 Matrix: 160 cps
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction & Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard
CANON PW-1156A Available
(Accepts 15 Paper)

CANON PW-1080A £278.26 + VAT = £320.00
CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT =£414.00
See below for Printerpack prices

STAR GEMINI
10X

JUKI 6100
One Year Warranty
20 CPS: BiDirectional & Logic Seeking
10, 12, 15 & Proportional Spacing
Wordstar Compatible
2K Buffer: 13 Inch Platen
Underline: Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard
RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra
Tractor Feed £99.00 + VAT Extra
Single Sheet Feeder £238.00 + VAT Extra
JUKI 6100 £330.43 + VAT =£380.00
See left for Printerpack prices

Special RS 232 Printer Bargain
STAR DP8480 (8 Printing) £187.00 Inc VAT

Ideal for BBCINewbrainIHX20 & Spectrum Int. 1
Phone for full specification

One Year Warranty
True Descenders 9 x 9 Matrix
120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking
40, 48, 68, 80, 96, 136 cpl
Italics, Emphasized, Double strike
Super & Sub Scripts
Downloadable Character Set
Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics
Friction or Tractor Feed
10 x 10 Carriage, 15 x 15 Carriage
See above for Printerpack prices

Centronics Interface Standard
RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra
GEMINI 10X £235.00 Inc. VAT

STAR DELTA 10
spec. AS FOR 10X PLUS:-

160CPS: 8K BUFFER
CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'S STD

£311.30 + VAT = £358.00

WE ARE A FULLY RECOGNISED ACORN DEALER

PRINTAID
Powerful UTILITY for BBC word
processors.
Mail Merging.
Easy entry of printer control
codes.

Capability for proportional
spacing with right-hand
justification on Juki 6100
40 or 80 track £16.00
Send or ring for details.

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT,

FULL SPECIFICATIONS
& LATEST PRICES

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONEICREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Next day Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00
FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE

ON REQUEST

Dept PCW, 78 Brighton Road, Worthing
W. Sussex BN11 2EN (0903) 213900

0

0



Plug into
the best
brains in

the w rld...
. . .by connecting your microcomputer via a modem to the

Profitlogic database, a new on-line service devoted to
providing its subscribers with up-to-the-minute news and

knowhow from the world's leading experts.

COMPUTING & HI -TECH: Reviews & breakthrough news.
Smartware Index. Hi -tech glossary on-line. Software you

can't buy yet . . . yours for the asking.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE: Scan hundreds of Newsletters
full of information in super condensed form.

Inside the think tanks. Picking the worlds
best business brains. Contact file . . . locates professional

and expert contacts worldwide.

INVESTMENT DATABANK: Who picks the best stocks.
What the Experts recommend today. Stockfacts technical

analysis file. Inside the boardrooms. Unit Trusts you can
trust. Solid Bonds. Hotline to the top performers. Top

performers portfolio. On-line investment glossary. Ticker
symbols.

COMPUTING SECTION What's in it?
Software you can't buy yet - yours for the asking:

Profitlogic's on-line Computing section contains programs
ready to run on your computer.

If you have statistical, mathematical or financial analysis
problems to solve, Profitlogic's computing section contains

the necessary tools. All the programs in this section are
yours free without any other than connect time charge.

The FREE SOFTWARE is organised into several groups.
cWARE programs include utilities such as: 'sounds like'

(see description on dBASE section below), Indexers,
Sorters, right into unix-like programs you can run under

CP/M or MS-DOS and unix of course. Examples: diff, grep,
unrotate, a complete editor, d -filer, pipe and filtering gear.

Programs in cWARE allow the creation of your own tailor-
made database including the latest knowhow on building

B -tree indexes for fast access.

dBASE: This file contains anything from utilities lie. upper
to lower case functions for version 2.3 and 2.4, 35%

faster than 2.4 rank function) to complete turnkey systems.

Forecast Services Ltd., 27a, Old Gloucester St., PCW
London WC1 3XX

Name

Address

You can download complete commercial mailing list
applications, order handling, mailmerging and foreign
language mailhandling and investment and statistical
utilities from the cWARE section re -written in dBASE code,
all speed optimised and ready to run.

One of the latest additions is the 'soundslike' utility, which
finds names on their sound rather than on spelling. Having
your customer on the 'phone, you will instantly retrieve his
name whether the spelling is English, French, Italian,
German, Spanish or any other language.

Further programs include statistics, investment analysis
software and speed up and structure checking utilities;
square roots and plotting, charts on the screen or printer
and foreign language characters. Whatever you thought
dBASE couldn't handle is here for you to download.

Apart from the cWARE and dBASE sections there are
special SIG's (special interest groups) for BBC, CP/M (80 &
861, MS-DOS, IBM and unix operating systems.

Other Computing information: if you need to keep abreast
in the Hi -tech and Computing field, Profitlogic provides you
with instant information about new hard and software,
technological breakthroughs and the latest news on
artificial intelligence; without any need to sift through tons
of paper. You just enter a few, but powerful search
commands.

The Smartware Index answers questions like: Where to get
a dBASE compiler? How to read and write dozens of disk
formats from a BBC? How to run dBASE under unix.
Whose buffer allows you to random print and mailmerge
for days, while your machine does something else. Do you
need a buffer that controls 4 printers with input from
several micros? Does Framework really beat Symphony?
How user friendly are the programs of tomorrow?

COMPUTING & HI -TECH: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE:

INVESTMENT DATABANK:

All this is available for not much more than the annual
cost of a good daily newspaper. Send for free details today.

PROF OGIC
Forecast Services Ltd.,

27a Old Gloucester St. London WC1N 3XX.

PC W 45



U -MAN SERIES 1000

32 bit personal
su ermicro

68000 based.
1J111111111111111111111ftil.

11111111 '
The U -MAN Series 1000
represents a major step forward
in accessible computing power.

Open architecture: Like the
venerable Apple II and the more
recent IBM PC all the facilities are
accessible. Accessible through
powerful operating systems CP/
M68K and UCSD p -system.
Accessible for adding hardware
for every application. Accessible
because of the information we
make available.

Remarkably well-equipped: The
minimum model features 192K of
RAM, 10MHz 68000 main
processor, 6809 auxiliary screen
and I/O processor, mono, colour
and graphics display output, dual
800K floppies, built-in serial ports,
clock & timer, Centronics port,
sound generator, speech
synthesiser, 10 bit A/D, 16 line
parallel I/O, 4 slot (Apple
compatible) expansion bus and
97 key keyboard. Models with

320K and 1MB RAM available
now!

Remarkable value for money:
From £2500 for the 192K dual
floppy machine or £7500 for 1MB
RAM with 40MB Winchester +
800K floppy. Optional mono or
colour monitors. Works with
virtually any printer.

Bench or Floor Mounting.

6 V 6.

Software NOW! - The UCSD
p -system comes complete with
development tools, Pascal
compiler and 68000 assembler.
FORTRAN 77 and BASIC
compilers also available. The CP/
M68K includes a 'C' compiler
(compatible with UNIX systems)
and 68000 assembler while
CBASIC and Pascal MT+ are also
available.

The U -MAN Series 1000 was
developed and is being
manufactured in Warrington,
England.

Ask for detailed literature and
prices now!
SPECIAL support scheme for
software and hardware
developers with big discounts.
U -Microcomputers Limited,
Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire WA2 8PR, England.
Tel: 0925 54117
Telex: 629279 UMICRO G.

Easy for programmers to make easy to use!

Distributor, OEM and dealer
enquiries welcomed.

IYt 'make it easy on yourself' u-mucno



MODEM.
HIGH-SPEED

IOMPUTER TALK
FROM PROTEK

Inter -computer communication is easy in anyone's language, thanks to the Protek Modem. Acoustic coupling provides
a reliable link between the computer and the telephone line. There are no connection charges, the unit is totally
portable. The flexible link between the mouth and ear -pieces ensures a reliable connection between most telephones.

Interface Packs including software
are available for the following

computers:-
 ZX Spectrum 48K £24.95

 BBC ModelB'Micro £14.95
 CBM 64 £14.95
 Oric Atmos 48K £24.95 (available September)
 Electron £24.95 (available September)
Features Include:
 Two operating modes 1200/1200:1200/75
 Battery powered
 Totally portable
 LED Indicator

 Compatible with any standard
RS 232 Interface

APPROVED for use
with telecommunication,systems

run by British Telecommunications
in accordance with the cOlditions

in the instructions for use.

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING COMPUTER STORES

Protek Computing Ltd, 1A Young Square,
Brucefield Industrial Park, Livingston, West Lothian. 0506 415353.



Askan expert why
the Electron's the best

micro in its class.
Most schoolchildren will tell you that one computer

prevails in British classrooms today. Acorn's BBC Micro.
With a hint of pride, they'll also tell you that they're

fluent in the computer language which Acorn developed
for the BBC Micro. It's called BBC Basic.

And if you ask their advice on choosing a home
computer for around £200, they're likely to tell you that
there's really only one sensible choice.

The £199 Acorn Electron.
Like its £399 stablemate, but unlike any other micro,

the Electron speaks BBC Basic. Which means that children
can easily carry on with their computer studies at home.
And their parents can quickly
start catching up, because BBC
Basic is such a simple language
to learn.

However, language isn't the only thing which makes
the Electron outstanding among every other micro in its
price range.

A powerful choice.
The Electron is a 64K microcomputer which has

32K of RAM, combined with another 32K ROM.
This simply means that it has more power than most

people ever need from a home computer.
Nevertheless, it has been designed to help you make

the fullest use of its power.
For example, its graphics have the highest reso

ution of any home computer bar none.
This is because Acorn specially designed the

chip that controls the graphics. And it's among the
most advanced chips of its kind.

Indeed, it delivers twice
as many characters across the
screen as the Electron's nearest
rival.

It expands into a system.
With the Electron, even total

newcomers have been surprised at
how quickly they can find their way
into the complex world of computing.

Where many computers have
keyboards which are confusing and
clumsy to operate, it has a keyboard
just like an ordinary electric
typewriter's.

And for issuing main com-
mands, there are single entry keys.
Instead of literally spelling out the

command, letter by letter, you just push the
relevant key and it's issued.

There's also a built-in loudspeaker which
gives high quality sound.

And what is perhaps most exciting
is that the Electron has the capacity to
grow with your knowledge and
ambition.

With Acorn's Plus 1 expansion
module, it can link up with a printer, joy
sticks and fast -load cartridge software
including View and Viewsheet word pro-
cessing and spread sheet programs.



With the Plus 3 module, which
will soon be available, you'll have a
disc drive system and will be able
to enjoy all the speed and conven-
ience of 3.5 inch discs.

But let's not get carried away
too quickly. You can start using and
enjoying your Electron as soon as
you get it home.

All you need is your tele-
vision set and a cassette recorder.

The speed of a business micro.
Some home computers

respond pretty slowly to your
commands. After you've

pressed the keys, they leave
you twiddling your

thumbs for more than a mere few
seconds.

The plodders, how-
ever, are a very long way
behind the Electron.

In fact, on processing
speed, a recent
bench test

survey
ranked

the Electron up with such high niers as the IBM PC and
Apple 111. Both are machines which cost well over 2,000.

It's an astonishing accolade when the Electron makes
no greater claim than to be a micro which is designed to .

become part of the family.

Your starter for free.

With your Electron, you'll receive a free intro- \
ductory cassette.

It will give you a taste of the exceptional colour
graphics. It will show you how the Electron can play and
notate music.

; It ill et.

mill1111111110miew

And when it's given you
some new ideas about home
accounting, it will challenge you
to a few games and even spend a
few seconds doing your whole
family's biorhythms for you.

But remember, although it
holds 15 programs, the cassette will
only give you a glimpse of the
Electron's full potential.

Because the potential is as
infinite as your own imagination.

No shortage of software.

Although the Electron is
still a relative newcomer to

the market, the range of software
available for it is considerable.

Besides plenty of games, there are many edu-
cational programs for children of all ages, from playschool
to A Level.

There's a great deal to keep adults occupied, too.
From money management to helpful domestic
programs, even a range of foreign language
programs, teaching the basics of
French, German, Italian and

Spanish.
And of course, wi

its simplicity and
flexibility, the
Electron could
soon be

processing programs created and written by none other
than yourself.

You can find the Acorn Electron with its full
complement of accessories and software at local Acorn
dealers and major high street stores.

For the address of your nearest supplier,
ring 0933 79300.

The Acorn Electron.
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II 1141N1 PRICES II

ON MICRO DEALS!
(We think they're unbeatable.)

We are able to offer the systems below at least 10%
less than manufacturers' list prices - even more in the case of some machines

- therefore offering you the chance of great savings on all your micro requirements.

IBM PC XT
128 kb Ram 10 mb Hard Disk
1 X 360 kb Diskette Mono
Display, keyboard, Printer
Adaptor DOS V.2.0. List price
£3433 less discount of 15%
saving £515. New Low Price

OUR PRICE

HARD DISK MACHINES
APRICOT Xi5
256 kb Ram 5 mb hard Disk
1 x D/S 720 kb Micro Drive,
Mono Display, Keyboard plus
bundled Software. List price
£2695 less our discount of 15%
saving you £404

OUR PRICE

HP 150 5 mb
256 kb Ram 5 mb Hard Disk
1 x 264 kb Micro Drive, Touch
Screen Display, Keyboard. List
price £4395 less our discount
of 20% saving £879

OUR PRICE

£2918 £2291 3516
COMPAQ
256 kb Ram 2x 360 kb
Diskettes 9" Monitor,
Keyboard, Parallel Port.
MS.DOS Fully IBM Compatible
List price £2195 less our
discount of 15% saving you
£330.

PORTABLES
KAYPRO 10
64 kb Ram plus 10 mb hard
Disk 1 x 360 kb Diskette,
Keyboard, 9" Monitor, plus D
base II/Wordstar/Supercalc/
Micro Plan/Superterm List price
£2295 less our discount of 15%
saving you £345.

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

APRICOT PORTABLE
256 kb Ram 1 x 720 kb Micro
Drive 80 x 24 L.E.D. Screen plus
Supercalc/Planner/ Writer/Act
Sketch/Diary, MS.DOS 2.0 List
price £1695 less our discount of
10% saving you £170.

OUR PRICE

£1865 £1950 £1525
PRINTER SPECIALS

MANNESMAN TALLY MT 80.80 CPS Dot Matrix £195
QUEN-DATA DWP 1120.20 CPS Daisy Wheel £245

EX -DEMO MACHINES

ACT SIRIUS128 kb 2 x 1.2 mb Diskettes Keyboard, Monitor, plus Software £1500
APPLE 11E128 kb/80 col. 2 x 140 kb Diskettes, Monitor, plus stack of Software £995

LOW COST MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE FOR ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD
E.G. IBM PC XT Configuration as above

lyr maintenance 48 hr. Response Parts & Labour £300

Offers subject to availability and while stocks last.

MICRO DIVISION

DIXONIAN LTD SOUTHBANK HOUSE BLACKPRINCE ROAD, LONDON SE1 7SJ. TEL 01 587 1609

PCW 51



Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

*EPSON
RX-80FT £208.00 + VAT

FX-80 £312.42 + VAT

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

TAXAN/KAGA
KP810
£ Call

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
*10% off list prices

Discounted price
JSVOLT14 Voltmace Delta 14B Joysticks inc. VAT 13.46
JSVOLTAD Voltmace 146/1 Adaptor Box 13.36

JSVOLT3B Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joysticks 18.09

BBC MODEL B
£359.10 inc VAT

Electronequip is an authorised Acorn service centre
and has been an Acorn dealer since the introduction
of the Atom. Our demonstration facilities include 20
station Econet and Torchnet systems.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

ANB02 BBC Model with Econet Interface 389.14 446.00
ANB03 BBC Model with Disc Interface 409.14 469.00
ANB04 BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface 450.01 516.00
ANC01 6502 Second Processor 174.35 199.00
ANC04 Z80 Second Processor 348.26 399.00
ACBBITST Acorn Bit Stik (ANF04) 327.39 376.50
ACBTELET Teletext Receiver (ANE01) 195.65 225.00

SIDEWISE

"SIDEWAYS" rom
board for BBC
Micro. No
soldering required

£33.44 + VAT

SIDEWISE FITTED

NORDMENDE

a
14" TV/Monitor
V173.04 + VAT

ACORN zr
COMPUTER

3" Micro Disc £89.00
(inc. VAT)

Disc Interface &
Drive
£181.30 (inc. VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for
the BBC Micro

The Micro disc drive offers a method of low cost quick access to
programs. The drive is essentially a small version of a 5k" disc
drive and offers similar features to the larger drive.
The data is stored on a 3" disc, this is enclosed in a protective
hard plastic cassette which features a write protect switch.
The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a
new disc filing system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the
micro DFS for £2.30. The new micro disc filing system can read and
write to Acorn DFS discs.
Thus if a 51 inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same
cable files could be transferred between them.
Capacity: 80.64 K bytes Transfer Rate: 125k bit/s.

All offers subject to availability
Prices subject to variation without prior notification
Prices for monitors & printers include BBC cable

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Access & Barclaycard Accepted
Large Stocks - 24 Hour Despatch Carriage 46p

BRANCHES
MAIL ORDER: 36-38 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230670
SHOP/TECHNICAL: 59 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230671
KINGS LYNN: 17 TENNYSON AVE. (0553) 3782

Electronequip
36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670

BBC
52 PCW



YEAR ROUND SALE
CONTINUES

DOT MATRIX
EPSON

RX80

£219
Inc VAT

EPSON

RX80 FIT

£255
inc VAT

Epson RX80 £190.43 + VAT = £219
Epson 8080 FT £221.74 - VAT = £255
Epson FX80 £329.57 VAT = £379
Epson FX100 (132 Col. Width) £511.30 + VAT = £588
KDC FT 5001 (Epson compatible) £703.48 + VAT = £234

Canon PW1080A(NLQ) £294.79 - VAT = C339
RS232 Interfaces from £26.09 - VAT = £30
Printer cables from £10.43 + VAT - £12

DAISYWHEEL

JUKI

£375
Inc VAT

dm 6100 £326.09 + VAT = £375
Daisysiep 2000 £216.52 - VAT = C249
Tractor unit/sheet feeders from £94.78 - VAT = £109

PROCESSORS
BBC Model B £388.27 + VAT = £389
BBC 'B' with DES £399.13 + VAT = £459
Amstrad CPC464 £157.39 + VAT = £181
6v power UHF £24.35 + VAT = £28
ISL 8083 (IBM Comp) £1173.39 + VAT = £1350
DEC 11 23 - 40 MB £6086.96 + VAT = £7000
DEC 11 73 -170 MB £10434.78 + VAT = £12000
Opus disk drives from £86.09 + VAT = £99
PHONE FOR OUR QUOTATION ON BESPOKE ACCOUNT-

ING SOFTWARE INVOICING/LEDGERS PAYROLL

colour MONITORS

MICROVITEC

1451 /CIL

Medium Res

£260
inc VAT

Amstrad CTM640 £132.18 - VAT = £152
Microvitec 1431 £169.57 + VAT = £195
1431 (RGBPALAUDIO) £195.65 + VAT = £225
Microvitec 1451 /1:11. £226.09 + VAT = 1260
Microvitec 1451 BBC E239.13 + VAT = £275
1451 (RGB PAL AUDIO) £195.65 + VAT = £340
Taxan Kaga Vision II £225.22 + VAT = £259

(8BOAPPLEIBM)

Microvitec 1441 (BBC) £433.91 + VAT = £499
Taxan Kaga Vision Ill £321.74 + VAT = £370

BBOAPPLE1BM

mono MONITORS
Amstrad 0164 £45.22 + VAT - C52
Sanyo DM8112CX(18MHz) £86.10 + VAT = C99
1SL18 Professional £62.61 + VAT = £72

18MHz Metal Case

ISL20 Swivel 80 ccl. C72.18 - VAT = £83
20MHz Tilt - Swivel Base

m ro FA T
The Experts

57 Hoxton Square London N1

01-729-1778
Prices are for cash and carry sale and are

correct at time of going to press in
November

Special Xmas opening - phone for details

o
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KIT £9.45
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features
you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block
DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping.
Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes
ZX BASIC easy -to -use and powerful.

ClPGJC fl4
An excellent assembler, an advanced line -editor, a compre-
hensive disassembler and a superb 'front panel' debugger
all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to
write their games. "Buy itl" Adam Denning 1984.

£25
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a
Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool,
programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent.
Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. " I haven't
seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal"

180 High Street North
Dunstable, Beds. LU6 1AT

Tel: (0582) 696421

Softquest Ltd
The lowest prices in town

TYPICALLY:

20-30% DISCOUNT ON
SOFTWARE

dBase II
dBase III
Symphony
Wordstar
Peachtree

Framework
Lotus 1 2 3
Pulsar
Open Access
Digital Research

Expansion boards include:
AST, QUADRAM, MICROSOFT, HERCULES

Extra discount on all accounting and spreadsheet packages

We cannot list all the products we carry.

PLEASE TELEPHONE OUR HOTLINE ON

01-788 6311
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

for the ZXSpectrum
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular
and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny -C but
an extensive, easy -to -use implementation of the language.
Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with
function library. Available direct from Hisoft for f25, or write
for further details.
All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions.
Our software is available for many other Z80 machines e.g.
Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New -
Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details.

P1 W 53



ACORN ELECTRON WITH FREE COMpANION
EXPANSION UNIT

The Companion Expansion is a rugged
aluminium case that bolts firmly onto the
back of the Electron. It contains a six slot
mother board with three connectors
installed that can be used to expand your
Electron to a more complete system.

Acorn Electron £173.00 + VAT
Companion Exp. Unit £29.00 + VAT
Printer & User Port £19.90 + VAT
Sideways ROM Board £19.90 + VAT
Joystick Board £12.90 + VAT
Prototyping Board £9.90 + VAT

Boards in Development
Disk Interface

Memory Expansion
Relay Board

Serial Communications Board
Econet Interface

APPLE MACINTOSH
"If you can point,

you can use a
Macintosh."

 68000 Processor
 128K RAM
 Built-in 400K Disk
 Macwrite
 Macpaint
 Built-in high

resolution screen
MACINTOSH - £1690 VA I'

ACT APRICOT
APRICOT PC
o £1199

VAT

APRICOT Xi
ego £2199

+ VAT

All Apricots come
with MS-DOS, Basic,
Supercalc, Super planner, Superwriter.

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE
- We guarantee to match the
price on equipment offered
from stock through any other
supplier.
Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.
Quotations given.

One year warranty
on all products.

COMPSHOP was established in
1978 and has continually offered

the best in micro computers
to discerning customers.

We sell only
computers and

peripherals, and
therefore can

offer the support
many other

shops cannot.

lommi6N61
All prices quoted are exc usive of VAT. Delivery is added at cost.
Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP
LTD., or phone your order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS,

DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number
IIMCLAKAND

VISA
COB% 0.,0
INIIIMATIONAL

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, ENS 1QW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNE7)- 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday

APPLE 2c

11111111111111111=111111Mw

 128K RAM
 Built-in Disk Drive
 80 Column Display
Apple 2c
2c Monitor
Additional
Drive

£799 + VAT
£129 + VAT

£199 1- VAT

Monitor Stand £27 + VAT
Appleworks
Software £175 + VAT

PACKAGE DEAL £1299 + VAT

550

Single Drive
128K RAM
MS-DOS
BASIC
Wordstar
Calcstar

£649
+ VAT

Additional
Drive
£150

A- VAT

SANYO
ego £649

555

Dual Drives
128K RAM
MS-DOS
BASIC
Wordstar
Calcstar
Mailmerge
Report Star
Data Star

£849
+ VAT

STOCK CLEARANCE

ACORN BBC
SPECIAL OFFER
 BBC B + 8 Program Tapes £347 + VAT

BBC + Disk Interface
+ Disk Drive £525 VAT

 BBC + Disk Interface
+ Disk Drive
+ Juki 6100 Printer
+ Leads
+ High Res Monitor
+ Workwise W.P.

£949 VAT

54PCW



RELEASE THE TRUE
POWER F THE QL!

Write programs to unlock the multi-
tasking power of your QL!

Metacomco now offers you three
languages for the QL:
> Use ASSEMBLER for its speed, and
for complete access to the QL's many
features.

> Use BCPL for systems
programming: writing games,
utilities, and applications packages.
> Use LISP for manipulating data
structures, and for exploring the
world of artificial intelligence.

Each language comes as a
complete development kit with a
screen editor and documentation,
for only f59.95.

THE ASSEMBLER
> Standard Motorola 68000 mnemonics.
> English error messages.

> Produces code which can be EXECed, and
run as a concurrent job.
> External references allow linkage to high
level languages and other assembler
modules.

> Macro expansions.
> Position independent, absolute or relo-
catable code can be produced.
> Conditional assembly.
> Large range of directives.
> Fully formatted listings.
> 30 character variable names and
32 -bit values.

BCPL
> True compiler.
> Multiple BCPL programs can run
concurrently.
> Full runtime library includes interfaces
to QDOS graphics, window handling,
file operations, etc.
> Exception handling provides
diagnostics for debugging.
> Link loader allows linkage of
separately compiled segments.
> Assembler and BCPL modules can be
linked together.
> 32 -bit variables use the full QL
address space.
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LISP
> Full support of QL features including window
graphics, and screen handling.
> Compatible with Acornsoft Lisp for the
BBC micro.

> Interpreter.
> Structure editor allows alteration of data
structures.

> Prettyprinter displays programs in structured
format.

> Tracer to aid in debugging.
> Garbage collector automatically recovers
spare memory space.
> 28 -bit integers and 250 -character names

THE SCREEN EDITOR
> Full screen editor within a user defined
window.
> Edits any ASCII file including SuperBASIC

source.

> Comprehensive range of commands.
The Development Kits are available now

from HMV, Menzies and other leading
retailers, or direct from Metacomco.
QL. ODOS. and SuperBASIC are the trade marks of Sincla,r Research UrnIted

MET CI I
26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.

Tel: Bristol (0272) 428781

Phone today, or post this coupon ;
to: Metacomco, 26, Portland Square, (,-2

Bristol BS2 8RZ. Please send me:
copies of the QL Assembler

Development Kit
copies of the QL BCPL

Development Kit
copies of the QL Lisp

Development Kit at f59.95 each.

I enclose a cheque for f
or please debit my ACCESS/VISA
Account No.

2
at 
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Card expiry date

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL NO

Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK
mainland only. Delivery allow 28 days.

s,
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THE NEW SHARP MZ 5600.
Set the new Sharp MZ 5600 alongside any of

its competitors and, for performance, you'll find
there's no contest.

The MZ 5600 has the flexibility to grow, as
your needs grow. Advanced features for software,
including a multi -window function, giving up to

COPIERS ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS

r
)

four different sets of information on -screen simul-
taneously. High resolution graphics capability.

Optional 'mouse' device for applications of a
graphical, drawing or menu -driven nature.
True16-bit 8086 (8MHz), allowing large capacity,
high speed processing.

CALCULAT RS COMPUTERS
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IT MAKES THE COMPETITION LOOK POSITIVELY UNTOGETHER.
What's more, the MZ 5600 is compatible with

virtually all standard business software. And
comes with free 12 months' on -site maintenance.

The new MZ 5600 series. An outstanding
performer.

From Sharp.

INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd, Sharp House, Thorp Road,

Newton Heath, Manchester M10 9E3 . Tel: 061-205 2333.

Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd, Business Equipment Division,
Sharp House, Thorp Road, Newton Heath,
Manchester M10 9BE. Telephone: 061-205 2333.

Please tick as appropriate for further details:
0 Computers 0 Electronic Typewriters 0 Copiers
0 Facsimiles El Calculators

Name:

Company.

Position 

Address'

No' Pcw/5600/



The
Sensible_separates
the business tools

e to
The SENSIBLE SOLUTION- is an
innovative approach to micro-
programming -a truly multi-user
relational data/procedural language.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION is a complete
language, with programs so compact
that one page of its source code is
equivalent to ten pages of BASIC
language programming. Shorter
programs and English Language
commands make program creation,
modification and debugging a pleasure.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION runs on CP/M,''
MP/M,'" MS-DOS,- DPC/OS,- Turbo
DOS,'" MM/MOST,- n/STAR,-
NOVELLE '' and many other networks,
with Unix'" soon available.

Features include
 Automatic screen and data file creation.
 Multiple screens in one program.
 Multiple key, multiple file B -tree data
file handler.

O'HANLON

 Virtually unlimited program size even
in 64K RAM.
 Multi-user record and file locking on
multi-user systems.

 Totally portable between operating
systems.
 INQUIRE quick report utility.
 Easy -to -follow English language source
code and commands.
 Program compiler- protecting source
and increasing speed.

And now - accounting packages
written in SENSIBLE SOLUTION which
you, the end user, can easily modify to
suit the personality and special require-
ments of your business.

Even if you've never used a computer
before, you can program with SENSIBLE
SOLUTION right away. It isn't just user-
friendly, it's positively sociable!

Ring us up and we'll be delighted to
show you why.

Business User Systems Ltd
46 Windsor Road, Slough, Berks, Skl 2EZ
Tel: (0753) 78844 Telex: 849323



The reasons single people
join Dateline are often very
varied, but come down to one
thing - they are simply not
meeting the sort of people
they would like to meet.

Tim Stagg, a 31 -year old engineer from
Pangbourne, found that the break-up of his
marriage two years previously and the
ending of another relationship since, had
left his confidence rather dented. `So I
thought I'd try Dateline because at least that
gives you a starting point for meeting
people.'

At first Tim could not bring himself to
actually telephone any of the girls whose
names he received through Dateline;
instead he made the initial approach by
letter. He was delighted when girls started
to telephone him, after receiving his name
on their lists. For Tim it made the whole
thing a lot easier, and a series of pleasant
dates soon saw the return of his confidence.
Fortunately, because on his third list from
Dateline appeared the name of Christine
Terry.

`Many of my colleagues
were married'

Tim and Chris agreed to meet at a point
halfway between his home and Basingstoke,
where Chris worked as a student midwife.
Having just moved to Basingstoke, and
working unsocial hours, Chris found it very
difficult to meet people. 'Many of my
colleagues were married and I was getting
very low,' said Chris, an articulate 29 -year
old. 'I saw Dateline advertised and decided
to give it a try.'

Chris had only been a member of
Dateline for two weeks when Tim contacted
her. Nevertheless, she managed to meet
four people before that! But she was
immediately taken with Tim when he
phoned and was delighted when he
suggested that they meet.

They agreed to meet in the car park of a
pub and swopped car registration numbers
as a means of identifying each other. Chris
liked Tim immediately. 'Even seeing him
sitting in his car, I thought 'We're going to
get on!' Mind you, I thought that when he
phoned up first of all. He was quite cheeky
on the phone and I liked that.'

`Time just flew by...'
Tim was also very taken with Chris and

their first evening was extremely successful.
`The time just flew by. It seemed we had,
only just met and then it was time to go
again. I can't even remember what we
talked about!'

They decided to meet again a week
later Or sooner if you prefer,' Tim had
said, hopefully), and Chris went home to
her parents for the weekend. She returned
to Basingstoke rather earlier than
anticipated on the Sunday and felt like
seeing Tim again, so she phoned him and
they met again at 'their' pub that evening.
They've met nearly every night since!

Within two or three weeks, Chris

'We are going to get on!"
realised that she was falling in love with Tim
and they were beginning to talk about the
possibility of a future together. 'We went to
London for a few days,' remembered Chris,
'and Tim said, 'Why don't we go to Hatton
Garden and get a ring?!' So we did! It was a
lovely day.'

Within three months of meeting each
other, Chris and Tim were engaged and are
planning a wedding in a year's time when
Chris has qualified. Their families are very
happy for them and Tim has found his
friends very supportive. 'I thought they
would laugh at me joining Dateline, but
they didn't,' he said. 'After a while,
especially after I met Chris, it made such a
tremendous difference to me - I was so

much happier. I would definitely advise
anyone to join Dateline. I enjoyed nearly all
my dates and even at worst had a pleasant
evening out each time. Dateline helped me
get my confidence back and I enjoyed my
membership.'

Even though Chris was a member for
such a short time she met quite a few people
before finding Tim. 'Even just getting
correspondence and phone calls was nice,'
she said. And what advice would she give
people who join Dateline?

`Give it time and you do meet the
right people,' she said, smiling at
Tim.

If you would like to be one of the many thousands of people nationwide who have been making friends and enjoying a
new social life through Dateline, complete this simple questionnaire. We will send you confidentially and completely
free, full details about Dateline and how it works, and details of just one of the Dateline members who are compatible
with you. Send to: Dateline Computer Dating, 23 Abingdon Rd., London W8. Tel: 01-938-1011

IN MI 1111 1011

FREE: Computer Test to Find Your Ideal Partner.
START HERE AP -

1 De you consider yourself
Shy
Extrovert
Adventurous
Family type
Clothe. -conscious

Generous
Outdoor p pc
Cream e
PraCtical
Intolectu al

2 Indicate which activities and interests you enjoy by placing
a'1' (one) in the appropnate box. It you dislike a particular
activity, write a '0' (nought) in the box. If you have no
preference, leave die coition blank.

- Pop music - Politics
Fashion " Classical music
Pubs Art/Literature
Sport 'Live' theatre

Science or technology
Creative writing/painting
Poetry
Philosophy/Psychology/Sociology
History/Archaeology
Com ersation

Pets
" Folk music
" Jazz
" Travelling
" Cinema
" Good food

I. I am over seventeen and would like you to sand me
MN completely free and without obligation, a description of my

ideal partner. Plus a free full colour brochure and lots more
information about Dateline. I enclose two first class stumps.

3 your sex_ I, LI t ii or F Your Height

Your Age_ r. Age you would like to meet Min.._ Max

Christian Name

Surname

Address

Nationality Religion

Occupation
Send today to:
Dateline, Dept PCC
13/15 Abingdon Rd.

London W.S.

01431 11111/

PCW59



SAKATA SCP800 Printer/Plotter from
4 colour graphics on either standard A4 stationary or 210mm
paper roll at an affordable price.

Ideal for professional, business, educational and home use.
Centronics parallel interface. Adaptors available for most computers
96 ASCII character set and 13 inbuilt
graphic commands. U.K. Distributor
Introductory Price

£179.00 (r r p £199)

Datafax House, Bounty Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 3B2
Tel: (0256) 464187 Telex: 268048

Prices shown exclude VAT Trade enquiries welcome

Sakata-Shokai Ltd - Worldwide Distributors of the DUET 16 microcomputer

The problems of looking
after your Micro...

Prices apply
to U.K. only.

As well as providing the solution
however do present more than a

Like how do you prevent
stop it from getting kicked

divert the dog from

PAS COMPUTER PRODUCTS LIMITED
UNIT 18, CENTRAL TRADING ESTATE,
STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4UX.
Telephone Staines (STD 0784) 62781

to many a problem, Micro's
few of their own.
it gathering dust when not in use,

when Mum's cleaning the lounge,
showing it his affections, or even

ensure it at least "arrives" safely when
Dad decides to take it down to the local.

We at P.A.S. realising these needs,
have now developed a range of three
superbly made protective cases

designed specifically for Micro's. Each
case is constructed from Solid Resin

Fibreboard has a fully protective foam
lining a carrying handle internal

retaining strap, a double snap -fastening lid
and a price that defies even Micro logic.

Please help, I am a long suffering Micro owner and
wish to purchase easels (tick appropriate box)

II enclose cheque/P.O. to the value of

NAME

ADDRESS

I 11

Icl IjI

IL,,. :1 Jan fur Jrinrrr. Trull

1111

it

LASE FICII Takes Micro's - LX81, ZX Spectrum, Oric I, CGL M5. CASE HCl2 Takes Micro's - VIC20, BBC '13', Commodore 64, Texas TI/99, Oric I, Dragon 32,
Colour I ;clue, Sharp M7700, Acorn Electron, Lynx, Tandy Colour, Atari600XL, Acorn Atom. CASE HC/A Can he adapted to take any of the above computers and
various accessories such as Tape Recorder, printer etc

60 PCW
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for Advanced Computer Books and Software
 SPECTRUM ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens, M D Plumbley and L Whewell, this
book is an essential supplement to the manuals
provided with the components of the ZX Spectrum
system. Both software and hardware aspects of the
Spectrum system are covered including: a complete
BASIC reference section, detailed screen maps.
microdrives, Interfaces 1 and 2, the network, ROM
modules, joysticks, a full Z80 reference section,
detailed ROM routines with many practical examples
of their usage - in short, every Spectrum owner's
dream come true!
ISBN 0 947929 02 9, 232 pages, £7.95

 QL ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens, this book is the authoritative guide
to the Sinclair QL System. It provides a complete
introduction to ODDS, covering multi -tasking, tran-
sient ...programs, resident procedures, heaps and
stacks, traps and utilities, 68008 assembler program-
ming plus much more. All of these features are
illustrated by practical examples, and the powerful
ODDS Experimentor program allows many facilities to
be tried out from BASIC. All of the programs from the
book are available on a microdrive cartridge which can
be purchased with the book.
ISBN 0 947929 00 2, 352 pages, £12.95 (book)
£9.95 (+ VAT) microdrive cartridge)

QL
ADVANCED
USER GUIDE

 BBC BASIC ROM USER GUIDE
- by M D Plumbley, this book contains a detailed
description of the BASIC ROM as used in the BBC
Microcomputer and Acorn Electron. BBC BASIC 1,
BBC BASIC 2 and Electron BASIC are all covered in
considerable detail. Extensive reference sections cover
the ROM routines and error recovery, allowing
sophisticated features to be added to BASIC prog-
rams. Many examples are provided (available on
cassette) allowing 'Bad programs' to be salvaged, new
commands to be added, procedures to be overlayed
plus much more!
ISBN 0 947929 04 5, 360 pages, £9.95 (book) -
0.95 (+ VAT) (cassette)

 URIC ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by L Whewell, written for the ORIC 1 and ATMOS
computers, this guide is an essential supplement to
the manual provided with the machine. The book
contains a COMPLETE COMMENTED ROM DIS-
ASSEMBLY plus lots of information on the disc
system, sound chip, 6502, ULA, BASIC variable
storage, intercepting interrupts and a complete circuit
diagram.
ISBN 0 947929 01 0, approx 290 pages, £8.95

available end Sept '84

-
4L-

pRIC
"4" ADVANCED41..
A,, USER GUIDE

 ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens and M A Holmes, this guide
describes the facilities of the Acorn Electron in the
detail required by the serious programmer, and acts
as a supplement to the 'Acorn Electron User Guide'.
Both the hardware and the software aspects of the
Acorn Electron System are covered, including IX/
OSBYTE calls, paged ROM software, using events and
interrupts, programming the ULA, interfacing to the
expansion bus, a complete memory map and a full
circuit diagram.
ISBN 0 907876 17 X, 256 pages, £9.95

Order from: Adder Publishing, PO Box 148, Cambridge CBI 2E0

Item Cost

[ Spectrum Advanced User Guide (book) £7.95 (no VAT)

[ ] QL Advanced User Guide (book) £12.95 (no VAT)

[ QL Advanced User Guide (microdrive) £11.44 (inc. VAT)

[ ] BASIC ROM User Guide (book) £9.95 (no VAT)

[ ] BASIC ROM User Guide (cassette) £6.84 (inc. VAT)

] ORIC Advance User Guide (book) £8.95 (no VAT)

[ ] Acorn Electron Advanced User Guide (book) £9.95 (no VAT)

PLEASE ADD £1.50 P&P/BOOK

I enclose my cheque/PO for £

NAME

ADDRESS

Dealer enquiries welcome ADDER
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS BUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE

111 MicroSight

MicroSight I on the BBC model B includes:-
 A CCTV camera with lens and tripod.

MicroEye vision interface 256 x 300
with 8 bit video plus all cables.
Fully documented hardware and software.
MicroSight software package with area perimeter
routines as well as disk and printer dumps.
Hi Res software package with mode 0 display,
disk and printer dumps and thresholding.
Package using mode 2 high quality display.

All for £495 + VAT
MicroScale
An image processing package with editing area and
perimeter calculations, dimensioning, windowing,
threshold and contrast setting.

MicroEye
Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution 256 grey
levels with full documentation and software for BBC
Sirius, IBM, Apple, RML, CBM etc.

resolution

MicroScale II
Image analysis for the IBM PC with:-

Object area measurement (absolute and %)
Perimeter measurement to user defined scaling
User definable and standard windows.
Disk and printer dumps.
Dimensioning and object counting.
Fully documented C software. £1950 + VAT

Also available for Hewlett Packard and Sirius.

For further details contact:-

D T RS The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926
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You don't have
to cut corners to get a

great deal on
Personal Computers.

` Except this one.
PCL are Europe's

4%
leading Personal Computer
Dealers. And right now, we have 44%
an incredible offer called Investment
Portfolio.

It means unbeatable prices on hardware
and software ranges from IBM; ACT and Compaq,
as well as the best advice and after sales service available
anywhere.

The more PCs you buy, the bigger the discounts. So cut out
this coupon now, and drop it in the Out Tray in the Morning.

411.4IBM' IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES.

Name: Title. 4%
Company Address.

  Of). Tel no.

:f PCL. The Computer Planning Consultants.    Perwrwl
"mP.er IMMO Planning Consultancy Limited. 46-47 Pall Mall, London SW1Y SIG. Tel: 01 839 8890.



PRIORITY ORDER
Please send me:

fl_iTHE FIRST CHOICE-THE FINAL ANSWER

. its still

FOLLY MICRO ti
*.eist1041 444*

PRINTERS

CANON PW 1080A £273 + VAT
SHINWA CP80 £173+ VAT
THE NEW SHINWA CPA 100 CPS £195+ VAT
D A ISYSTEP 2000 £195+ VAT
MP165-A new standard for dot matrix £275+ VAT

80 col. 165 CPS with an INCREDIBLE 75 CPS N. L. quality

STOP PRESS MSX

BEST EVER PRICES

Q.L. INSTANT PRINTER
Serial cable, serial Interface

with Shinwa CP80 -£219+ VAT
with Canon PW1080A -£379 + VAT
Complete Package- Ready to print

Spectrum/plus Interface -£35 + VAT
Commodore 64 Interface -£45 + VAT

COMPUTERS

CANON MSX V20 IS HERE
full MSX spec. Only £232 + VAT

Don't delay. Priority orders only

DISC DRIVES
51/4" Single 400K £185 + VAT
51/4" Dual 800K - £350+ VAT

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Lotus 123 £295+ VAT
Symphony - £425+ VAT

Compsoft Delta - £495 + VAT

KONAMI
CARTRIDGE GAMES

10 Titles for MSX .£5 off RRP
Now £13.90+ VAT each

Inc Track and Field
The new JUKI 6300 ultimate daisywheel now

twice as fast 40cps with 16" platen.
Serial or Parallel: £730+VAT

JUKI 6100 still available for just £295+ VAT
Full range of Printwheels £12.50 each + VAT

Send for SAMPLE PRINT CHART (Just £1 .00 total price refunded on order)

Philips V700112" green screen £63+ VAT

JVC 14" RGB Colour Med. Res. £150+ VAT

JVC 14" RGB Colour High Res. £230+ VAT

PCW/1 /85

Name

Address

'enclose cheque/PO fort

Please add VAT + £9.50 DLY PER ITEM

MASSIVE
MONITOR
PROMOTION

FOLLY MICRO
0730894078
073067057

10 College Street, Petersfield, Hampshire
9am-9pm every day or send SAE for full range

We have no connection with any other retailer

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN

PCW 63



Hag Personai Computer
Workstation.

At lastyou can get
Whether you're operating from home, school or

office, the Hago PCW (Ref 816) adds the professional
touch to your computer layout. Handsome, sturdy, with
a place for everything, the Hago PCW is the home
every personal computer deserves.

Shelf for disc drives, tape
recorder, printer etc.

Hago Products Limited,
Shripney Road, Bognor Regis,

lAfest Sussex. Tel: (0243) 863131

See your local

dealer NOW!
If unavailable

order

direct from Hago.

Keyboard worktop
adjusts from
203/4" to 291/4" high.

Sturdy steel frame
finished in chocolate
brown with simulated
teak worktop.
Mounted on castors
for complete mobility.

Overall size:
31'/4"d x 363/4"h x 221/4"w.

Please send me (qty) Hago (R8 I 6) workstations at £82.75 each inc. P&P.
I enclose my cheque for £

or debit my Access/Visa*Account No
Name (Block Capitals)

Address

Signature ' Please delete as applicable
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Apple Hardware
Apple Ile 449
Apple Ilc 765
Macintosh 1499
Apple III 1890
Disk Drive Ile + Controller 240
Disk Drive Ile - Controller 199
Disk Drive Ilc 21 9
Disk Drive Macintosh 339
Apple Monitor Ile 1 30
Apple Monitor Ilc 1 30
1 2" Hi -Res Green Display 99

Printers
Imagewriter 10" carriage 345
Imagewriter 1 5" carriage 495
Imagewriter Accessory Kit Ile 36
Apple Daisy Wheel Printer 1 170
Epson RX80 100 Cps 229
Epson RX80 FT 259
Epson RX 1 00 399
Epson FX80 160 Cps 349
Epson FX100 160 Cps 499
Ricoh 1 300 Flow Writer 11 50
Ricoh RP1 600 1499
Silver Reed Exp 500 299
Brother HR1 5 399

ATA IS EXPANDING!
Geographically and our product
range. We can supply the complete
range of hardware and software for
Apple, Apricot, Sirius, Hewlett-
Packard and IBM peripherals.
Do you sell micros successfully?
If so we would like to talk to you.
Ring Ann Rossi (0727) 34361
Export specialists - ring or telex
for details!

...WITH RECOGNISED PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
IBM Peripherals & Software

Accessories
Apple 80 Col Card 75
Apple 80 Col Card Extended 1 75
IEEE - 488 Interface card 235
Parallel Interface Card 95
Super Serial Card 105
Joystick Ilc 34
Numeric Keypad lie 85
Apple Mouse II 1 20
Microsoft Card 1280 CP/ml 219
Keyzone Parallel Card 54
Keyzone Serial Card 82
Keyzone 80 Col Card Ile 45
Keyzone 80 Col Card Ext Ile 79
Keyzone Fan with Antisurge 38
Grappler + 105

NEW! APRICOT Fl
F1 e 128K RAM 848
Single 315K disk drive

Fl 256K RAM 985
Single 720K disk drive

Apple II Systems
Apple Ile 64K plus Disk Drive
and Controller 695
Apple Ile 64K plus
DVO Disk Drives and
Monitor Ile 949
Apple Ilc 128K plus
Monitor Ilc 924

Macintosh System
Macintosh pws 1 0"
lmagewriter, MacWrite
and MacPaint 1995

Apricot Systems
Two Disk Drives
S/S & monitor 1499
Two Disk Drives D/S & monitor 1674

Plotters
Hewlett-Packard HP7470 985
Hewlett-Packard HP7475 1549

Wordstar 270
Multimate 299
Select 320
QBase 105
dBase II 350
Friday 1 60
Cardbox 175
PFS 85
PFS Report 80
PFS Write 85
Lotus 1-2-3 355
Tk! Solver 305
Supercalc I 125
Supercalc II 1 85
Supercalc 111 259
Visicalc 1 59
CPM/86 39
Personal Basic 95

BARGAIN BOX

We have a selection of demonstration hardware and
software for sale.
HP -125 Personal Office Computer 1 508
HP -86A 1 340
HP -87 2300
HP 8 7/XM 2343

25% OFF ABOVE PRICES
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CASH/CHEQUES WITH ORDER

ATA IS A DIVISION OF ALBETA

THEN FIRST CONSULT

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For delivery please add
£0-£199 + £5, £200-£1499 + £13,
£1 500 + l'/:%.

PULES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CURRENT AT TOME OF PRIIITIOG.

IBM Authorised Dealer

CHEQUES WITH ORDERS
Please allow 10 days for clearance. PLC's, public
sector etc 30.days credit available on official
orders, subject to 5% credit charge.

IBM PC AUTHORISED DEALER

LONDON 01-833 0044

SHEFFIELD 0742-700802

ST. ALBANS 0727-34361

POTTER BAR 0707-57113

SOUTH WEST 02915-700

LONDON 4 ALBION HOUSE ,1 BACK HILL ,EC1 SHEFFIELD 72 ELDON ST .,SHEFF IELD,S1 4GT

;;;:4

ST.ALBANS 9 ADELAIDE ST .,ST .ALBANS POTTERS BAR 197 HIGH STREET ,POTTERS BAR,HERTS

SOUTH VEST CWRT-V-GAER,WOLVESNEWTON,GWENT ,NP6 6PR. TELEXES 25102 and 54574
111

,;
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Treat your eyes to a
Romag CEAF. Only £19"
Unique technology: British made

laminated glass, aspherically curved
Contrast Enhancement Antiglare Filter.

Up to now, contrast -enhancing filters computer displays-unprotected screens
have always been flat -and so has their can cause blurred vision, watery and
performance, because the screen of your itchy eyes, headaches and (according to
TV, monitor or VDU is curved. such authorities as the Institute of

Up to now, most filters have been Ophthalmology) even permanent
plastic - because it takes mindbending changes in eyesight.
technology to bend optical -quality Scratch -resistant, durable and easily
laminated glass. cleaned without expensive sprays and

Up to now, filters have - agents, 9", 12" and 14"
been expensive - awkward CEAFS are available from
production techniques
have meant price
tags from around
£50 to well over £100.

Forget all that:
the Romag CEAF is here.
British designed and
manufactured by space age military
technologists, CEAF is profiled to fit
your display screen, giving you the
ultimate in contrast enhancement and
antiglare performance. For under £20,
this first generation of eye -friendly
filters diffuses all specular reflections,
gives sharper image clarity from edge to
edge of the screen and greatly enhances
display colours.

Mounted and removed in seconds by
invisible velcro fastenings, the anti-
static, anti -shatter CEAF is a major step
forward in the operational safety of

leading retailers at only
£19.95 including VAT.

Or fill in the Freepost
coupon and your

CEAF will be despatched
within 48 hours. Orders
can also be placed around

ROAD FROG by courtesy of Ocean Software. MTA 4628

the clock by phoning the CEAF
Department on (091) 414 5524, quoting
your Access Card number. For other
screen sizes, please ring or write -
the CEAF prices for 'specials' would be
considered very competitive.... if there
was any competition!

Fro FREEPOST ROMAG, CEAF Dept. PCW
Blaydon on Tyne, Tyne & Wear NE21 5SG.
Telephone: (091) 414 5524

My TV/Monitor/VDU is' (make)
(model) (size)

My Computer is: (make/model)

Please send me* 9" CEAF(s)
12" CEAF(s)
14" CEAF(s)

at £19.95 each, inc. P&P.

I enclose cheque/P.O. No

for £ made payable to ROMAG.

OR My Access Card No. is

Name
Address

Tel*

/Maicm& MI a.
OZarillrevar vir
mow

The filter which eliminates all competition
CEAF is a Registered Trade Mark.
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With

25 ss/dd 51/4"
diskettes in a

ArA)zrayff

MEGA* BOX £29
plus VAT

- it's tough! and p&p

Our Quality Promise
You can order nag disks with confidence. We buy
our disks in bulk from international manufacturers, to
qur specifications, then test, grade and retest them in our
London laboratories. Every order of 25 or 50 comes
packed in the same top quality rigid plastic storage box,
our MEGABOX. With four dividers. Every order of 10
comes packed in our discobox library case.

Fully Guaranteed
The largu quality control is so stringent that we can
give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If you find a
faulty disk, return it to us, and we'll send you two in
exchange immediately. All part of our five year guarantee.

ntran 51/4" Floppy
Disks Prices

Code 3 25 ss/ddiftr.21, 51/4" 48tpi disks with
111111111711 in MEGABOX £29

Code 4 25 ds/dd 11 re 51/4" 48tpi disks with
WIF in MEGABOX £39

Code 5 50 ss/dd iirai 51/4" 48tpi disks with
ANEW in MEGABOX £50

Code 6 50 ds/ddiirle 51/4" 48tpi disks with
4111111111711 in MEGA. BOX£75

Code 1 10 ss/dd if 1 5 1/4" 48tpi disks with

AfIllierlff in dIscobox £13
Code 2 lOds/ddia DR 51/4" 48tpi disks with

411111117/1" in discobox £18

Features: Write protect notch, centre hubs, double
and single density.
Tyvexe sleeves, and with iff©.F

Other brands too!
We also stock 3M and Athana Disks.
Prices are for boxes of 10. All disks 48tpi

Type Athana 3M ntran
ss/dd £24.80 £19.50 £12.00 (code B I )

ds/dd £30.80 £27.00 £17.50 (code B2)

For details of our 8" floppies ring 01-631 0255.

ntran Drives
We stock a complete range of high quality drives.
All carry our full one year 'no quibble' guarantee.

)(iron Slim lines
half height 51/4" direct drives. Complete with all
cables - just plug in, no soldering or extras needed.
Silent running.
Apple zit= drive (suitable for first or second
drive) £129.50 (code DI)
BBC 'B' zing drive ( ss)029.95 (code D2)
BBC 'B' Zit= drive (ds) £170.00 (code D3)
Buy two - or more - no delivery charge.

zitran Standard 51/4"
Tried, tested and ref able, suitable for most
popular makes of computer. Complete with all
cables.
ss/48tpi £75.00 (code SI)
ds/48tpi £85.00 (code S2)
%tpi £135.00 (code S3)
Buy two - or more - no delivery charge.

Disk Drive Cleaning
Kits
Complete with cleaning fluid and applicator £7.50
(Code C1)

Disco Technology Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England.
Telephone Sales: 01-631 3600 Technical Enquiries: 01-631 0255

MEGABOX
measures
61/4" x 83/4"
X 61/2"

Pre -formatted Disks
XL ton New!

Save yourself time and trouble - we can supply
pre -formatted disks for nearly every computer.
Available in boxes of 10.
Single sided for AES Plus, Olivetti ETV 300,
Phillips 5002/3/4 etc. £15.00 (Code F1) and
machine name.
Double sided for DEC Rainbow/Professional,
Phillips 5020 (Prospect), IBM Displaywriter,
Canon AS100 etc. £24.00 (Code F2)
Please specify your computer and machine part
number when ordering.

Personal Callers Very
Welcome
We're now established in our new showroom in
Alfred Place. You can save our £2.00 delivery
charge by calling in - you'll be welcome from
10.00 a.m. till 5.00 p.m. Saturday 10.00 a.m. -
4.00 p.m.

Help Lines
If you want help or information to place an order
ring our 'hot line' on 01-631 3600 or if you need
technical advice ring 01-631 0255.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,
schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.
We despatch on receipt of an official purchase
order. If you can't raise a cheque without an
invoice just post or telephone your order and we'll
send you a pro -forma by return.

Disco Technology Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England. Please send me the following:

Fill in the coupon or send written orders.

Name

Signature

Address

Postcode

I enclose a cheque for £ or debit

myAccess/Diner card number

0 Tyvex is a registered name of Du Pont
0,2111181171 is a registered name of Disco Technology Ltd
C nun is a registered name is a registered name of

XLTRON Ltd.

Code No. Quantity Product Computer Price

Add £2.00 delivery
or £6.00 for both.

ilk VAT at 15%
for disks, £5.00 for drives Delivery

Cleaning kits free delivery. 4 gl Total



BROMLEYS FIRST
SPECIALIST COMPUTER STORE

We are official Acorn Dealers with high
standards to maintain and take pride in
friendly and efficient advice and service.

See our extensive range of printers,
monitors, disc drives, software and
books.

Data Store
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent. 460 8991

KINGSLEY
ENTERPRISES

Organise your files on
Cen Tech Colour

discs

Specialists in all kinds of floppy diskettes

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Dot matrix Printers
ADMATE ADM -80 F/T Parallel £185.00

ADM -0 RS232 I/Face Option £41.00

BROTHER HR5 Portable Thermal Transfer (P) £140.00
HP5 Portable Thermal Transfer (S) £140.00
EP44 Thermal Transfer K.S.R. £200.00
M1009 (P) 50cps £165.00

EPSON P-40 Thermal Transfer (PX8) £75.00
P-40 RS232 I/Face £75.00
P-40 Parallel £75.00
P-80 Parallel £140.00
P-80 RS232 £140.00
RX-80(T) 100cps £220.00
RX-80(F/T) 100cps £250.00
FX-80 160cps £375.00
FX-100(F/T) 160cps £500.00

SEIKOSHA GP -50A 40cps £90.00
GP -100P 50cps £135.00
GP -100S 50cps £135.00
GP-100VIC 50cps £135.00
GP -500A 50cps £160.00
GP -250X SOcps mom

STAR STX-80 Thermal Transfer £135.00

Daisywheel Printers
BROTHER HR1 Parallel 16cps

HR1 RS232 16cps
HR15 Parallel 20cps
6915 RS232 20cps
HR25 Parallel 25cps
HR25 RS232 25cps
EM101 Typewriter (P) 20cps
EM101 Typewriter (S) 20cps

SMITH TP1 Daisywheel Parallel 12cps
CORONA TP1 Daisywheel RS232 12cps

Disk Drives
CUMANA CSX 100K 40 Track SS (no PSU) £100.00

CSX 200K 80 Track SS (no PSU) £130.00
CS 100K 40 Track SS £130.00
CS 200K 40/80 Track SS £150.00
CD 200K 2x40 Track SS £235.00
CD 400K 2x80 Track SS £285.00
CD 8006 2x40/80 Track DS

Please ADD £5.00 Postage on Printers, Disk Drives and
Software.

£260.00
£260.00
£390.00
£390.00
£660.00
£660.00
£790.00
£790.00
£170.00
£170.00

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road

Tel: Stockton Heath
0925 64207 Warrington

WA4 6NB SuperCalc III

Diskette Prices per box 0110 Diskettes

3" HITACHI SS/DD 96
3.5" SONY SS/DD 96

DS/DO 96
525" BASF SS/SD 48

SS/DD 48
DS/13D 48
SD/DD 96
DS/DD 96

5.25" CENTECH SS/DD 48
00/00 48
SS/DD 96
DS/DD 96

5.25" CUMANA DS/DD 96
525" DYSAN SS/DD 48

DS/DD 48
SS/DD 96
DS/DD 96

525" NASHUA SS/DD 48
SS/DD 48
DS/DD 48
SS/DD 96
DS/DD 96

5.25" SCOTCH -3M SS/DD 48
DS/DO 4B
SS/DD 96
DS/DD 96

1 One 2-4 5-9 10+
44.38 39.94 38.83 37.72
36.00 34.31 33.36 32.41
50.00 45.00 43.75 42.50
13.13 1181 11.48 11.16
16.25 14.63 14.22 13.81

19.38 17.44 1695 16.47

20.63 18.56 1805 17.53

23.75 2138 20.78 20.19
1929 16.46 16.00 15.54
2425 21.83 21.22 20.61

24.25 21.83 21.22 20.61

32.06 2886 28.05 2725
16.25 1182
18.13 16.31 15.86 15.41

26.50 2385 23:19 22.53
26.50 23.85 2119 22.53
33.63 30.26 29.42 28.58
14.00 1260 1225 11.90
1487 13.39 13.02 12.64
17.75 15.98 15.53 15.09
18.63 16.76 16.30 15.83

20.63 18.56 18.05 17.53
15.63 14.06 13.67 1328
19.38 1744 1695 1647
23.13 2081 20.23 19.66
2900 2250 21.68 21.25

1 Box - Postage Included
Please ADD the following Postage, per Dis-
kette ORDER: -
2 -4 Boxes £1.00, 5-9 Boxes £2.00, £2.50 per
10 Boxes
Also available 8", hard sector and pre -
formatted diskettes

Sample Software Prices (IBM PC):

ATI Load & Learn £45
Framework £370
Friday £145
dBase I I £275
dBaselll £415
CIS Cobol 86 £490
Lotus 1-2-3 £285
Symphony £415
Wordstar Prof. £295
Project £180
Pascal £215
Multimate £320
Open Access £340

£225

.t\==I

PHARMACY
FOR APRICOT

£225.00
COMPLETE PACKAGE

Apricot printer and software from

£1,675
Rent complete package

from £13.78 per week (less tax relief)
includes full maintenance, contract

and insurance

Also available for Sirius

SAN ENTERPRISE
2/8 MADRID ROAD

GUILDFORD, SURREY

Tel: (0483) 578910
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

NEW LOW PRICES
Link two or more micros to one printer, plotter, modem. etc, or vice versa

* ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED. METAL

HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED
* BI-DIRECTIONAL
* 24 -HOUR DESPATCH
* CARRIAGE PAID
* OFFICIAL ORDERS

ACCEPTED

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES: RS232/V24, 25 way 'D' connectors (Female)

Lines 1 to 8 & 20
Model R2 2 way switch
Model R3 3 way switch
Model R4 4 way switch
Model R5 5 way switch
Model RX 2 way crossover

All 25 lines
£49 Model V2 2 way switch
£57 Model V3 3 way switch
£65 Model V4 4 way switch
£73 Model V5 5 way switch
£65 Model VX 2 way crossover

PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES

36 way CENTRONICS sockets

Model C2 2 way switch £79
Model C3 3 way switch £99
Model C4 4 way switch £119
Model C5 5 way switch £139
Model CX 2 way crossover £119

£65
£77
£89

£101
£89

IBM PC Printer Switches
(25 way '0' sockets)
Model P2 2 way switch £65
Model P3 3 way switch £77
Model PX 4 way crossover £89

(1x36 way and  2x35 way sockets)
Model M2 2 way switch £79

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15% ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

All items ex -stock guaranteed for 12 months
Trade -Educational and export enquires welcome

HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
TRELAWNEY INDUSTRIAL COURT
TRELAWNEY AVENUE
LANGLEY, SLOUGH, BERKS
Phone (0753)44269

VISA

68PCW



NEW! From Rpm
SUPERDISK

The 96 tpi 51/4" disk for any system. with AWIWW/y- it's to

* Introductory offer

`Two for one' guarantee
If you find a faulty disk, send it back

and we will immediately send you two
in return.

To: Disco Technology Ltd.,

SUPERDISK is suitable for any
user, any computer, any format. Single
sided, double sided, 48 or % tpi. Every
SUPERDISK has been individually
tested and approved in our London
Laboratory. Whatever your requirement
SUPERDISK is the answer.

Special introductory offer until 15th
January, 1985 only -10
SUPERDISKS inadiscobox
£20 plus VAT and P&P. From 16th
January, 1985 prices must rise!

The miditox
15 ds/dd disks in our MiabOX at a

bargain price.
Our new miabox has some great

features. It's made of high impact PVC
and holds up to 30 51/4" disks, but is

one of the neatest on the market.
Measuring 61/4" x 61/4" x 31/4" the ridged
lid conveniently holds the disks you are
working on ready to hand. And with 15

ds/dd disks with 111181711" it's a
bargain at only £25.00 all in.

A Box and a half for the
price of one!

Disco Technology Ltd.,
Lex House,

3-6 Alfred Place
LONDON WC1

01-631 3600 for telephone orders
01-631 0255 for technical enquiries

Call in - Save £2.00
Our new premises at Alfred Place are
within minutes of Tottenham Court

Road, Goodge Street and Warren
Street tube stations. Call in and save

postage.

Lex House, 3/6 Alfred Place, London W.C.1., England.

To: Disco Technology Ltd.,
Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, LONDON WC1

Fill in the coupon or send written order.
Please send me:

10 SUPERDISKS at £25 including VAT and
P&P in a dIscobox

15 ds/dd /ULM disks in a MitlibOX at £25.00
including VAT and P&P.

I enclose a cheque to the value of £ or debit my

Access/Diners card

Number
Signature

Address

Post code
ANIMIS7 is a registered name of Disco Technology Ltd
ZIRE is a registered name is a registered name of XLTRON Ltd.

PCW 69



ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS

INIENNSUIRRURBEEEKEI
minfimuristszvinsiqmxwo
miwittnplunnunExmCgsvim iso XXII=

Oric 1 computer 48K 095 (092)0102. Oric Atmos computer 48K
£171 (£158) E168. Oric colour printer £134 (£123) £140. Oric
disc drive £304 (0278) £298. New Sinclair Flat Screen TV £113
(0105) £115. New Sinclair Spectrum Plus Comuter with 6 free
programs while Sinclair makethis offer £182 (0176)p £187. New
Sinclair DL Computer £406 (0385) £410. Sinclair Spectrum
48K (with 6 free programs while Sinclair's otter lasts) £131
(£131) £143. Microdrive El (050) £60. RS232 interface 1 £51
(£50) £60. Limited period special offer:- Microdrive
Interface 1 + 4 Blank cartridges £102 (£100) £120. Blank
microdrive cartridges £5-50 (£6) £7. New standard floppy disc
interface for Spectrum £102 (092) £112. (See Cumana disc
section for suitable disc drives). Interface 2E20-45 (020) £24.
32K memory upgrade kit for 16K Spectrum (issue 2 and 3 only)
£31 (£28) £30. Spectrum printer interface with cables: -
Centronics E51 (047) 052, RS232 £35 (033) £38. ZX printer has
been replaced by the Alphacom 32 071(069) £82.5 printer rolls
(State whether Sinclair or Alphacom) El 3 (016) £21. ZX81
computer £45 (£44) E54. 16K ram packs for ZX81 £28 (£25)
£30.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore C16 Starter Pack E145 (0142) £162. Commodore
Plus/4 E305 (0281) 0301. Commodore 640222 (0215) 0235.
Vic 20 starter pack £75 (085) £115. Convertor to allow most
oridinary mono cassette recorders to be used with the Vic 20
and the Commodore 64 09-78 (£9) £1 1. Bargain package: -
cassette convertor + compatible cassette recorder 037 (038)
£44. Commodore cassette recorder £43 (£44) £50. Printer
interfaces for Vic 20 and the Commodore 64' -Centronics £45
(£41) £46, RS232 £45 (041) £46. Disc drive 0233 (£209) £234.
1520 printer/plotter 0153 (£149) £159. MPS801 Printer £235
(C220) 0245. Light pen £29 (029) £33.

16 DIL SUB -MINIATURE
RELAYS
5V 56 Ohm coil 1 SPDT contact 1 Amp DC. UK Price
67p each plus 35p postage on total order.

ACORN COMPUTERS
Electron £203 (0209) £229. Electron Joystick and printer
interface £61 (062) 069. BBC Model B 0404 (0357) £387. BBC
Ligt Pen 029 (£29) £33. 14" Colou r Monitor 0226 (0299) £319.
Kenda double density disk interface system 0149 (0131)0141.
See Cumana disc section below for suitable disc drives.

CUMANA DISC
DRIVES
5.25" cased with own power supply to suit Sinclair spectrum,
BBC B and genie floppy disc interfaces. Single'- 40 track
single sided E176 (0158) £178, 401r double sided £218 (E195)
£215, 80tr ss £207 (£186) 0206. 80tr ds £234 (0209) £229.
Dual:- 40tr ss 0229 (£280)020, 40 tr ds 0395(0353) £393,
80tr as £372 (0334) £374, 801r ds £437 (0390) E430.

PRINTERS

Brother FIR5 £162 (0146) 0170. Shinwa CTI CP80E225 (0218)
£248. Cannon PWI 0805 £332 (0299) £329. Epson 60850277
(0251)£282. Epson RX80F/T 2314 (0286) £316. Epson FX80
£399 (E358) £388. Combined matrix printers and electric'
typewriters:- Brother EP22 £173 (0166) 0186, Brother EP44
E258 (0235) £260. Smith Corona TP1 Daisy wheel printerE252
(£225) £255. MCP40 Oric Colour printer/plotter £134 (0123)
0140. Interfaces to run the above printers from Vic and the
Commodore 64 E45 (£41) £46. We can supply interfaces to run
the above printers from Sharp computers £58 (052) £55.

UK101, SUPERBOARD
AND VIDEOGENIE
COMPUTERS
We still support these gorgeous machines. Please write for r
free list.

SWAN LEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ,
England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are
shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is
for export customers in Europe and includes insured airmail postage.
The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
COMPUTERS ADVANCE, AMSTRAD,

BBC, COMMODORE, EINSTEIN, SINCLAIR,
SHARP, QL, SANYO.
Coming soon: APRICOT

FIDELITY, JVC,
MICROVITEC, SANYO, TATUNG,
FERGUSON TV/MONITOR

MIRACLE, TELEMOD, PACE

ALPHACOM, COSMOS,
BROTHER, EPSON, CANNON,
MANNESMAN, OLIVETTI, PANASONIC,
JUKI, SHINWA, STAR, TAXAN

MONITORS

MODEMS

PRINTERS

DISK DRIVES OPUS, PACE, CUMANA

Over 500 computer items in stock.
Best thing since wafers!

COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS. CABLES, ETC.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES NOW IN STOCK

Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items

available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Add £8 p&p if mail
order. We accept Visa, Access and American Express.

M MIGHTY MICRO 11
SHERWOOD CENTRE 268 WILMSLOW ROAD

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER TEL: 061-224 8117

Zbialras LTD.

THE HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

BBC + DFS
WITH 100k DISK DRIVE £589
BBC 1'
WITH CASSETTE RECORDER £399

£399

WITH CASSETTE RECORDER £234
ACORN ELECTRON
WITH PLUS 1 INTERFACE £234
ACORN ELECTRON
WITH JOYSTICK & INTERFACE £209
ORIC-1 £75

SINCLAIR QL

COMMODORE 64

BRANCHES:

230 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH, SURBITON. Tel: 01-337 4317

30 STATION ROAD, BELMONT, SUTTON. Tel: 01-642 2534

114 GUNNERSBURY AVE, EALING. Tel: 01-992 5855

26 STANLEY ROAD, NEWBURY. Tel: (0635) 30047

1 MANOR ROAD, CADDINGTON, LUTON. Tel: (0582) 458575

MACINTOSH IBM
APPLE

APRICOT LISA

Purchase/Sales Ledger (inc. job analysis)
£595.00

Complete Business System £1,350.00

Purchase/Sales/Nominal/Order
Processing/Invoicing/Stock Control

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

SOUTHERN
COMMERCE
COMPUTERS

LIMITED

219 Croydon Road, Caterham,
Surrey. CR3 6XJ
Telephone: (0883) 48919/40547

70 PCW



ATARI 800800 48K OUT OF STOCK

ATARI 400 16K NOW ONLY £29
''''''.11.)1A(4.4.40.44 APO. h---

SEE TEXT SECTION 2.
,aearrWemmemek,,,

400 16K GAMES MACHINE

1050 127K DISK DRIVE £199

800XL 9
EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER
1. ATARI 64K 800XL - £129: The Atari 800XL has many facilities and includes such advanced specifications that you will be amazed by its

performance. At the new reduced price of only £129 inc VAT for a full specification 64K computer with a proper full stroke keyboard, we
believe that the 800XL cannot be beaten. Compare Atari with the competition, just look at these specifications: -
COLOUR CAPABILITIES: 16 colours and 16 intensities giving 256 different colours (all of the 256 colours can be displayed at the same time).
OPERATING SYSTEM: 24K ROM including Atari Basic programming language and a self diagnostic test program.
KEYBOARD: Full stroke design with 62 keys including help key and 4 special function keys, international character set and 29 graphics keys.
SOUND: 4 independent sound synthesisers each capable of producing music across a 31/a octave range or a wide variety of special sound effects. (Additional
programming can achieve an octave range of up to nine octaves!)
DISPLAY: 11 graphic modes and 5 text modes. Up to 320.192 resolution. Maximum text display 24 lines by 40 columns.
SPECIAL ATARI INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: GTIA for graphics display. Pokey for sound and controller ports. Antic for screen control and I/O (Input/Output).
CPU: 6502C microprocessor - 0.50 microsecond cycle and a clock speed of 1.79 MHz.
EXTENDED GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS: High resolution graphics. Multi -coloured character set. Software screen switching. Multiple redifined character sets.
Player missile (sprite) graphics. Fine screen scrolling. Changeable colour registers. Smooth character movement. Simple colour animation facilities.
PROGRAMMING FEATURES: Built in Atari Basic programming language supporting peek, poke and USR plus at least 8 other languages available. The help
key will provide additional information and menu screens with certain software. Full on -screen editing is available as well as syntax checking on entry.
INPUT/OUTPUT: External processor bus for expansion with memory and peripherals. Composite video monitor output. Peripheral port for direct connection
to Atari standard peripherals. Software cartridge slot is included as well as 2 joystick controller ports.
SOFTWARE: Over 1,500 items of software are available including self teaching programs with unique voice over. The range of programs includes Education,
Home Management & Programming aids. There is also APX (Atari Program Exchange) and of course Atari's famous entertainment software now at only
£9.95. In addition there is a host of support and help available from specialist Atari magazines like Antic and Analog and from over 75 Atari books/manuals.

2. ATARI 400 16K GAMES MACHINE - £29: We have several Atari 400 games consoles/computers with 16K RAM. The price is £29 (for a
reconditioned model) or £39 for a new machine. Both come with 12 months guarantee. The Atari 400 can play all 800XL ROM cartridge
games and is expandable up to 48K RAM. Computer upgrade with Basic Programming Kit (£30) optional extra.

3. ATARI 1010 PROGRAM RECORDER - £34: For low cost storage and retrieval capability. Data transmission 600 baud. Storage capability
100K bytes on a sixty minute cassette. Track configuration four track, two channels (digital and audio). Auto record/playback/pause
control/unique soundthrough facility. Built in accidental erasure prevention, automatic shutoff and 3 digit tape counter.

4. ATARI 1050 DUAL DENSITY DISK DRIVE - £199: 5,4" disks holding 127K randomly accessible bytes provide both expansion and
flexibility for your 400/800 or XL system with new 'helpful' DOS 3. All customers who purchase a Disk Drive from Silica Shop will be
automatically given a FREE set of 100 programs on 3 Disks recorded on both sides.

5.ATARI 1020 COLOUR PRINTER - £99: Printer and Plotter with four colour graphic print capability. 40 column width printing at 10
characters per second. Can print 5, 10 and 20 characters per inch. 64 character sizes. Prints text in 4 directions. Choice of line types.

6. ATARI 1027 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - £249: For word processing letters in professional type. Print speed of 20 chars per second.
7. ATARI TOUCH TABLET - 249: Enables you to draw and paint pictures on your T.V. screen, with the touch of a stylus.
B. ATARI TRAK BALL CONTROLLER - £19.95: Enables cursor movement In any direction and adds arcade realism to your games.
9. ATARI SUPER CONTROLLER - £9.95: The ultimate joystick with double fire button to give you a greater competitive edge in your games.

SILICA SHOP ARE THE Not ATARI SPECIALIST1
Silica Shop are now firmly established as the No 1 Atari retail/mail order and wholesale specialist in the U.K. We already offer our service to
over 120,000 customers, 10,000 of whom have purchased Atari Home Computers. Because we specialise (and with a turnover of £1.5
million), we are able to keep prices low by bulk purchases. Ring one of our 45 staff and we will be glad to be ofservice to you. Complete the
coupon below and we will send you our Atari pack with our 16 page price list and XL colour catalogue:
EXTENDED TWO YEAR GUARANTEE: We are an Atari Service Centre, able to service and repair Atari equipment and have added a 12 month guarantee to the
year offered by Atari, giving you a full 2 year guarantee on your new XL computer.
SPECIALIST SUPPORT: Our technical staff are always available on the telephone to help and advise you. We endeavour to hold stocks of every Atari
compatible item available in the U.K. and we stock over 75 Atari books and manuals.
AFTER SALES SERVICE: When you purchase your equipment from Silica, your name will be automatically added to our mailing list. You will then receive price
lists, newsletters and details of new releases and developments, as well as special offers which are exclusive to Silica Atari Computer Owners.
LOW PRICES: Our prices include VAT and are extremely competitive, We will normally match any lower price offered by our competitors.
FREE COMPUTER OWNERS CLUB: This is open to all Atari computer owners irrespective of where you purchased your equipment. Membership is FREE and
entitles you to receive bulletins giving details of new releases and developments. Send now for your FREE information pack, price list & colour catalogue.
PAYMENT: We accept cash, cheques, postal orders and all Credit Cards. We also offer credit facilities over 1, 2 or 3 years, please write fora written quotation.
NEXT DAY DELIVERY-FREE:All goods despatched from Silica Shop are normally sent by first class post or parcel post FREE OF CHARGE. As a special introductory
offer for a limited period only we will be sending all Computers and Disk Drives by a next day Securicor delivery service at our own expense.

So fill in the coupon below with a literature enquiry or order and begin to experience a specialist Atari service that Is second to none...4

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1111

ORDER NOW -OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE
go NE Ili No ======= Ili mip

1

ILITERATURE REQUEST:

O Please send me your FREE colour brochures and 16 page price list on Atari Computers.

t To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept PCW 0185, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-309 1111

O I own a Videogame 0 I own a Computer

Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname

Address:

Postcode:

ORDER REQUEST:

PLEASE SEND ME: 0 1020 4 Colour Printer £99
O 800XL 64K Computer £129 0 Letter Quality Printer £249
El 400 16K Games Machine £29/£39 0 Touch Tablet + Cartridge £49
O 1010 Program Recorder £34 0 Trak Ball £19.95
O 1050 127K Disk Drive £199 0 Super Controller £9.95

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT - POSTAGE 8 PACKING IS FREE OF CHARGE

O I enclose Cheque/P.O. payable to Silica Shop Limited for the following amount £

O CREDIT CARD - Please debit my:
Access/Barclaycard/Visa/American Express/Diners Club Card Number

mir smi IN tum em om



LOWEST PR ICES
- EXPERT ADVICE* EXPRESS DELIVERY* EXPORT ARRANGED

IBM Authorised Eknakr,
01-947 8562

Worldwide Computers Limited, Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4JS Telex: WOWICO 8955888

COMPUTERS
Apricot Fl 256K RAM £949.00
Apricot 256K 2x315 D/R+-Monitor... £1399.00
Apricot 256K 2x720 D/D+Monitor... £1549.00
Apricot 256K 5 MB HD.D+Monitor... £2099.00
Apricot 256K 10MB HD.D+Monitor... £2275.00

£320.00
£259.00

£78.25
£159 00
£575.00

P.O.A.
£649.00
£799.00

£1599 00
£950.00

£1800.00
£2400.00
£1444 00
£2288.00
£2345.00
£3456.00

£899.00
£1850.00

BBC Micro Computer
Canon MSX Computer
Commodore VIC 20
Commodore 64
Commodore SX 64 (Portable)
Commodore Plus 4
Epson Portable PX8
Epson Portable PX 8 +RAM
Epson QX10 + RX8O+Cable
BM PC 64 1xDisk
BM PC 64 10MB Disk
BM PC XT 10MB Disk
BM Portable 1xDisk
BM Portable 10MB Disk
BM PC AT 1xDisk
BM PC AT 20MB Disk
Kaypro 2
Kaypro 10MB ,

Sanyo MBC555 2x160K Disk Drive ... £899.00
Sinclair Spectrum 48K+6 Pack £100.00
Sinclair Spectrum 64K. E139.00
Sinclair Q.L. Computer £330.00
Sirius 1 128K 1.2MB £1650.00
Sirius '1' 256K 2.4MB £2150.00
Sirius '1' 256K 1 2+10 6MB £2950.00
Televideo P.O.A.
Wren Computer £849.00

PERIPHERALS
12in Apricot Monitor ( + £50) £289.50
Colour Monitor for Apricot Fl £350.00
Cables £10.00
Commodore 1701 Col Monitor £175.00
Epson Accoustic Coupler £130.00
Fl 9" Mono Monitor £175.00
Luxor 800 Pixal Colour Monitor £475.00
Microvitec 20" Colour Monitor £280.00
Sanyo 2112 Green Screen 15MHS £65.00
Sanyo 3117 Col Hi Ress 600PISC £279.00
Sanyo 3125 Col Med Ress 400PIS £175.00
Sanyo 8112 Green Screen 18MHz £85.00
Sinclair Expansion Pack £85.00
Monitor for QL £265.00
VM12MHI Monitor Grn Srn 4 IBM £144.00
Keyboards, cable, interfaces, tractor feeds,
sheet feeds, disks, software, up grades,
listing paper, ribbons, daisy wheels
available for most products. All prices excluding VAT

DOT MATRIX
Ad mate JP80 Dot Matrix Printer
Anadex DP 9000
Brother M1009 Dot Matrix Print
Canon PW 1080A (NLQ)
Canon PW1156 A (NLQ)
Commodore MPS 801
Commodore MPS 802
Epson RX8OT
Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson RX100 F/T Printer
Epson FX100 F/T
Epson LQ 1500 NLQ Printer
Mannesmann Tally MT80
Mannesmann Tally MT160
Mannesmann Tally Pixy Plotter
Mannesmann Tally MT180
MP 165 NLQ Printer
OKI Microline 82A Printer
OKI Microline 83A
OKI Microline 84 (P)
OKI Microline 92 (P)
OKI Microline 93 (P)
OKI Microline 2350 (P)
Panasonic KP 1091 (IBM + NLQ)
Radix 10 (NLQ)
Radix 15 (NLQ)
Shinwa CP80 AF/T Para
Star Delta 10
Star Gemini 10X
TEC 1550 (P)
TEC 1550 (S)

DAISY WHEEL
Brother HR5
Brother HR1
Brother HR15
Brother HR25
Brother HR35
Daisy Step 2000 (20CPS)
Diablo 620 (RO)
Diablo 630 (API)
EP 44 Personal Elec. Printer
1600 Flowriter IBM-PC 8K QD
Hitachi 672 Plotter
Juki 6100
Juki 6300 Printer (40 CPS)
Quen-Data Daisywheel Printer
Qume Letter Pro 20
Qume 11/40 (RO)
Richo RP1300
Ricoh RP1600
Smith Corona TP1
TEC 10-40 D/W Printer

£169.00
£799.00
£155.00
£295.00
£3 55.00
£155.00
£250.00
£190.00
£215.00
£320.00
£340.00
£425.00
£895.00
£195.00
£399.00
£450.00
£580.00
£295.00
£249.00
£389.00
£629.00
£365.00
£499.00

£1449.00
£275.00
£449.00
£549.00
£189.00
£319.00
£195.00
£459.00
£499.00

S
£130.00
£255.00
£325.00
£555.00
£695.00
£225.00
£675.00

£1310.00
£190.00

£1449.00
£395.00
£319.00
£825.00
£225.00
£450.00

£1175.00
£875.00

£1175.00
£175.00
£845.00



WHY
LOVE NIT80

Most leading low cost Micros, eg BBC, Dragon and
Sinclair QL love the MT -80 printer from Mannesmann
Tally. It is fully hardware compatible and with a range of
cable options, gives trouble -free straight through plug-in
facilities.

You'll love it too, for its sophisticated looks, and its
range of standard features, which include 80 col, 80 cps
optimised bi-directional printing with dot addressable
and line graphs, quick tear -off facility, friction and tractor
feed, and easy change cassette ribbon. And all for an
ex -VAT price of around £200.

Options include <55dBa sound reduction kit and 2K
buffered serial interface.

The dealer who supplies you is supported by
Mannesmann Tally, Europe's leading printer
manufacturer. Your guarantee of continued support and
assistance throughout the life of the printer.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration, or phone us
today for full details. Either Annie, Sali, Terry or Geoff will
be only too pleased to help you.

MANNESMANN TALLY
THE FIRST NAME IN PRINTING

Mannesmann Tally, Molly Millar's Lane, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QT
Telephone (0734) 791619/791533 Direct Lines or (0734) 788711 Switchboard
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nes show no mercy.
Acornsoft have now unleashed eight more mer-

ciless games onto unsuspecting BBC micro owners.
Ranging from 'Gateway to Karos', where putting

a foot wrong could mean instant death. To the relentless
antics of Drogna which could have you dying with
laughter.

Gateway to Karos.
An adventure game in which you'll need all

your patience and ingenuity just to stay alive. Your
objective is to find the Talisman of Khoronz but,
whichever path you choose, you'll be beset by treachery.
Serpents lie in wait and magical phenomenona are in
abundance. Should you find the Talisman, you've still
to find your way back.

Labyrinth
A superb real-time game with fast 3D graphics.

As you guide Mork through the Labyrinth, he'll have
to eat fruit to keep going. Crush the Tiger -Moths,
shoot the Flitterbugs, dodge the Threshers and find
the Magic Crystals which lead to new and more
challenging levels of the Labyrinth.

Tetrapod.
You're in an arena littered with dormant lizards,

killer bees and other hostile creatures with whom
you'll have to do battle to survive. But beware of your
own laser bullets, as they bounce off the arena walls.

Drogna.
A game for two people - preferably with devious

minds. There are two vaults containing diamonds and
your job is to collect and transfer them to your home
base. While your opponent is out collecting you could
sneak in and steal his loot .. . but keep an eye out for
him doing the same to you.

Crazy Tracer.
An arcade style game where you're in charge of

a paint roller. Guide your roller around a maze of
rectangles while evading monsters who are committed
to destroying it. Gain extra rollers and bonus points
by painting different objects. But you'll have to avoid
running out of paint.

Volcano.
Mount Crona has erupted after 150 years of

silence. And your mission as an Emergency Rescue
Helicopter Pilot is to save sightseers stranded on the
slopes. Time is of the essence as the lava approaches
the sightseers. But you'll have to take time to evade -
or shoot - the boulders being hurled from the volcano.

Carousel.
A re-creation of the fairground shooting gallery

- with a difference. Shoot down all the ducks, owls
and rabbits before you run out of ammunition.
Watch out for the low -flying ducks. If you fail to shoot
these, they'll steal your bullets and reduce your
chances of success.

Meteor Mission.
On an alien planet are six stranded astronauts.

Launch your capsule from the Mothership and by
avoiding - or shooting - meteors and alien craft, pick
up the astronauts one at a time and return them to
the Mothership.

All games - with the exception of Gateway to
Karos which is currently only available on cassette -
can be bought direct in either cassette or disc form.
You will find all these programs at your local Acorn
stockist. To find out where they are, or to order by
credit card, simply ring 0933 79300 during office
hours.

Alternatively, you can order the games by
sending off the coupon below to: Acornsoft, c/o Vector
Marketing, London Road,Wellingboro ugh, Northants
NN8 2RL. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, London Road,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
Please send me the following software games:
PROGRAM QL ANTITY DISC/CASSETTE
Gateway to Karos
Kingdom of Hamil
Tetrapod
Drogna
Crazy Tracer
Volcano
Carousel
Meteor Mission

TOTAL

Price Cassette: 0.95; Disc: 21.50
I enclose PO/Cheque payable to Acornsoft Ltd. Or charge my
credit charge.
Card Number:
Barclaycard/Access (Delete)

Name

Address

PW1

Postcode

Signature
Registered No.1524763 \ Cf N..2.15 8123 85

ACORNSW



Addons,easyas A C.

Cumana... The Best Name In
Memory ... from £104

Concept . .. the last word on
QWERTY ... from £69

Prices are subject
to VAT and delivery
charges.

We are major UK Distributors for Riteman, Astar, Concept
keyboards, Cumana products and Tec drives; offering prompt
supplies of these excellent add-ons to dealers nationwide.

All the quality products pictured are available now, plus a wide
range of consumables - ribbons - diskettes - cables etc:
START BUILDING YOUR STOCKS NOW FROM ADDONS -
THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE.

Tec The Risk Out Of Buying Disk
Drives . .. from £65. Ask about 31/2"
drives, and media ...

Astar MCP80 ... 4 colour sheet or roll
feed printer/plotter £179. Low profile,
High standard ...

Microvitec ... Monitor your progress
with the best of British Quality
. . from £199

Right Price,
Right Size,

Right Speed,
That's Riteman . . from £249

addons limited
Unit 30, City Industrial Park,

Southern Road, Southampton, SO1 OHA.
Tel: (0703) 34775/6

Simple as One,Two,Three.
76 PC W
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lIGHTPRICE.
IGHTSIZE.

IGHTSPEE
That's Riteman!

'3,44-4040' - A

IITF:11V4

If you're looking for an Epson" or IBM*"compatible dot matrix impact printer that'slower in price, smaller durable, and fastenough to keep pace with your workflow . . . we'd like to show you a Riteman!Four great new printers. All pricedwell under comparable Epson models.All substantially smaller Yet solid as a rock.With print speeds up to 50% faster thanthe competitors.
The Riteman Plus, Riteman II, Riteman 15,

UK Distributors
Addons Limited, Unit 30, City Industrial

Park, Southern Road
Southampton, SO1 OHA

Telephone: (0703) 34775/6

.,. h.....

RITEMAN PLUS
(Tractor feed and
cover optional)

and Riteman Blue Plus with IBM graphics.All are backed by a full one-year warrantyAnd, as you can see, they're great-looking, too!So see your dealer today
. . . and get theRiteman for your printing job!

'Epson is a registered
trademark of Epson America, Inc.**IBM is a registered

trademark of International
Business Machines CorpMI an



UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

* *** COMPUTERS
EX VAT

** MATRIX PRINTERS **
EX VAT

APRICOT Ft -from £775.00 ANADEX DP -6500 500cps £2234.00
APRICOT Point 7 from £2950.00 ANADEX WP -6000 £1961.00
APRICOT PORTABLE from £1495.00 BROTHER EP44 POA
APRICOT 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1395.00 BROTHER HR5 POA
APRICOT 256K 720Kx2 MONITOR £1545.00 BROTHER M1009 50cps £159.00
APRICOT Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR £2195.00 CANON PW1080A 160cpsfNLOI £299.00
BBC B £320.00 CANON PW1156A 160cps(NLO) £379.00
CIFER 9000 Multi User 21MB £5095.00 EPSON RX 80T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8250 DISK DRIVE £785.00 EPSON RX 80F/T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8296 £695.00 EPSON FX 80 160cps POA
COMMODORE SX-64 PORTABLE £675.00 EPSON FX 100F/T 160cps POA
COMMODORE 64 £156.51 EPSON LO 1500 200cps(NLQ) POA
COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 HONEYWELL From £375.00
COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE £59.50 MANNESMANN MT80 80cps £177.00
COMMODORE 1530 C2N CASSETTE £32.00 MANNESMANN MT180160cps (NLQ) £579.00
COMPAQ2 2X360K £1795.00 NEC PINWRITER P2(P)(NLO) £535.00
COMPAQ Plus(10MB) £3195.00 NEWBURY DRE 8850 3001pm £2065.00
IBM PC List less 17.5% PHONE NEWBURY DRE 8925 240cps £1385.00
OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00 OKI 84A 200cps £625.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 2x360KB Drives £1575.00 OKI OKI 92P 160cps £360.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £2695.00 OKI OKI 2410P 350cps £1535.00
SAGE II & IV POA OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps £520.00
SANYO MBC 555128K 2x160K Drives £795.00 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ £249.00
SIRIUS 256K 10MB £2850.00 SHINWA CP80 Model II FT £165.00
SIRIUS 256K 2.4MB £2095.00 STAR DELTA 10 160cps £299.00
SIRIUS 128K 1.2MB £1645.00 STAR DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
ACT/IBM Memory Expansions from £222.00 STAR GEMINI 10X 120cps £189.00
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA

** **
STAR
STAR

GEMINI 15X 120cps
RADIX 10200cps(NLQ)

£269.00
£419.00SOFTWARE STAR RADIX 15 200cps (KILO) £525.00

ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
LOW COST TREND 930 200cps NLQ B0cps £1350.00

D BASE III
WORDSTAR
OPEN ACCESS
LOTUS 123
SYMPHONY
MULTIMATE
D BASE II
DMS DELTA
FRIDAY
FRAMEWORK

£360.00
£195.00
£360.00
£295.00
£420.00
£240.00
£230.00
£395.00
£135.00
£345.00

Not only do we offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support arid develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD.
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUME
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

** PRINTERS **
H R1
HR15
HR15 Keyboard
HR15 Sheetfeeder
HR25
2000 20cps
630 API
Sheet Feeder
SP320 48cps
6100 18cps
2010 Serial 20cps
2030 Parallel 20cps
3510 Serial 35cps
3530 Parallel 35cps
7710 Serial 55cps
7730 Parallel 55cps
DY450 45cps
11/40 RO
9/45 RO
LETTERPRO 12/20
RP1300S
RP1600S
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC
RP1600S Sheet Feeder
RP1600S Tractor

TP1 12cps
STARWRITER F1040 40cps
STARWRITER F5055 55cps
Sheetfeeder
Tractor

EX VAT

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

£219.00
£1295.00

£490.00
£795.00
£325.00
£545.00
£545.00

£1049.00
£1049.00
£1440.00
£1440.00

£880.00
£1185.00
£1550.00

£475.00
£895.00

£1175.00
£1249.00

£1299.00
£459.00
£138.00

£154.00
£895.00

£1235.00
£459.00
£138.00

** VDU's & TERMINALS **
CIFER
HAZELTINE
QUME
TELEVIDEO

T4
ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
OVT 103 (VT100 VT131)
910

£760.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST. HERCULES. QUADRAM. SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

(2)

Suddenly,
quality plotting
is within reach of
every computer user...



MCP -80
NEW 4 -COLOUR
PRINTER/PLOTTER
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* ACCOMMODATES A4 SHEET OR 210MAM.L PA

* CENTRONICS & RS232 *ITERFACE

* SIMPLE COMMANDS (AS MCP 40 BUT BM
* OPTIONAL SPECIAL PENS FOR OHP FILi

* OVER 200CHRS IN ROM
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S, DIMNGS, ETC
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£179.00 EXC VAT & P&P

FOR DELIVERY SEND A CHEQUE FOR £211.60 TO: CHOTA GRAPHICS LTD, 6 WALTON LANE, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY KT13 8NF

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DEMONSTRATION OR SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY CALL WEYBRIDGE (0932) 54268 (DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME)
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Penman... the world's first robotic plotter
from only £199 + VAT

Penman is an entirely new
concept in plotting.

It is robotic, working
almost like the human

hand to draw smooth
curves, perfect circles

and dead straight lines...
without 'staircases:

Penman is simple, reliable,
very compact and truly

portable; yet can plot on any
size paper, on any smooth
horizontal surface.

Use Penman at work, at home
and at school ...as a printer,
robot, mouse and desktop plotter
for BASIC and LOGO. Use it for

design, or to
produce

raphs
from
spread-
sheets,
scribe

captions and notices. The only
limit is your imagination.

If you hurry, Penman can be
bought before
31st January
1985 at
special
intro-
ductory
prices that
really are
within your reach.

Everyone can afford to
use Penman

At work Spreadsheet graphs, floor
plans, charts, headlining, symbols,
engineering drafts.
At school Logo, mapping, result
plots, robotics and control, maths and
physics.

At home Garden planning, music
scores, drawings, games and robotics.

Penman Products Limited,
8 Hazelwood Close, Dominion Way,
Worthing, W. Sussex BN14 8NP.

ENMAN
Yes, I am in a hurry to get my hands on Penman, so
please rush to me the following:
QTY

Penman for BBC Micro
- (including cable +Utility Pack)

Penman for Apple II
(including cable +Utility Pack)

Penman for IBM PC
_ (including cable + spreadsheet

graphics for standard proprietory
software compatible with DIF)

Penman only

Plus carriage (allow 28 days)

Plus VAT

Cheque/postal order/bankers draft
No.
enclosed for TOTAL £
Name

Address

Telephone No.
.  .......



DISKING NEWS MEMOREX
Business is not created between companies but between
PEOPLE.

"Everyone wants responsibility, but nobody wants accounta-
bility.
Well, when we accept your order we're ACCOUNTABLE and we
accept FULL responsibility for getting YOU your ORDER, and we
will not rest until you've got it. That's what we're here for.
Someone has to work in this country, after all we'll be in the
minority soon!

FREE with EVERY ten -pack of diskettes from
DISKING. SEE 10
LIBRARY BOX

Also available individually for £2.50 exc VAT either for
51/4" (SEE 10) or any 31/2" microdisks (SEE 10-3)

PLUS
Disking Colour Coders

A multicoloured pack of ten fibre tipped pens for colour coding your diskette
labels available individually at 49p per pack of ten exc VAT.

If you work hard caring for your customers too, write to us and
we'll start a club for the silent majority - we're fed up with the
noise from all the grafitti writers, window smashers etc. We'll
start publishing a list of the companies who are trying to keep
Greatr'Britain GREAT. We've got everything going for us and we're
only just hanging on the cliff's edge by our fingernails. Let's
climb up - wouldn't it be nice to see this country regain the
respect it once had for its industry. As they say in their adverts for
Austin Rover cars - GO FOR IT. They should know!

Send all correspondence to:
"The Real Working Class" C/O Disking International, Liphook,
Hants, GU30 7EJ

We could even call it CAMREAP (Campaign for real people)

DISKING
SUPER PROMOTION

Free Clock Value £8.95

With every TWO Ten -Packs' of ANY 312", 51/4" or 8" disks by Verbatim,
Memorex, Dysan or Maxell purchased at these prices, we will pack a Super
Disking Calendar Clock worth £8.95 absolutely FREE.

Order four Ten -Packs, and you will receive two Calendar Clocks and so on.

'Excluding diskettes purchased from bargain corner. All FREE offers are
subject to availability.

OFFER ENDS 28th FEBRUARY 1985

51/4" DISKS OR MICRODISKS
1-2 packs each pack @ 95p
3-5 packs each pack @ 75p
6-9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ packs POST FREE
ALL SEE 10 library boxes
ALL MEMOREX CLEANING KITS
1 off 60p each
2-7 off 40p each
8+ off POST FREE

MEMORY EXCELLENCE
Memorex diskettes are everyones favourite and work well in ALL computer

systems

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with hub ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40
3481 S/S 48 tpi 21.90
3491 D/S 48 tpi 27.90
3504 S/S 96 tpi 27.90
3501 D/S 96 tpi . . . 35.90

50-90
20.90
26.90
26.90
34.90

100+
19.90
25.90
25.90
33.90

48 to, suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
1() and 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

MEMOREX 31/2" MICRODISKS - HERE AT LAST!
6P1R10CES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+

S/Sided .. 42.90 41.90 40.90
0.5M Byte rating auto shutter

UK Shipping Rates inc. ins. but exc VAT
DISKING COLOUR
CODERS
25p each -- 5+
POST FREE

Means Business

Budget Micro
30 Microdisk capacity (or 12 compact 3" disks) stored
in 3 compartments. Smart two tone beige/brown with
strong steel Hinges.

BUY 3
and get the
fourth one

FREE

Budget 50
50 Minidisk capacity in smart two tone brown, complete
with four dividers and no scratch rubber feet.

Part No: Description
BM 30 Microdisk capacity

B50 50 Minidisk capacity

If buying 3 to get one FREE, P&P at the four unit rate please

Price EXC VAT

6.90

8.90

Jumbo Swinger
A massive 120 Minidisk capacity! With adjustable arms
to compensate for less diskettes, keys and carrying
handle. Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE.

Aronew'

Part No. Description 1-3
JUMBO 120 Minidisk capacity 18.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the four unit rate
please.

Budget 30
30 Minidisk capacity, smart beigeibrown with strong steel
hinges complete with 5 coloured dividers. Buy 3 and
STEAL one FREE.

Part No. Description 1.3
B30 30 Minidisk capacity 5.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the four unit rate
please.

Diskette Storage
Executive Mini 100 & Executive Micro 50
The ultimate in quality, these beautiful Austrian made
storage boxes in luxurious two tone dark brown come
with everything one could ever want. The lids not only
swing open and shut, but are also removable if shelf
space is prohibitive. They come with ingenious dividers
where even the tabs are adjustable and protected from
dirty finger marks. The wonderfully engineered locking
mechanism comes with 2 keys and a master filing tab.
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE.

Part No. Description 1-3
EM100 100 Minidisk capacity 22.90
EM50 50 Microdisk capacity 19.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the 4 unit rate
please.

Disking Swing -lid Lockable Box
60 Minidisk capacity, complete with keys, dividers, tags
and even built in carrying handles. Buy 3 and STEAL one
FREE.

Part No. Description 1-3
DSLB 60 Minidisk capacity 17.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the 4 unit rate
please.



DYSAN - FOR THE DISCERNING
With new lower prices Dvsans impeccable reputation is now a genuine
bargain

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi with Hub Ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40
104/1D S/S 48 tpi 23.90
104/2D D/S 48 tpi 34.90
204/1D S/S 96 tpi 34.90
204/2D D/S 96 tpi 42.90

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation

96 tpi Suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 and 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

8 INCH DISKETTES

50-90
22.90
33.90
33.90
41.90

100+
21.90
32.90
32.90
40.90

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
3740/1D S/S DiDens . . . 32.90 31.90 30.90
3740/2D D/S D/Dens . . . 40.90 39.90 38.90
32 Hard Sector available at same prices

maxell
.0%

maxell

MD 2-00

nut imam
maxell

torn -Do

/OM

Verbatim

MAXELL - THE GOLD STANDARD
Ma yell's ye, Nab mato, r ndards are met and surpassed

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi with hub

ring reinforcement

Verbatim" Datalife

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with hub ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
MD1-D S/S 48 tpi . . . 24.90 23.90 22.90
MD2-D D/S 48 tpi . . 32.90 31.90 30.90
MD1-DD S/S 96 tpi . . 32.90 31.90 30.90

MD525 S S 48 tpi 22.90
MD550 D S 48 tpi 29.90
MD577 SS 96 tpi 28.90
MD557 D/S 96 tpi . 36.90

21.90
28.90
27.90
35.90

20.90
27.90
26.90
34.90

MD2-DD D/S 96 tpi . . . 42.90 41.90 40.90
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

MD2-HD D/S 1.6MByte . . . 59.00 56.00 53.00 10 8 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation 8 INCH DISKETTES
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
8 INCH DISKETTES FD32-9000 S/S S/Dens . . 31.90 30.90 29.90

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+ FD34-8000 S/S D/Dens 31.90 30.90 29.90
FD1-128 S/S S/Dens . . . 29.90 28.90 27.90 DD34-4001 D/S D/Dens . 36.90 35.90 34.90
FD1-1XD S/S 0/Dens . . . 34.90 33.90 32.90 31/2 INCH DISKETTES
FD2-XD D/S D/Dens . . . 39.90 38.90 37.90

3 INCH DISKETTES PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+ MF350 S/S 42.90 41.90 40.90
CF2 Compact Floppy Disk 39.90 38.90 37.90 DOUBLE SIDED 59.90 58.90 57.90

DISKETTE STORAGE
Budget 30
1 off 1.00 each

2-7 off 70p each

8+ off POST FREE

8" DISKETTES
1-2 packs each pack (0) 1.60
3-5 packs each pack (0' 1.20
6-9 packs each pack 00 90p
10+ packs POST FREE

ALL OTHER STORAGE
1 off 2.00 each

2-7 off 1.30 each

8+ off POST FREE

DISKING DISKWRITERS
50 -pack £1.00

1-4 off oe 40p each
5-9 off 0(' 30p each
10+ off (cc 20p each

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU30 7BR
UNITED KINGDOM

New Memorex Cleaning Kits MaIll
Part No Description Price
MKEY Case & Keyboard Cleaning Kit with one 4.90

foam -clean aerosol, 20 Safebuds & 5 Safecloths
MTV VDU/TV Screen Cleaning Kit with 20 Safeclean 4.90

screen wipes & 5 Safecloths
MDD Drive Head Cleaning Kit 5f/4 withcleaning fluid, 8.90

10 cleaning disks, jacket and glove
Buy all three Kits together and we will reduce the total price from £18.70 to
£14.90 -A Bargain if ever we saw one!

How to Contact DISKING:- By Telephone (0428) 722563
By Telex 858623 Telbur G

OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

We supply all Government bodies including Schools Universities Colleges.
Hospitals. the Utilities. Research Establishments Armed Forces. the Ministries
and Local Authorities world-wide We will despatch within 4 (YES 41 working
hours from receipt of your official order number received either by post or by
telephone. and all orders are handled in the.strictest confidence and to the
letter All other customers cheques with order please payable to DISKING If

you are a large establishment and cannot raise cheques without an invoice
please post or telephone us your order and we will send a pro.forma invoice by
return for your accounts department to pay against

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

All orders left on the answering machine qualify for a FREE Disking Logobug to
stick on your computer
You may call 365 days a year 24 hours a day and you may speak for as long as
you like when you leave the following details -

1 Day -time telephone number
2 Cardholder Name 8 Address
3 Delivery/Invoice Address if different
4 Your credit card number
5 Part nos and quantity of your order
6 Normal or First Class post

we welcome Access IMasterchargel Barclaycard IVISA1 and Diners Club
International and there is NO credit card surcharge Alternatively you may write
your C/card No on your order
You may leave the rest to US!!

URGENT ORDERS

If you re posting your order omit the word FREEPOST from our address and

use our normal post code GU30 7EJ and do not forget to stamp it First Class If

you are telephoning your order please make it clear that you wish to pay for your

goods to be sent to you by First Class Post

FIRST CLASS RATES
EXC VAT 51/4" 8"
First Ten -Pack 2.00 2.50
2nd and subsequent
Ten -Pack 1.50 2.00

TRADE CORNER
FREE AEROPLANE

Our latest aeroplanes now have sound! Ideal missiles for
throwing across the office at sleeping software en-
gineers. Call and ask for your flier, and we'll send you our
latest trade pack with prices, special offers and sample
unlabelled diskette. We'll also enclose a DPC application
form telling you how to buy at our 10,000 prices yet order
in 50's.

BARGAIN CORNER
51/4" Diskettes supplied in a
Prices Exc VAT

S/S 48 tpi Diskettes
UL/2D D/S 48 tpi Diskettes

DD S/S 96 tpi Diskettes
UL/2DD D/S 96 tpi Diskettes

FREE SEE 10 library box
10-40 50-90 100+
13.90 12.90 11.90
20.90 19.90 18.90
20.90 19.90 18.90
24.90 23.90 22.90

Don't be fooled - fully warranted, new and individually
certified AND with a FREE SEE 10 library box and
Disking Colour Coders!! They are unlabelled non -hub
ring diskettes, and are manufactured by one of our four
major suppliers. At these prices you can't lose. Don't
forget you even get the superb DISKING clock with every
two ten -packs.

To: DISKING FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants,GU30 7BR U.K Tel: (0428) 722563

Qty Description Price exc VAT

Total Goods Value exc VAT

Total Delivery and insurance

Sub Total exc VAT

VAT

Value of cheque payable to Disking

NAME.

ADDRESS

TEL NO,

Or please charge my credit card No

LAccess , VISA & Diners Cards Welcome PCW 1/85
_



UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

' COMPUTERS **
EX VAT

** MATRIX PRINTERS **
EX VAT

APRICOT Ft -from £775.00 ANADEX DP -6500 500c ps £2234.00
APRICOT Point 7 from £2950.00 ANADEX WP -6000 £1961.00
APRICOT PORTABLE from £1495.00 BROTHER EP44 POA
APRICOT 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1395.00 BROTHER HR5 POA
APRICOT 256K 720Kx2 MONITOR £1545.00 BROTHER M1009 50cps £159.00
APRICOT Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR £2195.00 CANON PW1080A 160cps(NLQ) £299.00
BBC B £320.00 CANON PW1156A 160cps(NLQ) £379.00
CIFER 9000 Multi User 21MB £5095.00 EPSON RX 80T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8250 DISK DRIVE £785.00 EPSON RX 80F/T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8296 £695.00 EPSON FX 80 160cps POA
COMMODORE SX-64 PORTABLE £675.00 EPSON FX 100FIT 160cps POA
COMMODORE 64 £156.51 EPSON LQ 1500 200cps(NLQ) POA
COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 HONEYWELL From £375.00
COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE £59.50 MANNESMANN MT80 80cps £177.00
COMMODORE 1530 C2N CASSETTE £32.00 MANNESMANN MT180 160cps(NLQ) £579.00
COMPAQ2 2X360K £1795.00 NEC P1NWRITER P2(P)(NLQ) £535.00
COMPAQ Plus(10M8) £3195.00 NEWBURY DRE 8850 3001pm £2065.00
IBM PC List less 17.5% PHONE NEWBURY DRE 8925 240cps £1385.00
OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00 OKI 84A 200cps £625.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 2x360KB Drives £1575.00 OKI OK192P 160cps £360.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £2695.00 OKI OK12410P 350cps £1535.00
SAGE II &IV POA OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps £520.00
SANYO MBC 555 128K 2x160K Drives £795.00 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ £249.00
SIRIUS 256K 10MB £2850.00 SHINWA CP80 Model II FT £165.00
SIRIUS 256K 2.4MB £2095.00 STAR DELTA 10 160cps £299.00
SIRIUS 128K 1.2MB £1645.00 STAR DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
ACT/IBM Memory Expansions from £222.00 STAR GEMIN11OX 120cps £189.00
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA

** **
STAR
STAR

GEMINI 15X 120cps
RADIX 10 200cps(NLQ)

£269.00
£419.00SOFTWARE STAR RADIX 15 200cps(NLQ) £525.00

ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
LOW COST TREND 930200cps NLQ 80cps £1350.00

D BASE III £360.00
WORDSTAR £195.00
OPEN ACCESS £360.00
LOTUS 123 £295.00
SYMPHONY £420.00
MULTIMATE £240.00
D BASE II £230.00
DMS DELTA £395.00
FRIDAY £135.00
FRAMEWORK £345.00
Not only do we offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support and develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **
** PRINTERS **

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUME
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

EX VAT

HR1 POA
HR15 POA
HR15 Keyboard POA
HR15 Sheetfeeder POA
HR25 POA
200020cps £219.00
630 API £1295.00
Sheet Feeder £490.00
SP320 48cps £795.00
6100 18cps £325.00
2010 Serial 20cps £545.00
2030 Parallel 20cps £545.00
3510 Seria135cps £1049.00
3530 Parallel 35cps £1049.00
7710 Seria155cps £1440.00
7730 Parallel 55cps £1440.00
DY450 45cps £880.00
11/40 RO £1185.00
9/45 RO £1550.00
LETTERPRO 12/20 £475.00
RP1300S
RP1600S £1175.00
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k £1249.00
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC £1299.00
RP1600S Sheet Feeder £459.00
RP1600S Tractor £138.00

TP1 12cps £154.00
STARWRITER F1040 40cps £895.00
STARWRITER F5055 55cps £1235.00
Sheetfeeder £459.00
Tractor £138.00

** VDU's & TERMINALS **
CIFER
HAZELTINE
QUME
TELEVIDEO

T4
ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
QVT 103 (VT100 VT131)
910

£760.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

'OF LEVELS
not Just revision but hill tuition software (Spectrum 48K)

MATHS
8 programs

TOTAL
150K

PHYSICS
7 programs

TOTAL
140K

BIOLOGY

6 programs

TOTAL
120K

COMP. SC.
7 programs

TOTAL
140K

Fractions, square roots, decimals, logarithms, areas, accuracy,
bases, interest, volumes, indices, modulo standard form, number
sets, pie charts, bar charts, histograms, averages, probability,
algebraic laws, use of brackets, quadratics, factors, simultaneous
equations, quadratics, matrices, vectors, sets, transformational
geometry, angles, trigonometry, differentiation, integration, maxi-
ma and minima.

Reflection, wavelength and frequency refraction, diffraction,
lenses, colour, refractive index, the eye and its defects, ray,

diagrams, magnetism, induction, dynamos and motors, force,
motion and current circuits, Ohm's law, amps, volts. Electronics,
series, parallel gas laws, energy forms, specific heat, kinetic
energy, momentum, Newton's laws, atomic structure, isotopes,
radiation, half lives.

Plant and animal cells, genetics inheritance, reproduction in man,
asexual and sexual reproduction, flowering plants, photosynthesis,
osmosis, transpiration, transport, food classes, diet, alimentary
canal, respiration, excretion, eye, skin, nervous system, ecosys-
tem, food cycles, bacteria, fungi, ear, earthworm, amphibians,
birds, mammals, response, abiotic factors.

Data collection, coding, storage, processing, presentation and
validation, d.p. systems, privacy, security, hardware, software,
data structures, low and high level languages, OS and job control,
110 devices, backing storage, machine code, compilers, inter-

preters, aids and errors in programming, files.

EACH SUBJECT ONLY £7.95 inc P&P

GCE TUTORING, DEPT PCW, 40 BRIMMERS
HILL,

WIDMER END, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS

pt PROZESSTECHNISCHE
SOFTWARESYSTE ME GmbH

We are a small Systems and Software House
on the outskirts of Munich , with an expected
turnover this year of 500,000 Deutsch -Mark.
In order to extend our sales activities , we are
looking for a range of small Microcomputer
and Personal -Computer products.
If you are interested in becoming associated
with us in the rapidly expanding West -German
market , please write with product details to:

The Managing Director
PTS GmbH
Grubmullerfeldstrasse 54
8035 Gauting
West Germany

82 PCW



Educational Software [LCL

atISEV
P110411.4.0.2

BBC Micro
ZX Spectrum
unexpanded VIC
Electron
ZX81
Apple
PET
Commodore 64
Dragon (BNg)
All software for the
above computers.

MICRO ENGLISH (BBC, Electron), complete English Language 0 -Level,
self -tuition or revision course of 24 programs, includes 'Speak and Spell'
programs (no extras required), 2 disks/tapes. £24.50.
MICRO MATHS 24 program revision or self -tuition course to 0 -Level.
£24.50 (except ZX81 £12.00).
FRANCIS DRAKE ADVENTURE GAME Authentic, historical, graphics,
adventure game. £6.50.
ANIMATED ARITHMETIC Teaches using moving colour pictures (not
words). Ages 3-8. £6.50 (disk £7.50).
BRAINTEASERS Book of programs to puzzle and amuse. £5.95.
"Excellent" - EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING.

Immediate dispatch Micro Maths, Micro English and Master Maths.
Phone or send orders or requests for free catalogue (200 programs) to:

World leaders in educational software
(distributors in 24 countries)

A..cioss

lk

LC L
26 Avondale Ave.
Staines, Middx.
Tel:0784 58771
24 hrs. Orders

GENEROUS TRADE
DISCOUNTS.

VISA

Do you own or use two or more computers with incom-
patible disk formats? Then you need our universal

«FILE MOVER»
This easy -to -use file transfer program enables you to transfer
any type of files - including .COM-, .CMD- and .EXE-types of
files - from one computer to another by means of a serial link -
even if they use different operating systems! A special protocol
with checksums and automatic retransmission ensures error -free
file transfers.
Available for CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (PC -DOS).
Prices: For CP/M : 49.95

For CP/M-86 or PC -DOS (MS-DOS) : £ 69.95
For any two o/s's : £ 99.95

We also offer the following easy -to -use and well -documented
utilities:

XSUB for CP/M-86 : £ 39.95
MK UTILITY PACKAGE for CP/M (2.2)
Includes disk dump and patch, disk test, dupli-
cation and various file recovery utilities.
"The file recovery aid alone makes it worth the
price.. very well -designed and friendly
human interfaces. (Microsystems).
TERMINAL for CP/M, CP/M-86 and PC -DOS

: 79.95

(MS-DOS) : £ 99.95
converts your microcomputer into a powerful termi-
nal. Includes ASCII file upload and download facilities.

Disk Formats available: 8" ss/sd, IBM-PC/XT, DEC Rainbow 100
Osborne, Zenith hard and soft sector, Superbrain (JR),
DEC -VT 180 (DD), TI Professional (DD), Kaypro II, Access ss/dd.
NEC PC -8001 A, XEROX 820 (SD), Xerox 820-11 (DD), TRS-80,
Mod I (Omikron (CP/M), TRS-80, Mod 3 (MM/CPM),
Morrow Micro Decision.
Include £ 5 per order for handling and shipping. Specify
computer, disk format and o/s.
VISA accepted.

k elektrokonsult C14
P.O.BOX 846, N-3001 DRAMMEN, NORWAY

Also available
ALPHA - ophthalmic frame. sues 52mm and
58mm. Sherry. aquamarine
Clip on version also available for prescription
spectacle wearers.

MICRO - ultra lightweight. Blue. burgundy
tortoiseshell.

The unique bone
IREX 90 +VDU Glasses

THE LEADERS IN EYE WEAR TECHNOLOGY ARE NOW FIRST IN THE
FIELD WITH THE UNIQUE BOLLE IREX 90 PLUS VDU GLASSES,
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY TO IMPROVE THE RESOLUTION OF
SCREEN IMAGES RECEIVED BY THE EYE AND TO INCREASE
EFFICIENCY.

This major breakthrough in eye wear technology has been developed in
conjunction with NASA for the American Space Programme, in the
production of a unique organic lens material which provides 1000/0
protection against ultra violet absorption and 900/0 plus against
infra red rays.

em)bolle Brunel Close, Ebblake Industrial Estate,
Verwood, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 6BA

BOLLE UK LTD
Telephone: 03202) 824535/6
Telex 418224 Avon G

Don't buy
a Computer

System
until

December
27th.

Tel (47) 3 83 15 00

PCW83
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ChipChat modems are the most versatile and up to
date available at the price. With autoanswer as

standard and intelligent autodial with speed conversion
as an option, ChipChats may be used to access

computers and databases such as Prestel, Micronet,
llomelink and BT Gold.

ChipChats support the CCITT V21 protocol: 300/300
baud and the V23 protocol: 1200/75, 75/1200 and

1200/1200 (half duplex). Where local regulations
permit, Bell standard operation may be used for

dialling 05 databases.

ChipChats use the latest technology and provide
valuable extra features such as auto -disconnect to
save your telephone bills, and speed conversion for
operation with IBM PCs. A full complement of LED5

monitor data flow and the status of handshake lines
on the Cannon D -type connector.

ChipChat modems have been designed with our
experience of manufacturing BT approved intelligent

terminals, they provide the facilities and data rates you
need at the touch of a button or they can be left

unattended under computer control.

ChipChats are supported by a large range of
communications software packages and terminal
emulations for the IBM, Sirius, Apricot, Apple and

BBC micros.

Ring for details and special package deal prices.

ChipChat CC2123A Autoanswer f150.55
f149.90 inc VAT

ChipChat CC2123AD Autodial f 165.13
f 189.90 inc VAT
P&P f2.70 + VAT

VISA

MET .

Apple_

=- - - Digisolve Limited- - - -- Aire and Calder Workswzp trzmo. w Cinder Lane, Castleford, West Yorks WF10 1L11Tel:
0977 513141 Telex'557661 AGRAM G

SALE SALE SALE

I.B.M.
GOLFBALL PRINTERS

SALE PRICE £39.99 + VAT
INTERFACE EXTRA

5" Monitor (New) £40.00 + VAT
Keyboards from £4.00 + VAT
Mini Cassette Drives £20.00 + VAT
Centronics Printers (New)from £150.00 + VAT

PCB's, FANS, POWER UNITS, ETC.

COME AND LOOK AROUND

P & R COMPUTER SHOP
Salcote Mill, Goldhanger Road,

Heybridge, Maldon,
Essex.

PHONE: (0621) 57440
HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-5pm SAT gam-12am

Don't buy
a Home

Computer
until

December
27th.

PC W 85



*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***
Apricot & 2 x 315K Drives £1236

Apricot & 2X 720K Drives £1396

Apricot XI & 10 meg Hard Disk £2196

Apricot XI & 5 meg Hard Disk £1995

Sirius 1 & 10 meg & Monitor £3196

Sirius 1 & 2.4 meg & Monitor £2316

Any Four Pegasus accounting modules £800

Apricot XI with 10 meg & 4 Pegasus

accounting modules and 12" Monitor £3096

Cut Price Disks, software and other supplies
also available

Call MCS on 01-802 0019
Aii prices exclude VAT, please add £10 p&p on all Micro Computers.

Government and Local Authority orders welcome

78-82 KIRKTON ROAD
LONDON N15

86 PCW



YOUR GUIDE TO THE
2.1ST CENTURY

Practical Robotics is the only
magazine concerned solely with
robots in the home and classroom.
Every issue we carry the latest news
and reviews and a special Educational
Robotics section.

ACT CA

O

January/February
TOY SPECIAL
Plus: Helping the disabled

Finding brains for robots

O
Out Now - Only 85p from all good newsagents.

THE WRITTEN WORD
BROTHER Daisywheels

HR15 Friction feed, parallel or serial,
13cps £345
Keyboard £135
Tractor £75
S/F £190
HR25 23cps, wide carriage £555
HR35 35cps, 16.5" carriage £710

DAISYSTEP Daisywheel
2000 Friction feed, parallel, 20cps,
Wordstar compatible, amazing value at
just £220
RS232 interface £55

JUKI Daisywheel
6100 Friction feed, 20cps, 2k buffer,
Wordstar compatible, excellent perfor-
mer £340
RS232 £50 tractor £90 sht/feed £207

CANON NLQ Dot Matrix
PW1080A Friction and tractor, 160cps
(27cps NLQ), 2k buffer, 8001, Epson
code compatible £272
PW1156A 15" carriage £340
RS232 £70
NLQ ROMS £25
Ribbon £4.75

EPSON Dot Matrix
RX80 Tractor, parallel, 100cps, low
cost printer at £195
RX8OFT Friction and tractor £220

FX80 160cps, prop spacing, 2k buffer
£330

FX100 Wide carriage FX80 £425
L01500 200cps (67cps NLQ). A fast
versatile machine £900
FX/RXinterfaces from £27

MICROPRISM NLQ Dot Matrix
Parallel and serial, friction and tractor,
proportional spacing and text justifica-
tion, 110cps (75cpi text), 1.4k buffer

£240

SHINWA Dot Matrix
CP80 Friction and tractor, 80cps, pa-
rallel. Outstanding value for money

£175
RS232 (+2k) interface £42

STAR Dot Matrix
Gemini 10x Friction and tractor, para-
llel, 120cps. Great value £194
Gemini 15x £281
Delta 10 Parallel and serial, 160cps,
8k buffer £317
Radix 10 200cps, NLQ, auto single
sheet insertion, prop spacing £441

Gemini RS232 interface £43

MONITORS
Sanyo 12" Green screen £67
Sanyo 14" Colour, normal res £170
Zenith 12" Green/amber £85
Microvitec from £184

RX100 Wide carriage RX8OFT ... £340

If the printer or monitor you want is not here please give us a call.

Please add VAT at the current rate to all prices. Advertised prices are subject to change
without notice E&OE, and are based on cash with order terms. Insured carriage £8 (+VAT)

per box, postage £2 on small orders. Callers by appointment only please.

THE WRITTEN WORD (Marketing)LTD
(Formerly Golden Valley Computers Ltd)

11 Tarsmill Court, Rotherwas Industrial Estate,
Hereford HR2 6JZ Tel: (0432) 271114

Don't buy a
Peripheral

until
December

27th.

PC W 87



IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT
AN OKI PRINTER
YOU'LL NEED YOUR
HEAD EXAMINED
SOON.

OKI IS O.K.
Imagine a head that can print 500

million characters - 1/4 million A4 pages
- without giving you a headache.
Imagine an OKI 2410. 500 million cha-
racters of needle sharp quality - the OKI
2410 is the no. 1 professional standard
for heavy duty applications. It's also the
clearest proof for the superiority of OKI
performance - performance that didn't
occur by chance, but was shaped to
perfection by OKI's robotic production
assembly line. The robots themselves
are OKI designed and characterise the
futuristic and clear headed thinking of
the company.

01Q1
1116.1,--14,'Mr IS'

m00

X -DATA Ltd. 750/751 Deal Avenue
Slough Trading Estate Berks SL1 4SH

Tel. Slough,(0753) 72331 Tlx. 847728

While other printers give you break-
down headaches, OKI heads will still be
working. No need then to look for your
headache pills - just contact us at the
address below and we'll send you full in-
formation on not only the 2410 but the
entire range of OKI printers including the
best selling MICROLINE family range.

If you'd rather see one in the flesh,
call in on your local dealer - if he hasn't
got an OKI printer, he'll need his head
examined.



December 27th:

Laskys
Big

Name
Sale

 We stock a huge range of big name computers, peripherals and games.
 Unique demonstration and comparison facilities.
 Credit to suit your pocket.
 Nationwide after sales service.  14 day exchange. THE BIG NAME SALE

PC W 89



LOWEST PR ICES
- EXPERT ADVICE * EXPRESS DELIVERY * EXPORT ARRANGED

IBM Authorised Dialers
01-947 8562

Worldwide Computers Limited, Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4JS Telex: WOWICO 8955888

COMPUTERS
Apricot Fl 256K RAM
Apricot 256K 2x315 D/Dzi-Monitor.
Apricot 256K 2x720 D/D+Monitor 
Apricot 256K 5 MB HD.D+Monitor
Apricot 256K 10MB HD.D+Monitor
BBC Micro Computer
Canon MSX Computer
Commodore VIC 20
Commodore 64
Commodore SX 64 (Portable)
Commodore Plus 4
Epson Portable PX8
Epson Portable PX 8+RAM
Epson QX10 + RX8O+Cable
BM PC 64 1xDisk
BM PC 64 10MB Disk
BM PC XT 10MB Disk
BM Portable 1xDisk
BM Portable 10MB Disk
BM PC AT 1xDisk
BM PC AT 20MB Disk
Kaypro 2
Kaypn310MB

£949.00
£1399.00
£1549.00
£2099.00
£2275.00
£320.00
£259.00
£78.25

£159.00
£575.00

P.O.A.
£649.00
£799.00

£1599.00
£950.00

£1800 00
£2400.00
£1444.00
£2288.00
£2345.00
£3456.00

£899.00
£1850.00

Sanyo MBC555 2x160K Disk Drive £899.00
Sinclair Spectrum 48K+6 Pack £100.00
Sinclair Spectrum 64K. £139.00
Sinclair Q.L. Computer £330.00
Sirius 1 128K 1.2MB £1650.00
Sirius '1' 256K 2.4MB £2150.00
Sirius '1' 256K 1.2+10.6MB £2950.00
Televideo P.O.A.
Wren Computer £849.00

PERIPHERALS
12in Apricot Monitor (+ £50) £289.50
Colour Monitor for Apricot Fl £350.00
Cables £10.00
Commodore 1701 Col Monitor £175.00
Epson Accoustic Coupler £130.00
Fl 9" Mono Monitor £175.00
Luxor 800 Pixal Colour Monitor £475.00
Microvitec 20" Colour Monitor £280.00
Sanyo 2112 Green Screen 15MHS £65.00
Sanyo 3117 Col Hi Ress 600PISC £279.00
Sanyo 3125 Col Med Ress 400PIS £175.00
Sanyo 8112 Green Screen 18MHz £85.00
Sinclair Expansion Pack £85.00
Monitor for QL £265.00
VM12MHI Monitor Gm Srn 4 IBM £144.00
Keyboards, cable, interfaces, tractor feeds,
sheet feeds, disks, software, up grades,
listing paper, ribbons, daisy wheels
avelPPMVe for Frost r:Prc.ducfs_

DOT MATRIX
Admate JP80 Dot Matrix Printer
Anadex DP 9000
Brother M1009 Dot Matrix. Print
Canon PW 1080A (NLQ)
Canon PW1156 A (NLQ)
Commodore MPS 801
Commodore MPS 802
Epson RX8OT
Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson RX100 F/T Printer
Epson FX100 F/T
Epson LQ 1500 NLQ Printer
Mannesmann Tally MT80
Mannesmann Tally MT160
Mannesmann Tally Pixy Plotter
Mannesmann Tally MT180
MP 165 NLQ Printer
OKI Microline 82A Printer
OKI Microline 83A
OKI Microline 84 (P)
OKI Microline 92 (P)
OKI Microline 93 (P)
OKI Microline 2350 (P)
Panasonic KP 1091 (IBM + NLQ)
Radix 10 (NLQ)
Radix 15 (NLQ)
Shinwa CP80 AF/T Para
Star Delta 10
Star Gemini 10X
TEC 1550 (P)
TEC 1550 (S)

DAISY WHEEL
Brother HR5
Brother HR1
Brother HR15
Brother HR25
Brother HR35
Daisy Step 2000 (20CPS)
Diablo 620 (RO)
Diablo 630 (API)
EP 44 Personal Elec. Printer
1600 Flowriter IBM-PC 8K.QD
Hitachi 672 Plotter
Juki 6100
Juki 6300 Printer (40 CPS)
Quen-Data Daisywheel Printer
Qume Letter Pro 20
Qume 11/40 (RO)
Richo RP1300
Ricoh RP1600
Smith Corona TP1
-r-Pr. 10_40 n1w Printer

£169.00
£799.00
£155.00
£295.00
£3 55.00
£155.00
£250.00
£190.00
£215.00
£320.00
£340.00
£425.00
£895.00
£195.00
£399.00
£450.00
£580.00
£295.00
£249.00
£389.00
£629.00
£365.00
£499.00

£1449.00
£275.00
£449.00
£549.00
£189.00
£319.00
£195.00
£459.00
£499.00

S
£130.00
£255.00
£325.00
£555.00
£695.00
£225.00
£675.00

£1310.00
£190.00

£1449.00
£395.00
£319.00
£825.00
£225.00
£450.00

£1175.00
£875.00

£1175.00
£175.00
csc



MICROTIME
INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON,

BEDS MK43 9JB
Telephone (0234) 767758/766351

NEC PC -8201A
TANDY MODEL 100

OLIVETTI M10

PASOCALC - ROM based spreadsheet £80

From A.M.P. incl
Forth £90
Assembler- 2 pass 80C 85 assembler £65
The Journalist - Unique text formatter with graphic
layout display £65

From Travelling Software Inc.
Travelling Writer- acclaimed word processor £50
Time Manager- time costing for professionals £50
Appointment Manager- calendars &

appointments £40
Sales Manager -sales activity/customer notes £50
Expense Manager -full expense accounting £50
Project Manager- budgets/actuals/costs/

activities
T -Base- the ultimate relational database system £80
T -Backup- advanced tape filing utility £25

From Chattanooga Systems
Autopen-full featured word processor
Autopen N&A- as above with name/address

options
Autopad - the 5K spreadsheet with everyfeature
Trip -expense account details and trip log
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record
Book - single entry accounts package
Tfile- tape filing utility
Autobase - relational data base package

From Datacount Inc.
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system
Data -Text -text formatting and word processor
Data -Code- bar code generation package
Data -Max - database, any record in 0.5 seconds

£60

£30

£40
£40
£25
£25
£25
£20
£35

£35
£40
£30
£50

From Silicon Crafts/MicroTime
MPLAN - the original portable spreadsheet £40
MSOLVE - multiple -equation solver £40
MBRAIN - full RPN calculator with stacks/

memories £20
MLABEL- general purpose labelling program £30
MMAILER - outstanding letter writer w/mail list £30

(all prices ex -VAT, 50p per item UK p&p, 2nd class
post)

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS
TODAY FROM MICROTIME

***BEST PRICES - TOP QUALITY - FAST DELIVERY***

PRICE PROMISE
We will better any genuine delivered price advertised in the current issue of
PCW for Boxes of Disks shown in the list below. Please Telephone for price.***** ****** ...... *****

QUALITY FACTORY SEALED DISKS NORMALLY SAME DAY DESPATCH
5 .2 5" DISKS

BOXES OF 10 DISKS

DY SAN

104/ID HR S/side D Dens
104/20 HR D/side D Dens
204/1D S/side Q Dens
204/20 D/side Q Dens

4Btpi 40Tr
48tpi 40Tr
96tpi 80Tr
96tpi BOTr

VERBATIM DATALIFE (5 Year Warranty)
MD525-0IHR S/side 5 or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
MD550-01HR D/side S or D Dens 48tpi 401r0 MD577-0IHR S/side Q Dens
MD557-OIHR D/side Q Dens

96tpi BOTr
96tpi 80Tr

10 or 16 hard sectors at same price. Add
VEREX
MD200-01HR S/side S Dena 48tpi 40Tr

MEMOREX (5 year warranty)
3431 HR S/side 5 Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3481 HR 5/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3491 HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3504 HR 5/side Q Dens 96tpi BOTr
3501 HR D/side II Dens 96tpi 80Tr

Prices per Box (£)
1-4 5-9 10-49

17.00
24.00
24.50
30.50

16.25
23.25
23.75
29.75

15.50
22.75
23.00
29.00

15.25 15.00 14.50
21.50 20.75 19.50
22.00 21.25 20.00
28.00 27.25 26.00

£1.00 for plastic case.

BASF (Qualimetric) Special Offer - FREE Library
15 HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
ID HR 5/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
20 HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
1D/96 HR S/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr
2D/96 HR D/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr

HR denotes Disks with Reinforced Hub Rings.

ACCESSORIES
HCK5 Head Clean Kit with Fluid
LC5 5.25 EGLY Library case
LB40-5 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
LB90-5 Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-5
VCD-5

Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)

DL -5 Disk Labels 100(5 cols)+w/p tabs
DM -5 Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)
VDDA-5 Disk Drive Analyser(Apple II/III)

3.5" DISKS

14.25 13.75 13.25

Please Telephone for

MOST COMPETITIVE

Prices

Box
14.60
16.50
21.50
21.50
25.00

14.90
1.90
13.50
16.50
6.40
12.50
4.50
21.00
34.00

14.20
16.00
20.75
20.75
24.25

14.50
1.80
13.00
16.00
6.20
12.30
4.25
19.50

13.80
15.50
19.50
19.50
23.50

14.00
1.70

12.50
15.50
6.00
12.10
4.00
18.50

SONY - HEWLETT PACKARD
OM -03440 5/side BOTr 34.00 33.25 32.50
00-04440 0/side 80Tr 45.00 44.25 43.50

BASF (Qualimetric) Special Offer - FREE ABA Box with 5 Boxes ""
FD3.5 S/side BOTr 37.00 36.00 35.00

ACCESSORIES
LB60-3.5 Lockable box 60 Cap inc Disk Pen 15.50 15.00 14.50

8" DISKS
VERBATIM DATALIFE

FD34-9000
FD34-8000
DD34-4001

MEMOREX (Five Year
15
ID
2D

BASF (Qualimetric)
IX S/side S Dens
ID 5/side D Dens
2D D/side D Dens

ACCESSORIES
LB40-8 Lockable box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-8 Verbatim 8" Head clean kit
VCD-8 Verbatim 8" H/c disks (per 10)

PAPER -LABELS -CASSETTES
PAPI 9.5..011" 60gsm 2000 sheets
LAB1 89mmX36mm 2 on web 8000 labels
C12 C12 Quality Screw Assembly(10)

(Five Year Warranty)
5/side S Den
S/side 0 Den
D/side D Den

Warranty)
S/side S Dens
S/side D Dens
D/side D Dens

24.00
24.00
27.75

Please
MOST

21.00
24.00
26.00

16.50
6.40
12.50

11.00
25.00
4.50

23.00
23.00
26.75

21.50
21.50
25.25

Telephone for
COMPETITIVE
Prices

20.00
23.00
25.00

16.00
6.20
12.30

10.50
22.00
4.30

19.00
21.00
23.00

15.50
6.00
12.10

10.00
21.00
4.10

RIBBONS - PRINTERS - SOFTWARE
Telephone or write for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.

Please contact us for Quantity discounts (50+ boxes) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government or Educational Establishments.

Description Quantity Amount

Postage/Packaging (UK)
5.25/3.5 Diske,HCK5
8" Disks,HCK5,C12
LC5,115,VCK5/8,VCD5
Lockable Box,DMS
Paner.Labela

£1 /Box.
E1.3/Box.
50p/each
£2.5/Box
13.5/11nx

(75p

(95p
(35p
(K2
(E2

Post/Pack
5+, E5 Max)
5+, £5 Max) Total exc VAT

5+, £5 Max) Vat 0 15%
2+, £5 Max)
3*.E15 Max) Total inc VAT

 Add 30p for First Class Post

Name

Address

Tel.No.

Poet Code

Access/Barclaycard/cheque No.

TELEPHONE ORDERS ANYTIME --- WE DO THE REST

34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER MIDDX HA5 ITS

01 868 9548

Pinner WordpreVISA



LOOKING FOR
SOFTWARE?

* We hold a library of information on
software

* This library contains detailed
information on business software for
micros and minis

* You can use it as a single impartial
source of information to assist you
finding the correct software

* Our computer will list all the options that
fit your requirements so you can be
satisfied you have made the right choice

* Once we have found what you're looking
for we can then put you in contact with a
supplier who is qualified to show you the
software working

* OUR SERVICE IS FREE AND IS
DESIGNED TO SAVE YOU TIME AND
ENERGY IN UNNECESSARY RESEARCH

* Phone this number and we will help you
find the software you need

SOFTWARE INFORMATION LIMITED

oai 01-405 2983/3985 Et
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COM TER

TOP
SHOWROOM

SERVICE
ROCK

BOTTOM
PRICES

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR EXTENSIVE SHOWROOMS
MOST EQUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION

The UK's Best Printer Prices
Only a sample of our massive range of printers

shown here - phone for further details

DAISYWHEEL LETTER QUALITY
Smith Corona TP1 (P or S) £189.00+ VAT= £217.35
Juki 6100 (P) . E335.00 + VAT= £385.25
Brother HR15 (Pors) E329.00 + VAT= C378.35
Daisystep 2000 (P) . E239.95+ VAT= £275.94
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS
Brother EP22 Dot Matrix (S) E119 00 + VAT= C136.85
Brother EP44 (S) £189.00+ VAT= £217.35
Modems available for Easylink and Telecom Gold
Juki 2200 Daisywheel (P or S) .E239.95 + VAT= £275.94
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5 (P or S) £125.00+ VAT= £143.75
Canon 1080A NLO (P) E279.00 + VAT= £320.85
Canon 1156A NLO (P) E349.00 + VAT= C401.35
EPSON RXBO (P) E195.00 + VAT= £224.25
EPSON RX80 F T PLUS (P) £220.00+ VAT= £253.00
EPSON FX80 (P) E324.00 + VAT= £372.60
EPSON RX100 F T (P) £339.96+ VAT= £390.95
EPSON FX100 F T (13) £430.00 + VAT= £494.50
Seikosha GP100A (P) E129.90 + VAT= C149.39
Seikosha GP50A (P) E79.90 + VAT= £91.89
Seikosha GP5OS (Spectrum) E79.90 +VAT= £91.89
Seikosha GP500A (P) E139.90+ VAT= £160.89
Seikosha GP550A (P) £179.90+ VAT= £206.89
Seikosha GP700A Colour (P) £279.90+ VAT= £321.89
Shinwa CT80 (P) £175.00 + VAT= £201.25
(P)=Parallel-Centronics (S)=Serial RS232

Smith Corona range of printers Now in Stock -
Phone or write for details

INSTANT CREDIT Up to 36 months to pay
All items over 0150 available on our easy credit terms.

Written details available on request.

SUPERDISKS
LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES ON FLOPPY DISKS

Prices per box of ten ex VAT

SSOD

40TR

DSOD

40TR

SS96TP1

80TR

0396TP1

80TR

BASF 514 £10.95 £18.20 £19.80 £22.50

3M 514 £13.55 £19.50 £20.05 £24.00

VERBATIM 514 £15.50 £23.50 £22.50 £30.50

DYSAN 514 £16.80 £24.90 £24.90 £32.00

TDK 5114 £17.50 £25.50 - £33.00

BASF 3' z £34.90 - - -
Add 70p for P&P per box of 10 disks

CASH & CARRY COMPUTERS
53-59 High Street,

Croydon, Surrey CRO 1011

12" MONITORS - GREEN SCREEN
Sanyo 2112 Med Res
Sanyo 8112 High Res
14" MONITORS - COLOUR
Commodore 1701 Composite/Sound
Fidelity CM14 RGB/Comp/Sound_.
Microvitec 1431MS Norm Res RGB
Microvitec 1431MZ for ZX Spectrum
Microvitec 1451MS Med Res RGB.
Microvitec 145100 for Sinclair OL.
Microvitec 1441MS High Res RGB
Sanyo 3125 Norm Res RGB
Sanyo 3117 Med Res RGB.
Sanyo 3115 High Res RGB
Commodore

E65.00 + VAT= C74.75
E88 00 + VAT= C101.20

E173 00 + VAT =
E179 00 + VAT=
E173 00 + VAT=
E199 00 + VAT=
£229.00 + VAT=
E234 74 + VAT=
E379 00 + VAT=
E173 00 + VAT=
E285 00 + VAT=
E399 00 + VAT=

C198.95
C205.85
C198.95
£228.85
C263.35
£269.95
C435.85
C198.95
£327.75
C458.85

Plus 4 NEW 64K Computer.. E243.43 + VAT= C279.95
C16 Starter pack inc cassette deck .. E113.00 + VAT= C129.95
Commodore 64 E165.17 + VAT= C189.95
SX64 Portable inc D. Drive and Col. Monitor E478.22 + VAT= C549.95
C2N Cassette £32.61 +VAT= C37.50
1541 Disk Drive E182.57+ VAT= C209.95
DPS1101 Daisywheel Printer (by Juki) . C309.95 + VAT= C356.44
801 Tractor Printer E165.17+VAT= C189.95
802 Friction Tractor Printer . E260.83 + VAT= £299.95
1520 Colour Printer Plotter E60.83 + VAT= C69.95
1701 Colour Monitor E173.00 + VAT= C199.00
Amstrad
Amstrad CPC464 Green Monitor £209.00+ VAT= C240.35
Amstrad CPC464 Colour Monitor . £301.00+ VAT= C346.15
SANYO MSC 555 Business Computer
128K including VVordstar Calcstar. !Mostar E795.00 + VAT= C914.25
BBC
BBC Model B E339.09 + VAT= £389.95
Model B Inc Disk I F E399.96 + VAT= C459.95
Cumana 1x100K OD CSX100 E105.00 + VAT= C120.75
Cumana 1x200K DD CSX200 E191.26+VAT= £219.95
Cumana 2x100K DO inc PSU . . E321.70 + VAT= 0369.95
Cumana 2x200K OD inc PSU £347.78+ VAT= C399.95
Cumana 2x400K DD inc PSU E434. 74 + VAT = C499.95
All above Cumana Disk Drives include Cable. Manual + form. disk.
Sinclair
DL 128K Computer E334 74 + VAT = C384.95
NEW Spectrum 48K PLUS inc. 6 Free Programs £147.78 + VAT= C169.95
Spectrum 48K + 6 Free Games (worth E56). E106.91 + VAT= C122.95
Microdrive + Interface 1 + 4 Free Programs. £82.60+ VAT= £95.00
16K -48K Upgrade... E21 70 + VAT= C24.95

Apricot Computers - Fantastic Prices - Phone NOM

MSX Computers - In Stock Now
Toshiba HX10 64K
Sanyo MRC10 64K
Sony H13758 64K
JVC HC7GB 64K

£217.35 +VAT= £249.95
E234.74 +VAT= £269.95
£252.13 +VAT= £289.95
E226.04 +VAT= £259.95

Full range of MSX accessories available

Mail Order + Export + Trade
Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362

nll_ Delivery by Securicor (3 day) please add E5.00 + VAT per item.
ago Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add £9.50 + VAT per item.

Send off the coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access,
Barclaycard No. 'Phone 01-686 6362. Immediate
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

Or you can Telex your order on: 946240 Attn 19001335

We accept official orders from PLC's. Government Departments
and Educational establishments.

These prices correct until superceeded by next advertisement

To: Cash G. Carry Computers. 53-59 High Street, Croydon. Surrey CRO 10D

Please supply

I enclose my cheque for E including delivery by Securicor/TNT'

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No

Name Signature

Address

'Please Delete
PEW 1

I
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What's
good for

our dealers
is good
for you.



When we decided to address
the business computer market,
we found a dilemnma.

Do customers want the
accessibility and accountability
of a local independent dealer, or do
they want the confidence of dealing with a
substantial public company?

The answer: Both.

The result: SBC.

SBC is a network of professional
independent dealers individually vetted against
stringent criteria, with the backing of a £30
million organisation.

Everything we give to our dealers
enhances their service to you, from
competitive products and prices, to
exceptional leasing and maintenance deals.

We have taken some of the best dealers
and given them more. So what's good for
our dealers is good for you.

For the best of both worlds in business
micros, contact your nearest SBC dealer or
complete the coupon now!

Spectrum
Business
Centre

Central
Computers

SBC
(Humberside) Ltd

Ade1phi
Business

Computers Ltd

Modata
Computer Ltd

Syntax Business
Computers

Armada House,

Hunting Gate.
35 Churchill Precinct,
Dudley.West Midlands

56/58 Anlaby Road,
Hull. Humberside

25 Trinity Street.
Coventry, West Midlands

28/30 St Johns Road.
Tonbridge Wells. Kent

170 Armada Way.
Plymouth. Devon

Hitchin, Herts. 5G4 OTJ DY2 7BL HU1 2PA CV1 1FJ TN4 9NT PL1 1LB
Tel: (0462) 37171 Tel: (0384) 238169 Tel: (0482) 24346 Tel: (0203) 553944 Tel: (0892) 41555 Tel: (0752) 23190

DEALERS
f you're a business micro
dealer and would like to
know more about SBC,

ring Nick Ray
or Andrew Doxsey

on Hitchin

[0462) 37171
SPECTRUM BUSINESS CENTRES

(A division of Spectrum Group PLC)

Hunting Gate, Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG4 OTJ
Tel: Hitchin (0462) 37171

Please clip this coupon and send to:(No stamp required)
FREEPOST SBC, HITCHIN, HERTS, SGA OYA

Name

Position

Co. Name

Address

Tel PCW2/185



KGB
THE PRICEBREAKERS!

IBM PC AND XT
Various options available. Call for details.

IBM PORTABLE £2195.00
256K RAM. 2 x 360K Floppies.
Integral Screen. Keyboard. DOS 2.1.

CALF 411001 OUR AMAZ/N6

OLIVETTI MITOMN OFFERS!
Very fast. Fully IBM compatible.
M24 True 16 Bit Processor. 128K RAM. ritt964fa
2 x 360K Floppies. Screen. ex VA F

Keyboard. DOS 2.1

10MB Version Ineezaa
ex VAT

APRICOT
Standard
Full 16 Bit 8086 based Micro
with 256K RAM. Mono Screen.
2 x 315K Floppies. MS DOS.
Basic, Supercalc, Superplanner, 332795:00

Superwriter.

ex VAT

CALL 480UT OUR AMAZING
NNW OFFERS!

ex VAT

Xi
as standard Apricot but with 5MB Zah9r5zOti
Winchester in place of one Floppy Drive ex VAT

.rw Portable from .E1:695A)n.
111 ex VA I

Fl Series from 3:795410
ex VAT

Free Software Seminars held on Second and FourthThursdays of every month.
Ring Susan for details on Windsor 50111

KG106 St Leonards Road, Windsor,

Berkshire,SL4 3DD

MICROS UNITED Tel:Windsor 107535) 50111 Telex:848521

zsc Authorised dealer for

Olivetti
Specialists in Computer Aided Design

96 PCW'

Personal
Computer

1-FREE SOFTWARE SEMINARS PCW 1/85

To KGB Micros Ltd . 106 St Leonards Road. Windsor. Berkshire SL4 3DD.
I Please send me full details on the Free Software Seminars.

I Name

Position

I Address

Tel



rho first QL adventures
n TA LENT!

Explore the ancient dwelling -place of
the Dwarves-where the Wizard guards
the last precious secret.

A classic and complex text adventure
with hundreds of locations and a huge
vocabulary. Set in real-time with traps,
tasks, puzzles and mazes - and a special
note -pad feature to aid you.

"the quality of the game is superb"
Micro Adventurer

PRICE

£19.95
50p postage and packing

You are on the track of a notorious gang
of bank robbers who have gone to ground
near an abandoned mining town deep in
Indian territory. Your task -to outwit and
outgun the robbers, collect as much loot as
possible and piece together clues on how to
escape.

A demanding and exciting text adventure
for the experienced games -player, using over
200 words and as many phrases. There are
over 130 locations to search - not all of them
easy to find. Events happen in real-time
outside your control - Indians charge,
rattle -snakes slither past and robbers appear
and shoot at you. How long can you survive?

PRICE

£19.95
50p postage and packing

(Also on CBM 64, BBC & Electron)

Oil will lie.

" 01111C1
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

CURRAN BUILDING, 101 ST JAMES ROAD, GLASGOW G4 ONS
24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE 041-552 2128



This is the key to unlock the secrets of getting fast results with these fully integrable
software programs.

WORD RESULT and CALC RESULT are a word processor and financial spread sheet
whose stand alone qualities are only surpassed by one thing . .

THEIR OWN TOTAL INTEGRATION.
Word Result and Calc Result have

been created with true integration -
giving you the freedom to use each
program either separately or together. In
today's office, where work overlap and
machine overload can become a big
problem, Calc Result and Word Result can
help you take the strain.

Why not send the coupon in TODAY and find out what else these
programs have to offer? WORD RESULT / CALC RESULT

£275 + VAT each or £465.00 + VAT for both

handic
software

Please rush me details of WORD RESULT / CALC RESULT
NAME
COMPANY POSITION
ADDRESS

Send to: HANDIC SOFTWARE LIMITED, 5, Albert Road, Crowthorne, Berkshire RG11 7LT. Tel: (0344) 778800
TT KEY/85 Dealer enquiries welcome.



16 BIT CO -PROCESSORS FOR Z80 SYSTEMS
The HSC 16 bit Co -processors attach to any Z80 computer system. CP/M-80
systems can be upgraded to 16 -bit operating systems - MS-DOS 2.1 and
CP/M-68K, with no programming effort. Co -processor RAM can be used as
RAMDISK under CP/M-80.

C01686 with 8086 processor (6 MHz), 246K RAM, MS-DOS 2.11, RAMDISK
and interface software, Z80 Interface £675.00

C01668 with M68000 processor (6 MHz), 256K RAM, CP/M-68K (with ASM
and C Compiler), RAMDISK and interface software, Z80 Interface £745.00

Enclosure and power supply £125.00

C COMPILERS
C/80 Compiler from Software Toolworks £50.00
C/80 Mathpak for floats and longs £30.00
Aztec C II for CP/M-80 £155.00
ECO-C Compiler (Z80) £185.00
BDS C Compiler £125.00
0/C Compiler (Z80 and compiler source) £95.00
LATTICE C £420.00
AZTEC C-86 for MS-DOS & PC -DOS £195.00
DeSmet C Compiler MS-DOS and PC -DOS £125.00
LISP -80 Software Toolworks £50.00
LISP -88 from Software Toolworks (MS-DOS) £50.00
IQ LISP for MS-DOS £150.00

Forth -83 FROM LABORATORY MICROSYSTEMS
Z80 Forth £85.00
PC Forth £85.00
8086 Forth MS-DOS 2.0 or CP/M-86 £85.00
Software Floating Point Extension £80.00
8087 Floating point support (PC Forth & 8086 Forth) £80.00
PC Forth+, 8086 Forth + (32 bit addresses) £195.00
Native Code Compilers £195.00
Uniform -read, write and format 100 formats (inc PC -DOS) for Epson QX-10,
Osborne 1 DD, Kaypro, NEC, Xerox and more £75.00

Books on C, Lisp, Forth, Pascal, 68000, 8086 available
Please add £3.00 postage and VAT

System Science
6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX

Tel: 01-248 0962

INCREASE YOUR
SPEED WITH ONE SIMPLE

PLUG IN UNIT

INTERFACES
IEEE TO PARALLEL EXCLUDING P.S.U. IF1200 £65.95
IEEE TO PARALLEL IF1210 £69..95
IEEE TO RS232 IF1310 £79.95
PARALLEL TO RS232 1F2310 £79.95
RS232 TO PARALLEL IF3210 £69 95
CBM 64 TO PARALLEL IF3210 £59.95

PRINTER BUFFERS
EXTERNAL SPOOLERS (MAINS POWERED)
INPUT OUTPUT
PARALLEL PARALLEL 8K BIF2210 £79.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 16K BIF2211 £89.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 32K BIF2212 £99.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL BIF2213 £129.95
PARALLEL RS232 8K BIF2310 £99.95
PARALLEL RS232 16K BIF2311 £109.95
PARALLEL RS232 32K BIF2312 £119.95
PARALLEL RS232 64K BIF2313 £149.95
RS232 RS232 8K BIF3310 £99.95
RS232 RS232 16K BIF3311 £109.95
RS232 RS232 32K BIF3312 £119.95
RS232 RS232 64K BIF3313 £149.95
RS232 PARALLEL 8K BIF3211 £109.95
RS232 PARALLEL 32K BIF3212 £119.95
RS232 PARALLEL 64K BIF3213 £149.95

INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS
PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2220 £59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2221 E69.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2222 £79.95
PARALLEL 64K SPOOLER BIF2223 £109.95

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IBEK SYSTEMS
437 STONEY STANTON ROAD,
COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 0203 661162

ST MEW

Aff/ C P 0

STRIDE MICRO, formerly SAGE COMPUTERS, have introduced a range of
supermicros that set new standards in performance and expandability

 FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR
II 10 OR 12 Mhz 68000 CPU
 VME BUS (2 SLOTS)
 p -SYSTEM, UNIX V, BOS, MOSYS,

IDRIS, CP/M-68K, and more

Strategic Applications Software are spe-
cialists in multi-user p -System software for
the Sage. Our extensive experience in
software development makes it possible for
us to offer a unique level of after -sales
support and maintenance.

 OMNINET LAN
II MULTI-USER 4 - 22 PORTS
 640K - 448 MBytes DISK
 256K -3 MBytes RAM
 PRICED FROM £2,900

STRATEGIC APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
rr j

Strategic Applications Software Ltd. 6/7 Benjamin Street, London EC1 01-608 0818.

PC W 99



FEATURES

4 "SOUND" VOICES

MAX 256 COLOURS
ON SCREEN AT ONE TIME

DIAGNOSTIC "SELF TEST"

CASSETTE "SOUND TRACK"
CAPABILITIES

64K RAM

PROGRAMMABLE
JOY STICK PORTS

SPRITES

CARTRIDGE SLOT

MONITOR SOCKET

BUILT-IN "BASIC"

COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITIES

REAL KEYBOARD

Jl_
-1i-

JL_-lr

SINCLAIR
PECTRUM PLUS

V

CA ORNCORN
ELECTRON

_Ar_
-1

JLlr

-11-

+

COMMODORE
64

1

+

+

+

+-

ATARI
800XL



AT £169, LOOK
HOW THE ATARI
800XL COCKS A
SNOOK AT THE
COMPETITION.

AT LAST, SERIOUS HOME COMPUTERS ARE UP AGAINST SERIOUS COMPETITION. THE ATARI 800XL
OFFERS EVERYTHING COMPETITORS IN OUR PRICE RANGE OFFER. AND AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE

LEFT, A GREAT DEAL MORE. PLUS SOFTWARE PRICES THAT START AT LESS THAN 210.

A ATARI 800XL
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT YOUR NEAREST ATARI DEALER: BOOTS, CARREFOUR, CO-OP CURRYS, DIXONS, GRANADA, LASKYS, LEWIS'S, LITTLEWOODS, MAKRO,

RUMBELOWS, SILICA SHOP, SPECTRUM, VALLANCES, WIGFALLS, AND ALL OTHER COMPUTER SHOPS.



Mirage
SOFTWARE &
DISTRIBUTION

1 Sandy Rd
Top Floor
Seaforth
Liverpool
L21 3TN

Tel: 051-920 9713

PROGRAMMERS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TOP QUALITY PROGRAMMES TO MARKET IN THE
UK AND ABROAD. THE PROGRAMMES MUST BE OF TOP QUALITY AND IN
MACHINE CODE WITH GOOD GRAPHICS AND SOUNDS AND ORIGINAL
CONCEPT. WE ARE LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMERS TO CARRY OUT WORK
ON NEW MACHINES SUCH AS THE C.B.M /16 AMSTRAD AND M.S.X.
WE CAN SUPPLY THESE MACHINES TO CARRY OUT WORK FOR
MIRAGE. WE ARE ALSO OFFERING £500 PRIZE FOR THE BEST PROGRAMME
RECEIVED BY THE END OF FEBRUARY 1985 WHICH WE WILL DECIDE TO
MARKET. WE OFFER AN OUT RIGHT PAYMENT OR 100/0 PLUS PAYMENT OR
20% ROYALTIES. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE SOFTWARE
MANAGER HE WILL BE GL AD TO LISTEN TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY
HAVE.

SOFTWARE HOUSES

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TOP SELLING PROGRAMMES TO DISTRIBUTE TO
OUR WIDE RANGE OF OUTLETS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND GIVE YOU A
VERY FAST SERVICE TO HELP WITH YOUR SALES AND TO MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR PRODUCTS. SEND A SAMPLE COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTS
WITH RATES AND TERMS FOR A FAST ASSESMENT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER HE WILL BE GLAD TO HELP
AND ASSIST YOU.

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTERS

DEALERS WE HAVE THE BEST SELLERS FROM THE BEST PRODUCERS;
WE ALSO OFFER VERY GOOD RATES AND TERMS TO HELP YOU AND US
TO ACHIEVE THE BEST SALES AND SERVICE. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER.
DISTRIBUTERS HAVE YOU GOT THE MIRAGE RANGE ON YOUR
SHELVES, IF NOT THEN CONTACT THE SALES OFFICE FOR SAMPLES AND
RATES.

SALES MANAGER SOFTWARE MANAGER
T.C. SAPHIER C.A. SAPHIER

NOTE WE HAVE MOVED TO NEW PREMISES
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O Hantarex, the name behin
the screens in over 90% of
professional video gamest
machines, has come out into
the open with its new BOXER
range of monitors for personal
computers.

0 First in the range is the
BOXER 12" high resolution
monochrome monitor. The
elegantly styled cabinet houses
a black screen with an etched
faceplate for minimal reflection
and features a green 80
column display for clear easy
viewing.

0 The compact, portable
BOXER is compatible with most
personal computers and is
unbeatable value at £99.50
inc. VAT, and has 12 months
guarantee.

INC VAT.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

vICEO
DISPLAY FORMAT CNA:AM-En 2B00

COMPOSITE VIDEO

'PlrEntL TIME
FPEOLIENCY BAND ;13tZ

RESOLUTION LINES.

BLANKING TIME 3

040P,

VEWILCAL

POWEil SUPPLY VOLTAGE 06260 V.
CONSUMPTION VA

UN PACKED
VOE,OH-1 PACKED

Further information and illustrated leaflet available from:

HANTAREX (UK) LTD.,
Unit 2,
Lower Sydenham Trading Estate,
Kangley Bridge Road,
London 5E26 SBA.
Tel: 01-778 1414.



Authorised for IBM PC, Compaq, Apple and Epson sales in all our offices

Trade in Tradeup
To an Apple Ile, Apple Ilc or a Macintosh

- or an IBM PC or a Compaq
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Apple's Macintosh

Macintosh Computer with free Macwrite/Mscpaint-f1795
Macintosh External Drive -£349 Macintosh Numeric Keypad -C69
Macintosh Security Kit -£.34 Macintosh Carry Case Delux-£69

Macintosh Carry Case Standard -499
Imegewriter Printer 10"-£385
Imagewriter Printer 75"-£525

1NVriter Acc. Kit Macintosh -£38

The New
Apple Credit
Card

OK, so you like your present Apple a lot. But, there
can be many advantages in moving up to one of

Apple's new, powerful and practical machines - if
only the problem of what to do with your present

machine can be solved.
We have the answer.

We need supplies of Apple II+ and Ile we will
lovingly clean, polish and restore them to like new,
before finding them new homes, so we will make

all you Apple owners an offer.

We will take your trusty aide in part exchange for a
new Apple Ile, Apple Ilc, or a Macintosh. The trade
we can give will be dependent on the configuration

and age of your present machine.
Interested? Call Steve McLean today on

Rossendale (0706) 217744 for immediate attention.

NEW APPLE PRICES

I-
I t.....01...1.01,;.,41;,;*

The Apple Ilc with Ilc Monitor & Stand.

Appleworks-f175 Logo Apple II 128K-175 Apple Ilc Computer -f925 External Disk Apple 11c-£230
Access Apple 11-457 Monitor Apple 11c-II40 Monitor Stand Apple Ilc-I27

Apple Ile 64K Computer -£587 Mouse Apple Ilc (inc. Mouse Paint) -f70
Apple Ile 64K Computer (Disk Drive with Controller) -f 795 Carrying Case Apple 11c -C27 Additional Power Supply Apple Ilc-427

Apple Ile 64K Carnotite, (Duodisk with Acc. Kit Ile, Monitor Nal-PO.95 Imagewriter Act. Kit Apple 11c-118

v0
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Yes, you may be eligible for up to 5° £1500 instant credit* on Apple Computer
Systems and Apple branded products! Providing you are 21 or over,
permanently resident in the UK, and have a valid bank credit or cheque card,
you could be buying your new Apple System on our new Apple Credit Card.

Just pull into one of our offices, complete our application form and, subject to a
telephone call, then you could be walking out with your brand new

Apple System! If you can't come in, then simply phone or write to any
P & P Micro Distributors office and ask for an application form.

Your form will be sent to you immediately,
simply complete and return - we pay the postage,

so you don't even need a stamp.
You can repay your account by a variety of methods, and spread the cost

to suit yourself.
Buy your Apple the easy way - call for Apple Card today.

* Instant credit available subject to acceptance. APR 29.8 other method. Rates may vary. Facility provided by We regret that Apple Card will not be available in
repayment by direct debit. APR 34.4 repayment by any Welbeck Cardholder Services. Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles.
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PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT PLEASE ADD 15%
Head Office: TODD HALL RD., CARRS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HASLINGDEN LANCS.,

BB4 5HU Tel: (07061 217744 Telex 635740 PETPAM G
1 GLENEAGLE RD., LONDON, SW16 6AY Tel: 01-677 7631/01-769 1022
Telex: 919220 PPMICR G
DALE STREET, BILSTON, WEST MIDLANDS, WV14 7JY Tel: 0902-43913
Norweigian Agent: Progfamvare Huset, Okernveien 145, N -OSLO 5. Tel: 47 2 64 55 77

LINES OPEN FOR ORDERS 8am - 6pm Mon -Fri (Lancs) 9am - 1pm Sat (Lancs)
10am 3pm Sat (London) 9am - 6pm Mon -Fri (London & Bilston )



FLYER FOX" COMMODORE
64TM

A 3 -DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVE FLIGHT -COMBAT GAME
WITH THE ADDED DIMENSION OF SPEECH

Flyer Fox, a one -player, 3D simulation, is part of Tymac's Game Gems series. Fast arcade action combined
with dazzling, high resolution graphics and software generated speech puts you right in the game with an
impact you never thought possible!

rAilics,

Tymac Talkies-No Extra Hardware!
Sitting in the cockpit of your sleek jetfighter, you escort a commercial jumbojet through the once -safe

international skies. Suddenly your scope lights up and the reason for your presence streaks by. A Mig
fighter has ruthlessly opened fire on the helpless airliner. It breaks off and you give chase. You track him on
your scope. You veer left. You fire. You veer right. The ground zooms past. He tries to evade, but you
doggedly follow, knowing that you must not allow him to complete his mission of destruction. Suddenly
you receive a mayday from the airliner another Mig is attacking. Afterburners, blazing, you streak back
to the rescue, in defence of freedom of the skies!

AVAILABLE FROM: BOOTS, WEBSTERS, MICRO DEALER, MICRO DEAL,
AND OTHER LEADING DISTRIBUTORS AND ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS.

WATCH FOR FORTHCOMING RELEASES
INCLUDING

GANDALF THE
SORCERER-

SPECTRUM VERSIONS AVAILABLE SOON

TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ENQUIRIES INVITED!
TYMAC (UK) LTD 43-48 NEW STREET BIRMINGHAM 021-6438899



Drive with care
Included in the price of the
drives from Amstrad is a disk
of software containing CP/M,
DR LOGO, various Amstrad
utilities and extra CP/M
utilities. But before getting
too excited about the
possibility of a cheap CP/M
system, it's worth examining
exactly what is on offer.
Although this is a complete
CP/M implementation and
does provide an 80 -column
display (unlike Commodore's
CP/M), there's a problem with
the Transient Program Area
or TPA.

This is the area of memory
available for application
programs to run in. On the
Amstrad this totals 39.5k
which is less than many CP/M
programs such as WordStar
and dBasell need.
Furthermore, suppliers of
CP/M programs that do fit in
39.5k have to be persuaded to
convert their programs to
Amstrad 3in disk format. With
the machine not being
marketed in the US, it's likely
that only British software
houses will consider doing
this.

That said, the Amstrad
software is still impressive.
DR LOGO, Digital Research's
Logo, is a thorough
implementation of the
language and is well worth
having, as are the Amstrad
and CP/M utilities.

And to offset the problems
with CP/M, Amsoft-the
software arm of Amstrad -
has commissioned some
software houses to convert
their programs to Amstrad
format CP'M. Probably the
most impressive package of
this CP/M software is the
word processor
commissioned from
Intelligence Ireland. For
£49.95 you get a 'WordStar'
quality word processor with a
mini -spreadsheet calculator
so that tables can easily be
incorporated into text. The
word processor can be
integrated with the same
company's Database and
Spreadsheet, also available
from Amsoft at £49.95 each.

A suite of accounting
programs commissioned

Guy Kewney's first-hand look at the news this month includes
an exclusive look at Amstrad's disk software, the truth about

which Expert went bust, and an on -the -spot review of
Comdex Fall from Las Vegas.

from Quest will be also be
sold by Amsoft. Sales Ledger,
Stock Control and Invoicing
come bundled onto one
package for £99.95- these
packages cost £250 each for
other CP/M systems. For
those that want it, both
Purchase Ledger and Nominal
Ledger can be added to this
package for £33 each.

Not running under CP"M,
but also available on disk for
the Amstrad, are the more
popular of Amsoft's games
and the excellent
'Brainpower' series
commissioned from Triptych.

The 3in disk drive unit itself
was first seen at the 1984
PCW Show. At £199 it's
certainly an impressive
package.

Following Amstrad's 'Plug
in and go' philosophy the
package includes disk drive,
disk drive controller, cable,
the bundled software and
documentation-all
designed to be easy to get up
and running. To set up the
disk system, it's necessary to
plug a cartridge containing
the disk controller ROM into
the 'Floppy Disk' socket on the
back of the Amstrad, and then
connect this via the cable to
the long, slim disk drive unit.
Both the cartridge and the
disk drive match the main
unit's dark grey colour
scheme. Also'available is a
second drive without
controller cartridge which
enables the system to be
expanded to its maximum of
two drives.

Each disk can store up to
180k of data per side; flipping
the disk over gives a total of
360k per disk. With the
cartridge installed, all the
cassette commands, such as
CAT, are redirected to the
disk, making all previous
software that accesses the
tape compatible with the disk
drive.

In addition extra
disk -specific operations have
been added to Basic; these
are accessed by preceding the
command with the bar
symbol (Shift @). One of
these extra commands, TAPE,
reverts the system back to
tape should you wish to use a
cassette.

Legal at last
By reducing its ambitions
somewhat, B & L Software of
Idaho ma-, have beaten
Digital Research to the punch
with Multi -Job, a
multi -tasking product for the
IBM,.

DR's Concurrent DOS is
designed to run on virtually
any machine with an 8088 or
8086 family chip. Multi -Job,
however, is written only for
the IBM.

The claims for it (which
Newsprint covered briefly
when Pete and Pam got hold
of it) are that it will run up to
nine PC -DOS programs at the
same time.

The new version, at last,
will cope with programs using
more advanced versions of
IBM's operating system than
version 1.0.

I have promised not to
reveal which distributor it was
that started its career with
Multi -Job by buying £20,000
worth of illegal copies from
Starware, in Washington-
illegal copies, moreover,
which wouldn't run, but came
up with the message that it
was an illegal copy, and
crashed.

However, I can reveal the
name of the distributor who is
selling this new (authorised)
version at £100 - it is Impex

Software on (01)900 0999 -
which must be the longest
number in the London phone
book to dial.

The company is also
distributing Electronic Disk at
£69, and Printer Spooler at
£25. Electronic Disk uses part
of the internal memory as a
very fast disk. Printer Spooler
carries on printing while you
get on with other work.

Apple's party

piece
The (unofficial) word from
Apple's UK bosses comes in
the form of knowing winks,
nudges and subtle hints this
month indicating that
something really special is to
be unveiled at the Annual
General Meeting.

My sources in the US tell
me that, candidly, Apple had
better have a good rabbit to
pull out of its hat because it's
in need of a boost. It's short of
cash.

Frankly, if Apple came to
me with a request to borrow
money and an offer to pay me
interest on it next year, I'd
lend whatever I had.

Certainly, I have never
known Apple to have such a
big, white smile as it is
showing, with the 'Test Drive'

4

.

Of course you aren't going to buy this robot - I just like
pictures of robot arms. This happens to be the new, more
robust and versatile HRA934 from Feedback, now that its
designs have been modified by engineers from Powertran
Cybernetics, the company it took over last year. The robot
has its own inbuilt chip, or can be driven from an Apple or
BBC Micro. Details on (08926)3322.
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promotion for the Macintosh
(take one home for the night)
and buses hired to drive
journalists around Hyde Park,
showing them presentations,
and other really aggressive
signs of an intention to take
the market and make it
swallow as many Apples as it
can bite.

Well, exactly what are we
looking forward to on 25
January?

There will be a network, a
file server, and a laser printer
costing $7000 - but not the
drastic price cut which the
rest of us are hoping for.

Worse, there is no sign of
the go -faster things that the
Macintosh needs.

The machine is dreadfully
slow. Even the new, 512k
machine doesn't quite make
up for its wonderful user
interface by the relaxed way it
uses its disks. You could make
a cup of coffee between
deciding to stop MacPaint and
starting MacWrite.

At the time of writing my
Macintosh test drive is being
enhanced by a hard disk unit
from Small Systems
Engineering. There is
£5000 -worth of hardware
strapped onto the Applebus
port of my Mac, and it still
took me 20 seconds to close
one text file, find another, and
open it.

There are reasons for this.
The machine keeps an awful
lot more data on file than
most micros because of the
pretty typefaces, and the
detailed graphics, and so on.
Also, each time it stores a
permanent file copy onto the
disk, it goes to a lot of trouble
to make sure that it knows
how far it has gone. If the
power goes off, it can usually
pick up the very complex
threads left hanging and
weave them back together
into your document or
database, or whatever.

Nice, but not good enough
- something just has to be
done to speed things up.

A really fast hard disk
would be one way of doing it.
Even better, would be a lump
of semiconductor memory,
plugged into the second disk
socket, pretending to be a disk
- but running at memory
speeds (several hundred
times faster than a floppy).

There are hints and nods
that such things are on the
way - but, I gather, not for
some months.

The Small Systems hard
disk, by the way, is rather
better value than its
enormous price makes it
sound because it includes the
beginnings of a working local
network.

On my pre -production test
sample it was possible to
hook up two Macs (all I could

get hold of!) and an Apricot
simultaneously. Passing files
from one machine to another,
however, wasn't easy, and
was only possible between
the Apple models. I could
have plugged in an Apple Ile,
too.

But for the hard disk to work
well requires the Macintosh
software writers to wake up to
the fact that people need
bigger disks than the Mac
gives. If you want to put your
programs on the hard disk,
you'll find that a great many
users have copy -protected
their stuff in a way that
prevents this.

Officially, Apple's rules
about copy protection are:
you must have the original
disk in the machine, but can
run from a copy. PFS File and
Report won't work like that (a
new version is promised) and
neither will Macintosh Pascal.

Mistaken

identity
Everybody knows that Expert
Systems International, ESI,
went bust last month, right?

Wrong! It was Expert
Software International which
crashed, and which bears no
relation to Expert Systems.

Actually, the company
doesn't seem as upset as
you'd think at the living ESI,
where (after an initial panic) it
discovered that it was getting
so much extra publicity that it
was almost worth the bother.

It was a very opportune
moment for the company to
launch Prolog -2- 'believed
to be the world's most
sophisticated version of the
artificial intelligence
language, Prolog.'

That's all the excitement
you get for today: it runs on
the IBM PC and Sirius, and
Apricot and Rainbow
machines will have versions
by March or April - but the
drawback is that it costs
£2000.

'You've got to be a serious
software developer to be
interested,' confirmed Alex
Goodall at Expert Systems.

Details on (0865) 242206.

Sprinting home
A neat little tape recorder
which loads Spectrum
programs at four times
normal speed was released
some months ago by
Challenge Research.

Called the Sprint, it costs
around £65. For anybody who
uses the Spectrum to write
their own programs, it's
wonderful.

The Sprint works by
plugging directly into the

There's an interesting computer battle, using
country -wide networks, just starting. It could end up
going into the City of London before 1985 is out.

It may not be a battle officially, but from the outside the
race to supply every school in the country with electronic
mail looks very like a tussle.

And with the Times Network for Schools launched, but
with CAMPUS (Computers And Modems Project for Use in
Schools) not due to be revealed for another two months,
it's a shame that we can't really give readers a form guide
for predicting the likely outcome.

So, what we do know is that The Times has decided to
sell modems worth £400 and software worth - well,
whatever communications software is worth, so, say £50
- to every school in the country - at a cost of £150, plus a
user fee of £69 per term.

On the other hand, the Prestel-backed Prism group was
planning to give away 8200 Prestel-style modems to
schools. No, it isn't Micronet, it's a rival service.

Or is it?
The Times network uses electronic mail services

provided through Telecom Gold, or BTG (as it hates to be
called). Eventually, the plan is to buy The Times network's
own Prime computers, and move the users, the
information databases and the bulletin boards onto them,
leaving Gold behind -- but BTG doesn't seem to be
altogether aware of this plan.

The Campus network, if it happens, will use Prestel.
Unlike the TNS it will not allow users to connect their
computers to each other, nor will it work at the very fast
1200/1200 bits per second speed of TNS intelligent (error
correcting) modems.

And, from what is known so far, the TNS looks much
more ambitious, offering big databases, opportunities for
big companies like Memorex and National Computer Club
to sponsor special information services, promotions,
competitions through retailers, and so on.

To make the fight look more interesting, one of the
contenders has nobbled itself.

Prism managing director Bob Denton, fighting for a
'time of stability' and holding only 35 per cent of the
shares in the company he co-founded, told Richard Hease,
the other founder (weighing in the 51 per cent of the
shares) that if the company didn't want to do it his way, he
would offer his resignation.

Richard Hease, wanting to use Denton's Wild West
talents (as his enemies see it) to scour the world for new
and exciting ideas, accepted his resignation.

A week later, they were still playing games, with Hease
offering Denton a consultancy role to handle Campus, and
Denton saying firmly that 'I can live without Prism, let's
see if Prism can manage without me,' and refusing. You
could make a living on bets as to whether there will be a
reconciliation, and if, then when, but it's worth noting that
Denton isn't selling his shares.

There's no denying the rivalry between the two groups
of pioneers at the grass -roots level. But there is the irony
of the fact that Richard Hooper, communications king of
the Seventies, is in charge of both projects from within
British Telecom Developments.

Unfortunately, we had to go to press before getting a
chance to talk to Hooper - so watch for next month's
fascinating episode.
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NEWSPRINT
system via the back
expansion slot, and feeding
information from the tape
directly into memory. It gets
its power from the Spectrum
too, and gets its speed
increase by running the
motors of the tape drive fast.

There are snags, however,
some caused by
copy -protection systems,
others by considerate
program writers.

The copy -protection
problem is one we can
despair of overcoming. A very
nice program called Dark Star,
for example, just wouldn't
load. Well, it looked nice
when I saw it demonstrated at
the PCW Show but it may be a
load of rubbish, because it's
the longest ever Spectrum
program and life is just too
short. And the Challenge
Sprint can't cope.

The considerate
programmers can be
managed. They are the
people who have pity on you,
and know you don't enjoy
spending five minutes
watching the TV screen go
flicker and the Spectrum go
chirrup. So, they load in
sections with little animated
graphics, and then load the
next section. Too late! The
Sprint has already gone half
way into the next section.

Challenge says there's a
way round it, by tapping any
key to disable the 'pause'
statement. It works, but it
really is more trouble than I
think it's worth.

Details on (0707) 44063.

Big business
Exciting new machines for the
business market from
Commodore? Recently
appointed software
development manager, Gail
Wellington, celebrated her
arrival to head up a special
project team aiming to take
Commodore back into the
business micro scene, by
'confirming' that the company
does plan to chase IBM.

'The Commodore PC and
Z8000 -based machines,
previewed earlier this year in
Hanover, will play an
important part in the new
operation,' was the official
statement. Wellington added:
'We will be bringing them to
the UK early in 1985, together
with a number of other
machines which are going to
have an extremely dramatic
effect on the market. In fact,
we believe that the industry is
in for some big surprises from
Commodore.'

Big surprises, eh? Certainly

the appearance of any
Commodore business
machine anytime in 1985
would be quite a surprise
after all the false dawns from
that company.

But the word from inside
suggests that the PC will not
be the portable
Hyperion -based system, but a
desk -top machine based on a
subsequent evolution of
Bytec's PC imitation 'which
this time would be genuinely
compatible' with the IBM.

And the main hopes of the
top brass lie in the Amiga
design, a Macintosh -buster
which it hopes will go into
business and home markets.

Business and home
markets together is
something Commodore had
dreamed of for some time
with the 64, and it remains
just a dream for the
immediate future. I think
Commodore has a simple
choice.

Either, it comes out with
one business system, and one
office system, in 1985 - or
alternatively it comes out with
a dual-purpose machine in
1987. That's when the market
will converge on that level.
And even then, there will
always be a market for
something costing £2000 to
£4000 in business terms, but
nobody is going to spend that
on a home machine- period.

Homing in on

the truth
The reason that the home
computer market 'is likely to
fall off from a peak of 1.9
million per year to 1.2 million
by 1998' is that 'the market
will become mature.'

A report making this
prediction has just been
released by Market
Assessment Publications-
and it looks certain to walk
into rage and flak from
Commodore because of the
way it analyses today's
market.

The report says: 'In the long
run, it is conceivable that
home computers will become
major items of household
equipment. An expansion of
computer use beyond games
to include domestic
management is quite
feasible.'

And, it adds: 'As a home
workstation, with a link to the
place of employment,
computers in the home have a
strong future. This will
expand and change the
potential market considerably
towards the end of the
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Fascinating, isn't it, how Microsoft, author of MS-DOS and
PC -DOS, always manages to make some kind of
announcement whenever Digital Research, author of
Concurrent DOS, comes up with something new.

This time, just to prove they aren't rivals, Microsoft
announced MS Net the same week as DR released details
of GEM, its Graphics Environment Manager.

Anybody who went to the PCW Show last September
knows what GEM is, because it was the package that
made Acorn's new ABC range look like a Macintosh, as the
picture above shows.

Paul Bailey, head of DR in the UK, apologised
handsomely to me for having mislead readers of PCW over
this product, which had been secret at the time Acorn
decided to show it. Both Acorn and DR pretended it was
something else, something Acorn had written. It wasn't.

I was happy to accept his apology equally handsomely,
and to match it; since his colleagues had got quite
annoyed with me for suggesting, last month, that
Concurrent wasn't multi-user on the AM Stearns machine
- and that happens to be one of the machines which does
use the multi-user version of Concurrent. An error on my
part.

Still to be proved is whether GEM slows things down for
the user.

Normally, 'ease of use' features like this are applications
programs. They occupy space in the machine, take time to
load and time to re -load after the application is finished. In
the case of machines like the Apricot and the
Hewlett-Packard 150, these friendly interfaces can drive
you crazy with frustration as data cranks slowly in and out
of the system, on and off disks, like a fast bowler strolling
right back to the pavilion before starting to bowl.

Microsoft, which (as Digital Research will remind you at
any opportunity) is not primarily an operating system
company, chose two days later as the date for announcing
a system of linking MS-DOS machines.

The announcement was impressive, say those who
managed to attend, because it was the first time Microsoft
had announced something before IBM.

Those less impressed remembered last year's
announcement of MS Windows, due out last March. It is
now expected this April, and was clearly announced
purely to steal the wind from DR's sails over the
announcement of windowing on Concurrent. That, too, by
the way, was not announced as an IBM product at the
time.

Had Microsoft and myself managed to agree on which
date Bill Gates would be available for me to interview, I
would quite have enjoyed asking him just how soon MS
Net would appear. As it was, I showed up at a hotel while
he was sitting back in the first-class lounge of an
aeroplane over the Atlantic, and I didn't get much sense
out of him as a result.

Equally, I failed to check with ACT boss, Roger Foster,
over when GEM would be available on the Apricot, on
which lam still anxiously expecting to see appear a
version of Concurrent which runs IBM PC -DOS programs.

In other words, on this launch, I really feel the old
warning 'wait till you see it in the shops' applies as much
as on any of the other unlikely sounding products
mentioned in these pages with enthusiasm and pleasure.
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MICRO DISCOUNTS LTD.
MICRO DISCOUNT LTD OFFERS THE BEST PRICES AROUND

COMPUTERS PRINTERS
Apricot Portable POA ADMATE F/T 180CPS £160.00
Apricot Fl POA ANADEX DP 9000B 180CPS £786.00

Apricot 256k 1 x 315 D/D + MONITOR £1200.00 ANADEX DP 9620B 240CPS £910.00

Apricot 256k 2 x 315 D/D + MONITOR £1350.00
ANADEX DP 9725B COLOUR
ANADEX DP 6500B 500CPS

£1086.00
£1999.00

Apricot 256k 2 x 720 D/D + MONITOR £1500.00 ANADEX WP 6000 330CPS 1855.00
Apricot 256k 10Mb HD/D + MONITOR £2225.00 NEWBURY DATA PRINTERS POA
COMMODORE 64 £150.00 EPSON P40 PX8 MODEL £70.00

COMMODORE VIC 20 Starter pack £102.00 EPSON P80 £135.00

COMMODORE SX 64 £585.00 EPSON JX 80 COLOUR
EPSON RX 80 T

£450.00
£185.00

EPSON QX10 + RX80 + Cables £1579.00 EPSON RX 80 F/T £212.00
EPSON PX 8 (PORTABLE + software) £625.00 EPSON RX 100 F/T £338.00
EPSON PX 8 + Ram disk £768.00 EPSON FX 80 £318.00

ORIC ATMOS 48k £138.00 EPSON FX 100 £420.00

SANYO MBC 555 2 x 160k D/D + MONITOR £870.00 EPSON LQ 1500
Sheet feeder for EPSON's

£867.00
£179.00

BBC MODEL B £310.00 OKI MICROLINE 82A £229.00
SANYO AS ABOVE BUT NO MONITOR £780.00 OKI MICROLINE 83A £369.00
APPLE LISA POA OKI MICROLINE 92 £610.00
APPLE MACINTOSH £1600.00 SEIKOSHA GP100 £150.00

APPLE 11C £800.00 SEIKOSHA 700A COLOUR
STAR GEMINI 10 X

£250.00
£185.00

APPLE 11E £450.00 STAR DELTA 10 £310.00
APPLE PERIPHERALS POA BROTHER HR5 £125.00
*AMSTRAD WITH COLOUR MONITOR £300.00 BROTHER HR15 £245.00
*AMSTRAD WITH MONOCHROME MONITOR £220.00 BROTHER HR25 £550.00
*SINCLAIR QL £380.00 BROTHER EP 44 £186.00
ATARI 600 XL £117.00 COMMODORE MPS 801 £165.00
FUTURE FX 20 + SPELLBINDER £1593.00 SMITH CORONA TP1 £147.00

UCHIDA £210.00
QUME 1140 £1139.00

PERIPHERALS CANON PW1080A £270.00
JUKI 6100 £310.00

COMMODORE 1701 Colour Monitor £170.00 CUMANA DISC DRIVES POA
COMMODORE 1541 Disk Drive £154.00 IBM EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE POA
COMMODORE C2N Cassette Recorder £33.50 *COMMODORE C16 £130.00
FIDELITY CM 14 Colour Monitor £165.00 *COMMODORE +4 £280.00
SINCLAIR INTERFACE 1 £47.00 *ENTERPRISE 64 (FLAN) £185.00
SINCLAIR MICRODRIVES £47.00 OLIVETTI EQUIPMENT AVAIL POA

ORIC DISC DRIVES £217.25 SEAWARS for Sinclair QL £19.95

*INC VAT
We offer the widest range of printers on the market at the best prices, one years guarantee on all products.

A wide variety of peripherals available, please enquire. Hundreds of discount prices available.
Orders are strictly cash with order, in London area only COD available.

Send all enquiries orders to:

MICRO DISCOUNT
CIO VANTAGE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED,

220 BALHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON SW12 9BS
Please state clearly when ordering what you require and your name and address. Carriage in London area is £5.00, all otherplaces

£10.00. All prices are exclusive of VAT. Please allow 14 days for goods to reach you.

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME. CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT
UK GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT ORDERS WELCOME.

Tel: 01-675 2964, 9.30 to 5.00 Monday to Friday
PCW109
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Approval for the Minor Miracles modem, which works to
just about every communications standard in the world,
didn't come quickly, but at last you can buy one and use it
legally. This will no doubt come as a great relief to the
thousands of people who already have one plugged into
their new -style BT sockets. Details from dealers, or from
Miracle Technology in Ipswich, on (0473) 50304.

Irritatingly, the company doesn't quote a Telecom Gold
id...

forecast period.'
It's the bit where the

analysis turns to the UK
market today that will cause
upset inside Commodore.

John Baxter, head of
Commodore, has long been
telling anyone who will listen
that his company is matching
Sinclair computer for
computer, and is heavily
outselling in terms of money.
But what about market
shares? Market Assessment
says: 'Sinclair remains
undisputed market leader
with 43 per cent of the market
share, followed by
Commodore with 22 per cent,
and Acorn with 10 per cent.'

Makers of other home
micros shouldn't get too
encouraged by the report's
belief that the home market
isn't really going to shrink, but
just change into a 'domestic
management' market.

It says that tragedy is
inevitable. 'At present there
are around 38 brands of
computers, many of which
are relatively small and lack
the public awareness which
established names have.'

And, it adds: 'How long
these relatively small ones
will survive is a matter of
debate, but a reduction in the
number of models available
seems inevitable. The smaller
machines look vulnerable,
especially if MSX quickly
gains popularity.'

Details of the report on (01)
278 9058.

French invasion
French company SMT -
maker of the Goupil micro
(which means the 'fox'), is
limbering up for an assault on

-well, not on the British
market, not exactly. It's more
complex than that.

The company has taken
offices down in East Putney,
and is planning to get UK
deals going -a special
machine to run the MUMPS
programming language has
been demonstrated, for
instance.

But Gregory Labru, the
head of the UK office, says
that this plan is to sell to 'the
Anglo-Saxon market.'

This includes the UK, of
course. But it also includes
South Africa, America, and,
most puzzling of all,
French-speaking Canada!

The fox micro isn't likely to
get a quick response from UK
buyers. It's almost totally
unlike anything else on the
market, with the possible
exception of the old Ohio
Scientific range - it's a
system based on the
Motorola 6809, with the
options of add -in 8088 and
Z80 chips, too.

Labru seems to understand
that he has his hands full -
he says he's prepared to take
two years selling without
making an operating profit to
get his company established.

In France, the machine
profits handsomely from
anti-American chauvinism -
after the IBM and Apple, it's
France's third bestseller, and
gets the bulk of sales from
Government, Defence and
nationalised industries-
including a big educational
chunk.

Details should be sought
from the company's publicity
manager, Anthony Kenyon,
since by press time, launch
plans and phone installation
plans had all been postponed

'due to unforeseen
circumstances.' And Kenyon
is contactable on (01) 378
6697.

Address

unknown
Full marks to Telecom Gold
for getting the Times Network
for Students (see page 107)
going. If the company's so
clever, why can't it keep track
of its existing customers?

Just today, I received a BTG
message from a subscriber.
As is standard practice on
BTG systems, you reply
automatically, typing "R" and
the thing sends the response
back without your having to
type in the address. Except it
doesn't. You get a letter back
from POSTMASTER" saying
that the letter is
'undeliverable.'

Clever, isn't it?
And do you know, I bet the

only response I get from BTG
about this is a complaint that
it is Telecom Gold, not British
Telecom Gold, and would I
stop using the BTG
abbreviation.

Stop here
Files on a QL can be
compressed 'to about half
their usual size,' according to
Digitex Computers.

The company has
announced an £18 program
called STOP, or storage

optimiser, and if it works well
enough for you, it should pay
for itself after you've saved
the price of the next three
microdrive cassettes.

A version for the Spectrum
at £13 is expected sometime
this month.

Details of this, and of ways
to back up winchester disks
on a QL (using floppies or
microdrives) from the
company at 4 Amwell House,
Isleworth, Mddx TW7 6NX -
no phone.

Grapes of

wrath
WH Smith didn't start off its
Computer Shop at Waterloo
station very auspiciously,
unless you think the threat of
legal action from IBM was a
good omen.

The shop opened, selling
computers including the
Advance 86, an imitation IBM
PC, just a week after IBM's
lawyers wrote to WH Smith,
and also to Ferranti (who
build the Advance), and
Advance and said: 'Stop it.'

The cause of the dispute is
the chip with the read-only
memory routines that handle
basic input/output functions.

IBM says, as it did with
Eagle, and with Corona, and
with one Far Eastern imitator
of the PC, that the ROM bears
an uncanny resemblance to
IBM's own ROM. And that is
protected by copyright and
patent.

ELECTRONIC LOG BOOK
ENTER ARRIVAL TIME.

:

You would be quite wrong to suppose that anybody who
can add and subtract can understand the 24 -hour clock. So
difficult is the problem that ASK software, educational
specialists, has been able to launch a game called 'Time
Trucker, which helps children aged 8-14 to understand the
relationship between the 12 -hour analogue and 24 -hour
digital clock.

Apparently the relationship 'between time and distance
is reinforced while driving round country roads, collecting
a full lorry load of farm produce . . . and returning to the
depot within a specified time limit.'

It costs E8 for the Commodore 64.
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BrainStorm - the powerful
thought organiser

Touch' n'Go - the 24 -hour
typing course

Caxton is on the lookout for
professionally crafted computer
programs. Do you have something as
good as Cardbox, Touch' n'Go or
BrainStorm?

Do you relish the prospect of writing
manuals, designing packaging, drafting
advertisements and brochures, selling,
distributing and supporting your
brainchild? Or would you prefer to get
cracking on your next masterpiece?

Cardbox - the electronic
card index

If you would rather hand all those
tasks (and more) to a professional
organisation dedicated to giving your
product the best possible exposure then
Caxton is the company to help you.

If your program is innovative and
aimed at the PCDOS/MSDOS business
market, why not send us a product
synopsis and summary of key benefits?

We look forward to hearing
from you.
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Name Position

Company

Address

Tel No

Please send details of Caxton products

lb: David Tebbutt
Caxton Software Ltd
10/14 Bedford Street
Covent Garden
London WC2E 9HE

Tel: 01-379 6502
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Apricot Portable -A full function
business computer weighing less than
13 lbs. Priced from £1695 exc. VAT. it has
an innovative speech recognition system
as standard as well as a full size, flat
panel display.

The answer is an Apricot
Come and see the very latest additions to the fabulous range of ACT

Apricot Microcomputers at your local ACT ComputerWorld store now.
The Apricot portable and Fl personal computers set new

standards for innovative design and competitive pricing. Both
machines provide 256 Kbytes of RAM and a single 720 Kbyte 3.5" disk
for mass storage. In addition a cordless keyboard, a revolutionary infra
red 'mouse't for cursor control and a full range of useful software
make the systems really easy to use.

Visit an ACT ComputerWorld and evaluate these machines at first
hand. You can be sure of expert advice and guidance on the choice of
system best suited to your needs together with a full range of ancillary
products such as software, printers, computer stationery and floppy disks.

ACT ComputerWorlds are ACT's national chain of professional
business centres, so you can rely on the quality of their judgement and
expert product knowledge.

And their commitment won't end when you buy an Apricot.
All ACT's ComputerWorlds provide a full after sales support,

including training and fast and efficient service facilities.

See the impressive new Apricots at an ACT ComputerWorld today.

ALDERLEY EDGE
South Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire. Tel: 0625 584727
BRISTOL
1 Clifton Heights, Triangle West, Bristol. Tel: 0272 277104
CAMBRIDGE
Mitchams Corner, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge. Tel: 0223 66444
CHELTENHAM
78-80, Winchcombe Street, Cheltenham. Tel: 0242 42466
COVENTRY
Station Square, Coventry. Tel: 0203 23582
CRAWLEY
14 High Street, Crawley. Tel: 0293 543301
DERBY
10 Friar Gate, Derby. Tel: 0332 43090
EDINBURGH
West Coates House, 90 Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh. Tel: 031-337 987(
GLASGOW
Anderston Centre, Argyle Street, Glasgow. Tel: 041-221 8413
HULL
50 Prospect Street, Hull, Humberside. Tel: 0482 28811
LEICESTER
221 Charles Street, Leicester. Tel: 0533 550 661



Apricot F
computer for
with colour a
to use softwar
right away.

A full function business
95 exc. VAT.* Complete
complete range of easy
make you productive

from OCOMPUTERVV9RLD
LIVERPOOL
Churchill House, Ti hebarn Street, Liverpool. Tel: 051-236 1112
LONDON
359-361 Euston Rc id, London.
MANCHESTER
Centurion House, C 'ansgate, Manchester. Tel: 061-832 8322
NUNEATON
46 Church Street, I' Jneaton. Tel: 0203 328967
PLYMOUTH
4 Hoegate House, l% Ate Street, Plymouth. Tel: 0752 667700
READING
70-72 Kings Road, leading. Tel: 0734 508787
SHREWSBURY
Park House, 38a Al )ey Foregate, Shrewsbury. Tel: 0743 68167
SOUTHAMPTON
5 London Road, Sc Ithampton. Tel: 0703 336344
SWINDON
8 Sheep Street, Nil worth, Swindon. Tel: 0793 762449
TELFORD
Hazeldine House, 1 (ford Town Centre, Telford. Tel: 0952 506664

/ me details on:

/  Apricot Fl.
IP  Apricot Portable.4

El Other ComputerWorld 4/kilo
products and services.

/ Name:

Tick box.

Please return coupon to:- / Company.
ACT ComputerWorld,
ComputerWorld House,

Position

43 Calthorpe Road, Address:

Edgbaston, I
Birmingham, B15 1TS. 4
Tel: 021-455 8484. I

ie Telephone No PCW85

%, ,OMPUTERWORLD4
Excluding monitor.

I

I

WOLVERHAMPTI
Security House, CI gland Street, Wolverhampton. Tel: 0902 712121

t Optional on basic system.
All prices correct at time of print. WE TALK BUSINESS NOT COMPUTERS
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memory for a range of disk
drives, now introduce the
first of a new range of
computer products. A low
cost and fully guaranteed
graphic plotting aid for the
BBC Micro. This compact
display cursor roving
device simplifies
programming with the touch
of the stylus. The product
comes cornplet0 with a
programming instruction
booklet and ha uses in
graphics, computer aided
design, educati n and
games.

 Mouse substlute
 Smart keybo rd supplement
 Education
 Flexible num ric keypad
 Graphic inp t device
 CAD/CAM system
 Only £69.95 inc. V.A.T.

((CUMANA
The best name in memory

Cumana Limited, Pines Trading Estate,
Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH.
Telephone: Guildford (0483) 503121
Telex: 859380
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One advantage that the Touch Screen HP150 has over the
original IBM PC is not the touch screen, but the fact.that
HP put an HP interface bus into it.

This makes it possible for Protek to provide a local
network - of sorts - good enough to have several 150
users working on the same file, held on a winchester disk.
Prices start at £2000 for a five megabyte disk, rising to
£5500 for a 45 megabyte drive with built-in floppy.

Details on (01) 245 6844.

'We have rigorously
examined the routines,' said
an IBM official, 'and found
that they are 90 per cent
identical with our own.
Furthermore, such changes as
have been made appear
mainly cosmetic in nature.

worst of all: 'Even the
known errors in the BIOS
software have been
reproduced identically.'

At press time, the official
'no comment' screen from
Smiths and Ferranti was
broken only by suggestions
that a new version of the
software was available.
Sceptics who felt that a new
ROM, produced inside three
weeks, was unlikely to work,
may have a point.

However, sources inside
the company say that it's true,
and there really is a new
ROM. 'We were working on
new BIOS routines anyway,'
said a programmer, 'because
of compatibility problems.'

In other words, despite
being a 90 per cent imitation,
it still didn't do exactly the
same things as the IBM
micro? 'No.'

It didn't escape the
attention of industry watchers
that the IBM legal move came
two weeks before Ferranti
announced that it had taken
over, not just manufacturing
rights, but also distribution of
the Advance 86.

The main point of taking
over distribution is to get
dealers. Dealers I have spoken
to show a noticeable
reluctance to get involved in
placing orders for a computer
which may be the subject of a
legal action by IBM.

Also, WH Smith admits,

sales of the Advance 86 have
been 'disappointing.'

All three subjects of IBM's
wrath will be hoping that, by
the time IBM has checked out
the new ROM, they will
actually have it working, and
that they will be able to do a
deal to allow previously
assembled machines to be
shipped -a deal along the
lines of the one which IBM
struck with Corona last
February.

On the other hand, a deal
along the lines of one struck
with Eagle must also be a
worrying possibility-
because that deal ended with
the collapse of Eagle, and
(sources say) its likely
bankruptcy in the US courts
this month.

Making a quick

profit
Since it costs £800 to turn a
small Macintosh into a 512k
one with Apple's own 256 Kbit
chips, and since (if you use
cheaper 64 Kbit chips) it costs
only £180 to provide the
memory, look for Pete and
Pam to announce a £450
upgrade which will be very
profitable for them in the next
month or so.

Details on (0706) 217744.

Sold to Tandy
A communications package
for MS-DOS machines (and
old CP/M ones) which can
handle both Prestel graphic

and normal ASCII files, has
been sold to Tandy for its
model 2000.

The program is called
Comm, and is a greatly
upgraded version of the
original Lion House
Comm.Com which appeared
two years ago. Unlike many
comms programs, this one
includes a quite useful text
editor.

Details from Lion Micro on
(01) 580 4581.

Fair exchange?
The number of people
sending in copies of Lotus
Symphony and asking for
part -exchange on their old
1-2-3 disks is not (says Mitch
Kapor) significant.

The original idea at Lotus
was that the old (1-2-3)
program could be upgraded
to the new (Symphony) for
only $200, for anyone who
sent in a disk with 1-2-3 on it.

It appears to have worked
pretty well, with Lotus
turnover now bigger than
MSA, which was previously
accepted as the world's
biggest software company.
And MSA has shot itself in the
foot with too -clever marketing
by Peachtree, leaving Lotus
home and dry on the top of
the software heap.

But Kapor does
acknowledge that a trivial,
minuscule percentage of
Symphony users have asked
for their old 1-2-3 back.

Critics suggest that the

problem is bigger than Kapor
would like to believe. 'They
have thousands of requests,'
suggested one American
industry observer, 'and they
have a problem in that they
don't have the old disks to
give back. And we are literally
seeing some people who say
"never mind the $200 refund,
just give me 1-2-3 because
Symphony is too much."'

Lotus does have two
answers to the problem.

For those who simply find
Symphony too complex (a
minority, surprisingly, of
complainers), Kapor reckons
time and practice will solve
most snags.

For the more significant
number of people who find
that Symphony won't accept
their very biggest 1-2-3
spreadsheet templates, Kapor
is launching a new software
tool which will give
Symphony users more
memory inside the IBM PC.

And, coming soon, will be
'add -in applications'.

These will be new sections
of the orchestra (to coin a
phrase). 'It's as if we didn't
provide a word processor
with Symphony, and decided
to offer one as an add -in
application, part of the
Symphony,' Kapor told me
shortly before the launch.

The biggest Lotus
announcement of the next
few months, however, will be
the Macintosh version.

This isn't the same as
Symphony, nor the same as
1-2-3.

Recommended by Sinclair - the £300 colour monitor
best suited for the CU is apparently Data Efficiency's
Sinclair Vision model.

MBS Data Efficiency will also handle warranty and
servicing for the box. Details on (0442)60155.
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As threatened by Quest three months ago, there are now
disks for the QL.

Nicely packaged to match the QL styling, including
CP/M-68k, they start at £250 for a 200k drive.

Possibly more fascinating in the long term, however, is
the announcement that Quest is importing the first micro
laser disk storage system - the Shugart Optimem.

The only disappointment is that Shugart was talking
about a $5000 price when it showed prototypes a year
ago, and Quest is talking £10,000 end -user costs for a
system attachable to the Apricot or IBM micros.

Ah, well, details on (04215) 66321.

Symphony on the IBM
family of machines has only
one database, with the
various application bits and
pieces interpreting it in
different ways - the graphics
section sees it as pictures, the
text processor as words, the
database as data, and so on.
In the Macintosh, there will be
separate data structures,
more along the lines of 1-2-3.

But unlike 1-2-3, the basic
structure of the Macintosh
product is not a spreadsheet.
Instead, it's a series of
matched files, with automatic
cut -and -paste always
available from one to the
other.

The plan is to make this
very nice feature (simply not
available with ordinary word
processors) actually fast
enough to be useful.

I was expecting to see
convincing demo versions of
the new product at Comdex
on the Apple stand, but that
doesn't mean you should get
excited about it yet. It won't
be appearing in dealers' stock
lists until March/April, which
is a much bigger gap between
announcement and release
than Kapor likes.

'It's just a question of not
being able to keep the secret
any longer,' he told me. 'I like
a 90 -day gap, ideally.'

I'm not altogether
astonished the secret is out.
Kapor was, after all,
demonstrating it in public at
the Softcon show in New
Orleans as long ago as last
March, and announced it even
before the Macintosh was

officially launched, as part of
the Apple launch promotions.

It looked like such a good
idea at the time, it's still hard
to believe that Peachtree's
strategy of selling to people
like IBM rather than the
end -user has failed miserably.

No doubt someone else will
try the same idea sooner or
later, so it's interesting to try
to analyse why Peachtree
made such a mess of the
micro software market.

The idea was sweet and
simple. 'If we sell direct to
IBM, they will label all our
software with the IBM label,
and people will buy twice as
much,' they argued. 'And if
we do similar deals with other
suppliers, business users of a
wide range of micros will
share the same software
product.'

Software is very hard to
judge objectively, and I really
don't have any personal
opinions about whether
Peachtree software was any
better or any worse than the
average. Common sense tells
me that some was probably
pretty good, and most was
probably average or below,
since that seems to be the rule
in the software market-
there are a few, very good,
and a lot, less than ordinary.

What I can report is that the
bad was, in the opinion of
some people who worked on
it, very bad indeed.

Speaking to one
professional programmer
who was working on
'upgrading' the American
accounting software to work

in the UK, I was astounded at
his opinions.

In a word he denounced
one particular part of the
accounting package-since
improved - as 'something
which could get you thrown
into jail for fraud if you used it
for your accounts. It doesn't
comply with accounting laws
in this country.'

Now, it isn't important
whether his opinion was
correct or mistaken. The point
is that, the way Peachtree sold
its software, the company
was less likely than most to
find out when users had
grumbles.

Manufacturers like IBM and
Digital Equipment were more
concerned to be able to show
a wide range of software in
the catalogue than they were
to actually sell the stuff. They
made their profits on
hardware, after all, and the
purpose of a long catalogue
was just to encourage people
to buy the software.

As it happens, people didn't
buy the software. John Hale,
then boss of Peachtree in this
country, took me to one side a
year ago and wept on my
shoulder about it. He didn't
want to be quoted, he said,
but really, his problem was
that 'some manufacturers' (he
meant DEC and Epson, in
particular) 'just won't push
the stuff to the dealers. And
the dealers sell things like

TABS.'
Feedback, in other words,

was a problem.
Today, Peachtree is up for

sale. New products and new
marketing strategies will
shortly (one hopes) make all
the above comments out of
date. But the memory of the
$1.8 million third quarter
losses suffered by parent
company MSA will take some
time to fade.

Rebirth and

renewal
The original Personal
Software company has finally
managed to bury itself, and is
now struggling to turn the
tragedy into a sort of
tree -planting exercise (page
110, December PCW).

It was called Visicorp after
the success of its best-known
product, VisiCalc, the rights to
which it has now lost. And
having failed so far to sell its
next -generation product to
the world under the name
VisiOn, Visicorp has now
decided to swallow itself up in
the young, dynamic and
thrusting Paladin software
corporation of Santa Clara.

This is known as a 'reverse
takeover' where the small
company swallows its larger
victim.

It's exciting news that Dixons has cut the price of the
Hitachi MBE 16002 by half, and stuffed in £900 worth of
software (WordStar Professional, Nucleus Generator and
Cakmaster).

What puzzles me a little, enough to draw it to your
attention, is Dixon's claim that this is IBM-compatible.
When I tried out a Hitachi MBE 16002, it wasn't
compatible, it just used MS-DOS. That may be good
enough for most purposes, especially using the software
supplied, and at £1295 plus VAT, it's a useful colour
system. But if there happens to be a particular IBM
program you want to run, better take it along to the store
to test.

Dixons also tells me the Hitachi deal is 'unbeatable'-
something it says about everything it sells. It means that if
you can get a cheaper version, it will refund the difference
in price.
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MORSE: THE TOP TEN SYSTEMS
There's never been a better time to buy a business micro, and there's never been a more friendly store to buy from. Morse have the right
products, service, and the greatest value. These are our top ten systems, most with a printer and software at no extra charge. Call today!

11111111111111111

IBM PC "STARTER" PACK. Our top selling system, the Morse
"Starter" package is ideal as the basis for word-processing or
spreadsheets. It's got 128K, dual 360K disk drives, and mono
display. SAVE £420 with our free dot-matrix 121 16printer, cables, paper and disks! At Morse:

2
IBM COLOUR PC. This 128K system comes with colour and
graphics display. It's great for Lotus 1-2-3, Flight Simulator
etc. MORSE SAVE YOU £520, because we're giving away a
word-processing program, the NEC PC 8023r4,669
printer, cables, a box of paper and disks. Now LAI

3
IBM XT. The 10Mb Winchester version of
the PC. Our two packs both have printers
and software. The Morse "Full House"
system has 640K & FRE
LOTUS 1-2-3! XT's from 645

4
COMPAQ DESKPRO. All you ever wanted
from a computer is in this new superfast
computer. Morse stock the Model 4, with
internal 10Mb Hard disk rt595
and tape backup, all for I...0

5
COMPAQ PLUS. Compaq Portable +
10Mb Winchester = strength + value.
256K, Graphics, Colour. We won't let you
buy it UNLESS YOU TAKE
LOTUS 123 AT NO COST! 1:3945

6
COMPAQ PORTABLE, the No.2 PC in the
U.S. It's got 256K, graphics, 2x360K drives
and of course, portability. SAVE £300!
Morse supply spreadsheet ro1195
and database in the price. li.Z.

APRICOT Xi. With the superfast and super
powerful 10Mb version of the Apricot,
Morse are giving away the Brother HR15
daisywheel saving 15%! In
black and with software: £2990
APRICOT PC. Compact, powerful, friendly,
British. Morse supply the hugely popular
Apricot with FREE £390 PRINTER, paper
and cable. Two disk sizes, ri 790
2x720K: £1990. 2x315K: ha.
APRICOT PORTABLE. The computer you
talk to. 256K, flat 80x25 display, 720K disk,
all in 121b. package. Morse supply this

FREE £95 MOUSE! From 2.1
machine from stock with a ri 695

APRICOT Fl, incredible value full
specification business micro. It
comes with wordprocessor, spread-
sheet etc. In stock, £1 095with FREE MOUSE

MORSE HARDWARE
DEC RAINBOW 100,includes 132
column display, dual 400K disks,
CP/M 86/80, choice of monitor,
floor stand, training and 1 year on -
site maintenance from DEC. Was
£2295, at Morse only £1350
SANYO MBC 555 Complete busi-
ness system including software,
green monitor and printer: £1350
TELEVIDEO Tele-PC only £1790
MORSE NEWS
Lotus 1-2-3 now available ex -stock
on Apricot £375. On demo now,
Apricot Point 7multi-user network.

OSBORNE EVENT
Morse have purchased a large
amount of new, used and ex -demo
Osbornes. All are boxed, complete
with manuals, software and 30 day
warranty. Software: CP/M,
WordStar with MailMerge, Super-
Calc, C- & M -Basics.
80 column display, double den-
sity disks, blue casing: £650
52 col d.density, blue case: £450
52 col dd, older brown case: £350
We also have DataStar, SuperSort,
cables etc. These bargains will be
snapped up, so call in today!

SURPLUS
From our surplus, used and ex -display stock.
Call for details on these and many other items.

TELEVIDEO TS803
CP/M, with Software (£2000) 1600.00
TELEVIDEO TPC1 Portable
CP/M with Software 1350.00
Hyperion PC Portable 1495.00
Hewlett Packard HP83 (£1595) 295.00
HP87, list £1595 495.00
HP 7225 A4 Plotter 550.00
HP 7470 2 pen plotter 690.00
HP VisiCalc, CP/M etc Phone
EPSON MX100, list £499 290.00
Brother HR1 daisy 325.00
Apple I e Quickfile 35.00
Apple I disk drives from 140.00
Apple I VisiCalc 40.00
Apple I VisiTrend/Plot 60.00
Apple I Easywriter 50.00
Apple I Language Cards 20.00
Apple colour/80col cards from 65.00
Apple Comms cards 30.00
Apple Mailmerge 15.00

MORSE

Xerox 590 typewriters 195.00
Ribbons & spare Golfballs from 1.50
Sinclair ZX81 12.00
Sharp MZ80A list £477 175.00
Sharp CP/M 30.00
C64 Infomast 20.00
C64 CalcResult 20.00
Vic 20 Starter pack, new 70.00
VIC 20 brand new, from 50.00
VIC 20 3K RAM pack 5.00
VIC 20 8K RAM pack 10.00
Atari 400 New 45.00
Atari 16K RAM 15.00
Atari thermal printer, new 65.00
Used
Epson FX80 (almost new) 320.00

Many more too numerous to mention.
Sony - no mail order on surplus items -
available to callers only. All Morse
prices exclusive of VAT at 15%

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
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under £50 (or just over if you add on the VAT) seems
price to pay for a full facility RS232 modem. And the

of facilities on Unicom's modem is certainly long.
There's automatic scanning to set the correct baud rate for

and there's three rates, 300/3000, 1200/75,
Then there's automatic dialling, redialling and

a remote facility, standards compatibility,
correcting, and more - as Unicorn will doubtless be

to tell you on (01) 930 1612.

The news to come is
interesting.

What we can expect is that
the money Visicorp raised (it
got finance from investors,
and also sold off the
development rights to VisiOn
to Control Data) will go into
new products from both the
Visi and Paladin stables.

In particular, there will be
an IBM version of the
Flashcalc product which sells
quite well to Apple users, and
applications to run under the
VisiOn 'environment'- in
particular, graphics.

A product called PC Paint is
due for release very shortly,
aiming to offer the sort of
enjoyable drafting tools you
get on a Macintosh with
MacPaint, together with a
'frame grabber' for getting
outside pictures into the
machine.

Also, prices on VisiOn will
come down sharply.

In the UK, the most
interesting aspect is that
Paladin/Visicorp (PVC?) is
setting up a local office under
John Wells. Queries to him
should be routed through
Richard Packer at Rapid Recall
on (0494) 26271.

Not so elite ...
Sanity seems to have reared
its ugly head - perhaps only
temporarily - in the offices of
Acornsoft, from whence
comes the amazing BBC
Micro game, Elite.

The game uses areas of
memory in the BBC Micro
which quite a lot of other
people use for disk filing
system software. The result is

that Opus DDDOS won't boot
the system, and Microwares
DDFS will boot but not run it.

Opus reports that 'as a
direct result of consultations
with Acornsoft, we have
produced a modified interface
which is Acorn compatible,
and will allow users to run
Elite.'

Microwares says it worked
it out by itself, and version 2.0
of the DDFS runs it, fine.

Earlier responses from
Acornsoft to users who had
bought the game, but were
unable to run it because of
having Watford or
Microwares disk software,
had been cold and unhelpful
-very much, it must be said,
in the Acorn tradition of doing
nothing to make life easy for
imitators.

There is, however, a gulf
between not making things
easy, and being unhelpful to
the point of obstinacy; and it's
good to see Acornsoft on the
right side of the gap.

Elite, by the way, is a cult on
the BBC Micro that may soon
spread to other machines.

They didn't sound pleased,
inside the Cambridge circle
around Acorn, to hear that the
authors of the program had
decided to auction the rights
to the game on other
machines.

'We thought we had the
rights,' said a distinctly
peeved official on behalf of
the company, 'but we now
hope to work with the authors
on other versions.'

My own rating (two weeks
after buying the game) is
dangerous and I'm on my
sixth galaxy.

Mind you, I have a

complaint for the
manufacturers of the lasers.

I can quite understand that
technology is limited. If my
lasers are strong enough to
destroy the thickness of a
space -going trader ship hull,
then I altogether accept that
they get hot. And after a
while, they stop working until
they cool down. Fair enough.

But why, in the name of the
Pan Galactic Gargle Buster,
when the front laser gets
overheated, does the rear
weapon go too? And why
does the mining laser never
get hot at all?

Important

discovery
As expected when the
Einstein was launched,
Tatung has come up with a
low-cost diskette option for
the second drive- a kit.

The disk kit costs £149, and
provides around 500k extra.
The low cost is because the
power supply, cables and
controller circuits are already
to be found inside the
Einstein.

Details from publicity
agents Peter Toland or
Brendan Hanrahan on (021)
236 7532.

Sting in

the tail?
'Please remember, as you
compile your publication,'
says Scorpion Computing
sternly to me, 'that Easyjunior
is selling at a rate which

places us in the top five for
accounting system sales, with
over 100 dealer outlets and
thousands of users.'

Remember? I'd never even
heard of the company but it
says that it has launched
version 2.2 of Easyjunior, that
there are 2000 or more
systems sold, and that the
new version is 'fully
integrated business software
with accounts, stock and word
processing all for £395.'

Details on (025126) 3706.

The good and

the bad
Things could change for users
of the 6502 processor chip-
that is, people on
Commodore, Apple II, BBC
Micro, Oric, and others-
with Apple's announcement
of an Apple IIX with a 16 -bit
chip in it.

The original designer of the
6502 was Chuck Peddle,
whose chip company, MOS
Technology, was taken over
by Commodore before the
PET came to Britain seven
years ago.

But Peddle left Commodore
to start up Sirius so nobody
ever designed the equivalent
of a 68000, and Commodore's
founder, Jack Tramiel, fired
the people who were trying
to.

Now a company called Corn
Log, together with Western
Digital Design, both in
Phoenix, Arizona, has come
up with a chip it calls the
65816. Like the original Intel
8088 inside the Sirius and
IBM, this is a 16 -bit chip with
only an 8 -bit data bus.

But what matters is the fact
that the new chip can use

The Philips portable, or to be more precise the P2000C, is
now available with an 8088 board enabling the system to
run MS-DOS 16 -bit applications as well as 8 -bit CP/M and
p -System software. The entry level price is £995 complete
with a bundle of software.
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DELTA 2
DELTA gives your computer the power to breeze through the management of any record keeping
situation - whether it's stock control, personnel, customer files, mailing, library, car fleet
management, club records, or course bookings. DELTA is totally versatile and very user friendly -
there are thousands of applications for this exciting program.

Your staff will really enjoy using DELTA. They'll be able to create their own records, store
information, and sort and search the files. DELTA has its own calculation program PLUS its own
report generator to print lists, reports, mailing labels and even personalised letters (DELTA has its
own letter writing option as standard!)

DELTA also links with LOTUS 1-2-3, MULTIPLAN and WORDSTAR. It's the perfect way to
make the most of your data.

If you haven't already looked at DELTA now is the time to do so. You can see it at Compsoft's
headquarters near Guildford, or we'll recommend the best local supplier in your area. Training
courses, User Club and 'Hotline' service provide a totally professional after -sales backup.

Ring us today or clip the coupon and we'll send you a beautiful 12 page full colour guide to
database software. Or ring us and we'll help in every way possible.

DELTA is available for most microcomputers including the IBM PC, Apricot, HP 150, Sirius, DEC
Rainbow, etc, etc.

DELTA is also distributed on the IBM PC and PC/XT by IBM UK Product Sales.

Compsoft plc
Hallams Court

Shamley Green

Nr Guildford, Surrey
England GU4 8QZ

Telephone: Guildford (0483) 898545

Telex: 859210 CMPSFT

Please send me further details

Company

Contact

Address

PC Tel No
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That figure can't be right can it?
Surely its rivals are offering half the

features for twice the price?
Yes and yes.

Which makes starting off with any
other business computer a no -no.

HARDWARE MADE EASY.
Sophisticated as the Apricot Fl is,

it's tailor-made for a first-time user.
A tutorial is included in the free

software to start you off at square one.
You'll soon be rattling on

about the powerful
256k memory
at your beck

and call. (ie: lots

more room for programs and info.)
How the expansion board can treble

that figure. Plus the huge 720k disk
capacity and Systems Expansion box to
increase processing and storage.

Not to mention 92 keys (how does
anyone scrape by with 58?) with
numeric pad for speedy calculations.

PIXELS GALORE.
Any idea what high - resolution six-

teen colour graphics mean, resolved to
640 x 256 pixels?

Well you'll know it when you see it.
It means a brighter pin -sharp colour

picture - much easier on the eye during
a hard day at the office.

OF MICE AND MEN.
Mice make any computer easier to

use. Our mouse and the keyboard itself
are both cordless.

CORDLESS
MOUSE

Like the remote control of your
TV set they are worked by infra -red.

Simply point the mouse at the
screen and twiddle the ball with your
thumb to zoom in on the appropriate
piece of data.

PROGRAMS, PROGRAMS.
Your free software includes a Super -

Writer program (word processor,
spelling checker and mailing facilities);
SuperCalc -a spreadsheet package with
financial projections; and SuperPlanner,
your "mission control" complete with
address list.

FROM LITTLE APRICOTS...
Amazingly some of our competitors

still have software which is incompatible
with some of their hardware.

Rest assured, our Fl can be linked to
each and every one of our Apricots.
(Along with just about any monitor
including your TV)

It will also operate the most advan-
ced software such as D -Base 111 and
Lotus 1-2-3.

So as your business grows, your Fl
can grow with it.

Please send me details of the Apricot Fl. To: ACT (UK)
Ltd., FREEPOST Halesowen, West Midlands B63 1BR.
Or Freefone Apricot via Operator.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel

THE ANSWER IS AN

L Apricot Fl

co

,f1,095' EXCLUDING VAT. MONITOR OPTIONAL

.AC T(110(110 LTD., FRI- LPOST.1141 LsOl1 L VAL sT %WM %\W. lib IHR
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Spectrum users who have struggled with complicated
speech synthesis units may have an easier time with the
latest peripheral from DK'Tronics. The company promises
that 'everything you wish to be spoken is entered in
normal English, without special codes or characters.' The
price is £24.95 and more details are available on (0799)
26350.

more than 16 bits in its
addressing - where the 6502
could use 64k, the new one
can handle 312k.

All this doesn't make the
6502 a rival to the Intel family,
which starts with the 8088 and
rises to the soon -available
80386. But it does mean that
the Apple II family can be
upgraded, giving it an extra
couple of years of life when
Apple releases a system
based on the new chip.

So much for the good news.
The bad news: the machine
isn't likely to appear for
another 18 months at least.

Hard up QL
Still not much software for the
QL: however, the hardware
add-ons are starting to
appear, and a universal
interface based on the
Hewlett-Packard interface bus
is the latest.

This comes from
Cambridge Systems
Technology, which has
already launched a centronics
printer driver for the machine.

Details of what looks to be a
very important
announcement on (0223)
323302.

Taking centre

stage
Fresh from its triumphant
burial of Visicorp, Software
Arts (inventors of VisiCalc)
has come up with a successor
- called Spotlight.

It's the sort of program that
I've been praying for, for
some time now. It includes an
appointment book, a disk file

system manager, an onscreen
calculator, phone book, index
card file and a note pad.

If all that works, it takes it
quite a few steps further
down the friendliness road
than Macintosh's utilities,
because the one thing Mac
doesn't let you do while
running a program is look at
the disks.

Spotlight runs in the
background, or all by itself,
'with nearly every program
available for the IBM PC, XT
or Compaq computers,' says
Software Arts, which means
that any of its functions can
be used at any moment.

It sounds a lot more
convincing than TK!Solver
(pronounced TKShriekSolver
- or piing) which Software
Arts raved about earlier, but
which no-one I know could
understand.

Until we have full dealer
details, contact the company
itself in New York on (212) 206
9090.

Trojan trickery?
An odd little machine, the
British Micro Mimi, was
announced two years ago
with a revolutionary program
generator from a software
company called Scifax.

This program writer,
Trojan, has been developing
quietly in the intervening
months while Scifax has been
taken over by BMG, and has
now appeared on the
IBM PC.

Howard Lock -Hooper, boss
of Scifax, told me somewhat
apologetically that the
package has doubled in price
to £500 in the process.

'We've added more

applications written in
Trojan,' he said, 'including
sales ledger, bought ledger,
word processing, stock
control and video tape hire
management.

'But the real reason for the
price difference- it costs
£250 on the Mimi - is that as
part of the BMG, we feel we
ought to give our partners a
boost.'

Details on (0256) 469871.

System

evaluation
Engineers wanting to play
with the bigger versions of
the IBM PC's processor -
188, 186 and 286 - can get
hold of evaluation kits from
Intel. The smaller micros cost
£117, the big one costs £208.
With these kits plus a few
hundred pounds of other
components, including a hard
disk, it would be possible to
build quite a big system since
they include dynamic
memory controller, text
co -processor, winchester disk
controller, video interface
controller and graphics
controller as well as the basic
processor chip.

Details from Rapid Recall
on (0494) 26271.

Battle of the
bulge
Olivetti has 'won the battle
hands down' against IBM. I
am assured of this by no less
a source than Olivetti's new
press agency, which has been

appointed to 'handle a
campaign in which Olivetti's
M24 and M21 micros will
compete aggressively against
the IBM PC.'

Won the battle? What
battle?

'Olivetti has no option but
to go for the throat,' said Tim
Wickes, account director at
the press agency. 'IBM's
dominance of the PC market
has little to do with
technology, and lots to do
with marketing. One look at
the products and you can see
that Olivetti has won any
technical battle hands -down.'

Now, says the unstoppable
Wickes: 'it's gloves -off in the
marketing arena.'

I do hope nobody gets
trampled in the panic inside
IBM HQ.

Backing up

Unix
Just one more exciting
announcement of a plan 'to
increase the amount of
software available for Unix
System V, the emerging
system standard for
multi-user computers,' this
time from NCR.

The company has teamed
up with Unix Europe Ltd to
'encourage independent
software vendors to develop
high quality software
packages.'

What do they get? A list of
people with Unix System V
Computers, printed on the
back of a cigarette packet?
Money?

No, they get a 40 per cent
discount on the NCR Tower,

This picture doesn't do full justice to one of the proclaimed
features of this new machine from Epson, the OX -16. Its
'specially designed keyboard simplifies the use of different
operating systems and applications programs.' For
example: 'an upper row of function keys can be defined for
either MS-DOS or CP/M applications simply by inserting
an underlay.' Americans have the first chance to do the
defining - price and specification for the European
version won't be declared until early 1985.
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If you've ever fancied a plotter, printer, turtle, robot or
mouse, take a look at the Penman which combines all
these functions to one degree or another.

The robot plotter costs E217 (as ever, add on the VAT)
and can be connected to 'virtually any computer which
has an RS232 interface.'

Penman can be commanded to move by programming
in the appropriate instructions from your RS232 machine.

But to make life a little easier applications software is
available for the Apple 8 and BBC - and for use with a
range of standard business packages on IBM's PC.

Other machines in line for treatment include the
Commodore 64, the QL, the Mac and ACT's Apricots.

Penman can be contacted on (0903)209081.

and 'a completely free copy of
Unix System V.'

When I was a lad, no
worthwhile software
developer would touch a
minority machine unless he
got one free, but we'll see.

At least Tony Lazzerini,
marketing manager at NCR
for the Tower, has no doubts.
His scheme will, he says, 'fuel
the growth of Unix as a
standard.'

And he adds: 'In exactly the
same way that PC -DOS has
become a standard because
of the large quantity of
software available, this
program will create the same
groundswell for Unix
System V.

'Until recently', Lazzerini
remarks, 'Unix has been
criticised because of the lack
of applications software.'

We can, certainly, agree
with him there. Tower prices
start at £10,000, and Lazzerini
is on (01) 388 8171.

Final offer
While stocks last: the original
(but in the smart blue case)
Osborne now costs £500,
including WordStar, two
Basics, and Supercalc. And
with an 80 -column board, the
price is £660. VAT extra, says
Mike Healy, boss of Osborne
distributor, Future
Management.

If you buy one, place an
order nowfor a Drive C RAM
disk. With the RAM disk, you
find yourself the owner of the
fastest WordStar machine in
the world, complete with a big

printer buffer, and it's just
amazing. Mind you, it does
cost close to £600 extra - but
it's worth it.

Details on (0908) 615274.

Shooting for the

16 -bit market
The 16 -bit bus built into the
ITT 3030 is being put to use
with a slot -in 80186 processor
card.

This announcement -from
the Arrow Computer
Systems' subsidiary which
started marketing the
multi-user system in 1984 -
gives me a chance to point
out that the 8 -bit model is
based on the Z80, and not the
8085 I referred to last
November.

Entry level price for the dual
processor version is about
£2530, compared to £1440 for
the Z80 -based CP/M version
with one 800k floppy. For 8 -bit
users wanting to upgrade, the
80186 card with 128k of RAM
costs £1147.

For details on the cost of
setting up a multi-user system
call Arrow on (03727) 42557.

Small print
The IBM printer is not, quite,
an Epson. The machinery is,
but there is a different chip
inside it, which doesn't print
in exactly the same way as an
ordinary Epson.

The price, however, is a
little different, which has
encouraged Quad
Eight/VVestrex to come out

with its own ROM chip set
which it plugs into Epson
printers, so that the Epsons
behave like IBM Epsons.

The cost is just an extra £20
to £25, says the company, and
it has details on (01) 578 0957.

Live from

Comdex
A computer show with more
than 1400 exhibitors spread
over six sites is not the easiest
place to find new products-
especially when there are Las
Vegas's other distractions to
contend with. But
Macintosh -related activity,
another second processor for
the BBC, and three new
portables stood out.

Among the add-ons for the
Mac was the Hyperdrive from
General Computer-an
internally mounted 10Mbyte
hard disk unit which loads
Macpaint in seven seconds as
opposed to the usual 22.
Macphone is a telephone
management system from
Inter -Matrix with an
auto -dialling handset
attached. The accompanying
software includes a phone
directory, a calendar, a memo
pad and a time -billing facility.

Macphone will prove to be
interesting competition for
Warner's Desk Organiser,
which was previewed for the
Mac. They both offer similar
features. However, the
Organiser may have the edge
as it can run concurrently with
other packages.

Although Lotus was not
exhibiting at the show, its
Jazz integrated package was
demonstrated on the Apple
stand - combining word
processing, spreadsheet
analysis, database
management,
communications and
business graphics.

Acorn previewed the 82016
second processor which will
be connected to the BBC

Micro via the Tube. The 82016
is accompanied by C, Pascal,
Lisp, Fortran 77 and up to one
megabyte of memory.

Three new lapheld
computers were launched or
previewed, ranging from the
$3000 Texas Instruments
Prolite, through the Sord
IS -11C to the $999 NEC
PC8401A. The Prolite features
a 16 -bit 80088 processor, 256k
RAM, an 80 x 25 LCD display
and a built-in 720k, 31/2in
drive. Via the expansion bus
at the back of the computer
the user can add a range of
peripherals including a
second drive, a modem and a
portable thermal transfer
printer. Files created on the
Prolite can be transferred to
an IBM PC or TI Professional
via a PC interface.

The Sord IS -11C is also
PC -data compatible but only
via an additional cartridge.
The basic Sord machine has a
Z80A processor, 80k of RAM,
an 80 x 25 LCD display and a
built-in microcassette
recorder. The Sord IS -11C
also offers a bundled -in word
processor and
communications package.

Bundled software is the
major feature of the new NEC
portable, the PC84108, as it
includes portable CP/M,
WordStar -to -go, Calc-to-go,
and Personal Filer. It has a PD
70008C processor
(Z80 -compatible), 64k RAM,
and an 80 x 16 display.

Infocom announced its
entry into the business
computing market with the
preview of its database
applications program,
Cornerstone. Cornerstone is
aimed specifically at the
non -technical user: it contains
some helpful features such as
field length, which can be
changed at will, and a built-in
calendar which understands
input such as 'last Friday' and
'next month'. Cornerstone
will cost $495 and will soon be
available for the IBM PC 1711

Dot matrix printing for less than £200 is provided by the
snappily titled Brother M-1009.

The 50 -characters -a -second printer has a built-in
centronics interface - RS232 is 'available as an option.'
More details from STC Electronic Services on (0279) 26811.
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Taking the stage
December 1984 saw the
worldwide debut of WordStar
2000, a complete rewrite of
the old WordStar. The new
features look like a wish list
from every word processing
user in the world: a
three -window screen,
footnoting, multiple -line
headers and footers,
proportional spacing, a
glossary key, sorting, spelling
checking, an UNDO
command, built-in calculator
functions, and much more.
Micropro claims that the
package will be easy to use -
something that WordStar has
never been - and that
first-time users will be up and
running 'in a few hours'.

WordStar 2000 will sell for
$495, or half that ($250) if you
upgrade from the old
WordStar. An advanced
version, WordStar 2000 Plus
with menu -driven
telecommunications, mailing
list database and an indexing
feature, will sell for $595 ($350
with a trade-in). The initial
version runs only on the IBM
PC and 100 per cent
compatibles, but there's no
8 -bit machines: Micropro
doesn't see that as a major
future market.

This delights the people at
Newstar Software (formed by
former Micropro people).
Newstar's improvement on
WordStar, NewWord
(functionally equivalent to
WordStar 3.3 with MailMerge
plus a few additional features)
has been struggling for
recognition for over a year.
NewWord costs $249, half the
price of WordStar, and is
available for both 8- and
16 -bit machines.

The floppies are

retaliating!
Three leaders in audio
compact disk technology
have invaded the computer

Our US reporter, David Ahl has encouraging news for word processing
users, and announces tough competition in the disk market.

field, but floppy disks are
retaliating.

Denon, Philips and 3M have
announced the development
of a CD -based optical ROM
system for computers. A
single 43/4in CD ROM has a
capacity of over 550Mbytes,
about the equivalent of 500
double -density floppy disks.
In addition to offering efficient
storage, this enormous
capacity also provides the
opportunity to store high
resolution graphics along
with standard ASCII data.

Moreover, the ruggedness
and reliability of the optical
CD ROM disk and its drive
mechanism is said to far
exceed that of conventional
magnetic media -floppy disk
or hard disk.

Meanwhile, Compusonics
of Denver has invented a
digital machine that records
music on ordinary magnetic
floppy disks and hard disks.
The professional model
($35,000) records up to one
hour on a hard disk, but the
company plans to launch a
$1200 home unit that can
record up to 45 minutes on a
floppy disk. McIntosh
Laboratories, a maker of
high -end audio gear, also
plans to make a floppy disk
recorder using Compusonics'
technology.

Sinking or

swimming?
Awash in a flood of red ink,
Otrona Advanced Systems
terminated all 175 remaining
employees in late October
1984. About the Otrona 2001
transportable IBM PC
compatible, president James
Lindner said: 'We could sell it,
but were unable to build it at a
profit.' The managers planned
to liquidate the company
rather than file for
reorganisation under
Chapter 11.

Franklin Computer, which
had been operating under the
protection of Chapter 11, has
been unable to find a buyer or
merger partner and will
liquidate its assets and cease
operations.

Stearns Computer Systems
in Minneapolis, maker of an
8086 -based desktop system,
announced a layoff of 14
employees last October. The
firm had previously laid off 30
workers in the summer of

1984. On the bright side, the
company announced it had
become profitable as of
September 1984.

Knoware Inc, founded by
two MIT professors, marketed
an interesting software
package that purported to
teach executives how to climb
the corporate ladder by
learning how to use their
personal computers.
Apparently it wasn't well
received, and Knoware
recently filed for liquidation.

At the 1984 Softcon show,
Ovation was touting a new
integrated software package.
'It will run rings around
Symphony, Framework and
Windows,' said the
enthusiastic Ovation
personnel. But the product
was never completed. Today,
after discharging most of its
40 employees, the firm is for
sale. Ever optimistic,
president Thomas Gregory
hopes that someone will
eventually market the
product.

Handwriting on the wall? In
June 1984, Rodney Zaks of
Sybex Computer Books
invited 20 notable computing
pioneers to Pioneer Days in
San Francisco. It was a gala
media event. Then, three
months later, each of the
pioneers received a letter
from the credit manager of
the Hyatt Regency which said:
'Sybex has not paid for your
account and your charges
have been placed on your
personal credit card.' Pretty
shabby, Sybex.

For a games software
maker the busiest season is
before Christmas, but that
was when Activision laid off
30 more workers. In just a
year, the workforce has
decreased from 400 to 150.
President James Levy
expressed hopes that the
bottom has been reached and
the market will rebound.

Random bits
IBM is overwhelmed with
orders for the AT. Dealers
have been put on allocation
and the lead time to get a
system is now about three
months ... IBM has also
bought a bunch of Japanese
MSX computers, peripherals
and software from Quest
Publishing, a group of former
SpectraVideo employees - I
wonder why? ... An

apologetic letter from vice
president Steve Ballmer of
Microsoft discloses a further
delay in the shipment of
Microsoft Windows from
November 1984 to June 1985.
Apparently the designers are
having problems with speed,
graphics capabilities and
reliability ... Microsoft isn't
alone. Gordon Mustain of
Rising Star announced yet
another delay in the release of
Valdocs 2.0 for the Epson
QX-10 to increase the speed
of the word processing
module and add additional
features...

Film giant Eastman Kodak
has entered the floppy disk
business. Initially it plans to
resell disks made by Dysan
and several other domestic
and foreign producers, prior
to producing its own media in
Guadalajara, Mexico ...
Hotels are becoming more
responsive to the needs of
modern business travellers.
For example, the Hyatt
Regency in Chicago rents an
IBM PC (and software) for $6
per hour. In Minneapolis, the
Omni Northstar rents an IBM
PC and printer for $10 per
hour; Lotus Symphony costs
an additional $10 ... Having
lost $3 million in the first nine
months of 1984, Management
Science America (MSA) has
put Peachtree Software up for
sale. So far, no takers.
Peachtree recently bought
two educational software
publishers, Edu-Ware and
Design Ware but killed off the
Edu-Ware label. Now, Design
Ware plans to re -introduce
the label ... Deserting the
ship? Ronald Mickwee,
chairman of Eagle Computer,
recently sold his entire stock
holdings of 128,500 shares ...
Doubleday paid one of the
biggest advances ever for a
computer book, $1.3 million,
to Stewart Brand for the
Whole Earth Software
Catalog. To make money on
the deal, Stewart expects
Doubleday will have to sell
more than 500,000 copies. I'd
be surprised if it touches
100,000... Rumours:
VisiCorp will merge with a new
Sunnyvale -based company,
Palladin, and founders Dan
Fylstra and Peter Jennings
will not have a role in the new
company ... Apple will
discontinue the Lisa line in
1985 and concentrate on the
larger Macs plus a new 16 -bit
Apple Ilx. END
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THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE ..1()11?

Ifpryoobua'vbelybekneonwlooking aurtotuhnedlaftoersbt ugsaidngesest.sioe?vcaalri e, you'll

"integrated software". A little bit of everything, crammed
into one do -it -all package.

But if you're really serious about running your business,
you'll know how important it is to get the best possible tool
for every job.

That's why we developed Smart Software. The Smart
Word Processor, the Smart Spreadsheet with Graphics
and the Smart Data Manager are all state-of-the-art, fully-
fledged packages in their own right. On their own, they
match the best. Yet together, they integrate totally in every
way to form a complete software system.

If you think your business might need something a little
more powerful than the latest all -in -one software gadgets,
you're in good company. A group of America's top
corporate decision makers recently voted Smart Software
the overwhelming victor in an integrated software show-
down that included Lotus Symphony© and Framework
from Ashton Tate.

Call one of our distributors now for more details about
Smart Software. It could be one of the smartest moves
you'll ever make.

Paradigm Southampton House 192-206 York Road
London SW11 3SA Tel: 01-228 5008 Telex 8954575

MBS Soft Ltd Unit A Horton Trading Estate Stanwell Road
Horton Slough Berks Tel: 02812 4515 Telex 848945

,

Smart Software
from Innovative Software Inc.

Smart Software is a registered trademark of Innovative Software Inc.
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War of the

standards
Sony's 31/2in micro diskette is
gaining acceptance as the de
facto standard for the
micro -size floppy disk. There
has been a lot of confusion
and competition on whose
floppy would emerge
victorious: among the
competition were Sony's
31/2in, the Hitachi and
Matsushita group's 3in and
Dysan's 31/4in. The reason for
the standard is that the
world's largest disk drive
manufacturer, Y -E Data
Company of Tokyo, has
recently announced the result
of its year -long evaluation on
micro disks. The company's
report concluded that the
31/2in was the best for
business applications, taking
into consideration the
manufacturing costs of the
drives.

Y -E Data spent more than a
year evaluating drive
production technology, which
included the drive
performance and reliability
aspects of both the 3in from
the Hitachi/Matsushita group,
and the 31/2in from Sony.

With Y -E Data's
announcement, the number
of manufacturers adapting to
the 31/2in drive will probably
increase dramatically.

The focus of Y -E Data's
evaluation was placed on a
drive's reliability in business
use when mass produced at
low cost. For business use, a
disk drive must be compatible
with 8in disks and have a
storage capacity of 1.6Mbyte
per disk. Y -E Data concluded
that the mass production
1.6Mbyte 3in drive will be far
more costly compared to the
cost of producing a drive of
the same capacity using 31/2in
technology.

Toshiba has received an
OEM order of one million
31/2in diskette drives from the
US giant IBM. Toshiba was
among the 20 -plus
contenders who fought for
the big order. Toshiba has

Our Tokyo correspondent, Shinichiro Kakizawa, reports on what the
best -dressed computer user is wearing this year and advises on

matching accessories.
only recently joined the disk
manufacturing business, and
had originally been planning
to produce 3in drives.
However, because of IBM's
decision and Y -E Data's
evaluation, it quickly switched
its production line to the 31/2in
drive. The company's
production capacity is
presently 200,000 units per
month. It would now appear
that buying a 3in series
diskette drive, other than the
31/2in Sony version, would be
risky.

Y -E Data has not yet
revealed its findings on the
disk size for home hobby
computers.

Lighter printing
Liquid crystal printers
claiming to be the next
generation printers will be
available soon. Epson and
Casio have both announced
their products for the spring.
The liquid crystal (LC) printers
print one full page at a time-
and have a similar capability
to laser printers. However, the
cost of an LC printer is much
cheaper than a laser printer
due to its simple printing
mechanism. It can also
produce a very high quality
printing result at high speed.

The heart of the LC printer
is the part called the 'liquid
crystal shatter'.'Light is
unable to pass through the
liquid crystal board when a
certain amount of electric
voltage is applied. As soon as
the voltage is removed,
however, the light can freely
pass through. So, by inserting
a number of micro -size liquid
crystal boards between the
light source and the
light-sensitive drum, the LC
shatter controls the printing
function.

Unlike a dot-matrix printer
which forms characters by
arranging the dots, the LC
printer can achieve a high
quality and high density
printing result, and reverse
printing is a very simple
process.

Watch this

space
Casio has started shipping
data bank wrist -watch
computers. The new watch,
called the 'Casio data bank

read sensor', can recognise
the handwritten alphabet and
numeric characters.
Characters you write on the
glass surface of the watch
with your finger become the
input data to the watch and
are consequently stored in
its memory.

The watch can store a
maximum of one kbyte of
data - the equivalent of 50
names and telephone
numbers. Each entry consists
of eight alphabet characters
and 12 numeric digits. The
watch features an eight -digit
calculator function which also
uses the same handwritten
character recognition.

The product costs $70, and
is the result of Casio's
integration of its two earlier
products-the character
recognition wrist -watch
calculator and the data bank
wrist -watch with touch -key
input function.

Dressed not

to kill
A special cloth to protect the
human body from potentially
harmful electromagnetic
radiation has been
announced from Takase Co of
Osaka. Government health
authorities in Japan have not
yet reached any specific
conclusion as to the risk of
radiation on the human body,
but Takase has quickly taken
advantage of the average
VDU user's fear.

The idea is that by wearing
a cloth made of a special
material called 'metax', you
are protected and safe from
the effect of the harmful
electromagnetic fields
commonly found in any
computing hardware
environment. Metax is made
of polyester and coated with a
thin nickel film. It is claimed to
help reduce the electrostatic
charge in the human body.

IBM moves to

Japan
IBM Japan has announced a
series of new 16 -bit micros for
the Japanese market. The
machines are marketed as the
lower end systems of the
existing IBM 5550 16 -bit
business micro which has

sold well in Japan for nearly
two years. The new series
consists of four models -
JX1, JX2, JX3 and JX4 (the
JX1 is the low end system and
JX4 the highest). The series
was designed by Fujisawa
Lab of IBM Japan, and
Matsushita will manufacture
them-which is the same
arrangement as its
predecessor, the 5550, had.

All JXs use the Intel 8088
chip (the same as the IBM PC
and XT) and run PC -DOS 2.1
(the JX version). This
processor/OS combination
makes the new machines
program -compatible with the
IBM PC. Data compatibility is
also offered with a 51/4in
diskette. With this data and
program compatibility, the
vast choice of PC software has
finally reached Japanese
shores.

The low end model JX1 has
64k RAM but the JX4 can have
a maximum of 512k. Although
the JX1 has no disk unit, the
JX4 can have up to three 31/2in
Sony standard drives. The
series uses a TV set as the
display unit and costs £550 for
the JX1 with no diskette drive
and £1240 for the JX4, which
includes a twin 31/2in diskette
unit. The JX series covers the
range from PC Jr to the higher
end of the PC and there are
three operating modes.
Japanese is the main
processing mode but the PC
mode is also supported.

Going into

overdrive
Hitachi has developed a
desktop mass floppy disk
drive which has a capacity of
five gigabytes per spindle.
The machine stores 500
tightly -packed 8in floppy
disks in a small, sealed case
and rotates all 500 together
by a powerful motor.

The most notable feature of
the device is its low cost.
While it offers a massive
storage capacity comparable
to higher end hard disk drives,
the cost per bit of the new
device is only one tenth of the
hard disk because it uses low
cost floppy disks. Each floppy
disk is separated by a 'spacer'
made of stainless steel.

The data transfer speed of
the device is 0.7Mbytes. This
is faster than an optical disk.
An interesting development
to watch. END
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"I'M A TOSHIBA HX10.
I'VE GOT ALL THE
BEST BITS FROM EVERY
OTHER HOME COMPUTER.
AND MORE. I HAVE A
64V MEMORY, LIVE THE
COMMODORE 64. A
CASSETTE INTERFACE,
LIVE THE BBC. TWO
JOYSTICV PORTS, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
A BUILT IN POWER
SUPPLY, LIVE THE
BBC. 16 USABLE
COLOURS, LIVE THE
ACORN ELECTRON. OVER
70 FULL STROVE VEYS,
LIVE THE BBC.
CARTRIDGE SLOT, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
A PRINTER INTERFACE,
LIVE THE ORIC ATMOS.
SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH
THE T.V., LIVE THE
COMMODORE 64. RN
AUDIO/VIDEO OUTPUT
CONNECTION, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
RF BUILT IN LIVE
THE BBC. AND: A
SEPARATE 16V VIDEO
MEMORY, UNLIVE MOST
NON-MSX COMPUTERS.
32 SPRITES, MORE
THAN MOST NON-MSX
COMPUTERS. AND I USE
MICROSOFT EXTENDED
BASIC, LIVE EVERY
OTHER MSX COMPUTER"

TID0411

WINISINERSO
,

"WOW. WITH A
SPECIFICATION LIST
LIVE THAT.
NO WONDER YOU'VE
GOT A 64V MEMORY."

You'd expect one of the best-selling
home computers in Japan to have a
specification list as big as its memory.

But the Toshiba HX10 doesn't just
limit itself to that.

It was developed along with other
Japanese home computers to operate

on one language: MSX.You can swap prog-
rams,games,cassettes, even peripherals
like disk drives, printers, and joysticks:
they're all compatible with every other
MSX computer.

All of which makes MSX the system
of the future.

So if you want a computer that won't
be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX.
If you want one of the best-selling MSX
computers in Japan, buy aToshiba HX10.

TOSHIBA

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TOSHIBA HX10 CONTACT TOSHIBA (UK) LTD., TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY, SURREY GU16 511. TEL: (0276) 681691.



After everything
thath been said ir
praise ofAmstra
CPC464, is there
aiwthing to add?

Plenty.
The CPC464 is an enthusiast's dream

come true.
Few applications are beyond its

capabilities, with its sophisticated
features, complete expansion bus con-
nector for sideways ROMs, serial inter-
faces, disk drives and modems.

No wonder the press is in raptures
over it.

The CPC464 system.

It comes complete and ready -to -go.
Here's what you get for that incredibly
low price.

64K of RAM (42K available), 32K of
ROM, colour monitor or green screen
VDU, typewriter style keyboard,

CPC464 green screen VDU (GT64)

DMPI Printer

Speakers

Amplifier

Floi

Floppy D

I ROM/Cart.

MODEM

-------n
PM ,-

CPC464 Computer

PERIPHERAL c

k Drive

we

Interface

integral cassette data recorder and a
very fast extended BASIC.

The CPC464 offers you high resolu-
tion graphics, 80 column text display,
up to 8 text windows plus a graphics
window and a palette of 27 colours.

Not to mention a 3 -voice, 7 -octave
stereo output you can feed through
a hi-fi amplifier and speakers.

Now we think you'll agree,
that's some system.

Low cost disk drive.

An inexpensive Hopp; 'disk system is
available which includc3 CP/M *
you the option to acce:: s 3000 prover
programs) and LOGO I, pith its famous
educational applications

Optional disk
drive DDI-1
including interface
CP/M* and LOGO

£199.95



The first low-cost
personal computer to be
approved by the
British Electrotechnical
Approvals Board.

Printer port.

The CPC464 has a built-in standard
parallel printer interface which offers
you the facility to provide permanent
reference of program listings, letters,
invoices, anything that requires 'hard
copy'.

Optional80 columndot matrixprinterDMP-1 operates
at up to 50 characters per second. Combined with the
CPC464, it offers a high performance text processing
system for only £199.95.

Joysticks.
Power supply modulator.

You can bring those arcade games
stunningly to life with the optional joy-
stick controller which has a socket fora
second stick.

The optional power supply and mod-
ulator enables the CPC464 to be con-
nected to any home colour TV.

Amsoft. Fast growing software.

The high quality software takes full
advantage of the CPC464's high speci-
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fication and speedloading capability.
Which means even complex programs
can be loaded quickly.

A range of software is already
available. And it's growing rapidly.

Educational programs, business ap-
plications and arcade games are all
designed to utilise the CPC464's im-
pressive graphics, sound and proces-
sing abilities.

£249
Computer complete with
green screen VDU (GT64)

£359
Computer complete with
colour monitor (CTM640)

CPC 464
complete

with

monitor
datacorder

Amstrad Club Membership."

Whether you're interested in com-
mercial applications or you're a games
fanatic, you'll want to join the Club.

Members enjoy immediate benefits
like the privilege card, Club binder,
regular magazine, competitions for
valuable prizes and contact with other
Amstrad users.

AMSTRAE
CPC 464

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

REGISTERED NAME

EXPIRY DATE

NOT IRANMERO3I k SLFMEMBERSHIPCONDITIONS TOR TFRMS OF USE

BOOTS COAIN'T Dixons A sillAu
Menzies RUMBELOWS

r*Trade mark Digital Research

AND OTHER
COMPUTER

STORES

I'd like to know more about the exciting CPC464 complete computer system.
Please send literature right away.

NAME

ADDRESS

PATIRO
CPC 4644

POSTCODE

To: Amstrad Consumer Electronics plc, Brentwood House, 169 King's Road,
LBrentwood, Essex CM14 4EF. Tel: Brentwood (0277) 228888.

PCWF
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LETTERS

Each to his own
With reference to your
Benchtest of the Sharp
MZ-5600 (November 1984), I
would like to take issue with a
comment made by the
reviewer.

In the opening paragraphs
of the article, the reviewer
states that he is puzzled by
'the thinking behind the
choice of outdated CP/M-86
and a non -IBM PC compatible
implementation of MS-DOS'.

This reminds me of the
early days of microcomputing
when quite a few of the
'uninformed' were convinced
that if it wasn't TRS-80
compatible, it was antiquated.

IBM -DOS has been through
as many as three versions,
none totally compatible with
the other. After Digital
Research stuck out so long for
compatibility and achieved a
de facto standard with
CP/M-80, it became necessary
to bring out an operating
system for the 16 -bit world.
CP/M-86 was born, and the
level of compatibility with the
old CP/M-80 is very high. This
has led to a large amount of
software becoming available
for CP/M-86 in a very short
amount of time. Wonderful-
then along came MS-DOS;
the differences between the
operating systems being
quite trivial, yet enough to
make programs for CP/M-86
incompatible with MS-DOS -
to no advantage. Shortly after,
Version 2 of MS-DOS arrived,
which is not even fully
compatible with the first.

The IBM name carries a lot
of weight and many have
copied the machine (as many
copied the TRS-80), and if you
want to rip off someone's
software, then the
compatibility between
different machines makes that
easy. But if you want a fast,
efficient computer with
decent graphics, then the IBM
PC is very slow (like another
so-called 16 -bit machine, the
ACT Sirius) and the graphics
are very average. MS-DOS 1
permanently damages files
with the greatest of ease,
while its successor, MS-DOS

This is the chance to air your views-send your letters to
Communications, Personal Computer World, 62 Oxford

Street, London W1A 1 HG. Please be as brief as possible and
add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private.

II, is actually slower (in
implementations I have seen
than the first version. I would
argue that the rush for
compatibility has slowed
down progress in the 16 -bit
world by an intolerable
amount.

Take a look at the Zenith
Z100, an 8/16 -bit machine,
totally compatible with both
CP/M-80 and CP/M-86
simultaneously, as well as (if
you must) a 'kind' of MS-DOS.
There are other examples of
fast, efficient, cost-effective
machines: the Sharp MZ-5600
looks to me like another
potentially good example.

For my money (and I've
used and dealt with
professional machines for
quite some time), forget IBM
compatibility and take each
machine on its merit. If it runs
CP/M-86 or even CP/M-80, you
won't find any shortage of
software. When Digital
Research finally gets
Concurrent CP/M-86 right
(how many perfect working
installations have you seen?),
then with any luck this will kill
off MS-DOS altogether
(Concurrent runs MS-DOS
programs, MS-DOS does not
run Concurrent CP/M-86
programs).

Until then there are
thousands of packages
available for CP/M-80 and
CP/M-86.
P Scargill, London

WordStar below

par
In your September issue's
'Teach yourself Lisp' series,
Dick Pountain makes the
amazing assertion that 'Lisp
people tend to be spartan,
almost monastic souls,
unspoiled by full -screen
editors . .

Boy, has he got it wrong!
Poor souls who struggle

with Lisp on personal
machines may think
WordStar is good, but those
who use real Lisp systems
like InterLisp, MacLisp, and so
on would liken using
WordStar to using a hand
calculator.

Their editors are probably
the most sophisticated in the
world: they'll automatically
indent functions for legibility
as they are typed in, balance
brackets for you, and move

whole nested brackets
expressions about as one
piece. Add to that the fact that
they'll let you work with
several files at once, each in
its own window.

They'll also automatically
draw up calling trees (the Lisp
equivalent of flow charts) of
the routine you're using and
all those called by any it calls.
And if you ask them nicely,
they'll even go away and find
out where the function you
are working with is called, and
show you each call in turn.
And all these functions are
called up by a mouse .

I don't think WordStar is
quite up to that lot, is it?
Robert Inder, Edinburgh

Multi-lingual

bent
Tony Hetherington's answer
to Dr Alex Longhurst of Leeds
University ('Viva Espana
Computer Answers,
November) engaged my
attention, as I recently
tackled the same problem
with a vastly more humble
machine than the IBM PC,
namely my Commodore
VIC-20 (with expanded
memory and an 80 -column
cartridge), on which I run
Word Manager for word
processing.

I needed a character set
which included the normal
alphabet, plus the seven
special characters used in the
German language. These
seven are included in the
ROM of my printer (a Star
Gemini 10X - which offers
eight international control
codes), but two special
characters cannot be
accessed because of the
necessary ASCII codes when
in Text mode.

The French language,
which I shall also be
requiring, poses an even
greater problem. Once again
(with the Gemini 10X) two of
the special characters require
the missing ASCII codes, and
in addition the circumflex
accent is a_separate character
which needs to be printed by
backspacing -a function not
included within Word
Manager.

The answer has proved to
be the writing and saving of a
'Download Character Set'
program, with which I

program my printer by
loading and running it
immediately before running
the Word Manager program.
Certain standard characters
must, of course, be sacrificed.
Before typing this letter I
programmed my printer for
my German character set, and
I am therefore able to
demonstrate how I have
reallocated certain keys
(which fortunately are not
usually needed for normal
narrative text:
Key Prints
Left arrow A
Encircled 'a' (3

Up arrow
LH square bracket 0
RH square bracket )5.

Less than
Greater than ii

A French character set
requires 10 rather than seven
special characters, which
does stretch the capacity of
the VIC-20 keyboard to the
limit. I have come to the
conclusion that, in addition to
the seven keys detailed
above, as for German, it is
probably the 'hash', the '&'
and the "' which will have to
be reallocated.

I note that Dr Longhurst's
budget figure for a word
processing package is £4000.
You may be interested to
know that my own system,
which has an 80 -column
display, a typewriter -style
keyboard with programmable
printer, and is disk -based, can
be obtained for about £850,
including VAT. Word
Manager may not be as
sophisticated as WordStar or
Perfect Writer, but it does
have 80 columns and full
onscreen editing and
formatting, plus plenty of
other very useful functions,
and it's probably the best
word processor available for
the VIC-20.

My hardware is as follows:
Commodore VIC-20 (obsolete
but still obtainable at some
stores); Stack four -slot
motherboard; 16k RAM
cartridge; Display Manager
80 -column cartridge (with
which Word Manager is
'bundled'); Commodore 1541
disk drive; Star Gemini 10X
printer; Star
Universal/Commodore
parallel interface; and a
Philips V7001 'green screen'
monitor.

As regards price, the above
system is unlikely to be
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beaten until a disk drive
becomes available for the
Amstrad CPC 464.

I very much enjoy reading
your magazine.
John W Dunster, Chigwell
Essex

Advance

problems

resolved
I have recently purchased the
Advance 86B personal
computer, produced by
Ferranti and marketed
by WH Smith. There
have been suggestions that
the after -sales service and
maintenance are inadequate. I
had cause to utilise the
service after a board came
loose following a jolt during
transport. The service was
conducted by a company
called NAS, and I'm pleased
to say it was carried out in a
friendly and efficient manner
within 24 hours.

However, I have a Juki 6100
printer, also now marketed by
WH Smith, and I had
problems finding out how to
configure Perfect Writer,
supplied with the Advance
86B, to run this printer. After
consulting the British division
of Perfect Software Inc, it
transpires that the Juki 6100
can use the same
configuration as the Diablo
printer which is already
programmed into Perfect
Writer. Thus, depending on
the daisywheel used, the Juki
6100 can be run on the Diablo
10, 12, 15, or PS settings.

I hope this is of assistance
to anyone purchasing the
same combination.
KA Christianson, Kingston,
Surrey

In defence of C
I feel I must defend the C
programming language
against Dr Jowett's
accusations ('Slow, slow,
Quill Quill
slow', Communications,
November).

Dr Jowett refers to the fact
that C's handling of strings is
not part of the language;
movement, cornparison,and
so on are all performed by
calls to a run time library.
While this may appear
cumbersome in the source
code, it's not necessarily a
slow method; those routines
should be written in
assembler and would be very
fast on a 68008, even when
moving data one byte at a
time. A string move can be
written in five lines of
assembler and moves 200,000

characters per second (from
memory to memory).

Also, since C strings are
delimited by a closing null
(zero code), they need not be
counted to be moved -the
string move simply checks for
a zero in its source string.

There is also the point that
using strings is not the best
way of handling text in
buffers. Moving a paragraph
might be better done using
pointers to the start, finish
and destination of the block,
the length of the paragraph
being found by simple
subtraction.

The real cause for Quill's
poor peformance (short of
dreadful design) is likely to be
the operating system
interface which puts the
characters back on the screen.
I can't comment on this, since
I don't own a QL.
Mike Corlett, Ilford, Essex

The Nascom

lives!
We were horrified to read in
your article 'Accessible
Amstrad' (November PCW)
that the Nascom is no longer
in production.

While we have
discontinued the Nascom 1,
which was the original
machine, we are still
manufacturing substantial
quantities of Nascom 2 and
Nascom 3 systems.

The Nascom 2 is available
in both kit and ready -built
form and together with the
advanced video controller,
floppy disk controller, 64k
RAM, and many other
accessories, still offers both
the hobbyist and professional
user one of the most flexible
of systems. The Nascom 3
utilises the Nascom 2

together with a number of
other boards to form a
complete standalone machine
running under either CP/M or
NAS-DOS.

Should further details of
products be required, then we
would be only too happy to
supply details on request.
Peter Seddon, General
Manager, Lucas Logic Ltd,
Warwick

Setting new

standards
I read with considerable
interest the article by Mike
Liardet on the newly released
version of Logo by LCSI for
the Spectrum (October PCVV).
I found the review topical
because of the current
educational interest in Logo
and the significant scarcity of
anything like full versions for
the common educational
microcomputers. One point,
however, I feel is worthy of
some further attention.

The use of Benchmarks is
admirable, but if they are to be
of use to readers in evaluating
a version of Logo for their
particular purposes, the
Benchmarks must reflect both
the language facilities and the
type of use to which the
language is to be put.

In the case of the Basic
Benchmarks developed by
PCW, they are useful because
they use common Basic
statements ignoring only
graphics, filing and system
commands. They use a good
cross section of the
statements which 'average'
programmers will use on 80
per cent of the lines of their
programs, and they separate
the statement types.

Translating them into Logo
is, I feel, not useful. The

Benchmarks do not test the
graphics which most users of
Logo will feel important, nor
do they test the effective
memory size which will limit
the depth of recursion and the
number of procedures which
can be used. The list
processing properties have
likewise been ignored.

The Hilbert Benchmark,
while producing a pretty
picture, includes rather too
many types of statement to
enable a user to disentangle
their various time effects. A
new set of Logo Benchmarks
is needed, and it may be
prudent to give this matter
some thought considering the
wide use of the PCW Basic
Benchmarks.
SJ Waller, London SE2

(We'll be publishing some
Benchmarks especially
written for Logo in the
February issue. Let us know
what you think of them - Ed)

A matter of
speed
In isreview of the word
processor Workwriter
(November PCW), PeterJones
described as fast a save to
disk of 80 lines in 9.5secs. I
think this is very slow.

I have an Apricot (two x
320k) which I use a lot for
word processing, and I found
the SuperWriter package
tiresome in its slow writing to
screen and disk, and constant
use of overlays. I am currently
using a word processor called
PRO -TEXT, priced at £125
plus VAT from MLH
Technology, Comberbach,
Cheshire, which does not
depend on overlays and is
fast enough, both to screen
and disk, to avoid frustration.

'Dear Timmy, we apologise for the somewhat late delivery of your patent micro
computing machine . .
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LETTERS
For example, the average
document, which is not
restricted to 80 lines, once in
the workspace, can be saved
in about a second.

MLH is perhaps better
known for its DeSmet C
package, and it was when
buying this that I found the
company was developing a
word processor. I have
a special interest in
PRO -TEXT, in that I served as
a'guinea pig in its later
development; nevertheless it
has met my needs, and it
shows what can be done.
AD Ryder, Bolton, Lancs

Inadequate

accuracy
Now that Sinclair has settled
down to supplying customers
with the JM version of
SuperBasic with the QL, may I
offer an update on the
published Benchmarks:

QL* QL BBC*
FB JM

BM1 2.1 2.0 1.0
BM2 6.4 5.6 3.1
BM3 10.7 9.6 8.2
BM4 10.3 9.3 8.7
BM5 13.2 11.8 9.1
BM6 26.1 24.4 13.9
BM7 61.8 42.7 21.4
BM8 25.8 20.9 51.0

Ave 19.6 15.8 14.6
*Taken from previous PCW
reviews

This shows the worthwhile
increase in speed which the
latest version of SuperBasic
offers. The point that the QL
offers a useful increase in
speed over both the BBC and

the Commodore 64 on more
complex programs such as
polynomial curve -fitting, has
already been made by others.

However, I would like to
question Sinclair's design
philosophy which has given
us a serious computer whose
mathematical accuracy (7 sig
fig) is worse than most £10
hand-held calculators.

While I don't suppose many
businessmen dealing with
figures bigger than £99,999.99
would buy a QL, this is clearly
inadequate for many
students. There seems to be a
growing market among
financially hard-pressed
postgraduates for cheap,
serious computers; I know of
at least three in Oxford who
have bought QLs for word
processing. Having bought a
QL myself, my money is now
waiting for the first decent
double -precision floating
point compiler to be offered.
In trying to create a new
market sector Sinclair might
have just missed the boat!
Roger MacNichol, Oxford

Fighting

off
Having an interest in both
classic motorcycles as well as
computers, I observed the
advent of the MSX machines
with some trepidation.

It reminded me of the early
Sixties when Japanese
motorbikes came on the
market. They were simple,
reliable and cheap; just what
the public wanted, even
though the Gold Stars and

Bonnevilles of the time were
much more powerful.

The question I keep asking
myself is: have the Japanese
realised the public's needs
with MSX? Are the BBCs and
QLs not akin to the Gold Stars
and Bonnevilles?

Beware that the British
computer industry does not
suffer the same fate as the
British motorcycle industry.
Huw Williams, Clwyd

. . . the Japs
Nobody can ignore the fact
that the Japanese MSX
micros have finally arrived.
Although they are clearly
overpriced, prices will no
doubt fall in time. Their
standard may at first appear a
boon, but I believe that it's
probably their downfall.
When you strip a micro down,
what is it? The processor, the
Basic, sound, graphics and
interfaces. If you standardise
these things, what are you left
with? The same machine in a
different coloured box. There
will be small variations:
different keyboard layout,
printer ports in different
places, and so on.But the
result could be that instead of
choosing between, say, a
Spectrum, an Electron, a
Commodore, a Goldstar MSX,
Hitachi MSX and Toshiba
MSX, the choice would be
between a Spectrum, an
Electron, a Commodore and
MSX. Once the choice for
MSX is made, then the choice
of which MSX is made.

So, instead of the market
being divided into sixths it

VIDEO GAME RESEARCH UNIT

'Let's face it . . . "Chartered Accountants and Tubes" just doesn't have the same
charismatic ring as "Dungeons and Dragons!"'

will be divided into quarters.
This would mean that MSX
companies will have to share
a quarter between, say, 10
companies and the likes of
Sinclair will get a full quarter.

While Toshiba and Hitachi
can put up with a reduced
share of the market they will
not have the same punch as
was expected. This may cause
some of the smaller
companies to pull out of the
market or go under.
A Kelly, Birkenhead,
Merseyside

The early bug

catches the man
I recently saw the film Edison
the Man (1940) on television.
In it, Edison is portrayed
saying: 'Jumbo (the dynamo)
developed some bugs at the
last minute.'

1940 is a bit early for 'bugs',
isn't it?
David Ainsworth,
London SW15

Beethoven's last

laugh
I have been a professional
computer user for many years
during which period I have
been a regular reader of PCW.

I thought that I was immune
to the necessary but
occasionally informative evil
of advertising. However, the
brainless twit(s) who
designed the double -page
advert entitled 'Roll-over
Beethoven' for Island Logic
on pages 300-301 of the
November issue plumbed
new depths of bad taste.

The very idea that these
megalomaniac morons could
believe that their music
program would turn 'the
average man in the street'
into a towering genius like
Beethoven I find truly
incredible.

I'm sure that the only thing
in this advert that would make
the late Ludwig turn in his
grave (at about 10MHz I
should think) would be the
smug little conclusion that
'Mr Beethoven, as you
decompose, we compose'.

Ugh!
Les Hatton, New Malden,
Surrey

(Music packages may be fun
but they're no competition to
Beethoven. I hope the review
of similar software in this
month's issue puts things into
better perspective - Ed) BM
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BANKS' STATEMENT

State of repair
Martin Banks takes his toolkit to the tricky problem

of micro maintenance and insurance.

Once upon a time, a friend of mine got a
job as a computer operator. When he
was ensconced in his chair and had
vaguely learned how to twiddle the
knobs, he invited me over to visit him in
his new abode.

When I arrived, I found him sitting at a
large console surrounded by several
very large metal cabinets.'There it is,'
he said, 'a Ferranti Atlas computer.' The
Atlas was one of those classic 'compu-
ter -the -size -of -a -house' machines, full
of thermionic valves and other gizmos.
This one also had Gordon.

Gordon, my friend informed me,
came with the Atlas from Ferranti. He
was the resident engineer and spent his
working day rummaging around in the
bowels of the machine, clutching a
soldering iron and a screwdriver. Mak-
ing the Atlas work was no job creation
scheme: Gordon worked long and hard
to ensure that the beast carried out its
(now relatively menial) duties. He was
also a whizz at making the beast play
Christmas carols on its loudspeaker a
long, long time before the likes of
Commodore and Sinclair came on the
scene, but that's another story.

Computing has come a long way
since then, to the front parlour, the
pocket and beyond. The subject of
Gordon, or, more specifically, the sub-
ject of maintenance and repair, hasn't
come quite so far.

To the majority of professional com-
puter users (that is, those who run
mainframes and minis in the traditional
way), the need for a fast, reliable
maintenance and repair service is well
appreciated. A computer system of that
type represents a considerable invest-
ment, and the best way to make it pay is
to keep it working efficiently. This
understanding of the subject has been
good enough to allow a whole industry
of third party maintainers to grow up to
complement the manufacturers' ser-
vice departments. They have accurate-
ly costed out the economics of mainte-
nance to the point where every user
knows that he is signing for an extra
charge of 10 per cent of the purchase
price per year as the cost of mainte-
nance. This is all well and good where
the purchase price is £50,000 or more;
however, 10 per cent of that still
represents a sizeable chunk of money,

and a fair amount of service can be
provided for it.

Down at the micro end of things, the
situation is rather different. Five
thousand pounds represents the all -up
price of a handy, small business system
- something like an IBM PC, Apple,
Macintosh or ACT Apricot, with soft-
ware and a printer. The majority of
computer units sold at the low -end are
even smallerthan this. A BBC Micro will
realise some £40 for maintenance on
this basis, while a Spectrum qualifies
for a paltry £12.90 -worth of service. It's
figures like these that have kept many
maintenance companies awayfrom the
micro -end of the scale, with the IBM PC
and Apple products being the smallest
machines they will consider handling.

Now, it's true to say that there's a
strong school of thought which says
that, given the price of some of these
home computers, it's stupid to even
contemplate maintenance or repair. If it
goes wrong, chuck it and buy another
(unless you can get it replaced under
the warranty, of course).

Things are changing, though. Manu-
facturers are looking closely at a new
class of 'professional' user. Many have
launched, or are just about to launch,
products into this area. These new
machines have a superior specification
to the standard home games micros,
including the minimum provision of a
disk interface (or equivalent) and ac-
cess to business -oriented software. In
many cases, this means running CP/M.

The potential of this new market-
place should not be underestimated.
Psion, for example, would not have
gone to the trouble and expense of
creating its suite of QL-based business
packages just on the off -chance that it
might sell some. Computer users are
developing fast and want to do more
than play games. Many can make use of
a suitable machine in their work,
especially if they're self-employed or
running a side -line business. They need
the greater power and flexibility of
'professional' hardware and software.
They also need the machines to work.

Once people start to depend on their
computerfor morethan entertainment;
once that nasty subject, earning
money, becomes involved, they're un-
likely to look benignly on the computer

should it break down. If these new
machines don't prove to be tolerably
reliable, wailing and the gnashing of
teeth will be heard all round.

In part at least, users have failed to
appreciate that a computer is much
more complicated than a portable
radio, that it takes a skilled person to fix
one, and they are liable to go wrong.
When the system breaks down they'll
be amazed at the price being asked to fix
it, yetthey'll have shunned the option of
taking out a maintenance contract atthe
time of purchase; partly on the mis-
understanding that they 'never go
wrong' and partly at the horror of
'paying that much, every year!'

Even if such people wanted to take
out a contract, the choice is currently
limited. Most third party maintainers
regard this end of the business as
unprofitable-which it is if approached
in standard maintenance company
style. For them to consider the business
in the first place means the user facing
an annual contract charge of 50 percent
of the purchase price at least - and
that's just the charge for ringing the
door bell.

There's a living to be made in this
market however, even at the lowest
end, although the rig ht wayto achieve it
is still unclear. I would have a chain of
franchised repair shops around the
country, combining the best of small
business with the buying power of a
large company to get the best price on
spares. Others, such as the recently
announced Micro -Repair Club, are
attempting to combine the expertise of
a maintenance company (in this case,
Computeraid) with the backing and
actuarial skills of an insurance com-
pany (Domestic and General Insur-
ance). Computeraid is part of the
Thorn -EMI group, another bit of which
puts Spectrums together for Uncle
Clive. This inside knowledge means
they will happily fix Spectrums and
(expectantly) make money out of the
£25 annual fee (née insurance pre-
mium).

Whichever way the market is even-
tually tackled, someone will succeed. If
these new machines are to sell to the
types of users predicted, they're going
to want such a service, and will be
willing to pay for it. END
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itch -hiker's Guide
to the Galaxy

Are you searching for the meaning of Life, the Universe and Everything? Forget it!
Tony Hetherington has found it in Infocom's humorous and impressive

adaptation of Douglas Adams'Hitch-hiker's Guide to the Galaxy.

In 1978 a radio series was broadcast on
Radio 4 called The Hitch -hiker's Guide
to the Galaxy. There then followed a
second series and a book of the same
name. Then a second book was written
which was followed by another. Mean-
while it had become a television series
and also a stage play. Now it's a

computer game.
It is, however, unlike any other

computer game that I have played.
Published by the American software
house Infocom, The Hitch -hiker's Guide
to the Galaxy has all the trademarks of
the excellent interactive fiction series,
but there is a slight difference.

The game disk is accompanied by the
demolition orders for your home and
planet, a 'Don't Panic' badge, a piece of
fluff, a small polythene bag (with which
to attack microscopic space fleets) and
the exceedingly useful peril -sensitive
sunglasses - which you naturally
cannot see through.

Adams is said to have enjoyed a
number of Infocom's adventures and
thought it would be a good idea to do
one based on Hitch -hiker's. He initially
contacted the company via a bulletin
board and further discussions followed
in a series of English pubs (which was
cheaper, although response time may
have been slower) before Steve Meret-
sky was given the job of programming
(Steve had previously written the In-
focom adventures Planetfall and
Sorcerer).

The resulting game is a curious mix of
the humour and imagination of Doug-
las Adams and the depth and quality of
an Infocom adventure. It is also a
difficult adventure to solve.

Strategy
As with the other lnfocom adventures
Hitch -hiker's Guide consists of a series

of logical problems which form the plot
of a story in which you are the leading
character. Your degree of success in
tackling these problemsdeterminesthe
consequent route of the story.

You play the part of Arthur Dent and
awaken one morning in a darkened
room to discover that you have a
dreadful hangover. On clambering out
of bed and taking an aspirin you begin
to feel slightly better: the irony of your
situation is that this day will turn out to
be the worst day of your life. In the next
half hour your house is due to be
demolished by a bulldozer (because it's
simply in the way) and the Earth is
scheduled to be destroyed by a Vogon
constructor fleet to make way for a
hyperspace bypass.

Just in time you and your friend, Ford
Prefect, whom you always thought was
from Guildford but is actually from a
small planet near Betelgeuse, hitch a lift
on the Vogon spaceship and the adven-
ture continues.

If you've seen any of the previous
versions of Hitch -hiker's and are now
assuming that the game has the same
plot and solution, don't. You're in for
quite a surprise.

Although the characters are the
same, and you'll come across similar
creatures, places and situations, the
difference is that you have to take a
leading role ratherthan be lead through
the action. A good comparison is The
Hobbit by Melbourne House, wherein
you play the part of Bilbo who is helped
and lead through the story buttakesthe
leading role in the game.

Therefore, it's up to you to find the
answers to the obstacles which are
placed in your way: you do, however,
have some help in the dubious form of
the Hitch -hiker's Guide to the Galaxy.
This is an electronic book that you can

consult about many things- but don't
be too surprised if the editor for the
section you require was out at lunch
when the guide was compiled. As
already stated the problems which you
have to solve are logical and have
logical solutions-but only if you apply
the rather strange logic that exists in
Hitch -hiker's.

To illustrate: the problem of getting a
babel fish out of the babel fish dispen-
ser. In the book and radio series Ford
merely pops one into your ear but in the
game you're not so lucky. After consult-
ing the guide you realise that putting a
babel fish in your ear is an excellent idea
as itwill allowyou to understand and be
understood by anyone or anything in
the galaxy.

Consequently you are determined to
get one so you press the button on the
dispenser, but the fish shoots out the
slot across the room andth rough a hole
in the wall. You notice that there's a
hook above the hole, so you hang your
dressing gown on the hook in order to
block the hole, and try again. But this
time the fish hits the gown and falls
down a drain. Not to be defeated in your
objective you cover it with a towel.
However, when the next fish lands on
the towel, before you've had time to do
anything, a cleaning robot charges in,
picks up the fish and disappears
through a robot panel near the floor.
After some frantic hair -pulling you
borrow Ford's satchel and place it in
front of the panel and confidently
depress the button.

Unfortunately, your lap of honour is
interrupted by the following message:
a single babel fish shoots out the slot. It
sails across the room and hits the
dressing gown. The fish slides down
the sleeve of the gown and falls to the
floor, landing on the towel. A split -
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second later, a tiny cleaning robot
whizzes across the floor, grabs the fish,
and continues its breakneck pace to-
wards a tiny robot panel at the base of
the wall. The robot ploughs into the
satchel, sending the babel fish flying
through the air in a graceful arc. A small
upper -half -of -the -room cleaning robot
catches the babel fish and exits.

Don't be surprised if your computer
acts strangely. At one stage I was
informed that there was an exit to port
but when I tried it, I was told that I

couldn't go that way. In frustration I

typed 'starboard' but was told that I

could and had gone port and that it had
lied before!

And don't be too easily deterred:
your progress through the game will
undoubtedly improve as you tune into
the game's 'brand of logic', a state
which I only achieved half -way through
the third sleepness night spent hitch-
hiking.

To help you get there, here's a brief
description of some of the characters
and creatures in Hitch -hiker's.

Ford Prefect is a researcher for the
guide but unfortunatelystayed on earth
slightly longer than intended (six years)
during which time he updated the
guide's entry about earth from 'harm-
less' to 'mostly harmless'. For some
reason beyond his apprehension he
saved you, Arthur Dent, from the
earth's extinction but then recovered
his senses.

Together you are thrown into space
by the Vogons where, just before you

expire, you are picked up by the
Improbability drive propelled space-
ship,the 'Heart of Gold'. The new owner
of this ship is Zaphod Breeblebox
whom you once saw looking normal at
a party, but now he has two heads. He is
also the president of the galaxy for
which he got himself elected with the
sole object of stealing the new Heart of
Gold.

On board ship you meet Trillian,
whom you previously knew as Tricia
MacM illian and first met at the same
party. This is an incredibly improbable
situation but, after all, the Heart of Gold
is driven by the Improbability Drive.

The ship is also populated by pro-
ducts of the Sirius Cybernetics Corpora-
tion whose attempts to install Genuine
People Personalities into machinery
has unhappily resulted in Marvin the
paranoid robot and an overprotective
computer called 'Eddie'.

During your adventures you will also
meet the Vogon captain who is green
and blubbery and recites poetry
(aaagh!), a warlike alien wearing black -
jewelled battle shorts, and the incred-
ibly stupid but equally dangerous and
ravenous bugblatter beast of Traal. This
incredibly stupid monster thinks that if
you can't see it, it can't see you!

If you try something a little silly
(which could be the answer, so it's
always worth a try), it doesn't respond
with the all -too -usual 'You can't do
that.' Instead it either gives you a
helpful error message or passes a
commentwhich can range from 'You're

letting things get to you too much, try
and relax' through to 'Are you sure
you're allowed to be playing with this
computer?'

Well, how do you solve the problems
in Hitch -hikers? Here are a few tips that
I've gleaned from the game.

Once you have tuned into the game's
peculiar logic, you should ensure that
you read everything carefully (includ-
ing this review). Every word and object
in Hitch -hiker's are therefor a reason-
even if the reason is only to confuse
you. Also you should consult the guide
about anything and everything as it
contains some important hints. Be
prepared to try anything no matter how
dangerous or silly it may at first seem;
but before you do, use the game's save
facility so that you can restore it ifthings
don't turn out too well.

Finally, don't assume for one
moment that the game is the same as
the book or radio series; even your
main objective is different.

Prices and availability
The Hitch -hiker's Guide to the Galaxy is
available on disk for numerous
machines including the IBM PC (this

'was the version used for the review
copy), Apple II, Macintosh, DEC Rain-
bow, HP150 and 110, Commodore 64
and Atari. Most versions cost £34.50
with the last two being slightly cheaper
at £30.20.

Documentation
The guide is in a class of its own and
even contains footnotes to its entries.
These, of course, can be read and
usually contradict what the guide has
just told you. Just for fun I decided to
read through the footnotes. When I

came to footnote 10 the computer
responded with: 'Isn't it fun reading
through the footnotes?'

Conclusion
The Hitch -hiker's Guide to the Galaxy is
the first Infocom adventure to have a
strong outside influence in the shape of
Douglas Adams. This has undoubtedly
improved an already impressive format
and produced a genuinely funny and
challenging game. Infocom classes
Hitch -hiker's as a Standard Level game
but it's hard Standard and more difficult
to solve than some of the company's
Advanced material.

There will be two groups of people
who will particularly relish this game:
the 'Hitch -hikers' for whom this will be
their first Infocom adventure; and the
Infocom adventurers who will be
introduced to the humour of Adams.
Those lucky people who already know
both won't be disappointed.

Last but not least, the Washington
Post once said: 'If it's 2am it must be
Infocom.' On the experience of the last
few days I'd like to add: 'If it's 4am it
must be Hitch -hiker's.

UK distributors include Softsel on (01)
844 2040. END
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PROGRAMMING

The basic art
Mike Liardet, aided byThe Art of Computer Programming, presents a

beginner's guide to Basic programming through algorithms
and information structures.

Computer programming is a craft.
Giventhe raw ingredientsof a program-
ming language, a skilled programmer
can blend them together into a fine
working system by using his problem
solving skill in conjunction with prog-
ramming techniques that he has de-
veloped over a period of time. In an
analogous fashion a traditional crafts-
man (a carpenter, for example) can
transform a few pieces of wood into an
exquisite piece of furniture by using
different types of joints and various
skills acquired over the years.

As with any craft the acquisition of
skill comes partly with experience, but it
can be more readily acquired by sound
teaching and well -written text books. A
valuable source of referencefor anyone
wanting to learn programming lies in a
three -volume set of books by an Amer-
ican academic, Donald Knuth. These
books are collectively entitled TheArtof
Computer Programming*.

Knuth has planned seven volumes in
the series, and has completed three
volumes to date. Volume one intro-
duces the basic concepts and defines
what an 'algorithm' is, giving numer-
ous examples; it also deals with 'in-
formation structures'. Volume two cov-
ers random numbers and arithmetic,
and volume three deals with sorting
and searching.

The books present the material as a
pleasing blend of descriptions, formal
presentation and set problems (and
answers), and there are also interesting
background histories and bibliog-
raphies. They have long been the
computer science student's bible, but
here they are presented for a new
generation of apprentice programmers
learning their craft outside the confines
of academe. These books will be
invaluableto anyone interested in what
goes on 'underthe bonnet' of computer
systems.

Apart from the genuinely useful
material, the books are also rich in a
huge variety of algorithms that you
always knew existed butwere unable to
find. One of my favourites is the
algorithm to calculate when Easter falls
(Fig 1). Easter is the first Sunday
following the first full moon on or after
21 March. Did you know that this
algorithm was devised by a Neapolitan

astronomer in the sixteenth century?
And that the only application of arith-
metic in the Middle Ages was for
determining Easter? Oh, yes the
volumes are a mine of information!

Knuth has invented an assembly
language called MIX, which he uses to
present the algorithms. We'll convert
some of these MIX programs into the
micro world's lingua franca- Basic.

Introduction
Volume one contains general introduc-
tory material, and begins by defining
the word 'algorithm'.An algorithm is an

unambiguous set of rules for perform-
ing a task which must be expressed in
such a way that the algorithm always
terminates. This condition is important.
It is relatively easy to construct proce-
dures that never terminate under some
conditions - the 'infinite loop' that
should be familiar to all programmers.

One of the earliest algorithms to be
formally presented as such was Euc-
lid's Algorithm to determine the
greatest common divisor of two inte-
gers. (The greatest common divisor,
or GCD, is the largest number that will
divide both: for example, the GCD of 12

2000
201C)

2020
2025
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180

Fig 1

REM CALCULATE DATE OF EASTER FOR THE YEAR Y A.D.
REM RETURNS N FOR DAY AND M FOR MONTH
REM GET "GOLDEN NUMBER" (1 TO I9)...
DEF FNREMN(A,B)=A-INT(A/B)*B:REM DEFINE REMAINDER FUNCTION
G=FNREMN(Y.19)+1
REM GET CENTURY C...
C=INT(Y/I00)+1
REM LEAP YEAR AND LUNAR ORBIT CORRECTIONS...
X =INT(3*C/4)-12:Z=INT((8*C+5)/25)-5
REM FIND SUNDAY...
D=INT(5*Y/4)-X-10
REM CALC EPACT...
E= FNREMN(11*G+20+Z-X.30):IF (E=25 AND G'11)OR E=24 THEN E=E+1
REM CALC FULL MOON...
N=44 -E: IF W21 THEN N=N+30
REM ADVANCE N TO A SUNDAY...
N=N+7-FNREMN(D+N,7)
REM MARCH OR APRIL.?
M=3:IF N.>31 THEN M=4:N=N-31
RETURN

Easter algorithm

1000 REM EUCLID'S ALGORITHM
1010 REM RETURNS GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF M AND N
1.020 REM ANSWER RETURNED IN N
1025 DEF FNREMN(A,B)=A-INT(A/B)*B:REM DEFINE REMAINDER FUNCTION
1030 R=FNREMN(M,N):REM CALC REMAINDER R FROM M/N
1040 IF R=0 THEN RETURN:REM N IS THE ANSWER IF ZERO REMAINDER
1050 M=N:N=R:GOTO 103u :REM OTHERWISE INTERCHANGE AND ROUND AGAIN

Fig 2 Euclid's algorithm

10000
10010
11000
11010

REM INITIALIZE A DEDUE
DIM X(100):DEOLEN=100:FRONT=1:BACK=1:RETURN
REM ADD ITEM TO FRONT
FRONT=FRONT-1:IF FRONT1 THEN FRONT=DEOLEN

11020 IF FRONT=BACK THEN PRINT"OVERFLOW:STOP
11030. X(FRONT)=ITEM:RETURN
12000 REM ADD ITEM TO BACK
12010 X(BACK)=ITEM:BACK=BACK+1:IF BACK>DEOLEN THEN BALK
12020 IF FRONT=BACK THEN PRINT"OVERFLOW":STOP
12030 RETURN
13000 REM GET ITEM FROM FRONT
13010 IF FRONT=BACK THEN PRINT "UNDERFLOW":STOP
13020 ITEM=X(FRONT):FRONT=FRONT+1:IF FRONT>DEOLEN THEN FRONT=1
13030 RETURN
14000 REM GET ITEM FROM BACK
14010 IF FRONT=BACK THEN PRINT "UNDERFLOW":STOP
14020 BACK=BACK-1:IF BACK<I THEN BACK=DEOLEN
14030 ITEM=X(BACK):RETURN

Fig 3 Deque processing
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and 30 is 6.) The Basic variant is
presented in Fig 2. The algorithm
requires a 'remainder' or 'modulus'
function; most versions of Basic don't
have one, but the DEF FN facility can be
used to create one:
DEF FNREMN (A,B) = A - INT (A/B)* B

Following the introduction to algor-
ithms, Knuth outlines the basic
mathematics needed to study some of
the subsequent material. Unless you're
mathematically inclined this is rather
daunting, but fortunately isn't manda-
tory: the mathematics is needed for the
theoretical study of the algorithms. The

`Given the raw
ingredients of a

programming language,
a skilled programmer

can blend them together
into a fine working

system by using his
problem solving skill . .

theory arises because it isn't sufficient
to know that an algorithm will work; it's
also important to know that it will work
reasonably quickly. Determining in-
formation of this type can be very
complex, and some of the material is
devoted to it. However, if you're non -
mathematical, or in a hurry, or both, you
can safely skip this analysis and read
the conclusions, not the proofs.

The next section describes the MIX
assembly language, devised by Knuth
and used in the description of some of
the algorithms. (Descriptions are also
given in a more familiar English -cum -
programming language.) MIX is rough-
ly equivalent to a typical 8 -bit or 16 -bit
assembler available for most micros,
but being a Knuth invention it doesn't
commit the book to any one computer.
Among other things the code fora MIX
simulator is given, so if you're really
keen you can get MIX up and running on
your own machine and use it to work
through some of the exercises. This is a
good way to learn assembler
programming.

Information structures
Following the introductions, volume
one gets down to business with a
comprehensive guide to information
structuring. Most interesting program-
ming tasks, especially non -numerical
work, demand some skill at structuring
data. In fact, some programming lan-
guages implement many of the facili-
ties described by Knuth. Artificial Intelli-
gence languages, such as Lisp, Prolog
and Logo, are particularly rich in these
features, but if you're working with
other languages, Basic for example,
then Knuth provides a thorough
grounding for building up these facili-
ties from scratch.

The most elementary structure is the
sequentially allocated list, simply rep-

resented in Basic as a one-dimensional
array: for example, DIM X(1000). This
structure is quite adequate for tasks
where the data to be stored is fixed
during initialisation and left alone
thereafter, but it can be cumbersome
for dynamic structures, where ele-
ments may be added and deleted 'at
random' throughout program execu-
tion. In order to insert an element at
some point, all the elements after it
must be shuffled along to make room,
which can be very inefficient if the list
has more than a few elements. Like-
wise, a deletion necessitates a shuffle in
the other direction.

There's a special case where this
arrangement can work efficiently, and
this is when all insertions and deletions
take place only at the ends of the list;
this is known as a 'deque'. The deque
concept includes two further, even
more special, cases - the 'stack' and
the 'queue'. Stacks add or delete data
from one end, and queues add data at
one end and remove it from the other.
Both are very widely used-queues for
buffering characters prior to proces-
sing, and stacks for managing com-
putations on recursive structures.

The code for the four basic deque
operations, plus initialisation, is given
in Fig 3. Two variables (FRONT) and
BACK) are used to mark the position of
the ends of the deque. This should be
obvious but some care is needed to
check for 'overflow', when no further
storage is availableto accommodate an
insertion, and 'underflow', when no
data is there to be deleted.

It's also convenient to use the ele-
ments in the array as if they were
arranged in a circle, so that the third
follows the second which follows the
first, but the first also follows the last.

Queuing operations propel the deque
through memory and without this trick
would quickly fail, even if the deque
were comparatively empty. Note that
the BACK pointer marks the next
position for an addition to the back of
the deque, not the position of the last
element. This wastes one location in the
array, in the sense that an overflow will
occur when one location is still free, but
without doing this it is much more
difficult to differentiate between an
empty deque and an overflowed one.

Knuth devotes a lot of attention to the
issue of storage management, as good

. . if you're really keen
you can get MIX up and

running on your own
machine and use it to
work through some of

the exercises. This is a
good way to learn

assembler programming.'

storage management minimises prob-
lems with storage overflow. For exam-
ple, if there are several stacks, queues
or deques used by a program which are
all initialised with fixed capacity, the
program fails as soon as one overflows
even though many of the others are
almost empty. This unsatisfactory state
of affairs can be improved by arranging
for all the available storage to be
pooled, then allocated in small chunks
as it's needed. If a deque overflows, a
larger storage area can be requested
from the pool, the data copied across,
and the old storage area returned to the
pool of free storage. Storage manage -

LIST

101 ! 102 ! --->
+--+ +

Fig 4 Diagrammatic linked list

103 ! ! 104 ! ! 105 ! 0!
+--+ + +--+ + +--+

LIST

V
+--+

101 ! ! 102 ! --+
+--+ + +--+!

+ +--+ + +--+ + +--+
10:3 ! ---;!. ! 104 05 ! 0!

+ +--+ + +--+ +

Fig 5 Insertion and deletion by manipulating pointers

+--+ + +--+
102 ! ---+ ! 103 ! ---

+ +--+ ! +
V

+--+ !

'102.5! ---+
+--+

Fig 6 Adding a new node to the list

+--+ +

104 ! ' 105 ! 0!
+--+ +
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ment is also useful for handling any
other information structures, such as
linked lists. The linked list solves the
insertion -deletion problem of the se-
quentially allocated list. Each item in
the list is stored along with a pointer to
the next, which therefore need not be
adjacent in memory. For example, a list
of the numbers 101 to 105 can be
represented in memory as follows:

Location Contents
Data and Pointer

1 & 2 101 7

3 & 4 not used
5& 6 103 11

7& 8 102 5

9 & 10 105 0

11 & 12 104 9

13 onwards not used
In this example, both data and pointer

each require one storage location, but
it's possible to have lists where this is
not the case and even where the
amount of data varies between the
different 'nodes'. The pointer following
105 is 0. As 0 is an impossible location
(in this example), this indicates the end
of the list. A linked list can be drawn
diagrammatically as in Fig 4.

Insertion and deletion in a linked list is
handled by manipulating the pointers:
for example, deleting the node with 103
is achieved by changing 102's pointer
(Fig 5).

Ideally, the node at 103 should be
handed back to the pool of free storage
so that its storage area can be re -used
later: for example, if you wanted to add

a new node to the list (Fig 6).
Apart from their use in representing

live data, linked lists also form the basis
of many storage management algor-
ithms. At any given moment in the
program's execution, the free storage
will be in several isolated fragments. A
single variable indicates the location of
one - any one will do. This contains a
pointer to another, and so on. Unless all
allocations and deallocations are for a
fixed size, the size of each will need to be
recorded. As long as the node is large
enough this can be stored with the
pointer, thus each free node may start
with a size value, then a pointer, and
then the remaining free space. Assum-
ing the pointer and size value each
consume one location, a typical free list
is shown in Fig 7.

The code to manage such a storage
list is given in Fig 8, and demonstrates
that there's nothing difficult about
storage management. The free storage
area is the array X(), which is initialised
asjusttwo free blocks; the first of length
2, with the second immediately follow-
ing it and occupying the rest of the
array. The first block is never allocated,
but is kept solely for its pointer to the
next free block. If this pointer were held
in a variable, FREELIST, for example,
then changes to the first block would
need to be coded as a special case since
they would alter the value of FREELIST
and not a pointer in X(). In this example,
all storage requests must befor an even
number of locations as this will guaran-
tee that no free blocks of length 1 are

FiRSTFREE

! 12 ! !

V

10 unused locations !

24 !

etc....etc

18 ' 0 !

22

16

unused

unused

locations !

locations

Fig 7 Typical free list

20000
20010
20020
20030

REM INITIALIZE FREE STORAGE AREA
DIM X(1000)
X(1)=2:X(2)=3:X(3)=9998:X(4)=0
RETURN

21000 REM RESERVE N UNITS OF STORAGE. ADDRESS OF BLOCK IN LOCN
21010 0=1
21020 P=X(Q+1):IF P=0 THEN PRINT"STORAGE OVERFLOW:STOF'
21030 IF X(P)<N THEN 0=P:GOTO 21020
21040 K=X(P)-N:IF K=0 THEN X(0+1)=X(P+1):GOTO 21060
21050 X(P)=K:
21060 LOCN=P+K:RETURN
22000 REM. RETURN N UNITS OF STORAGE AT LOCN
22010 X (LOUN) =N: X (LOCN+1 ) =X (2) : X (2) -LOCN: RETUFkN

Fig 8 Storage management routines

created. (A block of length 1 cannot
contain a pointer and a length value.)
The deallocation routine can be made a
lot more effective by arranging for
adjacent free blocks to be merged
together. As it stands, storage will
become more and more fragmented
until the free storage is just a long chain
of tiny blocks.

. . programming tasks,
especially

non -numerical work,
demand some skill at

structuring data. In fact,
some programming

languages implement
many of the facilities
described by Knuth.'

Knuth has much more to say on
storage management including gar-
bage collection, where it's unnecessary
to explicitly free a block when it's no
longer needed - the system can work
this out for itself. There are also many
alternative algorithms for maintaining
freelists, each with pros and cons which
are discussed at length.

Another major type of information
structure is the 'tree'. A tree is more
complex than a linked list in that each
node contains several pointers, not just
one. The pointers are to the 'children' of
the node (the jargon for computer trees
borrows heavily from that of family
trees); these children in turn may point
to grandchildren, and so on. It isn't
usually desirable for each node to have
a different number of pointers, depend-
ing on the number of children, so
frequently just two pointers are used:
one to the first child; and another to the
next sibling of the node. For example,
the tree structure:

A
./

/ \
'.

B C
/!\

/ ! \

E F G

is represented with two pointer nodes
as:

B>>>>>>>C

E>>F> G

(where '>> ..' denotes sibling poin-
ters). With this structure it is only
slightly more difficult to access, say, the
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PROGRAMMING
Nth child of a node, than it would be
with multiple pointers. Note that A, C, D
and G have no 'younger' siblings, so
their pointers are simply null. Likewise
D, E, F and G have no offspring.

Tree structures can be very useful for
working with mathematical express-
ions, where the tree structure exactly
represents the order of evaluation: for
example, 3 * LN(X + 1) - A * X^2 is
represented as a tree:

/ \

X 1

Knuth develops all the algorithms
necessary for symbolically differentiat-
ing such a tree. The answer is generated
as another tree structure, and issues
such as copying tree structures, and
ordering the nodes for evaluation, are
all dealt with along the way.

With the above representation, it's
not readily possible to determine the
parent of a node as there are no pointers
back to it. In tree processing, it's usual to
maintain a stack of the parents en route
to the current node - the earlier work
on stacks and queues is of value here.
It's also possible to use the null pointers
of childless or youngest -sibling nodes
to point back; this is called a threaded
tree. It hasthe advantage that no stack is
needed, so it's impossible for it to
overflow. To determine whether your
Basic interpreter uses threaded or
unthreaded trees for evaluation of

COL 1

A

CROW 1.4- 501 (1,1) 

2.

CROW

A

A

A

A

A

cROW 4 4- - 623 (4,1)

COL 2 COL 3

Fig 9 Circular array containing three non -zero elements

expressions, type:
PRINT ((((..(((3 + 4)))..))))
for ever more pairs of brackets. If it
eventually gives a memory error, this is
a strong indication that it's using a stack
for handling the evaluation. Microsoft's
Basic finally runs out of space with 72
pairs of brackets - not a serious
limitation!

The last major topic to be covered
under Information Structures is the
'array', which is represented in Basic by
the multiply dimensioned use of DIM.
For example, DIM A(3,3,3) defines a 3D
array with 27 elements (or 64 if the
lower bounds are 0 and not 1).

Representing arrays in this fashion
can be highly inefficient if the contents
of the array are sparse. Some arrays are
triangular, with all zeroes above the
diagonal, or diagonal with all zeroes
except the diagonal, and so on. Knuth
suggests a linked allocation method for
these circumstances. Each non -zero
element in the array is represented by a
node containing the value, its row and

'We try to ease the older members of staff into the new technology!'

column numbers, and pointers to the
next (non -zero) node above it and to the
left of it. Zero elements are not there, so
consume no extra storage. In addition,
each row and column starts with a
dummy node, not an array element, but
eases the processing of empty rows
and columns.

A further refinement is for the link-
agesto be 'circular'. This means thatthe
pointer in the last node of a sequence is
not null, but points to the first node.
With this scheme of pointing,the notion
of first and last disappears. Such an
array, containing only three non -zero
elements, is shown in Fig 9.

With this type of structure, great
storage savings can be made with large
sparse arrays, and the access time for
any given element need not be exces-
sive.

As the array is sparse there should be
only a few elements on each list. This
means that it should be comparatively
fast to find any element.

It's even faster if the array is being
scanned in some systematic fashion, as
is the case with most numerical algor-
ithms. It's also worth noting that this
type of representation allows for new
rows and columns to be inserted with
minimal changes to the structure, or
data moving.

Conclusion
We have taken a look at the first of
Knuth's Art of Computer Programming
volumes, and introduced most of the
major topics dealt with in the book. I

hope the reader's appetite for impro-
ving his programming techniques. is
sufficiently whetted, and strongly re-
commend this book as an instructor
and reference manual.

*References
The Art of Computer Programming by
Donald E Knuth; Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing Company.
Volume 1 Fundamental Algorithms.
Volume 2 Seminumerical Algorithms.
Volume 3 Sorting and Searching. END
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PROJECTS

To see

ornot tosee
Your home movies may not win you any Oscars but

editing them with your micro may bring you one step
closer. Robin Luxford directs the action.

Now that 14 per cent of households
have a video recorder and a video
camera can be bought for about the
same cost as a medium size computer,
the production of electronic home
movies is an attractive proposition. The
extremely low cost of tape compared to
processed film, the fact that tape can be
reused almost indefinitely and the
instant replay facility are just a few of its
many advantages over film. The main
disadvantage,and the factor that re-
tarded the transition from film to tape
for some years in the professional
world, was the difficulty of editing. The
first professional videotape edits were
done by coating the edge of the tape
with microscopic iron particles to make
the magnetic tracks visible, making an
accurate cut between frames with a
razor blade and joining the pieces in the
required order with sticky tape. This
was a time-consuming method and one
which could not be used with home
video formats, or indeed with modern
professional formats,because of the
narrow angle of the tracks along the
tape and the risk of damage to the video
heads by the splice.

Gradually the razor blade method
was replaced by electronic editing: this
simply means that selected sections of
the original tape are copied in whatever
order required to a second tape, a
method known as assemble -editing.
This leaves the original tape uncut, the
same shots can be copied again to the
edited tape which can be erased and
reused. The snag (there's always one) is
that there has to be some loss of picture
and sound quality in the copying
process. Although this is discernible
with home formats, it's still quite
acceptable.

Assemble -editing
To assemble -edit all you have to do is
connect the video and audio outputs
from the play -in machine to the inputs
of another, the record machine, and

push the appropriate buttons. Starting
with a blank tape in the record machine
run the play -in machine first, and just
before the beginning of the first shot
press the record button in the recording
machine, going to pause on that
machine at the end of the shot and
keeping the record tape in position
while you spool through the original
tape to a point just before the start of the
next shot to be played in. Unfortunate-
ly, the reaction time must be measured
in microseconds and you need to be
familiar enough with the original mate-
rial to know, say, a second before a car
comes round the corner into shot.

What is needed is some way of
uniquely identifying each frame of the
original tape, not only so that the
numbers can be written down and
accurate shot lists compiled, but so that
equipment can be developed to recog-
nise the exact moment that a particular
frame is being played and start the
recording machine. Similarly, it could
recognise the 'out' frame and hold the
recorder in pause. The professionals
invented 'Timecode', a digital signal
recorded on a second audio track which
carries information relating to hours,
minutes, seconds and frames. Micro-
processors in their machines were
programmed not only to generate the
timecode for recording, but to read it in
the playback mode and control the
machines to position tapes accurately,
start and stop recording; in fact, all the
functions of their machines.

Application
Now, let's see what we need to make
our home computer write and read our
own version of timecode and control
the machinery. We will confine
ourselves to controlling the record/
record -pause function of the record
machine because we can do this with
the minimum of hardware and without
delving into the works at all. Most
recorders have a camera socket, and

included in this will be video and audio
inputs and a tape run/stop circuit from
the camera trigger which controls the
record/record-pause function we need.
On VHS recorders,which mainly use a
10 -pin camera connecter, the relevant
connections are as follows:

Pin 1-video input
Pin 2-video ground (screen)

Pin 6-tape run/stop
Pin 7-audio input (-20 db)

Pin 8-audio ground
When pin 6 is open circuit or below a

volt or so, the tape will run. When it is
pulled up to around +4 or 5 volts, the
tape will stop. Since these are TTL
levels, they are just what we get out of
one of the pins of a parallel port. If your
recorder does not have a 10 -pin plug,
you'll haveto do a little research on your
particular model.

The tape run/stop function on Beta -
max machines is flipped each time the
camera trigger is pressed, so the port
output will have to send a short pulse
at each run/stop transition rather
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than remain high or low.
We already have the hardware to

send and receive the audio tones
carrying the timecode in the form of the
cassette interface, so apart from a bit of
experimenting with levels, the hard-
ware side of things is under control. In
order to record the timecode and still
retain the original sound track, a stereo
machine is necessary. If you don't have
access to a stereo machine and the
audio track is needed, it can be copied to
sound cassette or tape, edited and
copied back to the edited video tape
using 'audio dub', after the picture
editing is completed. On most stereo
machines the audio dub mode records
on one of the audio tracks only, and it's
to the input of this track that we connect
the cassette output from the computer.
The other machine, the one used to
record, does not need to be stereo.

If you have a stereo machine the
technique is as follows:
(1) Rewind the original tape to the
beginning, run the timecode program

in the write mode, press audio dub and
leave it to run through to the end of the
tape.
(2) Connect the output from the track
holding the timecode to the cassette
input of the computer and run the
timecode program in read mode. Now
you can play the tape a number of times
to decide on the shots you want to use
and to make a list of 'in' and 'out' points.
Whenever the tape is playing your VDU
will be showing a 'time' in hours,
minutes, seconds and frames which
exactly identifies each frame.
(3) When you're ready to start copying,
connect the two machines with video
and audio (not the track with timecode,
of course) and the record/record-pause
control wire to the computer port. Enter
the 'in' and 'out' times for the first shot,
press RECORD -PAUSE on the record
machine and PLAY on the play -in
machine.

If you've got the software right
everything should happen without a
hitch.

Writing the timecode
program
My own timecode program runs under
CP/M on a Nascom 2/Gemini computer,
but in order to have the RE output from
the modulator on the Nascom, the VDU
output is sentto the 48 -column Nascom
display instead of the Gemini IVC. The
Nascom cassette I/O routines are also
used but keyboard input is via CP/M;
altogether a rather non-standard
arrangement. Rather than go into de-
tails of this version HI outline the basic
facilities that are needed, together with
some possible 'whistles and bells', and
ways of providing them.

The program has two modes: 'write'
and 'read'. Since it is mainly used in the
latter mode this is what is run on
initialisation. In this mode the cassette
input port is continually scanned and in
periods when the flag from the UART
indicates thatthere is no data ready, the
keyboard is scanned for a possible
command. When a complete code
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sequence is read from the UART it is
first displayed on the screen then
compared with the codes held in two
stores, the 'run' store and the 'stop'
store. If a match is found, a bit of the
selected port is set or reset to control the
record machine.

Essential among the commands
which can be called from the read mode
are routines to enter a timecode from
the keyboard to either of the stores, and
a command to switch the program to
the write mode. Useful additional com-
mands include those which cause the
timecode currently being displayed to
be entered into either of the stores,
commands to increment or decrement
either store by one frame, and direct
commands which flip the port control
bit and thereby control the recording
machine manually from the computer
keyboard. It is desirable to display the
timecodes currently held in the run and
stop stores as well as the current tape
position code, but since the recorder
takes time to run upto speed and switch
to record after it receives the trigger
signal, the time when it actually starts
recording will be after the time held in
the run store.

One solution to this is to have two run
stores, a 'run displayed time' store and
a 'run trigger time' store, the trigger
store being always a certain number of
frames less (earlier) than the run
displayed store. The exact offset can be
determined by experimenting with
your particular recorder (mine requires
28 frames). Whenever the run display-
ed time is changed the trigger store is
updated by the program-it is the code
in the trigger store which is compared

with the tape position code, of course. If
your VDU has an audible 'bell' signal, it
is helpful to sound this when the run
displayed time is reached by compar-
ing the run display store contents; this
allows you to check the edit point with
only the play -in machine running, as a
rehearsal.

In the write mode the program runs a
loop which generates in hours, mi-
nutes, seconds and frames sequence,
sends itto the cassette interface at a rate
of 1200 baud or more, displays it on the

'It should be possible to
achieve video

synchronisation on BBC
machines by using one

of the external sync
boards available

specifically for this
micro, and to insert the
timecode display by an

electronic switch
controlled by the

program.'

VDU and scans the keyboard for a
possible command. The timecode is
then incremented by one frame and the
process repeated 25 times per second.
There are two ways this timing can be
achieved; the perfectionist method
uses a simple sync -pulse separator to
examine the video signal from the
recorder and supply a TTL pulse to an
input port corresponding to field syncs,

Timecode routines in Z80assembly language

a loop in the program testing for this
before continuing. The other way,
which does not require any additional
hardware, simply includes a delay loop
which is adjusted by trial and error;
accuracy of about one second in five
minutescan be attained bythis method.

The only essential command to be
entered from the write mode is one to
switch to read, but commands to write
from zero, to write from a pre-set
starting time orto continuefrom the last
time held in the main store, are useful.

To make for compact code and fast
ha ndling, timecode values are stored as
four -byte ECD codes, each byte corres-
ponding to frames, seconds,minutes
and hours, in that order. Since binary-
coded decimal handles values up to 99
in one byte by considering it as two 4 -bit
groups,and the largest values that can
occur in timecode are 24 for frames, 59
for seconds and minutes,and 23 for
hours, it follows that the most signifi-
cant bit in each byte will always be zero.
By setting this bit of the 'frames' byte
before writing it to tape, we can mark
the beginning of each sequence for the
read routine.

Writing the sub -routines
The screen display can consist of a short
menu of commands, the contents of the
'go' and 'stop' stores, and the main
timecode display; the current tape
position. This can be displayed in the
conventional form 01 : 59 : 59 : 24 using
spaces and colons between figures,
which makes for good readability.
However, as the timecode will normally
be displayed on a VDU alongside a TV
set showing your videotape, it helps to

; Increment contents
DE pointing to 1st

of store
byte of 4

by one frame. Enter with
byte store to increment.

; Decrement contents
; DE pointing to let

of store
byte of 4

by one frame. Enter with
byte More to decrement.

DECS1R: LD A,(DE) ; Get FRM
INCSTR: LD A,(DE) ; Get. ERN AND 7FH ; Reset, b7

AND 7FH ; Reset h7 DEC A
INC A DAA
DAA CP 99H
CF 25H JR NZ,STERF
JR NZ,STFR LD A,2,91A
XOR A STEW,: SET 7,A

STFR: SET 7,A LO (DE),A ; Load ERN
LD (DE),A

; Load FRM CF 0A4H
CF 80H RET NZ
RET NZ INC DE
INC DE LD A,(DE) Get SEC
LD A,(DE) ; Get SEC DEC A
INC A DAA
DAA CF 99H
CF 60H JR NZ,STSCF
JR NZ,STSC LD A,59N
XOR A STSCF: LD (DE),A ; Load SEC

STSC: LD (DE),A ; Load SEC RET NZ
RET NZ INC DE
INC DE LD A,(DE) ; Get MIN
LD A,(DE) ; Get MIN DEC A
INC A DAA
DAA CF 99H
CF 60H JR NZ,STMNF
JR NZ,STMN LD A,f39H
XOR A GTMNF: LD (DE),A Load MIN

STMN: LD (DE),A ; Load MIN RET NZ
RET NZ INC DE
INC DE LD A,(DE) Get HP5
LD A,(DE) ; Get HRS DEC A
INC A DAA
DAA CF 99H
CF 24H JR NZ,STHRF
JR NZ,STHR LD A,23H
XOR A STHRF: LD (DE),A ; Load HRS

STHR: LD (DE),A Load HRS RET
RET
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PROJECTS
Routine to accept and check. a timecode entry from keyboard.

; Enter with DE pointing to 1st byte of 4 byte store to he
loaded. For use with a memory -mapped screen.

; ENTPOS points to location of ascii numerals on screen
; after entry. GETKB, CRT and BLEEP are routines particular
; to your computer.

Contionuation of KEYIN

PNO T l : LD A,C
CP "0"
CCF
JR NC,NOTVAL.
CP 3AH

subroutines

KEYIN: LD B,9 Get HRS, MINS, SECS, RUMS & CR JR NC,NOTVAL.
KIN1: CALL GETK8 ; Get a character from keyboard LD A,7

PUSH BC CP B
CALL VALID JR 2,6E75
POP BC LD 4,5
JR NC,KIN1 ; NC ,invalid CP U
CP 08 JR 7.,BE.75

JR Z,KIN2 LD A,1
KIN16: CALL CRT ; Output, a character- to screen... CP B

DJNZ KIN1 ; ...at current cursor position. JR Z,BE3
JR KIN3 DEC A

CP B
; Handle BS JR Z,BE7
KIN2: LD A,9 LD A,C

Cr P.

JR Z,KIN1A ; start again
RET ; Key entry vaird

INC 8 BE75: LD A,C. Tenn minutes or err

INC 6
LD A,8 ; reload BS

CP "6"
JR NC,NOTVAL.

; NV if

JR KIN1B

Now convert screen entry to BCD store

RET

CO A,C
KIN3: LD HL,ENTPOS ; Points to units frame!S on scr CP "3" Tens framer
KIN4: LD A,(HL) JR NC,NOTVAL

CALL CONAD ; Convert Ascii to BCD RET
SET 7,A
LD (DE),A ; Load into store 8E2: LD A,C
LD B,3 CP

; Unit frames
KIN5: INC DE ; Do MINS, SECS, HRS JR NC,NOTVAL

DEC HL RET
LD A,(HL)
CALL CONA6 NOTVAL: PUSH AF Entry not valid
LD (DE),A CALL BLEEP ; ...audible signal at VDU for error
DJNZ BINS POP AF
XOR A
RET ; end of main routine

CONAB:

RET

SUB 30H ; convert ascii to BCD
VALID: CP 08 ; Backspace LD C,A ; store units

SCF
RET Z

DEC HL
LD A,(HL)

; get tens
LD C,A SUB 30H
LD 4,1 SLA A
CP B SLA A
JR NZ,BNOTI. SLA A
XOR A If not BS 8. E11, return null SLA A MOVE to tens position
SCF ADD A,C
RET RET

make the timecode display much larger
than the ordinary character height used
for the menu, and so on. This can be
achieved with most computers by
using screen -graphics routines.

The routines to compare the current
tape position with the contents of the
various stores are simply two succes-
sive 16 -bit subtractions, returning a
zero flag if a complete match of all four
bytes is found. The routine to enable a
timecode to be entered from the
keyboard to the run -display, the stop or
the current store, needs to convert each
pair of ASCII values (tens and units) to
one BCD value, set bit 7 if it's the frame
byte and store it. Ideally, some form of
error checking should be included to
prevent non -numerals or values larger
than the maximum being entered.

The 'increment by one frame'
routine, used both as a command and
by the write routine, utilises an incre-
ment instruction followed by a decimal
accumulator adjust instruction to con-
vert from binary to BCD on the contents
of the frame store.

This is followed by a check to see if the
value of 25 has been reached; if so, the
figure is set to zero and the contents of
the seconds store incremented and
compared with 60, the process con-
tinuing for up to 24 hours. The decre-
ment routine is similar except that after
decrementing and decimal adjusting

each value it is compared with 99.
The routine to write timecode to and

read it from tape can be adapted from
the cassette routines in the operating
system. When the UART is busy, the
keyboard should be scanned for a

possible command.

Potential
If you can devise a way of synchronising
the video output of the computer with
the videotape playback, it's possible to
make a straight,unedited copy of the
original material with the original
sound and the timecode display in-
serted in the picture. This is known as a
viewing copy,and enables you to use
slow-motion playback to examine the
action very carefully and select the
exact frame number. Once this viewing
copy is made, the original tape is not
used again until the final editing ses-
sion, saving it from the risk of accidental
erasure when running the tape to and
from compiling the shot list.

It should be possible to achieve video
synchronisation on BBC machines by
using one of the external sync boards
available specifically for this micro, and
to insert the timecode display by an
electronic switch controlled by the
program. However, the method I use is
to have a black and white camera,
driven by sync -pulses derived from the
playback machine, looking at the time -

code display on the VDU. The camera
output is then inserted into the picture
by a 'video camera selector', an inex-
pensive device made by Sony for
inserting captions into home videos.
Although this may sound cumber-
some, it works well, and by moving the
camera the timecode may be posi-
tioned anywhere in the picture. In
professional use, it is usually placed
about a fifth of the way up from the
bottom of the frame.

It's easy to overlookthe sound aspect
by concentrating on achieving im-
maculate picture edits. In some cases,
such as a video made to a piece of
music, the sound recorded with the
picture is discarded, but when it is
copied with the picture it helps to use a
simple audio mixer between the play -in
and record machines to control levels.
In any case, because the output from
the play -in machine is around -6db and
the input level of the record machine is
around -20db, it is desirable to attenu-
ate the feed by about 14db to prevent
the automatic gain control circuit in the
record machine from spoiling your
artistic efforts. Any really elaborate
treatment of the sound is probably best
done after the picture editing, using the
audio dub facility.
Thanks to my colleague, Geoff Higgs, a
former videotape editor and fellow Z80
machine code enthusiast. CE13
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-WARE

Acornsoft's
Viewsheet

Serious applications for home micros are still few and far between.
Viewsheet from Acornsoft is a straightforward but powerful spreadsheet

which transforms the BBC Micro into a simple business machine.
Mike Liardet figures it out.

The difference between home and
business computers is ever decreasing,
as the prices of business systems fall
and home computers become more
sophisticated. Similarly the gap be-
tween home and business computer
software is closing and there is now a
trickle of very sophisticated home
computer software products. One such
product is Acornsoft's recent release:
Viewsheet.

Viewsheet is a spreadsheet system
for the BBC Micro. Although of prime
interest to serious home users, it is also
worthy of any business application. It
has a blindingly fast calculation speed,
an advanced multiple windows facility,
and the ability to link multiple models. It
is one of a range of products from
Acornsoft, including database and
word processing, designed to inter-
communicate.

Published by Acornsoft, the software
publishing arm of Acorn, Viewsheet
was released in October 1984, follow-
ing two years of intensive development
effort. The software was not actually
written by Acorn, but by another
Cambridge company called Protechnic
Computers Ltd - also the author of the
BBC word processor, View.

Installation
Viewsheet is sold in a compact little box
containing a manual, reference card
and a keynote template. The software
itself lies in a 16k ROM chip, protected
by an electrostatic -proof sponge mat.
This ROM chip must be housed in one of
the BBC's 'sideways ROM' sockets-of
which the BBC Micro has five specifical-
ly for optical software such as View -

sheet. Once installed, the chip can stay
there indefinitely (unless you plan to
run more than five ROM products),
which is just as well, as it is not designed
for repeated insertions and extractions.

The benefit of software in ROM is that
it is available as soon as the computer is
switched on, and none of the internal
RAM is taken up with software. On the
other hand ROM chips cost more than
cassette tapes, which unfortunately
pushes up the price of the product.
There is also the problem of installing
the chip: this is dealt with by an
accompanying leaflet containing full
instructions.

If you are not technically minded the
idea of inserting chips into the guts of
your precious computer may seem a
little intimidating. But the instructions
are quite explicit, and a screwdriver is
the only tool necessary. There's no
soldering - the chip is simply pressed
into a waiting socket (a process which
takes no more than five minutes,
including the time spent reading the
instructions).

My only difficulty with installation
was caused by the identifying label on
the top of the chip. It is vital that the chip
is placed the right way round, and the
leaflet explainsthata notch on top ofthe
chip indicates its correct position. In my
case the label obscured the notch, but
peeling it back revealed all, and one
careful push had it in place.

Getting started
When the BBC is switched on, which-
ever chip is in the rightmost of the five
sideways ROM sockets is given control.
If it's Viewsheet, then Viewsheet is

automatically started; but whichever
chip is activated, it will be in a state
known as 'command mode'. This is
where a variety of commands can be
typed in at the keyboard, and the
application itself is not on display.

Most ROM -based packages for the
BBC support a common core of corn -
ands, relevant to all applications; for
example, NEW clears out memory,
erasing an existing spreadsheet for
Viewsheet, or word processor text for
View. There are special disk commands
(if you have disks), and commands like
LOAD, SAVE and PRINT have predict-
able effects, depending on the host
application. It is possible to switch
applications in command mode by
typing '*' followed by the application
name: if Viewsheet is not in the
rightmost socket, it can be activated
following switch -on, by typing
'*SHEET'.

As soon as Viewsheet has been
activated, spreadsheeting can begin by
pressing the ESCAPE key. This key
toggles between command mode and
application mode, and in the case of
Viewsheetthe application mode results
in a fairly orthodox display of thefirst 19
rows and first few columns of an empty
spreadsheet. The number of columns
visible depends on the currently
selected 'display mode'.

The BBC Micro offers eight different
display modes, numbered 0 to 7. The
possibilities include high -resolution
graphics, or colour, or 80 or 40 charac-
ters per line. Viewsheet can operate
with any of these, or even cope with
changes in mid -session, but the best
display is obtained with number 3
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which has 80 -characters per line and
optional inverse characters. Unfortu-
nately, this also consumes a lot of free
memory, which could be better used by
the spreadsheet model. Nevertheless,
it is best to start with this, and opt for a
poorer display mode later if memory
gets tight. In command mode, the type
of display can be changed using the
MODE command - thus MODE 3
switches the display image to smaller
characters so that 80 can fit on a line.
Following this, the ESCAPE key switch-
es the display back to the spreadsheet.

Basic facilities
When spreadsheeting, the first four
rows of the screen contain status
information or echo text typed in at the
keyboard; the rest of the screen dis-
plays the spreadsheet itself. Initially
most of the area is blank until some-
thing is entered into the spreadsheet.
The left-hand side is earmarked for row
numbers, and the top of it for column
identifiers: A, B, C and so on. In display
mode 3, nine 8 -character columns can
be accommodated.

For basic spreadsheeting, Acornsoft
has introduced few innovations in
Viewsheet. The familiar cursor hovers
over one of the cells, and can be moved
up, down, left or right by pushing one of
the arrow keys at the right of the
keyboard. The screen window can be
shifted to a new portion of the spread-
sheet by directing the cursor there. The
spreadsheet extends to 255 rows and
255 columns in all. As on most 8 -bit
computersthere is insufficient memory
to use all 65,000 cells available (see
Benchmarks box).

Text numbers and formulae can be
entered into the spreadsheet by mov-
ing the cursor to the required cell, and
then typing in whatever is required.
Viewsheet sorts this out, and automati-
cally recalculates following any mod-
ifications.

Formulae are built up using the
normal spreadsheet conventions, with
'*' = 'times', '/' = divide and cell
references like Al or BK23 being
permitted. Viewsheet also employs
'operator precedences', which reduce
the need for parentheses. For example:
Al * B2 - C3 * D4
is calculated as:
(Al * B2 - (C3 * C4)
since '*' nas a higher precedence than

A variety of built-in functions are
provided, including trigonometry, logic
and exponentiation. There are also a
number of spreadsheet 'specials': for
example, AVERAGE can be given a list
of values or cell references and will
calculate the average of them:
AVERAGE (23, A1-1, B2D3)
will calculate the average of 23, the
contents of cell Al less 1, and the six
cells in the rectangle from B2 to D3.
Another special function is CHOOSE:
CHOOSE (D1, 31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31,
31, 30, 31, 30, 31) would evaluate to the
number of days in the month number

stored in D1. An interesting omission is
the SUM function, for summing a row,
column or area. Viewsheet has a special
notation for summing:
AlAl2
sums the 12 values from Al to Al2,
using neat and concise notation.

Viewsheet provides a good range of
spreadsheet editing facitities, such as
row or column insertion and deletion,
and replication, and so on. It is also
possible to edit a cell contents, saving
the need to retype from scratch follow-
ing an erroneous entry. All these
facilities are activated by pressing one
of the function keys.

The BBC is equipped with 10 function
keys at the top of the keyboard which
are coloured in a contrasting red. The
use of these keys is explained in the
manual but, as a source of quick
reference for the expert, Viewsheet is
supplied with a keyboard template
which can be fitted just above the keys.
This merely summarisesthefunction of
each. The function keys can also be
pressed in conjunction with the control
or shift keys, allowing for up to 30
functions in total. The template is

Viewsheet offers some
advanced features . . .

multiple windows are
useful when it is

necessary to view
distant parts of the

spreadsheet
simultaneously.'

arranged in three rows, to cover all
thirty possibilities. Only seven entries
are blank, so 23 of the 30 possibilities
are used by Viewsheet.

Windows
In addition to conventional basic
spreadsheet editing facilities, View -
sheet offers some advanced features. In
particular, it is possible to define
multiple windows. Multiple windows
are useful when it is necessary to view
distant parts of the spreadsheet simul-
taneously. The best example of this is in
budgetting, when the profit line at the
bottom of the spreadsheet is always of
interest, even when entries right at the
top are being changed. But there are
many other situations when windows
are useful.

Viewsheet provides for up to 10
windows onto the spreadsheet, nine of
which are inactive, while one is defined
to occupy the entire screen. This is, of
course, a rather limited use of View -
sheet's windowing capability, but
appears to the user as a perfecly normal
spreadsheet, as described above. In
fact, there is no need to know about
windowing in the initial stages of using
Viewsheet.

The 10 windows are numbered 0 to 9,
and to initiate a non -trivial usage it is
first necesary to shrink the one active
window, otherwise there is no room for

anything else. The sole active window,
number 0, can be changed by pressing
the 'edit window' function key, and
specifying that window 0 is to be
altered. Each window has a number of
attributes which 'edit window' can
change: to reduce it in size, alter the
style of display, or the way it works.

Two of the attributes specify the top
left and bottom right cells to be
displayed. For window 0 these are setto
Al and 119 by default. The specification
of Al and 119 determines the initial
window display, a rectangle of cells
with Al at the top left and 119 at the
bottom right, but these values do not
prevent the window from displaying
other parts of the spreadsheet. Normal
cursor moves have the usual scrolling
effect within the window; thus the two
cell references are more significant for
the size of window implied, that is, 19
rows by nine columns. Changing 119 to
B5, say, shrinks window 0 to just 10
cells, leaving plenty of room for other
windows below it and to the right.

A new window can be activated by
using 'edit window', but for a different
window number, and as before the top
left and bottom right can be specified. It
is possible for the window to focus just
on a single cell, when top left and
bottom right are the same. Another
attribute is the display position of the
window, which must be either beneath
or to the right of a previously defined
window. In addition, windows can have
different column widths as well as
different numeric display format, num-
bers of decimal places and left or right
justification.

Each window has an 'Options' attri-
bute and initially, for all bar window 0,
the window -off option is in force. Thus
to activate a window this must be
turned on. But it can be turned on in
various ways: row and column identi-
fiers can be visible or not, and there is a
primitive graph option (which displays
numbers as asterisks in order to pro-
duce horizontal bar graphs), or the
window can be synchronised to other
windows.

Synchronisation can be useful if, say,
two single column windows are aligned
vertically on the screen, showing diffe-
rent parts of a month's data. With
synchronisation a cursor moveto a new
month in one window will automatical-
ly change the other windowto the same
month.

When several windows are on screen
simultaneously, only one cursor is
present, in one window. Although the
window is smaller than the single
original window, it operates in an
identical fashion, except that other
windows may be synchronised to it. To
move the cursor to a new window
requires the 'next window' keystroke.
One of the function keys is used for this.

Although sophisticated displays can
be arranged, they may require some
thought and planning. Fortunately,
Viewsheet allows window definitions
to be loaded and saved independently;
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this means that a complex window
arrangement can be reused with sever-
al spreadsheet models.

Finally, should the window defini-
tions be in error, and require more
screen display than is actually avail-
able, then the excess is automatically
clipped from the display. This situation
can also arise if the display mode is
changed to fewer characters per line.
Unfortunately, it is not a rarity for an
inferior display mode to be needed. The
BBC model B has 32k of RAM, but the
spreadsheet data must share this with
the data for the display itself. The best
display mode (MODE 3) leaves only 9k
for the spreadsheet data. The least
attractive display mode (MODE 7), with
only 40 characters to a line, leaves all of
24k for the spreadsheet data. (The
Benchmark performance tests were
done with both modes.)

(The memory difficulty is due to a
flaw in the BBC Micro, rather than
Viewsheet, and is likely to be a source of
trouble with other software as well.
Thus the best solution is to improve the
hardware: for example, by buying an
Aries RAM board. This contains all the
necessary display memory, and thus
the full quota of RAM would be
available to Viewsheet, even with
MODE 3.)

Advanced facilities
There are a number of advanced
spreadsheeting features in Viewsheet,
which I shall touch upon lightly.

Initially the rows of the spreadsheet
are numbered, and the columns are
identified by letters, but Viewsheet
allows these to be changed selectively.
Thus more meaningful row headings
can be used: for example, row 10 might
be renamed as 'SALES', and columns A
to L as 'JAN' to 'DEC'. These new
headings can be used in cell references
- 'JAN' 29 instead of A29 or 'FEB
SALES' instead of B10.

It is possible to protect individual
rows or columns, but not single cells,

against accidental deletion or changes.
This is useful for setting up turnkey
applications, where an unskilled user
can be prevented from inadvertently
destroying part of the model.

Printouts from Viewsheet are, like the
display, handled by a windowfacility. In
addition to the 10 display windows
there are 10 printer windows, which are
specified in the same fashion as above.
On specifying the PRINT command, all
the active windows are printed with the
required formats. A printout can be
made to mirror the screen display,
although normally it is more useful to
take advantage of the larger dimen-
sions of printer stationery to print out
the full width and length of a model. But
there is a great deal of flexibility, and
different style printouts can be quickly
obtained by switching the various
printer windows on and off before
issuing the PRINT command.

It is also possible to print to disk or
cassette, so that the spreadsheet can be
subsequently read as a text file into
Acornsoft's word processor. View. Like
printing to paper, this facility makes full
use of the printer windows.

If you have disk drives, then View -
sheet's workspace is not just limited to
the non -display RAM in the BBC, but it's
possible to use up to five auxiliary
arrays of numbers, on disk. Each array
can have up to 255 rows and columns,
with a maximum of 10,710 elements in
all. For five arrays, this means spread-
sheet models can contain over 50,000
numbers in total. Any element in any
array can be read or written automati-
cally during spreadsheet recalculation.
Apart from greatly expanding the
capacity of the system, this feature also
enables consolidation operations to be
performed. Each array could contain

Benchmarks
For more information on the Benchmark tests, see PCW, December '83. These
tests were performed on a BBC Model B computer with 32k of RAM. The
spreadsheet capacity is greatly affected by the display mode used, so the tests
were performed for the two most common modes: 3 and 7. In mode 3 9,486
bytes are available for spreadsheet storage, and in mode 7 24,846 bytes are
available. Where different, the mode 3 figures are given in parentheses.
Maximum number of columns: 256
Maximum number of rows: 256 (plus up to another 53,550 cells on disk)
Numeric precision: 10 digits
Maximum column width: 31 (71) characters
1 (a) Maximum rows accommodated: 72 (27)

(b) Recalculation time: 10 (4) seconds-that is, 7.2 rows per second
(c) Horizontal scrolling: 1.6 columns per second
(d) Vertical scrolling: 1.8 rows per second
(e) Time taken to load/save 72 row model on cassette: 45 seconds - that is,

1.6 rows per second
2 Number of rows of text accommodated: 170 (65)
3 Number of rows of numbers accommodated: 104 (39)

the figures for different departments in
an organisation and a simple read then
sum loop can consolidate all the data
into a spreadsheet. Of course, disk
access can slow down calculations, but
the manual contains hints for optimis-
ing this, and the facility enables tasks to
be performed that would not normally
be feasible on an 8 -bit micro.

Documentation
Viewsheet is supplied with a paper-
back -size, spiral -bound manual of ab-
out 140 pages which comes in two
parts, starting with a tutorial, and then a
reference section. Both parts are well
cross-referenced by an index.

The tutorial section is very clear, and
contains a number of screen illustra-
tions. It assumes no prior knowledge of
the BBC Micro. Not unreasonably, it
does not describe howto set up the BBC
hardware, but apart from that it is
completely self-contained. From the
operational point of view there is no
need to refer to any of the BBC manuals
in order to use it.

The reference section gives a brief
run-down for every aspect of View -
sheet, including details of all the
available commands (in command
mode), function keystrokes, and so on.

The remaining documentation com-
prises a reference card, the chip in-
stallation instructions and the keyboard
template. Both the keyboard template
and the reference card are invaluable as
a quick guide when you become
familiar with the system. If you are
continually switching between several
packages, each with its own template, it
is a little inconvenient to change them:
the template is held in place under a
transparent plastic strip which must be
sprung open to replace a template
making it difficult to get the new one
correctly aligned with the function keys.

Conclusion
The BBC Micro can be used either as a
home or as a simple business machine,
and Viewsheet complements it nicely:
it is very simple to use but it is also
very fast and powerful.

Having the software in ROM circum-
vents the usual home computer prob-
lems of slowtape loading. The software
is also compatible with the BBC disk
drives.

My only major reservation about
Viewsheet is the limited RAM storage
capacity of the BBC Micro, which
restricts the size of spreadsheet mod-
els. Viewsheet mitigates this by per-
mitting auxiliary data storage on the
disks, but the use of an auxiliary RAM
board would also be of help.

Viewsheet costs £59.80 (inc VAT). For
more information contact: Acornsoft,
c/o Vector Marketing, Denington
Estate, Wellingborough, Northants
NN8 2PL on (0933) 79300. END
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Choosingaprinter is
a lot easier than

choosinga computer.
HERE are dozens of quality printers from which to choose.With
quality price tags of around £250.
The Brother M-1009, however, breaks all the rules.

Stays defiantly below the £200 barrier.
Though it has far more than its fair share of features, it maintains

the extraordinarily low price of £199.95.
Travels at a steady fifty.

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, being
fully capable of up to 50 characters per second.

Providing bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal
characters and uni-directional printing for super and sub script
and graphics. Prints on any paper.

Being an impact printer, the M-1009 will print on virtually
any paper, including letter headings, invoices and standard office
stationery.

It will even print two copies together with your original.
A superb character recommendation.

In its price range, the M-1009 has a great deal more character
than many printers.

96 no less, plus international type and graphic characters.
Reliability comes as standard.

Built to the same exacting standards as Brother's elite office

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has faultless credentials for
reliability.

Its 9 pin dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20
million character service life.

One printer that doesn't block out the light.
Many home computers tend to be a little on the large side.
In contrast, the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a

discreet profile.
Well designed, reliable - and conscientious.
The Brother M-1009.

mim?
The future at your fingertips.

DEPT P, BROTHER OFFICE EQUIPMENT DIVISION, JONES BROTHER, SHEPLEY STREET,
GUIDE BRIDGE, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER M34 SJD.

TEL 061-330 6531 (10 LINES) 061-330 0111 (6 LINES) 061-330 3036 (4 LINES) TELEX: 669092
BROTHER INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NAGOYA, JAPAN.

AVAILABLE FROM
BOOTS, WILDINGS, SPECTRUM, JOHN MENZIES, MICRO MANAGEMENT,

MAJOR DEPARTMENT STORES AND ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS.
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Sanyo 550-2
The enhanced model of the Sanyo 550 series, the 550-2, sets out to answer the
criticisms of its predecessor. But it's still not IBM compatible, although it does
offer more memory and an upgraded operating system. Bob Piper assesses the

machine's value for money.
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The price of the original Sanyo 550/555
series raised a few eyebrows back in
early '84. Comparing the Sanyo's value
for money with its competition was
very much a no contest situation. With
Micropro software, valued at more than
the retail price of the system, bundled
in, it just had to win hands down. But
feedback from dealers indicates that
despite this apparent giveaway price
the machine took a little while to take
off. This may well have been due to
natural suspicion on behalf of the
buying public and the belief in the old
adage: 'You get what you pay for.'

It has subsequently become appa-
rent, however, that the Micropro soft-
ware may be a little too ambitious for
the machine, as the 160k disk drives
tend to fill up veryquickly. Furthermore,
it was launched at a time when IBM
compatibility was more of an optional
extra rather than the necessity it tends
to be these days. It now seems rather a
pity that an 8088 -based MS-DOS
machine should not run off -the -shelf
IBM software and sales have un-
doubtedly suffered as a result.

Sanyo, however, had always planned
an enhanced model which would go
some way towards answering those
criticisms, but it has taken longer than
expected to reach the market.

The 550-2 and 555-2 are upgraded
versions of the original model which
distinguish themselves by having 360k
disk drives and running the up-
dated MS-DOS version 2.11. The disk
drives are over double the capacity of
the original model, and both that and
the implementation of MS-DOS version
2.11 should improve the machine's
compatibility with IBM software.

At £1390 forthe 555-2 and £999 for the
550-2, both prices excluding monitors,
but including the same software as
before, they are around £391 and £250
more expensive respectively. Whether
the improved compatibility and en-
larged disk drive capacity justify the
price increases is one of the questions I
hope to answer in this Benchtest.

Hardware
The 'three -box' configuration takes on a
whole new meaning with the Sanyo as
it is probably one of the most angular
designs currently available. The colour
monitor shares the same modest foot-
print as the processor and is almost
cube -shaped. With the monitor sitting
on top of the processor the overall
impression is one of a well -integrated, if
somewhat lofty, design. The finish, in
common with many Japanese compu-
ters, is more akin to a hi-fi system than a
business micro, and, although initially
attractive, its sheet steel construction
may not stand up to the rigours of an
office environment.

The low profile processor stands on a
shallow plinth and has a compact
footprint of 15in x 14in x 4.5in. The
front of the unit houses the two TEAC
drives superficially identical to those
fitted on the earlier Sanyo. The differ-
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The keyboard betrays the machine's price - the moulding looks very cheap

The two 360k disk drives are double -sided and the locking lever is easy to use

ence is that these are double -sided, and
working with the updated version of
MS-DOS, offer a useful formatted
capacity of 360k each, exactly the same
as the IBM PC. The disk drives feel very
robust and the 90 degree rotation
locking lever is pleasant to use.
Although not inaudible, they are
reasonably quiet. Their one peculiarity
concerns the read/write light which, as
with the earlier model, is most unhelp-
ful, being illuminated all the time a disk
is present in the drive, irrespective of
whether it's being accessed or not.

To the right of the disk drives is the
on/off button. This is not only vulner-
able from the user point of view but is
prone to damage while the machine is
in transit. Obviously it would be better if
the button were recessed to prevent
inadvertent operation while the
machine is in use, and to give greater
protection from transit bumps. It would
also be a worthwhile improvement to
add an on/off indicator LED.

The rear of the 550/555-2 is un-
changed from the earlier model. On the
far left is an amazingly short mains lead,
less than five feet in length. The
problem is compounded bythefactthat
cable is fixed at the computer end,
encouraging users who require a lon-
ger lead to splice extra pieces on to it; a
very undesirable practice. This type of
penny pinching may be understand-
able on a toaster costing £15, but is
inexcusable on a professional machine
which costs in excess of £1000.

Located adjacent to the mains lead
are a hi-fi style external earth screw and

a 1630mA mains fuse.
In order to keep the selling price

down, there are only a limited number
of interfaces supplied as standard. The
first is a centronics-style parallel printer
port. This will enable users to plug in
most types of dot-matrix without en-
countering any configuration or com-
patibility problems. Users whose prin-
ter has a serial interface will have to
purchase the optional RS232C board.

Further along to the right are the two
video outputs. The standard 550/555-2
can support RGB and composite video
monitors via DIN and phono sockets
respectively. On the far right is a

DIN -style keyboard socket.
Above these ports are two blanked -

off panels which allow the optional
RS232C interface and Apple compati-
ble joystick to be fitted at a later date.

Once again the latter is not of much
use to the average businessman and in
any case will not have any ready made
software available to exploit it. Howev-
er, it may prove of interest to users who
intend to write their own programs in
Sanyo Basic.

In order to look inside the 550/555-2
five cross head screws need to be
removed-two on each side and one at
the rear - before sliding the thin sheet
steel cover off. Although by no means
the best I've seen, the standard of
construction is still quite respectable.
Once again, however, signs of cost-
cutting are evident.

The power supply, for example,
which occupies the lower right-hand
side of the machine, is only partially
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BENCHTEST

The rear of the machine is unchanged from the earlier model. The mains lead is still very short and only a limited
number of interfaces are supplied as standard - presumably to keep the selling price down

screened and tends to be spread out
over a larger area than appears neces-
sary. The fan, which although noisy in
operation is not irritatingly so, actually
draws air through the machine's upper
casing and exhausts it out through the
base plane underneath the plinth.

The very compact motherboard
occupies the remaining two thirds of
the base plane and is partially obscured
by the disk drive sub -chassis located
above it. This can be removed by
unplugging four connecters, extracting
five screws and withdrawing both
drives together.

The motherboard has no bus expan-
sion facilities and, therefore, contains
most of the necessary electronics. The
CPU is an Intel 8088 running at a
remarkably slow 3.6MHz. The IBM,
which uses the same processor, is now
regarded as something of a sluggard
but its operating speed is 4.77MHz. The
latest IBM compatibles, using the full
16 -bit 8086 chip running at 8MHz, make
the Sanyo seem very slow. But such
relative comparisons are not very
meaningful, especially bearing in mind
the cost difference: the Sanyo should
still be fast enough for its intended
environment in small businesses.

As standard both the 550-2 and 555-2
come with 128k of non -parity checking
memory, which can only be expanded
to a maximum of 256k using Sanyo
supplied hardware. The upgrade kit is
supplied in the form of loose chips
which plug into sockets adjacent to the
existing RAM. Upgrade kits are avail-
able in two 64k steps: the first to 192k
and the second to 256k.

Under certain circumstances the
Sanyo allocates 16k of ordinary RAM to

video RAM to boost the complement to
48k. An 8259A interrupt controller
supports up to eight levels of interrupt,
and sound generation is controlled by a
8405 chip limited to producing a variety
of beeps and burps. The loudspeaker is
located well to the rear of the machine
and mounted on an internal bulkhead.

Adjacent to the 8088 is a spare socket
intended for the almost mythical 8087
arithmetic co -processor. There is still
only a limited amount of IBM software
which can exploitthis magic chip, so for
the moment its inclusion on the Sanyo
seems even less useful.

The RS232C option comprises a
small board which bolts onto the
backplane amd plugs into a 20 -pin
connecter on the motherboard.
Although it defaults to a 1200bps baud
rate, this can be changed by running a
simple assembly language or Basic
program detailed in the manual. It
cannot, however, be changed per-
manently, so the program has to be run
each time the machine is booted up.
Furthermore, it has other parameters
that cannot be changed, and may not,
therefore, suit some of the devices that
are hooked onto it. The RS232C port is
initialised by a USART 8251 and pro-
vides one start bit, eight data bits, no
parity, and one stop bit.

Although the 550/555-2 will work with
a wide variety of monitors, not surpri-
singly Sanyo recommends two of its
own as the most suitable. The CRT 70,
as supplied with the review machine, is
a 14in colour monitor andthe CRT36 is a
budget monochrome monitor.

The CRT 70 is a large unit with a 13.5in
screen diagonal but its design and
finish complement the processor very

well. Its size and the lack of a tilt swivel
base, however, do not lead to a very
ergonomic hardware configuration. If
the monitor is located on top of the
processor it is only possible to swivel it
by 15 degrees before the feet fall off the
edge of the processor.

Visible beneath the highly reflective
screen are the on/off switch and pilot
LED. Cleverly camouflaged behind a
hinged front panel are further controls
for 50/60Hz operation, horizontal cen-
tring, brightness and colour intensity.
The rear of the unit has a fixed mains
cable-this time a good deal longer-
and the vertical hold control. The RGB
cable has locking clips on the monitor
connecter but proved to be rather
difficult to insert correctly atthe proces-
sor end.

The 550/555-2 has a graphics resolu-
tion of 640 x 200 pixels and produces its
text characters from a 6x7 matrix in an
8x 8 cell. The normal display mode is 80
characters by 25 lines.

In use the monitor works very well.
Although the character set is very
similar to the IBM unit, even down to its
coarseness, the display is clear and
stable at all times. Colour displays are
pleasant without being garish.

Screen -handling when running MS-
DOS applications software does seem
frustratingly slow. It takes around 15
seconds to load WordStar, about twice
as long as modern IBM compatibles,
and much of the delay appears to be
attributable to sluggish screen -
handling.

The keyboard is probably the part of
the 550/555-2 that most betrays its
shoestring price. The upper plastic
moulding looks cheap and is attached
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to a very crude steel base plate which
includes two dual position (up or down)
rear edge tilt stands.

The computer reset button, however,
is a gem, ideally located and well -
recessed on the left-hand side of the
keyboard adjacent to the point where
the tightly coiled cable exits.

The 84 keys are split into three main
groups. On the far left are five function
keys which can also be used in the shift
mode to simulate the IBM PC's 10.

The qwerty keypad has a fairly
conventional core with a useful LED
status indicator on the CAPS lock key
and a not so useful one on the GRAPH
lock key. This key must be regarded as a
hangover from Sanyo's involvement in
home computers and places the qwerty
keypad in a mode that produces pre-
defined simple graphics characters
very similar to those found on the now
defunct Sharp MZ-80K. These charac-
ters are not usable at system or
application software level but can be
accessed from Sanyo Basic. In any
event it is highly unlikely that business
software houses are falling over them-
selves to write packages which exploit
this facility.

The qwerty keypad features a useful-
ly large RETURN key and BACKSPACE/
RU BOUT key. The INSERT/DELETE key
is used by WordStar to toggle the insert
mode on and off. Although there is no
separate ALT key, the SHIFT and CON-
TROL keys produce the same effect
when pressed simultaneously.

The far right keypad has a dual
function similar to the IBM of numeric
entry and cursor control. Thefunction is
toggled by the NUM Lock key on the
qwerty keypad, but, unfortunately
there is no LED status indicator, so it is
impossible for the user to know what
mode the keypad is in at anytime. In my
opinion, this is a very irritating omis-
sion.

The numeric keypad has further
similarities with the IBM unit. It has
PGUP, PGDN functions but rather
strangely the down cursor arrow is
illogically placed on the 5 and not the 2
key.

The red BREAK key operates conven-
tionally in Basic and produces a useful
Control -C at system level. It is worth
noting that all alphanumeric keys have
an autorepeat facility.

Unfortunatelythere is no keyto dump
the contents of the screen onto a
printer.

In use it quickly becomes apparent
that the keys are ideally placed and'
angled. Key action is a little on the light
side and the endstops are reached
earlier and at greater velocity than
anticipated-an experience that rapid-
ly leads to tender fingertips. Sanyo
could improve the situation by fitting
stiffer or dual rate return springs.

One final point regarding the
keyboard is that the type ahead buffer
can store a mere seven characters; a
limitation that may prove irritating to
experienced typists.

System software
The revamped Sanyo is supplied with
MS-DOS version 2.11. The main differ-
ence is that it formats disks with nine
sectors, instead of the old eight, giving
180k of formatted storage on each side
of the disk. The series 2 Sanyo also uses
double -sided drives giving a total
capacity of 360k per drive.

The system utilities provided have
been kept to a bare minimum. There are
FORMAT and DISKCOPY commands
but strangely the Sanyo cannot format
and copy disks simultaneously. The
notoriously unfriendly line editor
EDLIN is included and the PRINT
command will enable files to be printed
from system level.

There are some omissions, however:
for example, the MODE command
which is normally used to program the
RS232C ports and set up the video
defaults. This kind of utility is very
useful as it can be incorporated into an
AUTOEXEC file which will customise
the computer to specific user require-
ments each time it is booted up. Of
course the reason it is not included is
that the Sanyo does not have a serial
port as standard and even when one is
added most of its parameters are fixed.
It is, therefore, unlikely that the Sanyo
will prove to be a good machine for
communications unless a more soph-
isticated RS232C interface is made
available.

The good news for owners of the
550/555-1 series is that they will shortly
be able to buy MS-DOS version 2.11 for
around £50.

A demo program written in Basic is
included on the system disk which runs
well in colour but is more useful for
shop window displays than impressing
friends.

Sanyo Basic itself is rather confusing.
At first sight it appears to be a cut down
Microsoft Basic, but Sanyo assured me
that it is entirely its own work. Prog-
rams written in it can be compiled by a
Microsoft compiler providing no
graphics commands are included.
Forgetting for the moment any connec-
tions with the Microsoft interpreter, it is
quite a comprehensive Basic and
should not leave users disappointed.

Another peculiar aspect is the
amount of memory which is left after
the interpreter is loaded. The review
machine displayed a mere 27896 bytes
whereas Sanyo insisted that it should
be in excess of 41000 bytes.

Benchmarks
BM1 1.8
BM2 7.5
BM3 15.9
BM4 15.9
BM5 17.2
BM6 29.8
BM7 55.8
BM8 96.9
All timings in seconds. For a full listing
of the Benchmark programs, seep 185.

Sanyo could not work out why the
review machine displayed this idiosyn-
crasy but did explain that around 16k of
RAM would be allocated to video RAM
while in Basic.

Loading Compaq Basic, a version of
Microsoft BASICA, left only 15913 bytes
for user program.

Sanyo Basic does boast a very easy to
use line editor which utilises the cursor
control and INSERT/DELETE key to
great effect.

For users who require full transporta-
bility of programs, Microsoft's GWBA-
SIC is available for the Sanyo as an
optional extra.

Applications software
Of course the real good news about the
Sanyo is both the standard and quality
of the Micropro software bundled in
with the package.

For some reason the review 555-2
was supplied with software intended
for a 550-2, so it was lacking several
packages. But as the packages are so
well known it's not necessary to look at
each of them in great detail.

Despite an intimidating list of Micro -
pro names the software can be split into
three groups: word processing,
spreadsheet, and database.

The first group is catered for by
WordStar, Mailmerge and Spellstar.
Wordstar, although shortly to be super-
seded by WordStar 2000, is the most
widely used word processor for micros
and this version includes a colour set up
program enabling users to select their
own screen colours and a utility that
allows the action of the Sanyo's func-
tion keys to be changed. Mailmerge and
Spellstar, as their names imply, are an
automatic mailer and a spelling checker
respectively.

Calcstar is MicroPro's spreadsheet
package. Although it lacks graphics
capability, it is a reasonably powerful
example of its kind. Implementation on
the Sanyo suffers from the combined
cursor control/numeric keypad. As
spreadsheets involve entering vast
amounts of data, cursor control has had
to be banished to the dual key
CTRL+ "?" mode which makes moving
round the matrix very tedious.

Infostar, Reportstar, Datastar, and
Filesort are the components of a

database. The package is best summed
up as a relatively simple card index type
system coupled to a powerful reporting
facility. Data is entered via Datastar and
the reports generated using Reportstar.
High speed sorting is covered by
Filesort and Infostar links the database
into WordStar Mailmerge and Calcstar
to form a very rudimentary integrated
system enabling data to be transferred
between them.

Some users, however, may not find
that the comprehensive Micropro pack-
age meets all their needs. There are a
wide variety of vertical market pack-
ages available but memory and
graphics limitations have prevented
integrated packages like Symphony
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SYSTEM OFFERS: FREE STOCK AND INVOICING

SYSTEM AND FREE PRINTER CABLE

Specialists in Business and Accounting Systems
SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SANYO MBC 555128K £799
SANYO MBC 5561 2 x 360K DRIVES £1159
SANYO MBC 558 + 10Mb HARD DISK £2065
SANYO MBC WINCHESTER DISK + TAPE STREAMER
SUBSYSTEMS 5-20Mb FROM £1500

IBM COMPATIBLES
ITT XTRA £1795
OLIVETTI M24 £1595
OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC £1930
OLIVETTI M10 PORTABLE PC £430

EASY ACCOUNTS. The professionsl 5 -module Accounts
System for only £395

Distributors for: MMS, Winchester and Comnet. Sanyo distributors
for Scorpion Easy Accounts System.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ASHGOLD BUSINESS COMPUTERS LTD
490 NEASDEN LANE, LONDON NW10

Tel: 01-208 0263
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and Framework being
ported over. Sanyo says that
IBM versions of dBasell and Easywriter
will run normally on the 555 but what
other IBM software will the 555 run?

There are two major stumbling blocks.
The first is the shortage of memory and
the second concerns the keyboard. The
Sanyo would run programs like demos
only requiring 128k and not using the
keyboard without any difficulty. The
trouble is that most of the interesting
DOS 2.0 software requires at least 256k
RAM, so I was unable to try it out.

The keyboard problem arises from
the different layout to the IBM and
consequently some keys do not per-
form as expected. Sanyo provides a
conversion chart in the manual giving
the equivalent 555 key for each IBM key,
buttrying to learn a package and referto
thischart may prove an impossible feat.

It must be said that even in its new
guise the Sanyo 550 series cannot be
described as IBM compatible and men-
tioned in the same breath as machines
likethe Compaq and ITTXtra. However,
the updated operating system and
enlarged disk drives should make it far
easier to convert IBM software and I

would expect to see a much wider
choice of mainstream packages avail-
able shortly as a result.

Documentation
The Sanyo 555 is supplied with three A5
reference manuals and an audio tuto-
rial comprising two cassettes, instruc-
tion booklet and demonstration disk.

The hardware documentation is con-
tained in one of the A5 manuals and

comprises six sections. The
best section covers getting started

and tells the user all he needs to know
about setting up the hardware and
getting as far as making backup copies
of all his master disks.

Further sections covering Sanyo
Basic and MS-DOS are well presented
but not very comprehensive. There are
also sections covering the technical
specifications, how to connect
peripherals and add interface boards.

Although Sanyo did not supply the
full suite of Micropro software, I am told
that the remaining two A5 volumes will
include the necessary manuals to cover
all the packages. The first section of
volume 1 which was supplied contains
a large section written by Sanyo. This
covers the specific implementation of
each Micropro package on the 550/
555-2 series and is extremely useful as it
details the action of the function keys as
well as provides handy command
reference charts for each package.

Also included with every Sanyo is an
audio training guide prepared by Head-
line communications famous for its
How to use . . . series of software
tutorials. The two audio cassettes, disk
and booklet take a raw beginner right
from square one on learning how to use
MS-DOS, through to programming in
Basic and using the Micropro software.
Providing the user has a handy cassette
deck, audio guides can prove a novel
and strangely addictive way of learning
the basics of computing.

Prices
The Sanyo's pricing structure is im-

Technical specifications
Processor:
RAM:
ROM:
Mass Storage:
Keyboard:
Size:
Weight:
I/O:
DOS:
Bundled Software:

Peripherals:
Options:

Intel 8088 clocked at 3.6MHz
128k expandable to 256k
8k
Two 5.25in TEAC floppy disks (360k each)
84 keys, three keypads including five function keys
Processor 15in x 14in x 4.5in
21Ib
centronics parallel printer only
MS-DOS version 2.11
550-2 WordStar, Calcstar
555-2 - as above plus Spellstar, Mailmerge, Infostar,
Reportstar, Datastar, Filesort
None
Extra 128k memory, RS232C board, extra disk for 550

In perspective
Despite the large price increase the improved Sanyo range still finds itself in a
very healthy position when compared to the competition. It is obviously cheap
compared to any mainstream IBM compatible bar the Advance 86 - which
machine is alsO bundled with a full suite of software and runs faster than the
Sanyo, thanks to its 8086 processor. But the ugly duckling Advance is not
everyone's cup of tea. Its massive footprint and suspect construction tend to
rule it out for serious applications.

The fiercest competition the Sanyo can expect is from the new ACTApricot F1,
which is faster, has more memory and runs standard Apricot software. At £1490
for a single disk drive colour Fl, including monitor and a generous amount of
software, the Sanyo is unlikely to have it all its own way this time round.

pressive both for its simplicity and its
value for money.

There are just two models in the new
range. The Sanyo MBC 550-2 with a
single 360k disk drive costs £999
excluding monitor but including Mic-
ropro's WordStar and Calcstar.

The Sanyo MBC 555-2 with dual 360k
disk drives costs £1390 excluding moni-
tor but including Micropro WordStar,
Mailmerge, Spellstar, Calcstar, Info -
star, Datastar, Reportstar, and Filesort.

Recommended monitors are the col-
our CRT70 at £499 and the
monochrome CRT36 at £127.

The additional 128k RAM costs £181
and the RS232C interface board £50.

Conclusion
The 550/555-2 is most likely to appeal to
small businesses and Sanyo, obviously
aware of this fact, has packaged the
machine in a thoughtful manner. In-
cluded is a full suite of professional
software on the dual disk drive model,
which should meet the needs of its
targetted users for quite a while.

Furthermore, Sanyo, aware that the
Micropro software included are not
state of the art packages as far as
user -friendliness is concerned, has
thrown in an interesting audio cassette -
based tutorial.

It is something of a disappointment
that the new models are not IBM-
compatible bearing in mind the similar-
ities in processor operating system and
disk drives, but at least Sanyo is honest
aboutthefact, even if some dealers may
have been less so in their advertising
campaigns for its predecessor.

However, the fact that the 550/555-2 is
much closer to the design of IBM than
before should ensure users will have a
far greater selection of applications
software from which to choose.

Sanyo assures me that its series 2
machines should be available by the
time you read this Benchtest. The
550/555-2 comes with a 12 month
guarantee on all parts bar the disk
drives, wh ich are only covered for three
months. After this period various levels
of maintenance are available through
Systems Reliability Ltd or dealer
appointed service facilities.

To achieve such a low selling price
Sanyo, as before, has only supplied the
bare essentials in the hardware depart-
ment. The lack of a flexible serial
interface, the marginal processing
speed, and the non -parity checking
memory all point to this fact. But to be
honest the users at which the Sanyo is
aimed are unlikely to be troubled by
such deficiencies.

For them the 550/555-2 may not be
state of the art technology bristling with
features that will never be used, but
simply a technically competent and
remarkably complete machine at a very
attractive price. END
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NOMINAL
LEDGER

TO SIMPL THIS
If you're loaded down with ledgers, fed up with filing

and tired of ploughing through paperwork, you need Sage.
Sage produce the only fully integrated one diskette

accounting/book-keeping program on the market at just
075 complete. It's the simple, efficient and inexpensive
solution to small business accounting problems.
Easy -to -learn and easy -to -use, Sage Accounts now offers
even more functions than before. Sales and Purchase
Ledgers  Nominal Ledger  Cash Book  Journal
Entries  Trial Balance  VAT Return  Monthly and
Annual Accounts  Age Analyses  Statements  Budget
Variance Reports  Credit Control Features  Audit Trail
- all together in one compact and comprehensive package.

In addition, Sage Plus provides invoice production
linked to stock files and integrated with the sales and
nominal ledgers.

Sage is suitable for use on most business micros and
is fully automatic - which means no shuffling through a pile
of disks to find the program you need. It's also complete
and self-contained - no expensive modules to buy every
time you need a new function.



SIMPLYIR THIS
You'll also be glad to know that while Sage is putting

your accounting system in the pink, it won't put you into
the red. Sage Accounts costs just £375 complete -
a fraction of the price of most of the alternatives.

So don't risk making an expensive mistake.
Call 01-200 0200 or clip out the Coupon

Sage Accounts £375  Sage Plus £695  Sage Payroll £195.

P

'SAGE
Please send me more details of Sage Accounting Programs and my,
nearest dealer.
Name:

Position:
Company:

Address:
Tel:

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077, Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

, BETTER SAGE THAN SORRYBETTER SAGE



TM Pinnacle
TDI's proud boast about the Pinnacle is that it's 'blindingly fast' Peter

Bright takes a look at this elegant but powerful multi-user micro, aimed
at the education and software development markets, to see if he can keep up.
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Get rich quick plan A - import a
potentially successful product from the
US. This scheme is well used by many
British firms; ACT is perhaps the best
example with the Sirius. Many other
firms in the UK have trodden the same
path with varying degrees of success.

One such company is Bristol -based
TDI. It started out importing the Sage
range of supermicros and distributing
the UCSD p -System in this country.
TDI's latest venture is a cooperative
deal with the US firm Pinnacle Technol-
ogy of Texas to produce a TDI-badged
machine that it can sell in Britain
alongside the Sage range.

The result is the TDI Pinnacle, an
allegedly blindingly fast Motorola
68000 -based multi-user micro. I took a
closer look.

Hardware
The first thing I noticed about the
Pinnacle was how small it is. Its grey
sheet metal casing measures only 17ins
wide by 1.5ins deep by 4ins high. When
you consider that it's supposed to be
one of the most powerful micros you
can buy it seems small indeed, especial-
ly when you compare it with the vastly
oversized proportions of something
like the IBM PC.

The casing construction is pleasingly
simple and cheapto produce. It consists
of just two pieces of sheet metal; the
bottom piece has its front and back bent
up to form the front and back panels,
and the top uses a similar trick to form
the sides.

Apart from being elegant and simple,
it's also very cheap. Grown men have
turned white at the cost of tooling up for
injection -moulded casings on micros.
This is fine if you're building Apricots
and the like, but when you're talking
about comparatively low volumes,
then the economics don't look too
good. Sheet metal is a much better
material.

The front of the machine is very plain
- the review machine had a sticky
plastic strip which displayed the Pinna-
cle name and the TDI logo. Below this
was a single, half-heightfloppy disk and
a half -height hard disk. Nothing else.

Unfortunately, the rear panel isn't
much more interesting. To the left is the
cooling fan and working to the right we
have on/off switch, power input, seven
RS232 ports, a small reset switch and a
decidedly unstandard centronics para-
llel printer port.

The only odd -looking feature of the
rear panel is two banks of DIP switches,
a hangover from TDI's popular im-
ported Sage micros. These switches are
used for broadly the same functions as
on the Sage: you can play with com-
munications line settings, set which
hard disk partition the system boots
from, and so on. Having the switches on
the outside is much better than burying
them within the machine's casing.

Getting inside the machine is easy -
removefour screws and slide off the lid.
Once inside, the main circuit board is
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DIP switches on the rear panel are a hangover from the Sage

revealed. Below this are the power
supply unit, and the floppy and hard
disk units.

The main board is verywell made and
laid out. Pinnacle Systems in the States
makes many circuit boards for the US
defence department, so standards

should be high (sic).
The main PCB on the review system

was dominated by the main processor
chip and the RAM chips. The main
processor is the well -used Motorola
MC68000; the most widespread use by
far of this chip is in Apple's Macintosh,

The large screen can be tilted or swivelled in any direction
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but many multi-user
business micros also use it.

The Pinnacle differs from other mic-
ros using this chip in that it runs the
68000 flat out at a staggering 12MHz
with no wait states. If you take a quick
look at the Benchmark figures, you'll
see thatthe Pinnacle is indeed veryfast:
it's easily the fastest micro PCW has
ever Benchtested. Interestingly the
previous champion was the Sage
machine which is also imported by TDI.

The entry level machine is supplied
with 256k of RAM, which is currently
expandable to 1.5Mbytes. The review
machine was supplied with 1Mbyte of
RAM. The main board can only take
512k, the other 512k was accommo-
dated on an expansion board piggy-
backed underthe RAM area on the main
board. There wasn't much space for air
to circulate over the piggybacked
board, but I didn't suffer any overheat-
ing problems.

All the RAM on the review machine
was made up of 64k x 1 chips. The
review machine had no less than 144 of
these little beasts arranged in 128k rows
of 18 chips, giving parity on every byte
-quite an impressive sight. When 256k
RAM chips are more freely available,
then the Pinnacle will use them. This
will take the maximum RAM of the
machine to 6Mbytes. The system also
has 8k of ROM containing the bootstrap
and various diagnostic routines.

The rest of the main PCB consists of
the usual logic chips, disk controllers
and I/O controllers. A large recharge-
able battery is included in the board to
supply power to the real time clock
calendar chip.

A large ribbon cable runs from
the main PCB to the RS232

board. Next to the ribbon connecter
on the main board are four Zilog Z80
DART asynchronous communication
controller chips; it's these that drive the
RS232 ports. The baud rate can be
controlled either by software or by the
first three of the bank A DIP switches.
The system defaults to 19200 baud.

Unusually fora modern micro, many
of the chips on the board are socketed.
These include the 68000 chip, all the
RAM, the ROM, the Z80 DART chips and
some of the TTL chips. The review
system also had some empty sockets;
presumably these are for the various
add-on boards.

The Pinnacle can be supplied with a
combination of 800k floppy disk and
10-, 20- or 32Mbyte hard disk. The
review machine was supplied with one
floppy disk drive and a 21Mbyte hard
disk. In use the hard disk worked well,
but it was very noisy.

The floppy disk drive is worthy of
mention. It echoesthe Sage drive in that
it has very fast access times. This is
because unlike most other floppy
drives, it doesn't use any interleave or
skew factors when data is stored on the
disk. Instead the system lays consecu-
tive blocks end to end over the surface
of the disk. This saves the time which is
usually lostwhilethe head is waiting for
the next block to come round.

The Pinnacle can be made to work
with virtually any remote terminal. On
the hardware side, it's supplied with
standard RS232 serial ports so there are
no insurmountable problems there. On
the software side, the system is sup-

plied from the factory with a 'Plain
Vanilla' terminal driver which is so
basic, it should work with most ter-
minals.

TDI recommends that you do some-
thing about the 'Vanilla' terminal driver
as soon as you can, because although it
will work, it will also be very slow. You
can either install your own driver into
the system, or you can use one of TDI's
pre -written drivers (if it has one for your
terminal).

The review system was supplied with
two thinly disguised American Wyse 50
terminals. These are TDI's choice as the
standard Pinnacle terminals, and are
even supplied with stick -on TDI badges
and a Pinnacle logo on the keyboard. It's
likely that many Pinnacle systems will
be shipped with these terminals, so it's
worth looking at them in more depth.

I must admit that on the few occa-
sions I've come across them, I've come
to like these Wyse terminals. They are
constructed on modern low profile
lines, quite unlike the bulky, ugly DEC
VT100 style which is more commonly
associated with computer terminals.

The screen is large and can be tilted or
swivelled in any direction on its base.
Brightness can be controlled by a
thumbwheel on the right-hand side of
the display casing. The base unit
houses two RS232 ports; one connects
to the remote computer and the other is
for a local printer.

The keyboard has no less than 101
keys of various shapes, sizes and
colours. All the keys are well pitched,
but if that isn't enough for your tastes,
you can flip down a barwhich increases
the typing angle.

17'7-7_11111W
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There are 101 keys of various shapes, sizes and colours; the typing angle can be increased with a flip -down bar
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The main qwertytyping area takes up
most of the space. To its right is the
numeric keypad which also plays host
to four specialist editing keys. Sixteen
function keys run along the top of the
keyboard.

The four cursor control keys are
located in the qwerty area, but are
distinguished by their bright yellow
colourwhich adds a touch of decoration
to an otherwise bland, grey keyboard.

The only unusual key on the keyboard
is marked 'Setup'. This allows you to
play around with the terminal settings,
baud rate, parity, and so on.

I found the keyboard easy to use. The
action is fairly springy, but the feel is
good. I like the way that the 'F' and 'J'
keys on the qwerty section, and the '5'
key in the numeric keypad, have small
lumps moulded onto the keytops to
make them easier to find when you're
touch typing.

Overall I like the Wyse terminal a
great deal. My only criticism is that the
RETURN key on the keyboard is rather
small and can be hard to find.

System software
Like the Sage, the Pinnacle can be
supplied with a wide range of system
software. The standard operating sys-
tem is the UCSD p -System; however,
other operating systems are available,
such as CP/M-68K and MBOS.

The review system was supplied with
the UCSD p -System and MBOS happily
living together on the same hard disk.
With the DIP switches in their normal
positions, the system booted into the
UCSD p -System. However, by altering
the switch settings, it could be made to
boot from the BOS section of the hard
disk. In practice it's unlikely that many
users will want to run multiple operat-
ing systems in this way, but it was
useful for the Benchtest purposes.

In the normal run of things I would
think that business users will take the
system with BOS, because there's a
comparatively good range of multi-
user business software now available
under this system. I would expect
educational establishments, software
developers and the like to take the basic
system as offered with the USCD
p -System. The problem for business
users is that while there's a good deal of
single -user p -System software around,
I haven't come across that much
multi-user p -System software yet.

There are some interesting features
of the UCSD p -System on the Pinnacle.
When you boot up the system it does a
little hardware check, then the hard disk
starts hammering and the system boots
into the p -System. One of its first acts is
to copy system files into the different
users' RAM disks-each user can have
his own RAM disk to speed up the
system. Obviously you need a fair
amount of RAM to be able to give each
user a useful RAM disk, but it does make
a fast system even faster.

After it has copied the files to the RAM
disk, the hard disk does some more

hammering and asks you to confirm
that the date is right. The review system
then went into a 'user-friendly' menu
system: utilities are provided that allow
you to edit and generally play around
with menus, so with some practice it
should be possible to create a menu for
any occasion.

If you leave the nice, friendly world on
the menus and descend into the dark,
dingyworld of the UCSD p -System, you
find that things aren't that bad. I must
admit that this was the first time I've
used the UCSD p -System. I'm a con-
firmed CP/M-DOS user and have al-
ways thought that p -System was fine
for education buffs, but not much use in
the real world.

Imagine my su rprise atfinding that all
the available commands are listed at
the top of the screen and executed by
hitting a single key! No more fumbling
around wondering what the keyword to
get the directory is - just look at the
screen.

However, things aren't quite as easy
as I've been making out (the directory
function isn't available directly but as a
sub -function from within the FILE com-
mand, for example), but I was happily
wandering around the system within
ten minutes.

A total of 12 commands are available
from the top level UCSD p -System
command line: E(DIT, R)UN, FILE,
C)OMPILE, OINK, A)SSEMBLE, D)E-
BUG, H)ALT, I)NITIALISE, U)SER, RE-
START and MONITOR. These are all
self -descriptive, and the editor is of the
full -screen variety.

The only function worth examining is
the F)ILER. This provides some very
sophisticated file manipulation and
maintenance functions which are cer-
tainly not found on lesser CP/M-DOS-
type systems.

The menu for FILER has a total of 20
menu options, most of which are
self-explanatory but some of which are
odd. The options are: G)et, Save,
W)hat, N)ew, L)dir, R)em, C)hng,
T)rans, D)ate, Q)uit, B)ad-blks, E)ext-
dir, K)rnch, Make, P)refix, V)ols,
X)amine, Z)ero, 0)n/off-line and F)lip-
swap/lock.

I don't know why you have to hit 'L' to
get a directory - you can get an
extended directory by hitting 'E'. Be-
cause the UCSD p -System
system of logical and

uses a
physical

Benchmarks
BM1 0.35
BM2 0.45
BM3 0.90
BM4 1.30
BM5 1.34
BM6 3.36
BM7 4.24
BM8 4.25
Average 2.02

All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs, see p185.

'volumes' to describe different data and
devices, some of the FILER options
relate to them. V)ols, for example, lists
all the volumes currently online while
0)n/off-line allows you to mount and
dismount subsidiary volumes.

A multi-user microtendsto bea much
more complicated beast in system
terms than an equivalent single -user
machine. Consequently there's a range
of utilities supplied with the Pinnacle
which is worth taking a look at.

At the lowest level there are utilities
for backing up the winchester and
parking its heads. As this is a multi-user
machine it's unlikely that it would be
switched off that often, but when it is,
TDI recommends that you park the
heads out of harm's way. This is easily
done using the utility provided. Like-
wise, backing up the winchester has
been provided for with backup and
restore utilities.

The more interesting utilities are
provided under the heading of 'Pinna-
cle Utilities'.

At the top level the options are:
C)onfigure, F)ormat floppy, B)oot trans-
fer, H)ard disk [backup, Restore, For-
mat, Ship, Partitions, Transfer boot]
and Quit. These are all self-
explanatory; the only vaguely interest-
ing option is C)onfigure. This allows
you to play with the floppy disks, serial
ports, users, the real time clock, buffers,
partitions, and so on; in fact all the
things that make the system tick. You
can either write your changes to disk if
you're confident that what you've done
is right, or temporarily write them to
RAM if you just want to experiment.

The only problem with most of the
screens in the C)onfigure option is that
knowledge of hex is required. The
exception to this is the special E)asy
setup system where all numbers are
expressed in decimal. Most users will
find that the E)asy menu system allows
them to do everything they want, and
that there's no need for them to use the
other utilities.

The first thing that the E)asy setup
system allows you to do is to allocate a
buffer length to each of the seven serial
ports and to the printer port (you could,
of course, use any of the serial ports as a
printer port). You can allocate any size
of buffer you like, up to the limit of RAM
which is displayed at the bottom of the
screen.

In normal circumstances display ter-
minals wouldn't need large buffers, but
it would be useful to allocate a big buffer
to the printer so that it doesn't tie up the
processor unnecessarily. The only
potential drawback of doing this is that
under certain circumstances the buf-
fers could be accidentally erased if a
user started poking around the system.
This wouldn't endear him to anyone
with his life's work in the output buffer!

The next screen in the E)asy setup
menu allows you to allocate system
resources to different users. Using this
screen you can set the size of the user's
RAM disk, which volume RAM disk files
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Ade1phi Business Computers Ltd

Macintosh

 Competitive price
 Personal demonstration
 Full support service
 Personal delivery and

training service
throughout the UK

Ade1phi Business Computers Ltd

25 Trinity Street,
Coventry CV1 1FJ

Tel: 0203 553944

Authorised dealer for Apple, ACT
and Fortune

FORTUNE 32:16
single and multi-user

apricot F 1 systems
portable

3m disks with the lifetime guarantee
*** SPECIAL OFFERS ***

5.25" single sided disks Code 1-9 boxes 10+ boxes
double density 48 tpi
quad density 96 tpi
5.25" double sided disks

744
746

£14.79
£22.69

£13.79
£20.69

double density 48 tpi 745 £21.79 £19.79
quad density 96 tpi 747 £26.69 £24.69
p&p per 10 disks .70 free
8" diskettes
single sided single density 740-0 £22.69 £22.09
single sided double density 741 £29.69 £28.69
double sided double density 743-0 £34.09 £33.09
p&p per 10 disks £1.40 free

3mAuthorised
Distributor

TRAIN SELECT

MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
5 CLIFFE ROAD,

GODALMING,
SURREY

Prices
Hardware Inc. VAT

Commodore 64 £175.00
SX64 Portable Computer £699.00
1541 Single Disc Drive £185.00
MPS 801 Dot Matrix Printer £185.00
C2N Cassette Deck £39.00

Software
Superbase 64 £85.00
Calc Result £85.00
Easyscript £25
Easyfile £20

Please enclose Postal Order/cheque (tnade payable to
Transelect) with order to the above addresss.

The'Classic'
Menu Generator.r liminate all user contact

L. with operating system
commands. Use MENUGEN
from M icroft Technology to
create menus to access all
your regularly used programs.

MENUGEN is a utility
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.

FACILITIES INCLUDE
UP TO 16 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN

UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON

MENU SELECTIONS OPTIONAL LOGGING
OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

MENUGEN is available formostmicros with one
of eitherthe CPM orMS DOS family of operating
systems, including IBM PC and compatibles, Sirius,
ApricotandmanyZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs
£48 + VAT (£55.20) and is available from Microft
Technology Limited, 45a Radnor Walk, London SW34BP.
To order, or for information, telephone 01-352 7876.

User Ltd. Selecti

1 ASPErr
2 Wordstar
3 Lotus 123
4 Disk formatting menu
5 -Rxit to operating systett

Please type in selection number

MENUGEN
MENUGEN is a Trade Mark of Micro ft Technology

Limited and is a British product.
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are copied from, boot
volume, which serial port
he can access, and so on. This
provides the system with all the in-
formation it needs to install a new user
or to modify an existing user.

The rest of the E)asy setup allows you
to play around with hard disk partitions
and system volumes.

Back at the 'non -easy' setup utilities,
there are a number of interesting
options you can use if you know hex.

The first is marked Floppy. This
allows you to play around with all kinds
of useful floppy disk settings, such as
the read head and write head settle
rates, and the format you want the drive
to read (it can read IBM and Sage disks
among others). By experimenting with
some of the settings you can tune the
drive for the best speed.

The S)erial port option allows you to
set the baud rate, data bits, stop bits,
parity, and so on on each of the serial
lines. This can override the settings
made by the DIP switches on the back of
the machine.

The multi-user p -System allocates
the processor's time to each user by
'time slicing': each user gets a fraction
of a second of processor time in
rotation. Obviously the more people
who are on the system, the slower it will
be (but then the system is so fast it will
still look good by comparison with
other micros).

You can test the time slices to some
extent by using the 'M)ulti misc' con-
figuration option: this allows you to set
the time slice for each user. You can
either set it short for smooth system
response, or give one user more time if
he has a special job.

The p -System is primarily
famous for its Pascal; however,

the review machine was also sup-
plied with Basic so that I could run the
PCWBasic Benchmarks. Unfortunately
I didn't have time to run the Pascal
Benchmarks, but if you look at the Basic
set here you'll see that the system is our
new speed champion, being over twice
as fast as the Sage II. (A system with a
floating point unit installed was run-
ning the Benchmarks even faster at
Compec in November.)

The Pinnacle ran the
Benchmarks with

astonishing speed . . .

it's faster than
an IBM PC . .

The Basic run on the Pinnacle was
compiled with two -word reals, which is
marginally faster than using four -word
reals.

It's interesting to note that if you
assume that the system does a straight
time slice (which it does on processor
bound jobs), then you could have all
seven users running the Benchmarks at
the same time and the system would
still be faster than the IBM PC with one
user! This doesn't prove much, but it's a
nice thought.

Applications software
It was good to see that a great wad of
applications software was supplied
with the machine. Under BOS various
business applications comprising led-
ger programs, word processors, and so
on were supplied, and under UCSD

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:
RAM:
Mass storage:
Keyboard:

Size:
I/O:

DOS:

12MHz Motorola MC68000
8k
256k to 1.5M bytes (6Mbytes soon)
800k floppy, 10-, 21- or 32-Mbyte hard disk
Varies according to terminal - Wyse terminal
101 keys
4ins x 17ins x 11.5ins
Seven x RS232 serial ports, one parallel printer
port
UCSD p -System, BOS, CP/M-68k

In perspective
The Pinnacle may befast, but itwill only appeal to a small group of people. As
a business machine the limit of seven users means that each user should
have more than adequate response under most conditions. The fact that the
Pinnacle is available with the BOS business operating system is an
advantage due to the access it gives users to a library of high -quality,
multi-user business software.

Other areas where the Pinnacle is likely to sell well are further education
and software development. In education the machine's speed will make it
ideal for data logging and psychological work as well as straight data
processing. Software developers will like the machine because its sheer
speed means that it can compile code very quickly and thus reduce software
development time.

p -System various games were pro-
vided in addition to the Word7 word
processor, ProCalc spreadsheet and
Aladin database.

Under the games section, TDI pro-
vided a program to solve the Towers of
Hanoi (this isa puzzle loved by TDI -the
company always sells machines that
are so fast they can solve the problem
ridiculously quickly). For Towers freaks
I timed the Pinnacle at 39 seconds.

Documentation
A veritable mountain of documentation
was supplied with the Pinnacle. This
ranged from third party manuals for the
applications packages, TDI manuals for
the system and even a copy of Mark
Overgaard and Stan Stringfellows' Per-
sonal Computing with the UCSD p -
System to make sure that even a
newcomer to p -System like myself
could use the system.

The most interesting manuals were
the ones supplied by TDI. These are
very professionally presented, and are
bound and presented in exactly the
same way as a paperback book.

The quality of the manuals varied.
Thetwo manuals I madethe most use of
- the Pinnacle User Manual and the
Operating System Reference Manual-
were different in style. The operating
system book was large and easy to
understand, but the user manual was
more technical and had forward and
backward references which were dis-
tracting and confusing.

Prices
An entry-level system with 256k of RAM
and a 10Mbyte hard disk will set you
back £4995. The price increases by
£1000 for the 21Mbyte hard disk and
another £1000 for the 32Mbyte hard
disk. The terminals cost £695 each.

Conclusion
I like this machine. It has a commend-
able lack of bulk but is the most
powerful micro I have ever Bench -
tested. In a great many ways the
Pinnacle reminds me ofthe Sage which,
of course, is imported by TDI.

The Pinnacle ran the Benchmarks
with astonishing speed - 'blindingly
fast' is right - and it's interesting to
note that it's still faster than an IBM PC,
even when all seven users are running
the Benchmarks at the same time.

Of course not everyone wants sheer
speed, and I don't see this as a mass
market machine - it isn't competing
with the IBMs and Apricots of this
world. Instead TDI has chosen to market
the machine where the competition
isn't quite as strong and where the
returns are higher.

This is a very nice, fast multi-user
machine. As such the only competition I
can think of is the Sage, and TDI hasthat
machine too.
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PROGRAMMING

Pointing the way
Maurice Hawes presents some simple programs which reveal how different

versions of Basic help a selection of micros to code floating point inputs.

Floating point notation is a way of
representing numbers that enables
them to be conveniently manipulated
regardless of how big or small they are.
As examples, 111.23 and 1112.3 would
be stored as 1.1123x102 and
1.1123x103.

But life is never that simple in the
micro world - many different coding
patterns are used, and in many hand-
books the magnitude limits are not
clearly stated and the precision avail-
able is not explained in detail. This
article tries to fill the gaps in the
literature, provide concrete informa-
tion on a few popular machines as
examples, and indicate the methods by
which this information may be
obtained for other machines.

Floating point codes
Any floating point number N may be
expressed in terms of a base number B,
an exponent A, and a fraction F,

according to the following model:
N=±(BA)*(B*F)
where A is a positive or negative
integer, and F is a fraction which must
lie in the range (1/B=< F < 1.0) if the
values of A and F are to be unique.

Combining the factors of B, this may
be rewritten:
N=±(BE)*F (where E=A+1)

Once B has been chosen, the two
values E and F as defined above
uniquely govern the magnitude of N,
and normally it's these two values
which are stored in the computer, in
some form, to define the magnitude of
N. They are often referred to as the
Characteristic of N and the Mantissa of
N respectively; this is a little unfortun-
ate, as the system is not a logarithmic
one. The value of E is one higher than
the logarithmic characteristic of N
(which is A), and F is a fractional
multiplier rather than a fractional incre-
ment to the characteristic. In thefollow-
ing, E will be referred to as the
Exponent part of N,and F as the Fraction
part of N.

This concept of F as a fractional
multiplier is essential if the system is to
be used for addition and subtraction.
The addition or subtraction of two
numbers begins by shifting factors of B
in the smaller number from its fraction
part to its exponent part until the
exponent parts of the two numbers are

equal: this process is called 'scaling'.
Once the exponent parts are equal, the
two fraction parts may be legitimately
added or subtracted to give the result.
The process ends by rescaling this
result as necessary until its fraction part
comes within the prescribed limits.

The process of multiplying or divid-
ing two numbers is easier: the two
exponent parts are added or sub-
tracted, and the two fraction parts are
multiplied or divided. The result is then
scaled as necessary. Scaling is an
essential procedure in this system of
number handling, and has no counter-
part in a purely logarithmic system
which cannot be used for addition or
subtraction.

All these processes require that the
computer be able to recognise and
handle E as a signed exponent, and N as
a signed number. The computer cannot
store negative values as such, so the
actual stored value of E must be
modified in some way to indicate
whether the exponent is positive or
negative. In addition, the complete
code must contain an indication of the
overall sign of N.

The exponent part E is normally
allocated one hexadecimal byte, then
the standard method of coping with
negative vaues of E is to offset E by
+80H. This means that if E = 1 it will be
stored as 81H, and if E=-1 it will be
stored as 7FH. In such a case, the range
of values of E that can be handled by a
machine is from +127 (stored as FFH)
down to -128 (stored as 00H).

If the exponent base is chosen as 2 or
a power of 2, F will be stored as a binary
fraction. If the exponent base is in fact 2,
the limits on the value of F become
(0.5=< F < 1.0) and F must then always
be computed as a binary fraction with
its top bit set. For example:
F=0.75D=.1100 0000B (for a 1 -byte
fraction)=.COH

The standard method of indicating
the overall sign of a number is to put a
sign bit somewhere in the code. It's
usual to set this bit to 0 for positive
numbers, and to 1 for negative num-
bers, although sometimes the opposite
convention is used. In a base two
system, the top bit of F is a very
convenient location to choose for the
sign flag, as it may always be assumed 1
in the actual computation of the size of

the number whatever the setting of the
sign flag. Thistrick is very common and
saves having a specially reserved bit for
the sign flag.

Whichever conventions are adopted
to deal with negative exponents and
negative numbers, it's always neces-
sary to deal with the number 0 as a
special case because 0 cannot be
constructed from permissible values of
E or F in the above model. The standard
method of flagging 0 is to set the
exponent byte of the code to 00. The
range of E that can be handled normally
is then reduced by one and, with an
offset of 80H, is from +127 (stored as
FFH) to -127 (stored as 01 H). (In many
floating point - FP - packages which
adopt this convention, those very small
numbers which should be coded with
an exponent byte of OOH are in fact
coded as might be expected, but are
subsequently treated as 0 by the
machine.)

The precision with which the number
N can be coded is governed entirely by
the number of significant bits in F. In a
base two system all the bits in F are
always significant; for example, a
three -byte fraction offers a precision of
one part in T24, and a seven -byte
fraction offers a precision of one part in
2"56. These two examples were chosen
deliberately because the majority of
small computers use an exponent base
of 2 and one or both of these fraction
lengths. Expressed in decimal notation,
three bytes give an internal precision of
seven significant figures (sf), and seven
bytes give an internal precision of 17sf.
These are the norms for 'single -
precision' and 'double -precision' pack-
ages respectively. Other fraction
lengths and bases are sometimes used
and give different precisions, as will be
seen below.

The input routine which accepts
numbers from the keyboard, or from a
program in decimal form, and converts
them to FP code form, should be able to
handlethe maximum numberof signifi-
cant decimal digits that can be coded
internally. The output routine, which
takes stored numbers in FP code form
and converts them to decimal form, will
normally round off to at least one
significant decimal digit less than is
handled internallyto allow for the small
errors which occur during binary -
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N = +L!
N = +6
N = +4
N = +pi
N = +1
N = +0.25
N = +S

= + (2-127)*(1-256"- 3)
= + (2^3)*(0.75)
= + (2^3)*(0.5)
= + 3.141593
= + (2-0*(0.5)
= + (2^-1)*(0.5)
= + (2^-127)*(0.5)

codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as

EE Fl F2 F3
FF 7F FF FF
83 40 00 00
83 00 00 00
82 49 OF DB
81 00 00 00
7F 00 00 00
01 00 00 00

Fig 1 Establishing the overall code pattern for positive numbers

sign bit
set to 0

N = -L! = -(21271*(1 -256^-3)
N = -6 = -(2^3)*(0.75)
N = -4 = -(2-3)*(0.5)
N = -pi = - 3.141593
N = -1 = -(2^1)*(0.5)
N = -0.25 = -(2"-1)*(0.5)
N = -S = -(2^-127)*(0.5)
The number 0 (special case)

codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as

FF FF FF FF
83 CO 00 00
83 80 00 00
82 C9 OF DB
81 80 00 00
7F 80 00 00
01 80 00 00
00 XX XX XX

Fig 2 Establishing the overall code pattern for negative numbers

sign bit
set to 1

N! = -1 (single -precision)
N# = -1 (double -precision)
N# = +3.141592653589793
L! = +1.701411733E+38
L# -= +1.701411834604692E+38
S# = +2.938735877055719E-39
Fig 3 Typical code patterns

codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as

F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 Fl EE
00 00 80 81

00 00 00 00 00 00 80 81

BE 68 21A2DA OF 49 82
FF FF 7F FF

F4 FF FF FF FF FF 7F FF
06 00 00 00 00 00 00 01

decimal conversion processes.
A coding system for floating point

numbers, when constructed on the
basis outlined above, will use one
exponent byte and sufficient fraction
bytes to achieve the decimal precision
required. These bytes must be stored in
a particular order on any one machine,
but there is no settled convention
between machines on this point and
many patterns are found. As a starting
point, we'll construct a hypothetical
four -byte FP coding system to illustrate
the principles outlined above in the
simplest possible way. Various sys-
tems from a representative range of
microcomputers, which all differ in
some way from the simple model, will
then be described one by one.

Code patterns
Here is a simple, hypothetical four -byte
coding system. The exponent base is 2,
and the code consists of one exponent
byte, EE, and three fraction bytes- F1,
F2 and F3 (F1 being the most significant
ofthethree). They are stored in memory
in that order (that is, EE Fl F2 F3)with EE
at the lowest location. EE=IE+80)H,
and the top bit of Fl is computed as 1
and also used as the sign flag
(1=negative).

The largest negative numberthat can
be handled is represented by the code
set FF FF FF FF, and its positive
equivalent by the set FF 7F FF FF. The
magnitude of this number, which will
be labelled L! to indicate that it's the
large magnitude limit of a single -
precision system with a three -byte
fraction, works out to:
LI=2"+127*(1 - 256^-3)=1.701411
(733192644)*10r+ 38 (to 16sf)

The smallest negative number that

can be handled is represented by the
code set 01 80 00 00, and its positive
equivalent by the set 01 00 00 00. The
magnitude of this number, which is the
same for any number of fraction bytes,
will be labelled S and works out to:
S=2^-127*(0.5) =2.938735
(877055719) *10^-39 (to 16sf)

0 is flagged by setting the exponent
byte to 00, and any set of code with an
exponent byte 00 is treated as zero.

By inserting a few other values
between +L! and +S, the theoretical
overall code pattern for positive num-
bers can be established as shown in
Fig 1. The same sequence of negative
numbers gives the codes which are
shown in Fig 2.

With three fraction bytes, the preci-
sion of this hypothetical package is
normally designated as 7sf internally
and 6sf printed out. Microsoft Basic is
used in various versions on many
microcomputers and I've tested it on
the Apricot, NEC PC -8800, Sirius and
Epson QX-10. The exponent base is 2,
and the standard conventions are used
for exponent offset, sign flag and zero
flag as outlined previously. However,
the FP code bytes are stored in reverse
order in memory compared with the
hypothetical model above, and two
levels of decimal precision are offered
using four -byte (single precision) and
eight -byte (double precision) codes.
The fou r -byte mode produces the same
codes as the hypothetical model but
stores them in a different order. The
eight -byte mode uses one exponent
byte and seven fraction bytes; the large
magnitude limit is therefore marginally
higher than in the single -precision
mode, and works out to:
L# = 2"+127*(1-256^-7)

1.701411834604692*10"+38 (to 16sf)
The short list of code patterns in Fig 3

is typical of the results obtained on the
various machines using this package.

The last two lines reflect the fact that
the theoretical codes for double -
precision limiting numbers can't be
produced by keying -in only 16sf. By
keying in 17 or 18sf it's always possible
to get closer to those codes and on the
Apricot and Sirius the theoretical codes
can be produced exactly with 17sf (...
6923E+38 and ... 7188E-39).

On the NEC PC -8800 (and the Epson
QX-10 in single -precision), it was found
that some very small numbers just
above the small magnitude limit are
coded and printed out as 0 when input
directly from the keyboard; although
such numbers will be handled satisfac-
torily if they occur in the course of
internal calculations and will then be
printed out correctly. In such cases the
small limit for input from the keyboard,
denoted S(K), is:
S(K) = 9.403954 (806578301) E-39 (to
16sf)

The factor between the input small
limit S(K) and the internal small limit S#
(see last line of Fig 3) is exactly 3.2. This
is unlikely to be a mere coincidence, and
obviously has something to do with the
way in which variable values are read
into the FP system. In those packages
where S(K) applies, a programmed
single -precision input of (1/3.2)
*9.409355E-39 will code correctly and
will be printed out as 2.93874E-39. The
same technique will work in double -
precision using the full value of S(K).

As may be seen from the examples
already discussed, the input routine in
this package handles at least 7sf (four -
byte) or 17sf (eight -byte), and some-
times more. The designated levels of
output precision are 6sf (four byte) or
16sf (eight -byte). The magnitude range,
if mentioned at all, is often given by a
rather vague statement of the type:
'Numbers may be in exponent form, up
to E±38.' It would be helpful if the
magnitude range were stated exactly,
or at least more precisely (for example,
as 1.701E+38 down to 2.939E-39).

Crystal Basic contains a single -
precision four -byte FP package, which
codes to the same format as the
single -precision Microsoft FP option
with the same theoretical magnitude
limits. The practical large magnitude
limit is very slightly different, and
+1.70141107E+38 codes as FB FF 7F FF,
but the input small magnitude limit
exhibits exactly the same features as
those for the Microsoft -inspired N88 -
Basic on the NEC PC -8800. That is, an
input of 2.938736E-39 will code and
print out as 0, but an input of (1/
3.2)*9.409355E-39 will code and print
out as 2.93874E-39.

The input magnitude range is there-
fore 1.701411E+38 down to 9.403955E-
39, and the package offers an internal
precision of 7sf with 6sf printed out,
which is typical of the FP packages in
many small home micros. Versions 2.2
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For under £200 you can
become,your
brothers
keeper

In just a few days you could
be using this amazing, new
printer from Brother. It's
small and neat but packed
with more than its fair share
of features .

TRAVELS AT A
STEADY FIFTY

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is
certainly no slouch, being fully capable of
up to 50 characters per second.

The M-1009 has bi-directional and
logic seeking printing for normal
characters and uni-directional printing for
super script ,sub script and graphics.

PRINTS ON ANY PAPER
Being an impact printer, the M-1009

will print on virtually any paper,
including letter headings, invoices and
standard office stationery.

It will even print two copies together
with your original.

A GREAT CHARACTER
REFERENCE

No less than 96 ASCII plus
international type and graphic characters
are standard.

BIG BROTHER
RELIABILITY

Built to the same exacting standards as
Brother's elite office printers, the Brother
M-1009 already has faultless credentials
for reliability.

It's 9x 9 dot matrix head, for example,
has an astonishing 20 million character
service life.

SUITABLE FOR
ANY MACHINE

With IBM Centronic and the Epson
dual serial/centronic interfaces fitted as
standard the M-1009 is suitable for any
home or business computer.

THE
BROTHER

M-1009

194

333 mm

With
Tractor Feed

H

FULLY GUARANTEED
7 DAY DELIVERY

You can order in confidence, your
Brother printer will arrive by courier
within 7 days of your order complete with
manual and full guarantee.

£199.95
NO MORE TO PAY!

Order your Brother M-1009 now!
Access/Visa holders ring 01-482 1711 or
fill in the coupon below, or write to:
RELATIVE MARKETING,
UNICOM HOUSE,
182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET,
LONDON NW1 9NN.
(Personal callers welcome Monday-
Friday 9-6, Sundays 10-1).

TO: RELATIVE MARKETING, UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN.
Please send me by courier (qnty) Brother M-1009 printer(s) (qnty) Tractor Feed unit(s) at £17.25 (inc
VAT). (qnty.) Printer Cables at £9.95 (inc VAT). State make and model
I enclose a cheque for £ or debit my Access/Visa card no
Name Signature
Address

LPostcode
Telephone PCW1



PROGRAMMING
and 3.1 are used extensively on Sharp
micros, and Version 4.1 has recently
appeared on the Tatung Einstein. It is
interesting to note that Tatung is
proposing to offer a supplementary
machine code FP system, offering all
the most common arithmetic routines
with output to 15sf and automatic
formatting to overcomethe output limit
of 6sf, which is a fairly severe handicap
in financial programming.

BBC Basic uses an exponent base of
two and the standard conventions for
exponent offset and sign flag, but
allocates four bytes to F and thereby
achieves an internal precision of one
part in 2-32 (better then 9sf). The code is
laid out with exponent byte first,
followed by the most significant byte of
F. The large magnitude limit is slightly
different from those previously en-
countered because there are four frac-
tion bytes, and works out to:
L = 2-+127*(1-256--4) = 1.701411834

(208551)*10-+38 (to 16sf)
The code pattern for positive num-

bers and zero is shown in Fig 4.
The equivalent negative numbers are

coded by setting the top bit of Fl. The
last two examples in Fig 4 illustrate the
fact that BBC Basic, unlike the packages
previously mentioned, handles those
numbers which code with an exponent
byte of 00 and a valid value of F as
non -zero numbers. The small magni-
tude limit is therefore S(0) =
(2^-128)*(0.5+256-- 4) instead of the
more usual value S = (2--127)*(0.5),
and the code for the number 0 is five 00
bytes. Note that the input routine
handles 10, and sometimes 11 signifi-
cant decimal figures, and that by
inputting to such precisions it's possi-
bleto producethe correct code patterns
for the limiting numbers of the FP
system on the BBC Micro. The desig-
nated output precision is 9sf.

Sharp Basic SP -5025 uses an expo-

nent base of two, but is otherwise quite
unlike any of those mentioned above. It
uses the top bit of the exponent byte as
its sign bit (one= positive). The remain -
ing seven bits of this byte are used to
store the exponent, offset by +40H. The
top bit of Fl is setto 0 if N=0, and is setto
1 for all other numbers.

There are four fraction bytes, and the
code is further complicated by its
unusual storage order, which is:
N = (2-E)*(F) codes as EE F4 F3 F2 Fl
where EE equals E+COH for positive
numbers, or E+40H for negative num-
bers, and Fl is the most significant byte
of F and has its top bit set if N<>0.

In this package, the large and small
magnitude limits are quite different
from those of other packages because
ofthe reduced range availablefor E, and
they work out to:
L = 2-+ 63*(1 - 256--4) = 9.22337203
(4707292)*10-+ 18 (to 16sf)
S = 2--64*(0.5) = 2.71050543
(1213761)*10--20 (to 16sf)

The overall FP code pattern for Sharp
SP -5025 is shown in Fig 5.

The four -byte fraction gives an inter -
nal precision of one part in 2-32 (better
than 9sf). The FP input routine in
SP -5025 is unusual in that it will
completely ignore any input beyond its
designated limit of 9sf, and also be -
cause it doesn't allow the E notation.
For these reasons, Land S could only be
input in full (that is, with all necessary
leading or trailing zeros) and to 9sf, and
this produced the codes in Fig 5.
(Attempts were made using the
XXXX*10-nn format, but the - notation
proved slightly inaccurate as is usual on
small FP packages using base two.)

The designated output precision of
Sharp SP -5025 is 8sf. Its magnitude
range of 9.22337203E+18 down to
2.71050544E-20 is adequate for general
purposes, but can cause difficulties in
some scientific calculations. As all
Sharp machines run on RAM -based
interpreters, other packages are avail-
able to help overcome this problem.

NewBrain Basic is the most unusual
package of all those tested here. The
numeric base for the exponent E is 16
but as the stored exponents change in
stepsof two,the effective baseasfarthe
fraction F is concerned is 256. This
meansthat none ofthefraction bits may
be used as a sign bit, since the limits of F
in this case are (1/256 =< F < 1.0). The
sign bit (one = negative) is therefore
placed in the otherwise redundant
bottom bit of the exponent byte.
Negative exponents are stored in 256
complement form to give a theoretical
range for E from +126 (stored as 7EH)
down to -128 (stored as 80H). The
exponent byte is followed by five
fraction bytes, and zero is flagged by
setting the top fraction byte Fl to 00.
The theoretical magnitude limits are
much wider than usual owing to the

EE Fl F2 F3 F4
L = + 1.7014118343E+38 codes as FF 7F FF FF FF
N = + 3.141592653 codes as 82 49 OF DA A2
N = + 65535 codes as 90 7F FF 00 00
N = + 65535.00001 codes as 90 7F FF 00 01
S = + 2.938735877E-39 codes as 01 00 00 00 00
S(0) = + 1.469367939E-39 codes as 00 00 00 00 01
N = 0 codes as 00 00 00 00 00
Fig 4 Code pattern for positive numbers and zero using BBC Basic

EE F4 F3 F2 Fl
N = +L codes as FF FD FF FF FF
N = +6 codes as C3 00 00 00 CO
N = +1 codes as C1 00 00 00 80
N =+0.5 codes as CO 00 00 00 80
N = +S codes as 80 07 00 00 80
N = 0 codes as 80 00 00 00 00
N = -L codes as 7F FD FF FF FF
N = -6 codes as 43 00 00 00 CO
N = -1 codes as 41 00 00 00 80
N = -0.5 codes as 40 00 00 00 80
N = -S codes as 00 07 00 00 80
Fig 5 Overall FP code pattern for Sharp SP -5025

EE Fl F2 F3 F4 F5
N = +2.0458691298E+150 codes as 7E 09 FF FF FF Fl
N = +1E99 codes as 54 01 D4 2A EA 28
N = +65536 codes as 06 01 00 00 00 00
N = +256 codes as 04 01 00 00 00 00
N = +1 codes as 02 01 00 00 00 00
N = +0.25 codes as 00 40 00 00 00 00
N =+1/256 codes as 00 01 00 00 00 00
N = +1/65536 codes as FE 01 00 00 00 00
N = +1E-99 codes as AE 8B FB EA 76 CC
N = +1E-128 codes as 96 6E E8 23 3E 42
N < +1E-128 codes as 00 00 00 00 00 00
N = +0 codes as 02 00 00 00 00 00

Fig 6 Overall code pattern for positive numbers and zero using NewBrain Basic

N = -2.0458691298E+150 codes as 7F 09 FF FF FF Fl
N = -0.25 codes as 01 40 00 00 00 00
N = -0 (as keyed in) codes as 03 00 00 00 00 00

Fig 7 Odd exponent bytes
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IN MICROSYSTEMS ONE NAME
LEADS THE REST.. VSI

MI us
111111

11111

71AUM IBM COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS

ZF-I51-22
The "Total Business Solution"

PC desktop system with 8088 microprocessor, 128Kb RAM,
2 x 320/360Kb 5.25" half -height floppy drives, two serial ports,

one parallel printer port, four open IBM-compatible card slots for
expansion, detached keyboard, RGB and composite video
output. With Zenith PC -DOS operating system enabling

the use of all IBM PC software.

inc. Monochrome Monitor .... £1,995
inc. Colour Monitor £2,330

ZENITH MONITORS
- MONOCHROME -

Amber monitor 12"
ZVM-122E E95

Green monitor 12"
ZVM-123E E95

IBM access cable
ZVM-121-I E3

Commodore access cable
ZVM-121-2 E6

IBM compatible (TTL) 12"
amber monitor, connector
cable inc.
ZVM-124E E128

Tilt base for all monitors
ZVM-123-2 E8

- COLOUR
Colour monitor 13"
ZVM-133E E395

Z -I00 access cable
ZVM-I35-1 E16

IBM access cable
ZVM-I35-2 E16

Apple III access cable
ZVM-I35-3 El6

ZENITH
MONITORS,

SYSTEMS & VDUs

EPSON

64Kb standard RAM, up to 32Kb ROM, up to 120Kb
additional RAM, CMOS Z80 CPU, built-in data
storage cassette, interfaces for printers,
communications, disk drives, and barcode reader,
automatic battery back-up for memory, automatic
restart after power off, 80 x 8 character LCD
display. With CP/M system, Microsoft BASIC and
business software.

PX-8EU 120K RAM expansion pack E270
PX8 Fitted with 120K pack E998
TF-20 Twin double -density disk drive for use
with PX-8 or Epson HX-20 E498

CX-21 Acoustic coupler for use with
PX-8 or HX-20 E160

Plus cables for PX-8

£3,695
£4,030

SOFTWARE BUNDLES
WITH ALL

DUAL -PROCESSOR
Z -I00 SYSTEMS.

CALL FOR DETAILS.

EPSON
HX-20UA
PORTABLE

£411
plus drives, add-on packs,

cables, TV adaptors, Manuals

ZFA-161-22
PC portable system with 9" diagonal
amber display, 128Kb RAM, 2 x 320/
360Kb 5.25" half -height floppy drives, two
serial ports, one parallel printer port; four
open IBM-compatible card slots for
expansion, colour graphics standard,
detached keyboard, RGB output. With
Zenith PC -DOS
operating system.

ZENITH UPGRADE
Z-205-1
64K RAM memory expansion
chip set.

ZW-151-22
As ZF-I51-22, but with I x 10MB 5.25"
Winchester drive and 1 x 320/360Kb 5.25"
half -height floppy drive. IBM expansion bus
with three vacant slots.

inc. Monochrome Monitor..

inc. Colour Monitor

Lightweight, Z80A CPU, VDU and keyboard; 192K RAM; high -
resolution graphics display, with zoom; RS -232C and parallel
interfaces; multi-foht BASIC; 2 x 5.25" d/d floppy disks; 16 typefaces.

Starter Packs from E I 999

QX-I0 with CP/M Software Package

Either PEACHTREE - Peachtext Word Processor, Spellproof
Reader, Mailing List Manager, Peachcalc Spread Sheet, or
MICROPRO - Wordstar, Mailmerge, Spellstar, MF Print, File Link.
Both with printer and cables: plus

Package with RX-80 printer £1,999
Package with RX-80 FT printer £2,03 1
Package with FX-80 printer £2,126
Package with FX-I00 printer £2,23 1

0 PHONE NOW FOR LATEST PRICES 0279 29666

opYSI MICROSYSTEMS
a division of VSI Electronics (UK) Limited
Roydonbury Industrial Park. Horsecroft Road, Harlow. vsi
Essex. CMI9 SBY. Tel: Harlow (0279) 29666. Telex: 81387

'CP/M. is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. 'Wordstar; 'Mailmerge' and 'Spellstar' are trademarks of Micropro Inc
'Peachtext' and 'Peachcalc' are trademarks of Peachtree Software Inc. All prices shown exclude VAT and carriage.



PROGRAMMING
base of 16 and work out as follows:
L = 16"+126*(1 - 256^-5) =
5.237424972629069*10"+ 151 (to 16sf);
and
S = 16^-128*(1/256) =
2.913414348125094*10^-157 (to 16sf)

The NewBrain handbook clearly
states that inputs are permitted up to
E±99, and that internally the machine
will handle up to E+150 (the internal
limit for E- is not stated). By using
expressions of the type N =
XXXXXX*E±99 the machine could be
forced to accept and code values
beyond E+99, although it would not
print them out. It was established that
the input magnitude limits are
2.0458691298E+150 and 1E-128, and
that inputs smaller than 1E-128 are
coded as six 00 bytes and treated as 0.
The overall code pattern for positive
numbers and zero is shown in Fig 6.

Note that the exponent byte for a
positive number is always even. The
overall pattern for the equivalent nega-
tive numbers differs from Fig 6 only in
the exponent bytes, which are all one
higher due to the sign flag being set and
are therefore odd (Fig 7).

The input routine handles 11sf and
the internal precision is stated as '10 or
more sf'. This variable precision arises
from the fact that the number of
significant bits available in the fraction
F is not constant but varies between 33
(10sf) and 40 (12sf), depending on the
position of the first significant bit. In the
worst case, the NewBrain offers margi-
nally higher internal precision than the
BBC and Sharp SP -5025, and a much
wider magnitude range, at the cost of
one extra byte per variable.

The NewBrain prints out a rather
conservative 8sf and the practical mag-
nitude limits are well within its theore-
tical capabilities. At the top end, where
one might expect that the fraction F will
code up to a 'full house' of FFs, the top
byte of F will not go above 09H. The
reason for this particular limit is not
obvious. At the bottom end the limit of
exactly 1E-128 is obviously deliberate,
and gives the impression that it may
have been part of some original speci-
fication for the machine.

Sharp double -precision disk Basic
SP -6115 uses a base of 10 for the
exponent and BCD coding for the eight
bytes of the fraction F, each byte storing
two decimal digits. The top bit of the
exponent byte is used for the sign flag
(one = negative), and the remaining
seven bits of the exponent byte store
the exponent offset by +40H. The bytes
are stored in the order:
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 EE

The 'fraction' represented by F1 -F8 is
in fact a whole number, and the
imaginary decimal point occurs to the
right of F8. As F is not limited to the
range (0.1 => F >1.0), there's more
than one possible code set for any
number with less than 16 significant
digits. 0 is flagged by setting the
exponent byte to 00. The primary code
pattern for positive numbers and zero is
shown in Fig 8. The equivalent negative
numbers are coded by setting the top
bit of EE.

SP -6115 was used to check all the
16 -figure numbers given in this text. In
the course of performing these checks,
a bug was found when calculating
numbers small enough to force the
machine to print out an answer in
negative E format. The fault occurs
when dividing, if the first significant
figure of the numerator is smaller than
the first significant figure of the de-
nominator. In such a case, the first BCD
digit of Fl is a non -significant 0 and the
negative exponent in the answer is
printed out one less than it should be,
even though the code stored is arith-
metically correct. Thus, for example,
1/(2E20) codes as 05 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
1D (right) and prints out as 5E-20
(wrong), whereas 4(2E20) codes as 20
000000000000001D (right) and prints
out as 2E-20 (right).

The bug can be dealt with in Basic by
asking the machine to print out the
answer multiplied by one: 1/(2E20)*1
codes as 50 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1C
(right) and prints out as 5E-21 (right).

The stored code for 1 2E20 in the first
case is not the same as the stored code
for 1/2E20 in the second case, although
both are correct arithmetically speak-
ing. This is an example ofthe possibility

+9.999999999999999E +78
+1234567890123456
+1
+0.1
+1E -48

0

codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as
codes as

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 EE
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 7F
12 34 56 78 90 12 34 56 40
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 40
10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 30
10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Fig 8 Primary code pattern for positive numbers and zero using Sharp SP -6115

2-63 by hand = 9223372036854775808
2^63 by SP -6115 = 9.223372036854776E+18
21 27 by hand = 170141183460469231731687183715884105728
21 27 by SP -6155= 1.701411834604692E+38
Fig 9 Results of calculating powers by hand and using SP -6715

that a number may have more than one
valid code set in this package. Since the
fault does not occur when similar
calculations give rise to answers
printed out in full (which SP -6115 does
up to E± 15), or when the answer is
printed out in positive E format, it
appears that the problem arises in the
FP output routine when it's asked to
read codes which have leading zeros in
the fraction, and also imply printed
output in negative E format. It's in-
teresting to note that the Basic trick of
multiplying by one gets round this bug
by scaling the code so that the leading 0
disappears.

An FP package cannot be used to
calculate its own magnitude limits. For
this reason SP -6115, with its precision
of 16sf and its relatively wide magni-
tude range of 9.999999999999999E+78
down to 1E-48, was found to be
extremely useful for calculating the
theoretical limits of other packages;
likewise those for the NewBrain, which
were done by asking SP -6115 to calcu-
late powers of 1.6 instead of 16, and
then applying the appropriate correct-
ing factor in powers of 10. As a check,
2^63 and 21 27 were calculated by hand,
and SP -6115 was found to be accurate
in both cases. For the record, the results
are shown in Fig 9.

In general terms, the decimal preci-
sion of any FP package which uses an
exponent base of 10 and a BCD coded
fraction is defined for both input and
output by the number of significant
BCD digits in the fraction. In this
particular package, certain arithmetic
procedures may lead to results which
code with leading zeroes in the fraction
and thereby lose a corresponding
number of significant figures. Such
procedures were carefully avoided
throughout, and on the evidence of the
above figures it seems reasonable to
assume that all the 16sf limits calcu-
lated under SP -615, and included in this
article, are accurate.

A short Basic program will find the FP
code pattern for your micro. The
numberto be input is defined asthe first
variable, and then the stored code for
this variable is located, PEEKed out byte
by byte, and printed onscreen. If your
Basic includes the command VARPTR
the program is very easy, as VARPTR
will, on most machines, point to the
lowest byte of the FP code for the
specified numeric variable:
10 INPUT "Decimal number"; AA
20 PRINT:PRINT "AA = ";AA;" codes

as";
30 FOR L=0 TO 3:

N=PEEK(VARPTR(AA)+L)
40 PRINTN ;" ";
50 NEXT L
60 PRINT:PRINT:GOTO 10

This program is for four -byte code.
The variable L in line 30 should be
adjusted if necessary to suit your code.
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GRAPHICS
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics
processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host
machine and gives you the power of using a co -processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing
rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour
on a large range of computers.
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COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
DIGISOLVE offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with
a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector
processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated grahics system.
64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many do! 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture.
384K BYTES of RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS
give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for
making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, RS232, centronics, all have
interfaces available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so
give us a ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £899, 64 COLOURS £999
4096 COLOURS £2000 + P&P + VAT

The above prices are box units including power supply but excluding computer interface.
SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D

design.

APPLE II
DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen
resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc
supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing
software.
512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the
card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new
functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot

matrix printer or save images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too.
£399.00 + P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Art and Design, Business graphics, Painting, Slide generation
packages. Architectural design and modelling, Kitchen design and
Visicalc preboots.

VDU BOARD
DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU
card. With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud.
80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12.
TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix.
BLOCK GRAPHICS
FULLY SCROLLING display
UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port.
KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT
£180.00 (1 off) + P&P + VAT

COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL
The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully
compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and
advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal.
512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display
about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts.
PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS
FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working
non -interlaced.
19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE

PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

CUSTOM DESIGNS

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages.
Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with
your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.
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DIGISOLVE LIMITED
AIRE & CALDER WORKS
CINDER LANE
CASTLEFORD
W. YORKS WF10 1LU
(0977) 513141 (6 lines in), 513382, 510511
TELEX 557661 AGRAM

ihAPPLESOFT IS COPYRIGHT APPLE COMPUTER  TEK 4010 IS COPYRIGHT TEKTRONIX  SCRIBE IS COPYRIGHT ECOTECH LTD,
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PROGRAMMING
If you're not sure how many bytes your
machine uses for its FP code, a little trial
and error with a known variable such as
pi will soon establish this point. If your
machine has HEX$ as well as VARPTR
you can change lines 30-40 to give a
printout in two -character hexadecimal
instead of decimal:
30 FOR L=0 TO 3: N$=

HEX$ (PEEK(VARPTR(AA) + L)): IF
LEN(N$) + 1 THEN N$'= "0" + N$

40 PRINT N$;" ";
If your machine does not have

VARPTR things are a little more difficult,
and it may help to know how the names
of numeric variables are stored. The
usual method with two -character
names is to convert each letter to its
ASCII hex code and store the results in
two bytes immediately before the FP
code. A one -character name will, in this
case, still occupy two bytes, the second
being setto 20 H. In a multiple -precision
package, the name bytes will be pre-
ceded by one extra byte denoting the
length of the associated FP code. If your
package allows long variable names,
the name will occupy more than two
bytes. For example, in some of the
versions of Microsoft Basic tested here,
the first two name bytes are coded as
before, but the third name byte carries a
count of the number of extra name
bytes which follow, and each of these is
stored in ASCII hex with its top bit set.

Whatever method is used to store
variable names, another easy method
of locating the FP code in memory is to
use the machine's internal pointer to
the start of the numeric storage area,
which will normally locate the name of
the first numeric variable in a program.
Sharp SP -5025 stores this pointer at
4640H (17984D), SP -6115 stores it at
5CBAH, and Crystal Basic 2.2 stores it as
documented for the machine in ques-
tion. PEEK the pointer locations, multi-
ply the hi byte by 256 and add the lo
byte, and you have the decimal location
of the stored name of the first variable;
correct this location to skip the name
and you'll find the FP code. The new line
25 does this for a system where the
name code occupiestwo bytes, and line
30 is changed to PEEK from that
location upwards:
25 P = 256*(PEEK(Hi))+PEEK(Lo)+2
30 FOR L = 0 TO 3:N=PEEKIP+L)

If you have no idea where the first
variable is stored, you must find it by
some other method as I did on the BBC
and the NewBrain. The BBC handbook
shows that any Basic program starts at
3584D, so a short program was written
to accept a keyboard variable and then
PEEK 100 locations starting at 3584D.
This was run in the 80 -column mode
with an input 3.1415926536, and the
printed output was then scanned to find
the top of the tokenised program text. A
few bytes above it, as had been hoped,
sat the recognisable FP code for pi in

five bytes. At this stage the listing was
as follows:
10 INPUT"DECIMAL NUMBER? "AA
20 PRINTAA;" CODES AS";
30 FORL=OTO4
40 N=?(3689+L)
50 PRINTN;
60 NEXT
70 PRINT:PRINT
80 GOT010

This program was later modified by
adding a subroutine, called between
lines 40 and 50, to change N to a
two -character hexadecimal string N$
and by printing out N$ instead of N in
line 50. Any change in the length of the
program creates a new value for the
location in line 40, but it isn't difficult to
keep track of this when the original
location has been found.

Conclusion
For brevity, all limits quoted here are
given to 6sf. In all cases they are taken
from more exact figures quoted during
this article.

The theoretical magnitude range that
can be handled internally by a conven-
tional FP package with an exponent
base of 2 and a full exponent byte is
1.70141E+38 down to 2.93874E-39. In
some versions of Microsoft Basic (for
example, NEC PC -8800) and in Crystal
Basic, the FP input small limit is
9.40396E-39, although numbers down
to 2.93874E-39 are still handled inter-
nally. Later versions of Microsoft Basic
(Sirius, Apricot) will accept inputs down
to 2.93874E-39. The Epson QX-10 is
strange here, as it exhibits one of these
small limits in single -precision and the
other small limit in double -precision.
The BBC Micro also has an exponent
base of 2 and a full exponent byte, but
codes down to 1.46937E-39 because
any code set with a zero exponent byte
and valid fraction bytes is treated as a
non -zero number.

The NewBrain has a much larger
range, from 2.04586E+150 down to
1.00000E-128, because its exponent
base is 16 instead of 2. (Theoretically,
the NewBrain should be able to handle
an even wider range, from
5.23742E+151 down to 2.91342E-157.)

Sharp SP -5025, on the other hand,
has a much smaller range, from
9.22337E+18 down to 2.71050E-20,
because the top bit of its exponent byte
is used as a sign flag. To compensate,
Sharp offers a double -precision disk
Basic SP -6115. This operates with an
exponent base of 10 and thereby
achieves a range from 9.99999E+78
down to 1.00000E-48. Unfortunately,
this otherwise very useful package has
a bug in it which produces a factor of 10
error in a printed answer (but not in
the internal FP code) under certain
circumstances. In Basic, this bug may
be avoided by a somewhat tedious
though simple trick, but a good

machine code patch to remove the bug
altogether would be very welcome.

The standard type of FP package used
on many small machines uses a three -
byte fraction to give 6sf printed out,
which is inadequate for small business
applications and many scientific pur-
poses. The standard solution in the past
has been to offer a double -precision
option which uses a seven -byte fraction
to give 16sf printed out. The disadvan-
tage of this on a small micro is that the
FP code for each double -precision
number takes up eight bytes of storage
space, and all numeric variables carry
one extra label byte.

Alternative approaches have been
adopted on Sharp, NewBrain and BBC
computers, where different comprom-
ise solutions have resulted in one -
precision FP packages giving outputsto
8 or 9sf by using five- or six -byte FP
codes. Another possibility is being
explored on the Einstein, where a
supplementary machine code package
extends the output precision of Crystal
Basic from 6sf to 15sf. All the packages
tested (except SP -6115) accept FP
inputs to a higher precision than that
designated for FP outputs; in SP -5025
this difference is deliberately limited to
one digit.

If your Basic has the function
VARPTR, or if you know where the FP
code for the first defined variable is
stored, simple programs such as those
given here will reveal how your
machine codes FP inputs. Otherwise
you could write a short provisional
program variable such as pi, and then
finalise the program by trial and error.
Once the program is running correctly,
it will help you to learn a lot more about
your FP coding system.

In the course of preparing this article,
I examined a number of different
methods of coding FP variables. The
BBC package appears to handle FP
codes very accurately within its own
limits, and of all the packages tested
offers the best compromise between
range, precision and code length.

I suggest, however, that something
likethe BBC package, butwith one extra
fraction byte to give six bytes in all and
output to 11sf is an even better com-
promisefor small micros, and will avoid
the code lengths and programming
complications associated with double -
precision options and specially defined
variables.

PCW's Benchtest of the Sinclair QL
(September 1984) revealed that Sir
Clive has fitted his latest micro with an
FP package having a magnitude range
of E±615 and a precision of 8sf. My
reaction was to wonder how many
bytes it takes to store a QL variable: I

think the answer may be five. Can you
work out why? Five may be the wrong
answer, but the logic is
interesting.
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-WARE

Datatalk
Transmitting data over the public telephone network can pose security
problems. Datatalk is a communications package for the IBM PC and

compatibles which has the built-in advantage of sophisticated
encryption routines. Peter Bright investigates.

Ever get the feeling that someone is
watching you? Paranoia? Probably, but
you can never be sure. If you use your
micro and the public telephone lines to
transmit important data to friends and
colleagues, how can you be sure that
no-one is eavesdropping on the line
and stealing your data?

Up until nowthere has been very little
micro users could do to protect their
data. Mini and mainframe installations
can afford expensive private lines and
encryption hardware, but such facilities
are beyond the means of the average
micro user.

Nowa small company called Datasoft
in Ilminster, Somerset, has come up
with a combined terminal and data
encryption package called Datatalk.
This allows you to code your data and
transmit it to colleagues safe in the
knowledge that even if someone is
listening, he won't be able to under-
stand a word of what you're saying ...

Datatalk runs on the IBM PC or
compatibles and is supplied on one
5Win distribution disk. It is available
either with or without encryption: I

tested the encryption version.
The code for the review system was

contained in a file called DATA-
CODE.EXE. This took up very nearly
100k, although the non -encryption ver-
sion isn't quite as big.

When "DATACODE" is typed, the
system displays the copyright banner
and the serial number. As my copy was
a one-off version, the sign onscreen
also displayed my name - it's a great
ego boost seeing your name in lights!
The sign is displayed for a few seconds
before the system goes into the top
level menu.

Before we go any further it's worth
pointing out that Datatalk uses a
hierarchy of menus to issue com-
mands. Commands are selected by
highlighting the word in the menu
hitting RETURN. In practice, this is very
much like the system used in Lotus
1-2-3. To move the cursor to the word

you either type the first letter of the
command, or use the cursor keys or the
space bar to move the cursor to the
desired command. ESCape will usually
get you back to the previous level.

Datatalk also makes use of the IBM's
function keys. Hitting Fl at any time
opens up a context -sensitive help
window. The set-up of the other func-
tion keys varies according to where you
are in the package, but F8, for example,
will usually get you a disk directory.

It's possible to assign strings of up to
40 characters to the function keys.
Because the system uses the unshifted
function keys for system commands,
you can only assign strings to SHIFTed
function keys. As well as assigning
strings, you can also assign control or
escape sequences to a function key.
This makes it very easy to set up, say,
log -on sequences.

You can save different sets of func-
tion key settings in disk files, so you can
re -assign function keys simply by call-
ing up a new file.

The top level menu has six options-
Setup, Editor, Transfer, Monitor, Data -
Code and Terminal.

Selecting 'Setup' brings up a sub -
menu which lets you play around with
the baud rate, word length, stop bits
and parity of the RS232 communica-
tions line. In addition to the normal
baud rates, the evaluation copy of the
software also allowed me to work at
1200/75 and 75/1200 baud. This is
unusual because the RS232 controller
on the IBM can't strictly run at split baud
rates in full duplex. Data can be lost if it
attempts to send and receive data at the
same time, so I wasn't inclined to use it.

You can store a number of system
and function key settings in disk files so
that you can recall them easily if
different remote systems need diffe-
rent settings.

'Monitor' allows you to set up the
system to work with either IBM
monochrome, colour or black & white
composite monitors.

Unusually for a communications
program, Datatalk is supplied with a
built-in 'Editor'. Once the editor has been
selected from the main menu, the
system opens up three windows. The
top window shows a portion of the
current text in the editor, the middle
window is a menu and the bottom
window shows the status of the editor.
My version of the software had a nasty
habit of flashing 'TEXT EDITOR IS
EMPTY' when I entered the editor,
something I found extremely annoying.

The menu window gives you the
option of loading or saving a disk file,
entering the editor screen, or clearing
the contents of the editor.

Whenever you are loading a file, you
have the option of typing 'DIR' instead
of the filename. This opens up a new
window which displays a directory of
the current disk; you can then happily
scroll through the list of files until you
highlight the required file. If you hit
RETURN,the filename you selected will
be written into the command lines.

An interesting feature of the review
system was its use of illegal filenames.
For example, you could happily create a
disk file called 'FR ED', save it and call it
up later. However, if you went into DOS
and tried to do anything with the file you
would get a 'File Not Found' error. Far
from getting annoyed with this 'bug', I
found it useful because no-one else
could read nor delete my files.

The editor screen is entered by
selecting EDIT from the menu. The
editing window displays 75 characters
by 13 lines in reverse video (that is,
white on black). This idea looks pretty,
but because there is a great deal of
white on the screen, I found that it
flickered more than usual which was
very distracting.

The editing facilities are extremely
basic. Although the document window
can only show 75 characters by 13 lines,
the editor can actually hold up to 256
characters by 200 lines. Extended cur-
sor control facilities are provided so
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that you can use the editing screen as a
window on the document as a whole.

You can insert and delete characters
and lines, but no block functions are
available, so you can't do block deletes,
for example.

All in all I found the editor adequate
for knocking up messages for remote
systems. Its great advantage is that you
can enter it while you are still logged on
to the remote system. I got into the habit
of logging on, preparing replies locally,
and then downloading them. This was
much easier than fighting the strange
line editors which Telecom Gold and
TBBS provide.

'Terminal' mode provides all the
features you would expect of a modern
micro terminal emulation program.
When it is selected, the top 23 lines of
the screen display the input from the
remote system and the 24th line is used
to display status.

The two most useful keys when you
are in terminal mode are F8 and
Alt -F10. F8 calls up the main menu, so
you can change the comms settings,
use the editor, and so on while remain-
ing online to the remote system. If the
remote system sends you data while
you are doing something else, Datatalk
buffers it up and displays it when you
return to the terminal screen.

Alt -F10 finishes with terminal mode
and returns you to the main menu. I was
expecting the command for this to be
ESCape, just as it is for most other
things. However, some remote sys-
tems need ESCape, so you can't usethis
as a local command.

In addition to the basic terminal
functions, Datatalk also has very com-
prehensive facilities for uploading and
downloading disk files to and from
remote systems.

At the lowest level, you can echo data
to the printer or to a disk file for later
processing. You can also easily send
the contents of an ASCII disk file to a
remote system.

Datatalk makes use of the XModem
file transfer protocol. This very com-
monly used data checking protocol
allows you to transfer binary .COM or
.EXE files as well as normal ASCII files. I
tried it with an ACT Apricot running
Async and it worked well.

If you are transferring files between
two machines which both use Datatalk
packages, you could also use the
Datatalk protocol. This has the advan-
tage of allowing multiple files to be
transferred using ambiguous file-
names: for example, if you wished to
transfer all .COM files, you could
specify *.COM. I didn'ttest this because
I only had access to one IBM PC during
the review.

Encryption
As more and more people use the
telephone lines to transmit important
data, so the incentive increases for
people to eavesdrop on the line and
steal data. Encryption gets around this

problem by encoding the data so that it
doesn't make sense and is extremely
difficult to decode. Unfortunately it has
previously only been applied in expen-
sive mini and mainframe applications;
nothing to my knowledge has been
available for micros.

The people at Datasoft first de-
veloped Datatalk as a communications
package for the medical profession.
This application required a high degree
of security to be built into the system to
ensure that eavesdroppers could not
read patients' records.

Understandably Datasoft isn't too
keen to talk about how the encoding
algorithms work except to say that they
use a 'two keyshifting substitution'
method. This works by generating an
encryption table and then applying that
and a user -defined key to the unen-
crypted data. The result, according to
Datasoft, is a datafile that is uncon-
ditionally secure as long as the file isn't
any longer than 10k.

Assuming that you are a new user of
the system, the first thing to do is to
create an encryption table, of which
there are two different types: text and
data. Text mode can only deal with
ASCII characters - it doesn't handle
control characters or binary files.
Generally the only time you would use
this kind of table would be when your
communications system could only
handle ASCII data. While this method is
secure, it isn't as secure as a data mode
table. Data mode tables can handle all
kinds of data ranging from ASCII to
binary .COM and .EXE files.

Both types of table are created in
exactly the same way. First of all, you
select 'Table' from the encryption
sub -menu, then you select the 'Gener-
ate' option. The system then asks what
type of data table you want to create,
and goes on to ask for a 'Table Creation
Key'. This can be anything up to a
40 -character string and is used as the
basis for the encryption table. After you
have entered the key, the system thinks
for a while (my Olivetti took just under a
minute, but IBMs can take up to three
minutes).

While it is thinking, the system is
actually using complex (and secret)
algorithms to generate the encryption
table. When it has finished, it asks for a
filename and saves the table to disk.
The disk files always take up 10241
bytes-no more, no less.

You can generate any number of
different encryption tables; the only
restriction being disk space and the fact
that you can loose track of which tables
you are using. You can load a new table
into the system at any time.

In addition to the encryption table,
you also need to have an 'encryption
key' - another string of up to 40
characters. When you encrypt the file,
the system combines the key, table and
your file to produce the encrypted file.
You can change the key at anytime but,
unlike the encryption tables, keys aren't

stored on disk. You can only successful-
ly decrypt a file if you use the same table
and key which were used when it was
encrypted, so it isn't a good idea to
forget the key.

Encrypting and decrypting files is
very straightforward. The first thing to
do is to look at the status screen to
ascertain that you have the correct
encryption table and key installed in the
system.

To encrypt the file, you simply select
'ENCRYPT'. The system asks which file
you want to encrypt and then asks for a
filename for the encrypted file. The
encryption process is surprisingly fast:
it encrypted a 20k WordStar WS.COM
program file in 23 seconds. The en-
crypted files always end up the same
length as the original, but the structure
is totally incomprehensible.

Decrypting a file is just as straight-
forward as encrypting; the only prob-
lem is to make sure that you are using
the righttable and key. If you choose the
wrong ones, the system won't tell you
but the decrypted file will be gibberish.
Decryption takes about the same
amount of time as encryption.

Documentation
The documentation supplied with the
review system was a professionally
presented typeset 30 -page booklet. The
troublewas that although it looked nice,
it was badly written. At the time of
writing, Datasoft was well aware of
these problems and was planning to
rectify them. Fortunately, I found that
the context -sensitive help screenswere
very useful, so by and large I didn't have
to refer to the manual.

Conclusion
I liked Datatalk a great deal. As a
communications/terminal package it is
average, but with the addition of the
encryption algorithms Datatalk goes a
level above its competitors.

Most people agree that communica-
tions is becoming a major growth area
in computing. It is also agreed that as
the use of public telephone lines for
micro communications grows, so does
the likelihood of people eavesdropping
on the line. Datatalk provides an effec-
tive method of protecting transmitted
data. It would also be useful in a normal
office environment where you might
want to protect sensitive data or secret
programs from prying eyes.

In use Datatalk had a couple of minor
quirks. The screen can get very clut-
tered and confusing when you have
four or five different windows open
simultaneously, and there's also an
overdose of inverse video flashing
error messages. But overall these
quibbles are outweighed by the sheer
usefulness of the package.
Datatalk is manufactured by Datasoft
of East Street, Ilminster, Somerset and
distributed by Thorn EMI. The en-
crypted version costs £225 and the
unencrypted version £135 (ex VAT). all
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Koala Pad
Martin Banks draws your attention to the Koala Pad, a touch -sensitive
graphics unit for the Commodore 64 which allows aspiring computer

artists to draw quality pictures easily.
Haveyou ever looked atsomeone else's
computer -generated graphics and said
to yourself: 'I wish I could do that . .

and then given up on the idea because
of the amount of program coding
needed to achieve worthwhile results? I
have. I've looked at some of the clever
graphics around and thought it would
be fun to try, if only it could be done
more quickly and easily than the
techniques currently presented.

The Koala Pad is an extremely simple
device which enables graphics to be
implemented with the utmost of ease,
with virtually no tricks or skills to learn
and with results that are interesting and
entertaining, even for absolute begin-
ners. The Pad has some weaknesses,
but then it's not intended to be a
professional 'hi -tech' device.

It is particularly aimed at the home
and hobbyist market, and interfaces

directly with the Commodore 64, the
Atari range, the Apple II and the IBM PC
in the US. As can be seen from the latter
systems it has pretensions towards
business use, although its capabilities
might be found to be wanting if put to
serious use. In the UK the Pad is
marketed by Audiogenic, which is
concentrating its efforts on the Com-
modore 64 market for now, and it's this
machinewhich was used in the review.

Hardware
The Koala Pad is manufactured by
Koala Technologies Corp of California.
The hardware consists of a touch -
sensitive pad which measures 3.5ins by
4ins. This sits in a case measuring 6.5ins
by 8ins which incorporates two keys,
both of which perform the same func-
tion. The case is designed to be held in
one hand (either left or right) with the

thumb over the adjacent key. The other
hand is then free to work with the pad
area, either with the stylus provided, a
finger, or with any other reasonably
pointed and hard object.

Software
The software has been produced by
Audio Light Inc of California. It takes the
form of three packages- Koalapainter,
Koalaprinter and the Instant Program-
mer's Guide. These are fairly self-
explanatory, with the first intended for
the production of graphics, the second
provides hard copy output of the results
of the first, and the third package is
aimed at those hobbyists keen to
interface the Pad to other programs.

Audiogenic has produced an Angli-
cised version of the Koalapainter pack-
age that incorporates a slightly diffe-
rent menu and minor modifications
which allow 'circular' circles to be
drawn; the American version produces
slightly elliptical ones. The cassette
tape forwarded by Audiogenic, and
specifically checked out as OK, refused
to load on the 64, so the test was
conducted with the original American
software shipped with the Pad. The
company supplies in either audio cas-
sette orfloppy disk format, as required.

In use
Getting started with the Pad is straight-
forward with the 64, as its input signals
mimic those of a standard joystick. The
Pad is simply connected to port one of
the computer, the cassette is loaded
into the player, and you're ready to
begin.

Enter LOAD "KPAINT" in response to
the prompt; after the tape has been
started there's about a minute to wait
before the READY prompt appears
again. Key in RUN and wait a furtherfive
or six minutes. The main menu then
appears. This consists of a number of
separate boxes, all containing a diffe-
rent command or function collected
together in a rectangle. This constitutes
the system's display area which is
surrounded by a coloured border.

Now is the time to pick up the Pad and
stylus, and twiddle with the television's
volume control. This is necessary be-
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cause, when the main menu is display-
ed, there is a continual and annoying
mixture of buzz and white noise. The
sound should not be turned off, howev-
er. Pressing the stylus onto the Pad will
produce a bleeping sound from the
television, which indicates that you can
select from the main menu or change to
the drawing in progress.

Move the stylus up the Pad and an
arrow cursor appears on the screen's
display area. Locate this in any of the
boxes, press one of the two keys and the
function or command in the selected
box will become the current task.

Here's how it works in practice. The
boxes contain such commands as
DRAW, FRAME, CIRCLE, XCOLOUR
(change colour), MIRROR, LINE, BOX,
DISC, COPY, SWAP, LINES, RAYS, FILL,
ZOOM, STORAGE, OOPS, BRUSHES,
ERASE and, at the bottom of the
display, a rectangular colour palette
with 32 different colours or shades. To
get started, move the cursor to the
DRAW box and press one of the keys on
the pad. Next, move the cursor down to
the bottom of the Pad until the bleeping
is heard, when a key should be pressed
again. This removes the main menu
and leaves a blank display area inside
the coloured border. Now move the
cursor back up the screen into the
display area; the arrow will appear
accompanied by the selected com-
mand word, in this case DRAW.

Move the cursor to the point where
you wish to start DRAWing, then press
the key and keep it pressed; now move
the cursor around and draw your
picture. To move the cursor without
drawing, either take the stylus off the
Pad and relocate it or, more convenient-
ly because you can see the movement,
release the key until the cursor is in the
right place. There are eight 'brushes'
which can be selected for this purpose,
all with a different effect. There's a
narrow point for thin lines, broad
brushes, and multiple brushes which
allow you to draw several lines at once.

My major problem occurred when I
placed the stylus on the Pad in DRAW
command as it was impossible to keep
the cursor still. The amount of move-
ment was small, no more than a

Commodore sprite ortwo, butthe effect
was tremendous. It was impossible to
produce a straight line in free -hand, and
every movement was subject to con-
siderable deviation from the straight
and narrow.

Audiogenic says this is expected of
the device, partly because it isn't
intended for such 'professional' hand
drawing capabilities, and partly be-
cause it has a reasonable set of
automatic drawing commands which
largely overcome the problem. One
major reason for the problem, accord-
ing to the company, is that the Pad is so
small that the drawing area is tiny:
therefore, the merest hint of a hand
tremor is translated into a major
movement on the screen.

The automatic graphics commands

The graphics designer master menu
provides a wide selection of tasks

incorporated into the software fall into
two main categories: the linear ones,
and the solid ones. The former contains
LINE and LINES, FRAME, CIRCLE and
RAYS. With each of these the basic
approach is the same. Select the
command from the main menu, then
press a key on the Pad. Having selected
the function which illuminates its selec-
tion by blinking in the menu, and brush
and colour (both are chosen by placing
the cursor over the selection and
pressing a key on the Pad), return to the
drawing display. Again, this is achieved
by moving the stylus to the bottom of
the Pad until the bleeping is heard and a
key can be pressed.

Locating the cursor at the start point
and pressing the key will fix the end of a
line, the centre of a circle, or the top left
and corner of a rectangle. Move the
cursor around until you have selected
the position for the end of the line,
diameter of the circle or bottom right-
hand corner of the rectangle and press
the key again. The image will appear on
the display as selected.

This is an extremely quick and easy
way to create basic graphical shapes,
and with imagination can be used quite
effectively. It also overcomes the wob-
bly cursor problems.

The BOX and DISC commands are
used in exactly the sameway as FRAME
and CIRCLE; the only difference being
that once completed, the enclosed area
is filled in with the background colour of
the border. The same effect can be
obtained on other enclosed areas you
have drawn by using the FILL com-
mand; simply locate the cursor over the
area, which can be quite small, and
press a key. Be sure, however, that you
haven't left any holes through which
the colour can 'escape', otherwise
everything will be painted the same
colour. The colour to be used for FILL is
chosen by returning to the main menu
and placing the cursor over the desired
shade in the palette.

Of the other commands, XCOLOR
allowsyou to re -fill an area with another
colour choice, MIRROR reproduces
what you DRAW in one corner of the
screen as mirror images in the other
three corners, COPY provides a 'step
and repeat' facility for copying all or
part of a drawing to another location,
and ZOOM allows you to select a
portion of the drawing and expand it
into a much -enlarged window.

uesigning graphics is simple: every
command and colour is provided

The SWAP command allows you to
move picture information from one
window to the other. ERASE wipes out
the whole picture you have created,
while OOPS simply cancels the last
drawing command. STORAGE is fairly
self-explanatory, being the picture sav-
ing and retrieving routine. It was here
that the only weakness in the docu-
mentation was found, in that the
retrieval routine, GET, is not fully
explained in the manual.

There is an addendum sheet that
accompanies the Pad which corrects
the error, but you must remember to
refer to it (guess who didn't first time
round?). When GETting a stored pic-
ture, you first have to go through the
NAME routine, which allows you to
name a picture file prior to SAVEing it in
order to identify the file to be retrieved.
The GET routine is then used exactly as
described in the manual.

Documentation
The documentation supplied with the
unit is clear and concise, and contri-
buteswell to easyoperation.

Prices
The Koala Pad costs £79.95 including
VAT and is only available for the
Commodore 64 at present. It is mar-
keted by Audiogenic, 39 Suttons Indust-
rial Park, London Road, Reading R66
1 AZ. Tel: (0734)664646.

Conclusion
The Koala Pad and its software is easy to
use and quick to give results. The
system is high on entertainment value,
but also educational and 'artistic'. It has
some drawbacks, most notably the
wobbly cursor and the need for two-
handed operation which could prove a
problem, but at the price it's an
excellent exploitation of technology.

It also demonstrates how technology
can be applied to business applications
at a reasonable price. The Pad is a
worthy competitor to a mouse and,
although there wasn't sufficient time to
fully evaluatethe Instant Programmer's
Guide package which allows you to
write interfaces to other programs, it's a
relatively easy task to accomplish.

Most of all, though, the Pad will
appeal to all those budding computer
artists who want to get on and draw the
pictures but don't want to waste time
forever programming sprites. END
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The new TDI Pinnacle
the fastest micro
in the world.

Running at 12MHz, the new TDI Pinnacle will take
your breath away! It can execute a staggering 3million
instructions per second.

The compilers can handle 3,000 lines per minute.
And with the capability of running a mountainous range of
software, the TDI Pinnacle has real power, too.

What's more it can service 7 users as fast as most
personal computers service one.

You could say the new TDI Pinnacle is the
downhill racer of personal computers.

One thing's for sure, other
N micros are going to have

an uphill struggle
competing '-

with it

ich
omputer?' Sho

NEC, Birmingham
JkW15th -186

..StAND NO. 3811

The
accessible
Peak of

Performance

c

For more information about
the new TDI Pinnacle contact TDI Limited,
29 Alma Vale Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 2HL,
telephone Bristol (0272) 742796, or clip the coupon

r
Take my breath away! Send me your free colour brochure on\
the world's fastest MICRO.

NAME

I POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

TEL NO

PLEASE TICK END USER DEALER ri
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DISKETTES

// \\\
UNBEATABLE OFFER

During the next 28 days you may order any quantity of our discs at a special introductory price.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES
51/4" DISC 1 -9 Boxes 1 0 + Boxes OFFER

PRICE

SINGLE SIDED
Description Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT

Double Density
SS /DD

12.40 14.26 11.40 13.11 8.80 10.12

Quad Density
SS /QD

17.40 20.01 16.40 18.86 12.30 14.15

DOUBLE SIDED
Description

Ex
VAT

Inc
VAT

Ex
VAT

Inc
VAT

Ex
VAT

Inc
VAT

Double Density
DS/DD 16.40 18.86 15.40 17.71 11.40 13.11

Quad Density
DS / QD

20.40 23.46 19.40 22.31 14.30 16.45

Post and packing 75p per box or Free for order of 10 or more

AIM Diskettes are packaged in boxes of 10.
Each disc has a lifetime guarantee and
comes complete with hub ring, sleeve,
library labels and write -protect labels.

AIM is a well established company in
the United States supplying discs to the
American market.

Our reputation is such that we insist
upon only the highest quality of disc.

Due to the large quantities involved,
we are now able to offer these superb
discs for the first time in the U.K. at a
price which will dramatically reduce
your operating costs.

Agents:
We are rapidly expanding our agent
network in the U.K. If you are already
established in computer software, then
you are invited to contact Mr Paul Bum,
Advanced International Marketing (UK).

Please send the following quantity of AIM DISKETTES ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (UK)
74a Heath Road,Twickenham, TW1 4BW
Telephone: 01-891 3644 Telex: 946461
(USA) 1 11 West St John Street, San Jose, Cal. 95113. Tel: 0101-408 286 801 3

Name

Address

Post code

Please debit my Access card, number

Signature:

Description Qty Price (ex VAT)

10 SS/DD 48 TPI @ £8.80 per box

10 SS/QD 96 TPI@ £12.30 per box

10 DS/DD 48 TPI @ £11.40 per box

10 DS/QD 96 TPI @ £14.30 per box

Total value exclusive of VAT

Total Postage and Packing

Sub -Total exclusive of VAT

VAT @ 15%

Total Value (Payable to A.I.M.)

PCW17.9
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Retrieve
Kathy Lang examines Derwent Data Systems' Retrieve II, a data

management system report generator with many unusual features, not
least of which is voice recognition.

Derwent Data Systems' Retrieve II is a
data management system for a wide
variety of micros which stores informa-
tion in files containing records of a
regular structure. Each record uses the
maximum amount of space which may
be necessary for the largest record
entered.

Thus far, that description could apply
to many data management systems
available for systems such as the
Apricot and the IBM PC. But Retrieve II
has some unusual features, including
the ability to tailor the entire system's
image to specific requirements. This
flexibility has made it especially popu-
lar in Japan, where a version of Retrieve
II is available in Kanji, the language of
4500 characters. For the average British
user, one advantage of this flexibility is
that you can rename Retrieve II com-
mands: for example, the SORT AND
PRINT command could be renamed
SPRINT.

Retrieve II's other unusual feature is
its ability to accept voice input. This
allows you, if you have the necessary
hardware, to specify menu options,
commands, and even file and field
names by talking to your computer
rather than pressing keys. The new
Apricot Portable, for example, has
voice recognition included in the basic
system, and a version of Retrieve II is
available for that model.

You must train the system to recog-
nise your voice; having done so, the
Retrieve II manual for the Apricot
includes full instructions on how to set
up your version of the package to work
with your voice. There are limitations
on vocabulary size, but these limits
should suffice in the kind of straightfor-
ward application for which voice input
might be appropriate.

What of the more prosaic features of
the package? As is common with this
type of software, these are a mixture of
excellent, adequate and unhelpful. Re-
trieve II allows you to set up a display
format for entering and editing records,
and to make enquiries and produce

reports based on these records. The
enquiry processor is extremely flexible
and powerful; the reporting facilities
provide basic facilities simply, and
powerful features in a more complex
way. You can specify tasks by using
menu options together with com-

Maximum file size
Max record size
Max no fields
Max field size
Max digits
Max prime key length
Special disk format?
File size fixed?
Link to ASCII files?
Data types

Fixed record
structure?
Fixed record length
stored?
Amend record
structure?
Link data files?
No data files open
No sort fields
No keys
Max key length (chars,
fields)
Subsidiary indexes
kept up-to-date
Data validation
Screen formatting
Unique keys
Report formatting
Store calculated data
Totals and statistics
Store selection criteria
Combining criteria
>1 criterion/field?
Wild code selection?
Browsing methods

Interaction methods
Reference manual+
Tutorial guide+
Reference card+
Online help+
Hot-line?

32,000
1020
255
255
16
255
N
N

YV
C,N,D,
Time+

Y

Y

Copy
No
1

5
1

255,1

NA
Good
C

1M
D,C,L,
IN
S
P

And,Or
Y
SW
AF+
selections
M+C,LT
***
***
N
**
D

Fig 1 Features and constraints

mands for producing reports, or you
can use commands directlyfor all tasks.
Any sequence of commands may be
entered in a file and executed from
there, either directly or via menus
which Retrieve II helps you to set up.
You can control the execution of stored
commands, thus providing the basics
of a programming facility. Retrieve II
also gives unusually detailed and ex-
tensive support to dealers and large
users who want to produce tailored
systems based upon these facilities.

For those who want to try out the
system before they buy, there's a
'sampler' version of the package which
allows you to create up to 20 records;
this comes with a simple, well -
produced booklet explaining the basic
features. Derwent estimates that a
novicecan usethe samplerto setup and
use a simple data file in 20 minutes, a
claim it says is based on tests with
genuine novices. The sampler is sold
through dealers at a recommended
price of £20, refundable if you purchase
thefull system, and this is a good way to
try Retrieve II on your own computer.

Constraints
The main features and constraints of
Retrieve II are shown in Fig 1. The date
format is DD/MM/YY, and the 'time'
data type saves a lot of tedious data
handling in applications requiring time -
based calculations.

The major limitation is the restriction
to one keyed field for direct access.
When editing, you can retrieve records
directly by entering the unique key, or
by setting a filter to select a set of
records to be edited. The selection in
this case involves reading the file
sequentially, which could take a long
time for a large file, especially on a
floppy disk.

Direct access, while much faster, is
limited to the single unique key field.
For some applications, this might be a
disadvantage: one shared by many
packages in this part of the market, but
one of which you should be aware.
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File creation and indexing
The first step in creating a Retrieve II file
is to define the name and type of each
field in the record and,fortextfields, the
length of each field. The package uses a
simple form -filling technique to obtain
this information. Other attributes can
also be defined at this stage: entry of a
field value may be mandatory, conver-
sion to upper case letters may be
requested, and validation can be set up,
including both pattern matches and
range checks. In addition to values
entered from the keyboard, fields may
contain calculated values; these may
depend on the values of other fields as
well as constants.

Atthesametime,the display layout is
defined: you enter the row and column
position the field is to occupy when the
record is displayed onscreen for data
entry or amendment. This format may
occupy more than one screen per
record, but I find it easier to specify
screen layout using a 'paint -a -screen'
technique rather than by using column
and row coordinates, especially when
the program gives you so little help with
the position of already -defined fields.

Thefirstfield in a Retrieve II record is a
unique field which may, if you request
it, be used to index the file, thus
permitting fast direct access on this
field. If you don't want to use this
feature, or have no obvious unique field
to use, you can ask Retrieve II to supply a
unique value for this field as each
record is entered.

Data input and updating
Retrieve II uses the same mechanism
for entering records and for amending
records retrieved directly. To retrieve
an existing record, you enter the key

field value and the record will be
displayed for editing. To add a new
record, just type in the value for the key
field. If you decide at any stage of entry
or amendment to change your mind
about amending or creating this record,
entering an asterisk in thefirst character
position of a field will void this entry. An
existing record will be left unchanged.
This void character is used throughout
Retrieve II to allow you to abandon tasks
without penalty - a very helpful
feature.

The process of entering and editing
fields is rather less helpful: you enter
each field in sequence, and are then

`Retrieve ll's other
unusual feature is its
ability to accept voice

input. This allows you, if
you have the necessary

hardware, to specify
menu options,

commands, and even file
and field names by

talking to yourcomputer
rather than pressing

keys.'
asked whether any fields need chang-
ing. If you have corrections to make,
you must enter the number of each
incorrect field in turn and retype it -
there's no facility for direct screen
editing under cursor control.

To amend a set of records, you enter
the enquiry processor and execute the
CHANGE command. This allows you to
specify criteria which must be met

LIST PERSONNEL WITH SALARY>5000 AND SALARY<10000 AND +

(DEPT="ACCTS" OR DEPT="SALES")

Fig 2 A complex command to lista setof records

SORT PERSONNEL BY DEPT WITH SALARY>5000 AND SALARY<10000 AND +

(DEPT="ACCTS" OR DEPT="SALES") BREAK ON DEPT+

TOTAL SALARY

Fig 3A sorted command to list a setof records

BM1
BM2
BM3
8M4

BM5
BM6
BM7

BM8

BM9
BM10

Time to add one new record
Time to select record by primary key
Time to select record by secondary key
Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on
3 -character field (same field as in BM2 key)
Time to access record using wild code
Time to index 1000 records on 3 -character field
Time to sort 1000 records on 5 -character field

Time to calculate on one field per record and store
result in record
Time to total three fields over 1000 records
Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records

Time to import a file of 1000 records: 32m i ns 34secs
Fig 4 Benchmarks

3secs
3secs
NA

1min 10secs
1min 48secs
NA
17mins
35secs
NA

5mins 48secs
23mins
55secs

before a record is presented for editing.
When the change command has been
issued Retrieve II will go through the
file, pulling out each record which
meets the criteria and displaying itto be
amended.

Similarly, you can define a set of
records which are to be deleted auto-
matically. The same selection process
is used when viewing, and when
changing and deleting records.

Screen display
When displaying records for amend-
ment, the format used is that specified
in the data definition (called a dictionary
by Retrieve II). A file may have several
dictionaries, allowing you to have
several different display formats. A
dictionary must contain a reference to
every field in the file. A field may,
however, be described as 'hidden', so
it's possible to set up different formats
for controlling the display, and update
records containing a mixture of con-
fidential and public information.

For viewing record sets, two alterna-
tive formats are provided: you can view
one record per line, with fields set out
across the screen; or one field per line.
The latter is the format used by Retrieve
II if the record won't fit on a single
screen line, but you can also request it if
you prefer it. Such records can be
selected using the criteria described
under 'Selection & sorting', and sorted
into order if that is required. Totals may
be produced on numeric fields. Where
several sort fields are used sub -totals
can be produced, and the display may
start on a new screen when a sorting
field changes.

The fields chosen for display in these
lists can be specified when the file
dictionary is set up, or you can specify
the fields to be shown when the display
request is issued.

A sensible compromise is probably
to define in the dictionary those fields
which you most often want listed in a
report, and to override this specifica-
tion when necessary. A typical request
for a list of all records using only a few
fields might be:
LIST PERSONNEL SHOW NAME AGE

SALARY
If the request is issued in this form,

the list will be displayed one screen at a
time.

Printed reports
Any sets of records retrieved through
the enquiry processor may be printed
or sent to a file as alternatives to screen
display. If more powerful formatting
facilities are required, you need to use
Retrieve II's formatting program. This
takes directives from a file of com-
mands set up using the Retrieve II editor
and provides the ability to produce very
flexible reports, including personalised
letters and lengthier documents. In-
deed, the editor and formatter consti-
tute a powerful word processor, and the
formatter includes some very unusual
commands for a data management
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system report generator, such as the
ability to generate an index, and to
number figures and sections sequen-
tially as they're encountered in the file.

A particularly interesting feature is
the ability to include paragraphs of text
from document files in reports. The
names of these paragraph files may
themselves be field values from the
database, so a very flexible system can
be built up for applications such as
personnel management. For example,
the standard information about a mem-
ber of staff - name, salary, depart-
ment, and so on-can be recorded in a
Retrieve II data file, together with the
names of paragraph files containing
textual descriptions of job history and
current performance. Reports can then
bring together both the structured and
textual information in a highly selective
and well laid out report.

The flexibility of these formatting
features is enhanced by the ability to
include in a formatted report any
sequence of commands which can be
carried out by the enquiry processor.
The report can thus include sorted lists
of records, totals and sub -totals, with
page -breaks when sub -total fields
change, and so on.

It should now be obvious that the
reporting features of Retrieve II are
exceptionally powerful and flexible.
The means of setting up reports is,
however, not the easiest I have encoun-
tered. The commands to the formatter
are reasonably straightforward, but if
they are to be entered within Retrieve II
you must use the system's own editor.
This is a buffered editor using indirect
commands of the type familiar to
generations of mainframe program-
mers, but not perhapsthe easiesttool to
master if your experience is confined to
screen-based editing facilities of the
WordStar kind.

You can use another editor but you
must leave Retrieve II and return to test
the command file you have created, a
process which gets rather tedious until
you become familiar with the package.

Selection & sorting
Selection, whether to decide which
records to display for editing, for
viewing in a list on the screen or printer,
or for storing in a text file for subse-
quent word processing, is achieved by
using modifiers to command words in
the enquiry processor. Two types of
criteria can be used: you can filter all
records according to tests on the val ues
of fields in file records; or you can
continue extracting records until cer-
tain conditions are met (thetwo types of
criteria can be used together). In either
case, several tests may be used simul-
taneously.

Individual testsareconstructed using
the usual range of comparison oper-
ators (equal, not equal, less than,

greater than, and so on). Tests on text
fields may refer to the whole field, or
test for the start, the end, or any part of
the string containing a particular set of
characters. Where several tests are
used, they may be combined with And

`Retrieve II is a powerful
and flexible package for
applications requiring

varied reporting, either in
terms of the different

report elements or in the
waythey're laid out. It is
particularly valuable for
applications which need

to store and calculate
clock times . .

or Or in any sequence, and brackets can
be used to ensure that the result is
satisfactory. A complex command to
list a set of records showing the fields
specified in the dictionary for reporting
is shown in Fig 2 (the plus sign indicates
that a command is continued on the
next line).

Records which you need to report on
to the display or printer may first be
sorted into any desired order. Up to five

DOS Retrieve II

Data Management System

copy,iglit (C) Derwent Data Systems

Serial: DD999999
Version 2.04

Please enter today's date ?DD/MM/1'Y

Registered user: Derwent Data Systems

On loading, theabovescreenappears

sort fields can be specified, and you
may ask for a new page or screen to be
started as each sort value changes. If
totals have been requested, sub -totals
are printed when sort field values
change. The SORT command not only
carries out the sorting, but also acti-
vates the output requested. A com-
mand to produce the same output as
the example in Fig 2, but sorted by
department and giving totals of salaries
for these records together with a

sub -total within each department, is
shown in Fig 3.

Calculation
Calculated fields may be set up when
the record structure is defined. The
usual arithmetic operators are used,
and brackets are permitted. You can
also show counts, averages and totals
when displaying or printing groups of
records.

Multiple files
Retrieve II does not allow the connec-
tion of several structured data files. It
does, however, allow you to bring in
several different text files when merg-
ing information into a report via the
formatter. For an application with a
mixture of structured and free -format
textual information, this could prove to
be an acceptable approach.

Tailoring
Any sequence of commands available
in the enquiry processor may be stored
in a file for subsequent execution, via

Master Menu

Enter selection number (...)

1. Describe a file
2. Print file description
3. Create or amend records
4. Enquiry processor
5. Text editor
6. Text format processor
7. Read a text file
8. Help!
9. Delete a file

10. Example session
11. Terminate session

Fig5:the master menu options

File definition locedurn

File name: ? Record length

1. How many fields?: 12/5/83 Contacts Information Page: 1

2. Data file name..: 1. Surname ?3. Data file type..:
4. Screen title...:

2. Forename
3. Street
4. CityFile security
5. County

5. Update permitted: 6. Post -Code :

6. Update password.:
7. Access password.:

Beginning the database Option3onthemenu
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either the RUN command or a menu set
up using Retrieve II's facilities for
creating tailored menus. When taken
together with the facilities of the
Retrieve II programming language,
RBP, these facilities make it possible to
provide a tailored system with a reason-
able degree of flexibility. The com-
mands for conditional execution are
limited to a 'test and jump' pair, much
like the Basic 'IF .. GOTO'. Parameters
can be passed to an RBP program upon
execution, allowing you to set up
general purpose programsfor a variety
of specific tasks.

Other RBP commands allow you to
interact with the person executing the
program, and to interpret his response
to prompts. You can also 'chain' out to
the operating system to execute a
sequence of system commands, so that
you could, for example, set up a report
and send the print image to a file, go to
the operating system to set up a
background print, and return to Re-
trieve II to do some more work on your
data while the report is printed.

In addition to the facilities directly

provided by RBP, considerable flexibil-
ity is also available through the exten-
sive information provided on Retrieve
II's internal construction. This, for
example, allows the system developer
to set up Help files at appropriate stages
in a tailored system, and to modify the
Help files which are supplied with
Retrieve II.

Security & housekeeping
When setting up a file, you can specify a
password which must be given before
the file can be accessed at all, and
another (which could, of course, be the
same characters) to be given before
amendment is allowed. This simple
procedure should be sufficient protec-
tion in most applications against unau-
thorised access.

Commands are provided within Re-
trieve II to take security copies of
complete files (if necessary partitioned
over several floppy disks), to restore
such files, and to copy records selected
from individual files using the criteria
described under 'Selection & sorting'.
You can issue commands to delete files

Summary
Package type Fixed format, fixed length records; one date file, links to

many text files. Powerful reporting, some tailoring
including construction of menus. Voice input. Modifiable
command vocabulary.

Systems supported MS-DOS, PC -DOS
Ease of use Very variable; enquiries easy, record creation less easy.
Cost (ex VAT) £375 (sampler £20).
Supplier Derwent Data Systems, 18 Norfolk Street, Sunderland,

Tyne and Wear SR1 1EA. Tel: (0783) 652026

Package Cost (£)
Condor 3 295

dBasell 438

I nfoSta r 375

Pearl 190

Rescue 3 295

Retrieve II 375

Summary
Fixed record structure, two data files available at
once. Good 'post' feature for updating related
files. Only one index per data file. Otherwise very
like dBasell, although some people find it easier
to use.
Popular fixed -format package allowing two data
files at once. Any field may be a key, so retrieval is
fast. Flexible key construction. Commands used
to give instructions. Can operate on whole file in
'batch'; can store sets of commands to tailor
system.
Upgraded version of long-standing DataStar,
same family as WordStar. Reporting features
powerful (for example, can extract information
from more than one data file) but hard to use.
Only one key at any one time. Screen entry and
reporting separate.
Economical storage of varying length records,
indexes kept up-to-date, paint -a -screen
formatting for screen and reports, entry screens
can read from several files at once.
British -supplied package with good data
validation features. Menu -driven with few
short-cuts. Single file, fixed record structure
stored, but good facilities for displaying and
entering records with irregular structure.
Combination of menus and commands, powerful
selection using sequential access. One key used
for all direct access. All prompts and messages
are held on file, so the package can be quickly
adapted to many (human) languages. Uses
limited voice input.

Fig 6 Comparison of similar data management packages

and to show the disk directory; you can
also link out to the operating system to
perform tasks there and return to
Retrieve II.

Links with outside
Files in ASCII text format may be
imported into Retrieve II provided they
consist either of records which occur
one per file line with fields separated by
commas, or one field per file line. The
system creates files in either format, so
data files can be created for use with
many word processors including
WordStar's MailMerge. Since format-
ted reports may also be sent to a file,
you can create text data files of a very
wide variety of formats using Retrieve
II's text formatter.

User image
One of Retrieve II's best features is the
flexibility of its methods of issuing
commands. In particular, it gives you
the ability to use the menu approach
until you're comfortable with the pack-
age and can rely entirely on commands.
The command processor is very forgiv-
ing, allowing a variety of 'noise' words
which are ignored, and also permitting
you to rename commands to your own
taste. For people who want to tailor
systems for others, this flexibility ex-
tends to the ability to store command
sequences, and to adapt the Help
facilities easily and quickly.

I also liked the way the simple
reporting facilities are provided; with
practice, most users can get exactly the
information they want with very little
effort. The ability to void almost any
operation with a single character is
another good feature.

Documentation
The Retrieve II sampler has its own
booklet to show you how to get started.
This is typeset and nicely illustrated-a
foretaste, I hope, of what the main
documentation will look like.

Conclusion
Retrieve II is a powerful and flexible
package for applications requiring
varied reporting, either in terms of the
different report elements or in the way
they're laid out. It is particularly valu-
able for applications which need to
store and calculate clock times, since,
unlike most of its competitors, Retrieve
II provides specific features to handle
such data.

The package provides a reasonable
range of functions for system develop-
ers, particularly with the amount of
information which Derwent supplies to
allow you to hook into the system. If you
need to tailor the look of a package to
particular requirements - not just
foreign languages, but other special-
ised vocabularies-or if you need voice
input, the special features make Re-
trieve II an interesting proposition. Try
the excellent sampler before you buy,
to get a feel for the package and what it
can and cannot provide.
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HARDWARE

Onyourmarks
See how they run: PCW presents its Benchmarks round -up.

Bumper to bumper they turn into the
final straight, with only seconds be-
tween them. Which will be first across
the line? Will the Sage II, primed with
p -code, stay at the front for the second
year running, or will the new model
from the old firm of IBM steal victory?
Read on ...

Breathless readers should by now
have realised that the time has come
round again for the Great PCW Bench-
marks Round -up. Ever since the maga-
zine started back in February 1978,
we've been testing machines with a set
of Basic programs designed to measure
the speed at which they execute certain
important routines. Forthis issue we've
compiled the results, taken the aver-
ages for each machine and listed them
in order.

As we've sorted the results according
to this average speed, we've had to
ignore machines for which we haven't
got a complete set of timings. This time
we've also omitted some of the systems
which are no longer being sold, but
compensation figures are included for
the Macintosh whose Basic wasn't
available when the machine was
Benchtested in March '84 (for more on
Mac Basic see next month's issue).

To answer the opening question, the
Sage II has held off all -comers to stay
top of the list for the second year
running. But last year's runner-up,
Future Computers' FX-20, has slipped
to seventh place, being replaced by the
Crystal from Aston Technology. IBM's
PC AT, with a late burst on Benchmark
eight, comes in third, closely pursued
by two PC clones, Olivetti's M24 and the
MAD1. The PC itself comes in lower, but
is the highest placed machine reviewed
in 1981 which is still on the list.

In case you're wondering, the B
beside all these systems stands for
business. Among the portables (Ps)
Hewlett Packard is in front with its
HP110, although the Jonos follows
closely behind. Depending on how you
define the home market (the Hs), either
the Advance 86 or the BBC B leads that
particular part of the field, hotly pur-
sued by the Amstrad CPC 464. In fact,
the BBC is the highest placed machine
from 1982 when it came third.

Nineteen eighty-four saw the demise
of the 8 -bit micro in the business
market. The rush towards IBM compati-
bility has meantthat the majority of new
business machines are 16 -bit and faster

than their 8 -bit rivals. Only the Jonos
matches the 16 -bit machines by using a
faster -than -usual Z8OB processor.

But home micros still stick with 8 -bit
technology. The only major exception
to this is the Sinclair QL which uses the
Motorola 68008 8/16/32 -bit central pro-
cessor. However, despite having a

theoretical processing advantage over
its home rivals, SuperBasic as tested
was very slow and the QL only man-
aged 31st place behind machines like
the Memotech and the BBC B.

The two fastest machines-the Sage
II and the Crystal - both use the
Motorola MC68000 processor and both
run compiled versions of Basic. The
combination of a fast processor and
compiled code singles them out as
being different from the rest. The IBM
PC AT, using the new Intel 80286 central
processor chip, made a brave attempt
to beat them, but expect to see both the
top machines defeated this year as
more machines adopt the Intel 80286 or
the very fast 12MHz versions of the
Motorola MC68000.

Although the Apple Macintosh uses
the same Motorola MC68000 processor
as the Sage II, it only came in at twelfth
place. This is mainly because we used
an early pre-release version of MacBa-
sic which was very bad at maths.
Hopefully, later versions will be able to
add up faster.

Looking at the top twenty positions,
1984 was obviously a good year for
speed with 15 new machines listed. But
before getting carried away with the
idea of hurtling around the silicon at
speed, a note of caution hasto be struck.
Thefigures may be interesting, but they
don't make a good basis for deciding
which machine to buy. At the very least
you have to consider which Bench-
marks are most appropriate to the kind
of programs you want to run: for
example, do your programs make
heavy use of arithmetic operations or
array access? And none of the Bench-
marks calculates operations such as
string handling, graphics or input/
output, although we put forward some
proposals for disk Benchmarks in our
November issue.

What the Benchmarks do cover can
be seen from the accompanying prog-
rams leach routine is repeated 1000
times to allow timing with a stop -watch).
BM1 tests an empty FOR .. . NEXT
loop. The other Benchmarks, with the

exception of BM8, proceed by adding
extra functions to the basic routine:
BMs 3 and 4 show the difference
between using constants and variables
in the same formula; BM5 adds a
GOSUB routine, so you can see how
GOSUBs slow you down; BM6 DIMen-
sionsan array; and BM7 writes data into
that array. Finally, BM8 tests the
machine's maths and trig functions.

One irregularity affecting BM8
should be mentioned. To save a Ben-
chtester time, this Benchmark original-
ly tested only 100 loops instead of 1000.
Where necessary, these figures have
been multiplied by 10 to give them the
same weight as the others when
calculating the averages. Since the
beginning of 1983, however, Benchtes-
ters have had to curbtheir patience until
all the 1000 loops have been completed.

Much to the irritation of its oppo-
nents, Basic remains the most impor-
tant microcomputer language. We
already have tests for Pascal (see our
December issue) and Forth, and we'd
be interested in any proposals readers
have for other languages. Given Basic's
stranglehold on the market, though, it
looks as though the Basic Benchmarks
will continue to serve their (limited)
purpose.
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4.1 *MY,

Berichmat*programs 130 K=K+1
140 A=K/2*3+4-5

210
220

END
RETURN

100 REM BENCHMARK 1 150 IF K<1000 THEN 130
110 PRINT "S" 160 PRINT "E" 100 REM BENCHMARK 7
120 FOR K=1 TO 1000 170 END 110 PRINT "S"
130 NEXT K 120 K=0
140 PRINT "E" 100 REM BENCHMARK 5 130 DIM M(5)
150 END 110 PRINT "S" 140 K=K+1

100
110
120

REM BENCHMARK 2
PRINT "S"
K=0

120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 A=K/2*3+4-5

150
160
170

A=K/2*3+4-5
GOSUB 230
FOR L=1 TO 5

130
140

K=K+1
IF K<1000 THEN 130

150 GOSUB 190
160 IF K<1000 THEN

"E"
130

180
190

M(L)=A
NEXT L

150 PRINT "E" 170 PRINT 200 IF K<1000 THEN 140

160 END 180 END 210 PRINT "E"
190 RETURN 220 END

100 REM BENCHMARK 3 230 RETURN
110 PRINT "S" 100 REM BENCHMARK 6

120 K=0 110 PRINT "S" 100 REM BENCHMARK 8

130 K=K+1 120 K=0 110 PRINT "S"
140 A=K/K*K+K-K 130 DIM M(5) 120 K=0
150 IF K<1000 THEN 130 140 K=K+1 130 K=K+1
160 PRINT "E" 150 A.'=K/2*3+4-5 140 A=K -2

170 END 160' GOSOEI 220 150 B=LOG(K)
170 FOR L=1 TO 5 160 C=SIN(K)

100 REM BENCHMARK 4 180 NEXT L 170 IF K,A000 THEN 130
110 PRINT "S" 190 IF K<1000 THEN 140 180 PRIN1 "E"
120. K=0 200 PRINT "E" 190 END
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THE FASTEXT 80
Dot Matrix Printer

from the New Force in Computer Printers
EIIIIIIIE CORONA

The Fastext 80 comes from an exciting new range
of printers created to give speed, reliability and
flexibility to the businessman at a price to suit the
home user. Models in the range are compatible
to all home computers, PCs and business micros.
The Fastext 80 has a Centronics parallel
interface - an RS232C serial interface is optional.
A machine of the highest quality, the six -pitch
Fastext 80 performs at a speed of 80 cps with 80
column width (at 10 cpi). The host of features
include a full line buffer, graphics capabilities,
bi-directional text printing and logic -seeking.
Friction feed is standard with a tractor feed
available for continuous stationery.

Fill in the coupon and find out how you can make
the most of your computer with a printer from
Smith -Corona Data Products.
Fro: Smith -Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield Industrial

Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1XP.
Please send me:

0 A free copy of the full colour printer brochure.
0 A list of local dealers.

Name

Company (if appropriate)

Address
Post code Tel. No

LVIake and model of computer used

Smith -Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield Industrial Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1XP. Telephone: 01-900 1222



HARDWARE
CAT MacMise Issue MI 8112 113 BM 1I 8116 Iff7 les Average

*ell le -codeffebB3 .50 .70 1.30 1.10 2.10 5.10 6.40 18.00 4.47
8 Crystal Jul84 .70 1.70 4.60 3.90 4.30 7.70 13.60 18.70 6.91

I 1811 AT Dec84 .80 2.20 4.90 5.10 5.60 9.40 15.00 13.90 7.11

8 Olivetti 1124 Sep84 .80 2.50 5.20 5.20 5.70 10.00 15.30 16.60 7.66

8 MIDI Sep84 .70 2.60 5.50 5.70 6.20 10.90 16.80 17.30 8.21

B Xerox 16/8 Feb84 1.20 3.60 7.40 7.70 8.70 16.00 4.70 24.70 9.25

B Future F1-20 Oct83 1.20 3.40 6.80 7.00 7.90 14.50 22.20 17.50 10.06

B Cospudata Tulip Oct83 1.00 3.70 6.00 6.10 7.80 15.50 23.30 17.50 10.11

P HP 110 Jul84 0.65 3.40 6.60 6.80 7.70 14.20 21.80 21.90 10.38

P Jonos Apr84 .80 2.50 6.70 6.70 7.20 20.10

23.20

34.40 11.39

HtB Advance 86 Jul84 1.10 3.50 1.50 7.60 8.30

12.70

14.90 26.10 11.53

B Apple Macintosh Mar84 .24 .65 6.00 6.40 1.10 8.60 15.90 52.30 12.15

B lycoe Microfrase Jan84 1.50 4.10 8.10 8.40 9.70 18.00 27.60 21.50 12.36

B HP 150 May84 1.40 4.30 8.70 7.50 10.30

140
28.10 26.70 13.18

P Wren Apr84 1.20 3.10 7.60 7.50 8.40 15.30

14.2023.80
39.00 13.24

B Commodore 715 Jan84 1.10 6.50 12.0015.3012.307.20 13.84
B II Professional May83 1.00 4.20 9.30 9.10 10.50

22.10900

29.50 31.40 14.28

B NaveMate Bullet Feb84 1.20 3.70 7.80 8.40 13.70 20.40 32.60

13.90

27.10 14.4

H Acorn BBC B Jan82 1.00 3.10 8.20 8.10 9.10 21.40 51.00 14.55

30.18H Amstrad CPC -464 May84 1.09 3.28 9.16 9.61 10.20 19.03 34.20 14.59

B ACT Sirius 1 Feb82 1.80 5.30 10.70 11.10 12.90 24.20 31.10 27.90 16.38

B Shelton SigNet Apr83 1.10 3.40 9.60 9.30 10.00 18.10 28.90 51.30 16.46

B ACT Apricot Oct 83 1.60 5.20 10.60 11.00 12.40 22.90

3257:4500

41.50

34.40 16.69

13 Sharp 82-808 Apr84 .60 4.50 8.50 11.50 13.00 19.00 50.00 16.83

B Dimension 68000 Sep84 1.60 5.80 11.30 10.70 13.40 23.20

37.40

29.20 17.09

B IBM PC Nov81 1.50 5.20 12.10 12.60 13.60 23.50 35.00 17.61

13 LSI M4 Apr83 1.90 4.80 11.50 11.50 12.40 19.80 30.90 50.80 17.95

B Torch IMBasicl Jan83 1.50 4.20 10.60 10.40 11.60 21.10 33.00

40.80

55.00 18.43

H Mesotech RS128 Oct84 1.90 5.30 11.70 11.40 13.30

14.10

22.60 43.70 18.84

B Apricot Fl Oct84 2.00 6.00 12.20 12.50 25.80 39.80

13.20 61.80

38.60 18.

H Sinclair QL Jun84 2.10 6.40 10.70 10.30

17.80

26.10

34.80

25.80 19.55

32.00B NEC AFC Sep83 2.30 2.30 17.60

12.30

37.10 19.713.70

21.90 34.908 Osborne 01 Nov81 1.40 4.40 11.60 61.00 19.911.70

H Acorn Electron Oct83 1.10 4.00 11.10 11.80 12.40 18.70 28.70

14.03

72.50 20.04

12.55 22.46H Tatung Einstein Aug84 11.70 6.05 11.42 35.17 49.99 20.42

B landy IRS -80 II Jun80 1.00 5.00 13.00 13.00 14.00 23.00 35.00

17.70

60.00 20.5

H Sharp MI. -700 Feb84 .40 3.40 9.50 8.60 9.40

34:70 00

82.70 20.55

F Osborne Encore Aug84 1.90 6.60 14.20 14.60 15.80 28.30 42 47.80 21.65

H IBM PC Junior Mar84 1.90 6.40 11.20 15.00 16.50 29.30 46.60

14.80 43.20

47.40 21.79

B Superbrain Aug80 1.60 5.20 14.00 13.90

264:33:

56.00 21.88

e NCR Dec. Mate V Aug83 1.60 4.80 12.80 12.80 13.70

27.00

38.50

42.5016.00

69.00 22.19

14.50e Apple 111 May82 1.70 1.20 13.50

19.10

75.00 24.68

33.00F Sharp PC -5000 May84 1.98 5.82 15.80 16.9055.40 52.20 25.03

ft Epson Q1-10 Jul83 2.30 6.40 15.80 15.80 16.50

16.20

31.90 52.90

46.10

65.80 25.93

15.10 28.90

48.80

B Xerox 820 Jan82 1.70 5.50 80.00 26.13

H NemBrain Jul82 2.00 5.80

15.50

19.20 17.50 19.20 32.00

29.80 41.20

70.00 26.81

B Philips P2000 Dec81 1.90 5.90 15.80 15.10

17.10

16.70

18.30 27.20

44.'4'..7800

85.00 27.25

H Coasadore Vic20 Sep81 1.40 8.30 15.50

17.80 19.10

19097..:(01 28.69

H/B Apple II Aug19 1.30 8.50 16.00 28.60 30.39

H Ludt PIO/4 Oct14 2.00 9.80 18.20

189:7000

18.80 55.30 101.10 12.1414.80

F Epson PX-8 Jun84 3.00 8.00 19.50 22.50 40.00 62.505110

1:92.:H Sharp 111 801. Jun82 1.40 9.40 22.50 25.40 36.80 3323:11:16.30

B Sharp MI -5600 Nov84 1.50 7.20 19.80 20.20 21.60 32.80 53.80 115.20 34.01

20.30 51.00 119.00 34.34H CBM 8032 Sep80 1.70 10.00 18.40 32.40

50.00 129.00 36.21H Dragon 32 Aug82 1.60 10.20 21.60

21.90

3447:800

23.30

25.80

19.70

73.10 104.30 39.78H Colour 6enie Jun83 2.70 10.60 28.9025.00

18.30 31.20 44.80 216.30 44.3519.30

44.00

H Sony HB-75 Sep84 2.10 6.00 16.80

27.10 33.30

32.80

67.20 140.10 44.4H Oric Atsos May84 1.90 15.50 25.50

20.00H Sp.Video SV-328 Mar84 2.30 5.10 18.10

22.50

20.90 45.10 235.70 47.59

125.10 158.3050

229.001,97

51.11

49.70

P &rid Compass Jun84 8.50 11.90 25.10

15.80

21.8018.6051.18H Sinclair IX -81 Jun81 4.50 6.90 16.40

32.80 59.10 100.60 133.30 51.53P Epson HX-20 Dec82 2.10 15.30 35.3033.10

H 11 Spectrum Jun82 4.80 8.10 21.10 24.0020.40 55.30 80.10 253.00 58.5

26.50 29.50P Candy Model 100 Aug83 3.50 9.50 31.50 43.00 64.00 321.00 66.06

H Atari 400/800 Oct80 2.30 7.40 19.90 23.20 26.80 40.10 61.50 431.00 76.6

N Texas 1199/44 Mar82 3.00 9.00 24.00 24.80 26.20 61.90 84.60 384.00 77.19

P Casio P8-100 May83 8.00 39.00 82.00 80.00 105.00 160.00 220.00 341.00 121.4

P Sharp PC1500 Jun82 15.00 70.00 121.00 122.00 118.00 293.00 383.00 510.00 211.5
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IN BUSINESS

Database dossier
Kathy Lang presents an up-to-date comparison of the database packages

reviewed by PCW since the series began in March 1982.

Since this series reviewing data man-
agement systems began in March 1982,
a total of 32 packages have been
covered. In December 1983 and Janu-
ary 1984, we summarised all the
packages which had been reviewed up
to that point, where suppliers provided
the information for this to be done. This
article brings the story up to the end of
October 1984, and covers articles pub-
lished to January 1985, again on the
basis of information provided by sup-
pliers. Space restrictions have made it
impossible to repeatthe text comments
made last year on new releases during
1983, but you should be able to tell from
Fig 1 which packages had new releases
during 1983 and for which you should
therefore refer to the December 1983
article. This article brings all the tables
up-to-date, and adds brief details about
new versions of packages which were
issued during 1984. Several suppliers
have told me that they will have a major
new release available by the time you

read this or soon after, and this is duly
noted in Fig 1.

Several packages underwent minor
or major changes during 1984, orwill do
so soon. For example,Aspect had a new
release due before the end of 1984
which will bring major performance
enhancements, and some improve-
ments to functions. The major change
there will be the addition of a word
processing facility, based on the ability
to have text fields of virtually unlimited
length.

Condor has been enhanced by major
improvements to the COMPUTE fea-
tures, processing of several COMPUTE
statements in one pass. A default report
format is available, and the documenta-
tion has been much improved. A
menu -driven option is available for
beginners who would prefer that
approach; on the IBM PC colour is
available. In addition, you can now get
graphics and communications options
integrated with Condor; these will be

followed by spreadsheet and word
processing options early in 1985,when I
hope to do a new full review.

At the time of writing Data Master is
proposing to add graphics and word
processing options by the end of 1984,
and at the same time the provision of a
new manual. (Conditional processing is
already available, contrary to my state-
ment in the May review -my apologies
for the error.) When these changes are
made, the name of the package will
revert to its American name of
DataEase. Sapphire will still be the sole
importer, and will use the term Data -
Master to refer to DataEase plus the
'added value' options it supplies, such
as a consultancy/programming facility,
as well as maintenance.

dBasell now has a menu facility for
novices, as well as a new set of
manuals. These two changes should go
a very long way to making this popular
package much easier to use.

Delta has some new features includ-

Package Supplier Telephone Cost Date
reviewed

Systems
supported

Version
reviewed

Package
type

Aspect Microft Technology (01) 352 7876 400 (40) Oct 84+$ 80, MS, PC 1.9.13 E, S
Beta Ormskirk Computers (0695) 77043 195/295 Aug 83 UCSD-P UCSD-P N,S
BusiFile Eurobeta Info Systems (0704) 44511 350 Jan 84+ Lisa, UCSD-P 1.0 N, S
BusiPost Carter-Parratt (01) 644 4355 195 Feb 83*+ MS, PC MS, 2.30 N, D
CardBox Caxton (01) 379 6502 155 Aug 82 80, 86, MS, PC 80 N, M
Condor Granite Chip Micros (0224) 571825 95/195/295 Nov 82*! 80, 86, MS MS,2.11.09 N, S
Data Master Sapphire Systems (01)554 0582 495 May 84+$ MS, PC 2.1 N, S
dBasell Ashton-Tate (0908) 568866 438 May 82+ 80, 86, MS, PC MS, 2.41 N, S
dBaselll Ashton-Tate (0908) 568866 495 Nov 84 PC PC, 1 N, M
DBMSIII GW Computers (01) 631 4818 575/295 Jun 82*$ 80, 86, MS, PC MS, 7B E, S

Delta Compsoft (0483) 898545 495 Oct 83+5 80, MS MS, 2.1 N, S
DMS+ Compsoft (0483) 898545 195 (Oct 83) 80, MS MS, 1.0 N, S
Everyman Vector International (01) 943 1257 475/MU neg Feb 84+$ 86, MS 4.4 E, M
Files & Folders ACT Pulsar (021) 455 7000 295 Dec 84 MS, PC 1.11 N, S
FMS80 InfoData (0635) 32741 250/350/545 Apr 82* 80, 86, MS, MU 80, 3.1 N, S
Framework Ashton-Tate (0908) 568866 495 Aug 84 PC PC, 5.1 N, S
Friday! Ashton-Tate (0908) 568866 195 Jul 84 80, MS MS, 1.03 N, F
AIMS +/BPI -IM Thames Computer Systems (01) 609 5599 395 Apr 84+ PC, WPC 3.0 N, S
InfoStar Tamsys (07535) 56747 375 Sep 83 80, 86, MS, PC 80 N, S
MicroPen Intelligence Ireland (0001) 988555 125/225 May 83 80, 86, MS, MU 80 N, S
Omnis Blyth Computers (050270) 371 175/345/495 Jul 83! UCSD-P UCSD-P, 9/84 N, S
Optimum Professional Software (021) 445 1039 225/450 Nov 83 80, 86, MS, PC, UNX, MU80, VII N/A, S
Pearl Softgen (01) 938 2435 195 Oct 82*+ 80, MS MS N, S
Personal Data Base Micro Technology (0892) 42949 $125 March 84 PC N, S
Rescue 3 Grade One (04574) 63819 375 Apr 83+ 80, 86, MS, PC, MU MS, 3 N, S
Retrieve II Derwent Data Systems (0783) 652026 495 Jan 85 80, MS, PC 2.04 N, S
Search & Find XITAN (0703) 334711 250 Dec 83+ 80, 86, MS, PC 80 N, F
Sensible Solution O'Hanlon Systems (0753) 78844 565 Sep 84+ 80, 86, PC, MS, MU MS, 2.0C E, F
SuperFile SouthData (01) 229 2724 515/975 Jan 83* -1 - 80, 86, MS, MU 80 N, M
Symphony Lotus (0753) 840281 550 Aug 84 PC PC, 1 E, S
System Builder Aston Technology (021) 359 4861 750/550 Jun 84+ Pick, Revelation Pick E, M
Tomorrow's Office Stage One Software (0202) 735656 195/395/595 Jun 83+ MS, PC MS, 2.0 N, S

Notes: Date reviewed: *=complete new version released in 1983, see PCW, Dec '83. !=complete new version released in 1984, see text. 5= complete new
release expected end 1984/early 1985, see text. + =changes made falling short of full new release. Systems supported: 80=CP/M-80, 86=CP/M-86,
MS=MS-DOS, PC=PC-DOS, MU=one or more full multi-user versions (that is, with field or record locking). Version reviewed: system as above/package
version, summarised here. Package type: N = novice, E =experienced users, A=advanced users, S=structured data, F=free text, M=either.

Fig 1 Packages and suppliers
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Package Data types Fixed Fixed Amend Link Number Number Number Max length Subsidiary
record record record data data files sort keys keys indexes
structure stored structure files simult'y fields (ch/f Id) updated

Aspect N, C, D, Ref N Y 12 Level 49 1/Level 720, 6/level NA
Beta N, C, D, L, T CO N NP 1 2 32, 1 UTD
BusiFile N, C, D, R, L, M CO 9 1 3 NS New D
BusiPost F N N N NP 1 3 F UTD
CardBox C Y N N NP NP UL 32, UL UTD
Condor C, D, I, N Y CO BA 2 32 1 127, 8 NA
DataMaster N, C, D, L, T, £, R Y Y UL 255 UL 255, 1 UTD
dBasell N, C. L Y CO F 2 UL* UL 100, UL 7 UTD
dBaselll N, C, D, L, Memo Y N CO 10* NS 7 100, NL UTD
DBMSIII N, C, D Y Y CO EX 12 NS 1* R#, 69 Batch
Delta N, C, D, R CO TR 1+8 5+ UL 100, 5 Batch
DMS+ N, C, D, R Y. Y CO N NA 5+ UL 100, 5 Batch
Everyman C, N, D, L, TS Y CO UL 1 1* 60, 1 NA
Files & Folders N, C, D, L, T, S# CO Y 3 5 Variable NS UTD
FMS80 C, D, I, N, V CO 19 UL, 255* UL 255, UL UTD
Framework N, C NA NA UL NA NA NA
Friday! N, C, L CO N NP 5 1 64, 5 NA
IM N, C, 0 CO RP 3 5 1 38, 5 NA
InfoStar C, N Y N CO RP 1 25 1 120, 25 Batch
MicroPen C Y N N NP NP 1 NS, 1 NA
Omnis N, C, D, L, S# Y CO 12(4 9 12 79, 1 UTD
Optimum N, C, D Y YF UL 15 4 255, 1 UTD
Pearl N, C, D N Y RO 9 5 50 80, 1 UTD
Personal Data Base N, C Y NO N NA 2 NA NA NA
Rescue 3 N, C, D, R, etc Y N NP 5 10 60, 1 UTD
Retrieve II C, N, D, T, S#+ Y CO N 1 5 1 255, 1 NA
Search & Find C N N NA Y UL NA UL 20/UL Batch
Sensible Solution C, N, D, Overlay Y Y CO Y 16 NS 9+ 72, 1 UTD
SuperFile N, C, I N N DY DY 36 5K UL Batch
Symphony N, C, D, T, M Y Y Memory ML 3 NA NA NA
System Builder N, C, D Y N Y Y UL 16 UL 99999,1 UTD
Tomorrow's Office N, C, D Y CO TR /Y M +7/30 3 15 128, 3 Batch

Notes: General: UL= unlimited, NP=not possible, NS=not stated. Data types: C=character, N=numeric (inc. decimal point), 1=i integer,
D=date(*=MM/DD/YY format only), $= money format, V=varying length, L= Log ical (Y or N), etc=extra formats, R = reference (table lookup). Amend
record structure: CO=only by copying data file. Link data files: BA= batch process, F=full, EX =own format, TR= master +transaction, RP= in reporting
only, DY=directory used, so unnecessary, RO= read only, PL=through programming language. Number of sort fields: =total of files and indexes,
*=possible but unnecessary within package, +=by index only - may effect ability to write out file in ASCII format in alternative order. Number of keys:
*= + record number. Max length of keys: first figure is character limit, second is field limit. Subsidiary indexes updated: BA= batch process, UTD=Kept
up-to-date automatically. Tommorrow's Office figures are: main package/with MultiFile upgrade.

Fig 2 Features and constraints

ing conditional processing and a new
manual, and a stablemate in the shape
of DMS+, which is effectively a version
of Delta withouttransaction processing
or tailored menus. A new release of
Delta, plus some new associated pack-
ages, is due early in 1985, and I hope to
review all these then.

Everyman now permits the use of
colour on an IBM PC. A new full release
will be available in 1985, providing
significant performance enhance-
ments as well as the ability to restruc-

ture the database without copying the
data.

Omnis has been completely revised,
and is now available in three versions,
ranging from a simple, single -file
version to one capable of handling up
to 12 data files at once. Multi-user
versions are available, and the package
can be tailored to provide bespoke
applications. New functions include
flexible field formats, powerful com-
putation, and very flexible searching.
Again, I hope to do a detailed review of

the new product in the immediate
future.

Pearl now provides a programmer's
toolkit and a run-time version, giving
system developers the necessary facili-
ties to tailor complete systems. Note
also that Pearl Software has moved and
been renamed.

Rescue 3 has been enhanced to allow
use of several files together when
entering and retrieving data, and a
multi-user version is available. There
are improvements to several retrieval

Package Max Files Max Max no Max char Max Special Filesize Link to
file
size

span
disks

rec size fields fld size precn
digits

disk
format

fixed ASCII
data

Aspect OSL N 3500'500 per level 500 120 30 N N YV
Beta 9999 N 512 32 64 10 PL
BusiFile 16384 N 1024 10C 64 10 N YF
BusiPost 32000 F, 800 F53 31 NA N WO
CardBox 65535 N 1404 26 1404 NA N N WO
Condor 65535 N 1024 127 127 18 N N YV
Data Master 65535 N 8000 255 255 14 N N YV
dBasell 65535 N 1000 32* 254 10 N N YV
dBasell) OSL N 4000/512k 128 254/4K 19 N N YV
DBMSIII 32000 N 1400 20* 79 NS N N PL
Delta 65535 N 2000 90 80 14 N N YF
DMS+ 32000 N 2000 90 80 14 N N YF
Everyman OSL N 32767 MD 60 9 N CO YF
Files & Folders OSL N NS (1 scr, 18*78) 1sc 78 NS N N YF
FMS80 65535 N 65025 255 255 19 N N YV
Framework ML N ML ML ML 15 N N YV
Friday! OSL N 999 32 32 10 N N YV
IM DSD N 1200 100 75 NS N N OP
InfoStar 8Mb 65025 255 255 14 N N YF
MicroPen 32750 (not OSL) N 1024 100 78 NA N N PL
Omnis 4*Disk limit ML 120 79 11 N YF
Optimum OSL N 4000+ 50 255 16 N N PL

Pearl OSL N varies 250 80/132 16 N N YV
Personal Data Base OSL N 1000 20 50 NS N N PL
Rescue 3 32760 N 1024 100 60 14 N N YV
Retrieve II 32000 1020 255 255 16 N N YV
Search & Find 32767 N UL NA NA NA N YV
Sensible Solution OSL N Memory limit 100 255 15 N N YF
SuperFile OSL NS 20000 UL OSL NA N N YV
Symphony ML/8191 N 256*240 256 240 NS N N YV
System Builder 999,999 records N 32000 200 99999 11 N N YF
Tomorrow's Office 30KM+60KT 508/254M+254T 90 78 10 N YF

Notes: General: OSL=operating system limit, M=master record(s), T=transaction records, F=fixed,*=subfields allowed in addition, NA= not available,
NS=not stated. Max record size, max number fields: F=fixed by package. File size fixed when file created: CO=Yes, but size can be increased by copying
data file. Link to ASCII data: PL= by programming only, WO=write only, YV=yes, can vary formats, YF=yes, one format only.

Fig 3 Features and constraints
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facilities, and batch updating is pro-
vided. There is also a new manual,
much improved in many respects,
including a reference summary, a

tutorial introduction and a more under-
standable reference manual. (But the
menu map seems, regrettably, to have
been omitted.) This version of Rescue 3
is distributed by the suppliers, Grade
One of Glossop (tel: (04574) 63819).

It is now possible to buy ready -filled
databases for use with Su perfile; the
first are the Times Top 1000 companies
database, and certain areas of Census
data. Southdata also now markets a
'rulefinder', which can search a Super-
file database for what are known as
'hidden associations'.

When we reviewed Symphony and
Framework, only pre-release versions
of the manuals were available. The
pukka manuals for both are of excellent
quality, and should make the packages
as easy to use as is possible, given that
they have such breadth of function.

Finally, System Builder has a corn-
plete new set of manuals, as well as
some en ha ncements to the enquiry and
report facilities, and full field editing.

Figs1-6 are summaries of the 'Fea-
tures and Constraints' information
which appears in each review in this
series, plus the supplier information
from the summary box. Fig 7 summa-

will see that several different computer
systems were used for testing during
1984. In Fig 8, you will find a comparison
of timings of one package on three
computer systems- Sirius with floppy
disks, and IBM PC with floppy disks and
with hard disk. This should go some
way to help you in comparisons across
systems. For detailed information ab-
out how the 'synthetic' data set used for
these Benchmarks is constructed, see
PCWJanuary 1984.

Before I finish, I'd like to re peat the
comments I made on copyright in the
December 1983 round -up article. Most
readers will know that material in PCW
is protected by copyright, as is any
published material in the UK which is a
signatory to the Berne Convention.
However, a few do not, so I'd like to take
this opportunity of reminding all read-
ers that the material in this article is
protected by copyright law. The article
may not be copied or redistributed, in
whole or in part, in any form without the
written permission of the copyright
holders. If you want to use the material,
write to the PCW editor.

I would like to thank all the suppliers
who provided me with help and with
new information and versions of their
products.

I should like particularly to thank
Ashton-Tate, in the person of Ian
Turner, for making it possible for me to
provide the cross -machine compari-
sons of the Benchmarks.

Package Data Screen Unique Report
validation formatting keys formatting

Aspect G C AM D, C IN,
Beta G P, D 1M D, L IN,

P 1M C D, L IN,
BusiP
BusiFileos A

t G D,

D
N

,

D, L
CardBox N P N P, I
Condor A P OP P

G P OP P, D, L
dBasell AID) P, D N P, C, D
dBaselll A D, C, P N D, C, (P)
DBMSIII M D 1M C
Delta A P, D 1M C, D, L
DMS+ A P, D 1M C, D, L
Everyman G D AM D
Files & Folders A P OP PAS
FMS80 A C, D, WP OP C, D
Framework A P, D NA P, D

A C N C, L
IM G P, D N P, D, L
InfoStar G P OP P, D, I
MicroPen WP+L
Omnis

N WP N
G P OP

Optimum G P, D 1M P, L
PPearl A P OP

Personal Data Base A P NA D
Rescue 3 G C OP C, I
Retrieve II A C 1M D, L, C
Search & Find N NA N D, I
Sensible Solution G P OP P
SuperFile G PD OP P
Symphony G PD OP P, 0
System Builder G C 1M D, C, L
Tomorrow's Office A P+0A OP C

Notes: Data validation: G= -good, A=adequate, M=minimal, N=none, D=DIY.
formatting: D= default format supplied, C=must specify columns and rows
P=paint-a-screen, GA-question-and-answer, WP=through a word processor
except in Search & Find and FMS80), L=letter writer, 1=special link to WP (usually
Mail -Merge) for output. Unique keys: 1M=one is mandatory, OP-optional (package
requested), NO=not required or checked. Store calculations: IN-on input, or
ED=while editing interactively, BA= batch process to change specified fields/records.
Full =full calculation facilities, S=statistics, totals and sub -totals, T+ST=totals
T. ----totals only. Optimum entry is for Executive/Professional versions.

Fig 4 Features and constraints

Store Aggro
calculations gation

BA Full
ED T+ST
BA

NT+STN
N N
BA sDataMaster

N, BA S
N, ED, BA Ful
N, ED, BA Ful
N, BA Ful
N, BA Ful
N, BA Ful
N, ED, BA T+
N, ED Ful
N, BA Ful
N, BA FulFriday!

N, BA T+ST
N, BA T+ST
N, BA T+ST

N N
N, BA T+ST
N, BA T,Full
N Full

NO T
N, BA S
N S

N N
N, ED, BA Full
N, ED T+
N, BA Yes
N, BA T+ST
N, BA Full

Screen/Report.
by number,

(separate program
WordStar

checks if
updating in batch,

Aggregation:
and sub -totals,

-

ST

ST

Package Store Combine Several Wild codes Browsing
selection criteria tests/field
criteria

Aspect P A, 0, N Y SW PK
Beta N A, P Y SS PE
BusiFile N M+1P Y SW AF
BusiPost N A Y SW PE
CardBox N A, N Y SW AK
Condor P A, 0* Y SW AF+DataMaster

P A, 0, N v SW AF
dBasell P A, 0, N Y SW AF
dBaselll P A, 0, N Y SW AF+
DBMSIII P A* Y" N AF
Delta M A, 0 Y SW AK
DMS+ M A, 0 Y SW PE
Everyman P A, 0 Y SW AK
Files & Folders N A, 0 Y SS AK
FMS80 M A, 0 v SW AK
Framework N A, 0, N N' SW AFFriday!

M A, 0, N Y SW AF
1M N A N SW AF
InfoStar M A, 0 Y SW AF
MicroPen N A N SW AF
Om nis P A, 0, N Y SW AF+
Optimum P A, 0 Y SW PE
Pearl M A N SS AK
Personal Data Base N A, 0 Y SS AF
Rescue 3 M A, 0, N Y SW AK
Retrieve II P A, 0 Y SW AF+Search

& Find N A, 0, N N SW AF
Sensible Solution P A, 0, N Y SW AK
SuperFile P A Y SW AF
Symphony M A, 0, N Y SW AF
System Builder P A,0 Y SW AF
Tomorrow's Office P A, 0, N Y SW PE

Notes: Store selection criteria: N= -not available, P-= permitted but not mandatory, M=mandatory.
Combination of selection criteria: A=AND (must pass all tests), O=OR (may pass any one test),
N=Not (must not pass test; note that some packages which don't have this operator do have a 'not
equal to' comparison operator for single tests), P=may set permitted level, eg, 2 means at least two
criteria must be satisfied. Condor: *=allows only one method of combination in any one set of
tests. DBMSIII:1- =also allows Or within a single field. Omnis: OR assumed where same field tested
for equality more than once. More than one test allowed per field: * DBMSIII allows several
specified alternatives in one field. Wild codes: wild codes searching allowed, with SS=field must
start with specified character(s), SW -field may contain specified character(s). Browsing: File may
be browsed in order as follows: PE= primary key for editing, any field for viewing, AK=any key for
viewing or editing, AF ---any field for viewing or editing, AF+ =as AF plus selection based on several
fields.

Fig 5 Features and constraints
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Package User image Reference Tutorial Reference Online 'Hot Line'
types manual Guide Card help

Aspect M, C, FT ... None None ... F

Beta M .* *. N N F

BusiFile M, LT ... If . Soon .. NS
BusiPost M *. ***.x. *** i.*** NS
CardBox M+ C ... .... . if ** F

Condor M, C, LT ... * ...if . ... NS
DataMaster M, C, LT ** ***. N **** P

dBasell M, C, FT **.* **** ...** **** D
dBaselll M, C, FT **** **** ***.* **** D
DBMSIII M+C, PL * N ** FP
Delta M, LT * ...... *....... *** P

DMS+ M if .. *if if ... * if* P

Everyman M, C, LT ** ** N ..... NS
Files & Folders M .... *** None *** D
FMS80 M, C, FT if .. **N if .. P

Framework M, C, FT **** **** **** **** D

Friday! M ** ***** **** **.* D

IM M N *** N *** P

InfoStar C * *** *** *** D

MicroPen M *** N N P

Omnis M+C, LT *** NT **** **. F

Optimum M, C, FT, PL * ..... N it*. NS
Pearl C+M **** 14** . *****it NS
Personal Data Base M N **** N *** NS
Rescue 3 M, LT *** ** .. .. NS
Retrieve II M+C, LT *. +.** N ** NS
Search & Find M **... 4,-* N * NS
Sensible Solution M, FT ** *** N .*. D

SuperFile M, PL ..** **.* N *. NS
Symphony M, C, FT **** ...if* ***** D

System Builder M, LT, PL NT NT NT *** D
Tomorrow's Office M, C, LT **If * N **** F

Notes: User image types: M=menus, C=commands, LT=limited tailoring, FT=full tailoring, PL=interface to conventional programming language. Where
commas are used, this means alternatives; plus signs mean these approaches are used together. Documentation and Help: rating from 1 to 5 stars, N=not
provided. 'Hot Line': telephone support provided: F=free from supplier, P=from supplier for payment (usually annual), NS=not stated, D=depends on
dealer.
Fig 6 Documentation and Help

Package System Used BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 BM9 BM10
Aspect$ Sirius/F Inst 8secs+ NA 6m 29s 8secs+ NA 28m 10s 54m 30s 6m 55s MD
Beta Sirius/F 2s/rec 2s/rec 2s/rec 2m 10s 1m 30s NA 11m 40s NP 2m 40s 30m 44s
BusiFile Lisa/H 3secs Inst Inst Inst3sec 2sec/2sec (50sec) NP(max 167) 4m 20s NT F

BusiPost0-, Sirius/F Inst Inst NP 2m36s Inst NA 37m30s NP NP NP
CardBox Sirius/F Inst Inst Inst 1m40s+1 nst 8s+ Inst NP NP NP NP MD
Condor Sirius/F 2s/rec* 2s/rec* 2s/rec* 5s/rec. 2s/rec* 2m1Os 8m1Os 5m30s 35s 4m18s
Data Master $ Sirius/F Inst Inst Inst 4sec/rec Inst 1hr 12m 1m50s* 42m 1hr35m:: 2hr3Orm,
dBasell IBM PC-XT/H Inst Inst Inst 20secs* Inst 2m 25s 45s 45s 35s 1m 5s
dBaselll IBM PC-XT/H Inst Inst Inst 50s inc scrl Inst 1m 50s 1m 55s 3m 25s 1m 25s 1m 58s
DBMSIII$ Sirius/F 3s/rec Inst NT 4s/rec NP as BM7 F 18m35s 12m30s PL
Delta Sirius/F 2s/rec 3sirec 3s/rec 4m155 10s+3s/rec 4m4s 3m30s 9m55s 12m9s 26m15s
Everyman $ Sirius/F 4secs 4secs NA 12s/rec 10s/rec NA NP 21m45s 22m58s NT
Files & Folders Apricot/H Inst Inst Inst 1m4Os Inst 14m5s 14m20s NA 3m31s 22m4s
FMS80 Sirius/F 5s/rec+35s 3sirec 3s/rec 3m5s 5s+2s/rec 4m35s 30m50s* NT 10m 34m12s
Friday! Sirius/F 2secs 6secs NA 13secs 14secs 14m47s 12m24s 6m55s 2m20s 19m30s
1M IBM PC/F 2secs 7secs NP 6m7s 7m7s NP 48m40s 21m45s NT NT
InfoStar Sirius/F Inst Inst Inst( + BM6) Inst Inst 1m2Os 5m 1 hr11m 2m30s 1hr23m
MicroPen Sirius/F 6s/recs 2/rec as BM3, 1 key NT NT 1hr20m* NP NP NP NP
Omnis Apricot/H Inst 3secs 3secs 6s/12s 6s/5s 13m10s 19m45s+ 17m33s 14m30s 22m2Os
Optimum Sirius/F 2secs 3s/rec NT 12m55s 12m54s NP 56m56s 1hr45m 57m20s MD
Pearl IBM PC-XT/H Inst Inst Inst 50secs Inst/Inst 3m 7m25s NA 1m14s MD
Personal Data Base IBM PC/F Inst 4s NA 3s,.18s 3s/5s NA 17m40s NA 14m35s P

Rescue 3 Sirius/F Inst 3s/rec 3s/rec 1m5s+3s/rec 1m15s+3s/rec see rev 4m1Os NP 3m MD
Retrieve II Sirius/F 3secs 3secs NA 1m1Os* 1m48s* NA 17m35s NA 5m48s 23m55s
Sensible Solution@ Sirius/F 5secs 3s 3s 18m53s 3s 1hr25m NA 49m27s 23m20s 28m53s

(Si9net/H) (Inst) (Inst) (Inst) (1m) (Inst) (15m40s) (NA) (10m25s) (6m25s) (5m40s)
SuperFile Sirius/F Inst Inst Inst NA Inst NT* 2hr18m@ PL 1m3Os Inst
Symphony IBM PC Inst Inst 3seclInst NA 3sec/Inst NA 1m1Os 12s 5s 3s

(in memory)
Tomorrow's Office Sirius/F Inst 3s/rec 53s+Inst+BM67s/rec 3s/rec 5m 4m45s 8m 5m2Os 40m

Notes: BM1 tests time to add one record (figures do not include time to enter data from keyboard)
BM2 tests time to select record by primary key
BM3 tests time to select record by secondary key
BM4 tests time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on 3 -character field (matches in 3rd, 53rd, 103rd and every succeeding 50th record).

Same field used as BMs 3, 5 & 6
BM5 tests time to access records using 'wild code' - as BM4, but only first letter of field given for matching
BM6 tests time to index 1000 records on 3 -character field
BM7 tests time to sort 1000 records on 5 -character field
BM8 tests time to calculate on one field per record and store result in record
BM9 tests time to add one new field to each of 1000 records
BM10 tests time to add one new field to each of 1000 records

(r).: Scaled up figures. Original tests were done on: Optimum - 250 records, BusiPost - 600 records, Sensible Solution (Sirius version) -150, DataMaster
(BM9 and 10 only) - 100 records; Superfile sort (BM7) - based on SF's estimate of sort as 60% complete. Where two figures are shown: for BM1 the times
are given as 'access time per record'/'time to update index at end of session'. For BMs 2,3,4,5 the times are given as 'access time to first record in this
search operation'i'access time for each subsequent record'.
*Condor - means '+ 10 seconds per search session' (possibly including several search operations).
*dBasell and Retrieve II - times are access to list of 20 records.
*Data Master (BM7)- figure is for index on 25 -char field (not 3 -char field).
*FMS80 - allows Sort only on primary key field, indexing replaces sorting completely otherwise.
*SuperFile- indexing only necessary after a substantial number of changes.
NA = Not Applicable, NT = Not Tested, NP = Not Possible, Inst = <2 seconds, PL = function requires use of programming language (for example, Basic),
F = test not timed because of failure during execution, MD = time to Modify Data format only, + = includes time to display records where this is
inseparable, F = Floppy disk system, H = Hard disk system. Times are based on version of package as supplied to me by September 1983 for reviews
published in 1983, and as at date of review for those published in 1984, except Omnis (major new release) and dBasell.  Faster version now available but
not retested. $ = new version due late '84/early '85 with performance improvements expected.
Fig 7 Benchmarks 1 to 10 summarised

System BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7+ BM8 BM9 BM10

Sirius F 2s Inst Inst 1 m7s* Inst 10m5Os NA (31m45s) 4m55s 1m2Os 6m8s
IBMPC,F 2s 2s 2s 1m5s* 2s 7m50s 2m43s (28m15s)2m57s 1m1Os 2m57s

IBM PC XT,H Inst Inst Inst 20s" Inst 2m25s 45s (8m) 45s 35s 1m5s
Notes: F = Floppy disk. H = Hard disk. + First figure for fast sort available only under DOS 2.0 upwards- not available on the Sirius.  = (see Fig 7).

Fig 8 Comparison of dBasell Timings
END
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The sound of music
Whatever your tastes in music there are software packages that promise to
meet them. However, you only have to listen to a section ofcomputerised

Bach, offered on each package reviewed here, to appreciate that
promises can sometimes be hard to deliver. Jane Dorner names the tune.

MusiCalc

MusiCalc is the most versatile, and
most expensive, of the three programs
reviewed here. It sets its sights very
high.

Whether you like rock, classical,
country, jazz, pop, blues, new wave or
other,this program is said to be foryou!

It comes with a very clear and
well -written owner's manual, which
includes a quick start-up section - a
snack to whet the appetite for the main
course. It also sets down its basic
concept so that even if you don't
manage to explore the program's
hidden depths, you have a clear idea of
where you could take it next.

The package can be used in a variety
of ways: to create sounds using 32
pre-programmed tunes and the same
number of rhythm patterns, which can
be merged in random or more consi-
dered ways; to write, edit and trans-
pose songs, produce an endless varia-
tion of backing, and save them onto
disk; to learn about synthesizers and
sequencers; and, finally, to generate
sound effects.

I found composing on MusiCalc
extremely cumbersome. I know con-
ventional scoring isn't fashionable, but
memorising all the scoring procedures
necessary inthis program isan obstacle
to creativity. It works on a grid pattern
with two matrices, the 12 semitones of
the scale on the vertical axis and the
note number (sub -divided into its smal-
lest value in any given piece) on the
horizontal axis (Fig 1). Scoring is done
by marking asterisks and diamonds in
the correct places. The temptation to
make visual patterns rather than music-
al ones is overwhelming.

But for those who find complex
writing methods no obstacle-or if you
followthe instructions in thetutorials-
the creative phase of the exercise now
begins in earnest, because you start to
use the computer like a synthesizer.

That is, you control the shapes of the
sound waves. You set your three voices
to simulate, say, flute, drum and bass
guitar. You then alter the volume and
quality of sound attack, or set up
instructions so that certain frequencies
can be cut off to give unusual results, or
alter the resonance of a voice from dull
to bright, and the timbre can be
changed in a variety of ways.

The procedures are complex, and
require a great deal of patience and an
excellent memory - rather like learn-
ing another language. However, the
instructions are helpful and technical
terms are explained, although the
capacities of the sequencer are not
given as much attention as the synth-
esizer.

The difference, briefly, is that a

synthesizer is a device that makes
sound electronically: a sequencer re-
peats patterns, altering them so that
they mutate throughout the piece. One
function a computer can easily perform
is to reiterate the repeated phrases that
occur in music of all kinds, but it was
very difficult to discover how to do this
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Fig 1 Example of grid pattern showing
horizontal and vertical axes

in MusiCalc. Constant searching
through the manual did eventually
reveal the answer in a section entitled
'Links'.

Was this program written for another
computer and translated for the Com-
modore? If so, it would explain why so
much care and effort has been taken
over a program that demands a much
better sound quality than the Commod-
ore supplies. But that is not to say the
sound is poor - it's undoubtedly the
best of the three.

Music Master
Music Master, another Commodore 64
program, offered the next best sound
quality. At its most basic level, this
package can be used as a musical toy to
improvise sounds or to superimpose a
simple tune on top of a number of
pre -selected basic rhythm patterns. All
that's necessary is to familiarise your-
self with the letter names on the
computer that correspond to the notes
on a piano keyboard shown in the lower
half of the screen. For example, 'K'
corresponds to the note 'C', 'L' to 'D'
to 'E', and so on. It's a little awkward at
first, but constant use removes any
difficulties.

The Commodore's three voice chan-
nels can be isolated or played in duo or
trio. Each channel offers a choice
between these sounds: electric piano,
drum, clarinet, synthesizer, nasal, flute,
violin, banjo and synthesizer bass. Any
one of these voices can be used for the
34 pre-programmed rhythms, and the
machine will obligingly play along as a
robot accompanyist to even the most
hesitant, one -fingered melody line. You
can have two patterns going at once but
they won't change key; they are just
patterns, and not a rhythmic pulse.

So far, so good. It's not unlike an
advanced Casio machine, but the prog-
ram gives opportunity for a much
greater variation of synthetic sound. It
can be used like a word processorto edit
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sounds, repeat sections and adjust
tempo. Pieces can be written in three
parts, recording onevoice at a time, and
then storing the result for later use or
adjustment. There are a wide range of
effect controls that will intrigue those
well versed in the possibilities of
polyphonic synthesizers; for example,
synchronisation, ring modulation, gate
filtering, and such special effects as
vibrato, phasing and chorus. 'What
these terms actually mean,' says the
manual 'is unimportant, as a little
experimentation will reveal the type of
bell and gong effects that can be
achieved.'

In fact, no synthesizer user would be
satisfied with these sounds. A ring
modulator,for example, should be very
rich in harmonics and produce a

haunting bell -like quality. This might be
apparent if the system were wired up to
a high -quality hi-fi set, or passed
through a midi -interface to a superior
audio -system. Fed through an ordinary
TV set, the prog ram only offers a taste of
what it would be like to use a synthesiz-
er without the wall of sound that makes
it attractive.

Butthen, it's a fraction ofthe price and
could get you interested in the possibili-
ties of electronic music, even if you
subsequently move on to something
more aurally satisfying. There are many
possibilities for producing polyphonic
sounds which can be realised once
you're familiar with the program.

The manual doesn't complement the
program: it's confusingly arranged and
not written in plain English. It's aimed at
hobbyists at the lower end of the
market, and a more helpful manual
might provide easy access to the
program's capabilities. Tutorials would
bewelcome, perhaps offering a familiar
tune and then showing the user some of
the ways in which it could be varied.
(There is, apparently, one demonstra-
tion file but six attempts to locate it
proved abortive and, in any case, there
didn't appear to be developments to be
built on it.) I read nearly halfway
through the booklet before I had any
idea where to start with this program.

Moreover, reading the manual is a
greater effort than it need be. It's a little
off-putting to be told: 'the detuning

0 [WARE
algorithm used in Music Master is
simple. The detuning parameter is
added to the 16 -bit frequency, which
the SID chip requires, and the result
placed in the relevant frequency regis-
ters of the SID chip. Thus detuning is an
absolute perturbation.' Well, I suppose
one must put up with the odd technical
note, but is it necessary to say 'Music
Master initialises with prosets 1 (elec-
tric piano) . . .' instead of 'When you
switch on , voice 1 will sound like ...'?

It's a pity the manual is confusing
because the program is structured so
that it can be adequately used at any
level of complexity. It has the edge over
MusiCalc (though it's much more
limited) due to it costing less than half
the price-and hasthe great advantage
that tunes can be composed in a natural
way with a simulated keyboard and
self-regulating timing.

Music Typewriter
The simplest of the three programs is
Music Typewriter for the Spectrum.
This package sets up a music stave
onscreen with a choice of bass or treble
clef, key signature, time signature,
tempo and direction of note tails. An
overlay to be placed over the computer
keyboard simulates a piano keyboard,
so that notes can be tapped and will
simultaneously sound and appear as
correct notation onscreen. It's possible
to compose your own tunes or follow a
score, but you have to decide on a note
value before you tap it and the program
presupposes a basic knowledge of
music theory. Mistakes can be easily
corrected if noticed immediately, but if
you want to edit a piece when you've
heard the playback, it's necessary to
master the art of remembering the
number of the bar you wanted to alter
and what was wrong with it.

Having completed a successful piece,
it's possible to transpose it into another
key, but you can't shift a whole piece up

Summary
Package Machine Format Price Supplier
Music Master CBM 64 Tape £17.95 Supersoft, Winchester

(Amstrad
version
planned)

Disk £19.95 House, Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow,
Middlesex

MusiCalc CBM 64 Disk £49.99 Paradox Group, The
Metropolitan, Enfield Road,
London N1

Music Spectrum Tape £9.95 Romantic Robot, 113
Typewriter MelroseAvenue, London

NW2

or down an octave, nor can you go from
major to minor. This is a pity - both
capacities are very useful. Presumably
they're not offered because the semi-
tones in major and minor keys come
inbetween different degrees of the
scale, and this program hasn't found a
way of devising a conversion. In fact,
the programmers and the manual
writers have seen fit to ignore the
existence of minor scales altogether.
The transposition faculty is very useful
and if you had a ZX printer, the benefit
of being able to print out instant top
copies of a piece in any major key is
considerable.

But hold on, there's a snag. To
conform to accepted music theory,
your piece has to be in simple duple or
triple time. The Spectrum can't cope
with compound time, although it claims
to be able to. Indeed, in its billing it
offers everything up to 15/8 time, a
signature that I've never come across
though it may appear in abstruse
modern music.

The difficulty arises in the computer's
seeming inability to cope with a sense
of the first beat of the bar. Similarly, it
loses the subtleties of variation of
emphasis within a bar. I wouldn't
quarrel with this if it at least conformed
to the correct rules of musical notation
by implying the subdivisions in the bar,
if not actually sounding them. But it
won't, for example, join three quavers
together for a correct 6/8, 9/8 or 12/8
rhythm, nor does it complete rests
according to the rule book.

The manual does mention triplets,
but testing didn't reveal what it thought
these were. There's a device whereby a
numeral 3 can be put on top of any note
(crotchet, quaver, even semibreve) but I
don't recognise this as a symbol in
common use on a single note, nor could
I fathom what, in the computer's terms
of reference, it meant. In general, the
user manual is lamentably thin and
unhelpful, and even contains gramma-
tical and proof-reading errors, which
don't inspire confidence.

Music Typewriter has other faults. It
claims to be an educational tool, but an
educationalist would have to be very
wary of something which presents
music that doesn't conform to the
grammar of music writing. Ironically
it's interesting because it illustrates by
default how complex and subtle music
theory is. A good teacher might use the
positive aspects of this program to
devise an instructive teaching aid by
setting experimental questions which
the pupil could solve with the compu-
ter's aid. But for the home user, the fact
that it's insufficiently worked out is a
drawback. As for professional musi-
cians, I'm curious to learn that they can
'profit from an impressive range of
facilities like transposing.' Transposing
is the only facility: professionals will
have to look elsewhere. END
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11APTHR HOE an
Ours prints exactly what it's told to as well.

Unlike the proprietors of PRAVDA, we're all for freedom of the press.

On the other hand, we're certainly not in favour of freedom for the printer.

We're as critical of documents that don't say exactly what they're
supposed to as anyone at the Kremlin.

That's why we'd like you to take a look at the new Epson DX100 daisy
wheel computer printer.

It comes from Epson and will simply not tolerate smudgy, messy type. It
is also fanatical about towing the computer line as it were.

That's because it has a 5K memory buffer built in.

For those who may not know, a buffer does two things.

First it allows the DX100 to store more than a page of text while it's still
printing. Setting your computer free to do other things.

Second, the buffer makes sure that the DX100 does exactly as it's told.

A printer without a buffer can't keep up with the computer. So it has a
tendency to defect. Leaving your documents with chunks mis . Rather like that.

So get yourself £475 (+VAT) and you can have an Epson DX100 of your
very own.

You will then be in possession of a printer that firmly subscribes to the
belief that documents are always better read than dead.

Home computers and the DX100: Spectrum QL, BBC model B
and Acorn Electron are all fully compatible.

Personal computers and the DX100: Epson PX-8, HX20
portables and QX10 desktop, IBM PC, Apricot Apple and DEC Rainbow are all
fully compatible.

THE EPSON DX100 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER £475 (+VAT).

Reveal all about the Epson DX100 and where I can get one, quick.

Name

Company

Address

PCW/1 /85

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley Middlesex HA9 6UH or phone Epson Freefone.

EPSON
PCW 195



SPECTRUM

ERROR ROUTINE
This routine, for either
Spectrum, enables you to
disable the BREAK key and
provide various options for
other errors.

The routine must be
activated initially, or, if
continuing after a break for an
error, with RAND USR
onerror. This will replace the
contents of the address on the
stack pointed to by ERR SP
with an address in this
routine, so that it will be
called whenever the Basic
interpreter finds an error.

You can set any of five
modes, by POKEing errmode.
Mode 1 - report all errors
normally.
Modes 2 to 5 - disable
BREAK key, report OUT OF

Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and software tips for the
popular micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send

it to TJ's Workshop, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London Wl. Please
keep your contributions concise. We will pay £5-£30 for any

tips we publish. PCW can accept no responsibility for damage
caused by using these tips, and readers should be

advised that any hardware modifications may render the
maker's guarantee invalid.

MEMORY; and for all other
errors:

Mode 2 - report normally.
Mode 3- GOTO next line.
Mode 4 - GOTO 9990.
Mode 5 - clear program
before reporting error.

Mode 3 is for anticipated
errors.
Mode 4 is for unexpected
errors. There's a choice of
exiting or returning to the
main menu.
Mode 5 enables you to load a
Basic program and leave
nothing to list after a loading
error.

After an error, PEEK
errnumb will return the error
number, and the line and
statement numbers where the
error occurred will be in
OLDPCC and OSPCC. The
routine RASPs before
reporting an error and is
relocatable.
Rosemary Oakeshott

9000 REM error routine
9002 REM
9004 CLEAR PEEK 27730+256*PEEK 2
3731-135: REM lower ramtop
9006 LET onerror=PEEP 23730+256*
PEEK 23731+1
9008 LET errmode=onerror+28: LET
errnumb=onerror+27

9010 FOR 1=onerror TO onerror+13
4: READ a: POKE 1,a: NEXT i
9012 REM
9014 REM
9016 DATA 33,16,0,9,235,42,61,92
, 115,35,114,2.37,75,118,92,201
9018 DATA 58,58,92,60,40,110,205
, 198,31,24,2,0,1
9020 DATA 35,35,119,35,86,1,244,
255,9,229,21,40,78,254,21,40,51,
21,40,71
9022 DATA 42,69,92,34,110,92,75,
21,40,6,33,9990-256*INT (9990/25
6),INT (9990/256),21,72,38
9024 DATA 254,4,40,51-0*14: REM
1*14 will clear program before r
eporting no room
9026 DATA 205,115,30,58,71,92,50
, 112,92,253,207,1,254,33,0,0,253
, 116,38,253,116,55,34,11,92,205,

176,22,253,112,0,195,125,27
9028 DATA 21,32,14,237,91,83,92,
42,89,92,43,205,229,25,34,75,92
9030 DATA 22,0,253,94,254,33,144
,26,205,181,3,225,195,3,19
9032 REM
9034 REM Activate Error Routine
9036 REM
9038 LET errdef=2: REM or what y
ou will
9040 POKE errmode,errdef: REM un
necessary if errdef=1
9042 RANDOMIZE USR onerror
Example of mode 3.
------------------
40 REM to input b in range 1 t

o 10
50 POKE errmode, 3: REM on err

or goto next line
60 INPUT b: IF b)=1 AND b(=10

THEN GO TO 80
70 BEEP .5,-8: GO TO 60: REM 0

ut of range, Stop in input,divid
ing by 0 or other error.
80 POKE errmode,errdef
90 REM

BBC MACHINE

CODE

REPLACEMENT
I'm sure that the following has
happened to many users of
Acornsoft Forth on the BBC or
Electron.

You're developing an
application and you attempt
to TYPE a string; the screen
clears and you seem to have
inadvertently changed screen
modes. This has the
unfortunate side -effect of
overwriting your buffer area
and probably the top of the
dictionary, which will cause a
crash of the most fatal kind
and you have to re -load the
whole system.

The reason for this is that
you've provided TYPE with an
incorrect address or length
count, resulting in a 'garbage'

string containing VDU control
codes being output: it's one
of these codes which changed
the mode.

I have written a screen
containing a machine code
definition which intercepts
the standard EMIT routine by
modifying the execution
vector called EMIT. Now, any
attempt to print 'dangerous'
control codes results in a
circumflex followed by the
corresponding ASCII
character being output; code
22 will appear as 'V. Line
feed, carriage return and
other cursor controls are
unaffected.

SCR £ 623E H

0 (A Safe EMIT for A/S
FORTH)

1 FORTH DEFINITIONS HEX
2 CREATE &EMIT
3 48 C, A9 C, 5E C, 20 C, EE

C, FF C,
4 68 C, 18 C, 69 C,40C,
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95 C, 00 C,

5 4C C, , B5 C, 00 C,
29 C,

6 7F C, FO C, F7 C, C9 C,
20 C, BO C,

7 F3 C, C9 C, 07 C, 90 C,
E3 C, C9 C,

8 10 C, BO C, DFC, 90 C,
E9 C,

9
10 ' &EMIT OF + ' &EMIT CFA

11 DECIMAL

12
13
14
15

To install the definition,
load the screen, then type
ASSIGN EMIT TO-DO

& EMIT
To restore normal EMIT,

type
ASSIGN EMIT TO-DO (EMIT)
Richard Clarke

COMMODORE 64

MACHINE CODE

AUTO -START
I am interested in running my
own machine code programs
on the Commodore 64, but I
need some way to get them to
auto -start when loading from
tape. Using a Basic program
to load them is one option,
but since that uses extra
memory space, it isn't very
helpful.

Basic programs can be
automatically started when
loaded using SHIFT/RUN, so I
decided to make my machine
code program look like a
Basic program and the result
is shown here.

The number in single
quotes is the start address
(which can be as low as 2074,
as in the example). A
five -figure start address can

be obtained by replacing the
leading space with the extra
digit.

To save the program on
tape initially, start the
program at SAVEIT and the
usual SAVE messages will
appear (verification is also
possible). Note that only
memory from 2048 to
PROGTOP is saved. When
loaded by SHIFT/RUN, the
program will load and start
with the first Basic line, which
is a call to the machine code
routine at 2074. The main
body of the program is
executed and a return (via the
RTS) is made to the line
following the SYS statement,
which returns to the Basic
monitor.

When LISTed, the program
appears as follows:
10 SYS 2074

Also, as with Basic, the
machine code program can
be re -run at any time by
typing RUN.
WH Turner

0000

0000

0000

; Example of Commodore 64 M/C

orour am Ih art

0000 FFBA SETLFS=$FFBA ;Kernel Set Logiral Filr rguIlne

0000 FFBD SETNAM=EFFBD ;Kernel Set File Name routine

0000 FFD8 SAVE=$FFD8 ;Kernel Save routine

0000

0000 FB FREKZP=SOOFB ;Spare page zero address for Save

0000

0000 0800 *.2048 ;Start of BASIC program area

0800

0800 000008 BASIC .BYTE 0.12,8.10.0,158,

2074',0 ;10 SYS 2074

080C 000049 .BYTE 0.0,73.0,140,1,32,0,0
0815

0815 081A *.2074 ;Start of Machine code program

08IA

081A START

081A

0818 ; Program body

08IA ;

081A 60 RTS

081E

0818 081E PROGTOP=ii ;Top of Machine code program

0818

081E 8901 SAVEIT LDA M1 ;This

081D A201 LDX #1 ;chunk

081F AOFF LDY *255 ;of

0821 20BAFF LISR SETLFS ;code

0824 A904 LDA MLDEMO ;was

0826 A23F LUX #< DEMO ;lifted

0828 8008 LDY #>DEMO ;from

082A 208DFF JSR SETNAM ;the

082D A900 LDA #<2048 ;Commodore 64

082F 85FE, STA FREEZE' ;Programmer's

0831 A908 LDA #>2048 ;Reference

0833 85FC STA ;Guide

0835 A218 LDX #<PROGTOP ;page 293-294

0837 A008 LDY 40PROGTOP ;modified

0839 A9FB LDA S<FREKZP ;and

0838 20D8FF jSR SAVE ;corrected.

083E 60 RTS ;Save complete

083F

083F 44454D DEMO .BYTE 'DEMO' ;Filename

0843 04 LDEM0=*-DEMO ;Length of filename

0843

0843 END SAVEIT

ATARI OUTPUT

DEVICE
This subroutine allows you to
change the Atari's standard
output device (the standard
output is where all system
messages, PRINT statements,
and so on appear, and
normally this is the screen).
With this subroutine, you can
specify another device
(usually a printer) and save
yourself the bother of writing
everything twice using PRINT
&LPRINT. The routine will
work regardless of operating
system, or even if you have
superseded the normal device
driver by adding a new device
handler.

Simply type STDOUT$ =
"P:" or STDOUT$ = "E:"
(depending on whether you
want printer or screen

output), then GOSUB 10000.
Everything will be then sent to
the chosen device.

10 DIM STDOUT$ (2):
REM DECLARE THE
STRING FOR USE
THROUGHOUT THE
MAIN PROGRAM AND
IN THE SUBROUTINE
ITSELF

Main program
10000 FOR DEVICE = 830 TO

794 STEP -3: IF PEEK
(DEVICE) = ASC
(STDOUT$) THEN
HANDLER = PEEK
(DEVICE + 1) +256 *
(PEEK (DEVICE + 2)):
POP: GOTO 10020

10010 NEXT DEVICE: PRINT
"NO SUCH DEVICE":
RETURN

10020 POKE 838, PEEK
(HANDLER + 6): POKE
839, PEEK (HANDLER +
7): RETURN

F M O'Dwyer

QL JOYSTICK

QL users might want to use an
Atari joystick with their
machine but don't want to
pay £5 for a special joystick
lead. However, they may well
have been sent a QL printer
lead which, as most printers
are of the centronics type,
might well be useless to
them. To put that lead to good
use, why not turn it into a
joystick lead?

Remove the plug at the
printer end of the lead. Then,
taking a 9 -way D plug (these
are available from most
electronics shops - for
example, Tandy) solder the
lead to it as shown below:
Lead Pin No
Red
Blue
White
Green
Orange
Black

1

2

3
4
6
8

Take hold of the computer

end of the lead and snap off
the plastic clips, tidying this
up with a sharp knife. Place
the plug in something that
will hold it firmly, with the
side with two grooves facing
upwards. With the sharp
knife, cut out two more
grooves in the plug on the
right-hand side as shown in
Fig 1; make the grooves to the
same dimensions as the
existing ones.

When you have done this,
insert the plug in CTRL socket
one (if it doesn't fit, cut some
more out of the grooves).
Now enter and run Listing two
and plug a joystick into your
lead. Moving the joystick
should produce the correct
reading onscreen, but if this is
not so, re -check your
connections.

Listing one is a simple
procedure which will greatly
improve the appearance of
text by producing a slight
shadow around it.

The procedure is called
using the format SPRINT
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"Text",x,y,DEPTH,
DIRECTION. Where text could
be a variable or text in quotes,
xis the x coordinate on a
scale of 0 to 511,y isthey
coordinate on a scale of 0 to
255, DEPTH is the depth of the
shadow (should be kept to 1
when using csize 0,0) and
DIRECTION is the direction in
which the shadow will be
printed. The DIRECTION
values are given below:

5
6 4

7 3
8 2

/an Bowker

1

32000 DEFine PROCedure
SPRINT(A$,X,Y,DEPTH,D1RECTION)

32010 CURSOR X,Y:PRINT A$
32020 OVER 1
32030 FOR 1=1 TO DEPTH
32040 IF DIRECTION=2 OR DIRECTION=3 OR

DIRECTION = 4 THEN X=X+ 1
32050 IF DIRECTION=6 OR DIRECTION=7 OR

DIRECTION=8 THEN X=X-1
32060 IF DIRECTION=8 OR DIRECTION=1 OR

DIRECTION=2 THEN Y=Y+1
32070 IF DIRECTION=6 OR DIRECTION=5 OR

DIRECTION=4 THEN Y=Y-1
32080 IF X<0 THEN X=0
32090 IF Y<0 THEN Y=0
32100 IF X>511 THEN X=511
32110 IF Y>255 THEN Y=255
32120 CURSOR X,Y:PR1NT A$
32130 NEXT I
32140 OVER 0
32150 END DEFine SPRINT
Listing 1

100 MODE 4:PAPER 0:INK 7:CLS
110 CSIZE 3,1:UNDER 1:PRINT"JOYSTICK 1 TEST
PROGRAM":UNDER 0
120 NK 4
130 F KEYROW(1)=2 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"LEFT"
140 F KEYROW(1)=16 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"RIGHT"
150 F KEYROW(1)=4 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"UP"
160 F KEYROW(1)=128 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"DOWN
170 F KEYROW(1)=64 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"FIRE"
180 F KEYROW(1)=0 THEN AT 5,10:PRINT"NONE"
190 AT 5,10: PRINT" ":GOTO 130
Listing 2

Before After

Fig 1

BBC MODE

CHANGE

Here's a short program which
enables you to change MODE
on the BBC Micro with OS
1.20 without clearing the
screen.

At first sight, all that's
needed is to set up the correct
parameters in the 6845 CRC
controller and, although this
will change MODE, the
operating system has not
been notified of the change,
so some of the system
variables will be incorrect.

Disassembly of the OS 1.20
ROM reveals that the MODE
change routine starts at
&CB1 D. At &CBFO the screen
clear routine seems to be
entered, which is not
required.

The short program below
transfers the code between
&CB1 D and &CBFO to &2000

onwards. An 'RTS' instruction
(opcode &60) is then inserted
at location &20D3 so that the
screen clear routine is not
entered.

The rest of the program is
an infinite loop which allows
you to select the MODE you
want to be in by pressing the
appropriate number key. The
MODE change routine is
entered with the new MODE
number in the accumulator;
this is set by the value of A%
in line 60.

The program is best run
when the screen contains a lot
of writing, as the effect when
changing MODE is better.

10 FOR X = 0 TO &D3
20 X?&2000 = X?&CB1D
30 NEXT
40 ?&20D3 = &60
50 REPEAT
60 A% = GET - 48
70 CALL &2000
80 UNTIL FALSE

Robert Turner

ATARI FEATURES

Here are some useful features
for any Atari machine.

A POKE 559,0 will turn off
the screen display. Why
should anyone want to do
this? To make the program
being executed perform 30
per cent faster. A POKE 559,34
restores the display to
normal.

Another use for this

technique is when the
programmer wants an image
to appear instantly without
the user witnessing the image
being drawn.

A PEEK into location 764
provides Atari Basic with a
simple INKEY$ function; the
value returned is an internal
code representing the last key
pressed. The location can be
reset by a POKE 764,255.

John R Owen

ENHANCING THE

COLOUR GENIE
The Colour Genie has eight
programmable function keys
which prove to be very useful
in making typing easier and
quicker, but there is a catch:
each key can only handle
seven characters, and this is
reduced to six using the
automatic carriage return
facility -that is, missing the
final quote from the FKEY
command as in the manual,
results in some commands
and data not fitting on a single
key.

Fortunately, there is a way
in which longer commands
can be used with function
keys- by using Basic tokens
in the FKEY command, or by
POKEing the token values into
the memory containing the
function key contents. The
contents of function keys are
stored in eight blocks of seven
bytes starting at HEX4350. To

cause an automatic carriage
return, a maximum of six
bytes should be used, the
seventh byte being zero as
should any of the six bytes
not used.

Tokens for the Basic
extension must each be
preceded by a byte
containing 255. This program
enters function key 1 to
contain CLS:LIST<- which
would not normally fit on a
single key:
10 FOR I=&H4350 TO

&H4356
20 READ A
30 POKE I,A
40 NEXT
50 DATA 132,58,180,0,0,0,0
Explanation of data
132 Token for CLS
58 ASCII colon

180 Token for LIST
0 Forces carriage return
I find such programmed

keys a great advantage when
programming in allowing me
to type one key as opposed to
three or four.

Chris Warrington
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VIC-20 RESET

SWITCH
Have you ever tried an
unusual POKE when typing in
a program and found you've
crashed the system? If you
have and you own a VIC-20,
then a 'reset switch' may be
the answer to your problem.

You will need the following
parts and a soldering iron:
(1) A simple push switch MS
No FH59P.
(2) Some general solder MS
No FR21X.
(3) A 0.156in 2x 12 way edge
connecter MS No BK74R.
(4) Some extra flexible wire
MS No XR69A.
(5) A sticky label.

The reset switch will be
connected to the VIC-20 user
port (left of tape port looking
from keyboard side).

Now perform the following
operations:
(1) Cut two lengths of wire,
each approx 25cm long.
(2) Look at the edge connecter
with (gold) pins facing you.

Label the top of the
connecter 'UP' with your
sticky label.
(3) Solder one piece of wire to
the first pin on the left in the
top row.
(4) Solder the other end to
one pin on your push switch.
(5) Solder the other piece of
wire to the third pin on the left
in the top row.
(6) Solder the other end to the
second pin on your push

switch.
And there it is ... a reset

switch!
If you've correctly

constructed your reset switch,
you should now have a piece
of hardware as shown in the
diagram.

You should always try to
insert the connecter into your
VIC correctly. However, it's
unlikely that incorrect
insertion would cause
damage, as in this case reset
would not work.
MJ Davies

INTO COMPUTER

Gold pins

Push switch

Reset switch for VIC-20

APRICOT BASIC

LOGOS

After you have created a logo
using the LOGOEDIT utility
(see the Configurators Guide
included with the Apricot),
you may want to display the
logo in one of your Basic

programs.
This short program shows

how a logo can be printed on
the screen using Basic, and is
written for clarity rather than
efficiency.

Program
10 PRINT CHR$(14)

20 PRINT CHR$(27)+"F"
30 PRINT CHR$(271+"E"

40 PRINT CHR$(27)+"Y*=";

50 FOR 1=94 TO 114
60 PRINT CHR$(1);
70 NEXT

80 PRINT CHR$127)+"Y+=";

90 FOR 1=115 TO 125
100 PRINT CHR$11);
110 NEXT
120 FOR 1=32 TO 41
130 PRINT CHR$(1);
140 NEXT

150 PRINT CHR$(27)+"Y,=";

160
170
180

FOR 1=42 TO 62
PRINT CHR$(I);

NEXT

190 PRINTS CHR$(27)+"G"

200 PRINT CHR$(15)
The table below shows the

21 x 3 grid in which the logo
is created using the
LOGOEDIT utility and the
respective character codes for
each square in the grid. This is
useful if the logo does not
consume the whole of the
21 x 3 grid.

If no logo has been created
using the LOGOEDIT utility,
the preset 'apricot' logo will
be printed.

MD Dennis

Comments (not to be typed in)
Switches into second character set.

Enters graphics mode.
Clears screen.

Positions cursor down 11, across 30.

} Prints top line of
} logo.

Positions cursor down 12, across 30.

1 Prints middle line of
} logo.

Positions cursor down 13, across 30.

) Prints bottom line of
logo.

Leaves graphics mode.

Returns to default character set.

94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114

115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

END
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SCREENPLAY

Tony Hetherington tries to foil an evil doctor's bid to destroy the world,
applies for the job of Master of Lore and dips into literary culture as he
re -lives the strange days of Macbeth. All this and more in this month's
best selection of games for the Commodore 64, Spectrum and Atari.

Nothing's

impossible ...
Title: Impossible Mission
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Epyx/CBS Software
Format: Disk
Price: £11.95
'Another visitor ... stay awhile ...
stay forever'. These are the game's
opening words that not only set the
scene, but the atmosphere too. Epyx
has created a coherent software voice
which also manages to sound wicked.

The voice belongs to the evil Dr
Elvin whose bunker you have just
entered. He has threatened the world
with nuclear annihilation and it's your
job to stop him. You are agent 4125
and, as you can guess, a few agents
have been lost since 007: as you play
the game you'll see where they went.

You'll also see why this is the defini-
tive platform game.

Your character is joystick controlled,
and jumps and somersaults through
32 rooms. Each room consists of
platforms, lifts, numerous objects to
be searched and some anti -social
robots.

Should you get past the human -
seeking robots and reach an object
(which can be anything including the
kitchen sink), then you may search it.
This is done by pushing your joystick
up and waiting until the bar that
appears is diminished; the length of
this bar represents the time needed to
search the object. When your search is
completed you are told what you have
found. This is usually nothing, but
occasionally you unearth a piece of
the puzzle that you must unravel in
order to crack Dr Elvin's security and
thereby foil his dastardly attempts to
destroy the world.

Unfortunately the robots are a
match for all but the best players as
they cover your every move awaiting
the chance to kill you, and their
behaviour alters from one game to
another. Routes through rooms aren't
easy to discover, so the game keeps
its appeal.

UK software houses could learn a
lot from Impossible Mission - in
terms of quality it's streets ahead. The
character animation and the robots
are impressive, but the sound is out-
standing: as you run along the corri-
dors it sounds like footsteps on a
metal floor. The lifts make realistic
noises as do the robots, but the most
impressive is the voice.

'Kill him, my robots!' is a disturbing
greeting as you enter a room, as is the
'Aaaaaaaargh!' when you plummet to
your doom. Finally, should you fail in
your mission, an evil laugh announces
a report of your dismal performance.

Life in the fast lane
Title: Rally Speedway

Computer: Atari
Supplier: Adventure International
Format: Cartridge
Price: £28.95

It's time to strap yourself in and head for
the open road as you startthis excellent
rally car racing game. The game is
played by one, or preferably two
players who hurtle around a dry, wet or
icy track that they devise themselves;
the object being to complete a set
number of laps in the shortest time.

Time is lost either by crashing, or by a
time penaltywhich is imposed if you're
left so far behind that your car leavesthe
screen. A time penalty will cost you five
seconds and a crash 10 seconds -
plenty of time to rebuild a mangled car, I
don't think!

The object of the game is to stay on
the track for more than a few seconds.
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The author obviously realised that this
might be a problem so you can race
'only in a computer' rather than 'in real
life', which means that you can happily
drive through the bushes, houses and
pools that surround the course.

Once you have mastered the training

you're ready forthe real thing -a tussle
between two equally skilled players
and a no -holds -barred race. A timely
ramming will either send your oppo-
nent crashing into a house, or at least
push him off the track onto the grass
which will slow him down, perhaps

enough to earn him a time penalty.
Pitstop, which was reviewed last

month, had rather average racing but
excellent pitstop locations, whereas
Rally Speedway features great racing
but nothing else. A mixture of the two
would be a winner.

Tinker, tailor,

micro, spy
Title: Spy vs Spy
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Beyond/First Star
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95
Two famous adversaries from Mad
magazine come to life in this classic
game of skulduggery, as you try to
out -fox your enemy in an attempt to
steal papers from an embassy.

Within a set time limit, you must
escape through a hidden door carrying
a top secret briefcase which contains
passport, money, key and, of course,
the secret plans. These are all hidden
throughout the embassy in cupboards
and behind paintings, and must be
found. Unfortunately you can only
carry one object at a time, except if
things are put in the briefcase.

This is only a minor problem when
compared to the lengths to which your
opponent will go to steal your ill-gotten
gains. These range from bashing you
with a club to more subtle traps
involving bombs, large springs and
buckets of water. Traps can be laid
above doors or in the hiding places.
Both spies contribute to this mindless
violence which makes the embassy a
very dangerous place, particularly
since spies have been known to be
blown up by their own bombs.

There are ways to avoid most of the
traps: for example, an umbrella found
in a coat rack will protect you from
electrifying water, but it's too late to
remember this is you've already been
fitted with a pair of wings and a halo.
When this happens, your opponent
pauses for a chuckle before continuing
with his task.

A demised spy soon returns after
losing vital seconds, but well-timed
revenge will turn the tables.

otttbetb
I_I

Is this a game I see

before me?
Title: Macbeth
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Creative Sparks
Format: Two cassettes
Price: £14.95
Shakespeare's Macbeth is a powerful
play and instils such feelings into actors
thatfew will name it, simply referring to
it as 'the Scottish play'. One actor was
even killed in one of the supposedly

.1111011110011610100MIMIIMIIMINIK

The spy who collects all the items
isn't always the winner - a mugging
could enable your enemy to steal the
bag of goodies and make a run for his
waiting plane. The winner is then rated
on his performance and given an
accolade ranging from 'knee high spy'
up to 'good guy spy'.

You can compete against either a
human or computer opponent in a

variety of embassies: these can in-
corporate just six rooms, or be one
building split into two levels complete
with holes hidden under carpets.

The screen graphics greatly enhance
this game. Each spy has his own display
of the room he is in which is transferred
to a single display when they enter the
same room. To the right of the displays
are the trapulators, which are used to
selectthe traps (with a joystick) or a map
of the embassy.

The game has a soundtrack that will
bewhistled bythe players long after the
last bomb has exploded.

cursed battle scenes. You can now play
the adventure game.

There are four parts to the game, each
an adventure in its own right. In the first
you play Macbeth: all you have to do is
slay Scotland's greatest adversaries,
then discover and decode an 11th
century runic script.

Macbeth features a delightful mix of
text and graphics. Although the
graphics are of the standard adventure
game quality, many are animated and
all are changed by your actions: for
example, if you open a closed trap-
door, when you look again the graphics

screen is redrawn with the trap-door
open. Similarly, objects taken and
dropped by you appear or disappear
from the picture. This feature is a great
bonus, but to date has only been
available on a few disk adventures.

After a quick change of clothes and
sex, you're ready totake the part of Lady
Macbeth as she attempts to murder the
King. You must accomplish this and
remain undetected within an hour.

In the third part you're an assistant of
the witches, and you must collect ten of
the ingredients with which they'll bind
Macbeth to his destiny. The balance of
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SCREENPLAY
text and graphics shifts here: the game
is mostly visual with only a text window
to enter your commands.

Finally, the game climaxes with
Macbeth besieged in Dunsinane castle
as you make one last attempt to seize
the throne while withstanding the full

force of the siege.
The package includes not only a text

of the play, but also an instruction
booklet which sheds light on the
despicable deeds of those days.

Should you wish to delve deeper into
the characters, you can use the

psychoanalysis sessions that follow
each part. Here you play either Macbeth
or Lady Macbeth while they're interro-
gated by the royal psychiatrist. Many
moods and feelings are revealed, and it
adds an interesting and imaginative
dimension to the game.

Mind games
Title: Psi Warrior
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Beyond
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95
Psi Warrior is the follow-up by the
company that produced the excellent

The art of social

climbing

Psytron, which is now available for the
Commodore 64. There the similarity
ends.

You are a Psi warrior whose mission
is to destroy the strongest of the Psi
creatures, the Source, which lurks in an
ancient silo.

Unfortunately it lives 80 levels down
and before you reach ityou'l I have to do
battle with the Psi, Ids and Pupae. The
Psi are bred from the mental energy of
human minds and the Ids from man's
animal instinct. The Pupae are dis-
embodied human entities which are yet
to turn into Psi or Ids.

They don't attack you physically but
drain your Psi and Id energy; this
should be avoided, since you use your
Id energy as fuel with your Psi energy to
control it.

You can also use Psi energy to
teleport and levitate yourself, as well as
to make yourself temporarily invisible.

You're armed with a Psi net gun and
travel on a highly manoeuvrable hover
board. The board is joystick controlled
and although it's easy to use, you'll
have to practise before you have
sufficient skills to plunge into the
depths of the silo.

Your Psi net gun fires nets which trap
a Psi creature. You should be ready to
move in close to drain its energy and
perhaps even destroy it, but be wary-
it may break free at any time.

The silo itself is a complex maze of 3D
passages, teleport chambers, speed
mats, slide ramps and recesses. Some
of these gaps will be easily jumped, but
others will require hard-earned and
accurate skills.

It will take you a while to master this
game's subtleties (for example, board
control and the behaviour of the Psi
creatures, so you can save your game
position to either tape or disk.

Title: The Prince
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Case Computer Simulations
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95

The Prince is a four -player adventure
game in which you compete to become
the Master of Lore to the Prince. The
Master is the second most powerful
person in the land, a position obviously
worth fighting for as well as being
worth lying, bribing, begging, stealing,
dealing and blackmailing for. These are
the 'talents' that the successful player
must have.

The players take the parts of the four
main characters who all have their own
special power, or bargaining point.
Grasper is a landowner who offers
protection; Ambrose is a cleric who
dispenses grace (this is essential -the
Prince won't see anyone who hasn't
been absolved from their wrong-
doings); Porcus is a merchant who
lends much -needed money; but it's
Fernando the tipstaff who'll have the
most fun - he can send people to trial.

You are ably supported by some

computer -controlled characters which
include Gamp, a 'buy -or -sell -no -
questions -asked' stall holder, and a
motley collection of spies and hench-
men who are for hire.

One at a time you come to the
keyboard where you have 10 inputs in
which to control your character, ex-
plore the castle, hire and instruct spies
and henchmen, andtryto keep ahead of
the others.

The next player does the same, and
so on until the game is won. The winner
is the first to present tokens of succes-
sion to the Prince; the exact nature of
these tokens is left for you to discover.

This is an adventure game in which
four people are competing but only one
can win. Therefore a word of warning:
don't spend too long at the keyboard.
While you're deciding your moves and
planning your strategy, your oppo-
nents are plotting against you.

Riding the storm

Title: Cyclone
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Vortex
Format: Cassette
Price: £6.95
A raging cyclone is approaching a
group of islands and it's up to you to fly
your helicopter through the storm to
pick up vital supplies.

To the right of either a 3D view of the
area you're in or a map of the islands,
are the instruments with which you
control your helicopter. These are
altitude, speed, fuel and time remaining
to complete your mission, the direction
you're flying in and the strength of the

wind. This strength will increase if you
get close to the cyclone; get too close
and you'll lose control of your helicop-
ter and crash.

To score well in this game you'll need
a steady hand and a cool nerve with
which to hover over a crate of supplies
while the cyclone draws near.

This is the follow-up to Vortex's TTL
(Tornado Low Level) which, although it
featured excellent 3D graphics, lacked
the killer instinct that a fighter game
should have. Cyclone, however, has the
right combination of tension and skill
that a helicopter pilot would endure in
such a situation. END
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THE OEM's CHOICE.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONICS LTD. 303/305 PORTSWOOD ROAD,

SOUTHAMPTON. TEL: 0703 581555 TELEX: 477465 HTELG.

01-222-5981
PERSONAL COMPUTER

SUPPLIES LTD
CUT HERE

TECHNICAL SUPPORT +
DEMONSRATION FACILITIES FROM

THE NICEST PC SHOP AROUND

Our wide range and low prices include:

Wordstar £195 Symphony £435
Wordstar Professional£295 Lotus 123 £299
Wordstar 2000 £375 Oz £275
Multimate £259 Open Access £375
DBase II £295 Supercalc 3 £175
DBase III £450 Brainstorm £250

Tabs integrated accounts - price on application
Minerva integrated accounts- price on application

Ram cards. 128K £215. Dysan Discs DS/DD £22.00 Box.
SS/DD £17.00 Box. SS/SD from £10.00 Box. Listing

paper £4.00 per 1000. dBase II Applications from £50.00

IBM APRICOT OLIVETTI
OCTOPUS

Personal Computer Supplies Ltd
118 Horseferry Road
London SW1 P 2EF

Personal callers welcome.
Mon -Fri 8-6pm
Sat -Sun by appointment
American Express.

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, BOOKS,
COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISCS, ACCESSORIES.

: 1 =

UNIT 8, KINGSNORTH IND. ESTATE, ROCHESTER, KENT. TEL: 0634 - 253131

SPECIALISTS IN PRINTER DISTRIBUTION

QUALITY EQUIPMENT EXPERT ADVICE
UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE

YOU HAVE A NEED - WE HAVE THE SOLUTION

- -  - 
A high performance range of
multi - speed line matrix printers
from 150 LPM to 600 LPM with
high speed graphics capability.
Interfaced to everything from
IBM mainframes to single user
micro systems. Specialist
barcoding and label printing
option.

A versatile range of 2 and 3
speed high quality matrix
printers with quiet operation at
100% duty cycle with high

density graphics & 6 part copy
capability designed for use as a
local printer on large systems

and as a system printer on

micros. 12 months on site
warranty included.

An incredible range of serial
matrix printers offering
unbeatable scope and quality. 80
or 132 column machines with
single sheet and tractor
capability. Performance of
80 cps to 400 cps with full
IBM - PC compatibility in both
characters and graphics. The only
printers on the market offered
with full 12 months on site
warranty at these prices.

All printers in this advert are British or European manufactured and are
supplied with warranty and maintenance backup on your site.

WE KNOW THE POWER OF THE PRINTED WORD
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What do neo-surrealism and lengthy listings have in common? They're
just two of the subjects covered by David Taylor in this month's book choice.

Trainspotting with

RS232
Title: RS -232 Made Easy: connecting
computers, printers,
terminals and modems
Author: Martin D Seyer
Publisher: Prentice -Hall Inc
Price: £19.20
Not, on the face of it, an engrossing
topic for a book. You can, after all,
adequately describe RS232 in a sent-

ence. RS232 is jargon for a serial
interface: you bung the plug into the
socket, thus connecting your computer
to a modem, for example, or a typical
daisywheel printer.

Provided you don't confuse a serial
interface with a parallel one (the so-
called centronics standard), which is
usual for hooking up dot-matrix prin-
ters, I shouldn't have thought there was
too much else to talk about. People
don't as a rule queue up to buy books
describing, say, coaxial jacks, or for that
matter the life and times of a 13amp

three -pin plug. What's so special about
RS232?

Mr Seyer does his utmost to convince
us that unravelling which -wires -do -what
within RS232 is the key to grasping the
theory of serial input/output in general,
and communications technique in par-
ticular. It's a spirited attempt, but a good
two-thirds of this book nevertheless
consists of dreary appendices, painsta-
kingly listing the pin configuration of
umpteen devices, or copying out the
Electronic Industries Association's
laborious definition of standards.
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The remaining third of the book is
mostly about trains. It's an American
railroad, mind you, so you'll need to
know your boxcar from a caboose to
grasp the various analogies with shunt-
ing data. In time, you do get briefed on
setting up for modem transmissions -
duples, parity, baud rates, and so on -
but you start to nod off, too.

It would make life simpler to get
dealers to supply the right cables along
with any RS232 connected devices you
might buy and to have fun using
add-ons instead of messing about
stripping down their connections. RS-
232 Made Easy forgets that its subject
doesn't need to be so difficult in the first
place.

Computer dating
Title: How To Buy Software: The
Master Guide To Picking The Right
Program
Author: Alfred Glossbrenner
Publisher: Papermac
Price: £9.95
Adoor-stopper of a paperback, this, and
numbingly prolix in the way that
all-American, catch-all handbooks by
people with names like Alfred Gloss-
brenner often are. It's Mr Glossbren-
ner's ninth, making me wonder if he
ever sleeps. I like to picture him hacking
through the night in a stetson, a fat
stogie clenched between his gold-filled
teeth, a can of Budweiser at his side.

There are, he points out, only a
hundred or so computer manufacturers
and far fewer major ones, yet there are
something like 40,000 separate soft-
ware packages 'and they're multiplying
like coat -hangers in a darkened closet.'
Goshdarn it,for a momentthere I feared
Glossbrenner might be about to fling
open the closet and take a look at every
one of them.

In the event he majors on software
types like the 'big four' accounting
routines (general ledger, accounts re-
ceivable, accounts payable and
payroll), spreadsheets, databases,
communications, word processing,
business graphics, educational soft-
ware and games. They each get a
chapter (25 in all) while other chapters
crash -course through operating sys-
tems, programming languages and
hardware configurations. Glossbren-
ner's gee -whizz exuberance never lets
up for a moment.

Peppering his text are hundreds of
'SoftTips' - sometimes handy short-
cuts through intractable procedures,
sometimes blindingly obvious little
homilies along the lines of don't buy
what you don't understand, sometimes
sidetracks into well -l -never land.

There is, it has to be said, a lot of
useful information in this book (all of it,
except a short appendix, directed at an
American audience), but it also needsto
be said that the relentless Mr Gloss-
brenner goes on and on and on.

Let's leave him with one of his typical

SoftTips, which will give you the
flavour: 'You can think of Com-
puserve's CB section as a gigantic,
ongoing telephone conferencecall. The
difference is that instead of speaking
your comments, you type them in and
read those made by others who are
online. At least two coupleswho met on
the system later got married - on the
system. The minister was in one state,
the parents and the happy couple were
in several other states, and the wedding
guests were scattered all over America.
When it was all over, all the guests
threw rice- by hitting the hyphen keys
on their computers.' Gee.

life's too short II II .
Title: Basic ROM User Guide for the
BBC Microcomputer and Acorn
Electron
Author: Mark Plumbley
Publisher: Adder (Cambridge)
Price: not known
Those electronic swots who are almost
freakishly fascinated with the inner-
most technical structures of BBC Basic
or 6502 machine code are going to love
this book. Those who aren't, aren't.

Mark Plumbley is, in short, an enthu-
siast's enthusiast: eager to sit up until
the small hours with a pot of strong
coffee and his disassembler, getting to
intimate grips with BBC Basic, not as a
language, but as a system.

In theory, this leads to better prog-
ramming technique, and you won't
catch Plumbley's apprentices using
GOSUB when they can call PROC or FN.
In practice,what it leadsto is bags under
the eyes - but fanatical fiddlers don't
mind that when they're having such
fun.

This isn't a book you read in the
ordinary sense, it's one you labour
through line by line, mental spanners in
hand -a kind of theoretical workshop
manual for those who can't rest until
they've taken their toys to bits, until
they've split the Acorn.

As such it's matchless, meticulous
and mind-bendingly thorough.
Whether or not you might consider that
life's too short, I leave entirely to you.

Art for art's sake
Title: Computer Art and Graphics
Author: Axel Bruck
Publisher: Element (Paul Petzold)
Price: £14.95
Some risk again here of going boss -
eyed from tap -tapping lengthy listings,
but working up to fancy graphics
sounds like more fun than crunching
ROM. In any case, we'retold, it's not the
idea at all to key in the provided (Basic)
programs and stand back to gasp.
You're supposed to have in your artistic
imagination some exquisite design,
then to use the book's examples of
method and problem -solving to per-
suade your micro - any micro - to
create your highly personal electronic

canvas. The snag is that your results
may prove a bit of a let -down against
the wonderfully impressive, neo-
surrealist colour plates which Herr
Bruck includes to demonstrate his gift.

The unfortunate fact is that without
sophisticated (and expensive) gadget-
ry, such as very high resolution moni-
tors, decent CAD software and fancy
plotters, achieving computer graphics
which can decently be called art is a
terrible sweat.

Bruck assumes that you can at least
run to a plotter (he has a handy friend
who knocks them up for him) and
asserts that the rest doesn't really
matter a damn if you're patient with his
methods. He's pretty sniffy about the
crude standards of average arcade -
style games; his game is to plot a piece
of artwork you might want to pin to the
wall. And in time you do get there, by
way of simple shapes, more sinuously
complex ones, clipping routines, multi-
dimensional techniques and controlled
perspective.

It's hard work, made harder by the
frequent need to tinker with Herr
Bruck's listings to match your particular
Basic (his is Apple), but this is an
interesting and unusual book, assem-
bled by an accomplished artist who
admits to knowing nothing about elec-
tronics, but who has an infectious
enthusiasm and can show remarkable
finishes.

Misery and mystery can

be yours ...
Title: Commodore 64 Data Files
Author: David Miller
Publisher: Prentice -Hall
Price: £8.95
The purpose of this book, says the
author, is to take some of the misery and
mystery out of learning to use the
Commodore 64's file structure. The pity
of it is, of course, that the misery and
mystery are there in the first place. My
rather jaundiced view of the Commod-
ore 64 is, I'm afraid, that it's an ageing
machine. On the whole I'd rather not
age with it, struggling to understand its
quirky ways.

Most of this book consists of lengthy
listings which, mercifully, can be
ordered from California on disk. Some
are just for drill and practice, others
provide a mailing list, a home inven-
tory, a magazine catalogue or a simple
medical records file. If you choose to
enter them from the book, note the
author's ridiculous warning that they
were printed out on a letter -quality
machine which couldn't differentiate
between number 1 and lower-case
letter I, had slashless zero and no means
of doing a proper up-arrow character.

Manipulating Commodore 64 files
and creating your own programs are
yours to discover with this book, says
the blurb.

All yours, say I. END
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TEACH YOURSELF C

Happy-go-lucky C
Les Hampson introduces the features of C, and explains how the

language's versatility enables it to adapt to ever changing requirements.
Which high-level language doyou think
is used to produce many of the spread-
sheets, databases, word processing
applications and the integrated pro-
ducts now appearing? Which language
has Digital Research (of CP/M fame)
adopted for system development? Not
Fortran nor Pascal, and certainly not
Basic, but C.

Why isCso popularwith professional

software writers? The answer is: be-
cause it is versatile, puts few con-
straints on what can be done, produces
fast and compact programs, and allows
software to be readily transferred be-
tween systems. Although C was con-
ceived for 'systems programming'
(which means writing things like oper-
ating systems), specifically developing
the Unix operating system, it has

In Basic

10 for 1=1 to 20 step 2
20 x=x+I
30 next i

40 print "finished ";x
50 end

In C

main()
(

int x,i;
for(i=1,i<=200+=2)

x++;
printf("finished %d",x)

Fig 1 A simple loop in Basic and in C

Version 1

/*
since 1 is always true (ie
until explicitly broken
*

non zero) the loop will continue

while(1)

c=getc(myfile);
if(c==E0F) break;
if(c==0) numnull=numnull+1;

Version 2
while((c=getc(myfile))1=E0F)

if(c==0) numnul++;

/*get a character from file*/
/*exit loop at end of file */
/*increment if c is zero*/

Fig 2 Two loops showing different constructions

main --->---- fopen if error ---->--- puts

getc

encrypt

putc

if EOF >-- fclose

rand

Fig 3 Structure for file encryption program

break continue
char short int long float double
extern unsigned static auto register
while for do if else goto return
switch case default
union struct
sizeof typedef

Fig 4 Keywords in C with specific meanings

proved useful for general applications.
C works well in many applications,

and versions are available for almost all
machines with disk drives. Some of the
8 -bit versions are subsets of the lan-
guage (for example, without floating
point operations) but are still very
useful; almost all 16 -bit implementa-
tions provide the complete language.
You probably don't want to write your
own CP/M, a compiler, or an alternative
to Multiplan, at least not just yet, but if
you want an efficient, general purpose
language, or need the flexibility of
assembler without the headaches, then
C has a lot to offer.

The name itself reflects that C is not a
verbose language, so let's jump
straight in with a sample to show that it
can be fairly easily understood. Fig 1
compares a simple loop in C and in
Basic; a lot can be learnt from this
example. C does not use line numbers
and the program can be laid out as
required, although everything on one
line would be going a bit far. The types
and names of variables have to be
declared before use, unlike Basic which
provides a variable when a new name
appears (or even a m istype). The braces

} enclose groups of statements and
each of these is terminated by a

semicolon.
The general approach will be familiar

to anyone who uses Pascal, especially
when you realise that the braces
correspond to BEGIN and END.
Although you can use expressions like x
-x + 1, C has special operators such as
'++' to increment and '+=' to add to a
variable because these can be more
efficient.

What the example does not show are
the advantages of using C: for such a
trivial program there aren't any, and
Basic has the advantage of being easy
to get started in and can be run
immediately. But larger programs are
better written in the structured way
encouraged by C with full control over
variables, rather than huge monolithic
blocks of Basic with control jumping all
over the place. A large, well written, C
program, such as a text editor which
might be 2000 lines, can be readily
understood once you become familiar
with the constructions used; on the
other hand, a badly written C program
can be very cryptic and difficult to
unravel.
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Before getting down to details let's
look at another example. The first part
of Fig 2 is another loop which gets
characters from a file and counts the
number of zeros. The loop is exited
when the end of file is reached. The
= =' symbol tests equality, whereas
=' is used for assignment. In practice

the second version, which does exactly
the same job, would be preferred
because it can be translated by a
compiler into more efficient machine
code. Although such concise construc-
tions are common in C, they take some
getting used to.

Using C
In general, C has to be compiled -
there's no instant gratification as with
an interpreter. A suitable package will
include compiler, linker, function lib-
rary and a text editor of some kind.
These will, of course, have been written
in C. Many versions also have utilities
for maintaining function libraries. Afew
have a symbolic debugger, which
allows you to run programs step-by-

step while displaying the source code
and to check the values in variables. A
few C interpreters have been written
but are not widely used.

The language is defined in an excel-
lent reference text (C Programming
Language by Kernighan and Ritchie,
Prentice Hall, 1978). No extensions to
the standard are required or generally
available, thus eliminating the problem
of confusing variants found with other
languages.

Functions
Functions are the building blocks of a C
program. A function is a series of
instructions called by name to carry out
operations such as read from a file,
clear a display screen or manipulate
numbers. These are much more power-
ful than the subroutines and defined
functions of Basic, and have more in
common with the built-in commands
like 'sin' and 'mid$', except that you can
write your own. A well-witten C prog-
ram will be broken up into numerous
fairly small functions, either because

these are used repeatedly or just in the
interest of clarity.

Functions can carry out actions and
return a value; parameters can be
passed to them and they can use local
variables not known outside. The func-
tion 'getc' in the second example
returns a character read from a file
identified by the parameter 'my file'. It
might use various local variables, but
since these are internal to the function
we don't need to worry about them and
can't affect them. C programs must
contain at least one function and must
contain a function named 'main'. A
program starts executing at 'main',
otherwise this is just a function like any
other. The smallest C program, which
does nothing at all, is
main ( )

}
The name of a function is followed by

brackets which enclose the names used
to refer to any parameters passed to it.
The braces then enclose the body of the
function. One function can call another
or even itself (that is, recursion) as
required.

A reasonable first program, with only
one defined function, might be:
main( )

char c;

for(c=32;c<127;c++)
printf("%d %x %c/n",c,c,c);

This will display the ASCII character
set and give the decimal and hexade-
cimal equivalents. The loop calls a
standard library function 'printf' which
displays the information according to
the format string between the quotes
(decimal number, hex number, charac-
ter and then a new line). Notice that the
variable 'c' has to be declared before
being used, and that it is incremented
using the special '+ +' operator. As well
as the format string which tells 'printf'
how we want the printout, the names of
the variables (all 'c' in this case) are
passed to it. The 'for' loop is controlled
by three expressions which define an
initial condition, a termination test, and
a modification after each time through.

Developing a program
C is a powerful and flexible language
which can produce well -structured
programs. Complex constructions can
be elegantly expressed and data struc-
tures designed to suit the application.
However, as in all things,there is a price
to pay: the programmer is assumed to
be right and few checks are made,
which means that some errors can be
truly spectacular. This 'Teach Yourself'
series should lead you around common
pitfalls, and as you write increasingly
complex programs you will begin to
appreciate the virtues of C and its
brevity.

Large programs in C are best de-
veloped using a 'top down' approach-
that is, dividing the overall objective
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into logical sections and then into
sub -tasks. Eventually a level is reached
where the tasks can be conveniently
constructed as C functions. It is also
necessary to consider how information
will be passed between the functions,
and how data is best handled. Some
planning effort before starting to write
the program avoids the torture of
sorting out tangled, unnecessarily
complex and badly structured code.

C will not produce a fast -running
program from poor ideas. The algor-
ithms used are crucial in determining
eifficiency, as in any language. For
example, if you were writing a spelling
checker, then the methods used to sort
words into order, check against the
dictionary and use memory for disk
buffering would have a major effect on
the time your program took to run.

Suppose we want a program to
encrypt the data in a file so that it cannot
be used by others. Fig 3 shows the
functions which might be used.

The function 'main' first calls 'fopen'
to access the file to be converted and to
create a file for the encrypted version. If
the files cannot be accessed, then 'puts'
prints a message and the program
finishes. A loop in 'main' uses 'getc' to
get a character from the file, and passes

it to 'encrypt'. This in turn needs to call
'rand' to produce random numbers
needed for encryption, and finally 'putc'
writes out the converted character to
disk. When 'getc' finds the end of the
file, the loop is exited; 'fclose' is called
to close the files and the program ends.

Contents of a source file
What makes up a C source file (a
program as written)? Lines can be of
arbitrary length and usethe full range of
printable characters. There are few
constraints on the layout of the prog-
ram, which can be arranged as required
for clarity. The examples in this series
will align braces and make extensive
use of indenting.

A source file consists of preprocessor
directives, comments, global data dec-
larations, and functions containing
local data declarations and executable
statements. These are built up from:
identifiers -eg, my file
keywords -eg, while
constants -eg, 0
character eg, "this is a

strings message"
operators -eg, +
separators -eg, ;

Spaces, tabs, new lines and com-
ments are ignored except that they

/*
elements of a program to encrypt data in a file called
original.fil into one called secret.fil
*

#include "stdio.h"

/*
The above directive reads in the file stdio.h which is
contains essential input/output definitions, including FILE
*

#define EOF -1
#define REQUIRED 1
#define NULL 0

main() /*main function*/
[

int c;
FILE *infile,*outfile;

in file=fopen("original.fil","r");
ouTfile=fopen("secret.fil","w");

if(in_file==NULL :; out file==NULL)
puts("FiTe access error"); /*cannot open files*/

else
while(REQUIRED) /*loop until broken*/

c=getc(in file);
if(c==EOFT break;
c=encrypt(c);
putc(c,out file);

fclose(in file);
fclose(outfile);

encrypt(x)
char x;

x=x-rand();

return x;

/*declare an integer*/
/*declare file identifiers*/

/*open for reading*/
/*open for writing*/

/*get a character*/
/*exit loop if end of file*/
/*encrypt the character*/
/*and write it to the file*/

/*close the files*/

/*terminate at end of main*/

/*encryption function*/
/*declare parameter passed*/

/*encrypt the char by XORing with a
random number*/

/*return encrypted character*/

Fig 5 Skeleton encryption program

separate adjacent identifiers, and so on.
Variables and functions are identified

by suitable names, which preferably
suggest their purpose. These must
begin with a letter or underline and can
contain digits. Identifiers can be of any
length but only a limited number of
characters will be significant (usually
eight). The names of identifiers must
not be certain C keywords which have
special meanings (see Fig 4).

The name and type of a data item
must be declared before use, so that
memory can be reserved and the
correct operations used to manipulate
it. For example, to declare a character,
an integer and a floating point quantity
the following statements could be
used:
char c;
int i;
float f;

Data items can be made global
(available from any function) by being
declared outside functions, or local to a
particular function by being declared
inside. This is very useful because any
data which is 'private' to a function can
be made local; there is no conflict with
names in other functions and the
memory used can be released on
leaving the function. Data is best
communicated between functions us-
ing parameters and a returned value,
rather than with global data.

The body of a function consists of
statements constructed from
keywords, function calls and express-
ions formed from operators and their
operands. Each statement is termin-
ated by a semicolon and is usually put
on a separate line. Braces can be used to
combine single statements into a block
which is treated as a unit.

Comments of one or more lines are
enclosed by the symbols '/*' and '*1'. C
statements can be terse, so comments
should be generously used.

A source file can also contain prepro-
cessor directives which are simply
instructions to the compiler. The direc-
tives begin with the '#' symbol; they do
not end with a semicolon since they are
not C statements, and are dealt with
before any translation takes place. The
basic use is illustrated by:
#define MAXCOLS 80

This will cause all occurrences of
MAXCOLS to be replaced by the
numerical constant 80. This is prefer-
able to scattering obscure numbers
through a source file and makes
changes easier. The replacement sym-
bol does not have to be a number; it can
equally well be, say, a function call or
character string. It is also possible to
define symbols with arguments in the
form of 'macro' definitions.

Function libraries
A program does not have to be
contained in one source file. Larger
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Is the Information Revolution Passing You By?
If you use an Apple, IBM, BBC or
ACT micro then you could be
missing out on the information
revolution of the decade. Today
there are literally hundreds of
databases worldwide, which can
be accessed by a microcomputer
fitted with a Nightingale modem
and using appropriate software.
These data bases include Prestel,
Micronet, Homelink, Telecom
Gold, various 'Bulletin Boards' and
massive American Databases such
as 'DIALOG' and 'The Source'.
Micros can also be used to send
telex messages.

A world of information is available to you
now when you install the Nightingale
modem from Pace. There are hundreds
of thousands of 'pages' of data available
on Prestel, free computer software on
Micronet, homebanking facilities
available with Homelink, Company facts,
Educational information, magazine and
news articles available with Knowledge
Index and the ability to communicate
with other micro users direct, or via
'bulletin boards'.
The Nightingale modem is only £136.85
inc. VAT. If you do not already have
suitable communications software Pace
can supply this complete with a manual
and full installation instructions.

PACE SOFTWARE LTD,

92 NEW CROSS STREET,

BRADFORD. BD5 8BS

Tel. (02741729306
Telex 51564

"Bringing tomorrow a little closer" la

1116HT111GPILE -The Modem
By far the most versatile modem available, at the price, for
either home or business use, Nightingale will enable your
micro computer to send and receive data utilising an
ordinary P.O. Telephone Line. It offers Prestel/Viewdata
baud rates (1200/75 & 75/1200) alongside 300/300 baud full
duplex for communication
between computers.
The state-of-the-art modem
chip technology employed in
Nightingale requires minimum
support circuitry resulting in
low power consumption, low
cost, high quality and extreme
reliability. It also features a
simple self test facility for
easy installation.
Nightingale complies with
the vigorous specifications
laid down by British
Telecom and is fully BABT
approved.
"INFORMATION
SHEETS AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST"r- - - - - - - - -
I To Pace Ltd., 92 New Cross Street,

Bradford BD5 8BS
Please supply:

modems at £136.85 inc. VAT & carriage

modems & software pack for BBC micro at £159, inc. VAT & carriage

, El modems & software pack for Apple II/Ile at £279 inc. VAT & carriage

El modems & software pack for IBM PC* at £269 inc. VAT & carriage

modems & software pack for ACT at £269 inc. VAT & carriage

I Name
Address

ICheque enclosed

IBarclaycard

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFERFor a limited period when you orderthe Nightingale

modem you willreceive discount
vouchers entitlingyou to the following:

-

KNOWLEDGE INDEX20% discount off standardenrolment fee (normally £25)This remarkable
collection of databasesincludes over

22,000,000 items coveringAgriculture, Books,
Business, Electronicsand Computing,

Corporate and CompanyNews, Education,
Engineering, GovernmentPublications,

Legal Information,
MagazineArticles, Mathematics,

Medicine andNews.Current Affaiit (The enrolment fee alsoincludes 2 hours of free access time).
ONE TO ONE50% discount off standard

One to one is an electronic message
servicedesigned to give you the communicationscapabilities of a telex at much lower cost.By using your

micro fitted with aNightingale
modem you can producetelexes, letters,
reports and contracts,

andsend them in
seconcth to any destination.Courier delivery,

priority mail and radiopaging are also
included in this highlyefficient communications

service.

enrolment fee (normal) £50)

or please debit my Access

(Please tick)

If you require further information on the above communications products for other
I computer systems, please write enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

LAssumes IBM micro fitted with RS 232 interface. Please allow up to 28 days delivery.



The last thing we expected
was to be first so soon.

When you start a company you find it pays to specialise.
At Parrot we specialise in firsts.

The first and only totally integrated diskette
manufacturing facility in the UK,combining the best of British
and American technological resources.

The first company to specialise in diskettes and
computer tape only.

The first company to build quality control into every
job in the plant-not leave it to just one department.

The first company to supply its entire range of diskettes
in a unique indestructable, highly practical ten -disk file.

The first company to offer you this much service and
reliability for such an unexpectedly competitive price.

And to be honest even we were surprised by our
rapid success. But when you weigh up all the benefits it's
really not so surprising after all.

Who's a clever boy, then?
PARROT CORPORATION LIMITED, UNIT 20 MAESGLAS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEWPORT, GWENT NPT 2NN. TEL: 0633 842557. TELEX: 497253.



TEACH YOURSELF C
programs, especially, are likely to
consist of several files which are
separately compiled and finally linked
together along with required library
functions to give something which
runs.

Where do all thefunctions required in
a program come from? It may come as a
surprise to discover that C provides no
built-in access to display, keyboard,
printer nor diskfiles. Nor does it provide
basic operations such as adding one
string of characters to the end of
another or taking the sine of an angle.
The language can be used to do all these
things (given some way of interfacing
with the operating system), but suitable
functions have to be devised.

This sounds distressing, but fortu-
nately the user is not required to write
such functions because they will be
provided in a library with the compiler;
a program simply calls them. However,
the library functions are not an intrinsic
part of C. Most implementations try to
follow the functions provided with
Unix, but as they are not part of the
language, this is in the hands of the
software author. We will be looking at
the functions you would expect to be
provided with later on in the series.

Two basic functions which are al-
ways provided are 'getchar', which

returns a character typed in, and
'putchar' which displays a character on
the display. Using only these it is
possible to experiment with many of
C's features.

In writing your own programs, you
will probably devise functions which
are of general value. If these use local
variables, passed arguments and a
returned value, then they can stand
alone and be added to a personal

. . if you want an
efficient, general

purpose language, or
need the flexibility of

assembler without the
headaches, then C has a

lot to offer.'

library. This is the 'toolbox' approach
which leads to a specialised library to
suit particular interests.

The program in Fig 5 fleshes out the
skeleton encryption program to illus-
trate C. It should be possible to under-
stand how the program works and the
way in which functions are used, even if
some of the details are not yet clear.

The functions 'fopen', 'fclose', 'puts',
'getc' and 'putt' or equivalents would
normally be in the supplied library. If
the function 'rand' is not available, then
a programmer could write his own
version for inclusion in a personal
library.

The function 'main' has been put
first; this is common but not essential.
Of course, if a program consists of
several source files, then only one will
contain main.

This program could be developed for
actual use: a password could be en-
tered and converted into a seed for the
random number generator and the
original file deleted once the converted
version had been successfully stored.
Since the XOR operation is reversible
the same program could translate the
file back tothe original form (it would be
best to include checks for file operation
errors).

A number of questions arise. Why is a
variable to hold a character c declared
as 'int' in main, and x as char in encrypt?
How can a number be XOR'ed with a
function? Is it possible to call the
program with the names of the files to
be used ratherthan havethem built into
the program? The following four arti-
cles will cover these and many other
points in detail. LED

To help you get the best from the Teach Yourself C series, PCW has arranged special discounts on several C
packages. Identify your machine or operating system from the list below and send the offer tab on the corner of this
page with your order to the appropriate address. Enclose a cheque for the full amount, and make sure you state
clearly which package you require.

Company/Address Machine/Operating
System

Package Price (includes VAT
and UK p&p)

Hisoft Spectrum Hisoft C £22.50
180 High Street North, (normal price £25)
Dunstable, Beds

System Science CP/M-80 Software Toolworks C80, Mathpak £90
6-7 West Smithfield and C Programming Language by (normal price £119.15)
London ECi Kernighan and Ritchie

CP/M-80, MS-DOS DeSmet C and C Programming £155
Language (normal price £185.40)
Aztec C86 Compiler and C £190
Programming Language (normal price £255.40)

Apple DOS 3.0 or Prodos Aztec C ][ Compiler and C £165
Programming Language (normal price £220.90)

MLH Technology CP/M-86, versions 1 and 2 DeSmet C without debugger £130
14 Burgamot Lane of MS-DOS and PC -DOS (normal price £158.75)
Cornberbach, Cheshire DeSmet C with debugger £181.75

(normal price £216.25)
CP/M-80 51/4in soft -sectored
format or 8in disk

BDSC £118.50
(normal price £176)

MMG Consultants CP/M Small -C-80 £75

19 St Andrews Road (normal price £110.98)
Great Malvern, Worcs



6502 SUPER SET
Andrew Civil of Coventry took
a brief look at the dozens of
unspecified 6502 instructions
(PCW, January 1984) and has
found that $9F is more
complex than was thought.
Instead of storing A AND X to

SUBSET
David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information forthe assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement

orconversion of one already printed, orjusta helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other

programmers. Subroutines foranyofthe popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include

full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send yourcontributions to Sub Set, PCW, 62 Oxford Street,

London W1A 2HG.

an absolute address indexed
by X, it stores A AND X AND N
to an absolute address
indexed by Y. N is calculated
as one more than the high
order byte of the destination
address- not much use
unless you want to store a
number to page $FE00.

GRAPHIC DOTS
DOT -A from John Penfold of
Harpenden, and DOT -B and
DOT -C, both from Barrie Frost
of Basildon (all in Datasheet 1)
are just a few of the
innumerable ways of writing
two bits of graphics
information to a target byte.

For the benefit of new
readers, SubSet issued a

challenge in November 1983
for an 'elegant solution' to the
problem of placing this
information. The first set of
solutions, in 6502 and Z80
code, were printed in April
1984.

Just to make Z80
programmers try harder, the
faster 6502 solution took only
43 clock cycles- at the cost
of a 20 -byte look -up table.

DATASHEET 1

s DOT Place 2 -bit graphics dot information.
DOT -A. DOT -B. DOT -C.

JOB To replace the existing 2 bits of graphics
information in a target byte by new information
formed from an Input 2 -bit value.

ACTION Move new dot information to correct bit positions.
Construct mask in correct bit positions.
Mask out old dot information.
Merge in new dot information.

CPU Z80 (DOT -A is 8080).
HARDWARE 1 byte of RAM containing graphics information.
SOFTWARE None.

INPUT 16 -bit pointer add target byte.
8 -bit register holds dot number (0 to 3).
8 -bit register holds new inforaation in bit 1 (msb)
and bit 0 (1,6).

Target Dot no. Info.
DOT -A (DE) C A

DOT -B (HL) B A

DOT -C (HL/

Target byte formats
bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

dots 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

info, <... msb > (... 110 ...>
OUTPUT Target graphics byte contains new information.

Some input and other registers changed.
ERRORS If information and dot numbers exceed 03H.
RE8 USE DOT -A: PSW A C DE HL.

DOT-BsFABCHL.
DOT-CsFABCHL.

STACK USE None.
RAM USE None.
LENGTH DOT -A: 24. DOT -Bs 22. DOT -Cs 18.
CYCLES Dot numbers 0 1

DOT -A, 225 178
DOT -BI 142 117
DOT -C (bit 1  0): 79 104
DOT -C (bit 1 1), 82 107

2 3

131 84
92 77
129 154
132 157

CLASS 2
-ems-

-discreet ainterruptable *promable
reentrant erelocatable -robust

(DOT -A is not relocatable.)

DOT -A ADI 8

DAA
ANI 1IN

'Propagate bit 1 into bit 4 by C6 08
:decimal carry to high digit. 27
'Mask out unwanted bits and store E6 11

;HIFT

DONE

MOV L,A :split information in L. 6F
MVI H2OEEH :Set initial clearing mask in H. 26 EE

MOV A,C
CPI 3

JNC DONE
DAD H

INR C

JNP SHIFT

LDAX D
ANA H

ORA L

STAI
RET

:Bet dot number and test if ask
sand information in correct bit
:positions, exit loop if they are.
Else shift both higher by one bit
sto next lower dot number, count
:off dot shift & loop until done.

:Bet target byte in A and
:mask out old dot information,
:then merge in new information
land replace it.
'Exit, information placed.

79
FE 03
D2 lo hi
29
OC
C3 lo hi

IA
A4
85
12
C9

DOT -B

11-81

D -B2

DOT -C

D -C1

p -C2

D -C2

ADD
AND
LD
LD
SUB
LD
LD

JR

A,14
11H
C,A
A,3

B,A
A,OEEH
Z,0 -B2

RLC C

RLCA
DJNZ D -B1

AND (HL)

DR C

LD (HL),A
RET

sPropogate bit 1 to bit 4,
'mask out unwanted bits,
:and save information in C.
:Convert dot number to shift count
:in A, setting Z if number was 3,
:then store in B for quick DJNZ.
:Set initial mask in A at dot 3,
:and skip if in correct place.

:Else shift both information and
:mask to next dot position and
:repeat until in correct place.

:Get target byte, asking out old
:information and merging new,
:then restore it.
:Exit, information placed.

C6 OE
E6 11
4F
3E 03
90
47

3E EE
28 05

C8 01
07
10 FB

A6
81

77
C9

SRL
JR
SET
INC

LD

NC,D-C1
4,C

A,OEEH

RRCA
RRC C

DJNZ D -C2

AND
OR
LD
RET

(HL)
C

(HL),A

:Shift bit 1 to bit 0 and bit 0
,to Cy, skip if a 0, else set
.bit 4. Bit 0 now in in bit 4.
:Prepare for 1 to 4 rotations.
:Bet initial mask to match info.

'Rotate mask and information 1 bit
:to next higher dot position,
:repeat until in correct place.

teat target byte, masking out old
:information and merging new,
'then restore it.
:Exit, information placed.

CB 39
30 02
CO El
04
SE EE

OF
CB 09
10 FB

A6
111

77
C9

INTELLIGENT

MOVES?
Hugh Dobbs of Waterford,
Eire, is not too happy with the
intelligent block moves of
August 1984 and has
submitted two pertinent
comments and an
improvement to IBT65.

Hugh's first point concerns
IBTZ8, which will not effect
the move if the destination is
at the same location as the
source. He thinks this is
possibly a foolish decision if
the system supports parallel
banks of RAM or ROM when
blocks may need to be copied
from one bank to the other.

But IBTZ8 uses the
automatically repeating LDIR
and LDDR to perform the data
transfers: these cannot be

adapted to switch banks
between the read and write
operations, so an entirely
different routine has to be
written for bank -switch
transfers.

His second point is not so
easy to dismiss. None of
IBTZ8, IBT65 and IBT68 will
handle blocks which cut
across the $FFFF-$0000
boundary in a 'wrap -around'
situation. The fact that page
zero is implemented as a
pseudo -register area in the
6502 and as RESTART or
interrupt locations in the Z80
doesn't eliminate the
possibility of wrap -around
transfers using these areas.

Hugh's IBT65 improvement
shaves off one byte and two
clock cycles and makes it
relocatable. The two absolute
jumps in IBT65 can each be
replaced by the sequence:
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'CLV; BVC label' to labels
FWDLP and RVRSLP. These
operate in the same time
provided no page boundaries
are crossed. The 16 -bit
comparison (instructions 9 to

13) is better done by the code
in Fig 1. Carry doesn't need to
be set if CMP is used for the
low order byte as it does if
SBC is used.

:...test relative positions of source and destination.
LDA MO :Compare source (M0,11 with
CMP M2
LDA MI

SBC M3

Fig 1

:destination (M2,3), clearing
:Carry only if destination is greater
:than source, else C 1.

AS MO
CS M2
AS MI
ES M3

6809 ASCII TO

16 -BIT
DECCON (Datasheet 2) from
Martin Chadwick of
Charlbury, Oxford, is an
improvement to DECBIN
(PCW, October 1983).

DECBIN used the 6809's
MUL instruction to separately
multiply the high and low

order bytes of the partial
result by ten. DECCON
achieves greater speed and
knocks off 21 bytes by using
the tried and tested method of
binary shifting and addition.

Another time and byte
saving trick is to subtract the
ASCII digits high nibble ($30)
before testing to see if the
character is a digit. Only one
test is then needed to identify
non -digit characters.

DATASHEET 2
t DECCON ASCII decimal to unsigned 16 -bit conversion.

:JOB

,ACTION

To convert an unsigned ASCII decimal string held in
memory to a 16 -bit binary value in registers, or
return overflow information.
TN 16 -bit overflow: I Set overflow flag. Exit. ]

Clear 16 -bit partial result accumulator.
Set 1st character and address next.
WHILE character is ASCII digit.
I Strip ASCII digits hi -nibble.
Partial result  partial result * 10 + digit.
Set character and address next. ]

:CPU
:HARDWARE
.SOFTWARE

6809
Memory containing ASCII decimal number.
None.

:INPUT

'OUTPUT

'ERRORS
sRE8 USE
.STACK USE
.RAM USE
ILENSTH
'CYCLES

X add the 1st (high order) byte of the ASCII
decimal number string. The string must terminate
with any non -digit character.
V is changed.
C Is overflow has occurred. X and D unknown.
C  0, conversion successfully completed.

D contains the binary equivalent.
X add the byte following the terminator.

None.
CC D X Y

2 .

None.
34

38 + 73 * number of digits.
(Non -overflow and excluding leading zeros).

.CLASS 2 -discreet
*reentrant

linterruptable
*relocatable

*promable
*robust

DECCON CLRA
CLRB

NXTDBT TFR
CLRA
LOB
SUBS
CMPB
E18
BCC
OITA
BRE

D,Y

,X+

e$30
0$0A
D,Y
EXIT
*SEC
EXIT

LSLB
ROLA
LEAY D,Y
LSLB
ROLA
LSLB
ROLA
PSHS Y
ADDD ,S++
BCC NXTDBT

EXIT RTS

tZeroise binary result 4F
'register D (A high byte, B low). SF

'Move partial result to Y.
'Clear acc hi -byte, get next ASCII
'digit in lo -byte, indexing next.
'Strip off ASCII digits hi -nibble
:and test for valid decimal digit.
'Digit to Y, part result to D.
'Exit conversion done if not digit.
'Else test if I 10 by shifting will
'overflow and exit if so, Carry set.
:Shift partial result up one bit
:for partial result 2, and add
:to new digit in Y.

:Second shift gives
:partial result I 4.

:Third shift gives
:partial result 8 in D.
sPut part result I 2 + new digit on
:stack and add in, clearing stack.
:Repeat if no overflow from add.

IF 02
4F

E6 80
CO 30
Cl OA
1E 02
24 12
85 SO
26 OE

58
49
31 AB
58
49
58
49
34 20
E3 El
24 El

:Exit okay (C  0), overflow (C . 1). 39

6809 16 -BIT TO

DECIMAL
BCDCON (Datasheet 3) from
FR Ellahi of Collingwood
College, Durham, is part of a
utilities program that he's
writing for the Dragon. It isn't
quite the inverse of DECCON
as the result of the conversion
is unpacked binary coded
decimal (BCD), with each digit
occupying the low nibble (bits
3 to 0) of a result location and
the high nibble bits cleared to
zeros. To convert unpacked

BCD to ASCII decimal just OR,
FOR or add $30 to each result
byte.

I'm surprised that BCDCON
should not be relocatable. The
6809 can load the index
registers with table addresses
by using an offset from the
program counter.

Z80 users will find a routine
utilising the power of ten
look -up table for binary to
decimal conversion on page
241 of William Barden's The
Z-80 Microcomputer
Handbook, published by
Howard Sams.

DATASHEET 3

t BCDCON Unsigned 16 -bit to unpacked BCD conversion.

,JOB To convert an unsigned 16 -bit value held in
registers to a 5 -digit BCD string held in semory.

.ACTION Address highest power of ten & highest result byte.
REPEAT UNTIL all powers of ten processed:

Clear result byte.
REPEAT UNTIL binary value ( 0.

Add 1 to result byte.
Subtract power of ten from binary value. ]

Subtract 1 from result byte.
Add power of ten to binary value.
Address next power of ten and result byte. I

:CPU 6809
'HARDWARE None.
.SOFTWARE None.

:INPUT
OUTPUT

:ERRORS
'RES USE
.STACK USE
'RAM USE

'LENOIR
'CYCLES

,CLASS 2

D contains an unsigned 16 -bit value.
D  O. The unpacked BCD equivalent is contained in
memory at TABADR+10 (high order digit) to TABADR+14.
X add the result hi -byte.
U add the result + 1.

CC is changed.
Re-entry would overwrite a partially formed value.
CC D X U

None.
10 bytes for powers of ten table + 5 bytes for
unpacked BCD result, must be contiguous but not
necessarily located with the routine.
38 (routine, 23. Table. 10. Result store. 5.)
Minimum, 238 (input $0000).
Maximum. 1078 (input SEW  decimal 59999).

-discreet
-reentrant

linterruptable
-relocatable

*promable
-robust

BCDCON LDX BTABADR
LEAU I0,X

PLACEL CLR ,U

DTVLP INC ,U

SURD ,X
BNB DIVLP

TABAOR

DEC ,U+

ADDS ,X++
CPMX eTABADR+9

.Address ten thousands.
:Address result first byte.

'Clear result location byte.

'Inc for each subtraction and
:subtract current power of 10
'until gone below zero.

'Correct for I sub too many in
'result and remainder. Address
'next lOtn Is result, repeating

BE hi lo
33 OA

6F C4

6C C4
A3 84
24 FA

6A CO
E3
BC :1 lo

BLS PLACEL :until gone past 10t0. 23 EF

RTS

FOB 10000
FOB 1000
FDB 100
FDB 10

FDB 1

RMB 5

:Exit, X addressing result. 39

:Table of powers of 10, from
.10t4 to 10t0, to be repeatedly
:subtracted from binary value
:to give decimal digit result
sat each decimal digit place.

27 10
03 ES
00 64
00 OA
00 01

:Reserve 5 memory bytes to hold 00 00 00
:maximum of 5 digits result. 00 00

SUBSET BOOKS
Some of the best routines
from over four years of
SubSet are now available in

book form. Published by
Century Communications, the
titles are Assembler Routines
for the 6502 and Assembler
Routines for the Z80.

SUBSET INDEX
Unsure which issue that useful Datasheet appeared in? Here's a handy 1983/4

Sub Set index to help you find it.

Basic, embedded assembler (BBC) Basic,entryfrom
=LSTFMT: BASIC/6502(D) 7-9 BBC Microcomputer

6-9 BBC Microcomputer,pageuses 7-12
7-9 Bits, inversion 6-1;7-9,12

PCNV213



SUBSET INDEX
Bits, splitting

Case structure
=CASEOF: 6502(D)
=CASOFZ: Z80(D)
=CASTXT: Z80(D)
=KYSCH: Z80(D)

Code, dump formatter
=FRMTZ: Z80

Code, modifying
=XYMOD: 6502(D)

Code, relocation
=RELOC: Z80(D)

Common areas (MACRO -80)
Control codes, abbreviations

=CTRPRT: 6502(D)
Conversions, ASCII source
- base 2-36 to ASCII base 2-36

=BCNV: 6502
- base 2-36 to 32 -bit

=ANYNO: Z80(D)
=XBIN: 6502(D)

- decimal to 16 -bit
=DECBIN: 6809(D)

Conversions, binary source
-4 -bit to ASCII hexadecimal

=code: 6809
-8 -bit to ASCII hexadecimal

=BHEX: 6809(D)
- 16 -bit to ASCII hexadecimal

=DHEX: 6809(D)
- 16 -bit to ASCII decimal

=PRAY: 6502(D)
= PRX: 6809(D)

- 32 -bit to ASCII base 2-36
=BINX: 6502(D)

-n -bit to ASCII decimal
=LNGIBD: 8080/8085/Z80(D)

Conversions, date/days
- day/month/year to days

=CVDAYS: Z80(D)
- days to day/month/year

=CVDATE: Z80(D)
CP/M (Osborne 1) entry

=ENTRY: Z80
Cube rootextraction, method
Cube root extraction, routines
- 16 -bit (unsigned)

=CURTI : Z80(D)
- 32 -bit (unsigned)

=CU RT2: Z80(D)

Data, 12 -bit, compression
=SQSH: Z80 (D)
=SQSH: 6502(D)

Data, 12 -bit, expansion
=EXPD: Z80(D)
=EXPD: 6502(D)

Datasheet, standard
Delay, switchable

=SLOWUP: Z80(D)
Discreet, Class 1 definition
Division, challenge (68000)
Division, 32 -bit (signed)

=SDIV4: Z80
Documentation, revised

Escapes codes
Error detection and correction

=ECAL6: 6502(D)
=ECAL9:6809(D)
=EFIX6: 6502(D)
=EFIX9: 6809(D)

Errors, documentation section
Exidy Sorcerer

Flags, Entire (6809)
Flags, error
Flags,temporary storage of
Flags, testing

=LONGBR : 6502(D)

7-4

6-4,7
6-7

6-7,10
7-6

6-3

6-4

6-11
6-8,12;7-2

7-10

6-2

6-1
7-11

6-10

7-7

7-7

7-7

6-5
7-1

6-2

7-5

6-4,12

6-4,12

6-3
6-6,8

6-7

6-7

7-6
7-10

7-6
7-10

6-5;7-9

6-10
7-9

7-11

6-3
7-9

6-9

6-1
7-12

6-1
7-12

7-9
7-12

7-8
6-1
6-3

6-2

Flags, unspecified 8085
Graphics, colour change

=INKPAP: 780(D)
Graphics,elegant solution challenge
Graphics, elegant solutions

= DOTI /2/3/4/5: 6502
= DOT7/8/9 : Z80

Graphics, pixel inversion
=SGREV: Z80(D)

Index, May 1980to December 1982
Instructions, byte -length determination

=LENGTH: Z80(D)
Instructions, discussed

LDDR (Z80)
LDIR (Z80)
MULS (68000)
MULU (68000)
RLD (Z80)
RRD (Z80)
RST(Z80)
RTI (6809)
SWAP (68000)

Instructions, unspecified Z80
Instructions, unspecified 8085
Instructions, unspecified 6502

Key search
=KYSCH: Z80(D)

Keytesting

6-2,6

7-9
6-11

7-4
7-4

7-9

6-2

6-3

7-8,12
7-12
7-12
7-12

7-6
7-6
7-8
7-8

7-11
6-11

6-2,6,7,11
6-8;7-1

7-6
7-10

LIB -80 7-2
LINK -80 6-12;7-2
Listing, formatted

=LSTFMT: BASIC/6502(D) 7-9,12

MACRO -80 6-12;7-2
Matrix transposition, during transfer

=MATRAN: Z80( D) 6-6
=MATRAN: 6809(D) 6-9

Matrix transposition, own -space
=TRANS: 6502(D) 6-11
= OSMTRN: Z80(D) 7-1

Memory, block fill
=QUKFLL: Z80(D) 7-8,12
= CLEAR :Z80 7-12

Memory, block rotation
=RRL: 6502(D) 6-9;7-2
=ROLR: Z80(D) 7-2
=BLKEXG: 6809(D) 7-2

Memory, block transfer
=BLKMV: 6502(D) 7-2
=IBTZ8: Z80(D) 7-8
=IBT65: 6502(D) 7-8
=IBT68: 6809(D) 7-8

Menu display/select
=MENU: Z80(D) 7-10

Multiplication, multiple precision (un-
signed)

=LMUL: 6809(D) 6-8
Multiplication,timing (68000 series) 7-12
Multiplication, 16 -bit (unsigned)

=UMUL: 6809(D) 6-8
M68000 series, Datasheet notation 7-11

Option select
=MENU: Z80(D)

OSWRCH (BBC)
7-10
7-9

Page zero,as program memory
=RINXY 6502 6-8
XYMOD2: 6502 6-8
= IN DXY 6502(D) 7-6

Pagezero, as RAM, Datasheet notation 7-9
Parity masking 6-1
Program Counter, anticipation

=NEWPC: Z80(D) 6-5
Program relative, addressing

=FOWIAD: Z80/8080/8085(D) 6-2,6
Program relative, branches (16 -bit offset)

=LONGBR:6502(D) 6-2

Random number generation
- 16 -bits,

=RND16B: 6502(D)
- 16 -bit

=RNDM2: Z80(D)
=RANDOM: Z80(D)
= RAN D16: 6809(D)
=RNDWAS: 68000/08/10(D)
=RNDWAL: 68000/08/10(D)

- 32 -bit,
=RDM32: Z80(D)
= RAND32: 6809(D)
=RNDL:68000/08/10(D)

Recursion
Register indirect addressing

=XYMOD: 6502(D)
=RINXY: 6502
=XYMOD2: 6502
=INDXY: 6502(D)

Relocatable code (standards)
Restart, conditional
Robust, Class 1 definition

7-11

6-2
7-3
7-5

7-11
7-11

6-2
7-5

7-12
6-9;7-7

6-4
6-8
6-8
7-6
7-3
7-8
7-9

Screen, clear
=CLEAR: Z80 7-12

Screen, invert
=SGREV: Z80(D) 7-9

Search, associative key
=KYSCH: Z80(D) 7-6

Single stepping 6-5
Sort, string bubble

=ALSORT: 6502(D) 7-3
Square rootextraction, method 6-6,8
Square root extraction, routines
- 16 -bit (signed),

=SQR15: Z80(D) 6-1
= SQR16: 6502(D) 6-3

- 16 -bit (unsigned)
=SQR16: Z80(D) 6-1

- 32 -bit (signed)
=DSRTZ: Z80(D) 6-1
=SQR32: 6502(D) 6-3

Stack, exchanges, Z80 instructions 6-6
Stack, exchanges, routines

=EXSPBC: Z80 6-11
=EXSX: 6502 6-11
=EXGSX: 6809 6-11

Stack, user
=PSH16: 6502(D) 6-12
=PLL16: 6502(D) 6-12

Stack Pointer, as general register 7-8
Strings, comparison

=COMPAR: Z80(D) 6-10
=MATCH: 6502(D) 6-10

Strings, reversing 7-5
Strings, transfer

=MSTRV: Z80(D) 6-8,10
System specificity 7-9

Text, escape expansion
=MAKMSG: Z80(D)
=MAKMSG: 6809(D)

Text, token expansion
=TOKN: 6809(D)

Text, program embedded
=TEXT: 6502(D)
=TEXTS: 6809(D)
=TEXTQ: 6809(D)

TRS-80

VIA (Versatile InterfaceAdapter)
Video Genie

Zero suppression
ZX SPECTRUM

6-9;7-7
7-7

6-6

6-8
7-7
7-7

7-9,10

7-11
7-9

6-5
7-9,12

END
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for each
other

Compatibility
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*The 'Qume connection' - interface module,
the secret of perfect compatibility and flexibility

eed a professional letter quality printer.
of just somebody's converted typewriter
hy compromise your computer

nvestment with a makeshift add-on?
specially when Qumeis SPRINT 11 PLUS

ne of the world's best, most flexible
inters -- is available, It plugs right into your

'C, turns out letter perfect print and works
eautifully with your IBM PC business

 oftware. Including sophisticated word
rocessing packages. So don't be fooled

by low -price, low -performance printers.

(IBM is a registered Irodernork of internationd Business Machines Corporation)

ir spend more than you need to.
Choose the dependable, premium-qualii y
SPRINT 11 PLUS from Qume. it's the best
printer you can buy for your IBM PC, And
the best buy in printers,

The SPRINT 11 PLUS is available in 40, 55 and
90 c.pis, versions, with a range of plug-in
interfaces for most popular computer
systems.

The range of Qurne peripherals
includes also - VDU's, Disk Drives,
Paper Handling Devices and Supplies.

Phone or write to Qume at Readin
for full information and name of your

ibutor.

ume (UK) Limited,
Bridge Close. Reading, Berkshire RG

Te

A British Company of ITT



HARE

OR NE1
Using an isolated personal computer in the modern office is rather like using

a megaphone to telephone.
The multitude of tasks and diversity of communications call for a radical new

approach.
Logica Networked Office Automation Systems.
Logica Networked Systems are revolutionising working procedures

by enabling users to pool resources.
Groups can now work together from consistent data, sharing information

and expensive hardware.
Logica offers two comprehensive systems which can be tailored to the

needs of all companies.
The Kennet Business Computer and the Polynet Office System.
The Kennet Computer is a powerful multi -function workstation with

advanced hardware architecture and a diversity of software.
For the first time, the Kennet range allows personal computer users to reap

all the benefits of local area networking.
The Polynet Office System, based on Logica's own high speed local area

network, is a total system including all the hardware and software for text processing,
data processing and communications.

Its sophisticated network management service also facilitates the sharing of
extensive resources such as file storage and printing.

The benefit of both systems is that neither is confined to specialised groups
such as Accounts or the typing pool.

See us at WHICH COMPUTER, Stand 3503



WORK.
Both can be used effectively by casual users as well as professionals.
You can start with a single Kennet Computer or cluster using one processor

to drive several screens.
Or a Polynet Office System designed as a stand-alone advanced word

processor:
And since both systems use local area networks, you have a

smooth upgrade path for flexibility and growth in line with your needs.
What's more, there is no need to buy different equipment

for different jobs (personal computers, word processors, terminals etc.).
Logica is Britain's leading independent software

consultancy and products company.
With subsidiaries in eight countries, we know all about

networks.
To talk shop, dial our 'user friendly' hotline on 01 637 7761 or

fill in the coupon and send to our officeautomation team at84 Newman
Street, London W1A 4SE.

T-Name

Position

Company

Address

15-18 January, NEC, Birmingham.
if '1'1'111'11f-1711/ /If t,

ALICrish It. V" 



COMPUTER ANSWERS

Send your queriesto Simon Goodwin, PCW, 62 OxfordStreet, London W1.
Note that Simon cannotanswer questions on an individual basis, so please

don'tsend an SAE with your query.

Catch 64
I have read that interpreted
Basic programs on the IBM
PC are limited to a total size
of 64k for the program and
data. What's the point of
buying, say, a 128k machine if
a program has to fit into 64k?
Do dBasell or dBaselll have
similar limitations? I'm trying
to decide on a language to
develop programs for
business use.
JS Norris, Fu/wood, Sheffield

You're quite right. Both
MBasic and dBasell allow a
maximum of 64k for
programs and data; if you're
only going to use these
languages, there's not much
point in buying extra
memory.

The 64k limit exists because
both MBasic and dBasell are
translations of programs for
smaller (CP/M) micro systems
which only support 64k. The
changes necessary to make
use of the extra RAM are quite
major, partly because of the
way the programs are
designed and partly because
of the messy way the 8088
processor handles extra
memory. It works with 64k
'segments', and special
machine instructions are
needed to switch from one
segment to the next.

The extra RAM will come in
useful if you purchase a word
processor or other package
written specially for the IBM
machine. New programs
(such as Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony) make use of all
the free memory. Most
language compilers allow you
to use two 64k areas- one
for data, and one for the
program.

Remember that this 64k
limitation only applies to the
information in the computer's
memory at any instant. It's
possible to 'overlay'
programs and data from the
disk drives, and swap them
back and forth so that their
total size can be much greater
than 64k.

Small Logo or

Lisp?
Are there any Logo or Lisp
packages available for the VIC
20? If so, where, and how

much do they cost?
Grant McFarlane, Clydebank,
Scotland

The VIC 20's small memory
means that languages for the
machine are rare. Even if
you've got a 16k expander
you still haven't really got
enough memory to run Lisp,
which is a notoriously greedy
language. If you upgrade to
the Commodore 64 you can
obtain a good
implementation of Logo from
the manufacturers at a price
of £34.95, but this is only
available on disk.

Commodore could give no
definite information about a
Lisp interpreter for the 64,
although I suspect that there
may be one under
development. Once again,
you'll probably heed a disk
drive to run it.

Microsoft has implemented
a package called MuLisp on a
wide range of micros with the
Z80 processor, and Lisp is
also available from the
manufacturers of the QL
(Sinclair) and BBC Micro
(Acorn).

Musical micros
I'm thinking of buying a BBC
Model B, mainly to get the
hang of computers. Is it
possible to fit this machine
with a music synthesizer to
make a computer
synthesizer? What software
or add-ons are necessary for
it to work? Can any
synthesizer be used, or does
it need a special adapter or
socket?
BS Greeener, Jarrow, Tyne
and Wear

A year ago there were very
few micros which could meet
your specification - now
there are many, following the
publication of a new standard
called MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface).

MIDI is a standard which
allows computers,
sequencers and synthesizers
to communicate down a
simple two -wire cable.
Almost all new synthesizers
are built with a MIDI socket as
standard, although it doesn't
appear on older models. A
lead or interface is needed to
connect computer and
synthesizer together.

The MIDI interface is
available from a number of

firms for the Commodore 64,
Spectrum and BBC Micro at a
cost of £50 with software. The
interface itself is quite simple:
in fact, two resistors are all
that are needed if you have a
Spectrum and Interface 1, so
the quality and versatility of
the software should guide
your choice.

Most popular micros have
built-in 'synthesizers' capable
of playing three-part music,
but the range of sounds
available is limited and they
all sound distinctly like
'computer music'. A
Nottingham firm, LVL,
supplies add-on, three octave
keyboards for the BBC Micro
and Commodore 64; these
use the built-in sounds. The
Spectrum is probably the
weakest in sound facilities,
and the Commodore 64 the
strongest.

You should also consider
the new range of MSX micros,
some of which come from
major synthesizer
manufacturers like Yamaha.
The standard sound facilities
of MSX are average, but
versatile add-on keyboards
and synthesizers are being
launched which could be
ideal. Check out the Yamaha
CX5 computer with the SFG01
synthesizer add-on; this has
the advantage over MIDI that
computer and synthesizer
were designed together.

MIDI will also be available
for MSX computers soon.

Not

recommended
In the May issue of PCWthere
was an article called
'Monitoring progress', which
explains how to turn Pye or
Philips TVs into composite
video monitors.

This is something I'd like to
do but, unfortunately, I have a
Decca set. Could you please
explain how it can be done on
my TV (if at all)?
Kiaran Smyth, Prestwich,
Manchester

In principle it's possible to
convert most modern TV sets
into monitors using the
approach outlined in the
article, but in practice it can be
a very hazardous business.

I can't give specific
instructions for a Decca TV
since the alteration needed
varies between models. It's

certainly possible to convert
most portable TV sets into
video monitors, but you run
the risk of injuring yourself or
your computer unless you're
verycareful, so don't do it.

PCWcan accept no
responsibility for the
consequences if you do
decide to dissect your TV.

Legal

adventures
My son and a friend are
currently developing
adventure programs and
wish to market the software
on a commercial basis. I
would be most grateful for
any advice you can offer,
especially on the legal aspect
of marketing.

As the authors are only 15
years of age, I'm particularly
concerned as I feel that I may
be held legally responsible for
the actions of my son.

They propose to market the
tapes by advertising in the
computer press under a
'house name', and I feel that
this may be illegal unless a
proper company is set up.
A Freeman, Stonehaven,
Scotland

Your best bet is to talk the
plan over with a bank
manager, or contact the Small
Firms Advisory Service. It can
be reached via the
'freephone', and it doesn't
charge for the first few
consultations.

You're legally responsible
for your son's actions until he
reaches the age of 16, and for
some of them until he's 18. To
a great extent it will be your
business rather than his,
although it's worth discussing
this in detail with a financial
adviser. Remember that your
tax affairs will also be
affected.

Make sure that you're not
distributing any copyright
material as part of your
programs - some software
houses sell programming
tools such as 'dungeon
generators' or language
compilers, and then insist that
they're paid or credited if the
tools are used in commercial
software. It isn't clear whether
or not this is legal, but in
general you should play safe
and ask permission before
putting any part of someone's
program on your tape.
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You're allowed to use a

trading name as long as the
name of the real owner of the
business appears on your
letterhead, and on cheques.
Your chequebook might read:
A Freeman t/a Underage
Software or something
similar; the abbreviation t/a
stands for 'trading as'. Once
you have opened an account
of this kind, you pay in
cheques made out to the
trading name alone. If you
take someone's trading name
you can be forced to stop, or
even pay compensation, so
it's worth spending a few
pounds at your local Chamber
of Commerce having a
'search' performed to make
sure that no-one has pipped
you to the post. If you're
uncertain you can always add
a place name, and
become: Underage Software
(Stonehaven).

If you're prepared to spend
a hundred pounds you can set
up or buy a limited company
- otherwise you're
personally liable for all
trading debts. The cheapest
way to become 'limited' is to
buy an existing, non -trading
firm 'off the shelf'. You don't
get any choice of name, hence
the odd -sounding names of a
few micro parent companies,
but it does mean that you're
only liable for company debts
up to a certain 'limited'
amount. You can still use
other names under the
'limited' umbrella, but you
must print the main one (and
its number) on your
advertisements and
notepaper. Limited
companies also bring extra
responsibilities, so you
should take professional
advice before buying one.

Plugging the

generation gap
I have a BBC Model B and I'm
wondering if it's possible to
use an Apple printer, monitor
and disk drives on it. If not, is
there an interface available to
do it?
Martin Singleton, Bromley,
Kent

The BBC Micro has a wide
range of interfaces, which
makes things fairly
straightforward but you'll
need to do some electrical
experimentation - the exact
amount required will depend
on the models of disk, printer,
and so on which you've
already got.

Disconnect the power

supply to both machines
before you start wiring things
up.

If the video monitor is
monochrome, it should be
compatible with the
composite video output of the
BBC machine - you'll just
need a connecting cable to tie
the two sockets together.

Most Apple printers use
either the centronics or RS232
interface. On a BBC Micro the
RS423 does the job of an
RS232. If there are 10 or more
wires between the printer and
the Apple it's almost certainly
a centronics printer, and
should be connected to the
socket under the BBC
keyboard. An IDC connecter is
needed at the Beeb end, and
an Amphenol plug at the
printer (this is a fairly
standard lead, available from
most computer shops). If
there are less than 10 wires
the interface is probably an
RS232, and you should
connect the printer to the
five -pin DIN socket at the back
of the BBC.

There are two different
ways of wiring up an RS232,
depending upon whether the
printer or computer is 'boss'
-the BBC Micro uses a
reversible plug so that you
can try both ways without
tearing the plug to bits.

The disk drives are the
trickiest parts to wire up, since
they involve the most wires
and the fastest transfer of
data. If in doubt, don't try.
Both computers use drives
based on the Shugart 400
interface, and they both
supply power to the drives
from the computer. The Apple
uses a combination cable to
carry power and data,
whereas the BBC Micro
conveys the two separately.

The next step is to find a
lead to connect the devices.
The cable goes from the
underside of the Beeb to an
edge connecter on the inside
of the disk drive. If a standard
cable won't fit exactly, you're
well advised to seek
professional help.

I must warn you that your
eventual system will be quite
unwieldy-you'll need to
swap a lot of cables around
each time you want to use the
other computer. In view of the
hassle and potential for
accidental damage, it might
be a good idea to save up for
separate peripherals for each
machine.

VIC 20 jumps!
I have recently advanced into
the world of machine code on

my VIC 20, but I don't fully
understand the counting of
byte numbers when using
jumps. Can you help?
Paul McLeod, South Shields,
Tyne and Wear

This seems to be the all-time
favourite question among
learner programmers - 6502,
6809 or Z80? All these
machines use a technique
called 'relative jumping' or
'branching', which is very
useful but can be a little
difficult to understand.

Most branch instructions
consist of two bytes. The first
tells the computer that a
branch may be needed -
perhaps only under certain
circumstances: for example, if
the least result was zero, or
overflowed. The second byte
tells the computer where to
go if the circumstances are
right - whether to go back or
forward in the program, and
how far back or forward to go.
If the conditions are not right,
the program just carries on
with the instruction
immediately after the branch
instruction.

The topic is confusing
because of the way that the
new destination is specified
- using something called
a'two's complement relative
offset'.

A 'relative offset' is just a
distance, in bytes, from one
instruction to another. If one
instruction is at location 100
and the other is at 87, the
relative offset is 13 bytes.

The 'two's complement'
part just means that the
destination can be either side
of the start - earlier or later in
memory it's easy enough to
represent a jump three bytes
ahead-the relative offset is
three, so that such a jump
skips over three bytes. The
code would be:
<jump byte>
<offset 3>
<skipped 1>
<skipped 2>
<skipped 2>
<carry on>

The computer executes this
by finding the jump byte at
the start, and then looking for
the 'offset' which follows it:
this is the value 3. The next
byte the computer looks at is
called 'skipped 1', but the
branch instruction tells it to
add an offset of 3 to 'where it
is looking.' The result is that
three bytes are skipped, and
execution continues at
'carry on.'

Notice that the 'relative
offset' is relative to the byte
afterthe jump instruction, not
relative to the start of the
jump instruction. People often

forget this. In relative jumps
and branches the 'offset' is
the number of bytes skipped,
notthe distance between the
start and the destination.

We now have a system for
skipping over any number
between 0 and 255 bytes. In
practice it's useful to be able
to jump backwards as well as
forwards. The answer is to
allow values from 0 to 127 to
represent forward jumps, and
128 to 255 to represent
backward ones.

But here things get
confusing, because we can't
put negative values in a byte:
we need to represent negative
values from -1 to -128. The
way we do it seems odd, but it
keeps the processor simple.
To convert a negative value
between -1 and -128 into a
positive value between 128
and 256, we add 256 to the
negative version. To jump
back four bytes (ending up
two bytes before the start) we
use an offset of 256-4, or 252.
To jump back 128 bytes (to
126 bytes before the start we
use an offset of 256-128, or
128. This seems odd at first,
but like most computer
madness (K = K + 1?) it soons
becomes second nature.

Let's say we wanted to
write a program to do
absolutely nothing. Unless we
use a hardware approach (like
turning the machine off), we
can use a branch that jumps
straight back where it came
from. Since the branch itself is
two bytes long, we need an
offset of minus two. This gets
stored as 256-2, or 254, so
that the bytes:
<jump byte>
<254>
will leave the computer
twiddling its thumbs forever.
Note for clever programmers:
what happens when the jump
byte is 255? This corresponds
to an offset of minus one, so
that the computer jumps back
into the middle of the jump
instruction! Normally this is a
disaster, but if you're
programming a Z80
processor it has an interesting
consequence. The byte 255, in
the middle of the jump,
represents an instruction
called RST 56 -a one -byte
instruction which tells the
computer to make an
immediate jump to location
56. Consequently, if the
conditions are right for the
jump, the computer goes
directly to location 56 even if
it's thousands of bytes away.
So what you've got, quite by
accident, is a conditional
jump to location 56, all in two
bytes! This isn't often useful,
but it's interesting. END
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Up, up and away!
Networking is fun and easy when you know how, but newcomers need fear

no more. Peter Tootill's refresher course will get you up and 'online' in no time.

Although the world of microcommu-
nications has grown rapidly during the
last 12 months, a lot of people are just
beginning to explore itfor the firsttime.
In order to help newcomers or those
who may be thinking of adding a
modem to their system, here is some
helpful advice on howto get your micro
online.

Let's start with a little background
information on microcommunications
and also establish the hardware and
software necessary to enable you to use
your system with bulletin boards (BBS),
Prestel and networks.

There are already large numbers of
people using BBS for a variety of
purposes: one of the most popular
being the exchange of messages with
other users. The other online systems,
such as Prestel, provide you with a
database of useful information.

In order to connect your micro to a
telephone line, you will need an adap-
ter. This is usually called a modem, and
there are several types available. Prices
start at around £60 and go up to around
£500. A simple, single standard modem
(that is, one that can be used for bulletin

boards or viewdata - for example,
Prestel-but not generallyfor both)will
cost between £60 and £100. A more
versatile one which will allowyouto use
bulletin boards and viewdata systems
will probably cost between £150 and
£200. Note that some BBS will accept
1200/75 viewdata type callers (see
below) and although you can use
Prestel at 300 bit/sec (without the
graphics), you normally require a diffe-
rent type of modem for each family of
system. As with anything you only get
what you pay for. However, with many
micros the modem is all the hardware
you'll need; it simply plugs into the
RS232 serial port on the computer. If
your computer doesn't have a serial
port, then you'll need to buy an
interface to use a modem. These are
readily available for most ofthe popular
micros and some are listed in the table.

(Commodore 64 users should note
that the RS232 port is not quite what it
should be and needs either a special
modem or an interface board to con-
nect to an ordinary modem.)

The software you require for your
micro is called 'terminal software'. This

simply means thatyour micro acts like a
terminal attached to a micro at the other
end of the phone line. There are various
sorts of terminal software and you will
undoubtedly come across such terms
as 'dumb' and 'smart' (this subject was
covered last month), but dumb terminal
software is all that you'll need for your
first venture into using a modem. Most
computers with a built-in RS232 inter-
face will include a sample program in
the manual. Alternatively, one will
probably be provided with the interface
if you have to buy it separately.

Failing this, user groups are good
places to try for simple and sometimes
for more sophisticated software. There
are, for example, some very compre-
hensive public domain programs avail-
able for TRS-80 and CP/M systems from
the respective users groups. PCW will
also be publishing short dumb terminal
routines for some of the more popular
systems in Program File, so if you have
one, please send it in to the programs
editor. More sophisticated programs
will also be considered if they are in
Basic, or can be entered with a simple
Basic loader and data statements.

UK commercial systems
System
Comet

Distel

Maptel

Micronet

Prestel

Telecom Gold

Phone Number

(01) 679 1888

(0702) 552941

Notes
Message handling business system giving subscri-
bers facilities for leaving and retrieving messages;
more details on (0527) 28515
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; run by Display
Electronics (new and surplus electronic and compu-
ter equipment, components, and so on); information
about stock lines, credit card sales, and some
message facilities; free service
300;300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; run by Maplin
(electronic components and microcomputers); in-
formation on stock levels, credit card salesto existing
customers; free sevice
Baud rates as for Prestel; subscriber system within
the Prestel database specifically aimed at micro
users; more details om (01) 837 3699
1200175 baud service at local call rates for a large
percentage of potential users, 300 baud service on
London telephone number only at present; subscri-
ber database made up of individual pages provided
by many different organisations (not by Prestel
itself); details: dial 100 and ask for Freefone Prestel
sales
Business subscriber system; more details on (01) 403
6777
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One feature that is now becoming
more common are BBS which provide a
1200/75 bits/sec (V23) service, either
exclusively, or in addition to the normal
300 bits/sec (V21) service.

Using a remote system that talks to
you at 1200 bits/sec certainly speeds
things up, but one point is that even
though a system may run at 1200/75
bits/sec (which is the same standard as
Prestel), it doesn't mean that it will work
problem -free with a Prestel terminal.
This is because Prestel transmits a

screenful of information and then
pauses, waiting for the caller to press a
key to select an item from the menu.
Most BBS don't do this-they just keep
transmitting - and you may find that
when the screen isfull a Prestel terminal
will not scroll: the output simply starts
again at the top of the screen and
overwrites what is already there. But it
is worth trying one or two to see how
your system reacts as some Prestel
terminals do scroll normally.

Some BBS do attempt to support

Prestel standard terminals and even to
transmit graphics characters and col-
oured text. Systems which can be used
with a V23 modem are indicated in the
table, and if they provide Prestel
compatibility a separate note is added.
Some dual speed systems do have
teething problems, so bear with the
sysop and keep trying if you can't get
one to work at first.
Next month I'll be looking at online
systems and some of the associated
problems and pitfalls. CEI

UK free networks
Bulletin Board
BABBS-Bath

BABBS-Felixstowe

BABBS TWO -Basildon

Basug
Bettisfield

Blandford Board
CABB
CBBS SW
CBBS Woking

CNOL Lancaster

Computers Incorporated Newcastle

Forum 80 Hull

Forum 80 SPA

Forum 80 Wembley

Hamnet Hull
Liverpool Mailbox

Mailbox -80 Stourport
Manchester Open Bulletin Board
MBBS-Mitcham

MG -Net CBBS London

Microweb Manchester

NBBBS-North Birmingham
OBBS Manchester

PIP -Sheffield
Southern BBS

Stoke ITEC

TBBS London
TBBS London Metro

WABBS-Worthing

Phone Number
(0225) 23276

(0394) 276306

(0268) 778956

(0742) 667983
(094875) 378

(0258) 54494
(01) 631 3076
(0392) 53116
(0626) 890014

(0524) 60399

(0207) 543555

(0482) 859169

(0926) 39871

(01) 902 2546

(0482) 497150
(051) 4288924

(0384) 635336
(061) 7368449
(01) 640 2617

(01) 399 2136

(061) 4564157

(0827) 288810
(061) 4271596

(0742) 667983
(0243) 511077

(0782) 265078

(01) 348 9400
(01) 348 7840

(0903) 42013

Notes
300/300 baud rate; 9pm-8am weekdays, 9am-noon
weekends; Atari -based system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users'
group
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users'
group with special area for queries to Apple UK
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 9pm-9am daily; remote CP/M
system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
1200/75 and 300/300 baud rates; 24 hours daily;
jokes, jobs, reviews, news
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Clinical Notes
Online service, mainly for medical users; works in
conjunction with a database on the Datastar network
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; primarily busi-
ness -oriented
300/300 baud rate, 5-11.30pm weekdays, noon-
11.30pm weekends; Bell 103 standard, midnight-
8am daily; international electronic mail, library for
up/downloading
300/300 baud rate; 11pm-midnight daily; TRS-80 and
Genie users' group
300/300 baud rate; 7-10pm weekdays, midday-10pm
weekends; electronic mail, library for downloading;
ring and ask for Forum 80
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; electronic mail,
program downloading, TRS-80 information; mes-
sages for PCW can be left on the board and will
normally be read by us within 24 hours
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 10am-8pm Thursday and Sun-
day; BBC -based system with jokes, graffiti, electro-
nic mail, and Atari and BBC sections
300/300 baud rate; 5-10pm Sunday; electronic mail,
program downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Micro User
magazine, mainly for BBC users
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; weekdays except 7pm-9pm,
weekends except 10am-10pm
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 8pm-2am daily; ring -back system
(dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring
back); messages, downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily;
system
300/300 baud rate; 9am-7am daily
300/300 and 1200/75 baud rates (including Prestel
compatibility); 24 hours daily; temporary number
for the TBBS Nottingham system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; ring -back system
(dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring
back); Atari -based

remote CP/M
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NUMBERS

Mathematical mind -benders from Mike Mudge

The notion of a congruent number has
been familiar to some mathematicians
for at least a thousand years. The
defining algorithm leading to the con-
struction of such numbers is easily
illustrated by a simple example:
(i)Take three squares, a2<b2<c2, which
have a common difference, D (we say
thatthey are in arithmetic progression):
for example, a2= 12=1, b2=52=25, c2 =
72 =49, here D=49-25=25-1=24.
(ii) Take the common difference, D, and
write it in the form Nd2, where N is
square free: for example, D=24=22x 6.
(iii) N is then a congruent number (6 is
such a number).

The congruent numbers 5, 6, 14, 15,
21, 30, 34, 65, 70, 110, 154, 190, 210, 221,
231, 286, 330, 390, 429, and 546,
together with 10 more less than a
thousand, were given on an Arab
manuscript c900AD.

However, it was left to L Bastien in
1915 to establish thecongruent number
101, for which the smallest associated
integers are:
a=1628124370727269996961,
b=2015242462949760001961
c=2339148435306225006961,
d=118171431852779451900
Algebraic formalism We are solving b2

a2 c2 b2 Nd2 and the problem is
to discover which values of N are
permissible.

Since 2b2 c2 a2 then (2b)2 = (c+a)2
+(c -a)2, now writing Nd2=uv(u+v)
(u-v)where u iseven,v is odd and u and
v have no common factor provides the
starting point for much of the computa-
tion andtheoretical studythat hastaken
place. A summary of known results
including 198 congruent and 135 non -
congruent numbers less than a

thousand is given by R Alter and T B
Curtz (Math Comp vol 28, 1974, pp303).

It is now appropriate to acknowledge
the assistance and advice of Robin
Merson, one of this column's regular
readers. He is responsible for the
following new approach and also sug-
gested the inclusion of this topic in the
Numbers column.

We give the detailed algebra for odd
N; the word of encouragement being

that following through this analysis on
your micro should readily yield the
non -congruent number 105 which is
not well known in the current literature:
Set u =4n1 p2, v=n2q2, u+v =n3r2, u- v
= n4es2, where n1n2n3n4= N and e= +1
or e = - 1.

So, we have the four equations
4n1p2+ n2q2=n3r2, 4n1p2 - n2q2 =
n4es2, 8n, p2 = n3r2 + n4es2, 2n2q2 = n3r2
- Nes2.

Taking congruences modulo 8, it is
seen that n2 -n3 is divisible by 4, and
n3+en4 is divisible by 8. These are linear
restrictions. Taking congruences mod-
ulo each n in turn, we obtain quadratic
restrictions: for example, n2n3 is a

quadratic residue of n1 by which we
mean that there is a value of x for which
x2 -n2n3 is divisible by n1. There are
twelve such restrictions which are not
completely independent.

Readers are invited to submit a
program or programs to determine
congruent and/or non -congruent num-
bers. They may reasonably restrict the
search to numbers less than a

thousand, although this is not obliga-
tory.

Try the effect of making two or three
of u,v,u+v, u -v, perfect squares; this is
equivalent to having two or three of n1,
n2, n3, n4 unity. To obtain some
non -congruent numbers take a square
free N, factorise it, allocate its factors in
all possible ways to n1, n2, n3, n4, testing
each allocation for the restrictions. If all
ways fail, then N is non -congruent.

Submissions should include prog-
ram listings, hardware description, run
times and output. These will be judged
for accuracy, originality and efficiency
(not necessarily in that order) and a
prize will be awarded to the 'best' entry
received by 1 April 1985.

Please address entries to Mike
Mudge, 'Square Acre', Stourbridge
Road, Penn, near Wolverhampton,
Staffs WV4 5NF. Tel: (0902) 892141.

Tree -like structures,
August 1984
The 3x + 1 Problem, also known as
Coll atz', Kakutani's, Syracuse and

Ulam's Problem or Hasse's Algorithm
attracted considerable response.
Volume one, number eight, June 1984
of Quarch (Archimedeans, Cambridge
University Mathematical Society
Newsletter) contains a detailed report
on the state of the art; appropriate since
this problem first prompted the news-
letter in April 1980.

J C Lagarias, The 3x + 1 problem and
its generalisations, American Mathe-
matical Monthly, 1984/5 surveys the
large amount of work done in this field.
Responses from PCWreaders included
reference to R E Crandall's Math Comp,
Vol 32, where the sequence a 1=1/2an,
an even and an+, = dan + 1, an odd is
discussed. For d=1 this is trivial, if
d=5,181 or 1093 the recurrence does
not reduce to a cycle involving 1 for all
ao. For d=7, a0=3 the behaviour is
unknown.

Dr D Fisher supplied a one -line
statement of the problem:

(1 -cos7rxn)/2
xn + 1 = 1/2(xn3

+(1-cos7rxn)/2)
as a special case of a 'chaotic iteration',

+ 1 = Lxn(1-x). No attempt was
made to use any graphics to display
tree -like structures; this topic will be
returned to in a later problem.

This month's worthy prizewinner is
Fred Salt of 'The Paddock', Flanders
Road, Llantwit Major, South Glamor-
gan CF6 9RL. The work was carried out
in Apple Pascal on a U200 (Apple
compatible) computer with 48k RAM +
a 16k language card; the results were
displayed using an Epson MX80 FT III
printer. A suitable prize will be sent to
'The Paddock'. Further enquiries relat-
ing to this work should be directed
either to Fred Salt or myself.

Please note that submissions can only
be returned if a suitable stamped
addressed envelope is provided.

Expanded reviews of previous prob-
lems together with, subject to the
approval of the contributor, copies of
detailed programs from the prize-
winning entry may also be requested.

END

LEISURE LINES
Brain -teasers courtesy ofJ J Clessa

Quickie
Puttwo pennies on the table. If you keep
one fixed and roll the other around its
edge, always touching, how many
revolutions will it make? One, you
might think? Try it and see.

Prize Puzzle
I bought a book the other day - it was

an exciting mystery story. But I disco-
vered, after I was well into it, that a
whole section of pages was missing. I
calculated that the total of the page
numbers on the missing sheets was
2567. What were the missing pages?

Answers, on postcards only, to: PCW
Prize Puzzle, January 1985, Leisure
Lines, 62 Oxford Street, London W1.

Entries to arrive not later than 31
January 1985.

September Prize Puzzle
Over 200 entries were received for this
not too difficult logic problem. In fact,
the most difficult bit fora Greek entrant
was knowing what a 'postcard' was so
that he could send in his (correct)
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LEISURE LINES
continued
solution. There were a lot of overseas
entries in the bag this month, including
ones from Papua, New Guinea and
Saudi Arabia.

However, the winning entry came
from a far more 'exotic' spot -

Nuneaton - and was sent in by Mr
Keith Kondaker.
Solution:
Bluebird
Auk
Cockatoo

Egret
Drongo

Congratulations, Keith, your prize is
on its way.

Happy New Year and good puzzling
for 1985 to all! EEO

MICROCHESS
Dr John Nunn looks at the Super Constellation's performance in the

White: R Moss. Black: Super Constella-
tion. Notes by Grandmaster Dr John
Nunn.

The Novag Super Constellation took
part in last year's Championships held
at Brighton. It played in the Major Open,
a reserve tournament just below the
Championship itself, and acquitted
itself well against some good club
players. The following game from this
event illustrates the strengths and
weaknesses of computer play.

1 e2 -e4 e7 -e5
2 Ng1-f3 Ng8-f6
3 d2 -d4 e5xd4
4 e4 -e5 Nf6-e4
5 Qd1xd4 d7 -d5
6 e5xd6 e.p Ne4xd6
7 Nb1-c3 Nb8-c6
8 Qd4-f4 g7 -g6
9 Bf1-d3 Bf8-g7

10 Bc1-d2
(A rather insipid move. 10 Bc1-e3 is

usual.)
10 .. .Qd8-e7 +?

(This check is tempting because it
forces White to correct his last move by
playing the bishop to e3. Unfortunately
for Black, the queen is worse posted at
e7 than at d8, since it is exposed to
attack down the open e -file and by
Nc3-d5.)
11 Bd2-e3 Nc6-e5?

(Sometimes it is worth spending two
moves to exchange a knight for a
bishop, but not here. Black now falls
dangerously behind in development.)
12 0-0-0 Ne5xd3+
13 Rd1xd3 Bc8-e6
14 Be3-d4 ?-0
15 Bd4xg7 Kg8xg7
16 g2 -g4!

(An excellent move, starting a power-
ful kingside attack based on the adv-
ance of the two flank pawns.)
16 . .Nd6-e8

(The computer cannot formulate a
plan to deal with this new threat and
makes pointless moves. Black's only
hope is to seek exchanges, so he should
have tried 16 .. . Qe7-f6 17 Qf4-g3
Ra8-d8 followed by ...Nd6-c4 oppos-
ing rooks.)
17 h2 -h4 Qe7-f6
18 Q14 -g3 c7 -c5
19 h4 -h5 c5 -c4
20 Rd3-d4 g6 -g5
21 Nc3-e4 Qf6-f4+

Major Open at Brighton.
51 Rf3-g3 Rf8-c8+
52 Kc5-d4?

(Just when White could have brought
the game to a speedy end, he makes a
really serious mistake. 52 Kc5-b5 Ra2-
b2+ 53 Kb5-a4 Rb2-b4+ 54 Ka4-a3
escapes from the rook checks, when
White's threats of f7-f8=Q+ and Rf4-
h4 mate cannot be met.)

(Black cannot avoid losing a pawn.)
22 Qg3xf4 g5xf4
23 Ne4-c5 c4 -c3

(23....Be6xg4 loses material after 24
Rh1-g1 f7 -f5 25 Nc5-e6+ forking king
and rook.)
24 Rd4xf4 c3xb2+
25 Kc1xb2 Be6-c8

(Not only is black a pawn down, but
his pieces lie scattered helplessly along
the back rank.)
26 Rh1-d1 b7 -b6
27 Nc5-d7 Bc8xd7
28 Rd1xd7 h7 -h6
29 Nf3-d4 Kg7-g8
30 Nd4-f5 Ne8-f6
31 Nf5xh6+ Kg8-g7
32 Nh6-f5+ Kg7-h7
33 Rd7-d6 Nf6-e8
34 Rd6-h6+ Kh7-g8

(Most human players would have
resigned by now, but the Super Con-
stellation continues plodding along.)
35 g4 -g5 Ne8-c7
36 Nf5-d6?

(White's position is so good that he
can afford to make several mistakes and
still win, but this move is the first sign of
hesitation. Professional players are
well aware that won games should be
wrapped up as speedily and efficiently
as possible, since every extra move
increases the chance of a fatigue
blunder. This applies especially to
gamesagainst a machine unaffected by
mortal weaknesses. Here 36 g5 -g6
f7xg6 (36. .Nc7-e637 g6 -g7 Ne6xg7 38
Nf5-e7 mate) 37 Rh6xg6+ Kg8-h8 38
Rg6-h6+ Kh8-g8 39 Rf4-g4+ Kg8-f7
40 Rg4-g7+ Kf7-e8 41 Nf5-d6+ Ke8-
d8 42 Rh6-h7 forces mate by Rg7-d7.)
36 . Nc7-e6
37 Rf4-g4 Ra8-d8
38 Nd6-e4 Kg8-g7
39 Rh6-f6 Ne6-c5
40 Ne4xc5 b6xc5
41 Rg4-f4 Rd8-d7
42 h5 -h6+ Kg7-h7
43 g5 -g6+ Kh7xh6
44 g6xf7+ Kh6-g7
45 Kb2-c3 Rd7-d4!

(A little trick exploiting the position of
White's king. If White plays 46 Rf4xd4
he loses both rooks after 46 . c5xd4+.)
46 Rf4-f3 Rd4-a4
47 Rf6-f4 Ra4-a6
48 Kc3-c4 Kg7-h6
49 Kc4xc5 Ra6xa2
50 c2 -c4 a7 -a5

r 21 r v r
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, ./ A /A4.7
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52 .. Rc8xc4+!
(A stunning blow for White.)

53 Kd4xc4 Rat -a4+
54 Kc4-b5?

(When a player is still punch-drunk
from the effects of a blunder he is much
more likely to blunder a second time.
This move finally throws away the win
which was still there by 54 Kc4-d5
Ra4xf4 55 Kd5-e6 Rf4xf2 56 Ke6-e7
Rf2-e2+ 57 Ke7-f8 Kh6-h758 Rg3-h3+
Kh7-g6 59 Kf8-g8 forcing Black to give
up his rook for the pawn.)
54 .Ra4xf4

(White emerges with an extra pawn,
but it is of no significance and the Super
Constellation forces a draw.)
55 Rg3-g2 a5 -a4
56 f7-f8=Q+ Rf4xf8
57 Kb5xa4 Kh6-h5
58 Ka4-b4 Kh5-h4
59 Rg2-h2+ Kh4-g4
60 Kb4-c3 Kg4-f3
61 Kc3-d2 Rf8-a8
62 Kd2-el Ra8-al +
63 Ke1-d2 Ra1-b1
64 Kd2-c2 Rb1-fl
65 Kc2-d2 Rf1xf2+
66 Rh2xf2+ Kf3xf2

1/2_1/2

(A quite unbelievable save by the
Super Constellation.) END
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Subscribe today, and take PCW for a
`Test Drive'. See how it handles, revel

in the sleek design, the exclusive
benchtests, the blinding editorial,

the hot tips, the humour, the top
writers-You won't be able to put it
down!! If after three months you

don't wish to continue your
subscription we will refund your

payment in full. So, get into
gear and 'Test Drive'

PCW today.



DIARY DATA

organisers
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition

duebefore making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys

Birmingham

to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.
15-18 Jan(NEC), Which Computer? Show. Contact: Cahners Exbns Ltd, (01) 891 5051

Swansea (Leisure Centre). Micro Show. Contact: Temple Conferences & Exbns, (0202) 304641 17-29 Jan

London (Barbican). Hi -Technology & Computers In Education Exbn - HITAC. Contact:
Computer Mkt Place Exbns Ltd, (01) 930 1612

23-26 Jan

London (Kensington & Chelsea Town Hall). Apricot & Sirius Computer Show. Contact:
Paradox Group Ltd, (01) 241 2354

5-7 Feb

London (Barbican). Computer Graphics User. Contact: (01) 486 1851 19-21 Feb

USA Anaheim. Computer Conference & Exbn - COMDEX/winter. Contact: Interface Group
Inc, 300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194

21-24 March

USA Atlanta. COMDEX/spring. Contact as above 6-9 May

ACC NEWS
Rupert Steele keeps you up-to-date on computer clubs.

If you have a new computer you may be laid out in a room for the public to use. for details you should send an SAE to:
finding it rather difficult to use, particu- There's no membership system as Memotech Owners Club, 23 Denmead
larly if you're a first-time user. The such: users just turn up and the Road, Harefield, Southampton SO2
quality of documentation accompany- organiserstryto keep order.Thiskind of 5GS.
ing computers has improved over the meeting is recommended for those Two Scottish clubs have contacted
past few years, but much of it is still not who don't already have their own me. One is the Perth and District
of a high quality; this iswhere computer computers, as it gives a chance to find Amateur Computer Society, whose
clubs come in. out about computing before parting secretary is Mr John Sanderson, of 4

There are three main types of compu- with the cash. Maple Place, Perth PH1 1RT. Why not
ter club. These are: machine users' The Association of Computer Clubs drop him a line? The other is the
groups; local computer clubs; and (ACC) is the national body that repre- Pennyburn Computer UsersClub. It has
Computer Towns. The first group is sents all threetypes of computer club. It around 40 members, and meets on
likely to be the best for gaining detailed has been running in its present form for Monday evenings for programming
technical information and 'fixes' for a year, and has well over 100 clubs and Tuesday evenings for games. Both
your micro. They usually operate which are affiliated to the ACC with meetings are 6.30pm to 9.30pm at the
through a newsletter,for which you pay voting rights at the ruling council local community centre in Cranberry
an annual subscription of around £10. (which consists of representatives of all Moss. The secretary is James Brown,
Some users' groups are no longer clubs the affiliated clubs). The ACC is non who lives at 12 Newark Square, Penny -
but have, in effect, become specialist profit -making and strictly for amateur burn, Kilwinning, Ayrshire KA13 6NA.
publishers. For some of the best-selling
machines, this market has been mono-
polised by commercial magazines
aimed specifically at users of a particu-
lar micro.

clubs. It provides a number of services,
including insurance schemes for public
liability and equipment damage risks,
the Clu bSpot 810 area on Prestel,
various publicity schemes and general

Moving south to Staffordshire, we
find Richard Underhill, of 19 Lodge Hill,
Tutbury, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE13
9HF, who writes to tell me of the EBITZ
computer club. This club produces a

If, however, you're looking for some- advice. newsletter every two months and aims
thing that will teach you more about The ACC also provides a starter pack to cover the Burton -Derby area. Contact
'computing' rather than the machine's for people considering setting up their Richard on (0283) 814008. David Butler
details, then you should consider join-
ing a local computer club. Some of
these are machine -specific (for exam-

own computer club, as well as a service
to put people in touch with their local
club or the user group appropriate to

(age 13) of 48 Priory Lands, Stretton,
Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE13 OHJ,
writes to tell me that he runs a VIC-20

ple, the BBC Micro, the Commodore 64 their machine. Forthis purpose we run a Junior User Club in the Burton -on -Trent
or the Spectrum) which may be helpful,
although there are also benefits in a

database containing details of all the
computer clubs we are aware of. Your

area. Why not drop him a lineto find out
how it's going?

club that covers all micros. Here, you'll club should be on it - contact me and And there's always the Thame Corn -
find a wide variety of computer hob- make sure. If you have any ideas about puterClub.Thisgroupmeetsonthefirst
byists, from the most dedicated to the what else the ACC should be doing, or if and third Friday of each month at the
absolute beginners.Ata local computer
club, you'll meet people who'll be able
to explain difficult concepts in comput-

you want full details of how the
Association can help you or your club,
write to me.

Tamworth Voluntary Activities Centre,
Ludgate Street (off Hospital Street),
Tamworth. Membership (which is at

ing, and popular meeting places are the committee's discretion, so don't
pubs, church halls or educational Club news spit on the floor) comes in a variety of
establishments. Good news for Memotech MTX users! packages (including 'family'), with the

The idea behind Computer Towns is A new Memotech user group produces basic rate being £5 per annum. The club
to get everyone interested in comput- a monthly magazine containing prog- caters for all levels of expertise includ-
ing. The organisers bring along a rams, reviews, queries and competi- ing beginners, professional program -
number of computer sytems which are tions. The annual subscription is £7 and mers and hardware hackers, and runs
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ACC NEWS
continued 53473 (evenings). but if you're in that line, write to John
various starter courses as well as the
occasional equipment demonstration

Moving to Derbyshire, a few more
clubs can be found. I had a note recently

Carter at 112 Boulton Lane, Alvaston,
Derby DE2 OFE.

and visit to shows. Members can obtain from George Reyner, the treasurer of Finally, there's the Chesterfield Mic-
some discounts via the club: very the Derby Micro Society. Why not write rocomputer Users' Group. The secret -
sensibly, a very cheap (25p) temporary
membership is available so that you

to him at 36 Underhill Close, Sunnyhill,
Derby, DE3 7RH for more details?

ary is Mr A Croft, and his address is 37
Church Street South, Birdholme, Ches-

can try it out. There's a small additional Meanwhile, those of you in the area terfield, Derby S40 2TG.
charge per meeting. For details,writeto with a fertiliser interest may want to For more information on any aspect
Bob Overton, 67 Quince, Amington, know more about the Fison Computer of the ACC, write to me: Rupert Steele,
Tamworth, Staffordshire, or ring the Club. It's only open at present to Fisons 17 Lawrie Park Crescent, London SE26
chairman, Tony Beckett on Tamworth employees and their immediate family, 6HH or tel: (01) 3700601. END

TRANSACTION FILE
Your chance to buy, sell or swap equipment

 SHARP MZ-80k, 48k,
integral monitor, cassette,

recorder. Excellent condition,
all £205. Write to R. Chauhan,

cassette deck. Including
Basic manual and computer

Cross 35841.
 LYNX 48k micro computer.

sided disc drive, manuals
and software £550 ono. Tel:

With CP/M card (without disc
drives), 65+ programs
including Donkey Kong,

Flat 81, Dartmouth House,
Marfleet Avenue,
Middlesbrough.

books. Excellent software,
worth £649. Price negotiable
until 20-1-85. Tel: Suniara,

Very good condition with
Colossal Adventure, Roader
and two books, Lynx

Gary, Coventry 305802.
 NEC 8001 business
computer, 24k, Microsoft

Defender, Scramble.  VIC-20. Cassette +16k 021-523 2532, 5pm-9pm. Computing and Thirty Hour Basic, 32k RAM RGB hi-res,
Excellent condition. Ideal switchable RAM pack +  OSBORNE-1. Double Basic. Real bargain at £125. monitor 80 x 25, 7 colour
Christmas present. Any
reasonable offers. Tel: (0482)

Quickshot joystick, + games,
+ prog. Accept £120 ono.

density, WordStar,
Supercalc, DBase II, etc,

Tel: Darlington (0325) 467814
after 6.

display, CP/M, compatible
printer. Cost £850. Bargain

845851 Tel: 0429870685 after 6pm. £650. Tel: 01-740 6313 eves.  APPLE II+ 48k. Disc drive, £300 or Dragon 64 + cash.
 EPSON RX8OF/T. With  PRINTERS: Brother HR15  CENTRONICS 730/Tandy Sony colour TV/monitor, Ted, Tel: 01-673 7877
8148 RS232C serial interface
(six months old), £300. Also,
NewBrain A with all leads,

with sheet and tractor feeds
£650 ono. Walters 2000,
£300. Both lightly used. Tel:

LP11 printer. Normal,
enlarged, condensed print,
friction or tractor print.

colour card, 76k RAM card,
integer card, joystick, ACE,
manuals and software £650

evenings only.
 BBC model B Acorn 100k

PSU, handbooks, technical
manual, assembler and

Bradley, Uxbridge 0895
71626, 24 hour. 22 Bakers

Manual, excellent condition,
£110. Christchurch, Dorset.

ono. Also LCSI Apple (full)
logo with manuals £80 ono.

disc drive. Epson MX -10011I
dot matrix printer, Zenith

hess. £150. Tel: 0275 4807 Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1 RG. Tel: 0425 72441. Tel: 01-857 1080. monochrome monitor, and

cit. Manchester.  NEWBRAIN AD. Remote  VIDEO Genie. Built-in  CONTROL data type View wordprocessor chip.

 BBC model B. Unused,
brand new, with cassette

control portable television,
compatible cassette, various

cassette, 48k RAM, £125.
DP2000 double density disc

BR5A6. Hard disk drive 60MB
capacity, fully maintained

Brand new, original
packaging £950 ono. Tel:

recorder, five games manuals, leads, software drive, controller and parallel and recently serviced £325. Darlington 54263.

including Elite, and Forth
languge. Fully guaranteed,

including BrainWriter, Chess,
home accounts etc, £250

printer, interface, including
SmallDos, World4Word,

Also Apple II+ look alike
£300 ono. Ken. Tel: 066689

 COLOUR Genie. Plus
programmable joysticks plus

£350 ono. Tel: 01-642 6553. ono. Tel: Borough Green Superplus, games, Financial, 307 £100 of software £160. Tel:
 TWO disk drives, not used
much, 51/440 track SSSD.

(0732) 884432
 ATARI 600XL. Star Raiders

utilities £225. Tel: Mantell,
096278 (Hants.) 619.

 TRS-80 Model III. 48k, twin
disk drives, Newdos, Ldos,

(021) 745 1473 evenings.
01159 calculator. Powerful

Cased and PSU. Teac FD50A cartridge. Excellent  SHARP MZ-80k 48k, Inbuilt Scripsit, £500. Tel: pocket numerics, 960
and similar Siemens, £50 condition, never used and in display unit and cassette 0296-25467 (Aylesbury). program steps, 100 data
each. Tel: Epsom 23491. original box. Just £75 ono. If recorder, reset switch, cover,  NEWBRAIN AD. With PSU, registers, 29 built-in
 WANTED: Nascom-2
board and associated

you are interested please
Tel: Little Haywood (0889

several Basics, manuals,
books, notes. Lots of M/C and

leads, handbooks, technical
manual, NewBrain Dissected

programs, also writes/reads
to magnetic cards, c/w

Nascom-2 interface boards
and 8271 FDC, TMS6100

Stafford) 881 468.
 BBC MODEL B. Cassette

Basic software. Perfect
condition £200. Tel:

book, Forth (in EPROMs),
Chess, Othello, Tycoon,

pouch, books, blank cards,
charger, £80. Tel: Dartmouth

TMS5220 ICs AY -5-2376, recorder and over £300 Trowbridge (02214) 61144. Pages, and other software. (08043) 4466.
6551 6845 5564 6616 ICs. R. worth of software. Good as  SHARP MZ80k. New As new, £150 ono. Tel: 0206  CROMEMCO Z2, 10P and
Dulay. Tel: Birmingham new with manuals and issues condition, dustcover, built in 866749 after 7pm. quadart, WDI 2 and 5meg
021-5236752. of Beebug. £350 ono. Tel: monitor, cassette, several  TANGERINE Vero cased disc, luart, PR1, memory,
 TANDON TM55-4 slimline
microprocessor controlled

Little Haywood (0889
Stafford) 881 468.

Basics, machine language,
editors, assemblers, Forth.

system. Processor,
expansion, RAM, disc

SCC, Beehive terminal, Heath
Z19 terminal S100 boards.

drive 400k plus leads,  SHARP MZ-80A: Brand Loads of games, Sharp controller and mother Will quote for what you want.
Watford electronics ROM
board, Lloyds cassette

new 64k model with
dedicated monitor and

magazines, manuals. Quick
sale £240 ono. Tel: Waltham

boards. ASCII keyboard,
switch mode PSU. Double

Tel: 054-422 628 (Welsh
border).

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photocopy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word per box, very
clearly. Name, address and/ortelephone number must be included inthe30words.All adsmustbeaccompanied by a flatfee of£2.50. Make cheques or
POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we
cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help ourtypesetterto help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send yourcompleted form
to: Transaction File, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.

1

1.
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TRANSACTION FILE
 Apple Europlus 64k. Twin
disks, lowercase chip, 12in
green screen monitor,
parallel printer card and lead,
carrying case. UCSO Pascal,
all manuals £550 the lot. Tel:
Leicester 544543, after 6pm.
 Teletype ASR 33. 110 baud
with paper tape punch and
reader in working order £80
ono. Tel: Trevor on
Rickmansworth 776399 after
8pm.
 ApplellE. 80 column text
card/61k language card. Mint
condition, in original
package with manual etc.
Sale due to upgrading. Best
offer over £25 accepted. Tel:
Northampton (0604) 858395.
 Commodore 8032.
Commodore 8050 disc
drives, Microline 783A
printer, interface etc.
Complete with all leads,
Compsoft, DMS, Diamond

program. Nearest offer to
£1900. Phill Spruce. Tel:
Billericay (02774) 51263.
 Magazines WANTED. Back
issues of PCW, Byte, etc. etc.
All offers considered. Colin
Watters, 23A Strathblaine
Road, Wandsworth SW11
1RG. Tel: 01-223 7404.
 Apricot. Good condition,
MSDos, CPM 86, etc. Some
software, plenty of spare
disks, £1400. Tel:
Barrow-in-Furness (0229)
33173.
 North Star S-100 board
set: Z80 CPU, 64k RAM,
floppy controller CP/M,
UCSD, DOS. £290. Anadex
DP 9500, 150 cps printer,
serial and centronics
interfaces. £315. 16k serial
printer buffer, £70. Tel:
0670-712624 eve.
 NEC 8001. With high
resolution colour monitor

and dual disk drive and
expansion unit. WordStar,
dBasell and games included.
£600. Tel: (London) 01-226
6332 (after 4.30pm).
Commodore 64 disk drive,
cassette recorder, joystick,
Simons Basic. Books and
games. All for £480. Write to
De. Scott, 49 Rowfant Road,
Balham SW12 7AP. No
callers please!
 Acorn DES with manual
£85. Tandon DSDD drives, 80
track 640k, £99 each. 48k
Spectrum + software £89.
Cheetah Sweetalker £19. ZX
printer £29. Tel: 01-892 1909.
 High speed printer'DRE
8820, Bi-dir dot matrix, serial
and parallel interface, print
width max 220 characters
£480 ono. Tel: 0935 872308.
 Sharp MZ-80K. 48k RAM,
integral monitor and tape,
several programs, and

relevant literature, £150 or
sensible offer. Tel: Swansea
(07921 851392 eve.
 Sharp MZ 80A. 48k
personal computer, inbuilt
monitor and data recorder.
Mint condition. Includes over
£200 of software. Unwanted
present sell for only £250
ono. Tel: Yin -Man, 01-733
2166 extn 77 room 40.
 Hewlett Packard HP87A,
HP82901M dual disk drive.
All manuals, cables, etc. As
new condition. £950.
Eversley (0734) 733386 eve,
or Bracknell (0344) 424898
ext 6101 day.
 Epson HX-20 portable. 16k,
with micro -cassette drive.
One year old, excellent
condition. Carrying case,
manuals and some software,
£290 ono. Tel: Farnborough
(0252) 548756 (eves).
 Genuine Apple II. Pal

lilt
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And wot you 'ave 'ere, squire, is your medium resolution monitor illegally converted
into an international dictator.'

colour card, RS232 comms
card, ROM integer card, £50
for 3. Commodore VIC 20,
compatible cassette, 3k RAM
pack, monitor chip, toolkit
chip £65. Tel: 01-451 0520.
 Ite11021 Golfball terminal.
Functions offline as
typewriter. Purpose-built unit
with IBM 72 selectric
mechanism and RS232, 134.5
baud, non ASC II interface.
Supplied with technical info,
£150. Tel: 01-451 0520.
 BBC model B for sale. C/W
manual, disk filing system
interface, utilities disk, many
business and games
programs. Cost new £600+,
£450 ono. Tel: 01-299 1640 or
063-081 331.
 Tandy model 100.
Portable, 24k memory, as
new condition, boxed, £550.
Osborne double density,
with over 40 programs
including dBasell, language
compilers, utilities, many
business applications. £865.
Tel: 01-543 6585.
 Nascom 2. 64k RAM,
programmable graphics, 8-b
ADC, 8-b DAC,noise
generator, joystick, cassette.
Basic, Forth, Pascal with
documentation. NAS-SYS 3
£375 ono. Also Z80A-Dma
card available. Tel: Simon on
(0612) 363311 ext 2982
daytime, or (0612) 258579
evenings.
 Sanyo MBC-1000. Plus
second DSDD drive, 63k,
CP/M. Some software
including WordStar. Used
only once £700 ono. Also
BBC model B with disk drive.
Any offers. Tel:0691-659201.
 HP41C with card reader.
Three memory modules,
manuals, £80. Tel: Lester
Gilbert (069171) 2391.
 PET 2016. With cassette,
tapes, manual, programs.
Good condition. £175 ono.
Tel: Royston (0763) 44098
after 6pm and weekends.
 Aculab floppy tape drive
for TRS-80 Model -1.
Assorted wafers and
programs. Extended Basic.
Cost £200 accept £80. Data
Dynamics Teletype 20mA
plus interface for TRS-80
Model -1 £35. Tel: Fairseat
823126.
 Epson HX-20 portable. As
new complete with manuals,
case, charger, paper and
cassettes £295 ono. Tel:
061-440 8088, Alan, or 0257
481241 Mike. 111:1

WRITING FOR PCW
Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We're offering readers a chance to get
rich (well, at least richer) and to
influence what's published in the
magazine - by writing for it. We
welcome approaches from would-be
writers, including those who have
never appeared in print before. It's
often users with practical experience
who havethe most interesting things to
say, so don't worry if your prose is less
than perfect, we can take care of the
polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature write,
with a brief synopsis, outlining the
proposed structure and content. If your
article is already written, then send it in

for consideration. Remember to put
your name and address on both the
covering letter and the manuscript -
along with a daytime phone number if
possible. Manuscripts should be typed
or printed out (dot matrix output is fine),
in double -line spacing with ample
margins top and bottom and on each
side.

Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette,
ideally with a printout as well.

We'll try to return all submissions
sent in with a suitable sae, but make
sure you keep a copy of everything you
submit as well.

Bear in mind that it's worth taking a
look at the Back Issues advertisementto
see what sort of things we have already
published -after all there's no point in
reinventing the wheel. And please be
sure to tell us if you've contacted
another magazine (perish thethought):
it would be very awkward if the same
article appeared elsewhere. Frankly,
we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to
us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
- the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and
payment usually follows about four -six
weeks after publication. END
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MICROMART

BRITAIN'S BEST S/W PRICES?
Discount

Price
Discount

Price
WordStar 190 DBase II 235

Superwriter 195 DBase III 345
Lotus 1-2-3 285 Open Access 345
SuperCalc II 135 Symphony 445
SuperCalc III 210 Cardbox 105
Spellbinder 240 Friday' 135

Framework 325 OZ Management 250

* WordStar professional - now only £270!
* We will endeavour to better any other advertised price in this

issue, please call.
* Please call for anything not listed above.
* All goods will normally be delivered within two working days.
* Please state micro type, operating system and disc format

when ordering.

* Please enclose cheque with order where possible including
£4 p&p + 15% VAT.

* We supply government, local authorities etc . on receipt
of official orders.

* All prices subject to change at any time.

MICROSTAR SOFTWARE
106 LONDON ROAD

LEICESTER LE2 OQS
Telephone: (0533) 544601

TOUCH TYPE
FOR THE 48K Sinclair Spectrum

DO YOU YEARN TO DO SOMETHING
USEFUL ON YOUR SPECTRUM?

yAorediosupelegruurnw.ith

into me gwo7rds7ofM"aiThethalchee
nalsolitznkLurstr a step 'toward using

Learn to touch type on any OWERTY keyboard using the Spectrum as the teaching

machine.Full touch typing (no eyes down to the keyboard) from the test lesson.
* Carefully designed lessons progress from key learning to speed practice at each

stage.
* Full ten finger touch typing with correct left and right shift key operation
* Learning psychology built Into the program to keep you motivated and interested

in progressing.
* Full feedback of performance - you know it is working - you are learning to

type.
* Learn at your own pace neither hurried nor restricted by other pupils.
* Comprehensive instruction manual included with every cassette.
In the age of computers isn't it time YOU learned to type!

£8.95 inc p&p and VAT.

To. JCS Software. 1 Paddocks Close. Cobham, Surrey KT11 260.
0 K. I'm ready to step forward and improve my ability. Please rush me a copy of
TOUCH-TYPE for the 40K Spectrum. I enclose a cheque for £8.95 (Please make
cheques payable to JCS Software.) Tel: 0932 65354. Dealer enquiries welcome.

Name

Address

TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH-TYPE
TOUCH-TYPE For The Spectrum 48K

PCW Jan

MICRO ARTS
SOFTWARE AND MAGAZINE

Micro Arts is a forum organisation for people working
in microtechnology and the arts. The magazine covers
micro art, music, general debate and other more
speculative areas. The Software label will build up a
catalogue of new artist's work (work for any micro is
welcomed). Art software includes anything that falls
outside existing straightjackets eg graphics, literary,
interactional etc.

Computer art - what to do with your Micro
Free magazine with all software

SOFTWARE: Spectrum 48 or 16k.
MA1: "Abstract Originals" - Advanced graphics
artefact - menu controlled - £3.00.
MA2: "Various Unusual Events" - 6 tantalising
provocations - menued - £2.50.
BBC Model B.
MA3: Vol 1 by Martin Rootes -6 graphics programs.
MAGAZINE 1: "Language" - an introduction to
computer art. 2: "Sex (pocket book format) technolo-
gy and sex, etc. 90p per issue.

Please contact
MICRO ARTS (P), PO Box 587

London SW4 9PH
Tel: 01 -720 4456

PROGRAM FILE

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the
major programming languages for all home and small
business micros. When submitting programs please

include a cassette or disk version of your program, brief
but comprehensive documentation, and a listing on

plain white paper- typed if you have no printer.
(Commodore 64 owners should use the Brackets

program printed in the June issue to make control
codes understandable.)

Please ensure that the software itself, the
documentation and the listing are all marked with your
name, address, program title, machine (along with any
minimum requirements) and - if possible -a daytime

phone number.
All programs should be fully debugged and your own

original, unpublished work.
We prefer to receive programs which adhere to the

following criteria:
1 Maximum 80 -column width; and
2 Emphasised typeface.

We'll do our best to return any submissions that are
sent in with the appropriate postage and packing, but

please keep a copy of everything yourself.
Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of

published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of
the Month. Send your contributions to Nick Walker,
PCW Programs, 62 Oxford St, London W1A 2HG.

Home computer owners often com-
plain of a 'boring lull' aboutthreeweeks
after purchasing a micro: they've typed
in small Basic programs and played ad
infinitum the few games they could
afford after buying the machine. Typing
in listings from a magazine can help fill
thisvoid as it provides a source of cheap
software as well as a means of increas-
ing Basic knowledge by modifying the
typed -in software - alteration of a
large program can give you the neces-
sary skills to start your own major
project.

Considering that the vast majority of
computer sales are at Christmas, a lot of
people will be feeling at a loose end.
This month's selection of programs is
designed to keep you busy.

Program of the month is a space
adventure/strategy game of epic prop-
ortions for up to 28 players. On the

arcadeside there is Falcon Attackforthe
Commodore 64 and Meteor Attack for
the Atari. From the board game side
there is a truly excellent draughts
program for the BBC.

Other programs this month are MTX
Old command, a TRS-80 machine code
parser for inclusion in adventure
games, a Commodore 64 screendump
and a training program to help you
overcome the annoying cursor key
layout on the BBC Micro.

Games

Scientificlmathematic

Business

Toolkit/utilities

Educational/ Computer
Aided Learning

Program of the Month

Space Wars
by Andrew Poulter

Space Wars is a space adventure game for two to 28 players. It's more a
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PROGRAM FILE
strategy game than an adventure (e) Use directional scanners.
game, with a number of objectives. The (f) Attempt planet landing.
most obvious scenario is for each side (g) Engage self-destruct.
(Rebel, Federation or Neutral) to battle Most of this is fairly obvious; corn -
it out against each other until one side is munication with other players is limited
victorious. to 64 characters and can only take place

Another alternative is to designate via the computer. No player should
one ship as a leader within a fleet: when watch another entering his/her move.
it is destroyed that side has lost. (3) Fire: this is straightforward, but,

The game is divided into a number of remember, although you can use lasers
phases as described below: as often as you want, you only have a
Equipment:this occurs only once at the limited supply of photon torpedoes.
beginning of the game. In this phase (4) Manoeuvre: direction is referred to
you equip your ship with items such as as 'DV' and can take four value 1 to
lasers, computers, scanners, and so on. move up, 2 to move right, 3 to move
Each item is described in detail along down and 4 to move left relative to your
with its cost. Try to construct a balanced ship's position.
fleet of attacking and communicating The galaxy is 32 by 32 sectors which
vessels. are referred to by alpha (horizontal) and

After equipping each ship the game beta (vertical) coordinates. Speed is
consists of a number of game turns, measured as a percentage of the speed
each turn consisting of four phases of light with 10 per cent equalling one
which are as follows. sector per game turn.
(1) Information: any ship that has been The program uses user -defined
recently hit will flash during this stage. graphics, which means that any un-
(2) Options: there are seven options. familiar character should be looked up
These are: in the table at the end of the program

a) Communicate with other ships. and the equivalent letter typed while in
b) Transfer credits. graphics mode.
c) Examine message received. Don't be put off by the length of the
d) Engage tractor base. listing: the effort is worthwhile.

L uEl FN m,=,PLEf 23/50fFEEF 237314256, WEE' 23653fPEEF :5654._56)):1:x,4
..s, RANDOMIZE
6 FUN f=USR "b" 10 USR "g",/: READ a: RLIfE t,a: NEIl f

7 FUR f.USR .k. TO USR .I.t/: READ as PUKE 1,0: NEXT t

B DAIR v,IIIN 11000,8IN 110,o1N 11111,8IN Ilu,BIN Ilvuu,0,0,0,0,OIN 1.0tv,),,,03
IN 111000UO,BIN 10000000,0,0,0,255,1,BIN 101111011N IIlI1I,BIN 101111,1,255.0,12
8,0,b1N 1100u1ly,BIN 111111uu,OIN I1QUV110,0,128,u,255,81N 11111,b1N 1111111,BIN
111111,8IN 1111111,BIN 11111,255,0,BIN II0000,BIN 1UU11000,BIN 1101111u.BIN 111

illuu,bIN 11u11110,B1N luulluvu,BIN Iluouu,U
9 DATA BIN 1,BIN 10011,BIN 111,81N 111,BIN 111,81N 11,BIN I,U,BIN 11v0000U,b1

N Illuuuuu,BIN 1111000U, BIN 1111000'), BIN 11110)00. BIN IlluuvOu,BIN 11000000.0
15 INPUT "Number of space ships! 12-28,",no
16 IF no.2 ON noX28 THEN GU TU 15
2u DIM r$(30): DIM og(32,32): DIM pino,30): DIM 01(10,20): DIM clno/: DIM anal

: DIM m$Ino,66)
25 UU SUB 9980
3u BORDER 6: PAPER 6: CLS : LET sh.1
3.2 GO SUB 9972
34 /NPUT "What is the name of your' ship'",aSs LEI p$Ish).all
36 CLS : INK 1: PRINT "EQUIPMENT STAGE", 1NM 5, PRINT .

: INK 0
40 PRINT "'"You have "scfsh,1"Cr.'"wsth which to )equip your ship."
50 PRINT '.You MUST buy all of the compul- sory stems and as little or as muc

h of the additional equipmantas you like (or can afford)."
51 b0 SUB 9970
52 GO SUB 9965
55 PRINT AT 20,01"You have, "fcIstiff"Cr left"1, INPUT "Which ship type do you 0

ant,",f
56 IF f.1 THEN LET pfsh,I).1: LET pleh,21.31 LEI pIsh,3).71 LEI p(sh,4)=50: L

ET cfsh).cfsh)-100: GO TO 60
0 57 IF f.2 THEN LET pts01,1).21 LET pIsh.2).2f LET p(sh,31.71 LET pfsh,4).1001

LET cfshS.c(sh/-300, BO TO 60
58 IF ,-3 THEN LET ptsh,11.31 LEI pfsh,2/.21 LET pfsh,3/.61 LET pfeh,4163006

LET ctsh,.c,sh)-500, 80 TU 60
59 GO TO 55
80 BO SUB 9959

mo'aPRINT AT 2,01"You have .1c,s11/1"Cr left"It INPUT "Which engine type do you
r3 st`-,1

0

75 IF 1.1 THEN LET p(uh,51.1: LEI ctsh).cfsh/-500, 00 TO 80
76 IF 4.2 THEN LET pfsh,3).p,sh,3)-11 LET cIsh,.cfsh)-200: GO TO 80

IIII 77 IF f=3 THEN LET pfsh:,3).p,sh,3)-2. LET c(sh,.cfsh)-75, LET pIsh,2).01sh,2)
-Is GO TO 80

78 GO TO 70
80 GO SUB 9955
85 PRINT AT 20,0;"sou have -ic,sh,f-Cr left -1, INPUT "Which laser do you want?

86 IF f.1 THEN LET 0101,6/-15: LET c(sh).csh)-6001 00 TO 95
0 87 IF f.2 THEN LET plah,8).10: LET cTsh).cfsh)-250: 80 TO 95

88 IF f.3 THEN LET p,sh,61.7: LET cfsh).cIsh)-100, BO TO 95
89 IF 1.4 THEN LET pfsh,61.5: LET ctshfacTsh/-50, 80 TO 95
90 UU TO 85
95 GO SUB 9951
100 PRINT AT 20,,;'You have -Icfsh,i'Cr left"Is INPUT "Which coaputer do you wa

nt' 41f
102 IF f.1 THEN LET clshSactsh,-1.25: LET ptsh,7).1: LET pIsh,B1.951 LET p(sh,9
).10: 80 TO 110
103 IF 4-2 new LET cfshSwcfsh)-75: LET pIsh,81.801 LET p(sh,9).5s 80 TO 110
104 IF f' THEN LET cIsh,wc(sh)-501 LET p(sh,111).651 LET p(sh,9).1. BO TO 110
105 IF 1.4 THEN LET c(sh)wcfsh)-101 LET pfsh.8)P551 GO TO 110
109 GO TO.100
110 GO SUB 9946
115 PRINT AT 20,01 -You have "TclahS1-Cf- left.i, INPUT "Which typo do you want".

,f

116 IF f.I THEN LET cfsh).cish)-651 LET..plah,10).110-p(sh,1)).71 00 TO 120
117 IF 1.2 THEN LEY-c(sh).c(11144-60s LET p(sh,10).110-p(sh,1))145: GO TO 120
118 IF 4.3 THEN CET ctsh).cfsh)-50, LET pfsh,10).(10-p(sh,1)1431 GO TO 120
119 60 TO 115
120 GO SUB 9941
125 PRINT AT 20,0I.You have "Ic(sh)1.Cr left -It INPUT "Which type do you want".

,f

126 IF f.1 THEN LET cish).ctsh)-17111 LET pfsh,11).251 GO TO 135
127 IF 1.2 THEN LET cfsh).c(sh)-125, LET pfsh,111.101 80 TO 135

MICROMART

data buffers
print buffers T -switches
buffered protocol converters
telecommunications buffers

Formats:
IEEE -488 or Centronics parallel,
or V24 / RS232c serial, or any
conversion combination.

Buffer sizes:
From 2k to 1 megabyte RAM.

( 'omputers:
IBM PC, Hewlett-Packard, DEC,
Apple, Sirius/Victor, Televideo,
Super Brain, Commodore, BBC,
Tandy, Sharp, Osborne, NEC,
Data -General, etc, etc.

Applications:
Input buffering (data collection,
telecommunications, etc.).
Output buffering (accounts/pay-
roll printing, plotting, graphics
dumps, assembly listings, word
processing, telecommunications,
etc).

Support:
We are the leading specialist
distributor of UK -designed
buffered interfaces, with a range
of products second to none in
scope, price and reliability.

kLine Computer Systems
MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS

1 Church Farm Lane,
Willoughby Waterleys,
Leicestershire, LE8 3UD.

Peatling Magna (053 758)486

TOP BEST SELLERS
1063 Guide to play Hobbit
0902 Advanced User Guide BBC
0657 Commodore 64 Prog. Ref. Guide
1077 The Advanced BASIC ROM for BBC
1064 Advanced Spectrum Machine Lan-

guage
0457 30 hour Basic
1040 Commodore Disc Companion
0200 Programming the Z80
0590 Spectrum Machine Language for

beginners
1102 30 hour Basic (Commodore 64)

Send for our FREE comprehensive list of
computer books and software

Rickmansworth 779129 (24 hours)
or Computer Books Ltd.

FREEPOST

Rickmansworth
Herts WD3 6FP
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FILING FIASCO?
BASIC PROGRAMS THAT
NEED DATAFILES
NEED MULTIKEY

THE DATABASE THAT'S DESIGNED
FOR CALLING FROM BASIC;
TRANSPARENT, FAST AND FLEXIBLE:
A B -TREE INDEX TOOL THAT ADAPTS
WITH YOUR NEEDS.

CARD INDEX DEMO IN BASIC TO GET
YOU STARTED.

ORDER MAINTENANCE UTILITIES

COMPLETE AT £90 (+ VAT)

From. CAIRN Associates LTD, THORNHILL.

STIRLING FK8 3PL Tel: (0786) 85697

Phone for fact sheet

CAIRN A
SCREEN -SCENE

SERVICE SINCLAIR
To manufacturers specifications

Computer Repair Charges
Sinclair Spectrum £20
Sinclair ZX81 £14
Sinclair ZX Printer £19

(All including VAT and return carriage)
Quick turn -round + 3 months

STOCKISTS OF
NEV A SEIKOSHA PRINTERS

GP 50 complete with Spectrum interface
£99.95

GP 500A Centronics interface £179.95
GP 700 Colour printer, Centronics interface

(All including VAT, carriage extra) £349.95

+ Accessories on display in our shop for
Sinclair, BBC, Amstrad etc . . .

SCIVIVIESACIESIE
144 St. George's Road, Cheltenham,

Gloucs GL50 3EL. Tel: (0242) 528979
(We accept Amex, Access, Visa and Diners Club)

WANTED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

APPLE
SIRIUS

SUPERBRAIN
TELEVIDEO

IBM PC
OSBORNE
APRICOT

HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES
FLOPPY DRIVES
WINCHESTERS

PRINTERS
NON -WORKING HOME

COMPUTERS
Fair cash prices paid working or not.

Tel: 061-941 5732 (day)
062-587 8595 (night)

PROGRAM FILE
128 IF 4.3 THEN LET c11.111.ctsh/-100; LET p(sh,11).7s BO TO 135
129 IF 4.4 THEN LET c(sh).ctsh/-75; LE7 plsh,11/.5: GO TO 135
130 IF 4.5 THEN GO TO 135
131 BO TO 125
135 60 SUB 9936
140 PRINT AT 20,01"You have ";c<sh/1"Cr left"Is INPUT "Which type do you want?"

*
141 IF 1.1 THEN LET clshi.clsh/-1001 LET ptsh,12/.1. GO TO 150
14, IF 4-2 THEN LET c(1.0.cleh)-100s LEI 001,12/.21 GO TO 150
143 IF f.3 THEN LET c(sh/.c1shi-50s LET p<sh,12/.31 GO 10 ISO
144 IF 0.4 THEN LET pIsh,12/.41 GO TO 150
145 GU 10 140
150 GO SUB 9932
155 PRINT AT 20,01"You have .Iclsh/1"Cr left.ls INPUT .Which type do you want?"

,f

156 IF f.1 THEN LET c(sh).cIst0-3751 LET p(sh,13).3s GO TO 165
157 IF 0.2 THEN LET c(sh).c1s/0-200: LET pfsh,13/.2: GO TO 165
158 IF 4-3 THEN LET cfsh).c(sh)-100, LET p/sh,13/.1. GO TO 165
159 IF 4-4 THEN GO TO 165
160 GO TO 155
165 BO SUB 9927
170 PRINT AT 20,0;.You have .1cIsh11.Cr left'''. INPUT "Which type do you want?.

,f
171 IF f.1 THEN LET c(1111/.clsh)-3501 LET 0110.14).16 GO SUB 9895. GO TO 180

174 IF f.2 THEN GO TO 180
175 GO TO 170
180 GO SUB 9923
185 PRINT AT 20,0' -you have .pclshil.Cr leit"i: INPUT -How many do jou ...nt -,4
186 IF +CO THEN GO TO 185
187 LET p.sh,15).f1 LET cishl.c1shi-95ef
210 GO SUB 9915
./15 PRINT AT 20,01"You hays "Ic.shi1"Cr left";: INPUT "Do /on want this d......
1./N1 "la,
220 IF a$111..y" UR aelli..... MEN LEI ctshiaL,sh1-1: TEl wsh,17ral1 au 0,1 .7..

0
125 IF as -"n' OR ..68..N. 1HEN uU IU 250
227 GO TO 215
230 IF C1111H/<0 THEN CLb : PRINT AI 0,01 FLASH I;"WHU CAN'I LUUNT THEN": FLASH
O. GO SUB 99701 GO TO 32
240 LET filsh.20/.1NT TRND.4..1. LEI x.INT if...NO.32..11 LEI /.1NI (RND.321fl: LET
a.glery). IF a<>0 THEN GO 10 240
250 LEI glx,yi.64fehe LEI plsh.24/.s. LEI p1sh,251.y
260 IF sh<no THEN LET sh.shflo GO TO 32
300 REM Start
310 LET sh.ls GO SUB 9972
311 IF pfsh,1/.0 THEN CLS 6 PRINT AT 10,01"i6ur space -ship no longer exists":

GO SUB 9970, GO TO 4999
312 LET p(sh,10/.0sh,10)-11 IF plsh,27;< v THEN LET p.sh,27/.6.sh,27,-1
313 IF plsh,10/(.0 THEN PRINT AT 15,01.You have run out of energy your crew ha
 died because the life- support systems failed"s GO SUB 9970. GO TO 4999
314 IF pIsh,7).1 THEN IF RND,..05 THEN LEI plsh,41.p.sh,4ifl
315 IF pteh,26).1 THEN LEI Osh,261.0. PRINT "You are in hyperspace and you
are incapable of doing anyth:ng elem.": GO TO 317
316 GO 10 320
317 LEI ...INT NIND.32/fli LET y.INI ORN13.32,1. IF g.,:,,,, -,k, THEN GO TO 7.17
318 LEI 126.,0.64f668 00 10 4999
320 PAPER Us INK 71 BORDEN Os CLS %

325 IF plsh,271.1 THEN PRINT Al 1,311 INK 21 FLASH WT.; FLASH 0
330 IF miltsh/11/<>" . THEN PRINT Al 4,311 INK 41"M"
335 IF plsh,12/.1 THEN PRINT AT 1,01 INK 4;"L"
336 IF p1sh,121.2 THEN PRINT AT 1,01.M.
337 IF Osh,124.3 THEN PRINT AT 1,01"S.
338 IF pIsh,121.4 THEN PRINT AT 10.0.V.
339 IF Osh,171.1 THEN PRINT Al 1,01 INK 21"5"
340 IF p1sh,14/(>0 THEN PRINT AT 3,01 INK 5I.C"; IN.. 7

345 FOR f.l TO INT (RN0e3(0.20s LEI ...INT IRND.238/4.8: LET y./NT IRND.120i+46:
PLOT Kgys NEXT f
357 PRINT AT 16,01.Spowd..1plah,19/1.0% LS.ITAU 201.DV "Ip.sh.20,
355 PRINT AT 17,01.AC."1p1sh,3/1: PRINT IAB 2011"MC..;p1sh,21
360 PRINT AT 18,01.Energy.1
365 LET a.p(sh,10)3 IF .726 THEN LET a.26
370 FOR f.1 TO a
380 IF f<3 THEN INK 2: PRINT . .1

390 IF f<6 AND f,'3 THEN INK 6. PRINT . ;

400 IF f>.6 THEN INK 4. PRINT " .1

410 NEXT f
411 INK 71 PRINT '.PT "II FOR f.1 10 pish,15/: PAPER Is LEI aat, I; 10 THEN
LET a.a-10
412 PRINT a;
413 NEXT f

414 PAPER 0
420 PRINT ."Shields.1
425 LET a.pfsh,4/1 IF 1125 MIEN LEI ...25
430 FOR f.1 TO a
435 IF f<3 THEN INK 2e PRINT " "0

436 IF 4(6 AND f>3 THEN INI 6: FRINI "

437 IF 1.>.6 T464 INK 4. FRINI . .;

438 NEXT f
439 INK 7
450 PRINT ...Bullion .1c,sh/1.1.y.:18L1 131"L160mInho..,;,h..41:" L-
460 GO SUB 9901. :BEEP 1.1,

500 REM Battle SUMMAI .
505 PRINT AT 0,0; IN) _; ,.t. ILL- v61 11.E DATA", BEEP 1.6
510 LET A.9-P(161,i2,.;:
520 FOR f.I TO no
530 IF ptf.24)<pish,24, , MI ,i lU iu ..-..,,,

535 IF 04,24)>Osh,24.fa TH.. GO IU 566
540 IF pif,25)<plsh,25,-a THEN GO ,U 56y
545 IF p01,25/>plsh,25ifa THEN Gu to 566

'

550 IF p(f,231(>0 THEN PRINT Al 8.6tt,25)-pc6h,..5v,15.6,,,.,:41-6;,6,24
1 FLAUH

li INK alf/ICHRS 1143..61f,l).12/1CHR* (144.6(1,1).21: IF t.sh THEN GQ SUB 651,
555 FLASH 0
560 NEXT f
562 IF Osh,11.0 THEN GO 10 4999
565 BEEP 1,0i BO SUB 9891
600 IF p(sh,23/.0 THEN Liu lU 720
660 FOR 4.0sh,231 TO 1 vIEF -1
670 LET plsh,4).ptsh,41-I
680 IF plsh,4) >0 AND p 180, 4 . ..:3 THEN FWINT ,,, . 3 - ;.;/- . -1;1 II"
690 NEXT f
695 LET p1sh,23).0
700 IF plsh,4),.... THEN LEI 6166.1,a,H PAFE,. 7, ..7 : FLASH is P! -,A AT 12,01"Y.OURLSHIP HAS BEEN BLOWN OF", LEI glpish,14i.p - ..:5:-.0, FLASH V
710 RETURN
720 LET go -4
730 LEI go-go-i. IF go-., THEN PRINT AI 1,11' :Iae .. short i06 must press"; ';' 2
,11.on"a GO SUB 98911 80 TO 1400
732 BEEP 1,0: GO SUB 9893. PRINT Al ,..<; ,E,.+I,7,Y11-;11.045 *RASE

735 INK 5. PRINT AT 1,11.0ptions are:"
740 PRINT AT 2,11.1.Communicate with other 601.316"
745 PRINT AT 3,11.2.Transier credits"
750 PRINT AT 4.11.3.Examine messages . .,...

755 PRINT AT 5,11.4.Engage tractor b(4,
760 PRINT AT 6,11.5.Use directional s, ...oars -

765 PRINT AT 7,13m6.Attompt planet landing"
770 PRINT AT 8,1/.7.Engage self-destruct"
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PROGRAM FILE
777 PRINT AT 10,11.8.End option phase'
780 INPUT 'Which option do you require? .1a
785 IF A<1 OR A>8 THEN SO TO 780
786 IF aT8 THEN 80 TO 1400
790 IF A<>1 THEN BO TO SRO
BOO 80 SUB 9893, PRINT AT 1,1I.Enter your message using 8/M4.1AT 2,11"f onset"
805 LET a.ls LET 6.3: LET Fit...
810 IF INKEYS<>.. THEN 00 TO 010
820 IF INKEYII... THEN 80 TO 820
825 LET aIW(INKEYSs IF CODE .0.13 THEN GO TO 850
830 LET bt.011taa5s PRINT AT b,a;a1S1 FLASH 11.>.; FLASH Os BEEP .05,0, LET a.a+is
IF a.29 THEN LET td.4s LEI a.1
845 GO TO 810
850 PRINT Al 7,1;.Enter the name of the ship you.IAT 8,11.wish to send the mess
age to.: INPUT ait
855 FOR f.1 TO no
860 IF pS(4)(1 TO LEN all).a$ THEN IF RND>p(f,18) THEN LET-e06f1mthis LET m111(f)
(65 TO 66/.STRS shs FLASH I: PRINT AT 9,1;.Message transmission sent and.;AT 10,
Wacknowledged.: FLASH Os BEEP 1,0, 00 SUB 9891, LET f.no
865 NEX1 f

866 IF CODE SCREEN* (9,1)Y>77 THEN PRINT AT 9,11.11essage transmission lost., 0
O SUB 9891
870 GO TO 730
880 IF a<>3 THEN GO TO 920
885 GO SUB 9893: IF mis(sh)(1).. . THEN PRINT AT 1,11.No message received". BO

SUB 9891: GO TO 730
890 PRINT AT 1,11milsh/(1 TO 29)1AT 2,1;50(6h)430 TO 59/1AT 3,11e11(sh)(60 TO 64

90: PRINT Al 5.11 INK 61 "Recei ved from ships .IAT 6. 1.1o(VAL eflehl (65 TO 66))
905 LET p(ish,1111).01 FUR f.1 TO 66, LET failfsh/lf)." .1 NEXT f

910 GO SUB 9891, GO TO 730
920 IF a<>2 THEN GO TO 990
930 SO SUB 9893: IF c(sh).0 THEN PRINT AT 1,1I.You have no bullion.; GO SUB 98
91, GO TO 730
940 PRINT AT 1,11.How much do you wish to.1AT 2:11.transfer'.: INPUT a
950 IF a<0 THEN GO TO 940
955 IF a>c(sh) THEN GO SUB 9893: FLASH Is PRINT AT 1,11./0u hawse not got that"
SAT 2,11.amount.1 BEEP 1,0s FLASH Os GO TO 940
960 PRINT AT 2,1;.Which ship do you wish to send TAI 3,11"thss bullion to'", IN

PUT all
970 FOR 4.1 TO no
975 IF p11(4)(1 TO LEN af).a$ (HEN LEI c(f).c(f)fas LEI clsr.S.cssh/-as PRINT. (.'

5,11"F aaaaa ction successfull.: BEEP 1,0s LET f.no
980 NEXT f
985 GO SUB 98911 GO TO 730
990 IF a<>4 THEN BO TO 1040
995 GO SUB 9893, IF p(sh,13/.0 THEN PRINT Al 1,1I.Nou have no tractor.: BEEP 1

,01 GO TO 730
1000 PRIN1 AT 1,11.Which ship do you wish to use.;Al 4,11"It on'', INPUT adll

1010 FOR f.I TO no
1020 IF p0(4)11 TO LEN al1/.all THEN IF p(f,24)>p(sh,24)-7 AND p(f,24),p(sh,24).7
THEN IF p(f,25)>pIsh,25,-7 AND o(f,25)(p(sh,25).7 THEN IF p(4,11.p(f,3)<10-0
sh,13) THEN PRINT AT 4,1;.Tractor successfully locked.;AT 5,I1.on target.: LET
p(4,27).2. LET p(f,19).0. LET f.no
1030 NEXT
1035 GO SUB 9891, GO TO 730
1040 IF a<>5 THEN 00 TO 1100
1045 00 SUB 9893, IF p(sh,12).0 THEN PRINT AT 1,1;.You have no scanners.: BEEP
1,0: GO TO 730
1050 PRINT AT 1,11.Which direction vector do you.SAT 2,11.want7.s INPUT a
1055 IF acl OR a>4 THEN 00 TO 1050
1060 IF a.1 THEN LET e.p(sh,24)-(9-p(sh,12).2): LET b.p(sh,24).(9-p(sh,12).2):
LET c.p(sh,25)-(9-p(sh,12)42)1 LET d.p(sh,25)
1061 IF a.2 THEN LET e.p(sh,24), LEI b.p(sh,24)*(9-p(sh,12)a2/1 LET c.p(sh,25)-
(9-p(sh,12).2): LET d.p(sh,25).(9-p(sh,12).2)
1062 IF a.3 THEN LET e.p(sh.24)-(9-p(sh,12)1.12(: LET b.p(101,24).(9-p(sh,12)a21t
LET c.p(sh,25)s LET d.p(sh,25).19-p(sh,12)412/
1063 IF a.4 THEN LET e.p(sh,24)-(9-p(401,12)52)1 LET b.p(sh,24): LET c.p(sh,25)-
(9-p(sh,12).2/1 LET d.p(sh,25/4(9-p(sh,12)12)
1064 IF Ed1 THEN LET E.1
1065 IF C<1 THEN LET C.1
1066 IF 8>32 THEN LET 8.32
1067 IF D>32 THEN LET D.32
1068 GO SUB 9893, FOR f.e TO b: FOR g.c TO d
1069 IF g(f,g)>128 THEN PRINT Al 101.Planet 2,11.Alpha.Ifi. Beta.191.
.1: GO SUB 9891, GO SUB 9893: GO TO 1090

1070 IF g(f,g)>64 THEN LET a.g(f,g)-64, GO SUB 9893, PRINT AT 1,11.Spaceshsp
pfs(a)SAT 2,1;.Alpha .1fi.Beta "1g1" ":. GO SUB 9891: GO SUB 9893
1090 NEXT go NEXT f
1095 00 10 730
1100 IF a<>6 THEN GO TO 1190
1110 GO SUB 9893, LET a.p(sh,24/-1: LET b.p(sh,25)-1
1130 FOR f.p(sh,24)-1 TO p(sh,24)+1: FOR g.p(sh,25)-1 TO p(sh,25)al
1135 IF f<1 OR f>32 THEN GO ro 1150
1140 IF g>32 THEN GO TO 1150
1145 IF g(f,g)>128 THEN PRINT AT 1,1s.Sustable planet fmmd";AT 2,1;"Alpha "(f;
.Beta .1gI. .: BEEP .2,0
1150 NEXT g, NEXT f
1155 IF CODE SCREENS THEN PRINT RI 1,11"NA suitable planet.: BEEP 1,0
: 00 TO 730
1160 IF p(sh,19/00 THEN PRINT AT. 4,1).Speed too great for landing.: BEEP 1,01
O TO 730
1170 00 SUB 94100
1180 GO TO 730
1190 IF .1,77 THEN 60 is

1195 80 SUB 989:
1200 PRINT AT 1,11"Are ,ou sel. N 1. INPUT of
1210 IF alli(1)..1 OH aS(1)..," (((EN i 1230
1220 IF NIP 1 )4.1N" OR at 1 / ."h- 111LN

k 730
1225 SO TO 1200
1260 FOR f.psch,24,-1 10 . I Iu /

1270 IF 4<1 OR 4,32 (HEN GO TO 130..
1280 IF g<1 OR 0032 IHEM Lib 1U
1290 80 BUM 989/: IF AND, j, n4 MEN IF 041.11,<
>50 TI -EN LEI pta,1/..bi 0,1141 .1 6.11
$ 141, BEEF 1,0
1300 NEXT g: NEXT I

1310 LET ptsh,Ism0: PRI..., 2. bURDLk 2. --LS FH1111 .1 1.1. I MI 60 18H WYOU
HAVE BLOW)) UPI.; FLASH us 606 909,
1320 GO 10 4999
1400 Ou SUB 9897: PRINT RI 0. ; 1111 21"1 -IRE YHAbl.
1410 PRINT AI 1,1;.Do vs, IFI , tire I 'I' INFO! .0
1415 IF 6041)..Y. Uk

W

M 1.1EN L. 143,
1420 IF eS(1)..N. OF aft11..n. 'HEN 60
1425 80 TO 1410
1430 PRINT Al 2,11.Enter co ordsnates get'', Alpha "Ia. INPUT .Beta
' 10

1440 IF 001 UR a>32 THEN GU ID 141,0
1445 IF 5(1 OR 1032 rHEN GO TO 1 4 :..

1450 80 SUB 98931 IF 64 ANU ota,b. 10EN LEI fa.g (a. b) -641 PRINT AT 1,

1/"TARGET bELELTED": PRINI 1111 a a/ICHWS (143.2sp(a,I)SICHRIII (1444,2ap(a,
1))1.PRINT AT 3,11011a/i SELF 1,0, 0 .NSID.10000+1)<.p(sh,8)*(100-pTa,11// T

HEN PRINT AT 4,11 FLASH 11.1AROE. Ops BEEP 1,0, LET p1a,23/.p(a,23(
f p Ish,6)

1460 GO SUB 9893. PRINT AT : 41.h to fire photon .1AT 4,11"torpedoes7"
s INPUT at
1470 IF as0 ( 1 )..Y. OR Millie .11RN GO TO 1490
1475 IF ae(1/."1.4. OR a511)m.n. THEN 80 SUB 9893, 80 TO 1530

ha,u blow,. op sh1d.;AT . I INK (a/1F

CROMVIART

HULK II
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING

for
Data -Analysis & Decision -Support

The new HULK II package (so-called because it Helps
Uncover Latent Knowledge) now offers users of CP/M-80 and
MS-DOS a low-cost route into knowledge engineering. It
enables the user to build up and test a set of decision rules,
which can be used for prediction and/or classification.

HULK has already sold over 150 copies in its BBC Basic
form, but now has been completely re -written for CP/M and
MS-DOS, incorporating the following significant enhance-
ments:
- Interface to dBase II for existing data -sets
- Dual mode of operation (numerical and logical forecasting)
-- String variables and operators as well as numbers
-- Facility for time -series analyses
-- Improved data -editing capabilities
- - Interactive -query mode for consultation dialogues
- - Menu -driven user interlace.

The key feature is the access to dBase II files. This means
that HULK II in effect adds intelligence to your database. (It can
also run independently of dBase II). HULK II costs £175 + VAT
for CP/M-80, £195 + VAT for MS-DOS. Orders and enquiries
to:

Warm Boot Limited
40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1R ONE

Tel: 01-278 0333
(:18ase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate Corporation. CP/M is a
trademark of Digital Research. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft)

M & J SOFTWARE
DRAGON ADVANCED PROGRAMMER'S PACKAGE
This implementation is extremely powerful and comprehensive. It can be
used on both 32k and 64k machines so enabling Wagon 64 owners to utilise
all available ram. The complete package consists of -

1. The language and its editor. A fig implementation which allows access
to Basic commands when executing North.
2. A 6809 macroassembler written in Forth (source provided).
3. The fig -Forth Installation Manual which contains a glossary of Forth
commands a listing of the editor and the Forth model plus lots more.
4. Documentation.
5. A copy of the 'Dragon Companion-.

Available on:- Cassette for £15 and Delta disc for Et&
We will also upgrade existing users of our cassette version to disc for E6 -
just return your original cassette.

DRAGON COMPANION
Originally selling at £4.95 this excellent publication is now on offer, while
stocks last, at only £2.

FORTH for the SPECTRUM
A fig implementation on cassette for the 48k machine. The cost covers the
language, an editor, an assembler and documentation (including the
Installation Manual). £12

D.I.Y. FORTH
fig -Forth 6502,1

£7

Z80, 8080, 6809, 1802,

fig -FORTH INSTALLATION MANUAL
A guide to implementing Forth from the above listing. M.

ALL ABOUT FORTH by HAYDON
An excellent reference book with cross references to fig -Forth, the Forth -79
standard and 'Starting Forth'. This book should be next to every Forth
programmer's computer. (270+ pages). E7.95.

6809 8 6502 MACROASSEN8LERS
Written In fig -Forth, these listing require the minimum of alteration for any
Forth implementation. £5 each.

All prices include p&p within the UK. Overseas customers please add E2 to
rota' order. Cheques & PO's to,-

M & J SOFTWARE, 34 GRAYS CLOSE
SCHOLAR GREEN, STOKE-ON-TRENT 8T7 3LU

Tel: (0782) 517876

THE CRACKER -
* Find out why this is the best spreadsheet
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£100 + £2 P&P + VAT
TRANSLATOR -
Z80 to 8086/88

* Single pass
* Will handle very large files
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£80 + VAT

DISASSEMBLER - Z80
* Dissassembler - 8088/86
* Disk based
* Labelling
* Cross-reference table
* Data areas ready for re -assembly
* Will cope with large programs
* Also 8080/8085 to Z80 opcodes

CP/M Z80 £60 + VAT
CP/M 86, PCDOS, MSDOS,

£80 + VAT
Software Technology

Limited
PO BOX 724, BIRMINGHAM B15 3HQ

TEL: 021 454 3330
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MICROMART
CP/M FOR

MICROS???
Now your personal computer can run CP/M. That's
right! Any micro with an RS232 port and a Terminal
Emulation Package can now run CP/M.
The OMEGA opens up a new world to you and
enables you to run any of hundreds of Business and
Recreational software packages, from both com-
mercial and user group sources. Your micro is no
longer restricted to one or two languages, the
Omega is sold with Basic and one other language of
your choice (Cobol, Fortran, Pascal, Forth).
WHAT IS THE ''OMEGA"? The "OMEGA" is a single
board module which will allow a micro with an RS232
port to plug in and run CP/M. OMEGA has a 4MHz
Z80A CPU, 64K of RAM, 2 software -controllable
RS232 ports, a Centronics Port, 4K Monitor Eprom.
The OMEGA can support four disc drives, single or
double sided, single or double density, 48 or 96 TPI.
OMEGA runs under CP/M 2.2. It has a set of utilities
for formatting and copying data. A disk translation
facility lets OMEGA read, write and execute
programs and data from Kaypro, Morrow Decision,
IBM PC and others.

SPECIFICATIONS
Hardware:

Processor - Z80A microprocessor operating at
4MHz
Memory - 64K bytes of RAM; 4K bytes of ROM
Serial Ports - Two RS232C compatible ports for
terminal, modem or serial interfaced printer. Baud
rates from 75 to 38.4K baud.
Printer Port - Centronics -compatible
Software:
Operating Systems - CP/M 2.2 with enhanced
BIOS and CCP
System Utilities, including formatting, back-up,
system configuration and translation of other 5'/4
disc formats.

OMEGA SCSI/PLUS ADAPTER
FEATURES:
* MOUNTS DIRECTLY ON OMEGA )5.75" x 6")
* LOW COST I/O EXPANSION AND HARD DISK

CONTROLLER INTERFACE:
* 16 BI-DIRECTIONAL I/O LINES: 40 mA output

drive
* HARD DISK/TAPE CONTROLLER INTERFACE:

SCSI (ANSI X3T9.2) Initiator AND Target inter-
face (software controlled); bus arbitration in
hardware; full 40 mA drive capability)

* SLAVE I/O BOARD INTERFACE: unique SCSI
bus extension control of 256 "slave modules -
simultaneously with up to 8 SCSI "initiators or
"targets".

* Optional DMA addition to the OMEGA; up to four
Megabits/sec throughput over SCSI/PLUS bus

* BIOS support for SCSI Winchester controllers.

DESCRIPTION:
The SCSI/Plus adaptor provides the OMEGA with
the added features of a hard disk and tape controller
interface, general purpose I/O expansion, and
optional DMA. Its size and mounting hole configura-
tion make it an ideal companion to OMEGA, and
simplify the addition of these features to any system
based upon it.

* OMEGA PRICE LIST *
OMEGA (BARE BOARD W/SOFTWARE SUP-
PORT) £300
OMEGA 300 SCSI/PLUS H/DISK + TAPE

CONTROLLER W/SOFTWARE SUPPORT
£99* * *

OMEGA 100 W/ONE 250 Kbyte Disk Drive £650
OMEGA 110 W/TWO 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£800
OMEGA 120 W/THREE 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£999
OMEGA 130 W/FOUR 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£1,099* * *
OMEGA 200 W/ONE 1MB Disk Drive £999
OMEGA 210 W/TVVO 1MB Disk Drives.... £1,099
OMEGA 220 W/THREE 1MB Disk Drives £1,199
OMEGA 230 W/FOUR 1MB Disk Drives .. £1,284* * *

All prices quoted ex -VAT and in sterling
Securicor delivery if requested (COD only)

Carriage (UK mainland) £15 + VAT

Send cash, Access, or Barclaycard order to:

QUANT SYSTEMS
111 Thorpe Road,
London E7 9DE

(Please allow 28 days for delivery - guaranteed)

PROGRAM FILE
1480 GO TO 1460
1490 IF p(sh.151<1 THEN SO SUB 9893, PRINT AT 1,11.You have no photon torpedoes
.. SEEP 1,0, 80 TO 1530
1499 PRINT AT 3,11"Enter co-ordinates of target". INPUT "Alpha .1a, INPUT .Beta
"lb
1500 IF a<1 OR a>32 THEN 00 TO 1490
1510 IF b<1 OR b>32 THEN 00 TO 1490
1520 GO SUB 9893. LET p(sh,15Iep(sh,15)-1. IF g(a,b1>64 AND 0.1,6)<120 THEN LET
aseg(a,b)-64, PRINT AT 1,11.TARGET SELECTED", PRINT AT 2.11 INK a(4.11CHR$ 1143.2
ep(a.1))1CHRA (14402ep(0,1)/e PRINT AT 3,1101(.)1 PRINT AT 4,11 FLASH 11.TARGET

TO HIT.1 FLASH 01. BEEP 1,0. LET p(a.23)ep(a,23).121 GO SUB 9893
1530 GO SUB 9093, PRINT AT 0,01 INK 51.Manoeuvre phase.
1531 IF p<0.27.14>0 THEIW-LET-0(sh.271e0s GO SUB 9893, PRINT AT 1,11 FLASH 11.Yo
u are being held in  tractor"IAT 2,11.beam.. FLASH Os SO SUB 9891: GO TO 4999
1535 IF p(sh,5).0 THEN GO TO 1540
1536 IF p(sh.5)e1 THEN PRINT Ai 1.'11.0o you wish to jump into hyper-.1AT 2,11.s
pace?". INPUT all. IF .1(1(e.Y. OR a1(11...y. THEN PAPER 5, BORDER 5: INK Is CLS
. PRINT AT 15,01.Hyperspace jump activated.. 80 TO 4999
1537 IF a1(1)e.N. OR a1(1)e.n. THEN SO SUB 9893: GO TO 1540
1538 GO 10 1536
1540 PRINT AT 1,11.Do you wish to."1AT 2,11.1..Accelermte.IAT 3,11.2..De-acceler
oto.TAT 4,11.3..Stay at current speed.1 INPUT 
1550 IF ael OR eel THEN PRINT AT 5,11.By how much?". INPUT Os GO TO 1570

... 1560 IF ae3 THEN BO TO 1610
'0' 1565 GO TO 1540

1570 IF b>p(sh,3) THEN PRINT AT 5.11.Your ship is not capable of.1AT 6,11.such
performance.. GO SUB 9693, GO TO 1530
1580 IF ae1 THEN LET p(sh,19)ep(0h.19).061 IF p(sh,19)>7 THEN LET p(sh,19).7 0
1590 IF .02 THEN LET p(sh,19)ep(eh.19)-6, IF p(ish,191,0 THEN LET p(sh,19)eu
1600 PRINT AT 16,61 FLASH llo(sh.19)1.0.1 FLASH 0

,., 1610 00 SUB 9693 0
1620 IF p(sh,19).0 THEN OQ TO 4994
1630 PRINT 21-11MurO1ILANIAMBIALAR621111/100h.MGTIAT 2161.31.LPOGRAloha..loiah.241L.1
.BetelisIsh.2911 LET P19(011,24): LET gep(sh,25). LEI awpfsh,19)1 LET bwpfsh,2/1
LET cep(sh.20). PRINT AT 1.1I"Do you wish to.";AT 2,11.1..Move one sector on cur
rent.IAT 4,110yector"IAT 4.11":/..Rotote 90 degrees left.;AT 5,11.3..Rotate 90 de
press rightIAT 6,11"4..Study golat1c sop"
1640 INPUT e
1645 IF 6.4 THEN GO BUB /593. FOR fel TO INT (RNDa301.20: LET ',INT (RND.238/.8
S LET yWIPIT 03,40120/4661 PLOT x,ys NEXT fu ci SUB 9901, GO SUB 9891, GO SUB 989
3. GO TO 1630
647 IF e<>1 THEN 00 TO 1660
ASO LET ama-11 IF c.1 THEN LET geg-1
652 IF ce2 THEN LET feffl
654 IF ce3 THEN LET owg+1
656 IF cm4 THEN LET fef-1
657 00 TO 1680
660 IF ...a THEN LET beb-lo LET cec-le IF C.0 (HEN LEI c-4
665 IF sea THEN LEI b.b-1. LET cocci, IF ce5 THEN LEI cel
600 PRINT AT 21,131r-11(1 10 19(181 16,13;c1A1 21.,131.PO9sAlpha"Iff.Beta";g: IF a

0 THEN GO TO 1640
690 IF b<0 THEN PRINT Al 8,11.Your ship cannot manoeuvre"1AT 9,Ii.that much.:
GO SUB 9891, GO SUB 98931 GO TO 1630
700 IF f>32 OR f<1 OR p<1 OR g>32 HIEN PRINT AT 8,11.Your ship will be lost in
the.fAT 9,11"deep roc...0es of space.s GO SUB 98911 GO SUB 9893, GO TO 1630
710 IF g(f,g),..0 THEN PRINT Al 8,11.Navigation computer rejects co-"IAT 9,11"o

rdinates because of likelihood.1A7 10,11.of energy confrontation". PRINT AT 0,0;
"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE", PAUSE Os GO SUB 9893. GO TO 1530
1720 LET o(p(sh,24),p(sh,25//w0s LET pfsh,20Twcs LET p(sh,24)efs LET p(sh,25)eg: 0
LET Off,g1w64.fsh

4999 CLS , BEEP 1,0s PRINT AT 15,01.NEXT PLAYER"...PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.: F
AUBE Os LET sheshfls IF sh>no THEN LET she'
5000 GO SUB 9972, GO TO 311
9000 GO SUB 9893, PRINT AT 1,11.Input co-ordinates of planetulAT 2,1s.you wish t
o land on INPUT "Alpha "Ia. INPUT "Beta "ibs GO SUB 9893
9010 IF ABS (p(sh,241-a1>1 OR ABS (p(sh,25/-13)71 THEN GO TO 9000
9020 IF g(a,b1<e128 THEN GO TO 9000
9025 LET g(p(sh,24).0(sh,25)/e0. LET p(sh,241ea. LET p(sh,25)eb
9030 LET cwgia,b/-1281 IF c<>a(sh) THEN PRINT AT 3,11.The planet is defended an
d.1AT 4,11.hits you with powerful' lasers.. LET p(sh.23)ep(sh.23)+INT (RND.204.1)
9040 BEEP 1,0, PRINT AT 5,11.You have landed successfully.
9050 IF cea(sh) THEN PRINT Al 6,11.You are given .1. LET deINT (RNDe100.111 LET
c(sh)ec(sh/fds PRINT dl.Cr.IAT 7,11.by the planet's citizens who.TAT 8,11.think
you are doing a great.1AT 9,11.job.. GO our, 9891

9060 LET glp(sh,24),pish,25)/w64+ehs PRINT Al 10,11.You can buy energy crystals"
, GO SUB 9891, GO SUB 98931 PAPER 6, GO SUB 9947. PAPER 6s PRINT AT 18,0;"You ha
vs .1c(sh)1.Cr.s INPUT "Which type do you wish to buy?", INPUT a. PAPER 0

0
9070 IF a<1 OR a>3 THEN 00 10 906.0
9080 IF awl AND c(en)>e65 THEN LET cish/ecfsh/-651 LET p(sh,10/wp(sh,10).(10-0(
sh,1)1..7. GO TO 9120
9090 IF .-2 AND c(shI>e60 (HEN LET c(sh)ec(sh)-60, LET pIsh,101wp(sh,10)*(10-01
sh,1)/s5s GO TO 9120
9100 IF aw3 AND cistU>w55 THEN LET c(sh)wc(sh)-55: LET p(sh,101ep(sh,14.0*(10-p(
sh,'1))..3e GO TO 9120
9110 PRINT AT 20,00.Unfortunately you don't have.IAT 21,0l.enough credits.
9120 GO SUB 9893s GO TO 4999
9891 REM Pause
9892 BEEP .03,9, BEEP .03.-1. BEEP .05,19, PRINT AT 0,0;"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTIN
UE.I PAUSE Os PRINT AT 0,00r111 RETURN
9893 REM Clear galaxy picture 0
9894 INK 5, PAPER Os BORDER Of PRINT AT 0,01r1u. "Is FOR tel TO 15, PRINT AT T.
11rals NEXT t, RETURN
9895 REM Disguising ship
9896 CLS , PRINT "As you have chosen a cloaking system your ship can have the

appearance to sc nnnnnn of any other type of ship.Pick the typeof ship you wm
sh to appear as."

111 9897 PRINT AT 10,0I.PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.: PAUSE 0: GO SUB 9965
9898 INPUT "Which typo of ship do you wish to appear as? ",a
9699 IF a>0 AND o<6 THEN LET p(sh,l)wes RETURN
9900 80 TO 2020
9901 REM Printout of galaxy
9902 LET a6143.2sp ish, I/ s INK ainhTs PRINT AT 8.15iCH11 a1C79t1 (a.1)
9903 LEI xep(sh,24)-(9-ptsh,12)*2)s LEI ympish,25/-49-pish. 12/1.2)
9904 IF.x..1 THEN LEI xe1
9905 IF y<1 THEN LEI yel
9906 FUR Twx TO p(eh,241.9-p1sh,12162
9907 FOR gey TO pCsh,25).9-p(sh,12)..2
9908 IF g>32 THEN GO TO 9912
9909 IF 4>32 THEN GO TO 9913
9910 IF 9mf,g1>128 THEN LET awmatf,g/-128, INK a. PRINT AT 00(9-p(sh,25)/,15.(f-
p(sh,2411.21. .2 GO TO 9912
9911 IF Alf.mp>64 THEN LET amg(4093-64. INK a(a). PRINT AT 8f(g-p(sh,25)1,15.(f
-pleh.24)/e2ICHR1 (143f2ep(a,1))1C7(R$ (1440.21.p(a,1)/
9912 NEXT g
9913 NEXT f
9914 RETURN
9915 REM Destruct mechanism info
9916 CLS , INK 2, PRINT .SELF-DESTRUCT MECHANISM.. PRINT 

.I.TAB 41 INK 01 .ADDITIONAL.
9917 INK O. PRINT ...This is the last option in a hopeless situation.By initl
atingthis mechanise the ship will ex-plode usually with enough force to cause al
1 adjacent to exploders well. It costs. 1Cr.
9918 RETURN
9923 REM Torpedo. info
9944 CLS , INK 2: PRINT 'PHOTON TORPEDOWITAB 181 INK 01.ADDITIONAL., INK 2. PR 0
INT
9925 INK 0. PRINT "'There ars only one type of thsseand they coati 95Cr.""'
...These weapons automatically hit their designated targets with  fire power gr.
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PROGRAM FILE
ater than an x-raylaser,but unlike a laser they may only be used once."

..W 9926 RETURN
9927 REM Cloak info
9928 CLS : INK 2. PRINT "CLOAKING SYSTEM.1TAB IS; INK 05"ADDITIONAL"1 INK 2. PRI
N7 "

9929 INK 0: PRINT ''.1..Standard"ITAB 18."350Cr"."2..None"ITA8 161"No cost"
9930 PRINT ".The standard cloaking system allows your ship to appear as an

y other ship when it's scannedby another ship..
9931 RETURN
9932 REM Tractor info
9933 CLS s INK 2, PRINT "TRACTOR BEAMEINITAB 151 INK 01.ADDITIONAL". INK 2. PRINT

". IRK 0
9934 INK 0. PRINT Y".1..High power"sTAB 180.375Cr..."2..Medium power".TAB 181"200
Cr.'"3..Low power.;TAS 181"100Cr"'"4..No tractor".TAB 165"No cost"
9935 RETURN
9936 REM Scanners info
9937 CLS : INK 2: PRINT "SCANNERS";TAB 151 INK 01.ADDITIONAL.; INK 2: PRINT .

": INK 0
9938 PRINT ".1..Long range.;TAB 181.200Cr.'.2..Medium range"ITAS 181"100Cr"'"3.
.Short range";TAB 181.50Cr"'"4..No scanners.1TAB 151.NO cost"
9939 PRINT ""Scanners are used to Search the galaxy for other ships or for pl

anets.lf you have no scanners the range is concidered visual."
0 9940 RETURN

9941 REM Shield info
9942 CLS ; INK 2: PRINT .SHIELDS";TAB 15; INK WADDITIONAL". INK_2s_PRINT .-

.: INK 0
9943 PRIN1 ".1..Super absorbent"ilAB 251"170Cr"'"2..High absorbent.1TAB 251"125
Cr"'"3..Medium absorbent"11AB 251.100Cr"'"4..Low absorbent";TAB 261"75Cr"'"5..No
shield";TAB 23;"No cost"

9944 PRIN1 ""Super absorbent shields are the only type that can survive the bl

ast produced by a nearby ship self-destructing."
9945 RETURN
9946 REM Energy info
9947 CLS . INK 2: PRINT "ENERGY CRYSTALS.1TAB 19; INK 05 FLASH 1."COMPULSAR9", F
LASH 0: INK 2: PRINT " ": INK 0
9948 PRINT ".1..Long life";TAB 18."65Cr"."2-Medium life.;TAB 181.60Cr.'"3..Sho
rt life";1AB lG;"SOCr"
9949 PRINT ""These crystals supply all the power neccessary to keep . ship ru
nning,should they ever be ex- hausted then the crew will die."
9950 RETURN
9951 REM Computer info
9952 CL8 a INK 2. PRINT "SHIP COMPUTERS"TIAB 15; INK U; FLASH WOOMPULSARY"s FL
ASH 0. INK 2. PRINT " ": INK u
9953 PRINT ""1..High performance.11AB 21;"125Cr.'"2..Medium performance.11AB 22
I"75Cr"'"3..Low performance"JTHE 22;"5OCr"'"4..Operating system.:TAB 22;"luCr"
9954 PRINT ""The higher the performance of the ship computer the more off ec

[ive the laser weapons are. Also the higher performance cam-puters can occasso
naly perform automatic repair to the ship... RE1URN
9955 REM Laser info .

9956 CLS . INK 2: PRINT "LASER WEAPONS.;TAB 151 INK 0; FLASH 11.U]MFUL6AR. '. FLA

SH 0, INK 2. PRINT " ": INK 0
9957 PRINI ""1..X-ray.;IAB 181"600Lr"1"2..High power.irAD 1'.31"15uCr.'.:...Meolum
power.;TAB 181"100Cr.'"4..Low power";1AB 191.50Cr"

9958 PRINT ""The lower the number the higher the destructive power of the Ia

ser.", RETURN
9959 REM Engine info
9960 CLS . INK 2: PRINT "ENGINE IYPES.11AB 15; FLASH 1; INV. 01"COMPULSAFW: FLHS
H Os INK 2. PRINT " "8 INK 0 0
9961 PRINT ""1..Fusion type"11AS 18/.500Cr"'"1..Photon type.;TAB 1611.200Cr.'"3.
.Rocket type";TAB 191.75Cr.
9961 PRINT ".The fusion engine gives the bestacceleration and manouverabilityco
mbined with the ability to jump into hyper -space."
9963 PRINT "The photon engine gives the samemanouverability as the fusion engi

ne but less acceleration..
9964 PRINT .111e rocket engine gives the worst performance in all rasp
acts... RETURN
9965 REM Ship info
9966 CLS I INK 2: PRINT "SHIP TYPES.1TAB 15; INK 08 FLASH l;"COMPULSARY": FLASH
0. INK 2: PRINT " "s INK 0
9967 PRINT ""1..Fighter.1TAB 1131.100Cr"'"2..Cruiser";TAB 181"300Cr.'"3..Battle
ship";TAB 181"500Cr.
9968 PRINT "...The bigger the ship the more damage it can take while the sm

eller ships can accelerate andmanouver better."
9969 RETURN
9970 REM Continue routine
9971 PRINT AT 21,0; FLASH 11.PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.: FLASH 0: PAUSE 0: RETUR
N
9972 REM Start of cycle
9973 BORDER 6: PAPER 6, CLS s FOR f.V 10 /: BEEP .04,f:. NEXT f
99/4 INK 2: PRINT "SHIP "Ish. INK 0
99/5 IF afsh/.1 THEN PRINT HI 7,v; INK 11"FEDERAtION SHIP"
9976 IF a(sh)e2 THEN PRINT AT 7,01 INK 2;"REBEL SHIP"
9977 IF a(sh)e3 THEN PRINT AI 1,0; INK 31.14EUIRAL SHIP"
9978 PRINT AT 9,0$ INK at(sh)112$1sh); INK 0;: PRINT AT 15,0; FLASH 1;"PRESS ANY K
EY 10 CONTINUE", FLASH Us PAUSE u
9979 RETURN 0
9980 REM Set up routine
9981 CLS s FOR f.1 TO 4. LEI x=INT (RNDs32)Y1s LEI y=IN1 (RNO*32).1: IF g(x,y)=0

THEN LET g(x,y)=129t NEXT +
9982 LEI f=f-1. NEXT f
9983 FOR rel TO 4. LET x=INT (RN0e32).11. LEI y=INT (RNDe32).1: IF g(x,y)=0 THEN
LEI g(x,y)=I30. NEXT r
9984 LET fef-ls NEXT r
9985 FOR net TO 4: LET x.INI (RNOs32/+11 LET y=INT (RNDe32)KI: IF g(x,y)=0 THEN
LET g(x,y1=131: NEXT n
9986 LET nen-1t NEXT n
9987 LET 0.01 FOR fel TO no. LET a(f)=INI (RND..3).1. IF f)1 THEN IF a(f) (

I THEN LET oel
9988 NEXT f
9989 IF 0-0 THEN GO TO 9987
9990 LET fedeOs UT neu=01 LET robe0
9991 FOR 1.1 TO nos IF a(f)=1 THEN LEI ed=fedIl
9992 IF a(f)=2 THEN LEI roh=rehai 8/1

9993 IF 4;141.3 THEN LET nou.niou+1
9994 NEXT f
9995 LET a.irebfneuffed//31 FOR f.1 TO no, IF a(41.2 THEN LET c(f)=INT la/rebel

0 000+1NT (RNIge500/+1)
9996 IF aif).1 THEN LET cif),INT (s/fecle1000+INT ORND*5001+11
9997 IF elf) -3 THEN LET c(f),INT tainou91000.INT (ItI4D9500)4.1)
9998 NEXT f 11

9999 RETURN
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BBC Draughts
by R K Reading

Strategy games using Basic normally display requiring skill and expertise.
result in either a nice graphics screen This version of draughts for the BBC
demanding little game skill or a boring combines the best of both worlds: the

MICROMART

WARM BOOT SOFTWARE SALE
BBC Micro:
HULK (state 40 or 80 track disk) £25 + VAT

CP/M-80:
Turbo Pascal (cheap and cheerful and very fast) £49 + VAT
Micro -Prolog from LPA £95 + VAT
HULK II (knowledge engineering package) £175 + VAT
ES! Prolog -1 (artificial intelligence language) £290 + VAT

MS-DOS/PC-DOS/CP/M-86:
Turbo pascal (best value on the market) £49 + VAT
HULK II (intelligent decision support) £195 + VAT
Micro -Prolog (5th generation environment) £240 + VAT
APES (Augment Prolog for Expert Systems) £240 + VAT
16 -bit Prolog from Expert Systems International £390 + VAT
ESP/Advisor (Expert Systems via Text Animation) £600 + VAT
Warm Boot Limited specialises in machine -intelligence software. Our New
Year Sale Offer: automatic 10% discount for cheque with order PLUS free
copy of 'Expert Systems - Principles and Case Studies' edited by Richard
Forsyth (£9.95) for ALL orders over £64 received before 1st June 1985.
Please state disk format. Contact:

Warm Boot Ltd, Unit 320
Finsbury Business Centre
40 Bowling Green Lane

LONDON EC1R ONE

P SPREPESHEETS
Ivy Lea House. Buttemab Road.

Beaumont Park. Huddersfield. W. Yorkshire HD4 5J0
Telephone: 0484 - 642651 Telex. 55229

2
When you're having difficulty get-

rrting software to suit your needs -
: think about SpreadSheets - they
6; could be your answer.8      0    
9

lOJ

1211; i:Specialists n the design of all
13' types of customised SpreadSheet
14;181          16:
171

18:
19:
20: Also available:
22:
21;

Standard modules from our library

mac -cot wroz
IftrUI1A11Ce

* All Risks Cover (Incl. Transit)
- up to £10,000 for £20

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown & Derangement -alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium: -

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to -

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Insurance Consultants

Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking, Surrey GU21 4BR

Tel Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

PCW233



FORTH = TOTAL CONTROL
QL FORTH -AVAILABLE NOW
FORTH 83 from Laboratory Microsystems -the
professional FORTHs complete with full -screen
editor, macro -assembler, multi -tasking, turn -key
compiler, decompiler, binary overlays, file
maintenance and system utilities, example pro-
grams, and extensive documentation. These
FORTHs are available for Z80, 8086/88, and
68000 processors. State disc format with order.
A special integrated version is available for IBM
PCs and 100% compatibles. CPM-80 £95+ VAT,
CPM-86, MS/PCDOS £120+VAT, CPM-68K
£190 +VAT.

Cross -compilers - transport FORTH to differ-
ent processors, generate ROMmable code, as
used to write QL Forth. The complete micro-
processor development system - from £225.
Choose targets from - 6502, 65110, 8080,
8086/88, Z80, 6800, 6301/6801, 6809, 68000,
1802, Z8, 8070, 99xxx, Z8000, LSI-11 - from
£95+VAT.

CIL FORTH -83 - screen editor, macro -
assembler, decompiler, turnkey compiler, binary
overlays, floating point, colour, graphics, sound,
'hash cache' fast compiler, and 70 page manual
- £29.95.

NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - includes
screen editor, full integration to NEWBRAIN i/o
handlers, complete Z80 macro -assembler, float-
ing point, graphics, decompiler, utilities, and
manual - £51.75.

Dragon cartridge - split screen editor, sound
colour, decompiler, overlays, joystick and timer
support, full documentation, and complete
source code - £35, CoCo version £45.

Do-it-yourself FORTH kits Installation manual
- How to do it, model, definitions, editor £7.
Source code listings:- 6502, 6800, 6809, 8080,
Z80, 8086/8088, 9995, 1802, 68000, 28000,
VAX, Apple, LSI-11 - £7 each.

Comprehensive range of FORTH books
includes -
'Starting FORTH' by Brodie - classic £20.45
'Thinking FORTH' by Brodie - excellent £15.45
'Threaded Interpretive Languages' £20.75
'Systems Guide to fig -FORTH' by Ting £22
'FORTH Programming' by Scanlon £13.50

MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084

MAINS INTERFACE
for

BBC B
MICRO

only £29.95
(Inc VAT & P&P)

* Two sockets, independently switched from keyboard,
in BASIC or machine code. Each socket rated at 1 kW
and fused at 6A, both with neon indicators.

* Plugs directly into user port, ready for immediate use.
* Numerous home, industrial and educational applica-

tions for the control of electrical appliances such as
lamps, motors, heaters, robots, radios, etc.

* Complete with user manual and software on tape.
(Includes MC program to give BBC control of sockets
using 'CODE command).

* Expandable up to 8 independently controlled sockets.
Mail order only. SAE for details

Orders to:

Personal Computer Interface Products
Melton Road

Tilton -on -the -Hill
Leicestershire LE7 9LG

Tel: (053754) 242

PROGRAM FILE
display is clear and colourful, and it's an is absolutely essentialthatthe program
excellent game. is typed in as printed with no extra

The program is in two parts: type in spaces and that the line number in -
listing one and save it as a file called creases by 1. Instructions are included
'D1', then type in listing two and save it in the program as long as you are
as a file called 'D2'.When D1 is run it will familiar with the rules of draughts.
automatically load D2. The second Good luck: it plays a mean game.
listing is a very tight squeeze in 32k, so it

>L.
IOREM.Nraa..........****************** 0
15REMa.**** ..,..........**

20REM....**4 DRAUGHTS .4,44

30REMarn44 BY ......4.***4

40REMKam R.K.READING
50REM4a4444

0 60REM.************.**.. ********* 4,*
70MODE1
80VDU23:8202;0:010;
90VDU19,2,2,0,0,0
100
110REM4.44...... MAIN PROGRAM .41***
120

e 130PROCinstruct
140PROCvar
150PROCscreen
160VDU28,0,31,8,0
17000LOUR3
18OCHAIN"D2"
190
200REM******* SET UP VARIABLES ma 0
210
220DEFPROCvar
230VDU23,224,0,0,0.3,7, 15,31,31 0
240V0U23,225,0,0,126,255,255,255,255,255
250VDU23,226,0,0,0,192,224,240,248,248
260VDU23,227,31,63,63,63,63,63,63,31 0
270VDU23,228,255,255,255,255,255,255,255.255
280VDU23,229,248,252,252,252,252,252,252,248
290VDU23,230,31,31,15.7,3.0,0,00 300VDU2.3,231,255.255,255,255,255,126,0,0
310VDU23,232,248,248,240,224,192,0,0,0
320VDU23,233,255,231095,129,195,231,255,255
330V0U23,234.0,0,0.192,224.240,248,248
340VDU23,235,248,252,252,252,252,252,252,248
350
360C1$=CHR$224+CHR$225,CHR$226
370C2$=CHR$227+CHR$228+CHR$229
380C3S=CHR$230,CHR$231+CHR$232

0 390C4S=CHRS224+CHR$225+CHR$234
400DS=CHR$8+CHRS8+CHR$8.CHR$10
410ES=CHR$288+CHR$2881-CHR$288
420

0 430PCS=C1S+04+C2S+DS+C3$
440CCS=C4S.D$A-C2S+DS+C3$
450
460RKS=C1S+DS+CHR$227+CHRS233+CHR$235+DS+C3$
470REM***.44,4.. DATA FOR PIECES POSITIONS ON BOARD ******
480
49OCK4=C1$4-DS.CHR$227+CHR$233+CHR$229.DS.C3$
500SOUARES=Ef+Df+Et+D8+Es
510
520DIMY$18,81
530 FORX=1 TO8
540 LET Y5(X,X1=..
550NEXT
560
S7OFOR T.1 TO 12
580READ A,B,C.D
590YS(A.B)=CC$
600Y$(C,D)=PC$
610NEXT:RESTORE
620ENDPROC
630
640
6SODEF PROCscreen
66000LOUR131:CLS
670GCOL0,0:M0VE352,944:MOVE352,144
68OPLOT85.1184,944:PLOT85,1184,144
69OCOLOURO
700PRINTTAB(10,30);.DRAUGHTS BY R.K.READING.;
710
72000LOUR129:F=0
730FOR T=1 TO 64
740READA,B
750 IFT>32COLOUR130
760PRINTTAB(9*(34A),27-(3i.E)1;SOUARE$;:REM...... PRINTS SQUARES ON BOARD K. e
77ONEXT
780
79000LOUR129:COLOUR3
800FORS=1 TO 8
1310FORT=1 TO 8
820IF 5:4 THEN COLOURO
830PRINTTAB(9*(34T),27-(345));YE(T,S)::REM.4.1. PRINTS PIECES ON BOARD 4...-
S4ONEXTT
850NEXTS
860 0
87000LOUR131:COLOURO
880PRINTTAB(13,1);"ABCDEFG H.
890PRINTTAB(13,28);.ABCDEFG H.
900N=8
910FOR T=4 TO 25 STEPS
920FOR 0=9 TO 38 STEP29
930PRINTTAB(3,T);N;
940NEXTO
950N=N-1
960NEXTT
970ENDPROC
980
9900ATA2,6,1,3,4,6,3,3,6,6,5.3.8.6,7.3

411/ 1000DATA1,7,2,2,3,7,4,2,5,7,6,2,7.7.8,2
1010DATA2,8,1,1,4,8,3,1,6,8,5,1,8,8,7,1
10200ATA1,5,2,4,3,5,4,4,5,5,6,4,7,5,8,4
1030DATA2,1.4,1.6,1,80,1,2,3,2.5,2,7,2 0
1040DATA2,3,4,3,6,3,8,3,1,4,3,4,5,4,7.4
1050DATA2,5,4,5,6,5,8,5,1,6,3,6,5,6,7,6

. 1060DATA2,7,4,7,6,78,7,1,8,3,8,5.8,7,8 0
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PROGRAM FILE
1070
1080REM.....**** INSTRUCTIONS ***********....
1090DEF PROCinstruct
1 10000LOUR2
1110PRINTTAB(10,2);"DRAUGHTS INSTRUCTIONS";
1120PRINTTAB(9,3);"
1 13OCOLOUR3
1140PRINI1Rei,oii-tnis game tosiows the traditional ";

1150PRINTTAB(1,6)1"rules of draughts.";
1160PRINTTAB(2,7);"You are white and you make the first";
1170PRINTTAB(1,8);"move.You enter the coordinate of the ";
1180PRINTTAB(1,9);"player you want to move first,(letter
1190 PRINTTAB(1,10);"then number without pressing 'RETURN').";
1200PRINTTAB(1,11);"and then enter in the same way the";
1210PRINTTAB(1,12);"coordinate.of the square you want to";
1220PRINTTAB(1,13);"move it too.";
1230PRINTTAB(2,14);"A king is represented by a normal ";

1240PRINTTAB(1,15);"player with a hole in the middle.";
1250PRINTTAB(2,16);"If you take and you can take again ";
1260PRINTTAB(1,17);"with the same player it will give you ";
1270PRINTTAB(1,18);"another go to move it.";
1280PRINTTAB(2,19);"You must take if you can.";
1290PRINTTAB(5,25);"<PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE>"; 0
1300AS=GET$
1340ENDPROC

>L.

leKEY 0 eTAPE:M DELETE 1,2:M FOR l%=0 TO TOP -PAGE STEP4:1%!&E00=I7.!&1800:NEX
T :M PAGE=&E00:M ENDIM RUNtM

0 2eFX138,0,128
3PROCv
4E=1:F=4:P=1:L=1:Z=0:PROCg
51FG=1ORG=2GOTO9

0 61F DR=0V=1:GOT014
7IF DR=1 E=5:F=8:P=4:L=2:PROCg
8IFG=IORG=2THENV=IELSEV=2:607014
9PROCp:PROCc
10IFG=IORG=2GOTO4
IIIF DR=OV=0:807014
12IF DR=1 E=1:F=4:P=1:L=I:PROCg
13IFG=1ORG=2THENV=OELSEV=2:001-014 0
14PROCe
I5DEFPROCv
16C1S=CHR$224.CHR$225.CHR$226
17C24=CHR$227+CHR$228.CHRS229
18C3$=CHR$230+CHR$231+CHR$232
19C4S=CHRS224+CHR$225+CHR$234
20124=CHR$8+CHR$8+CHR$8+CHR$10
21ES=CHR$288+CHR$288+CHR$288
22PCS=C14.-D4+C2e+Gs+c3s
23CCS=C4i+DS+C24+Da+C3S
24PK4=C14+D4+CHR$227.CHR$233+CHR$235+DE+C3$
25CK8=C1S+Df+CHR$227+CHR$233+CHR$229+De+C3$
26SOUARE4=ES+D4-1-ES+De+E$
27DIMY$(9,9)
28FORX=01-09
29FORY=OTO9 0
30IFX.10RX>80RY<IORY>8YS(X,Y)="E"ELSEYS(X,Y)=""
31NEXT: NEXT
32FORT=17012 0
33READA,B,C,D
34YS(A,B)=CC4:Ye(C,D)=PC$
35NEXT
360=0:T=0:0=1
37ENDPROC
38DATA2,6,1,3,4,6,3,3,6,6,5,3,8,6,7,3
39DATA1,7,2,2,3,7,4,2,5,7,6,2,7,7,8,2
40DATA2,8,1,1,4,8,3,1,6,8,5,1,8,8,7,1
41DATA1,5,2,4,3,5,4,4,5,5,6,4,7,5,8,4
42DATA2,1,4,1,6,1,8,1,1,2,3,2,5,2,7,2
43DATA2,3,4,3,6,3,8,3,1,4,3,4,5,4,7,4
44DATA2,5,4,5,6,5,8,5,1,6,3,6,5,6,7,6
45DATA2,7,4,7,6,7,8,7,1,8,3,8,5,8,7,8
46DEFPROCi 0
47PROCcl
48PRINTTAB(1,8);"ILLEGAL";
49PRINTTAB(3,10);"MOVE";
50FORJ=1701000:NEXT:CLS
51VDU28,0,31, 39,0:ENDPROC
52DEFPROCpr
53PROCcl
54PRINTTAB(4,8);"YOU";SPC(6)1"MUST"ISPC(5);"TAKE";
55FOR3=1.701000:NEXT:CLS
56ENDPROC
57DEFPROCc1
58COLOUR131:COLOURO
59VDU28.0,31.8,0
6OCLS
61ENDPROC
62DEFPROCg
63G=0:DR=0
64IFT=1GOT073
65A=1:8=1
66IFO=OANDP=4A=RND(3):A=A.A:B=6
67IFL=IANDYS(A,B)=PCSORL=IANDY4(A,B)=PK$GOT073
68IFL=2ANDYS(A,B)=CC$ORL=2ANDYS(6,8)=CKE007073
69IFO=OANDP=480-1066
70IFA=88=B+1:A=0
711F8<9A=A+1:80T067
72ENDPROC
73K=E:DR=1
74IFYS(A,B)=CKSANDO=OAA=A:BB=B:K=0:PP=10:P=6:L=1:PROCg:P=4:L=2:A=AA:B=BB
75IFK=0801-070
760NK GOSUB225,226,227,228,228,227,226,225
77IFF-K<=1ANDYS(A,B)=PCSORF-K<=1ANDY4(A,B)=CCSGOT085
78IFX>80RX(IORY>BORY<IGOT084
790NP 80SU8167,169,171,192,208,215
80IFO=OANDG=IANDP=40=1
81IFG=1ENDPROC
82IFY4(X,Y)=""G=2 0
83IF0=OANDYS(A,8)=CK$GOT070
84IFK<F THENK=K+1:007076
85IFT=1ENDPROC
86GOT069
87DEFPROCp

. 88PROCc1.
89VDU28,0,31,39,0 li

90.FX21,0
9IPRINTTAB(1,4);"YOUR GO";
92A8=GETS:A=ASC(At)-64
93PRINTTAB(2,6);Ae;
94B=GET:B=B-48
95PRINTTAB(3,6);B;

0

MICROMAR'T

THE C LANGUAGE

The new version of CI C86 is the
first which can generate code for the
Intel 80186 and 80286, and is
available on both MS-DOS and CP/M-86.

C COMPILERS

8 -bit Aztec C II v1.06D £155
£155
£110
£ 45
£185
£ 85

Aztec C65 v1.05C
BIS C v1.50a
C/80 v3.1
Eco-C v3.1
Q/C v3.2b

16 -bit Aztec C86 v1.06D £185
CI Optimizing C86 v2.2 £345
C -Systems C v2.0 £210
De Smet C88 v2.4 £135
Digital Research C £235
Instant -C £425
Lattice C v2.14 £420
Mark Williams MWC86 £425
Microsoft C v2.03 £365

C LIBRARIES

DataPhact £250
£445base db-vista

C-ISAM
Btrieve :

C-to-dBase, source £125
V -File £295
ICS Generic BTREE,s'ce £295

Graphics Halo £175
C Tools, source £110

Screen Panel £225

Misc C Helper, source £135
Basic C,basic functs £175
C Refiner,bas features £145
C Food Smorgasbord £135
Greenleaf, source £175

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
Whr infnmsatirs cccli us.

4PnggAneadow. Ashbuaon.DevonT0137DF.
TEL (0364)53499

Work on your own
where you're not

alone
A place where you can set up alone or start a
business or open a branch office and not have
to worry about who answers the phone when
you're out.
And the location gives swift access to M4/M3
motorways, the North Circular, the Under-
ground, British Rail and Heathrow Airport in a
leafy environment with the Thames nearby.
It's London without the hassle.
UNITS FROM 100 SO.FT. AT £28 pw. INCLUSIVE
Call in, phone or write: Barley Mow Work-
space, 10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick,
London W4 4PH. Telephone 01-994 6477.
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PROGRAM FILEMICROMART

NO GIMMICKS!
NO WAFFLE!
SIMPLY THE
BEST PRICE!

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK

For

4=1 - NM IMMO a
MIS IIMMENEW MIMEO
IMP IUMMEW IMO 11- - flIM IMF OM

11 IMF
MI= MIMI£299

VER. 3.40
The latest version!

ACT
-..wsinus1

Personal
Computer

41411. MOM., IMII
4M, OM. MIN  ro IMr

SAMPLE PRICES
ON SOFTWARE

OVERSEAS AND TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK VER. 3.3.... £299
SUPERCALC 2/3 £135/£209
d BASE 2 £299
d BASE 3/FRAMEWORK £349
OPEN ACCESS £353
MULTIMATE V3.2 (UK) £259
LOTUS 1-2-3 £295
SYMPHONY £440
R BASE 4000 £255
FILE VISION £139
TK SOLVER £239
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER £325
FRIDAY! £159

By popular demand we are able to supply business,
educational and recreational software at DISCOUNT
PRICES for the following machines: Apple, Atari, BBC,
Commodore, Vic 20, DEC Rainbow, IBM, 1CL, Epson,
Sinclair, Sirius, Spectrum, Texas, TRS 80, CPM 51/4 or 8

inch.
Please send SAE for full list

NEW PRODUCTS FOR IBM PC
SPOTLIGHT £89
DESO TBA
PLEASE £249
ELECTRIC DESK £225
CONCURRENT PC DOS £189
STARLINK MULTIUSER £1395
GRAPHIX PARTNER (everyone must have one) £99
PROKEY (and one of these too) £89
FORTRAN -77 £219
GSX £219
Demo disks and literature are available for many of
these products.

University, College and Public Authority orders
welcome.

All prices plus VAT in UK. Phone your Access or
Barclaycard number for immediate despatch (software
sent post free by recorded delivery)
Send any other ad to us and we'll beat the price.

Photographic & Optical
Services Ltd

129-137 STANLEY ROAD
TEDDINGTON, MIDDX.

Tel: 01-977 3498
Now open

6 days a week!

Answering machine after business hours.
Offers subject to availability.
Telephone first to reserve.

Telex No. 885463 (Photo G)

0

96C$=GETS:C=ASC(C$)-64
97PRINTTAB(5,6);Cs;
98D=OET:D=D-48
99PRINTTAB(6,6);01
00IFZ=06070102
01IFA=CC ANDB=DD 6010102ELSEPROCpr:00T088
02IFCi10RC>80RD<105D)BORA<10RA>BORB<10RB1,8PROCi:601091,

0

03M=ABS(A-C)
04N=ABS(B-D)
05IFYS(A,B)=PCSANDB>D 60T0107
06IFM=1ANDN=1ORM=2PINDN=26070106
07PROCi.601091
08IFY4(A,B)=PCIAANDYS(C,D)=."ORYS(A,B)=PK$ANDYS(C,D)=..6010110
096010107
10IFM=20010113
111FG=1PROCpr:GOTOBB
120070117
13M=A-C:N=B-D
14X=A-SON:M;
15Y=B-SGN(N)
16IFY$OW1;=""ORYIUX,Y1=PC$ORY$(X,Y)=PK*0070107
17COLOUR129
18PRINTTAB(9.(3eA),27-(3eB);;SWARE101
19IFG=1PRINTTABC9+;3:00,27-(3eY;1;SOUARE$Wit(X,Y)=""
2000LOUR129:COLOUR3 0
211FD=SYS(C,DI=PK$ELSEYS(C,DI=1,$(A,B)
22PRINTTAB;94.(3eC),27-(3rD);;Ye(C,0);
23V$CA,B;="" 0
24Z=0
251FG=1:T=1:A=C:B=D:PROCg:T=0:1F0=1CC=C:DD=D:Z=1:007088
26ENDPROC
27DEFPROCc
28PROCc1
29PRINTTAB:2,8WIW;SPC:13);"THINKINO";

0 30E=5:F=8:P=2:L=2:11=0
31PROCg
32IFG=1PROCco:ENDPROC
33IFO=OV=0:PROCe 0
34E=1:F=4:P=3:L=1
35PROCg
361E6=16070132
37E=5:F=8:P=4:L=2:0=0
38PROCg
391E6=10=1:G070132
401F0=00=1:6070138
41E=5:F=8:P=5:L=2:W=0
42PROCg
431E6=16010132 0
441FW=OW=1:6070142
45ENDPROC
46DEFPROCco 0
47PROCcl
48A1=CHRS(111+64):X$=CHRS:X+64)

0 49PRINTTAB(1,8);"I MOVE ";SPC:10;;A$;01" TO ";X$;Y;
50VDU28,0,31,39,0
51 COLOUR129
52PRINTTAB(9+(3*A),27-(3eBMSOUARE$;

0 53IFU=1PRINTTAB(9+(3*XX),27-(3:00());SQUARES;11,$;XX,YY:="" 0
54COLOURO
55IFY=IY$IX00=CKSELSEYsIX,Y;=Ye(A,B)
56PRINTTAB:9,(3eX),27-(3.1));Ye(X,Y);
579$(A, B)=""
58IFU=1:A=X:B=Y:T=1:PROCg:T=0:IFG=IGOT0147ELSEG=2
59U=0:ENDPROC
60DEFPROCe
61PROCcl
62IFV=1PRINTTAB(1,8);"I WIN";
63IFV=OPRINTTAB(1,8);"YOU WIN"; 0
64IFV=2PRINTTAB(1,8);"A DRAW";
65A8=GET$
66END 0
67IFY4(X,Y)=CC$ANDYS:XX,YY>=""ORYS(X,Y)=CKSANDY$CXX,YY:=""G=1
68RETURN

X=
69IFY8(X,Y)=PCSANDY$(XX,YY)=""ORY8lX,Y/=PK$ANDY8(XX,YY:=""0=1:U=1:H=XX:1=re:X
OIY=Y:X=H:Y=I
70RETURN
71IFYe(X,Y)=CCSANDYS:XX,YY:=""ORYS:X,Y;=CKSANDYS:XX,YY:=""GOSUB173
72RETURN
73AA=X:BB=Y:M=A:N=B
74R=1
750NR GOSUB229,230,231,232
76IFY8(X,Y)="E.G0T0179
77IFYSIX,Y)=CKSOR9SIX.Y)=CCSANDR<3GOSUB183

1701FG=1RETURN
1791FRX4R.R.1:6010175 41

IBOT=1:0=1:E=5:F=8:P=4,L=2:A=AA:B=BB:PROCg:T=0:0=0
1811FG=16070182ELSEA=M:B=NIE=1:F=4:P=3:L=1
182RETURN
183X$=1,8(X,Y)
184Y$CX,Y;=""
1850=1
1860NS 00SUB233,234
187IFYII;XI,Y1;=PK$ANDYS(X2,Y2)=""ORYI:X2,Y2;=PKIOANDY11:X1,Y1;=""ORYS(X,,Y2)=PC$

ANDY11(X1,Y1/=""1,$(X,Y)=X11:RETURN
IBBIFS<28=S+1:0070186
1199911(X,Y)=X$
190G=1:A=X:B=Y:X=XX:V=YV
191RETURN 0
192IFYII(X,Y)=""008U8194
193RETURN
194X111=Y$CA,B; 0
195Ye(A,8)=""
196XX=X:YY=V
1979=1
19BONS GOSU8233,234
199IFX11(X1,Y1)=PK$ANDYS:X2,Y2;=""ORYS(X2,Y2)=PK$ANDY$CX1,Y1)=""ORYCX2,Y2/=PC$

ANDYS(X1,Y1/=""111(A,B)=Xt:RETURN
200IFS<20=S+11GOT0198
201.01(A,B)=X$
202R=1:H=X:I=Y
2030NR GOSUB22B,227, 226, 225 0
204IFY8(X,Y)="E"6070206
205IFY8(X,Y:=CKSANDY$CXX,YY:=PK$ORY$(X,Y)=CC$ANDY$CXX,yy;=PK$ORY$CX,Y:=CK$ANDY

$(XX,YY)=PCSANDRX3ORYVX,Y)=CCSANDYCXX,M=PCSANDR<3RETURN 02061FRX4R=R+1:6010203
2078=1:X=H:V=I:RETURN
208IFYSIA,B:=CCSORVS:A,E0=CKIANDW=100SUB210

0 2O9RETURN 0
210R=1:XX=A:YY=B
2110NR GOSUB232,231,230,229
212IFY$IX,Y;=""ANDY8(XX,YY)=CK$ORYSIX,Y)=""ANDY$CXX,YY1=CCSANDR<38=11A=XX:B=YY 0

:RETURN

0
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PROGRAM FILE
213IFR,AR=R+1.GOT0211
2I4RETURN
215IFY$(A,B)=FC$ORYS(A,B)=CC$GOSUB217
216RETURN
217M=ABS(H-A),N=ABS(I-B).RR=SOR((M.M)*(N4,N))
218IFRR<PP PP=RR:AI=A:B1=B:GOSUB220
2I9RETURN
220IFA1).H ANDBIA K=I
221IFA1).H ANDEI<=I K=3
222IFAI<H ANDB1<=I K=4
223IFAI<=H ANDBIA K=2
224RETURN
225X=A.1.Y=B+I.XX=A+2:YY=B+2:RETURN
226X=A-1:Y=0,1:XX=A-2.YY=B+2,RETURN
227X=A+1:Y=0-1:XX=A+2:YY=B-2:RETURN
226X=A-1,Y=B-1:XX=A-2:1e=B-2:RETURN
229X=XX-1:Y=YY+1.RETURN
230X=XX+1:Y=YY+I:RETURN
231X=XX-1:Y=YY-1:RETURN
232X=XX+I:Y=YY-1,RETURN
233X1=XX+I,Y1=YY+1:X2=XX-1.Y2=YY-1:RETURN
234X1=XX-10(1=YY+1:X2=XX+11Y2=YY-1:RETURN

Brimstone Part Three
by Paul Gallagher

To use this program you'll need to have
created an adventure party from Brim-
stone Part 1 published in November
and solved Brimstone Part 2 published
in December 1984. After the dangers of
Brimstone 2 you finally make it to the
local tavern where you can relax. Here
the spoils of your previous adventures
are shared among the survivors in your
party, new experience and hit points are
calculated, spells learnt, magical
weapon bonuses accrued, and the
replenishment of lanterns and rations

accomplished. Each character can then
be saved to tape individually, thus
enabling them to adventure again
together or in different groups.

If there is sufficient response to the
Brimstone Trilogy we'll be publishing a
detailed description of how to create
your own dungeons. As stated in Part 1
the characters closely follow AD+ D
format, so your computer -generated
characters can of course be used in a
standard human -moderated game of
Dungeons and Dragons.

10 'BRIMSTONE PART III.THE TAVERN. OOPh1t11 P. Gallagher 1984
20 PCLEAR1,CLEAR650,DIM TF11(66),EV(66).WC(66)
30 GOSUB3040GOSUB2790.FORX.ITOXX.LI(X)0,FORY.1708:1FINSTR(1.011(X,Y),"RATIONS")
(>0THENEWCY).""
40 IFINSTR(1,E*(X,Y)."TORCH")00THENEO(X.Y).""
44 IFINSTR(1,E11(X,Y)."FLASK")00THENEEXAY).""
48 IFINSTR(1,E6(X,Y),"LANTERN")()OTHENES(X.Y)."LANTERN"
50 NEXTY.XGOT0110
60 K111mINKEYS:RR.RND(20)1FKOm""THEN60ELSERETURN
70 FORK.1702000.NEXT.RETURN
80 FORC=177.0241STEP32,PRINTQC,STRINGS(15.32)/rNEXT,RETURN
90 CLS,PRINT233,NO(X))" THE ";CII(X).RETURN
100 FORC=288T044BSTEP32,PRINT2C,STRINGS(32,32);NEXT;PRINfQ480.STRINGS(31,32);,R
ETURN
110 IFR>1THENCLS.PRINT@33."YOU HAVE NOT FOUND YOUR WAY OUT OF THE DUNGEON YET. IN
FACT YOUR PARTY IS STILL STUCK IN ROOM"JR:PRINT" YOU MUST RELOAD YOUR ADVENTURE
INTO PROGRAM 'DANDD' AND MAKE YOUR WAY BACK TO THE ENTRANCE.".END

120 FORX=ITOXXIFH(X)(1THEN130ELSEGOSUB2060
130 NEXT:CLS.PRINTT235."the taverh".GOSUB70.CLS,PRINT833,"WELL DONE. YOUR PARTY
HAVE SUCCESSFULLY MADE YOUR WAY BACK TO THE NEARBY VILLAGE AND ARE NOW WA
RMING YOURSELVES WITH TANKARDS OF THE LOCAL MEAD IN 'the tarnished swor
d'"
140 GOSUB70.PRINT.PRINT" AFTER A GOOD MEAL EVERY -ONE IS FEELING MUCH RECOVERED
FROM THE RECENT DIFFICULTIES. DIVIDING OF THE SPOILS IS CALLED FOR BY ONE AND
FiLL.",PRINT8487."(PRESS ANY KEY)";,GOSUB60
150 FORX.ITOXX:IFH(X)<1THEN170 ELSECLS,PRINT833,MX);" PLACES ,-"PRINT.FORY.IT
05
160 PRINT" "jTEX.Y),NEXTY:PRINT" AND";G(X)J"GOLD.",PRINT,PRINT" ON THE TABLE."
PRINT2487."<PRESS ANY KEY>"),GOSUB60
170 NEXT,CLS.PRINTI233,"DO YOU WISH TO REVIEW".PRINT" THE SPOILS (Y/N)".GOSUB60.I
FWS="Y"THEN150
180 FORX=1TOXX.IFO(X)>O0 THENQ0.0(X)
190 TG.TG+G(X).FORY.1705.TTEX,Y)=TEX,Y),TEX,Y)..""NEXTY,X:GT=TG
200 FORX1.170XX.IFH(X1)(1THEN220ELSEFORY1=1T05.IFTTEXI,Y1)<>""THENGOSUB860,GOSU
B920.X1=1,Y1.1
210 NEXTY1
220 NEXTX1:FORX1TOXX,IFH(X)<ITHEN240ELSE CLS'PRINT" ":140(X);" HAS GAINED.".FORY
.1705:IFTWX.Y).""THEN230ELSEPRINT" ":1111(X.Y)
230 NEXTY.PRINT.PRINT" FOR ITEMS SOLD OR GOLD TAKEN IN LIEU OF OTHER TREASURE
";PRINTGE(X);"GP.",GOSUB60

240 NEXTX.00SUB2390.GOSUB1270
250 IFCC.1THENGOSU8420
260 GOSUB1290
270 MP=MT+GT+FT,BE.MP/ETCLS.PRINTrPRINT" EXPERIENCE GAINED (FROM COMBAT AND GO
LD & GEMS DISCOVERED) DURING YOUR RECENT ADVENTURE,"
280 PRINT.FORX.ITOXX.IFH(X)(1THEN290ELSEIE(X),INT(BE*EM(X)).PRINT" ":101(X)J1E(X)
:"EXP.POINTS."
290 NEXT:GOSUB60.FORX=ITOXX.IFH(X)<ITHEN360ELSEGOSUB90,PRINTPRINT" EXPERIENCE B
ONUSES FROM MAGICAL ITEMS BROUGHT BACK....",PRINTAB(X))"EXP.POINTS"
300 PRINT" TOTAL EXPERIENCE GAINED .")IE(X)+AB(X)
310 E(X)=E(X)+IE(X)+AB(X)
320 PRINT" CURRENT TOTALJE(X),"E.P.".GOSUB2480PRINT" NEW HIT POINTS.";NH
330 IFCB>OTHENPRINT" CONSTITUTION BONUS"CBJ"HP"
340 PRINT" NEW TOTAL."JHP(X))"+";NH:.IFCB>OTHENPRINT"+";CB:
350 HP(X)=HP(X)+NH+CB,PRINT".")HP(X);"HP."j.GOSUB60
360 NEXTXFORX.170XX.IFH(X)<ITHEN3BOELSEIFCS(X)="MAGICIAN"ORCS(X)="ILLUSIONIST"0
RCS(8)="CLERIC"ORCS(8)-"DRUID"THENGOSUB490
370 IFMC.ITHENGOSUB650
380 MC=0.NEXTX:GOSUB1320,GOSUB1560.GOSUB1920GOSUB2200
390 FORX.ITOXXAFH(X)<1THEN400ELSEGOSU62860
400 NEXT.GOSUB2700'*SAVE CHARACTERS*
410 CLSTRINT8203,"GOOD LUCK",PRINT2234,"IN YOUR NEXT",PRIN18267."ADVENTURE",END
429 '*** DEAD COMRADES ***
439 CLS,PRINTI35,"R BONUS FOR THE THOUGHTFULGO8UB78
448 PRINTIBB7,"YOU WERE UNFORTUNATE TO LOSE A 0000 COMRADE DURING YOUR RECENT AD
YENTURE.BUT WERE SUFFICIENTLY CONSIDERATE TO CARRY THE BODY OUT OF THE DUNGEON

MICROMAR1

PROLOG & LISP

Prolog -86 is rapidly establishing
itself as a low-cost learning tool on
16 -bit machines, and shows the
growing interest ahout Prolog in the
U.S.A.

If you are thinking about using one
of the new generation of high level
declarative languages, we will be
happy to advise you.

8 -bit

16 -bit

8 -bit

16 -bit

PROLOG INTERPRETERS

micro -PROLOG
PROLDG-1

PROLOG -86

micro -PROLOG

PROLOG -1

IF/PROLOG

LISP INTERPRETERS

TOOlworkS LISP/80
iLisp
Waltz Lisp
muLisp-80

Toolworks LISP/86
BYSO LISP
IQ Lisp
muLisp-86
Gold Common Lisp

£ 95
£250

£125
£240
£330
£600

£ 40
£ 60
£155
£170

£ 40
£ 90
£165
£205
£430

OTHER FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGES

Q'Nial (IBM PC) £345

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
For morn information call

4Pngghleadow.Ashbudon,DevonT0137DF
TEL. (0364) 53499

110 Volt/
110 volt equipment?
Our Isolating Transformer is built to
the highest standards and is ideal for
computers, printers, all peripherals
and also hi-fi equipment.

Robust design - won't overheat
USA grounded twin 110 volt outlet
Rated for .5 KVA (4.5 amps at 110
volts)
Isolating design gives built-in
protection against voltage peaks
Metal case with carrying handle
Dimensions: 7 x 8 x 9"

18 x 20 x 23cm
Weight: 20 lbs

9 kg
Made in Britain

Price: £65 + £8 delivery + £10.95 VAT
Send cheque for £83.95 to:

Cappro International Ltd.
15 Whitworth Road, Sheffield S10 3H0
Telephone: 0742 306446
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PROGRAM FILEMICROMART
Every computer needs

v...-.. ...... ...
"Listen creep, I am the leader..-

For ZX81 - -

SPECTRUM ,...,,,,,
SPEECH

BBC ...0, tesDEIS
SYNTHESIS

TRS4W
4 bYAPPLE

,, WILLIAM
NASCOM mum
viCPETSA SYSTEMS

(Please state)
1:39

NEW! PITCH
"47:47.1.

EXCLUSIVE' CONTROL tri

CHATTERBOX II t"' can say anything!
Genuine phoneme synthesis - not just recorded
speech - hence unlimited vocabulary.
Programmable pitch for more natural intonation
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)- solid tone
cabinet for quality sound - integral beep -music
amplifier. PLUS expansion socket for BIG EARS
voice recognition system. Full instructions
technical notes and software supplied with this
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

As seen on BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS 0,4%, ,,(,.,,: , .11

SPEECH
GIs,:INPUT

FOR ANY SPEECH RECOGNITION

COMPUTER
Hugely successful Speech Regnition System
complete with microphone software and full
Instructions ONLY £49
BUILT TESTED S. GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER UK101.
SPECTRUM. ATOM NASCOM2 Vic 20. Micron
ZX80 81. PET TRS80. MZ8OK APPLE II. BBC MICRO, CAM 64

ZX81 /SPECTRUM
'")ngIg= CONTROL

Play 3 -pan music. sound effects. drums etc Full
control of attack. decay and frequency.
Input Output lines provide control and monitor
facility for Home Security. Robot Control. Model
Railway etc etc Works with or without 16K RAM

Full instructions software included.
AMAZING VALUE

Add keyboard to make a ,,ve performance AT ONLYpolyphonic Synthesiser,
Note up 10 3 units can be used simultaneously £ 1 9.50 (KIT)
giving 9 music channels & 48I 0 lines £25.50 (BUILT)

THE COMPOSER
sv,,..., INus.c
Progtarnete
Erse, & Vag 3 part narrriony
Incinges clernonsttations
I Spectrum 2081 trecornmen C7

TALKING HANGMAN
For Cnattergo,
The class. gat,
°aims its sicitsts Al
wen a Cry ctttn.
accomeantrnent itSpecttutni £6

nARP/DRUMSE0
Fascinating SynineSiSet
cletesonstranons Generates
acto,eattC SeettenCeS an
pays t,orn seyboara sone
weirc eftects tSpentture

=
t-tate
.-'-=-

£6

CHROMACODE////7,
nay i, clett.Se the Ocento Oy

c Ine sect.,
congstnatton bets, stne tuns
ot,t, Wiln Cnatteroo. soce
ot..essi iSpct,,

COLOUR MODULATOR Aa£16

RGB in. PAL UHF out not for 201 BUILT £22

Please add VAT a115% to prices.
Barclay -Access orders accepted by telephone

All enquiries
S.A.E. please

"- ommiWILLIAM g,V,,Y°:,- l

STUART "X.s.g.n7.
SYSTEMS Ltd Tel 098 064 235

STOCK CLEARANCE
BARGAINS

SIRIUS TWIN FLOPPY (Single -sided) ... £1,536
SIRIUS TWIN FLOPPY (Double -sided) .. £1,885
SIRIUS SX (10mb hard disk) £2,795
APRICOT PC TWIN FLOPPY (Single -sided) inc
9" monitor £1,345
APRICOT XI 5mb plus 315k floppy inc 9"
monitor £1,995
APRICOT XI 10mb plus 720k floppy inc 9"
monitor £2,396
SANYO MBC 555 Twin 160k disks inc green
monitor £957
COMPAC TWIN 320k disk inc integral 9"
monitor £1,750

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
LOW DELIVERY CHARGES

ALLIANCE COMPUTERS LTD
BROOKFIELD INDUSTRIAL PARK

1210 LINCOLN ROAD
PETERBOROUGH PE4 6LA

Tel: 0733 7710(,
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

FOR A DECENT BURIAL.".GOSU870
450 OHRND(3)G0T0460.478,460
468 FCm100ARND<100).FT.WG*XX,PRINT" YOUR DEAD COMRADE, YOU NOW DISCOVER, CO
MES FROM A WEALTHY FAMILY CLAN,AND IN APPRECIATION OF YOUR WORTHY DEED HAVE RGR
EED TO %AM EACH OF YOU";FG,"IN GOLD AND GEMS.",G0SU8601RETURN
470 FG.IBARND(100).FTFGAXX.PRINT" THE FAMILY OF THE DEAD COMRADE RRE VERY GRAT
EFUL AND IN RECOGNITION OF YOUR FORMER FRIENDSHIP PRESS YOU TO RCCEP
T R GIFT OF";FG;"GP EACH.",GOSUBWRETURN
480 't* SCROLLS g, SPELLS **
490 MC.0.GOSU090.PRINT897,"YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING SPELLS,".PRINT
500 FORY11.08;IFSAKX,Y)<,""THENPRINTYJSOCX,Y)
510 NEXT.GOSU860:GOSUB90.PRINT897,"YOU HAVE THESE ITEMS",PRINLFORY.ITO5.IFTSCX
,Y).0""TNENPRINT" ";TSCX,Y).MC=1
520 NEXLPRINT8417,"DO YOU WISH A REVIEW OF YOUR SPELLS A. SCROLLS (Y/N)"GOSU
860.IFKWY"THEN490
530 GOSU890
540 PRINT896," YOU MAY CONVERT SCROLLS INTO SPELLS IF YOUR REQUISITE A

BILITIES ARE HIGH ENOUGH. YOU MAY ALSO PLACE SPELLS ONTO SCROLLS TO PROVID
E SPACE FOR MORE POWERFUL SPELLS IN YOUR SPELL BOOK, BUT THIS WILL COST G

OLD!"
550 SP.35.IFI(X)>9ANDI(X)<I3THENSP.,45
560 IFI(X).130RICX).14THENSP.55
570 IFI(X)=150RI(X).16THENSP=65
580 IFI<X>.17THENSP=75
590 IFI(X).18THENSP=85
600 IFCIKXWARGICIAN"ORCS(X)="ILLUSIONIST"THENPRINT" YOUR CHANCE OF IJNDERSTANDI
NG A FEW SPELL IS"JSP,"%"
610 IFC0CXX."CLERIC"ORCI(X)="DRUID"THENSP.100PRINT" AS A ",CI(X)," YOU UNDERSTR
ND ALL SPELLS OF YOUR LEVEL."
620 PRINT" DO YOU WISH TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS OPTION (Y/N)":GOSUBSOAFKO="N
"TNENMCm0
630 RETURN
640 '*SPELL/SCROLL INTERCHANGES 0
650 FORY=1708,IFSI(X,Y).""ANDMC.ITHENGOSUB790ELSENEXT
660 FORY=ITOZIFTSCX,Y)<>""THEN670ELSENEXT.RETURN
670 GOSUB90,PRINTB129,"IN THIS GAME YOU RRE ALLOWED TO HAVE ONLY A MAXIMUM OF

SPELLS IN YOUR SPELL BOOK, AND YOUR BOOK IS NOW FULL. EIGHT

680 PRINT" HOWEVER, YOU MAY CONVERT SPELLS INTO SCROLLS RND THEN ATTEMPT TO ST
UOY OTHER SCROLLS WITH A VIEW TO PUTTING THEM INTO YOUR SPELL -BOOK."
690 PRINT" DO YOU WANT TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS OPTION (Y/N)";GOSUB60.IFKO<>"
Y"THENRETURN
700 GOSUB90;PRINT,PRINT" WHICH SPELL DO YOU WANT TO PUT ONTO A SCROLL.",INPUTTC
1FORY.11.08,IFTCSOSOCX,Y)THENNEXT:PRINT" YOU DO NOT HAVE A SPELL OF"PRINT" "IT
CS:GOSUB7OGOT0690
710 F.O,FORZ=2T063:F=INSTR(13,TFAKZ),TCS),IFF0OTHENNEXTZ.PRINT" THIS SPELL DOES'
NT SEEM TO EXIST":GOSUB70,GOT0690
720 IFGP(X)<5*EV(Z)THENPRINT" UNFORTUNATELY, YOU HAVE INSUFFICIENT GOLD
TO ACHIEVE YOUR DESIRES."GOSUB70,RETURN
730 PRINT" THIS WILL COST YOU THE SUM OF ",5*EV(Z),"GP IN TIME & MONEY.",PRINT"
DO YOU WISH TO PROCEED (Y/N)"1GOSUB60,IFKOWY"THEN690
740 FORY1.1705,IFT0(X,Y1)<>""THENNEXT:GOSUB90,PRINT2161,"AHIAH! YOU NOT ONLY HAY
E A FULL SPELL -BOOK OF EIGHT SPELLS BUT CARRY THE ALLOWED MAXIMUM OF FIVE SC
ROLLS.YOU WILL HAVE TO USE OR SELL SCROLLS RT THE NEXT OPPORTUNITY."GOSUB60,RE
TURN
750 TI(X,Y1)="SCROLL...OF "+TUD50KX,Y).""JGP(X).GP(11)-5*EV(Z)
760 PRINT" scroll succossfullw written IF YOU WISH TO PRODUCE A FURTH
ER SCROLL PRESS 'Y' OR 'S' IF YOU WANT TO PUT ONE OF YOUR OTHER SCROLLS INTO YO
UR SPELL BOOK.",GOSUB60,IFK8m"Y"THEN690
770 IF101."S"THEN650
780 RETURN
790 GOSU890,PRINT8129,"WHICH SCROLL DO YOU WISH TO STUDY & CONVERT TO A NEW
SPELL?"
800 F.0,INPUTTCO,FORY.1705,SCIWIDS(TO(X,Y),13,5),IFSCW"THENSIOELSEF=INSTR(1,T
CII,SCO),IFFOOTHEN820
810 NEXTY'PRINT" YOU DO NOT HAVE A SCROLL OF",PRINT" ",TCS,GOSUB70,GOT0790
820 CAND(100),IFK>SP THENPRINT" UNSUCCESSFUL.SPELL LOST UPON BEING READ.":GO
SUB70,TO(X,Y)..""100SU8490,RETURN
830 PRINT" succtsSful",GOSUB70,FORZ.17081IFSSLX,Z)<>""THENNEXTZRETURN
840 SO(X,Z)=MIDOKTOKX,Y),13,18)11(X,Y).0".GOSUB490;RETURN
850 '***** DICE THROWING *****
860 FORX.ITOXX;RC<X)=0FORZ.ITO L<X)42T=RND(20);IFRC(X)<RT THEN PC(X)=RT
870 NEXTZ,X,FORX.1TOXX:IFRC(X+1)=RC(X) OR RC(X+2>=RC(X) OR PC(X+3).PC(X) THEN 85
0 ELSE NEXT
880 FORX.ITOXX,R0(X).RC<X),NEXT
890 FORX.ITOKX:M(X).X:PORY.X+ITOXX,IFAC(M(X>i<RUY)THENM(X..Y
900 NEXTY,N=RC(X)PSX).RC(M<X>).RUM(X))..N,NEXTX,RETURN
910 '*** CHOICE.ROUTINE ***
920 CLS'PRINT'PRINT" AFTER A LENGTHY SESSION OF DICE THROWING; ..":GOSUS105
04,RINTPRINT" THE FIRST CHOICE FALLS TO " FORY=ITOXX.FORX=ITWkIFRCKX)=P(Y
)THEN930ELSENEXTX, Y
930 GOSU8I08PRINT2289,NS(X);", WHO THREW ":P(Y)
940 KS.""PRINT8321,"WHICH ITEM DO YOU CHOOSE" PRINT" (YOU MUST TYPE THE DESCRIP
TION PRECISELY, INCLUDING ALL DOTS.)"tINPUT" ";TCS
950 FORZ=ITOXXIFORI.ITO5IFTCS.TTI(Z,I)THEN970ELSENEXTI,2
960 PRINT8449,"THAT ITEM IS NOT HERE",GOSUB70:PRINTB449,"",GOT0940
970 GOSUBIOBO,IFKWA"THEN940
980 IFKS."G"THENGE(X)=GE(X)+EV(I),TG-TG-EV(I)PRINT" IT'S WORTH ";EV(IW'GOLD.".
GOSUB7OGOT01020
990 IFKII="S"THENGE(X)=GE(X)+EV<T).GOSUB100PRINT8385,"IT FETCHES";EV(T):"GOLD."
TTSCZ,I).0",GOSU870GOT01020
1000 FORJ.IT05:IFTI(X,J).""THENTS(X,J)=TMGOSUB1770TTIVZ,1)=""GOT01010ELSENEX
TJ
1010 FORX3.170XX.FORY3.11.05IFTTEX3,Y3)=""THENNEXTY3,X3:RETURN
1020 PRINT833,"NEXT CHARACTER..."NEXTY
1030 CLS:PRINT833,"ITEMS REMAINING,":PRINLFORX2=1TOXX,FORY2.11.05,IFTTS(X2,Y2)."
"THEN1040ELSEPRINT" "IfTI(X2,Y2)
1040 NEXTY2,X2:GOSUB60;RETURN
1050 PRINT,FORY2.170XXFORX2.1TOXX.IFROCX2)=P(Y2)THEN1060ELSENEXTX2
1060 PRINT" "JOIKX2);" ROLLED A MAXIMUM OF";P(Y2):NEXTY2,GOSUB60:CLS RETURN

w 1070 '** ITEM COMPATIBILITY **
1080 FORT=1T066,IFTCOWTFO(T)THEN1100ELSENEXT
1090 IFT)66THENRETURN
1100 C18=LEFTS(CS00,1),IFWC(T)=1 THENRETURN
1110 IFWC<T>=2ANDC10."M"THENRETURN
1120 IFWC<T>=3ANDC18."I"THENRETURN
1130 IFWC<T>=4ANDC11."C"THENRETURN
1140 IFWC(T)=5ANDC10."D"THENRETURN
1150 IFWC(T).6AND<C161="F"ORC1*="P"ORCIS="R")THENRETURN
1160 IFWC<T)=7AND(C111."C"ORCDP0D")THENRETURNW1170 IFWC(T)=8AND(C111."F"ORCIP"ORC111."R"ORCIWC")THENRETURN
1180 IFWC<T)=9AND(Clim"F"ORCIS="P"ORCIII="R"ORCIWT"ORCIS="A")TNENRETURN
1190 IFWC(T),COAND(C111."M"ORCli="C")THENRETURN
1200 IFWC(T)011ANDCCIV.WORC1M."0")THENRETURN
1210 IFWC(T).12AND(CIS=WORC16="I")THENRETURN
1220 IFWC(T).13AND(ClOw"F"ORC1S="P"ORC1S="R"ORC1S."D")THENRETURN
1230 IFWC(T).14ANDC180"C"ANDC111<>"0"THENRETURN 0
1240 PAINT2320,""O*RINT" THIS ITEM IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR CHARACTER'S C
LASS.",PRINT" YOU MRY CHOOSE aGRIN. BELL THIS ITEM OR TAKE EQUIVALENT 9OLD.".50S
UB60
1250 IFKO."R"ORKIWG"ORKS="S"THENGOSUBIOORETURNELSE1240
1260 '**** GOLD SHARE ****
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PROGRAM FILE

..,.

GX=INT(TG/XX).GD.XX.FORX=1TOXX.IFH<XX1THENGD.GD-1.GX=INT(TG/GD)
1280 NEXTX,CLS.PRINT" TOTAL REMAINING GOLD FOUND BY THE PARTY IS",TG,"GP"PRIN
T" EQUAL SHARES AMOUNT TO "JGX,"EACH.".GOSUS60.RETURN
1290 CLS,PRINT033,"TOTAL GOLD NOW OWNED BY EACH CHARACTER IS.-".PRINT.FORX-1T
OXX:IFH(X)<ITHEN1300ELSEGP<X)=GP(X)+GX+FG+GE(X)+ABOOPRINT" ";NVX);GP(X),"GOLD

1300-NEXTX.GOSUB60.RETURN
1318 '***** RC ADJUSTMENT *****
1320 FORXeITOXX.IFH(XXITNEN1540ELSEFORY.1705.10.0.X1.0.K2.0,K3=0.K4=0:K5.0.K6=0.
KK11."".KR110."".IFTIKX,Y)..""THEN1520
1330 KI=INSTR(I,AAKX),"SHIELD").K2=INSTR(1,ANKX),"SHIELD+1").K3.INSTR(1,AS(X),"S
HIELD-0.2").K4.INSTR(1,ASCX),"CLORK").K5.1NSTR<I,RIKX),"RING+1")
1348 IFX100THEW(F1=" & SHIELD".Km1
1350 IFK200THENKA11.0 & SHIELD+1".K.2
1368 IFK3<>0THENKR*=" & SHIELD+2".Km3
1378 IF(TVWX,Y)=TFAXII)AND(K2<>00RK3(>0))0R(TOKX,Y).TFIK33)RNDK3<>0)THENTEX,Y).
"..KROe""
380 IFTIKX,Y)=TFIK10)THENFIC(X)=4.RO(X)."CHAINMAIL+1".TOKX,Y)."".K6.1
390 IFTWX,Y)=TFOKII)FINDKI=OANDK2.4THENKRO." 1, SHIELD+1".0.2.TEX,Y)=""
400 IFTSCX,Y)=TFO(11>RNOKICARNDK2.0TNENKFOI."+1".K.1.T0(X.Y).""
410 IFTWX,Y>=17111(21)ANDK4=0THENKAO." II. CLORK+1".Kel,TIXX.Y).""
420 IFTIKX.Y>=TFOC38)ANDK5=0THENKRIX0 & RING+1".KeI.TOKX,Y).""
430 IFTS(X,YWTS<32)THENAC(X).3401(X)="CHRINMAIL+2".TIKX,Y)."":K6.1
448 IFTSCX,Y*1711(33>AHDKI=OTHEN(AO." S. SHIELD+2".K..3.1.41(X.Y)=""
450 IFTIKX,YNOTIK33)AHDKI.OANDK2..0THENKR11." & SHIELD+2".K.3.T1(X,Y)=""
460 IFTIKX,YX.1711(33ORNDKI<>13ANDK2.0TNENKR11-"+2".K..2,TOKX,Y).""
470 IFTWX,Y)=1711(33)fNDK200AND*3.0THENRIKX).LEFTIKAIMX),K2-1).KAIS."SHIELD+2".

K.I.T*(X,Y>=""
1480 IFTWX,Y)0711(45)THENRC(X)-24111(X)."PLATEMAIL+1".TEX,Y).0".1(6.1
1498 IFTSCX,Y).1711<64)THENAC(X)...1.ANKX)."PLATEMAIL+2".TIKX,Y>."".K6.1
1500 IFK6.1A1'DX4(>0THENKKes" & CLORK+1".KK+IELSEIFK6.1ANDK500THENKKAlm" & RING+
1"'K -K+1
1510 IFKKII<>""ORKAII<>""THENFM(X)=AS(X)+KKO+KAII.AC(X)=PC(X)-K.IFAC(X)<-3THENAC(X)
--3
1520 NEXTY.GOSUB90.PRINT*97,"YOUR PRESENT ARMOUR" PRINT" CONSISTS OF "PRINT
1192," *418(X)

1270

0

1530 PRINT11257,"AND YOUR ARMOUR CLASS IS.";PC<X):PRINT2329,"----***----".GOSUB60
1540 NEXTX.RETURN
1550 '** S8 & D8 ADJUSTMENTS **
1560 FORX=ITOXX.FORY.1T05:1RXXXITHEN1620ELSEKI.O.K6.0.K1=INSTR(1,TEX,Y),"+").
K2=INSTR(1,TOKX,Y)."."),IFTSKX,Y).""ORKI.OTHEN1620
1570 IFKI<>0THENK311=LEFTSCTEX,Y).K2-1).K40.K3I+RIGHTIKTEX,Y),2).K5=VAL(RIGHTS(
TAKX,Y),1))0 1580 IFWISKX)0""ANDW2SCX><>""ANDW311(X><>""THENGOSUB1630
1390 IFW111(X)=""ANDKIOOTHENW1i(X)=K411:TIKX,Y)="".GOSUB1710
1600 IFW21(X).""ANDKI<>0THENW2*(X).K4* TOKX,Y)."",GOSUB1710
1610 IFW31<X)=""ANDKI<>0THENW311(X)=K441.7*(X,Y)..0".GOSUB1710
1620 NEXTY,X.RETURN
1630 GOSU890.PRINTR97,"YOU ARE CARRYING THE MAXIMUM OF THREE WERPONS.".PRINTPRI
NT" ":14115<X).PRINT" ")1,421KX).PRINT" ":413*(X) 0
1640 PRINT" DO YOU WISH TO SELL ONE OF YOUR CURRENT WEAPONS,THUS RLLO
WING YOU TO CARRY A NEW ONE? (Y/N)".GOSUB60.1FKOWN"THENRETURN
1650 IFKS<>"Y"THEN1630ELSEWV=RNIX200)
1660 PRINT8417,"WHICH ONE?",,INPUTKS.IFK1.WIS<XiTHENWII(X)."".K6.1
1670 IFKS=1.12S<X)THENW2S(X)="".K6.1
1680 IFKS=W3SCX)THENW30(X)."".K6.1
1690 IFK601THEN1660
1700 GP(X).GP<X)+WV.PRINT" YOU GET";WV,"GP FOR IT.".GO8U070.RETURN
1710 GOSUB90.PRINT897,"YOU HAVE JUST ADDED A -".PRINT8133,K411.PRINTR161,"TO YOUR
PERSCHAL ARMOURY."
1720 IFINSTR(I,WIKX),"+")<>0THENS1.VAL(RIGHTI(WIIKX),1)).D1nINT(81/2)
1730 IFINSTR(1,W21100,"+")<>0THENS2.VAL(RIGHTSCW2OKX>,1)).D2mINT(S2/2)
1740 IFINSTR(1,W3*(X),"+")<>0THENS3.VALCRIGHTIKW30(X),1)).03.INT(53/2)
1750 PRINT*225,"YOU NOW CARRY -"PRINT11257,"we*Pon strike climaSe".PRINT8
302,"bonos bonus".PRINT11321,WIIKX),81," ";D1.PRINT" ";W2l(X),S2;" ",D
2.PRINT" ",W31(X),83;" "iD3.GOSUB60.RETURN
1760 '** ARTIFACTS BONUS **
1770 FORK.17066:IFTCS.TFIKK>THEN1780ELSENEXT
1780 IFK=24ORK=36ORK=37ORK=47ORK=48ORK.58ORK.59ORK.65ORK.66THEN1810
1790 IFK>66THENK=0.RETURN
1800 AB(X)=F18(X)+EV(K).RETURN
1810 IFQQ...0ANDK.24THEN0Qm1
1890 IFOO=IRNDK=36THENQQ.2
1830 IFQ0e2ANDK.37THENQQ-3
1840 IFQQ.3ANDK.47THENQQ.4
1850 IF32.4ANDK48THENQQ.5
1860 IFQQ.5ANDK.58THENQQ=6
1870 IFQ0m6RNDK=59THENQQ-7
1880 IFQQ=7ANDK.65THENQQ.8
1890 IFQQ.8ANDK.66THENO0.9
1900 FORK.ITOXX.0(10.13O.NEXTK:RETURN
1910 '** QUEST STATUS **
1920 CLS.IFOGDOTHENPRINT232,"THE QUEST FOR THE CROWN OF POWER"PRINTB97,"YOUR PA
RTY HAS DISCOVERED-"ELSERETURN
1930 ONOQ GOTO 2020,2010,2000,1990,1980,1970,1960,1950,1940
1940 PRINT" **THE ";TF0(66),"**"
1950 PRINT" THE ",TFS(65)
1960 PRINT" THE ";TF0059)
1970 PRINT" THE ";TFOK58)
1980 PRINT" THE "07E48)
1990 PRINT" THE ";TFS(47)
2000 PRINT" THE ",TFO(37)
2010 PRINT" THE "sTFS(36)
2020 PRINT" THE ";TF11(24)
2030 IFQQ<9THENPRINTO449,"YOUR QUEST MUST CONTINUE!".GOSUB60.RETURN
2040 GOSU860.CLSPRINT833,"WELL DONE YOU HAVE RECOVERED THE LOST CROWN OF POW
ER AND ALL OF THE GEMS OF CONTROL.".PRINT" THE GEMS FIT PERFECTLY INTO
VARIOUS MATCHING APERTURES WITHIN THE CROWN."
2050 PRINT" WHEN COMPLETE RND PLACED ON THE HERD IT IMPARTS THE ABIL
ITY OF THE CHARACTER TO INCREASE ANY TWO OF THEIR CHARACTERISTICS B
V JUST WISHING!".GOSUB60
2060 FORX=1TOXX:.CLSPRINT833,"WHICH DO YOU WISH TO INCREASE? BUT REMEMBER YOU
CANNOT RAISE A CHARACTERISTIC ABOVE 18 SO DON'T WASTE YOU CHANCE."
2070 PRINT:PRINT" 1.STRENGTH.".PRINT" 2.INTELLIGENCE."PRINT" 3.WISDOM."
2080 PRINT" 4.CONSTITUTION.".PRINT" 5.DEXTERITY.".PRINT" 6.CHARISMA."
2090 FORY=.1702:PRINT8416,NOKX);" THE ";C*(X)
2100 GOSUB60.10..VALCKS),IFKUORK>6THEN2100
2110 ONK GOTO 2120,2130,2140,2150,2160,2170
2120 S<X)=S<X)+RND(2):GOT02180
2130 I(X)...1<X)+RNO(2).GOT02180
2140 W(X)-W(X)+RND(2)'GOT02180
2150 C<X>...C(X)+RNDC2).GOT02180
2160 D(X)=D<X)+RND(2).GOT02180
2170 R(X)=R(X)+RND(2).G0T02180
2180 PRINTK," AND".NEXTY,X.RETURN
2190 '*** REPLENISH RATIONS ***
2200 FORX.ITOXX.IFHCXX1THEN2320ELSEGOSUB90
2210 PRINT2161,"YOU HAVE CONSUMED ALL OF YOUR SUPPLIES RND MUST REPLENISH
YOUR RATIONS IN READINESS FOR ANY FUTURE ADVENTURE."
2220 PRINT" YOU HAVE ALSO USED UP RLL OF YOUR TORCHES AND THE OIL IN YOUR
LANTERNS.".GOSUB60

2230 CLSPRINT133,"THE VILLAGE TRADERS ARE R WILY BUNCH AND WORD HAS QUICKLY

MICROMART

PASCAL COMPILERS

We can advise which is the best
Pascal for your needs. Our wide range
includes the remarkable TURBO Pascal.

8 -bit Nevada Pascal (JRT4) £ 35
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 45
Pascal/NT+ £105
Pro Pascal £200

16 -bit Utah Pascal (JRF) £ 35
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 45
MS Pascal £100
SBB Personal £105
Practical Pascal £145
Pro Pascal £290
SBB Professional £315
Pascal/MI*86 £380

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
For more information call us.

4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL. (0364) 53499

READ & PRINT
BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER

error free means of data entry
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Bar-codes give a speedy and III

and provide a foolproof method
of identification for any item or
document. Typical uses include
stock control, libraries. filing system , security and ch ckpoint verification.
point of sale terminals, spare parts identification, etc, etc. Already most
grocery products are bar-coded at source and many of er areas of industry
and commerce are following. Bar-codes will soon be ommonplace.
Altek decoding algorithms have been developed over a period of years and
are recognised as being second to none. (Others use our software under
licence, in their own products.) All bar codes may be scanned
bidirectionally, and our decoders easily exceed the industry standard
benchmarks. (90% first time read and one substitution error per million
reads).
All Altek decoders are housed in a smart instrument case with 'ink -well" for
the scanning wand when not in use. In addition they all come with software
to print bar codes on a standard dot matrix printer. (Epson or compatible). a
complete bar code identification system at minimal cost.

RS232 earcode reader
This microprocessor based unit decodes the bar-code and converts it into
ASCII for transmissionrto the host via a RS232 port. Complete with power
supply and cables. Works with virtually any computer. Baud rate, data
format and optional check digit verification selectable with OIL switches.

E395.00 +VAT
NEW system for BBC micro
ROM based, interrupt driven software. Switch on and read bar codes!
Nothing to load, no commands needed to start. Reads alphanumeric codes
at power up and automatically inserts the data into the keyboard buffer so it
is possible to control the computer entirely via barcodes! Decodes ALL these
formats: EAN13, EAN8, UPC -A, CODE -39 8 INTERLEAVE 2/5. As supplied
to Acorn. E249.00+VAT

CBM/PET & APPLE 2
Lowest cost system. Disk based software decodes the bar code format of
your choice and is easily interfaced to BASIC or Assembler. A full
specification bar code identification system as used by many private and
public sector laboratories, industrial and commercial organisations.

E199.0+VAT

(Not suitable for Apple running CP/M .

Use RS232 system!) Phone or write for
further details. Please state area of

interest and what computer is to be
used.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey
KT12 250
Tel: (0932) 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL
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PROGRAM FILEIVIICROMART

31/2751/4" WINCHESTERS
FOR

GEMININSCOM

SUPERBRAIN
COMPUTERS

51/4" 10 MB VERSION £1295 + VAT
(Other capacities/sizes available)

Tel: (0245) 57575
for further details. Securicor delivery.

Back up support and HP forms
available.

Cr71-47,
29 Beeches Road, Chelmsford, Essex

CPA1 2RX
VAT No. 407 0905 74

Low cost Software for your PC
SIDEKICK
No matter what software you're running, hit the button and a
sidekick window opens: a diary, a notepad, a phone directory, a
calculator or an ASCII table. All at once... or one at a time,
anywhere on the screen you like. Another keystroke, and you're
right where you left off in your original program! Available for
IBM-PC or true compatibles £54.95

TURBO PASCAL V2.0
Extended Pascal for PAS DOS, MS DOS, CP/M-86 and CP/M-80.
Includes 250 page manual and FREE spreadsheet program written
in Turbo Pascal. ** Only £54.95 * * (8087 version £99.95)

TURBO TOOLBOX
A specially crafted set of tools designed to compliment the speed
and power of TURBO PASCAL. If you're writing any application
that requires a sort or search then you'll appreciate TOOLBOX.
Also whatever software you're creating can include its own

terminal installation module. * * Only £54.95 * *
(Available for CP/M-80, CP/M-86, PC -DOS or MS-DOS)

SMALL C compiler V2.1 for PC-DOS/MS-DOS.
K&R I/O & standard library. * * £49.95 * *
(Requires ASM or MASH).

CBUG
Source level debugger for Small C. £49.95

All prices fully Inclusive for prepaid orders.

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MORDEN, SURREY SM2 5AW

Tel: 0524 381423 No callers please

SHARP MZ-80A
ACCELERATOR

* Increases CPU and tape speed by over
60%!

* Faster loading and saving of your
programs!

* Fitted in minutes! Simply plugs in!
* No soldering or track cutting involved!
* Speed selectable at the touch of a

switch!
* Comprehensive manual with easy to

follow installation instructions.
* Adds new skill levels to your games!
* Complete package includes utility to

convert your tapes from lo to hi speed
versions.

ONLY £22.95
Post and packing £1.50

Cheques and POs payable to:

SharpSpeed Products
PO Box 62 STAFFORD

STAFFS ST20 ORL
SAE with all Enquiries please

CIRCULATED OF YOUR PARTY'S GOOD FORTUNE AND YOUR MERRY MHXIN6 IN IHL
TAVERN."

2240 PRINT" CONSEQUENTLY, THEY HAVE INCREASED THE PRICES OF THESE ITEM
S AS FOLLOWS:" .

2250 PRINT" RATIONS 40 GP EACH.":PRINT" TORCHES 12 GP/10":PRINT" OIL
25 GP/FLASK."

2260 FORZ2m1TO2STEPO:PRINT41385,"DO YOU WISH TO REPLACE ANY OF THESE ITEMS (Y/N
>":PRINT:GOSUB60:IFKimeN"THEN2320
2270 PRINT2385,"WHAT DO YOU WISH TO REPLACE?":PRINT" ":INPUTIRS
2280 IFINSTRCIIIRS,"RATION")00THENPRINT8385;"CERTAINLY.THESE RATIONS ARE VE

RY SUBSTANTIAL AND WILL LAST YOU A WEEK.":GP(X)=GP(X)-40:GOSUB2330
2290 IFINSTRCIARS,"01L")<>0THENPRINT2385,"OIL FOR YOUR LFINTERN7":PRINT" YES, TH

I
ERE YOU ARE.THAT SHOULD LAST YOU SEVERAL HOURS!":GP(X)=GP(X)-25:LI(X)=LI(X)+10:
GOSUB2330
2300 IFINSTRC1,IRS,"TORCH")<TOTHENPRINTM385,"TORCHES? WE ONLY SELL THEM IN TEN
.8. THERE YOU ARE, 10GP FOR THE TOTAL.":GP(X)mGP(X)-12:LI(X)=LI(X)+10:GOSUB2330
2318-GOSU61661;IFK4.4THEN2238ELSENEXT22
2320 NEXTX.RETURN
2330 KIme.FORYIT08:IFEIKX,Ylm""THEN23711ELSENEXT
23441 CLS,GOSU890:PRINT" YOU RRE OVERLOADED. APART FROM YOUR WEAPONS YOU ARE CAR
RYING:":FOR2m1708:PRINT" ";ES(X,Z):NEXT.PRINT" DO YOU WISH TO DROP ANYTHING?
YeNr:GOSU1160:IFKS="N"THEHRETURN
2350 PRINT0417,"WHAT";:1HPUTDIS:FORZIT08:IFINSTR(1,ES(X.2),D10)<>0THENES(X,2)m"
*141m1.RETURN
2360 NEXT:C.01'02350
2378 E8(X,Y)mIRS:RETURN
23418 '*5* ABILITY BONUS ***
239$ FORXmITOXX:EM(X)01
2480 IP2CX))15ANDOS(X)m"FIGHTER"THENEM(XIm1.1_
2418 IFS(X)>15ANDI(X),15ANDCI(X)m"PALADIN"THENEM4XM.1.1
2420 IFSCX)>15ANDW(X)>I5RNDI4X)>I5ANDC114XXeRANGER"THENEM(X)=1.1
2430 /F14(X)>I5ANDC8(X)m"CLERIC"THEWY(X)m1.1
2440 IFW(X)>15ANDR(X)>I5A1DC04X)m"DRUID"THDADKX)=1.1
2450 IFI(X)>I5ANDCS(X)m"MAGICIAN'THENEM(X).1.1
2460 IF1XX)>I5ANDCWX)m"THIEF*THENEM(X)=1.1
2470 NEXT:FORXmITOXX:ETmETrEAKXI;NEXT:RETURN
2480 'IS* EXPERIENCE/LEVEL ***
2490 IFC8(X)m"ARGICIRN"THENElm625:E2-2.01:11D(X>m4

,.. 2588 IFC04X)m"ILLUSIONIST"THENE1m568.E2m1.99.HD4X5m4
2518 IFC114X>m"CLERIC"THENE1.375:E2m2.03:HD(X)=8
2528 IFCIKX>m"DRUID"THIDElm500:E2.1.9:HCKX*8
2538 IFCAKX)m"FIGHTER"THENE1500:E2m2.04:HD(X).10
2540 IFOI(X>m"PALADIN"THENE1.;690:E2m2.02:HD(X).10
2558 IFCSKX)="884GER"THENE1.568:E2m2.03:HD(X)me
2568 IFCAKX)m"THIEF"THENE1-3124.2m2.01:H0(X)m6
2578 IFCS(X)m"ASSASSIN"THENE1=373,E2m2.01:HD(X).6 0
2580 IFC114X}m"MONK"THENE1m560:E2m2.08:HD(X).4
2590 IFC<X>=15114ENCI4m1
2680 IFC4X)>15THE1403m2
2610 IFC(X)m17ANEXCI(X)="FIGHTER"ORCS(X)m"PALADIN"ORCIKX)="RANGER")THENC8m3
2620 IFC(X)m18ANXCAKX)m"FIGHTER"ORCS(X)m"PALADIN"ORCI(X)"RANGER")THENC8.4
2630 IFC(X)<15THENCBm0
2640 14Hme:NL<XMINT(LOG(E(X)/E1)/LOG(E2)):IFNL(X)>L(X)THENNHmRND<HD(X))
265e IFHL(X)-L<X)mITHENL(X).04L<X):G0T02680ELSEIFNL(XXL(X)THEN2680
2660 IFHL(X) -LCXD>2THENE(X)mINT(4E2^(L(X)+2))*E1 -I )
2670 1..00mL(X)+1 :PRINT" EXCESS EXPERIENCE POINTS GAINED"
2680 PRINT" PRESENT LEVEL";L(X):PRINT" EXP. POINTS";E(X).RETURN
2690 '*****SAVE CHARACTERS*****
2700 CLS:PRINT8101,"*DO YOU WISH TO SRVE*":PRINT11135;"*THESE CHARACTERS*":PRINT2
286."(Y/N)"
2710 GOSUB60:IFKSm"N"THENEND
2728 PRINT:PRINT" THE CHARACTERS WILL BE SAVED IN SEPARATE FILES TO ALLOW
THEM TO ADVENTURE IN DIFFERENT GROUPS.":PRINTe417,"PREPARE TAPE.".PRINT" THEN

PRESS ANY KEY ":GOSUB60
2730 FORXmITOXX:IFH(X)<ITHEN2775ELSECLS:PRINT8228,"**SAVING**".PRINTe238,NIKX);"
**":0PEN"0",S-1.N1(X)
2740 PRINT* -1,NI(X),R0(X).011(X).L<X),S(X),I(X),W<X).C(X).D(X),R(X).911(X);GP(X),H
P(X),S8(X);08(X).14A(X);14110(X);14280X);8341(X)

a. 2750 PRINT* -1.1811(X),FIC(X);LI(X),E(X),Q(X)
2760 FORY=ITOS:PRINT*-1,E1S(X,Y).SS(X;Y):NEXTY:FORYm1T05.PRINTS-1,71EX,Y):NEXTY
2770 CLOSES -1:CLS:PRINT0.228,"**";NIKX);.PRINT"**SAVED**":PRINT1417;"PRESS ANY KE
Y TO SAVE NEXT CHARACTER.".GOSUB60
2775 NEXTX:RETURN
2780 'It LOAD ADVENTURE *
2790 CLS:PRINTS33,"PART III 'THE TAVERN.":PRINT297,"THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU TO

DIVIDE THE SPOILS FROM YOUR LAST ADVENTURE."2800 PRINT8257;"PREPARE TO L
OAD YOUR PREVIOUSLY SAVED ADVENTURE.THEN PRESS RNY KEY.":GOSUB60.CLS:PRINTe234,
"* LOADING *":PRINT8266,"*. DUNGEON *"
2810 OPEN"I'AI-1,"DUNGEON":INPUTO-1,XX;FORXmlTOXX
2820 INPUTS-1.NS(X),RIXX).CIKX).L(X),E(X),I4X>.W(X),C(X).D(X),R(X).80(X),GP(X),H
P(X),S8(X).DB(X),WF(X),W111XX),W20(X).143S(X)
2830 INPUTS-1.18114X).ACXX).LI(X),E<X),124X);G(X),H4X),A(X),WECX)
2840 FORYmIT08:1NPUTO-1,01(X;Y),SOKX.Y):NEXTY:FORYmIT05:INPUTS-1,710(X,y):NEXTY.X
:INPUTS-1.MT,R,L,CC
2850 CLOSES-I:RETURN
2860 '** CHARACTER DISPLAY **
2870 CLS:PRINTNO(X);":";Re(X);" "ICIIKX),:"(LEVEL";L(X);")"
2880 PRINTe64."STRENGTH":PRINT296,"INTELLIGENCE":PRINT8128,"WISDOM"
2890 PRINT2160."CONSTITUTION":PRINT8192,"DEXTERITY".PRINT8224,"CHARISMA"
2900 IFS(X)>I8THENS(X)=141
2910 IFI4X>>18THENI<X)=18

0 2920 IFLAX>>18THENW<X).18
2930 IFC04>>113THENC(X).18
2940 IFIXX)>I8THEND(X)mI8
2950 IFR(X)>I8THENR(X).18
2960 PRINT1178."";:PRINTUSING441";S4X).PRINT2110,""i:PRINTUSING"SS";I(X):PRINT814 I
2,"";,PRINTUSING"401"JW(X)
2970 PRINTe174;"";:PRINTUSING411";C(X).PRINT8206;"";:PRINTUSING"Sit";D(X):PRINTA2
38."").PRINTUSING"*S";R(X)
2980 IFS4X>>17THENPRINT880,"/";BS(X)
2990 PRINT11114,"GOLD";GP<X);"GP":PRINT8146,"BASIC";HP(X);"HP":PRINT@I7S,"HITe +"
;88(X)0 3000 PRINTe210,"DAMAGES r";DB(X):PRINT8242,"CARRY";WA4X>:PRINT8256,"*WEAPONS* ";
WIN(X):PRINT12298,W2S(X);" ";1430(X)
3010 PRINT8320,"*ARMOUR* ";AS<X);"(AC";AC(X);")":PRINT2352."*EQUIPMENT* ";:FORY.
1708.IFEIKX.Y).""THEN3030
3020 PRINTEIKX,Y);";";
3030 NEXT:GOSUB60:CLS:PRINT840;"*SPELLS*":PRINT:FORYm1708:PRINTY;SS(X,Y):NEXT:GO
SUB60:RETURN
3040 FORXmIT066:READTFS<X5,EV(X):NEXT:FORX=1T066:READWC<X):NEXT:RETURN
3050 DATA POTION OF HEALING;100;SCROLL...OF CURE LIGHT WOUNDS,100,SCROLL...OF
eNTANGLE,I00,SCROLL. .OF mAGIC MISSILE,100
3060 DATA SCROLL OF CHARM PERSON, 100,SCROLL...OF sLEEP,100,SCROLL...OF COLOUR
SPRA11,180,RING OF wARMTH,500.WAND OF mAGIC MISSILES;4000
3070 DATA CHAINMAIL+1,600.SHIELD...+1,250,SWORD....+1,400,AXE +1,300,DAGGER
. .+1,100,MACE. ..+1.350
3080 DATA POTION...OF EXTRA -HEALING.200,SCROLL...OF hOLD PERSON,200.SCROLL...OF
INvULNERRBILITY,350,SCROLL... OF bLINDNESS,-200,RING OF iNVISIBILITY,1500,CL
OAK.. .OF PROTECTION+1,1000
3090 DATA DAGGER...+2,200.SWORD....+2,800,AMULET OF GOLD & PLATINUM.5000,BAG....
.OF DEVOURING, -1
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PROGRAM FILE
3100 DATA POTION...OF 1NVISIBILITY,250,SCROLL...OF CALL IIGHTNING.200.SCROLL...0
F INVISIBILITY,250,SCROLL...OF PARALYzATION,300,RING OF PROTECTION+1.3000.WA
ND OF fIRE.4500
3110 DATA CHAINMAIL+2.1200,SHIELD...+2.500.AXE +2.600.SPEAR....+2.1000,RED P
EARL,500.SAPPHIRE.500
3120 DATA POTION...OF INvULNERABILITY,350,SCROLL OF CURE DISEASE.300,SCROLL...
OF StRENGTH,300.SCROLL...OF IIGTHNING BOLT.200.SCROLL...OF fIREBALL.300.SCROLL..
.OF cHAOS,500,WAND OF FEAr,3000
3130 DATA PLATEMAIL+1.800.SWORD....+3,1400,ErIERALD,500.STAR RU8Y.500
3140 DATA POTION...OF oIANT STRENGTH.650.SCROLL...OF RAISE DEAD.500.SCROLL...OF
WALL OF fIRE.400.SCROLL...OF ICE SToRN.400,RING OF FEATHER FALL.1000.WAND...
..OF STRIKInG.6000
3150 DATA AXE +3,1000,DAGGER...+3,300.NRCE +2.700.FIRE OPAL.500,DIAtIOND
500
3160 DATA POTION...OF dRAGON CONTROL.800,SCROLL...OF cONFUSION.900.SCROLL...OF D
EATH SPELL00,900.RING OF REGENERATION,5000.PLATEMAIL+2.1800.NOONSTONE,500.0
ROWN OF GOLD,8000
3170 DATA 1,7.5.2.2.2.3.1.1.8,8.9,6.14,8.1.10.2.4.1.1.14.9.1.1.1
3180 DATA 11.12,3.1.2.8.8.6.13.1.1.6.7.2,11.203.10,8.9.1.1.6.4
3190 DATA 5.2.1,10.6.14.8,1,1.1.5.2.1.8,1,1

0,10i Meteor Attack
by Nick Pearce

Occasionally I enjoy a good, traditional The joystickcontrolsthe direction of the
zap -'em game and I find there's no shots.
better machine than an Atari for games The game has all the usual features of
design. Meteor Attack will run on both arcade games - high scores, multi -
the old Ataris and the new XLs, and wave and a two -player cooperative
occupies less than 16k. mode. My highest score is 28,700,

Little is needed in the way of instruc- which I'm sure will be beaten with little
tion: just protect the cities from the or no effort.
meteors with shots from the gun tower.

2 GRAPHICS 0:? "METEOR ATTACK..? :? " by Nick Pearce, (c) Oct 84".? 0
4 GOTO 7000
200 FOR 1=0 TO M:IF PEEK(PC*I)>4 THEN 390
210 BB=INT((PEEK(PX+1)-28)/8)+INT((PEEK(PY+1)-26)/8)$24.AA=S+BB
220 IF NOT PEEK(AA) OR PEEK(AA)-13 OR BB<528 OR BB>550 THEN 300
225 POKE AA,3:50UND 3,24,10,10:FOR J=O TO 35:NEXT J
230 BLONGS=BLDNGS-NI:SOUND 3,0,O,O:POKE AA,13:IF NOT BLDNGS THEN POP :GOTO 700
300 POKE PY+I,O:POKE PX+1,INT(RND(0)*R1)+R2:POKE PCOLR+1,22:POKE PC+1,40 0
390 NEXT I

400 FOR 1=0 TO N1:IF NOT PEEK(HIT+I) OR PEEK(GUN+I)<>141 OR NOT LIVES(I) THEN
490
420 SOUND 3,2,4,10:POKE 710,222.LIVES(I)=LIVES(1)-N1:80SUB SHOW
430 FOR J=0 70,44:NEXT J:SOUND 3,0,0,0:POKE 710,218:IF NOT LIVES(I) THEN 450
440 POKE HIT*I,0:POKE FACE+I,135.G0T0 490
450 IF NOT LIViS(0) AND NOT LIVES(N1) THEN POP :GOTO 700
490 NEXT I

495 GOSUB SCORE
500 IF PEEK(CONSOL)=S7ART THEN 700
600 POKE CH+PEEK(LEVEL),O.IF PEEK(LEVEL)<>127 THEN 200
610 LOOP=LOOP+N1
620 IF LOOP=120 THEN R1=85:R2=44 0
630 IF LOOP=210 THEN R2=80
640 IF LOOP=300 THEN R2=I24
650 IF LOOP=390 THEN GOSUB PAUSE:R1=101.R2=14.POKE PSX,N1
660 IF LOOP=590 THEN GOSUB PAUSE:R2=142:POKE PSX,255
670 IF LOOP=790 THEN GOSUB PAUSE:N=N+Nl.LOOP=0:R1=163.R2=44:POKE PSX,0:IF N=4 TH
EN N=3
680 M=N:GOTO 200
699 REM I* gameover
700 POKE AUTO,O.SOUND 3,0,0,0
702 POSITION 14,8:7 *6;" GAME OVER ":GOSUB SCORE
710 IF PTS>HI THEN HI=PTS:GOSUB SHOW
720 FOR J=0 TO 900:NEXT J
799 REM ** begin
800 POSITION 2,0:? *6;"SCORE LIVES HIGH"
801 PTS=0:BLDNGS=10:LIVES(0)=3:LIVES(N1)=3:GOSUB SHOWPTS:GOSUB SHOW
803 FOR I=CH+120 TO CH+I27:POKE I,255:NEXT I
804 FOR 1=432 TO 455:POKE 5+1,207:POKE 5+1+120,78:NEXT I is

805 FOR 1=530 TO 540 STEP 2:POKE S+I,78.POKE 5+1+9,78:NEXT I

806 POKE S*514,12:POKE 5+517,12:POKE S+538,12:POKE 5+541,12
0 807 POKE HIT,O.POKE HIT+NI,O:POKE FACE,138:POKE FACE+NI,135

808 POKE LEVEL,120:POKE SHIELD,I0
810 TIME=400
820 POSITION 4,6.? *6;" meteor attack
825 POSITION 14,8:? 116;" PRESS "

830 POSITION 0,11:? *6;"RESET to finish"
835 POSITION 8,13:? 416rOPTION=1 player ";:IF PEEK(SOLO) THEN ? 116."<":5070 845
840 , 416;" "

845 POSITION 16,15:? *6;"SELECT=2 players";:IF NOT PEEK(SOLO) THEN ? 1.6;"<":007
O 855
850 ? 116;" "

855 POSITION 4,18:? *6;"START to play"
860 TIME=TIME-N1:IF NOT TIME THEN 900
870 IF PEEK(CONSOL)=OPTION THEN POKE SOLO,NI
875 IF PEEK(CONSOL)=SELECT THEN POKE SOLO,0
880 IF PEEK(CONSOL)<>START THEN 835
900 POSITION 0,6:FOR I=N1 TO 7:? *603$;:NEXT I

0 910 IF NOT TIME THEN POSITION 14,8:7 $16;"PRESS START":POKE AUTO,N1
930 LOOP=0:R1=163:R2=44:M=3:N=N1:POKE PSX,0

0

950 FOR I=0 TO 3:POKE PY+I,32:POKE PX+I,0:POKE PC+1,0.NEXT I
990 GOTO 200
1899 REM t* score
1900 PTS=PTS+PEEK(DESTROY)*385:POKE DESTROY,0
1999 REM is shoopts
2000 NS=STRS(PTS):Mt="000000".M1)(7-LEN(N$))=N$:POSITION 6,N1:? $1604$.RETURN 0
2099 HEM V* shoo
2100 NS=STR*(HI):MS=.000000.1M$(7-LEN(N1))=HIMPOSITION 19,N117 *61H$
2200 POSITION 14,N1C, 416;LIVES(0);' ";LIVES(N1).RETURN
3999 REM 1)* pause
4000 SOUND 3,90,10,8:J=LOOP*M*2+BLONGS*585
4002 POSITION 4,62, *60;. BONUS POINTS.
4004 PTS=PTS+3,80SUB 5HOWPTS 0
4005 J=0:FOR 1=0 TO 3.IF PEEK(PC+I) THEN J=J+NI.GOTO 4090
4010 BB=INT( (PEEK(PX+I)-28) /8) +INT( (PEEK(PY+I)-26) /8) $24:AA=S+BB

0

MICROMART

THE

ZENI1BH PC

AN EXCEPTIONAL
IBM CLONE

Completely IBM-PC compatible
better engineered

more reasonably priced.

128k,1x360k,mmibor £1295
128k,2x360k,monitor £1495
320k,2x360k,monitor £1645
320k,1x360k,mon,10M Win £2695
For colour monitor add £ 245

For more information call us.

4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL. (0364) 53499

UTILITIES
FOR THE QL

4 programs on microdrive for
Sinclair QL to prevent DIRec-
tory overflowing the screen,
provide single key LOADing or
DELETion of files, repeat FOR-
MATing of cartridges and back-
up COPYing of whole or part of
any cartridges. "A verify prog-
ram is unnecessary - QDOS
does this automatically". £10.
Morse Tutor for QL (£8.50) simi-
lar to 48k Spectrum version.
From

WD SOFTWARE
Hill Top, St Mary, Jersey, C.I.

Tel: (0534) 81392

COMPUTERS/PRINTERS
Sanyo MBC550/555 incl. software £589/E779
HP ThinkJet, 150 cps, 50d8A FIT

366

Panasonic KX P1091, 120 cps, FIT, NLO

EE£126999NEC PC8023. 120 cps, superb value

S Corona F80,1_1000/0200 E155/E219/E329

Please write for list of our extensive range
Printer Buffers 81,128k eq 16k £99

FLOPPY DISKS - Lowest prices yet!!! POST FREE
Dysan 5.25' 3M 5.25"

100% Guaranteed Lifetime Guarantee
Per Box
of 10 1 2-4 5-9 104 1 2-4 5-9 10-
SSDD 40 17.00 16.50 16.00 15.50 14.50 14.00 13.50 13.00

DSDD 40 24.50 24.00 23.50 22.00 18.00 17.50 17.00 16.75

SSOD 80 24.50 24.00 23.50 22.00 21.00 20.50 20.00 19.50

DSDD 80 29.50 29.00 28.50 28.00 23.50 23.00 22.50 22.00

NASHUA 5.25- SONY 3.5-

5 year Guarantee Original - the Best
SSDD 80 17.45 17.05 16.65 16.25 34.50 34.00 33.50 33.00

DSDD 80 18.95 18.55 18.15 17.75 45.50 45.00 44.50 44.00

All 5.25"and 8"Formats. Phone for further quantity discounts.
FANFOLD PAPER. The most competitive prices available eg

11" x 91/2" £9.75 (2000 sheets). All sizes available.

PAP. Disks and printer buffers POST FREE. Computers/Printers £7
Paper £3 per box. Please add 15% VAT to all prices. Send cheque
with order. Phone for details or write for full list including software
to:

A.M.A. COMPUTER SUPPLIES
Dept A, 8 Glebe St. Beeston,

Nottingham NG9 1BZ

Tel: 0602 255415
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MICROMART

BRAIN
SURGEONS

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are

specialists in the repair and service of the

Superbrain and associated peripherals.

We offer a fast on -site nationwide service

or alternative repairs can be carried out at

our workshops should you wish to bring
your machine in to us.

Maintenance contracts are available at

very competitive prices.

We also specialise in the repair of Com-

modore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osborne and

Sirius.

Trade enquiries welcome

For further information telephone or write

to:-
Mr. D. Wilkinson

Anita House,
15 Clerkenwell Close,

London EC1R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

COMPUTERS
Spectrum 48K £108.70 BBC B £346.95
Commodore 64 £161.00 Tatung Einstein £191.30
Electron £173.80 Sanyo MBC555 £899.00

Apple Computers available

PRINTERS
Alpha Com 32 Epson RX80 £189.95

ECfopsroSn RpX80r rPd T £2£5137..0000
DnC able ££350

Epson FX80 £316.00 Juki £324

MONITORS 14" COLOUR
Microvitic £173. TV Monitor £195

both complete with lead Nomendy Saba

CUMANA DISK DRIVES
SPECIAL PRICE 1006 single without power supply £99.95
with power supply £133.00 200K double £237.00

Phone for price on other drives

ACCESSORIES
BBC Disk interface £91.30
Upgrade A-, B now £6500
Spectrum 16K to 48K £24.00
JOYSTICKS Quickshot I £6.50

£7.50
SldesolseRoMi= £36.00
27128 EPROMS Special prices £15.00
2764 EPROMS £4.50

Education orders supplied
Trade enquiries welcome

Add 80 pence Post & Packing for small items and £6 for large items
ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL

Leigh Computer Systems
36 Derby Road. Hinckley 75 Cross St
Leicestershire LE10 1QF Sale

Tel: (0455) 612139 Nr Manchester
"Discounts on volume Tel: 061-905 2144

PET CONVERSIONS AND UPGRADES
It's here at new LOW low price!!!
Don't throw out your old 9" PET.
The micro port 80 column conversion board for the 0 PET/CBM basic 4 0 or
upgrade 2001/3000 series machines will upgrade it to a true 8000 series. Simply
plugs into the main logic board. and with a small keyboard modification turns your
PET into an 8032. Compatible with any 8032 software and ROM facilities. Supplied
complete with lull fitting instructions. or fined free of charge at our workshops
Full money back guarantee within 14 days if not delighted 0125.00
Externally mounted switching unit for above (40180 column suitable) T15.00
12" VDU (EAT 40) 6 column conversion T62
40-80 column switchable (two machines in one!)

ais..0000

Full keyboard functions: le TAB. ESC. REPEAT, SCROLL, opidown, DEFINE.
WINDOW. LOWER CASE/GRAPHIC MODE AND DELETE ROM/2 'Cursor'. All
available in direct or orograrn mode
Any MICF0 port converted machine is also upgradable to 0096 specification with our 646 add on

board C250.00.

MEMORY UPGRADES
WHILE -U -WAIT conversion (Dynamic RAM PETS only)
Memory expansion 8K -32K C53.90

160-326 from £43.80, 86.166 T34.40,
COM 64 QUALITY SOFTWARE
It you own a PET system with disk or printer and have added a Commodore 64, then
why not use your PET as an interface for the 647 SIPCO is a IEEE to parallel IEEE
interface allowing you to use all the PET's disk drives, printer. plotters. modems etc
directly from the 64 No memo% space is consumed within the 64 as SIPSO loads
and executes within the PET SI P Is supplied complete with interface. lead and
instructions £29.00
PRINT LINK 64
Interfaces a 64 directly to any printer with centronics input.
The printer will respond to all the normal basic commands.
Supplied complete with instructions and interlace cable. 026.00

WE ONLY SELL ONE WORDPROCESSOR FOR THE 64. WE THINK IT'S THE BEST!
VIZAWRITE 64 TEXT formatting wordprocessor disk or cartridge £69.00
VIZASPELL 64, Spelling checker with 30,000 word dictionary £59.00
VIZAWRITE VIZASPELL Combined package (disk only) 099.00
MIKRO ASSEMBLER, Write machine code with the ease of Basic £50.00
ARROW, Save and load to tape up to 7 times faster than normal E39.00
VICTREE. All toolkit and basic 4 0 c.ommands + a lot more E49.00
ZOOM, An excellent machine code monitor for the 64 010.06
GRAPHIX 64. Easy to use high resolution graphics from basic. £10.00
STD( A most addtctive and compelling game (Joysticks required)

"7Office' orders from schools, universities, maior companies. Mc, are welcome.
UK customers please add 15% VAT. Prepaid orders are post tree.
Telephone Mick Sianail for details for any of the above at MICROPORT. 7
Clydesdale Close, Bonham, Herts WOO ESD. 01.053 8385.

PROGRAM FILE
4020 IF NOT PEEK:AA/ OR PEEK(AA)=13 OR BEK528 OR BB>550 THEN 4090
4030 POKE AA,13:BLDNBS=BLDNGS-N111F NOT BLDNGS THEN POP :POP :POP :GOTO 700
4090 NEXT 1:IF J THEN 4005
4100 SOUND 3,0,0,0iPOSITION 4,6:? 116015(81,17;
4190 RETURN
6999 REM it intro
7000 ? 'A city is threatened by meteors, its"
7200 ? 'only protection is an energy shield"
7220 ? 'and 2 laser canons.'
7300 ? 'You control the canons. They are'
7310 ? 'capable of firing energy bolts in.
7320 ? 'any of six directions depending on"
7330 ? 'the up/centre/down position of the.
7340 ? 'stick when the trigger is pressed."
7350 ? 'Points are gained for each meteor you"
7360 ? 'destroy.'
7370 7 'The game ends when either both canons.
73190 ? "or all 10 buildings are destroyed..:?
7390 ? 'OME PLAYER OPTION'
7400 ? .Both canons controlled by joystick 1..
7410 ? 'TWO PLAYER OPTION'
7420 ? .joystick)=left, joystick2=right canon.:?
7800 ? ,'PRESS START";
7820 CONSOL-53279:START=6:SELECT=5:OPTION=3
7900 IF PEEK(CONSOL:<>START THEN 7900
7999 REM ft init
8000 RAMTOP=106:MYTOP=PEEK(RAMTOP:-12:POKE RAMTOP,MYTOP
8104 GRAPHICS 17:1E=PEEK(560)+-256SPEEK(5615:S=PEEK(DL+5)0256+PEEK(DL+4:
8120 POKE 708,102:POKE 709,136:POKE 710,218
8220 N1=1:PCOLR=704:AUDCTL=53768:SKCTL=53775:AUDF=53760:AUDC=53761:DESTROY=1609
8240 SHAPAGE=206:70413=1536:LEVEL=1602:SHIELD=1601:PC=1556
8260 PX=1560:PY=1568:PSX=1608:SOL0=1604:AUTO=1605
8280 FACE=1610:GUN=1612:HIT=1618:GUNLOCX=1620:GUNH1=1626:6UNLO=1628
8300 DIM M$03),N$(13),LIVES(N1),BS140:
8310 8$(.41)=. .:8$(40)=. .:8$(2)=811:H1=0
8320 SCORE=1900:SHOWPTS=2000:SHOW=2100:PAUSE=4000
8400 DIM FILL$(17):FOR 1=N1 TO 17:READ J:FILLS(I)=CHRS(J):NEXT I
8410 DATA 104,104,104,133,208,160,0,132,207,104,104,145,207,200,208,251,96
8420 DIM COPY$123):FOR I=N1 TO 23:READ J:COPY$(1)=CHR$W):NEXT I
8430 DATA 104,104,104,133,206,104,104,133,208,160,0,132,205,132,207,177,205,145,
207,200 208 249 96
8440 DIM VBIONS(10):FOR I=N1 TO 10:READ J:VBION$(1)=CHRS(J):NEXT I
8450 VBION$(3,3)=CHRSIMYTOP+4)
8460 DATA 104,162,0,160,0,169,7,76,92,228
8600 X=USROADR(FILL$),6,0::? M6,.WAIT"
8620 FOR 1=4 TO 11:X=USR(ADR(FILL$),MYTOP+1,0;:NEXT I

8800 FOR 1=0 TO NI:X=USR(ADR(COPY1),224,1,MYTOP+1/:NEXT I

8810 CH=(MYTOP)1.256
8820 FOR I=CH+8 TO CH+1191READ J:POKE 10:NEXT I:POKE 756,MYTOP
8901 DATA 0,0,4,64,16,2,40,0
8902 DATA 0,68,17,24,168,2,32,8
8903 DATA 0,4,64,42,29,186,64,20
8904 DATA 21,74,54,190,93,134,37,84
8905 DATA 56,124,124,126,126,62,62,28
8906 DATA 12,12,28,24,24,24,60,60
8907 DATA 0,6,14,28,24,24,60,60
8908 DATA 0,0,7,14,28,24,60.60
8909 DATA 48,48,56,24,24,24,60,60
8910 DATA 0,96,112,56,24,24,60,60
8911 DATA 0,0,224,112,56,24,60,60
8912 DATA 24,126,126,126,24,126,126,126
8913 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,24,52,90
8914 DATA 60,36,60,36,60,36,60,90
9000 FOR I=TAB TO TAB+7:READ J:POKE 1,J:NEXT 1

9010 DATA 3,12,48,192,252,243,207,63
9050 FOR 1=1700 TO 1713:READ J:POKE-1,J:NEXT I
9060 DATA 72,169,166,141,10,212,141,26,208,141,23,208,104,64
9070 POKE 0L+27,134:POKE 512,164:POKE 513,6
9100 MT=(MYTOP+4;$256:FOR I=MT TO MT+707:READ J:POKE I,J:NEXT I

9200 DATA 216,173,69,6,240,48,169,0,141,132,2,141,133,2,206,71
9205 DATA 6,208,20,169,40,141,71,6,238,70,6,173,70,6,201,15
9210 DATA 208,5,169,2,141,70,6,173,70,6,141,120,2,173,70,6
9215 DATA 24,105,3,141,121,2,173,68,6,240,12,173,120,2,141,121
9220 DATA 2,173,132,2,141,133,2,169,62,141,199,2,173,67,6,240
9225 DATA 8,206,67,6,169,54,141,199,2,162,1,189,82,6,208,91
9230 DATA 169,3,157,80,6,109,74,6,157,76,6,188,120,2,152,41
9235 DATA 8,208,8,169,135,157,74,6,157,76,6,152,41,4,208,8
9240 DATA 169,138,157,74,6,157,76,6,152,41,2,208,8,169,2,157
9245 DATA 80,6,254,76,6,152,41,1,208,8,169,4,157,80,6,222
9250 DATA 76,6,56,169,5,253,80,6,157,78,6,189,74,6,201,135
9255 DATA 240,9,56,169,0,253,78,6,157,78,6,189,90,6,133,204
9260 DATA 189,92,6,133,203,160,0,132,77,189,76,6,145,203,202,16
9265 DATA 138,162,1,189,88,6,240,23,138,10,168,222,88,6,208,7
9270 DATA 169,0,153,1,210,240,69,189,88,6,153,0,210,208,61,189
9275 DATA 82,6,208,56,189,132,2,208,51,160,3,185,28,6,208,41
9280 DATA 189,84,6,153,28,6,169,194,153,36,6,189,78,6,153,48
9285 DATA 6,189,80,6,153,44,6,138,10,168,169,19,157,88,6,153
9290 DATA 0,210,169,74,153,1,210,208,3,136,16,207,202,16,164,162
9295 DATA 3,188,8,208,240,63,152,41,8,240,4,160,3,208,20,152
9300 DATA 41,4,240,4,160,2,208,11,152,41,2,240,4,160,1,208
9305 DATA 2,160,0,1135,52,6,208,29,169,0,157,28,6,169,7,153
9310 DATA 52,6,169,32,153,20,6,238,73,6,24,173,10,210,41,240
9315 DATA 105,14,153,192,2,202,16,185,162,3,189,52,6,208,73,188
9320 DATA 4,208,240,68,152,41,4,240,18,160,0,189,24,6,16,1
9325 DATA 200,153,82,6,169,141,153,76,6,208,30,152,41,8,240,20
9330 DATA 169,7,141,67,6,206,65,6,208,15,169,10,141,65,6,238
9335 DATA 66,6,208,5,152,41,1,208,15,169,7,157,52,6,169,32
9340 DATA 157,20,6,169,62,157,192,2,202,16,175,162,3,189,20,6
9345 DATA 240,24,189,52,6,208,19,24,189,24,6,109,72,6,157,24
9350 DATA 6,24,189,32,6,105,2,157,32,6,189,28,6,240,46,24
9355 DATA 189,28,6,125,48,6,157,28,6,56,189,36,6,253,44,6
9360 DATA 157,36,6,169,44,221,28,6,176,14,169,211,221,28,6,144
9365 DATA 7,169,10,221,36,6,144,5,169,0,157,28,6,202,16,173
9370 DATA 169,0,133,209,162,3,189,52,6,240,23,230,209,222,52,6
9375 DATA 208,16,56,189,20,6,233,8,157,20,6,240,5,169,7,157
9380 DATA 52,6,202,16,225,865,209,240,3,24,105,10,160,4,153,1
9385 DATA 210,141,30,208,162,3,189,8,6,133,204,189,12,6,133,203
9390 DATA 169,0,160,255,200,145,203,192,7,208,249,189,32,6,157,12
9395 DATA 6,133,203,189,20,6,133,205,177,205,145,203,136,16,249,189
9400 DATA 24,6,157,0,208,138,72,72,189,4,6,133,209,188,16,6
9405 DATA 162,3,165,209,49,207,145,207,200,202,16,246,104,170,189,36
9410 DATA 6,157,16,6,168,189,0,6,133,209,162,3,165,209,17,207
9415 DATA 145,207,200,202,16,246,104,170,189,28,6,157,4,208,202,16
9420 DATA 149,76,98,228
9600 POKE 54279 MYTOP.4:POKE 623 17 -POKE 53260,0
9620 POKE SHAPAGE,MYTOP:POKE 207,0:POKE 208,MyTOP.7:POKE SOLO,1
9640 FOR 1=0 TO 3:POKE 1544+1,MYT0P+8+1:POKE 53256+1,0:NEXT I
9700 POKE AUDCTL,O:POKE SKCTL,3: POKE AUDF+4,34
9720 POKE GUNLOCX,115:POKE GUNLOCX+N1,139:POKE 1606,5:POKE 1607,50
9740 K=S+490:1=INT:K/256):J=K-1$256:POKE GUNHIO:POKE GUNLO,J
9750 K=S+493:1=INT1C/2561:J=K-1*256:POKE GUNHI,N1,I:POKE BUNLO+N1,J
9800 POKE 559,63:POKE 53277,3:X=USRCADR(VBION4)::POKE 54286,192:80TO 800
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
BBC Flighting

by John Bell
Flighting is a short and simple game
aimed at people who are frustrated by
the difficult layout of the BBC cursor
keys. Mastering BBC Flighting should
prepare you for those annoying com-
mercial games which insist on using
cursor control keys. Apart from this it's
a colourful and addictive game in its
own right. To prove thatthe later stages
can be mastered there is a joystick
option - although using this is not
really entering into the spirit of things.

When run, you will be prompted with

'Joystick?'; reply 'N' unless really de-
sperate. The screen will clear and a
landscape is drawn together with a
plane and red runway. The up and down
keys alter your rate of climb (RCL)which
in turn alters your altitude (ALT). The
left and right keys alter the rate at which
you turn (ALT): you keep turning until
the opposite direction is pressed.

To start with, the plane is level. After
the first landing the plane adopts more
difficult attitudes. If you try to land with
a speed greater than -5, you'll crash.

>LLLIST
10 DIM B(72) ,C(72)
20 PROC INIT1
30 MODE2
40 PROCINIT2
50 PROCP (OX OY, OBIIPROCP (PX ,PY,BK)
60 PRINT TAB (8,0) I PY-200 I " "

70 PRINT TAB (8,1) RCLI " "

80 PRINT TAB(8,2)1K11" "

89 OX.PX I OY.PY1018.8K
90 IF PY<.200 GOTO (FNCHK (RCL , PX , BK) )
110 IF J*<>"Y" GOTO 140
120 JY. (ADVAL (2) DIV 256-50) /10
130 JX. (ADVAL (1 ) DIV 256-120) D IV 30
140 K.K+1NKEY (-122) -INKEY (-26) -3 XIBK.BK+K
150 RCL.RCL+INKEY (-42) -1NKEY (-58)-JY
160 IF RCL>15 RCL-15
170 IF BK(.0 BK.72*EIK
180 IF BK>=72 BK-BK-72
190 PX.PX-S (BK)*RCL
200 IF PX<0 PX.1280-PX ELSE IF P X >1280 PX.PX-1280
210 PY.PY+RCL-8 (BK MOD36)*20
220 IF BK<36 K1.BK ELSE K1.8K-73
230 SOUND 1, -7,100-RCL, 3
240 SOUND 2, -7,100-RCL, 3
250 GOTO 50
260
270 OEFPROCP ( XI, Y1,81)
280 MOVE X1-C (81 ) *50, YI-S (81 ) *50
290 DRAW X 1+C(81)*50, Yl+S (81)*50
300 MOVE XI , YI1DRAW X1-8 (81)*20,Y1+C(81)*20
310 ENDPROC
320
330 DEFPROCCRASH
340 GCOL0,1
350 FOR 1.0 TO 72
360 SOUND 0, -15*(1/6) , 6,2
370 MOVEPX,PYIDRAW PX-S ( I )*RND (300) .PY+C ( I ) *RND (300)+200
380 NEXT
390 ENDPROC
400
410 DEFPROCINI T1
420 INPUT "Joystick "13$1PRINT "Pl sass wilt"
430 FOR I.0 TO 7218 ( I ).SIN (I/36*PI ) IC (1).COS ( I/36*PI) NEXTI
440 ENDPROC
450
460 DEFPROCI NI T2
470 FOR 17..8 TO 131VDU19,1%.0101sNEXTI VDU 19.0,610123,1,0101010124,10110112701

8001
480 1%.&2020Ai K.10
490 K.K+ (K/5) :MOVE 0,1025-K
500 FOR 3-0 TO 1300 STEP 200: OCOL0,4*SON (RND (2)-1) :MOVE 3-200,1025-Ks DRAW 3,10

25-KIGCOL0, 3.80N (RND (2) -1 ) I MOVE J-200,200+Ks DRAW J, 200+K NEXTJ: IF K<300 GOTO 490
510 MOVE 0,200s MOVE 0,200s GCOL0,5; FOR 1.0 TO 1300 STEP 501 PLOT 85,I,200+RND (20

0), PLOT85,1+50,200:NEXT
520 GCOLO, 21MOVE 0,0s MOVE 1300,01PLOT85, 0, 200g PLOTS5,1300,200
530 PX.6401PY.5201BK.OIRCL.0, DES.0: KI.Os K.0
540 MOVE 600, IBOs MOVE 600,2001GCOLO, 1 PLOT85,680,1801PLOT85,680,200
550 31.01JY.010X.PXICIY.-100108.8K
360 OCOLO, B1MOVE 10,10, DRAW 10,800s DRAW 1270,800,DRAW 1270,10sDRAW 10,10; GCOL3
Sc COLOUR 1

570 PRINT IAB(0,0)I"Alt 1"'"Rcl ,""'Turn :"
580 ENDPROC
590
600 DEFFNCHK(F7.,X78%)
610 IF R7X-5 OR (M600 OR X7.>680) OR B%<>0 PROCCRASH,-30
620 PX.6401PY.5201BK.RND(10)eRCL.RND(5),DES.0s.50

TRS-80 Adventure

Parsers
by Alan Kirk

Possibly the only redeeming feature of
the outdated TRS-80 is the quality of its
Basic: in particular the writing of text
adventures is suited to this machine-

typically a 48k adventure on the Spec-
trum would occupy, say, 32k on a
TRS-80 and run much faster. This
machine code utility will further im-

DIM COPY -1M SERVICE

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made

difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different

disk format standards.

We can oopy your files to and from
over 350 disk formats including

cp/m, a'/M-86, ms -nos, pc-ros, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TOFCH, APRICOT, HP150,

Tmsoces, tec RP-ll, and IBM BEE.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

For more inforrnat_icn call us -

4 Pngg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL. (0364) 53499

PRINTERS NEW LOW
PRICES

Large selection available.
We specialise in interfacing to

SHARP
computers

Many other Interfaces for MZ8OK and
A Eprom Programmers ADC, relay

output, etc.

Interface for MZ700 £39
UK orders add 1.5(7( VAT

Details on our complete range from

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE, DDS 2HA

Tel: 0307 62591

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY

VOLUME1--STABSTICSANDFITIMGFUNCTIONS
Mean, SO, normal distribution, partial expectation. Chauvenets
criterion. least squares fit to polynomial and arbitrary function,
repetitive least squares tits, covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic,
matrix inversion, solution of linear simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a simplex tableau, integer programming, partial integer
programming. conversational linearprogramming system, least cost
mix problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, qualities, frequency, correlation coefficient. T, chi -squared
and F distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared test,
Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression, ANOVA 1 -way and
2 -way.

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier transforms, numerical integration and
differentiation, harmonic analysis, interpolation, coordinate trans-
formations. Exchange sort. Ouicksort, Shellsort, Tree sort.
All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any
machine.
Machine readable source code 275 VAT per volume (Most disk
formats ri OL microdrive now available)
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation 9425 per volume

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under CP(M.
Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - 225 + VAT

SINCLAIR OL TERMINAL EMULATOR
Allows the SINCLAIR OL to act as a terminal to connect to other
micros, bulletin boards and mainframes -US+ VAT

Write or phone for further information on any of our products.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57, Station Road, Southwater

Horsham, W. Sussex RH13 7H0
Telephone: 0403 731818
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

SAVE UP TO £1 200 ON OUR

SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Exclusive of VAT

Please ask for FREE information leaflet regarding
Sanyo software, hardware and other service facilities.

CROMEMCO MAINTENANCE

 Workshop Repairs
 Maintenance Contracts
 Field Calls/P.M.
 Range of Upgrades
 S-100 Cards Swap Facility
 Training HW/SW

Over three years' experience in
Cromemco computers maintenance

****************************
 We repair most makes of home computers eg
* Spectrum, BBC, Dragon etc ... and associated *

peripherals at very competitive rates.

* Get a Reset Switch fitted to your ZX Spectrum at
our special Christmas price.

****************************

ZEDEM COMPUTER LTD
2 Kimbolton Road, Bedford

Tel: (0234) 213645

INTERFACE PROBLEMS?
SOLUTION 1:

SERIAL - CENTRONICS CONVERTER £59.95
(inc VAT, P&P)

For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to save
money on printers. No special software required ... totally
transparent to computer: needs no external power.

SOLUTION 2:
SERIAL -4 -WAY SERIAL £59.95

(inc VAT, P&P)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to talk to four
different devices without swopping leads. Needs NO POWER.
Supplied with any mix of sockets and leads.

SOLUTION 3:
CENTRONICS -2 -WAY CENTRONICS £59.95

(inc VAT, P&P)
For computer owners who wish to drive more than one printer. Add
£25 for additional ways. Reverse also possible at same price
Requires no power, includes both printer leads.

SOLUTION 4:
SERIAL -2 -WAY CENTRONICS £84.95

Zinc VAT, P&P)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to connect
two (or more) printers and save money on leads and effort on
swopping leads, as they are included. Add £25 for additional ways.
Especially suitable for:
EPSON HX20, PX8 NEWSRAIN, SINCLAIR SPECTRUM INTER-
FACE 1, OL, APPLE 11c, ETC... PLUS SPECIAL VERSION FOR COM 64
Please enquire about our range of software for the NewBratn.
All the above prices include VAT, postage and packing in EUROPE.
For other solutions, watch this space, or contact us at:

TYEPRO LIMITED
30 Campkln Road, CAMBRIDGE CB4 2NG
Tel: Day 0255 422087, Eve 0223 322394

prove the quality of any adventures
written on a TRS-80 or Video Genie.

The program decodes sentences of
the usual verb -noun format with the
first three letters of each word being
significant. To use the program in your
own adventure you must use the code
from 10 to 120 and the data from 140 to
490. You can use different line number-
ing, but 'LN' in line 30 must contain the
line number of the first data statement.

To initialise the adventure decoder
you need lines 600 to 690 with the
strings VB$ and NO$ initialised to lists
of three -character words. The decoder
can then be used by inserting 'GET V,N'
at the point in your program where you
require sentence input. Any two vari-
ables can be used, but they must be
defined as integers. The two numbers
returned represent the position of the
verb and noun on their own, so they can

be tested for actions.
The length of the word table is limited

to 249 characters which corresponds to
83 words. If any one of the returned
values is 255, then the word is not in one
of the tables.

The common one -letter commands
are pre-programmed into the routine
and will respond as follows:
Command

Entered V
D 1 1 (Down)
E 1 2 (East)
N 1 3 (North)
S 1 4 (South)
U 1 5 (Up)
W 1 6 (West)
L 1 7 (Left)
R 1 8 (Right)
H 11 10 (Help)

10 9 (Inventory)

5 REM ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ Adventure Decoder For GENIE/TRS-80

By Alan Kirk

19/10/84 Version 1.2
6 REM +++.1-4+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

10 CLS:CLEAR 100:DEFINT A -Z
20 PRINT"*** Adventure Decoder ***
Poking in data from line:"
30 A=32021:LN=140:RESTORE:FOR L=1 TO 36
40 CV=0:CK=0:FOR I=1 TO 10:READ A(I):CK=CK+A(I):NEXT
50 READ CV:IFCK<>CVTHENPRINT"Data error in line:";LN:END
60 FOR I=1 TO 10:POKE A,A(I):A=A+1:NEXTI
70 PRINT889,LN;:LN=LN+10
80 NEXT L
90 REM ** Set up 'GET' vector in RAM **
100 POKE 16767,195:POKE 16768,53:POKE 16769,125
110 REM ** Activate Adventure Decoder **
120 POKE 16526,21:POKE 16527,125:X=USR(0)
130 REM

DATA CHECKSUM

140 DATA 221,42,128,65,33,53,125,34,128,65,
150 DATA 33,4,125,34,177,64,0,0,0,0,

894
437

160 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,201, 201
170 DATA 0,0,17,37,125,205,181,125,254,44, 988
180 DATA 32,101,175,18,17,43,125,35,205,181, 932
190 DATA 125,254,58,40,4,254,0,32,84,229, 1080
200 DATA 175,18,33,37,125,205,13,38,237,83, 964
210 DATA 49,125,33,43,125,205,13,38,237,83, 951
220 DATA 51,125,33,5,125,6,16,205,217,5, 788
230 DATA 56,246,120,254,1,202,245,125,17,21, 1287
240 DATA 252,229,205,212,125,42,49,125,113,35, 1387
250 DATA 175,119,17,98,253,225,6,12,35,126, 1066
260 DATA 254,32,40,21,16,248,42,49,125,62, 889
270 DATA 255,119,35,54,0,42,51,125,119,195, 995
280 DATA 174,125,225,221,233,35,205,212,125,42, 1597
290 DATA 51,125,113,35,175,119,225,126,201,35, 1205
300 DATA 126,254,32,40,250,254,65,250,163,125, 1559
310 DATA 254,91,242,163,125,18,35,19,126,254,
320 DATA 44,200,254,0,200,254,58,200,18,24,

1327
1252

330 DATA 241,14,0,6,3,12,229,213,26,190, 934
340 DATA 32,8,19,35,5,32,247,209,225,201, 1013
350 DATA 209,225,203,127,32,5,19,19,19,24, 882
360 DATA 228,175,79,201,126,6,1,254,68,40,
370 DATA 48,4,254,69,40,43,4,254,78,40,

1178
834

380 DATA 38,4,254,83,40,33,4,254,85,40, 835
390 DATA 28,4,254,87,40,23,4,254,76,40, 810
400 DATA 18,4,254,82,40,13,4,254,73,40, 782
410 DATA 24,4,254,72,40,26,195,147,125,42, 929
420 DATA 49,125,62,1,119,35,175,119,42,51, 778
430 DATA 125,112,195,174,125,42,49,125,62,10, 1019
440 DATA 24,238,42,49,125,62,11,24,231,4, 810
450 DATA 254,73,40,24,4,254,72,40,26,195, 982
460 DATA 190,125,42,92,125,62,1,119,35,175, 966
470 DATA 119,42,94,125,112,195,217,125,42,92, 1163
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PROGRAM FILE
480 DATA 125,62,10,24,238,42,92,125,62,11, 791
490 DATA 24,231,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 255
500 REM

0

END OF DATA
600 REM ** Start of DEMO Adventure THE*
609 REM ** You MUST define GET varibles eg. V and N **
610 CLS:CLEAR 500:DEFINT V,N
619 REM ** Disable BREAK key **
620 POKE 16396,7
624 REM ** Verb table at 32384.Noun table follows **
625 VB=32384:NO=VB+25:E$=STRING$(3,255)
629 REM ** Make VERB table in VB$. (Max 240 chars) **
630 VB$="SAVEXATHR"+E$: REM SAVe,EXAmine,THRow
639 REM ** Do the same for NOUN table **
640 NOS="HILFIECOR"+ES: REM HIL1,FIEld,CORn 0
650 A=VB:POS=VBM:GOSUB660:A=NO:POS=NO$:GOSUB660:GOT0680
660 FORI=ITOLEN(PO$):POKE A,ASC(MID$(PO$,I,1)):A=A+1
670 NEXT:RETURN
679 REM ** Tell A/D were the word tables are **
680 POKE 32120,VB AND255:POKE 32121,VB/256
690 POKE 32134,NO AND255:POKE 32135,N0/256

699 REM ** Get command from player **
700 PRINT'You are in a large field filled with corn.

: A SCARE-CROW:PRINT" Objects

> What now ? ";:GET V,N:PRINTSTRING$(63,45)
710 IF V=0 THENPRINT"
Sorry don't understand the verb":GOT0700
720 IF N=0 THENPRINT"
Sorry don't understand the noun":GOT0700
729 REM ** Jump to decoding routines **
730 ON V GOTO 800,850,900

REM ** Save Game ** 800

810 '...CODE FOR SAVING GAME...
849 GOT0700

850 REM -)HE-)HEExamine **
860 '...CODE FOR EXAMINE...
895 PRINT"Nothing interesting"
899 GOT0700

900 REM ** THROW **
910 '...CODE FOR THROW...
949 GOT0700

and so on....

MTX OLD

by P Walker

I am assured by MTX500 and 512
programmers that one of the major
dangers of programming an MTX is
accidental erasure of a program. There
are three software resets (PRINT USR
(0),RST 0 and NEW), as well as
hardware resets and misplaced POKEs
all resulting in a lost program and
re -initialised system variables. This
utility provides a much needed OLD
command to restore lost programs
from one of the above -mentioned
causes.

The program should be loaded and
run before programming begins. The
program places itself at the top of RAM,

lowers RAMTOP and deletes its own
listing, and is therefore transparent
both to user and system. You can now
type or load in a program. When you are
ready to start debugging type
(PRINT(USR(49010). If, for any reason,
the program is cleared from memory,
typing (PRINT(USR(49069)) while de-
bugging will restore it.

To run on an MTX500 two minor
changes are necessary:
(1) Change LD HL, 4069 to LD HL, 8069
in line 0.
(2) Change the two occurrences of LD
IX, 4000 to LD IX, 8000 in line 2.

"OLD" FACILITY FOR THE MIX 512/500

CODE

LD HL,#4069
LD DEAF72
LD BC,H076
LDIR
LD AdF6
LD ($8FA8),A
LD (#BFE4),A
RET

;START ADDRESS OF "OLD"
;ADDRESS "OLD" MOVED TO
;LENGTH OF "OLD"
;MOVE "OLD" TO A3F72
;OFF SET FOR (DJNZ) JUMPS USED IN "OLD"
;POSITION OF (DJNZ)
;POSITION OF 2nd (DJNZ) IN "OLD"

MICROGRAM

MODULA- 2 & ADA
We offer Europe's largest selection
of Mcdula-2 and Ada subset compilers
for microcomputers.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

M:xlula Corp (MS-DOS,Apple)
JRT (CP/M-80)
Volition (various)
Lcgitech (MS-DOS,CP/M-86)

£ 80
£ 95

from 265
£ 380

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-80)
Supersoft (CP/M-80)
Janus (CP/M-80, -86,MS-DOS)
Telesoft (IBM PC -XT)

£ 80
£ 155

from £ 265
£2500

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
For more information call us.

4 Pogg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon TC)13 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
,Telephone: 01-861 1166

BLANK CASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/audio cassettes
at great budget prices.
Packed in boxes of 10 with labels, inlay
cards and library case.
Prices include VAT, post and packing.
O C51 £3.35 0 C30 £4.70
O C10 £3.40 0 C60 £5.30
O C12 £3.45 0 C90 £7.00
O C15 £3.75
B SF LOPPY DISKS
Prices of boxes of 10
0 51/4 Single side/Double density £19.95
0 51/4 Double side/Double density £21.85
 51/4 Double side/Quad density £28.75
MICRO FLEXI DISKS
Price per unit
0 31/2 Single side £4.00 each
0 31/2 Double side £4.75 each
Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.
Free delivery UK only.
Cheque/PO Enclosed for

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSICCIAL
MAGIIETICS(LTD

Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Rood, Leeds LS10 3YY
FREEPOST Tel: (05321706066 PCW/1/85
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

BEST PRICES
Including FREE packing & postage

Example RRP OUR PRICE
Lotus 1-2-3 375.00 285.00
dBase II 365.00 240.00
Symphony 550.00 405.00
WordStar 295.00 195.00
Open Access 450.00 315.00
Multi -Mate 345.00 230.00
Firmwork 495.00 320.00
Friday 195.00 135.00
dBase III 495.00 340.00
Cardbox 155.00 120.00
Other Software Phone For Best Prices
Apricot Micros Phone For Best Prices

Complete, specially designed, easy to use, micro system
for the small business, with:

Apricot twin disc PC, letter quality printer; Business
manager, accounting, word processing and financial
planning software; manuals; and discs, papers, ribbons
and other accessories.

ONLY £2295 or £12.50 per week
When ordering, please add 15% VAT to cheque.
For software, state machine and operating system.

AC COMPUTERS LTD.
4A HEARSALL LANE, COVENTRY

Telephone: (0203) 78003

QL
FILE MANAGER: Shows a combined, sorted and

colour coded directory of any one or two drives.

Simplified load, save, copy, delete, format and inspect.

Powerful wild cards permit editing of categories of file

name in one instruction, e.g. copy all files earlier than

given date, appending "-bak" to the name.

FONT EDITOR: QL windows have 2 fonts. Either can be

edited, changed in scope (e.g. chars below code 31),

and saved. Includes new Super Basic command to

switch fonts. Rapid and sinnple editing, display full font

+ user specified text.

FREE OFFER! Graphics effects demo, 15 minutes

long, included with every purchase! Treasury of effects!

Either program El 0 inclusive

both £16 inclusive

SAE for details from:-
SALTIGRADE SOFTWARE

31 ROYAL TERRACE, EDINBURGH EH7 5AH

SAFRON COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Mail Order 3M Floppy Diskettes

Prices per box of diskettes

Single side/single density 48 track 17.50
Double side/double density 48 track 25.00
Double side/double density 96 track 30.00

All prices include postage/packing

SAFRON COMPUTER SUPPLIES

10-12 STATION ROAD

HIGH WYCOMBE

BUCKS HP13 6A9

Tel: High Wycombe (0494)
448113

Second hand Micros purchased

1 NEW
2 CODE

LD IX,/4600
LD HL,OFE9
LD B,/08
CALL /13F9F

LD IX,/FAA4
LD BMA
CALL /13F9F

LD A,(/FACC)
CALL liBFAA

LD A,(/FACD)
CALL /BFAA
LD A,(FAD6)
CALL #BFAA
LD A,(FAD7)
JP /BFAA
LD A,(IX+0)
CALL /BFAA
INC IX
DJNZ /8F9F
RET

LD (HL),A
INC HL
RET
LD IX,/4000
LD HL,/BFE9
LD B,$08
CALL /BFDB
LDIX,/FAA4
LD 13,#0A

CALL /BFDB
CALL /BFE6
LD (/FACC),A
CALL /BFE6
LD (FACD),A
CALL iBFE6
LD (#FAD6),A
CALL $BFE6
LD (/FAD7),A
RET

CALL /13FE6

LD

INC IX
DJNZ $8FDB
RET

LD A,(HL)
INC HL
RET

;START ADDRESS OF PROGRAM TO BE RELOADED---lst SECTION OF "OLD" ---
;START ADDRESS FOR PROGRAM DATA TO BE SAVED
;COUNTER FOR PROGRAM DATA
;CALL SAVE ROUTINE
;START ADDRESS OF VARIABLES TO BE SAVED
;COUNTER FOR VARIABLE DATA

;TOP OF ARRAYS (LOW BYTE)
;CALL SAVE ROUTINE
;TOP OF ARRAYS (HIGH BYTE)

;TOP OF PAGE (LOW BYTE)

;TOP OF PAGE (HIGH BYTE)
;JUMP TO SAVE ROUTINE AND RETURN TO BASIC
;SAVE ROUTINE AT /BF9F---LOAD A,DATA BYTE
;CALL SAVE ROUTINE
;MOVE POINTER TO NEXT DATA BYTE
;CHECK DATA COUNTER/ IF NON ZERO REPEAT ROUTINE
;RETURN FROM ROUTINE
;SAVE ROUTINE AT /BFAA---SAVE DATA BYTE TO HL LOCATION
;SET POINTER TO NEXT SAVE ADDRESS
;RETURN FROM ROUTINE
;ADDRESS TO RELOAD PROGRAM ---2nd SECTION OF "OLD" ---
;START ADDRESS OF PROGRAM DATA
;COUNTER FOR PROGRAM DATA
;CALL RELOAD ROUTINE
;ADDRESS OF VARIABLES TO BE RELOADED
;COUNTER FOR VARIABLE DATA

;CALL LOAD ROUTINE
;RELOAD TOP OF ARRAYS (LOW BYTE)

;TOP OF ARRAYS (HIGH BYTE)

;TOP OF PAGE (LOW BYTE)

;TOP OF PAGE (HIGH BYTE)
;RETURN TO BASIC
;RELOAD ROUTINE AT /BEM
;RELOAD DATA BYTE INTO PROGRAM/VARIABLE SECTION OF MEMORY
;MOVE POINTER TO NEXT MEMORY POSITION
;CHECK DATA COUNTER/IF NON ZERO REPEAT ROUTINE
;RETURN FROM ROUTINE
;RELOAD ROUTINE AT /BFE6---RETRIEVE DATA BYTE
;MOVE POINTER TO NEXT DATA LOCATION
;RETURN FROM ROUTINE

3 REM C. P WALKER 1984

Commodore 64

Screendump
by Matthew Burt

Screendumpallowsthe printing of high
resolution or user -defined character
screens on the Commodore MPS -801
printer. If a normal text screen is
dumped, the standard '64 character set
will be used instead of the MPS -801 set.
There are two stages:
(1) Load and run to locatethe routine in
memory anywhere above BOO hex.
There is a default option to put the
routine above the Basictext and protect
it.
(2) Call the specified address either
from Basic or a machine code monitor.

The MPS -801 must be devicefourand
contain paper that can accommodate
54 characters across.

Screendump leaves the printer in
graphics mode, so ASCII character 15
must be sent before normal use.

Any screen that uses sprite graphics
will be printed but the sprites will be
invisible. The results with screens that
use raster interrupts are, at best, highly

unpredictable.
Lines 1000-1800 contain the data of

the machine code routine in decimal.
Lines 2040-2100 actually transfer the
DATA into memory using a dummy
OPEN in line 2060. Pay particular
attention when typing lines 2000-2100.
Any error here will not be detected in
the same way as the DATA lines.

To provethe program worksthere are
some example printouts of graphics
dumps done with the utility. On run-
ning, the prompt
CODE ADDRESS (HEX) :
will be displayed. Type an address
(such as C000 or C800 or 9000) or press
RETURN for the top of memory option.
If all is well, the message
CALL WITH SYS xxxx
will be displayed. UsethisSYSto dump
the screen to the MPS -801. Monitor
users maywishto locatethe code under
the Basic ROM.

1000 PRTR11,8,10,0,158,50,53,50,340
1010
1020

DRTA51,0,0,0,169,4,170,160,554
DATR0,32,186,255,169.0,32,189,863

1030 DRTR255,32,192,255,162,4,32,201,1133
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
/040 DATA255A169,8J32A210,255o169,3A1101
1050 DATA56,237,0,221,10,10,10,10,554
1060 DATA10,10,133,35,173,17)208,41,627
1070 DATA32J141,94,1,240,14,169,8,699
1080 DRTA45J24,208,10,10,101,35,141,574
1090 DATR92J1,144,23,174,24A208,138,804
1100 DATA41,14,10,10A01,35,141,93,445
1110 DATR1,138,41,240,74,74,10135o704
1120 DRTA141,92,1,169o0A141o95,1,640
1130 DRTA169!0,141,96,1,141,97J1,646
1140 DATA169,128,133,36J169,1,133.37,806
1150 DATA32,183,0,144,6,165,37,5,572
1160 DATA36,133,36,6o37p238,95?1,582
1170 DATA165)37,16,236,165)36,32,210A397
1180 DRTA255J173,95,1,170,56,233,7,990
1190 DATA141,95,1J238,96,1,208,3J783
1200 DATA238,97,1)173,97,1)240,2001047
1210 DP1'8173,96,1,201,64,144)193,169,1041
1220 DATA13,32,210,255,142o95,1,224o972
1230 DATR203J144,173,32,204,255,169,4,1184
1240 DATA76,195,255,173,95,1,201,200,1196
1250 DATA144,2,24,96,41,248,133,34,722
1260 DATA160,0,132,35,10,38/35J10,420
1270 DATA38,35,101,34,144,2,230,35,619
1280 DATA10,38,35,10,38)35,1038,214
1290 DRTA35,132,34,173J96,1,41,248,761
1300 DATA101,34,133,34,173,97,11101,674
1.310 DATR35,133,35,172)94,1,240,7)717
1320 DATA109,92,1,133,35/144,39,74,627
1330 PRTR102,34,74,102,34,74,102,34,556
1340 DATA109,92,1,133.35,32,54,1,457
1350 DATA160J0,132,35,10,38,35?10,420
1360 DATA38,35,10,38,35,133,34,165,488
1370 DATA35,109,93,1,133J35,173,95,674
1380 DATA1A1A7,168,173.96,1,41,528
1390 DATR7,170,32,54,1,10A202,16,492
1400 DATA252A965120.165,1,72,165,35,906
1410 DATA41,127,201,16144,11,201,32,773
1420 DATA1767,105,192,133,35,169,251,1068
1430 DATA44,169,252J37.1,133,1,177,814
1440 DATA34,168.104,133.1,88,152,96,776
1450 DATA13,13,67,79,68,69,32/65,406
1460 DATA68,68/82,69,83,83,32,40,525
1470 DATA72,69,88,41,32,58,32,0,392
1480 DATA13,13,67o65,76,76,32)87,429
1490 DATA73,84/72,32,83,89,83,0,516
1500 DATA13,13,84o7979,32,76)79A55
1510 DATA87,0)32,210,255232A89.105.1110
1520 DATR9/208)247,96o90,45,25,62,782
1530 DATA61,255,124,75,100?4,20,113,752
1540 DATA164,167,248.,110,159.172239/56.1315
1550 DATA105,137,149,156,184,199,50,7,987
1560 DATA8,8,8,7A7,7,7,759
1570 DRTR8,8,7,7,7,77,7,58
1580 DATA7,7,8,7,7,7,7,7,57
1590 DATA7J8,1620,32A159,9,32,409
1600 DATA207,255,201,13,208,23,165,55,1127
1610 DATA23398,133,55,133,34,165,56,907
1620 DAT8238,1,133,56,138,85,208,55,854
1630 DATA169,63,76,210,255,162,0,134,1069
1640 PATA34,134,35,56,233,48,144,240,924
1650 DATA201,10,144,10,233,7,201,10,816
1660 DATA144,230,201,16,176,226,10,10,1013
1670 DATA10,10,162,4,10,38,34,38,306
1680 DATA35,176,213,202,208,246,32,207,1319
1690 D8TA2551201,13,208,214,165,35,201,1292
1700 DATA11,176,5,162,40,76,159.9,638
1710 DATA16226,189,1659,13336,189.909
1720 DATA192,9,133!37,24,160,254,1772986
1730 DATA36,121,36255,145,36,200,208,1037
1740 DATA246,202A6,230,169,13,162,8,1046
1750 DATA13M6,134,37,160,0,177,36,713
1760 DATA145,34,200,208,4,230,85,230,1086
1770 DATA37,192,92,208,241,165,37,201,1173
1780 DATA9208,235,162,24,32A59:9,838
1790 DATA166185,202,138,166,34,32,205978
1800 DRTA189,32,68,166108,2160,0,725
2000 FORK=49152T0497928TEP8
2010 A=0:FORI=KTOK+7,READJ:POKEI,J:A=A+J:NEXT
2020 READJ:IFROJTHENPRINT"DATR ERROR IN LINE

"(K-49152)/41!5+10610 STOP

256 COLOURS FOR YOUR BBC MICRO!!
The Colour Expander is probably the most exciting and useful
peripheral you could ever get for your BBC Model B. It
replaces the eight boring colours on the BBC with a selection
of eight from 256. Every colour you could ever want is there,
silvery greys, shades of brown, pinks, golds, subtle aquamar-
ines, warm oranges . . Everything.

Applications are almost unlimited. The most spectacular
computer art is possible, 3D graphics using true shading
techniques, fabulous games, business graphics enhancement,
education etc.
The Colour Expander is a unique device which will make all
the difference to your BBC graphics. It is compatible with
most RGB monitors and is extremely easy to use. A software
cassette with demonstration and utility programs is included.
The Colour Expander costs a mere £85 + (VAT + P&P) =-
£99.75. Send an SAE for more details if required. The Colour
Expander is also available as a module for OEM and scientific
use. 5 INCH PORTABLE MONITOR
The famous Hiltec portable monitor with 5" monochrome
CRT is ideal for computing on the move, portable business
computing, home and professional video or any application
where a really compact, lightweight, low power monitor is
needed, It measures just 180mm x 105mm x 230mm and
will run off mains or from batteries in its integral batters
compartment. This unique product costs just £92 + (VAT +
P&P) = £108.60.

Both of these amazing, unique products an available only from,

HILTEC ELECTRONICS LTD
7.Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7Ai

Tel: 01-727 5956 or 07987-316
Please allow 28 days for delivers Mail Order only

LYNX 48k & 96k
Create your own home, educational and business
systems with DATAL.
Bookkeeping Diaries Price lists
Budgets Diets Recipes
Catalogues Di rectories Sales
Customers Plans Stocks
even a children's pictorial dictionary, are just some of
DATAL's many and varied uses.
DATAL is a sophisticated data storage and retrieval
program. It's easy to use, fast, flexible and very
friendly.
Programs which normally take weeks, even months,
to write can now be yours in minutes.
Price only £19.55 + 45p p&p (Europe add £1,
overseas add £2), includes DATAL User Manual with
examples to set up an Address Book and Home
Accounts,

Send cheque/PO to

ORIGINATION
Dept W, 2-3 Forge Row, nr Soudley

Cinderford, Glos GL14 2UF
or send SAE for further details

BUSINESS & LEISURE
on the Commodore 64

BUSICALC is easy to learn. easy to use. Its the ideal
spreadsheet program for the home or small businesses

Price was ,aglit5 Now only £7795
Have fun with CRAZY KONG! Excitement for the
whole family.

Price was 53:29:Z Now only f3.95
There are many more great programs in the
SUPERSOFT catalogue. Send in the coupon below or
telephone us on 01-861 1166.

Top Software front SUPERSOFT
To: SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canning Road, Harrow HA3 7SJ

have a Commodore 64 Please rush me a free copy of your software
catalogue. and send me the programs ticked below
I enclose a cheque/postai order for C
Please charge my ACCESS card no

BUSICALC disk £19.95 0 BURGER CHASE tapef6.95
 BUSICALC tape £17.950 STIX tape

£5.95£8.95

Name
EICRAZY KONG tape £3.95 0 XERONS tape

Address

PCW 247
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I
BEST UK

SOFTWARE PRICES?
Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259
The new updated version (1.5) featuring many enhance-
ments at only £259 (reduced from £375). Please telephone
or write for details of all other Sage Accounting products
and our Sage training programme.

List Our List Our
Price Price Price Price

Wordstar Prof 399 275 Supercalc 3 295 199
MS Word 300 239 Friday! 195 129
Framework 495 325 Open Access 450 325
Symphony 550 429 Multimate 350 229
Base III 495 325 Crosstalk XVI 165 129
DMS Delta 2 495 375 Milestone 250 199
Wordcraft 425 359 Think Tank 165 135
Supercalc 195 145 Sidekick 50 45

******************
4( SPECIAL OFFER -Or

-1( -OK

: D BASE II £239
******************

INTERESTED IN ACCOUNTANCY
SOFTWARE?

Having reviewed many of the accounting s/w
packages currently available, we are now able to
offer first class advice on the best accounting s/w
for your business. One of the accounting systems
which we supply and support is

PEGASUS
We have Midlands and London based staff who
are fully trained in the application and use of
Pegasus software.

LOTUS 1 2 3 £279
now also available at our new lower price for

SIRIUS and APRICOT
All prices exclude VAT and carriage.
If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a
lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

DEALER, CONSULTANT, GOVERNMENT AND
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PA re ei all II Zara
Castle House, Lea, Matlock

Derbyshire DE4 5GL
Tel: 062 984 383/719

OPEN HOUSE
TUITION FOR

NOVICES AND
OTHERS

Choose your time - day or evening.
Learn at your own pace.
BASIC programming £60
BUSINESS Packages £70
Word -Processing introduction £25

Brochure from.

MICROCOMPUTER
ADVISORY CENTRE

Polytechnic of the
South Bank

Borough Road
London SE1 OAA

or ring

01-928 8989 ext. 2468

2030 NEXT
2040 INPUT"SAVE TO DEVICE NO."D
2050 IFD<10RD=2ORD=3THEN2040
29160 rIPENI,M,"SCREENDUMP":POKE781,
2070 POKE251J41:POKE252,192
2080 POKE780,251:POKE781,167:POKE7S2,194 SYS65496
2090 IFPEEK( 783 )F0-1111 THENPR INT
"SAVE UNSUCCESSFUL - TRY AGAIN"
2100 CLOSEI:END

IMTPROG SP AC XR YR MR MU-RDIZC
EA07 EA 37 DF 00 37 00100101

.M 33C 33C

.-033C D.
X

READY.
LAD"SCREEMDUMP",0

AR

FOR

CODE ADDRESS

Ohby WITH SYS49152
SY 49152

latnaigantre

MN 00011.9
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PROGRAM FILE

Q11. 3D -Histogram Generator
by Stewart Kessel

Although the QL is supplied with an
excellent business graphics program,
Easel, there's no facility within the
package to represent figures in a

3D -histogram format. This program
will accept a set of figures representing
two years' data and plot them in 3D
perspective against a grid.

With the use of SuperBasic the
program is well structured, so it should
be relatively easy to modify for such
features as automatic scaling or height
sorting of data.

The program should work on all QL's
in both TV and monitor mode.

100 REMark

110 REMark

120 REMark * 3D HISTOGRAM

130 REMark a

140 REMark * GENERATOR

150 REMark *

160 REMark * Stewart Kessel *

170 REMark a

180 REMark * Copyright 1984 *

190 REMark 4#1*****************
200 MODE 4

210 PAPER #2,0:CLS #2:PAPER #1,0:CLS #1

******4*************

220 WINDOW 1,450,240,31,0:PAPER 2:CLS:BORDER #1,2,7:SCALE #1,102:,0,0

230 init

240 getdata

250 MODE 8

260 WINDOW 1,450,240,31,0:PAPER 0:CLS:BORDER #1,2,5:SCALE #1,1023,0,)

270 grid

280 firstrow

290 secondrow

300 drawsca1e

MICROMART

dGE GRAPHICS EXTENSION FOR dBASE II
What is dGE?

dGE is the extension to dBASE II that allows you to generate hi -resolution graphics on
screen from within dBASE programs.
dGE is a complete graphics environment specifically written to complement dBASE II.
Once the Graphics Kernel is loaded (by running a command file from within dBASE)
graphics commands can be issued at any time, effectively extending the dBASE
command set to perform a wide range of graphics functions.
With dGE you can, for the first time, generate pictures and text using the full power of
dBASE to manage your data.

DATA "MACRO" FUNCTIONS
* PIE CHARTS -Optional 'exploded' segments
* BAR GRAPHS -Simple. difterenced. stacked or clustered
* POLAR and X -S GRAPHS -Chained lines, symbols or sticks
* STAT1STICS-Mean, standard -deviation and best -fit lines

PLUS
Line, fill, window, box and circle primitive routines. Multiple character sets. Oval
switchable screens in memory. Trig functions for co-ordinate rotation. User -defined
icons. Save and restore images on disk, or print on a bit -mapped printer. (ri, SAY'
and 'm GET' text commands for interactive programming. Internal library of 10
symbols and 20 shade patterns.

MS-DOS versions currently available
ACT Apricot 256K, Sirius and Victor 9000 256K. IBM PC using Hercules graphics

board 128K

Coming Soon
IBM PC using Colour/Graphics board. Machines With GSX graphics interlace

Price: £90
"RUN TIME" licences £20 each

All enquiries

4=-131
bits per
second

9 Sudeley Terrace, Brighton BN2 1HD
Tel: (0273) 699720

Prices inc p&p, ex -VAT

SMC VIDEO
5 Hanson Street London W1P 7LJ

Tel: 01-637 3626
SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS SPECIAL OFFERS
D. BASE II
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
LOTUS 1-2-3
SAGE ACCOUNTS

£239
£275
£279
£259

OTHERS List Price Our Price
SUPERWRITER £295 £199
INFORSTAR £295 £210
SYMPHONY £550 £420
KNOWLEDGEMAN £450 £299
MULTIMATE £350 £245
DRC COMPILE £275 £215
FRAMEWORK £495 £345
SUPERCALC II £195 £145
SUPERCALC Ill £295 £210
D. BASE Ill £495 £345
FRIDAY! £195 £139
OPEN ACCESS £450 £320

All prices exclusive of VAT
Over 400 leading software packages available.
Packages available for several computer makes.
We are the cheapest in town, ask for our price

list. -

TRY US AND YOU WILL NEVER WANT TO GO
ANYWHERE ELSE!

MICRO BASE
Home Computer oftware

SPECTRUM 48k
RRP OUR PRICE

Dailey Thompsons Decalon 6.95 5.75
Hampstead 9.95 8.45.
Blockbuster 5.95 4.95
Danger Mouse Double Trouble 6.95 5.90
Combat Lynx 8.95 7.55
Kokotoni Wilt 5.95 4.95
Beachead 7,95 6.75
Sherlock Holmes 14.95 12.70
Valhalla 14.95 10.95
TIR NA NOG 9.95 8.45
Deus Ex Machina 15.00 12.70
Avalon 7.95 6.75

COMMODORE 64
Quo Vadis 9.95 8.45
Falcon Patroll II 7.95 6.75
Kokohni Wilt 6.95 5.90
Zaxxon 9.95 8.45
Solo Flight 14.95 11.95
Beachead 9.95 7.95
High Noon 7.90 6.70
Havoc 9.95 8.45
Flip & Flop 8.95 7.55
Strip Poker 9.95 8.25
Sherlock Holmes 14.95 12.70
Suicide Express 7.95 6.75

Write or telephone for price fists (state which micro), price includes
postage and packing.

Micro Base (PCW)
PO Box 28, Newcastle NE3 1NG

Tel: 091-285 9855 (24 hrs)
PC W 249
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MICROspirt,.

OAS
LIMITED

V,0

THE BUDGET EXTENDER FOR ALL COMPUTER SOFTWARE

AT LEAST 20% OFF* ALL SOFTWARE

FOR APPLE  IBM  BBC  COMMODORE

 APRICOT  ATARI  SPECTRUM

(Df-TWARE FOR

BUSINESS * WORD PROCESSING * GAMES *

EDUCATIONSYSTEMS&UTILMES*GRAPHICS

WESPECIALIZEINWILORDER

TELEPHONENOW01-

FOROURPRMESANDFREECATALOGUE
FREE1985DMAYMTHEVERYPURCHASE

11:11

DISURACCROSOFTWMEUMITED

114UMBHIGHPIEF

LONEANM

7;g". TEL: 01-387 0325

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

LIFE -LINE
SELF ANALYSIS
CAREER COUNSELLOR=
FOR ANY SPECTRUM COMPUTER
(CBM64 ond BBC coming soon)

11We:fa-land yourself and chefs using Ibis brilliant new programme,
LIFE -LINE will reveal

YOUR TRUE CHARACTER
THE CHARACTER YOU TRY TO PROJECT
YOUR SELF-IMAGE

LIFE -LINE can help you

*CHOOSE THE RIGHT CAREER
ACHIEVE MORE
UNDERSTAND OTHERS
*IMPROVE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS

OFF-LINE is simple to use. amazingly accurate. and comes cornplet,
with an instruction manual written by St. John A. R Stung B.A.(Psych
LIFE -LINE is designed tor use in the hune. school or college -
anywhere that people matter.

Price £14.95 inclusive of VAT and Postage.
All enquiries SAE please °Mr Ell
Barclay Access orders accepted by telephone

WILLIAM Ouorley Down House Cholderton
STUART Nr Salisbury Wiltshire SP4 TDZ
SYSTEMS Ltd Tel 098 064 235

CRASS 80

Z80 CROSS ASSEMBLER

SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE

FROM THE ACT APRICOT

* Write Source Text with a
professional Word Processor then
assemble to MS DOS disk file or

direct to target System
* Only £95 + VAT Delivered
From: STEVE BETTS SOFTWARE

42 WALLACE DRIVE

EATOMERAY

BEDS. LU6 2DF

Tel: EATOMERAY (0525) 220922
* OTHER HOST AND TARGET SYSTEMS UNDER

DEVELOPMENT
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS

PROGRAM FILE

310 key

320 GO TO 320

330 DEFine PROCedure firstrow

340 xpos=880:barno=1

350 FOR ypos=100 TO 80 STEP -20

360 IF h(1,barno) ( h(2,barno)

361 height=h12,barno):shade=1

362 ELSE

363 height=h(1,barno):shade=2

364 END IF

380 bar height*6,xpos,ypos,shade

390 xpos=xpos-50

400 barno=barno+1

410 END FOR ypos

420 END DEFine firstrow

430 DEFine PROCedure secondrow

440 xpos=918:barno=1

450 FOR ypos=280 TO 60 STEP -20

460 IF h(1,barno) ( h(2,barno)

461 height=h(1,barnol:shade=2

462 EL SE-

463 height=h(2,barno):shade=1

464 END IF

480 bar height*6,xpos,ypos,shade

490 xpos=xpos-50

500 barno=barno+1

END FOR ypos 510

520 END DEFine secondrow

DEFine PROCedure grid:CLS:INK 7:FILL 0 530

540 FOR ygrid=100 TO 700 STEP 60

550 LINE 300,ygrid TO 900,ygrid+245

560 END FOR ygrid

570 inc=0

580 FOR xgrid=300 TO 900 STEP 50

590 LINE xgrid,100+inc TO xgrid,700+inc

inc=inc+20 600

610 END FOR xgrid

620 END DEFine grid

630 DEFine PROCedure bar(h,x,y,shadel

640 REMark front

650 INK shade:FILL 1

660 LINE x,y TO (x+50),(y+20? TO (x+50),(y+20+h) TO x,(y+20+h) TO x,y

FILL 0 670

680 REMark top

690 INK 3:FILL 1

700 LINE x,(y+h) TO (x+50),(y+20+h) TO (x+20),(y+40+h) TC (x-30),

(y+20+h) TO x0y+h?

710 FILL 0

720 REMark side

730 INK shade:FILL 1

e

740 LINE x,y TO (x -30),(y+20) TO (x-30),(y+20+h) TO x,(y+h) TO x,y

750 FILL 0

760 REMark line up side

770 INK (I: LINE x+1,y+3 TO x+1,(y+h-3)

780 END DEFine bar

790 DEFine PROCedure init

800 DIM h12,12)

810 DIM sonth$(12)

820 DIM eyear$(12,9)

830 RESTORE 850

840 FOR Tel TO 12:READ monthfln1:END FOR n

850 DATA ',1','F",'M'"A"'M",'J',"J'"An,'S""0""N",'D"

860 RESTORE 880

250PCW



PROGRAM FILE

870 FOR n=1 TO 12:READ syear$(n):END FOR n

880 DATA "January","February","March","Aoril","May","Junen,"July","August",

"September","October","November","December"

890 END DEFine init

900 DEFine PROCedure key

910 bar 50,1150,300,1

920 bar 50,1150,100,2

930 CSIZE #1,3,1:INK 6

940 AT 6,21:PRINT"Key"

950 CSIZE #1,2,0

960 AT 22,28:PR1NT histol$

970 AT 17,28:PRINT histo2$

980 AT 21,18:PRINT "month":INK 7

990 AT 0,(32-LEN(title$))/2: INK 7:CSIZE 3,0:PRINT title$:CSIZE 2,0

1000 END DEFine

1010 DEFine PROCedure getdata

1020 INK 7:CSIZE 3,0:AT 1,3:PRINT"3D'HISTOGRAM GENERATOR":CSIZE 0,0

1030 REPeat loop

1040 AT 3,3:PRINT"Title of graph (max 20 characters) ?";FILL;:(" ",36)

1050 AT 3,40: INPUT title$

1060 IF LEN(title$) (=20 THEN EXIT loop

1070 END REPeat loop

1080 REPeat loop

1090 AT 5,3:PRINT"Titie of histogram 1 (max 5 characters) 7";FILLW ",10)

1100 AT 5,45: INPUT histol$

1110 IF LEN(histol$)(=5 THEN EXIT loop

1120 END REPeat loop

1130 REPeat loop

1140 AT 7,3:PRINT"Title of histogram 2 (max 5 characters) ?";FILLU" ',10)

1150 AT 7,45: INPUT histo2$

1160 IF LEN(histo2W=5 THEN EXIT loop

1170 END REPeat loop

1180 CSIZE 2,0:INK 0

1190 AT 9,4:PRINT'MONTH°:AT 9,18:PRINT histol$:AT 9,26:PRINT histo2$

1200 CSIZE 0,0:INK 7:row=0

1210 FOR table=12 TO 1 STEP -1

1220 AT 11+row,10:PRINT myear$(13-table)

1230 REPeat loop

1240 AT 11+row,38:PRINT F1LL$(" ",5):AT 11+row,38:INPUT h(1,table)

1250 IF h(1,table) (..= 100 AND h(1,table) >=0 THEN EXIT loop

1260 END REPeat loop

1270 REPeat loop

1280 AT Ilfrow,56:PRINT F1LL$(" ",5):AT 11+row,56:INPUT h(2,table'

1290 IF h(2,table) - 100 AND h(2,table) ';,=0 THEN EXIT loop

1300 END REPeat loop

1310 row=row+1

1320 END FOR table

1330 END DEFine getdata

1340 DEFine PROCedure drawscale

1350 INK 7

1360 REMark 0 to 100

1370 FOR scalepos=100 TO 700 STEP 60

1380 CURSOR 170,scalepos,0,0

1390 PRINT (scaiepos-100)/6

1400 END FOR scalepos

1410 labely=50:dummy=1

1420 FOR labeix=400 TO 950 STEP 50

1430 CURSOR labelx,labely,0,0

1440 PRINT month$(dummy)

1450 labely=labely+20:dummy=dummy+1

1460 END FOR labels

1470 END DEFine drawscale

MICROMART

MICRO COMPUTER
EXHIBITION

BROMLEY CIVIC CENTRE
SAT JAN 12th 1985
10.00am-17.00pm

BR train to Bromley North or Bromley South
HOME, HOBBY & BUSINESS
Amstrad/BBC/Commodore/Spectrum/

Memotech/Oric/New Brain

Software, Hardware and Add-Ons plus "The Business End'

IBM/ACT/RAIR and BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Enquiries East/West 01-290 5298

THE NEW BRAIN FILES
ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW

ABOUT THE NEWBRAIN 32k and 96k
Out January 14th from VITAGRAPH £9.50 (incl. p&p)

VITAGRAPH LTD
26 COLLAGE ROAD
BROMLEY BR1 3PE

OPEN# STREAM -
The information exchange for New Brain Users

5 maps + public domain software £10 to:
24 COLLAGE ROAD
BROMLEY BR1 3PE

Tel: South 01-290 5299
North 061-434 1810 (Eves)

COULD YOU
TEACH
BASIC?

If you can write your own programs in BASIC and can
talk to people then YOU CAN TEACH with the PROTOS
System ©.
The PROTOS System contains all the information you
need: Organisers Manual, Tutors manual, full lecture
notes, handouts, visual aid guide, how to advertise
. . . and a FREE back-up service by phone.

The PROTOS System costs are covered by just 3
students at home . . but is designed for up to 40.

For more details and application form write NOW to:

Dept. PCW, The Computer Group,
Oaklea, Goldhanger Road,
Maldon, Essex CM9 7QU,
or ring 0621-58091 NOW.

120VOg

FOR THE

ACTsinus
The PC50 Library is a subset of the

internationally renowned NAG library and

offersapovverfulsetofprogranuningtoolsfor

the Fortran user on the Sirius. Can you afford

to be without

THE NAG FORTRAN PC50 LIBRARY
For lull details write to -

HARRISON-WARD
itttV* associates Ltd.

62 LYNTON ROAD, RAYNERS LANE.
HARROW, MIDDLESEX HA2 9NN

* APRICOT VERSION NOW AVAILABLE *

YC'W251
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HOUPSIOW COIT1pUiEr
liliEFIBEES

We specialise in computer cables made up to your
requirements at the lowest prices anywhere.

TEAC 100k disc drive £100.00
Wabash SS/SD 100k discs £13.00
Epson FX80 £315.00
Epson RX80 £200.00
Epson RX80 F/T £225.00
Epson FX100 £420.00

Also Seikosha, TEC. Buffers from 2k to 512k. A
selection of ribbons for most printers.
Epson FX80 £3.60 Shinwa CP80 £3.60
SCMTP-1 £2.00 Seikosha GP80 £3.60
Paper per 2000 sheets £12.00
Plotters, Monitors, Modems. C12 cassettes and Dust
covers for most printers & computer.

SEND NOW FOR OUR FULL DETAILED
PRICE -LISTS

Delivery within 30 miles of London FREE!
All prices shown are exclusive of VAT

MAIL ORDER ONLY
22 GREENHAM HOUSE,

55 STANBOROUGH ROAD, HOUNSLOW.
MIDDLESEX TW3 1 YF

Tel: 01-572 0656

ZOOMSOFT
Latest software for CBM64, ATARI & APPLE

CBM Cass Disk
ZORK 1 N/A £11.95
ZORK 2 N/A £11.95
ZORK 3 N/A £11.95
STARCROSS N/A £11.95
DEADLINE N/A £11.95
BOULDER £8.95 £10.95
BRISTLES £8.95 £10.95

ATARI 400, 800, XL Cass Disk
OILS WELL N/A £21.55
FLIGHT SIMULATOR N/A £37.95
S.A.M. (TALKIE) N/A £41.95
SORCERER OF
CLAYMORGUE CASTLE £9.95 £17.95
VISICALC - £49.75
ATARI 850 INTERFACE - £99.99

APPLE Disk
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II £42.75
B C QUEST FOR FIRES £25.75
HOME WORD £51.50
SCREENWRITER II £90.75
GENERAL MANAGER II £160.95

Hundreds more titles available.
Send SAE for free catalogue or Tel: 01-723 0562 (10am-7pm)

Please state make of computer.

Send Cheques, P.O. to Zoomsoft,
46 Huntsworth Mews, London NW1 6DB.

- the tough one!

Introducing the Rhinodisk
from Rhino Disk Ltd. part of
the Disco-Tek Group, Lex
House, 3-6 Alfred Place,

London W.C.1. 01-631 3600

MICROMART

PROTECT YOUR
MICRO COMPUTER

NOW!
Specially formulated flame retardant,
waterproof and dust proof covers,
tailored for BBC A and B. Price £6.75.

Dragon 32 £5.50. Electron, Spectrum
and Commodore 64 £3.75. Choice of
beige, brown, black, blue and green.
Send cheque or postal order. Also
available PC and Business Systems
for details and prices please write to:

MOSSHILL INDUSTRIES
12 Mossenden Close

Harefield
Middlesex
UB9 60D

LOWEST PRICES IN UK?
MICROS PRICESINCV41
Spectrum 48K t nee six pack software)
Commodore 64
Cornmodere 16
BBC B (free cassette playersoftware)
BE1C13 + DFS

SINCLAIRO.L

FOR YOUR MICROS
ZX Microdnve
ZX Interlace 1
ZXMicrodriverInterlace (4 free games)
LX I ntertace 2
Microdrive Cartridge
Ouickshot II Joystick
ProgrammableJoystick Interlace
Commodore C2N Cassette Unit
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive
Commodore 1701 Monitor
Commodore MPS 801
Alphacom 32 printer

CASIO
PB 700
FX 750P
FX 720P
PB 410
PB 110
CASIO KEYBOARDS
MT 46
MT 68
MT 200
MT 800

Complete range of Casio calculators, watches and keyboards
at Discount Prices.

K.K. STATIONERS
YISA

P&P C3 00 lwarK0 UKI

£124.95
C184.95
C134.95
£389.00
£455.00
£389.00

£47.95
£47.95

97.00
£18.95

£4.75
C9.95

£22.95
£40.00

C199.00
£199.00
C184.95

£74.95

£123.95
£85.95

£47.95

E47.95

E37.95

£79.95

£119.95
E111.95

£224.95

187 Edgware Road 126 Edgware Road,
Marble Arch, W21 ET Marble Arch. W22DZ
Te1.01-723 1436 Tel. 01 -402 4592

WANTED

PERSONAL

COMPUTERS
IBM, TANDY, EPSON, etc

all models bought for cash

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

160 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1.

Tel: 01-388 2562

MICROMART

SOFTWARE ORIGINATORS
for

NewBrain, ORIC ATMOS, Spectrum,
AMSTRAD electron BBC;
coming . . .!

Commodore 16/Plus 4, MSX
< 75 Traditional games -
CARDS, DICE, BOARD
Business & Home Accounts
Secretary/data/graphics

& catering

EBORSOFT
81 Hull Road,
York Y01 3JS

Tel: 0904-411873 (24 hour ansa)

SHARP
Starting machine code on the Sharp a new book
by G. P. Ridley for all MZ80K, MZ80A, MZ700
owners. wishing to expand their knowledge of
machine code, £6.95 from Sharp dealers or

direct inc p&p from:

G. M. SERVICES (PCW)
D. C. BRENNAN ENG.,

14 North Western Avenue, Watford,
Herts.

For your copy of our MZ700 software
catalogue

From GAMES to BUSINESS and EDUCATIONAL
From LANGUAGES to UTILITIES

OVER 180 TITLES plus Peripherals and Accessories.

Send P.O. for 50p (refundable on first
order to the above address)

BASIC COMPILER
For the BBC Micro

Now supports around 90 key words
Turns Basic programs into really fast
machine code. It is very easy to use

and comes complete with full
instructions. Suitable for the Model

B or Model A with 32K

CASSETTE £17.95
DISK E19.95

Enquire at your local computer store
or order direct (Post FREE) from:-

A.C.K. DATA
PCW Dept

21 Salcombe Drive
Redhill

Nottingham NG5 8JF
Tel: (0602) 262498

Dealer enquiries welcome

252 PC W



DISCOVER MEMDOS

It took an apple for Isaac Newton to discover gravity so
why not use your Apple to discover MEMDOS the unique

Application Development Tool.
Why are there more than 10,000 Apple
users of MEMDOS in France today ?
When MEMSOFT won the Golden Apple Award, for
best system software, Apple users realised that at last
they had discovered the way to program their power-
ful application software easily !

For only £15 you can discover the amazing power
of MEMDOS through MEMDOS JUNIOR with its
incredible MULTI -KEY INDEX FILING (ISAM), dyna-
mic Screen Management and powerful Macro ins-
truction sets which reduce program coding by up to
90%. Use MEMDOS JUNIOR and we are sure that
you will progress to full system MEMDOS, as over
10,000 others have done.

Available for Apple II, Ile, Ilc

MEMV,FT

GREECE ,#<",-1.\`';<_cs'
SEND FOR DETAILS # 4-1
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The full MEMDOS disk system costs £99 (only £84 if you buy MEMDOS JUNIOR).



BACK ISSUES SERVICE
Here is a guide to PCW back issues. Hardware reviews/Bench tests are indexed by manufacturer,

software byproduct name.

HARDWARE

MANUFACTURER
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
ACT
ACT
Adman Electronics

AGF
AMS
Apple
Apple
Apple

British Micro
Brother

C/VVP
Camputers
Canon
Canon
Canon
Casio
Casio
Casio
Casio
Coleco
Commodore
Commodore
Compudata
Conchess

Corvus
Currah

Dacom Systems
DCP M icrodevelopments
Digihurst
Digital Equipment
Dragon Data Ltd

Eaca International
Electroni-Kit
Electroplay
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

Ferranti
Fidelity
Fortune
Future

Gavilan
GCE
GCS
Gemini
GRiD
Gulfstream

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard

A
PRODUCT
Speech System
Electron
BBC Micro
Teletext Adaptor
BBC Speech Chips
Apricot
Sirius 1
Adman Speech
Synthesiser
Programmable Joystick
Disc Drive : 3in
Lisa
III
Macintosh

B
Mimi 801
EP44

C
Cortex
Lynx
AS -100
CX-1
X-07
PB-100
fx-9000p
602p
FP -10 Printer
Adam
715
64
Tulipsystem 1
Monarch/Ambassador/
Escourter
Concept March 1983
Microspeech Unit January1984

ISSUE
January 1984
October 1983
January 1982
April 1984
April 1983
October1983
February 1982
January 1984

December 1983
January 1984
July 1983
May 1982
March 1984

July 1982
April 1984

D
Buzzbox
Speech Pack
Microsight 1
Rainbow 100
Dragon 32

E
Colour Genie
FX System
MyTalking Computer
QX-10
HX-20
FX-80
PX-8

F
Argus PPC
Prestige
Fortune32:16
FX20

Gavilan MC
Vectrex System
Ferrett
Mu Itiboard
Compass
Hyperion

H
HP -75C
15C and 16C

December 1983
March 1983
December 1983
November 1982
March 1984
May 1983
February 1983
May 1982
April 1982
April 1984
January1984
May 1983
October1983
March 1983

January1984
August 1982
October1983
November 1982
August 1982

June1983
November 1983
November 1983
July 1983
December 1982
July 1983
June1984

November 1983
February 1983
August1983
October 1983

February 1984
August1983
June1984
February 1982
June1984
October1983

November 1982
September 1982

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
High Tech Electronics
Hitachi
Hitachi

IBM

IBM
Ikon
10 Research Ltd

Jonos
Jupiter Cantab

LSI

Magus Computer Systems
Ltd

Mannesmann Tally
Mattel
Microwriter Ltd
Milton Bradley
Monroe
Motorola
Multitech

NCR
NEC
NEC
Notting Dale ltec
Novag

Olivetti
Oric Products
Osborne

Positron

Robocom Ltd

Sage
Scisys
Semi -Tech
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Shelton Instruments
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair
SMT
Sord
Sord
Spectravideo

Tandata

H
H P86
HP -125
HP -IL
Sid 1 Colour Board
MB16001
Peach

9000 Instrumentation
Computer
PC Junior
Hobbit
Pluto

J
Jonos
Ace

M -Four

M
Add -On Graphics Board

October 1982
April 1982
March 1982
April 1982
June 1983
May1982

March 1983

March 1984
January 1984
December 1982

April 1984
January 1983

April 1983

September 1983

MT160L Dot -Matrix Printer August1983
Aquarius
Microwriter
Phantom
Monroe 8820
MC68000
Micro-Professorll

N
Decision Mate V
PC -8201A
APC
G007 Graphics Module
Constellation

0
M20
Oricl
Executive

P
9000

R
Bit Stik

S
Chess Champion Mark 5
Pied Piper
MZ-700
PC1251
PC1500
MZ-80A
MZ-80A
Sig/Net
Microdrive
ZX Spectrum
ZX81 Printer
Goupil-3
M5
Exleigh Expert
SV-318 and SV-328

Homedeck

November 1983
September 1982
July1983
April 1982
December 1982
September 1983

August 1983
December 1983
September 1983
March 1983
October1983

September 1982
April 1983
July1983

October 1982

November 1982

February 1983
January 1983
September 1983
February 1984
February 1983
June1982
June1982
April 1984
April 1983
October1983
June1982
January 1982
December 1983
August1983
August 1982
March 1984

Apri11984



Tandy
Tandy
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments
Torch Computers
Tradecom
Tycom

T
MC -10
Model 100
TI Professional
TI -88
TI -99/4A
TI -59
Torch
Newbrain AD
Microframe

November 1983
August1983
May1983
July 1982
March 1982
January 1983
January 1983
July 1982
January 1984

Walters Microsystems
Watanabe
Wave Mate
William Stuart Systems
Wren Computers
Xerox
Xerox

W X
120 Printer
Personal Plotter
Bullet
Chatterbox
Wren
16/8
820

December 1982
February 1982
February 1984
January 1984
April 1984
February 1984
January 1982

SOFTWARE
PROGRAM
1-2-3
1-2-3
1982 Database Roundup
1983 Database Roundup
1983 Spreadsheet

Roundup

Accountancy Programs
(General)

Aquila

Benchmarks Explained
(Reference Article)

Beta
Brainstorm
Busifile
Busipost

Cardbox
Color Scarfrnan
Condor Database

Databases (Choosing One)
Dataplan
Dataprism
DBMS2
Delta
Desq
DMS
Dragon Disks

E40
Ecalc
Everyman
Expert -Ease

Falc
Financial Director
FMS80
Freqout

Homeword
HP41-CText Editor
Home Accounts/Finance
Manager

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

ISSUE
April 1984
November 1983
December 1982
December 1983
December 1983

June1983

September 1982

January 1984

August 1983
February 1984
January 1984
February 1983

August 1982
December 1982
November 1982

March 1982
August1983
March 1983
June 1982
October1983
December 1983
March 1982
June 1984

September 1982
July 1983
February 1984
June1984

January 1984
June1983
April 1982
February 1982

February 1984
November 1982
January 1984

Personal Computer World Specials: 1984 Microcomputer
Benchtest Special : (£2.40 incp&p)-20 leading micros

reviewed bythePCWteam. Desktop Computing : (£2.25 inc
p&p)-comprehensive guide to using micros in your
business. Binders: (£3.95 each inc p&p) - keep your
copies in order with these strong, attractive yellow

binders.

Information Management
Infostar
Lisawrite

Master Planner
Master Planner
Mathemagic/Graphmagic
Micro FCS
Micropen
Microscript
Microtax
MS-DOS & CP/M-86
MS-DOS 2
Moneywise
Multiplan

Omnis
Open Access
Optimum

Peachcalc
Pearl
Perfect Calc
Personal Data Base
Petspeed
Plannercall
Prophet II

Rescue
Revelation

Sage 400 (Accounting)
Scred
Scripsit 2.0
Search and Find
Select
Silicon Office
System Builder
Software Various
Superdeflex
Superfile

TheFinancial Planner
The Spreadsheet
TK! Solver
Tomorrow's Office

View
Visi On
Visi Calc
Visual!
Vu-Calc (for Spectrum)

Word Handler II
Word
Wordspell
Workslate
dBase II

IL

M

R

S

T

P

April 1984
September 1983
August1983

April 1984
October1983
August 1983
October 1983
May 1983
May 1983
July 1983
October 1982
May 1983
June 1984
April 1983

July1983
June1984
November 1983

March 1984
October 1982
October1983
March 1984
April 1983
May1983
March 1983

April1983
April 1984

October1983
August1983
February 1982
December 1983
September 1982
July1982
June 1984
April 1984
January 1983
January 1983

December 1983
September 1983
February 1984
June 1983

August1983
November 1983
June 1983
February 1984
September 1983

March 1983
June1984
March 1984
January 1984
May 1982

r
I Anyone issue £1.50; all additional issues £1.00 each.

Benchtest special £2.40. Desktop Computing £2.25.
Binders£3.95 each. All prices include post and package.
*Overseas orders requiring Air Mail postage add £1.00 per
copy. Cheques/PO payable to Computing Publications Ltd,

53/55 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG. Please allow
up to 3 weeks for delivery and don't forgetto state your
name and full address with yourorder. State clearly on a
separate piece of paperthe issue(s) you require and
enclose a cheque/PO.

I Name
I
L

ddress



Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335 4

    IN III1I Home &
Educational

Tel 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

IBM
Apple Digital

Tandy HP Kaypro
Epson Sanyo

BBC
Sinclair Electron

we know computers

1

Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335 4 M Ell Home &

Educational
Tee 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

and
EPSON

SHEER ELEGANCE
RX 80
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 80 F/T
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 100 F/T
100 CPS 136 Col
FX 80
160 CPS 80 Col
FX100
160 CPS 136 Col

FIRSTfor EPSON
OKI MICROLINE

OEM
Price

279 209

319 229

450 349

438 339

569 449

List
Price

OKI MICROLINE
M82A
120CPS 80 Col

SHEER MAGIC
299 259

By phone, quoting your ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD number or by sending a

HOW TO cheque for the OEM price stated, plus
carriage and VAT. Please allow 7 days for

ORDER cheque clearance. 30 days credit for
Official Orders from PLC's and Public
Authorities, subject to 5% Credit Charge.

M92P
160CPS 80 Col
M92S

List

449

PRINTERS
OEM

379

160CPS 80 Col 539 459
M83A
120CPS 136 Col 489 419
M84P
200CPS 136 Col 799 679
M84S
200CPS 136 Col 899 769
M93P
160CPS 136 Col 585 499
M93S
160CPS 136 col 675 579
P - Parallel Interface, S - Serial
Interface, A - Both supplied as std.

LL FOR OUR BEST PRICES  N  THER L

BARGAINS
SHEER VALUE

SHINWA CTICP80
JUKI Daisywheel
SEIKOSHA GP100A
OLIVETTI
JP101 Ink Jet
DAISYSTEP
Daisywheel

List
Price

£
299
449
215

OEM
Price

199
349
199

199 159

288 249

PRICING
OEM Prices are exclusive of carriage and
VAT and are current at time of printing.
CARRIAGE ONLY £5 ON ALL ITEMS

..1 k ; 

TELEPHONE OEM Computer Sales
9-11 Regent Street

HOTLINE Rugby
(0788) 70522/3/4 Warwickshire CV21 2PE

256PCW



There's only one way to be sure!

dc-o

When data is important it needs to be
stored in a reliable place and they don't
come any more reliable than Datasafe.

A full range of quality 51/4" and 8"
floppy diskettes supplied in boxes
and packs of 1, 2 or 3.
Manufactured and tested to
exacting standards ensuring
100% error -free operation and
utmost reliability. Already used on
most micros including Apple, IBM,
Compaq, ICL PC, BBC Micro,
Rank Xerox etc.

Si

As with all products from
Samleco, prices are in sterling
with guaranteed price stability.
We don't expect you to believe
everything we say but if you test
our product and fail to agree with
our quality expectations we'll give
you a free pack. Can we say fairer
than that?

Samleco International Ltd,
SCS House, 9 Fairacres Ind. Est., Dedworth Road, Windsor, Berks SL4 4LE, England.
Tel: Windsor (07535) 54717 (2 lines). Telex: 838791

+ circle 62 on enquiry card + TM Datasafe is the trade mark of Samleco International Ltd.



FOR COMMUNICATIONS INSIGHT

For those of you who
wish to use, at low cost,

VIEWDATA, TELEX,
ELECTRONIC MAIL,

or even use your micro
as a Viewdata/Telex

terminal.

AT LAST, CYTEL is a
unique company dealing

with the many applications
of Viewdata and training

support.

Use Our Experience.
We Can Help!

Talk to Greg, Malcolm or Ben at Cytcl.

Oxford Computer Systems
(Software) Ltd

Hensington Road.
Woodstock.

Oxford OX7 1JR England
Telephone (0993) 812700
Telex 83147 Ref OCSL

Oi

YOUR
FUTURE WITH
COMPUTERS

DEPENDS ON PASCAL
BECAUSE
 PASCAL is the world's most

popular programming
language after BASIC

 PASCAL is FAST up to 20
times the speed of BASIC

WHAT IS OXFORD PASCAL?
OXFORD PASCAL is a
COMPLETE implementation
of the popular programming
language PASCAL running on
the Commodore 64

GRAPHICS & SOUND
With the OXFORD extensions
to PASCAL you can programme
dazzling graphics and
astounding sound

WHAT DO I GET?
With the cassette version of OXFORD PASCAL you get:
 A powerful text editor for preparing PASCAL

programs
 A resident compiler giving 14k of user RAM
 A powerful set of colour graphics and sound

extensions to standard PASCAL

With the disk version of OXFORD PASCAL you get:
 All the above, PLUS
 A full disk to disk compiler exploiting the

entire memory of the 64 for PASCAL programs.

HOW MUCH DOES OXFORD PASCAL COST?
Cassette version (resident compiler only .£19.95
Full disk compiler (1 541.4040. 8050.
8250 drives) f 49.95
Prices are exclusive of VAT. There is also a small
charge for post and packing.

258PCW



WANTED. British made
portable bus. micro, incl.
Fin. Plan, Exec. Desk Top,
w.p. & filing software. Must
have BT aprvd. on -board
modem and auto -dial for
direct connect to Prestel,
Micronet 800, and other
Viewdata systems. Built-in
screen, RS232 and printer
interfaces, twin disk drives
and 64K bytes of memory
req'd. Should be no more

FOR SALE. The new Wren
Executive System. No
other small computer
offers you more . . . so why
settle for less?

EXECUTIVE SYSTEM

Distributed by: Wren Computers Ltd. Telephone: 01-253 2277
Carry the company in your hand not on your shoulders

, .

The Wren is designed by Transam Computes, L sited Perfect Sof twii - sk iiwici Micronet
800 is the trading style of Telemap Limited and British Telecom Executive Desktop is the Lopyiight of Quante( Systems and

Software Limited Prestel is the trademark of British Teiecom 'All prices exclude VAT

r --For full details of the Wren Executive System complete this coupon and
send it to:

Prism Microproducts Limited, 18-29 Mora Street, City Road, London,
I EC1V 8BT Telephone: 01-253 2277

Name

Company

Address

Telephone

PC W 259



EPSON PX-8
PERSONAL PORTABLE COMPUTER

RSONAL COMPUTE
WHEN AND WHERE YOU WANT IT
 Total compatibility with the wide range of

Epson products.
 Total support from Transam with both

software & technical expertise.
 Big 80*8 LCD virtual screen with full

graphics.
 64K User Ram expandable to 1841<, Ram disk

area.
 Built in microcassette drive for mass storage.
 CP/M operating system and Basic in ROM

- wide range of compatible software.
 Wordstar, Micro Calc, Scheduler, & Cardbox

Plus supplied as standard in plug-in ROMs,
Terminal & Comms software also included.

 Dual NiCd batteries for non-stop computing,
(AC charger supplied).

 Three microprocessors for speed & power,
inc. industry std. Z80.

 RS232 and serial communication ports.
Epson PX-8 64K Computer with all SW
detailed above. £798.00 + VAT
Epson PX-8 64K Computer as above, with
120K RAM Pack. *f998.00 + VAT
Epson TF-20 dual 5" drive unit (mains, inc IF
cable) £525.00 + VAT

To reserve your machine telephone our sales
hot-line on 01-404 4554 immediately.
Additional Software available from Transam,
either on disk or cassette. Please specify which'
version is required when ordering.
 Lisp80 (SW Toolworks)
 TCL Pascal Compiler
 C-80 (SW Toolworks)
 Nevada Fortran

f 60.00 + VAT
f 60.00 + VAT
f 60.00 + VAT
f 70.00 + VAT

 Indexer f100.00 + VAT
 Superfile/Superforms f195.00 + VAT
 BSTAM Communications £135.00 + VAT
 Blast (PX8 TO IBMPC COMS) £195.00 + VAT
 HX20 DevPack (XASM68) £150.00 + VAT
 Big 80*8 LCD visual screen with full

graphics.

DEALER PRICES AVAILABLE ON SOFTWARE.

rMICROSYSTEMS LIMITED
59/61 Theobalds Road,
LONDON WC1X 8SF
Tel: 01-404 4554

Transam

 THE TECHNOLOGY YOU WANT I THE ADVICE YOU NEED 
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CS L CSL SYSTEMS SERVICE LTD.
THE PROFESSIONALS IN
COMPUTER HARDWARE

MAINTENANCE

FRIENDLINESS,
FLEXIBILITY, FINANCE

Are all important factors when it comes to choosing the right people to look after your personal computer
system especially in the event of a breakdown.
We at CSL recognise the importance of these factors and regard maintenance as a vital part of any
computer back-up service.
With our team of fully trained engineers we specialise in maintaining microcomputers and their
associated peripherals.
Out maintenance contracts offer a fully comprehensive cover and guarantee a fast and efficient

MOST POPULAR
MAKES
COVERED* 5 STAR SERVICE *

* A RESPONSE TO ALL CALLS WITHIN 24 HOURS

* REPLACEMENT PARTS

* ALL LABOUR AND TRAVELLING COSTS

* ON -SITE REPAIRS

* 2 PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE VISITS
SYSTEMS Z/'"f

- rj.4:-

.....
UNDER
WARRANTY
CAN BE COVERED AT REDUCED COST

MAW PEOPLE PROMISE THIS
WE GUARANTEE IT!

FOR A FREE ESTIMATE PHONE US NOW!

01-883 1186
CSL SYSTEMS SERVICE LTD ,(e

'eXfFNT ftv

51 COLNEY HATCH LANE, MUSWELL HILL, LONDON N10 1 LJ
PCW 261



At £1,000*theWren is
the desk -top that's not desk -bound.

WRE\
EXECUTIVE SYSTEM
DIsInbuled by.
Prism Microproducts Ltd
Telephone 01-253 2277

The Wren Executive System. British made and
backed by the distribution expertise of
Prism Business Systems.

No other small computer packs in so much for
such a price. Simply add up its strengths and you'll
see lust what we mean:

 Full range of Perfect' business software
including financial planning, word processing and
sophisticated tiling systems.

 Executive Desk Top System - includes
electronic diary, notepad, calculator, time clock and
random access card index.

 British Telecom approved on -board autodial
modem and communications software for direct
access to Prester. Micronet 800, and other private
viewdata systems.

 Built-in r amber screen. Twin disk drive.
 64K bytes of memory
 Built-in interfaces include RS232,

Winchester disk drive and external colour monitor.
 3 months free subscription to Micronet 800

and Prestel.
 Fully portable.
No other small computer offers your customers

more so why settle for less

Carry the company in your hand not on your shoulders
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For full details of the
Wren Executive System
send this coupon to:

Pony Microsystems Limited

11 Francis Way 61 Hartfield Avenue
Cippenham, Slough Elstree

Berks. SL1 5PJ Herts. WD6 3JJ

Tel: (06286161479 Tel: 01 207 1113

Telex: 295964 FCROFT G

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:

A FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS OFFER

TO COMMODORE 64 USERS
Recently, a program called "EPSON MAGIC", which is an Intelligent
Centronics Interface for the CBM 64, was advertised for just £5.50
(SOFTWARE ONLY) and £19.50 (SOFTWARE & CABLE). This was great
news for those who had already paid vast amounts for an Interface which
was, perhaps, just a bit un-Intelligent. It brings into reach of more pockets,
the vast range of high quality and extremely versatile DOT MATRIX
printers that use the CENTRONICS standard. Pretty tough if you don't
happen to own one of these printers, isn't it? Or is it . . . Because, at
Mushroom Software, we hate to see anyone suffer! So for a limited period
only, we're making a giveaway offer:- Your chance to own a Centronics
Printer, supplied with Commodore 64 Interface for under £200 INC VAT!
The KDC FT5001 is a 100CPS, Bi-directional with logic seeking, dot matrix
printer of the 8 bit parallel CENTRONICS style with an optional RS232C
with 2K buffer.

iEIPSO MACK
WA I s'FI,,E,IGEKG:11'

rITHTM631CS
InTER frttCE

- Wilt print the full CBM
character set

- Will print User Defined
character set

- Will make High and
Low RES Screen
Dumps

- Is compatible with
most utilities

- Will work with most
Leads (e.g. Audioge-
nics/Supersoft)

- Basic will work with all
Centronics Printers

The many features include: -
Friction and adjustable Sprocket Feed, various
Print Modes with Pica and Elite User Font
Registry (up to 62) 94 ASCII with Desc. 8 Intl
Char Sets and 48 Semi Graphics: Auto Paper
Inst.

P.S. This Printer will work with any Micro
fitted with Centronics or RS232C

£195.00 inc VAT
Phone 01-670 3533 for more details or
to reserve your order
Make cheques out to, and send to:-

MUSHROOM SOFTWARE

771.- 4 193 ROMMANY RD, LONDON SE27 9PR

AMEN SiFTIVARE
262PCW



New from Xebec

The 9710H disk subsystem - slimline in
form factor, but filled with system
features:

 10 Megabyte formatted capacity using
half high 51/4 -inch Winchester disk
unit.

 Universal SASI interface for system
connection to wide range of popular
microcomputers.

 Available selection of Xebec host
adaptor cards to allow easy add on to
existing microsystems.

 Automatic data error detection and
correction to give high data integrity.

 Small 'footprint' to minimise work
space required.

 No fan convection cooling for low
acoustic noise - ideal for office
environment.

Xebec Systems Ltd.,
1st Floor, Cockayne House,
Crockhamwell Road,
Reading RG5 3JH
Tel: (0734) 693511
Telex: 849443

The 9710H Slimline
Disk Subsystem

 Professional I/O connectors with
provision for easy daisy chaining of
additional box on SASI bus.

 Includes widely used and industry
proven Xebec controller technology.

Good looks combined with good features
make the 9710H a very attractive box.

The Xebec 'Xero D' signature that appears
on this page is the quality mark of the
company. It identifies zero defect quality
as the goal on every program and product
within Xebec. This commitment to
quality and a major continuing
investment in both product and
manufacturing technology are earning
Xebec its position as a
major supplier
of advanced
technology
product for
microcomputer
systems.

The7ArAucTh Zero Defect
Company

Belgium - Tel: 32-02-7629 494, Telex: 65054. Italy - Tel: 39-6-350201, Telex: 620114.
Germany - Tel: 49-89-6372766, Telex: 5212201. France - Tel: 33-1-5605438, Telex: 206223.



We have
the solutions

now what's
yourproblem?

At CISS we understand the business
systems you're running, and we can tell
you how best to develop them, enhance

them, and get more out of them.
Because we make it our business to
understand business systems, their

problems, and how to solve them using
the changing technology

available today.

CISS can recommend hardware and
software solutions; provide

remote access to
mainframe information processing;

integrate telecommunications;
and train staff to best -exploit

your investment. From a micro to a
fully -distributed system.

We'll undertake every aspect of
systems review; support you on a daily
basis; and monitor your systems in the
longer term - so changes won't come

as surprises.

Whatever your system, and whatever
your problem, we'll help you find a
cost-effective solution that works.

CISS -the complete
computer service.

SYSTEMS CONSULTANCY

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

HARDWARE SELECTION

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT

INFORMATION PROCESSING

SPECIALIST SERVICES

CISS
COMPUTER

I NFORMT I ON
SYSTEMS

SPEC I PIL I STS

Contact: CISS, 311 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N12 8LY. Telephone: 01-446 6841.



How to teach your Micro
a thing or two

Thousands of home computer owners have yet
to discover their microcomputer's potential to help
with many of the problems and decisions that come
up every day in the home or office.

Perhaps you have always promised yourself that
you would teach yourself programming, but have
been put off by manuals which seem to assume a
lifetime spent studying computer science and
mathematics. Maybe you have looked at other
computer books, but have yet to find one which is
free of unnecessary jargon or where the program
examples bear some relevance to real life and not
space invaders.

Relax, your search is over.
The 'Learn BASIC' tutorials from Logic 3 are

the latest development of a teaching method
pioneered by Professor Andrew Colin and perfected

by testing on 3 generations of students at Strathclyde
University. The 'Strathclyde Method' has been
translated into 8 languages and used by over 300,000
microcomputer users.

`Learn BASIC' is a jargon free, step by step,
course in computer programming, which explains
everything clearly in English, not computer talk. In a
matter of hours you will be writing your first
programs.

`Learn BASIC' is designed for people who want
to keep abreast of the computer age, for people who
realise that understanding computers is a key to
future success at work, at school, and as a parent.

Get 'Learn BASIC' and teach your micro how
to be useful! (Available from major branches of
W.H. Smiths, Boots, Laskys, Greens, John Menzies
and better computer shops nationwide.)

Please send me more information about
your: -

`Learn BASIC' tutorials
Logic 3 Spectrum Club
Logic 3 Commodore Club
(64 and VIC owners only)

(Tick appropriate box)

o

Name
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE}

I have a: -

Sinclair Spectrum
Commodore 64
Acorn Electron
BBC Microcomputer
Dragon

Address

LOGIC 3 (Postcode)

To Logic 3 Ltd., FREEPOST, Mountbatten House, Victoria Street, Windsor SL4 1HE





You should see what he's just seen.

Micronet 800.
Stretching the mind of your micro

far beyond its limits.
Micro evolution continues with

this unique communications, informa-
tions and software system. Set on our
mainframes nationwide.

Includes 30,000 pages and access
to Prester with its full range of services.

A tremendous Communications
section that networks you to thousands
of other members across the country.
Send and receive electronic messages
and graphics at a touch of a button.

And there's the Chatline service,
Swapshop and Teleshopping.

Check with daily updates on the
very latest computer news.

Micronet also has its own huge
facts data base.

And a choice of up-to-the-minute
software to download absolutely free.

For only £13 a quarter and just a
local telephone call whenever you
want to connect up (that's only 22p per
half hour at cheap rates) you could be
part of Micronet.

The only accessory you need is a
Modem.

A small price to pay to join the
other visionaries on this exciting new
system.

Fill in the coupon for more details
and send to Micronet 800, Durrant
House, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ.

But be warned, Micronet 800's
features are almost limitless and
constantly updating. So maybe you'd be
better to call in at Laskys, John Lewis,
main Boots or your local Micronet 800
Action Station.

To feast your eyes on all the
amazing things it can do.

Fro: MICRONET 800, Durrant House, 8 Herbal Hill,
London EC1R 5EJ. Telephone 01-278 3143.
Please send me the fill facts about Micronct 800.

Name

Make/Model of Micro

Address

'For 97% of telephone users.
.Prestel is a trademark of British Telecommunication,

PCVV 1



See Micronet 800 in action.
AVON

Bath. Boots, 1 Marchants Passage,
Southgate. Tel: 0225 64402.
Bristol. Boots, 59 Broadmead,
Tel: 0272 293631.
Bristol. John Lewis, Horsefaic
Tel: 0272 29100.
Bristol. Laskys, 16-20 Penn Street.
Tel: 0272 20421.
Keynsluun. Key Computer Systems,
42b High Street. Tel: 02756 5575.
Weston -super -Mare. K & K
Computers, 32 Alfred Street.
Tel: 0934 419324.

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford. Boots, The Harpur Centre,
Harpur Street. Tel: 0234 56231.
Dunstable. Dormans, 7-11 Broad
Walk. Tel: 0582 38302.
Leighton Buzzard. Datasine,
59 North Street. Tel: 0525 374200.
Leighton Buzzard. Milton Keynes
Music & Computers, 17 Bridge
Street. Tel: 0525 382504.
Luton. Hobbyte, Unit 16, The
Amdale Centre. Tel: 0582 457195.
Luton. Laskys, 190-192 Amdale
Centre. Tel: 0582 38302.
Luton. Terry More, 49 George
Street. Tel: 0582 23391.

BERKSHIRE
Reading. Heelas, Broad Street.
Tel: 0734 559555.
Reading. Laskys, 118-119 Prior St.
Tel: 0734 595459
Slough. Data Supplies,
Templewood Lane,
Farnham Common. Tel: 2 820004.
Slough. Laskys, 75 Queensmere
Centre. Tel: 0753 78269.
Slough. MV Games,
245 High Street. Tel: 75 21594.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Bletchley. RAMS Computer
Centre, 117 Queensway.
Tel: 0908 647744.
Chesluun. Reed Photo &
Computers, 113 High Street.
Tel: 0494 783373.
Milton Keynes. John Lewis,
11 Field Walk, Secklow Gate East,
Tel: 0908 679171.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge. Boots, 65-67 Sidney
Street and 28 Petty Curry Street.
Tel: 0223 350213.
Cambridge. Heffers Stationers,
19 Sidney Street. Tel: 0223 358241.
Cambridge. Robert Sayle,
St Andrews Street.
Tel: 0223 612929.
Peterborough. Boots,
40-42 Bridge Street, Queensgate.
Tel: 0733 65352.
Peterborough. John Lewis,
Queensgate Centre. Tel: 073344644.

CHESHIRE
Chester. Boots, 47-55 Foregate
Street. Tel: 0244 28421.
Chester. Computer Link, 21 St
Werburgh Street. Tel; 0244 316516.
Chester. Laskys, 7 The Forum,
Northgate Street. Tel: 0244 317667.
Crewe. AS Wootton & Sons,
116 Edleston Road.
Tel: 0270 214118.
Crewe. Midshires Computer
Centre, 68-78 Nantwich Road.
Tel: 0270 211086.
Ellesmere Port. RFR TV &Audio,
1 Pooltown Road, Whitby.
Tel: 051-356 4150.
Hyde. C Tech Computers,
184 Market Street.
Tel: 061-366 8223.
Macclesfield. Camera Computer
Centre, 118 Mill Street.
Tel: 0625 27468.
Macclesfield. Computer Centre,
68 Chestergate. Tel: 0625 618827.
Marple. Marple Computer Centre,
30-32 Market Street.
Tel: 061-427 4328.
Stockport. National Micro Centres,
36 St Petersgate. Tel: 061-429 8080.
Stockport. Stockport Micro
Centre, 4-6 Brown Street.
Tel: 061-477 0248.
Widries.ComputerCity,78Victoria
Road. Tel: 051-420 3333.
Wilmslow Wilmslow Micro
Centre, 62 Grove Street.
Tel: 0625 530890.

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough. Boots,
88-90 Linthorpe Road,
The Cleveland Centre.
Tel: 0642 249616.

CUMBRIA
Kendal. The Kendal Computer
Centre, Stramongate.
Tel: 0539 22559.

Whitehaven. PD Hendren,
15 King Street. Tel: 0946 2063.
Workington. Technology Store,
12 Finkle Street. Tel: 0900 66972.

DERBYSHIRE
Alfreton. Gordon Harwood,
69-71 High Street.
Tel: 0773 836781.
Chesterfield. Boots, 35-37 Low
Pavement, Market Place.
Tel: 0246 203591.
Chesterfield. Computer Stores,
14 Stephenson Place.
Tel: 0246 208802.

DEVON
Exeter. Boots, 251 High Street.
Tel: 0392 32244.
Exeter. Open Channel,
Central Station, Queen Street.
Tel: 0392 218187.
Plymouth. Syntax, 76 Cornwall
Street. Tel: 0752 28705.
Seaton. Curtis Computer Services,
Seaton Computer Shop,
5Ic Harbour Road Tel: 029722347.
Tiverton. Actron Microcomputers,
37 Bampton Street.
Tel: 0884 252854.

DORSET
Bournemouth. Brook Computers,
370 Charminster Road.
Tel: 0202 533054.
Bournemouth. Lansdowne
Computer Centre, 1 Lansdowne
Crescent, Lansdowne.
Tel: 0202 20165.
Dorchester. The Paper Shop,
Kings Road. Tel: 0305 64564.

ESSEX
Chelmsford. Maxton Hayman,
5 Broomfield Road.
Tel: 0245 354595.
Colchester. Boots, 5-6 Lion Walk.
Tel: 0206 577303.
Grays. H Reynolds, 28a Southend
Road. Tel: 0375 31641.
Harlow Laskys, 19 The Harvey
Centre. Tel: 0279 443495.
Homchurch. Comptel Computer
Systems, 112a North Street.
Tel: 0402 446741.
Word. Boots, 177-185 High Road.
Tel: 01-553 2116.
Southend-on-Sea. Computerama,
88 London Road.
Tel: 0702 335443.
Southend-on-Sea. Computer
Centre, 336 London Road.
Tel: 0702 337161.
Southend-on-Sea. Estuary
Personal Computers, 318 Chartwell
North, Victoria Circus Shopping
Centre. Tel: 0702 614131.

GLOUCESTER
Cheltenham. Laskys, 206 High
Street. Tel: 0242 570282.
Cheltenham. Screen Scene,
144 St Georges Road.
Tel: 0242 528979.
Gloucester Boots, 38-46 Eastgate
Street. Tel: 0452 423501.

HAMPSHIRE
Basingstoke. Fishers. 2-3 Market
Place. Tel: 0256 22079.
Southampton. Business
Electronics, Micromagic At Atkins,
7 Civic Centre Road.
Tel: 0703 25903.
Southampton. Tyrrell & Green,
Above Bar. Tel: 0703 27711.

HERTFORD
Hitchin. County Computers,
13 Bucklesbury. Tel: 0462 36757.
Hitchin. GK Photographic &
Computers, 68 Hermitage Road.
Tel: 0462 59285.
Potters Bac The Computer Shop,
197 High Street. Tel: 0707 44417.
Stevenage. DJ Computers,
11 Town -Square. Tel: 0438 65501.
Watford. Laskys, 18 Charter Place.
Tel: 0923 31905.
Watford. SRS Microsystems,
94 The Parade, High Street.
Tel: 0923 26602.
Watford. Trewins, Queens Road.
Tel: 0923 44266.
Welwyn Garden City. DJ
Computers, 40 Fretheme Road.
Tel: 96 28444.
Welwyn Garden City.
Welwyn Department Store.
Tel: 0707 323456.

HUMBERSIDE
Beverley. Computing World,
10 Swabys Yard, Dyer Lane.
Tel: 0482 881831.

KENT
Beckenham. Supa Computers,
425 Croydon Road.
Tel: 01-650 3569.

Besdeyheath. Laskys,
15-16 Broadway Shopping Centre.
Tel: 01-301 3478.
Bromley. Boots, 148-154 High
Street. Tel: 01-460 6688.
Bromley, Computers Today,
31 Market Square.Tel: 01-290 5652.
Bromley. Laskys, 22 Market
Square. Tel: 01-464 7829.
Bromley. Walters Computers,
Army & Navy, 64 High Street.
Tel: 01-460 9991.
Chatham. Boots, 30-34 Wilmott
Square, Pentagon Centre.
Tel: 0634 405471.
Sevenoaks. Ernest Fielder
Computers, Dorset Street.
Tel: 0732 456800.
Sittingboume. Computer Plus,
65 High Street. Tel: 0795 25677.
Tunbridge Wells. Modata
Computer Centre, 28-30 St Johns
Road. Tel: 0892 41555.

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn. Tempo Computers,
9 Railway Road. Tel: 0254 691333.
Blackpool. Blackpool Computer
Store, 179 Church Street.
Tel: 0253 20239.
Burnley. IMO Business Systems,
39-43 Standish Street.
Tel: 0282 54299.
Preston. 4Mat Computing,
67 Friargate. Tel: 0772 561952.
Preston. Laskys, 1-4 Guildhall
Arcade. Tel: 0772 24558.
Wigan. Wildings Computer
Centre, 11 Mesnes Street.
Tel: 0942 44382.

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester Boots, 30-36 Gallowtree
Gate. Tel: 0533 21641.
Market Harborough. Harborough
Home Computers, 7 Church Street.
Tel: 0858 63056.

LONDON
Wl. Computers of Wigmore
Street, 104 Wigmore Street.
Tel: 01-486 0373.
WI. HMV, 363 Oxford Street.
Tel: 01-629 1240.
Wl. John Lewis, Oxford Street.
Tel: 01-629 7711.
WI. Laskys, 42 Tottenham Court
Road. Tel: 01-636 0845.
Wl. Lion House, 227 Tottenham
Court Road. Tel: 01-6371601.
WI. Rother Cameras,
256 Tottenham Court Road
Tel: 01-580 5826.
Wl. The Video Shop,
18 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 5380.
Wl. Walters Computers, DH Evans,
Oxford Street. Tel: 01-629 8800.
WC1. Transom Micro Systems,
59-61 Theobalds Road.
Tel: 01-405 5240.
W5. Laskys, 18-19 Ealing
Broadway Shopping Centre.
Tel: 01-567 4717.
W8. Walters Computers, Barkers,
Kensington High Street.
Tel: 01-937 5432.
SW1. Peter Jones, Sloane Square.
Tel: 01-730 3434.
SE9. Square Deal,
373-375 Footscray Road,
New Eltham. Tel: 01-859 1516.
Lewisham. Laskys, 164 High
Street. Tel: 01-852 1375.
SE13. Walters Computers, Army &
Navy, 33 and 63 High Street,
Lewisham. Tel: 01-852 4321.
SE15. Castlehurst Ltd, 152 Rye
Lane, Peckham. Tel: 01-639 2205.
EC2. Devron Computer Centre,
155 Moorgate. Tel: 01-638 3339.
N7. Jones Brothers, Holloway
Road. Tel: 01-607 2727.
N14. Logic Sales, 19 The Boume,
The Broadway, Southgate.
Tel: 01-882 4942.
NW3. Maycraft Micros,
58 Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead.
Tel: 01-431 1300.
NW4. Davinci Computer Store,
112 Brent Street, Hendon.
Tel: 01-202 2272.
NW7. Computers Inc, 86 Golders
Green. Tel: 01-209 0401.
NW10. Technomatic, 17 Burnley
Road, Wembley. Tel: 01-208 1177.

MANCHESTER
Manchester Boots, 32 Market
Street. Tel: 061-832 6533.
Manchester. Laskys, 61 Amdale
Centre. Tel: 061-833 9149.
Manchester. Laskys, 12-14 St
Marys Gate. Tel: 061-833 0268.
Manchester. Mighty Micro,
Sherwood Centre,
268 Wilmslow Road, Fallowfield.
Tel: 061-224 8117.

Manchester NSC Computer
Shops, 29 Hanging Ditch.
Tel: 061-832 2269.
Oldham. Home & Business
Computers, 54 Yorkshire Street.
Tel: 061-633 1608.
Swinton. Mr Micro, 69 Partington
Lane. Tel: 061-728 2282.

MERSEYSIDE
Heswall Thomguard Computer
Systems, 46 Pensby Road.
Tel: 051-342 7516.
Liverpool. George Henry Lee,
Basnett Street. Tel: 051-709 7070.
Livespuol. Hargreaves,
31-37 Warbreck Moot Walton.
Tel: 051-525 1782.
Liverpool. Laskys, Dale Street.
Tel: 051-236 3298.
Liverpool. Laskys, St Johns
Precinct. Tel: 051-708 5871.
St Helens. Microman Computers,
Rainford Industrial Estate, Mill
Lane, Rainford. Tel: 0744 885242.
Southport. Central Studios,
38 Eastbank Street.Tel: 070431881.

MIDDLESEX
Enfield. Laskys, 44-48 Palace
Garden Shopping Centre.
Tel: 01-363 6627.
Harrow Camera Arts, 42 St Anns
Road. Tel: 01-427 5469.
Hounslow Boots, 193-199 High
Street. Tel: 01-570 0156.
Teddington. Andrews,
Broad Street. Tel: 01-977 4716.
Twickenham. Twickenham
Computer Centre, 72 Heath Road.
Tel: 01-892 7896.
Uxbridge. JKL Computers,
7 Windsor Street. Tel: 0895 51815.

NORFOLK
Norwich. Bonds, All Saints Green.
Tel: 0603 24617.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Sutton in Ashfield. H N & L Hobe;
87Outram Street. Tel: 0623 54734.
Nottingham. Jessops, Victoria
Centre. Tel: 0602 418282.
Nottingham. Laskys, 1-4 Smithy
Row. Tel: 0602 413049.

OXFORDSHIRE
Computers,

21 Stert Street. Tel: 0235 21207.
Banburyt Computer Plus,
2 Church Lane. Tel: 0295 55890.
Oxford. Science Studio, 7 Little
Clarenden Street. Tel: 0865 54022.

SCOTLAND
Edinburgh. Boots,101-103 Princes
Street. Tel-: 031-225 8331.
Edinburgh. John Lewis, St James
Centre. lel: 031-556 9121.
Edinburgh. Laskys, 4 St James
Centre. Tel: 031-556 1864.
Glasgow Boots, 200 Sauchiehall
Street. Tel: 041-332 1925.
Glasgow Boots, Union Street and
Argyle Street. Tel: 041-248 7387.

SHROPSHIRE
Telford. Telford Electronics,
38 Mall 4. Tel: 0952 504911.

STAFFORDSHIRE
Newcastle-undeeLyme.
Computer Cabin, 24 The Parade,
Silverdale. Tel: 0782 636911.
Stafford. Computerama,
59 Foregate Street.Tel: 0785 41899.
Stoke-on-Trent. Computerama
11 Market Square Arcade, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 268524.

SUFFOLK
Bury St Edmunds. Boots,
11-13 Comhill. Tel: 0284 701516.
Ipswich. Brainwave Micros,
24 Crown Street. Tel: 047 350965.

SURREY
Croydon.Laskys77-81North End.
Tel: 01-6818443.
Croydon. The Vision Store,
96-98 North End. Tel: 01-6817539.
South Croydon. Concise
Computer Consultants, 1 Carlton
Road. Tel: 01-681 6842.
Epsom. The Micro Workshop,
12 Station Approach.
Tel: 0372 721533.
Guildford. Walters Computers,
Army & Navy, 105-111 High Street.
Tel: 0483 68171.
Haslemere. Haslemere
Computers, 17 Lower Street.
Tel: 0428 54428.
Wallington. Surrey Micro Systems,
53 Woodcote Road.
Tel: 01-647 5636.
Woking. Harpers,
71-73 Commercial Way.
Tel: 0486 225657.

SUSSEX
Bexhill -on -Sea. Computerware,
22 St Leonardo Road.
Tel: 0424 223340.
Brighton. Boots, 129 North Street.
Tel: 0273 27088.
Brighton. Garnet 71 East Street.
Tel: 0273 728681.
Brighton. Laskys,151-152 Western
Road. Tel: 0273 725625.
Crawley. Gatwick Computers,
62 The Boulevard. Tel: 0293 37842.
Crawl e34 Lasky:, 6-8 Queensway.
Tel: 0293 544622.

TYNE & WEAR
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Bainbridge, Eldon Square.
Tel: 0632 325000.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Boots,
Eldon Square. Tel: 0632 329844.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Laskys,
6 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 0632 617224.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
RE Computing, 12 Jesmond Road.
Tel: 0632 815580.

WALES
Aberdare. Inkey Computer
Services, 70 Mill Street,The Square,
Trecynon. Tel: 0685 881828.
Aberystwyth. Aberdata at
Galloways, 23 Pier Street.
Tel: 0970 615522.
Cardiff. Boots, 26 Queens Street
& 105 Frederick Street.
Tel: 0222 31291.
Cardiff. P & P Computers,
41 The Hayes. Tel: 0222 26666.
Swansea. Boots, 17 St Marys
Arcade, The Quadrant Shopping
Centre. Tel: 0792 43461.

WARWICKSHIRE
Coventry. Coventry Micro Centre,
33 Far Gosford Street.
Tel: 0203 58942.
Coventry. JBC Micro Services, 200
Earlsdon Avenue, North Earlsdon.
Tel: 0203 73813.
Coventry. Laskys, Lower Precinct.
Tel: 0203 27712.
Leamington Spa. IC Computers,
43 Russell Street. Tel: 0926 36244.
Leamington Spa. Leamington
Hobby Centre, 121 Regent Street.
Tel: 0926 29211.
Nuneaton. Micro City, la Queens
Road.Tel: 0203 382049.
Rugby. OEM Computer Systems,
9 -11 -Regent Street. Tel: 0788 70522.

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham. Boots, City Centre
House, 16-17 New Street.
Tel: 021-643 7582.
Birmingham. Laskys,
19-21 Corporation Street.
Tel: 021-632 6303.
Dudley. Central Computers,
35 Churchill Precinct.
Tel: 0384 238169.
Stourbridge. Walters Computer
Systems, 12 Hagley Road.
Tel: 0384 370811.
Walsall. New Honaon, 1 Goodall
Street. Tel: 0922 24821.
West Bromwich. D S Peakman,
7 Queens Square.Tel: 021-5257910.
Wolverhampton. Laskys,
2 Wulfrum Square.
Tel: 0902 714568.

YORKSHIRE
Bradford. Boots, 11 Darley Street.
Tel: 0274 390891.
Leeds. Boots, 19 Albion Arcade,
Bond Street Centre.
Tel: 0532 33551.
Sheffield. Cole Brothers,
Barkers Pool. Tel: 0742 78511.
Sheffield. Laskys, 58 Leopold
Street. Tel: 0742 750971.
York. York Computer Centre,
7 Stonegate Arcade.
Tel: 0904 641862.



The tniCOM Modem
 Auto Dial
 Auto Redial
 Auto Answer
 Auto Baud

Rate Scan

 Full Duplex (300 baud)

 Half Duplex
 Bulletin Board

Facility

 Number Memory Store

 European and U.S.A. Standards
4111ftillii#411144.111

 Complete with Power Supply M EX VATLeads and Manual AND
at a Breakthrough Price of Gle CPO P & P.

0 -al, clic:.4c)s.,

We've taken the best components from the best suppliers and combined them to produce a
modem with everything you could want. Modern manufacturing and quality control techniques
have brought a breakthrough in price. Our philosophy is to pass those savings on to you and to
recover our R & D costs across increased sales.
We've made the modem easy to understand and use, you don't need to know anything about baud
rates or bits, simply plug in and talk to the world.

Features of the Unicorn Modem include:
Auto Answer
Unicorn automatically answers, then uploads or downloads data into
your micro and printer just like a telex.

Auto Baud Rate Scan
When receiving, the modem scans the incoming data and selects the
correct baud rate to receive.

Full and half duplex
One (full duplex) or two-way (half duplex) simultaneous
transmission.
Full U.K. European and U.S.A. standards
V21 and 23, CCITT. Fully compatible with Termi,
Communicator and other existing software.

BAUD RATES
300/300 1200/1200 1200/75 75/1200

Easy to Use
Complete with all leads, power supply, operating and reference
manuals. Just plug in, no soldering required. Fits all RS232/423
interfaces. (State machine).
All major components are BT approved.
Technical Enquiries: Ring Barry Krite on 01 482 1711
Dealer Enquiries: Ring Mark Simon on 01 930 1612
Orders on Access/Visa: 01 482 1711

Software features of the Unicorn Modem
on ROM include:
BBC only. Electron, Amstrad, Commodore, Sinclair and IBM PC to follow.
Auto Dial Auto Redial
Redials automatically until connected.

Bulletin Board Facility
Start your own or contact all information boards throughout the world.

Printer Routines
Gives the facility to use your printer to record data in and out.

Software Commands
Commands like * Download * Dial * Answer etc. can be
incorporated into your own software.

Remote Facility
* Remote enables you or your friends to dial and download or upload
your micro from any other modem.

Reliable Transmission
Unique error correct protocol means you can send, store, and receive
files and programs reliably with no transmission errors.

Two -Window Operation
Transmitted and received messages on your monitor at the same time.

The Unicom Auto Dial Disk
Use the Auto Dial Disk to store all your commonly dialled numbers -
manually driven.

Unicorn Limited, A joint Rushworth Dales - D.B. Enterprises Company 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED.

To: Unicorn Limited, 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED. Please send me:
(Qnty) Unicorn Modems at £60. Includes VAT and P & P (State Machine
(Qnty) Unicorn ROM's at £24. Includes VAT and P & P
(Qnty) Unicorn disks at £4.95 includes VAT and P & P State 40 or 80 track.

I enclose cheque to the value of £ Or debit my Access/Visa card no
Signature. Name.
Address.

Postcode.
PROHIBITED from

direct or indirect connection to
any telecommunication sys-
tem run by British Telecom-
munications. Action may be
taken against anyone so con-
necting this apparatus.
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PUTER WAREHOUSE
1

HARD DISK DRIVES
,F,,erC

g,,,,,,gisixv.A.,,,TBEL0,E.c.Ernspeartiez.30 2.5 Mb disk drives.

Front load. Free stand or rack mount E550.00
Exchangeable type (via lid removal) E291.00
me3029 PSU unit for 2 drives E115.00

DIABLO/DRE 44-4000A/13 5+5 ex stock from E995.00
1000's of spares for S30, 4000, 3200, HAWK ex stock.

Plus in house repair, refurbishing service.
Call for details or quotation.

c

OVER 100,000 ITEMS INCLUDING:
Intel D8085AH-2 225.00 D8271 165.00 FP1500 Heavy Duty 25 cps daisy wheel

D8202 D8257-5 8255 D3002 RS2 3 2 interface, bi directional printers,
2732 EPROM SPECIAL fully guaranteed Brand New at £499.00

450ns 23.75, 350ns 24.00, 300ns 24.50 CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

I
T

A

NOT LINE DATA VASE

DISTEL©
THE ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data base.
1000's of stock items and one off bargains.
ON LINE NOW- 300 baud, full CCITT tones, 8 bit
word, no parity. 01-6 9 1861

I I Pi
SAVE

with our range of BRAND NEW professional ,;£250cooling
fans.

ETR199XU01 Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with ,

(.1

Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE

finger guard. £9.95.
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5 compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £6.95
BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£12.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 v at
£6.25 or 110 vat £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240v
at £10.50. 1000S of other fans Ex Stock
Call for Details. Post8 Packing on all fans 016

os1:4

o99

STILL IN STOCK

1000's OF
BARGAINS
FOR CALLER S-441

T
1 I' 0

COMPUTER 'CAB'
All in one quality computer
cabinet with integral switched
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling.
Originally made for the famous DEC POPS computer
system costing thousands of pounds. Made to run 24
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v
DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed with
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power and 'Run'
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc.
etc. Units are in good -but used condition - supplied for
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man.
Give your system that professional finish for only
£49.95 + Carr. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high.
Useable area 16"w 10.5"h 11.5"d.
Also available LESS PSU, with FANS etc. Internal dim.
19"w. 16"d. 10.5"h. E19.95. Carriagh & insurance £9.50.

frog

SUPER PRINTER SCOOP

AN CENTRONICS
739-2

EW
1110, 4\

The "Do Everything Printer" at a price that will
NEVER be repeated. Standard CENTRONICS
parallel interface for direct connection to BBC,

ORIC, DRAGON etc. Superb print quality with full
pin addressable graphics and 4 type fonts plus

HIGH DEFINITION internal PROPORTIONAL SPACED
MODE for WORD PROCESSOR applications. 80-132

columns, single sheet sprocket or roll paper handling plus
much more. Available ONLY from DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
at the ridiculous price of ONO El99.00 + VAT Complete with

full manual etc. Limited quantity -Hurry while stocks last.
Options. Interface cable (specify) for BBC, ORIC,

DRAGON or CENTRONICS 36 way plg £12.50. Spare ribbon
£3.50 each BBC graphics screen dump utility program £8:60.

Carriage and Ins. £1 0.00 + VAT

DUAL 6" DISK DRIVES
Current, quality, professional product of a
major computer company, comprising
2 x 40 track MPI or Shugart FULLY BBC
COMPATIBLE single sided drives in a
compact, attractively styled, grey ABS
structured case with internal switched
mode PSU. The PSU was intended to drive
both drives and an intelligent Z80 controller
with over 70 ic's. The controller has been
removed leaving ample space and current
on the +, -5, +12 and -12 supply for all
your future expansion requirements.
Supplied tested with 90 day guarantee in
BRAND NEW condition with cable for BBC
micro. Ex Stock at on ly£259. U0
+ £10.00 carr. Limited Quantity Only

GE TERMIPRINTER
A massive purchase of these desk top
printer -terminals enables us to offer you
these quality 30 cps printers at a SUPER
LOW PRICE against their original cost of
over £1000. Unit comprises of full QWERTY,
electronic keyboard and printer mech with
print face similar to correspondence quality
typewriter. Variable forms tractor unit
enables full width - up to 13.5" 120 column
paper, upper - lower case, standard -RS232
serial interface, internal vertical and
horizontal tab settings, standard ribbon
adjustable baud rates, quiet operation plus
many other features. Supplied complete
with manual. Guaranteed working E130.00 or
untested E55.00, optional floor stand £12.50
Carr & Ins 10.00.

DATA MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our
range of EX TELECOM data modems. Made to
most stringent spec and designed to operate
for 24 hrs per day. Units are made to the
CCITT Tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via
a 25 way 'D' skt Units are sold in a tested
and working condition with data Permission
may be required for connection to PO lines.
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with
MICRONET, PRESTEL or TELECOM GOLD
etc 2 wire Uirect connect 75 baud transmit
1200 baud 'receive. Data i/o via RS232 'D
socket. Guaranteed working with data E49.95
MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud
receive 1200 baud transmit £13000
TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic
coupler RS232 i/o £95.00 brand new.C£4.50
NEW DSL2123 Multi Standard modem
selectable V21 300-300 bps, V23 75-1200,
V23 1200-75 full duplex. Or 1200-1200 half
duplex modes. Full auto answer via modem or
CPU. LED status indicators. CALL or ANS
modes Switchable CCITT or BELL 103 8
202. Housed in ABS case size only 2.5" x 8.5"

£286.00 + VAT
For further data or details on other EX STOCK
modems contact sales office.

Carriage on all modems £10.00 + VAT.

SPECIAL 300 BAUD MODEM OFFER
Another GIGANTIC purchase of these EX BRITISH TELECOM, BRAND
NEW or little used 2B data modems allows US to make the FINAL
REDUCTION, and for YOU to join the exciting world of data
communications at an UNHEARD OF PRICE OF ONLY £29.95. Made to
the highest POST OFFICE APPROVED spec at a cost of hundreds of
pounds each, the 2B has all the standard requirements for data base,
business or hobby communications. All this and more!!
 300 baud full duplex
 Full remote control
 CCITT tone standards
 Supplied with full data
 Modular construction
 Direct isolated connection

 CALL, ANSWER and AUTO modes
 Standard RS232 serial interlace
 Built in test switching
 240v Mains operation
 1 year full guarantee
 Just 2 wires to comms. line

Order now- while stocks last. Carriage and Ins. £10.00

0" 19M8 WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE
Made in the UK by a subsidiary of the World's largest disk drive manufacturer.
This BRAND NEW "end of line" unit offers an outstanding opportunity to add a
MASSIVE 19 mb of storage to your computer system. Superbly constructed
on a heavy die cast chassis the DRE 3100 utilises 3 x 8" plattens in a dust
free cavity. All drive functions are controlled by microprocessor electronics
using an INTEL 8035 cpu and TTL support logic. Data to the outside world is
via two comprehensive 8 bit TTL level bi directional data busses with full status
reporting for ease of interfacing. Many features such as Av. seek time 35 ms,
512 bytes per sector, +24, -24 and +5 v DC supply, plug in card system, and
compact size of approx. 19cm H x 21cm W and 42cm D etc, etc, make this item
a real snip.

Units are BRAND NEW and BOXED and sold at a FRACTION of original cost
- hence unguaranteed. Complete with 150 page manual, circuits and
applications guide.

ONLY £225.00 Carriage £10.00
Suitable power supply unit - sold ONLY with drive £39.95.

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD OFFER
An advantageous purchase of brand new surplus allows a great OWERTY, full travel,
chassis keyboard offer at fractions of their original costs.
ALPHAMERIC 7204/60 full ASCII 60 key, upper, lower + control key, parallel TTL
output plus strobe. Dim 12" x 6" +5 8 -12 DC. £39.50.
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality, GOLD, normally open switches on
standard X, Y matrix. Complete with 3 LED indicators 8 i/o cable - ideal micro
conversions etc. pcb DIM 15" x 4.5"E24.95 Carriage on keyboards £3.00.

66% DISCOUNT
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
EQUIPMENT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I.C..s, Transistors, Relays, Cap's, P.C.B.'s, Sub -assemblies.
Switches, etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because -we don't have sufficient stocks of any
one item to include in our ads. we are packing all these items into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A
LIFETIME'. Thousands of components at giveaway prices! Guaranteed to be worth
at least 3 times what you pay Unbeatable value" Sold by weight.
2.5 kls £4.25 + pp £1.25 5kIs £5.90 + £1.80
1 Okl s £10.75 + pp £2.25 20 kls £17.50 + £4.75

II 4 It
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BUDGET RANGE
VIDEO MONITORS

At a price YOU can afford, our range of EX
EQUIPMENT video monitors defy
competition!! All are for 240v working with
standard composite video input. Units are
pre tested and set for up to 80 col use on
BBC micro. Even where MINOR screen
burns MAY exist- normal data displays are
unaffected.

1000's SOLD TO DATE
9" HITACHI very compact fully cased. dim.
21cm H x 21cm W x 22cm D. Black and
white screen E44.95
12" KGM 320-321, high bandwidth input,
will display up to 132 columns x 25 lines.
Housed in attractive fully enclosed
brushed alloy case. B/W only £32.95
GREEN screen£39.95
24" KGM large screen black & white
monitor fully enclosed in light alloy case.
IdNLYeal schgiola _shops, clubs etc.
O £55.00
14" BRAND NEW Novex COLOUR type
NC1414-CL. Many exacting features such
as RGB TTL and composite video input,
GREEN TEXT key, internal speaker and
audio amp. Even finished in BBC micro

ON
matLY£7chin_g c

99.00
olours. Fully guaranteed

Carriage and ins on ALL videos £10.00

SEMICONDUCTOR
`GRAB BAGS'

Mixed Semis amazing value contents
include transistors, digital, linear, I.C.'s triacs,
diodes, bridge recs., etc. etc. All devices
guaranteed brand new full spec. with manu-
facturer's markings, fully guaranteed,
50+0.95 100+0.11
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an
"across the board' range of 74 TTL series

enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which two
or three chips in the bag would nnormally
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all full
spec 100+E6.90 200+ 12.30 300+Ef9,50

DEC EasoINER
BA11-MB 3.5" Box, PSU, LTC £385.00
DH11-AD 16 x RS232 DMA

interface £2100 . 00
DLV11-J 4 x EIA interface £310.00
DUP11 Sych. Serial data i/o £650.00
DZ11-B 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00
LA36 Decwriter EIA or 20 ma loop £270.00
LAXX-NW LA180 RS232 serial interface

and buffer option £130.00
LAX34-AL LA34 tractor feed £85.00
MS11-JP Unibus 32 kb Ram £80.00
MS11-LB Unibus 128 kb Ram £450.00
MS11-LD Unibus 256 kb Ram £850.00
MSC4804 Qbus (Equiv MSV11-L)

256 kb £499.00
PDP11/05 Cpu, Ram, i/o, etc. £450.00
PDP11/40 Cpu, 124k MMU £1850.00
RT11 ver. 3B documentation kit £70.00
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00
KL8JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00
M I8E PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00
VT50 VDU and Keyboard -

current loop £175.00

1000's of EX STOCK spares for DEC
PDP8, PDP8A, PDP11 systems &
peripherals. Call for details. All types of
Computer equipment and spares wanted
for PROMPT CASH PAYMENT.

All pncesquotedarefor U.I<. Mainland paidcash with order in PoundsStirling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value12.00, Minimum Credit_
Card orderE10.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government depts., Schools, Universities and established companiesE20.00 Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00. + VAT Warehouse open Mon -Fri 9.30- 5.30. Sat. 10.15- 5 30.
We reserve the right to change prices andspecifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export enquiries welcome.

- Cl rrTflriNIrr 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF
CLLI. I I\ LSI II L Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 27924
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...quite simply, one better.
At a TABS Business Centre you'll get free advice, the best

hardware and software, expert training and a professional
installation service - all in one place.

Head Office: TABS Ltd.. Dolphin House. New Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

4.1111/0\immiar
PURCHASE\,

ORDER
PROCESSING

For your nearest one stop Business Centre
phone Salisbury

tot, A1.ui.-338668





Herbie Briggs has
just destroyed the myth
that all floppy discs are

created equal.
They seem equal. Until you look at

the seams.
That's where equality ends.
Most companies seal their discs with a

spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of
each seam not sealed at all.

Sooner or later, the seams might do what
comes naturally: they bulge. Warp. Pucker.
Open up.

Pens, pencils, fingernails-even a four-
year-old's, like Herbie-can catch and snag
in those wide open spaces.

That's sloppy. And dangerous. Because
if you put a sloppy floppy into your disc
drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drive
head. Lose your data.

So much for their seams. Ours are
different.

THE SLOPPY FLOPPY:
Sealed with a spot here,
a spot there. Leaving
unsealed seams
everywhere.

Memorex uses a process we
called Solid -Seam Bonding.

Solid -Seam Bonding seals shut every inch
of every seam of every Memoreiefloppy disc.
Tight as a drum. That makes the Memorex

Memorex is a registered trademark
of Memorex Corporation.
`1984 Memorex Corporation
A Burroughs Company

developed,

floppy stiffer. Stronger. And your data safer.
To resist bulging, warping, puckering,

or opening up.

MEMOREX SOLID -SEAM BONDING:
Every inch of every seam
is sealed shut. Tight
as a drum.

To resist all the things that can jam
your drive, ruin your drive head, or lose
your data.

Which proves that a Memorex floppy
disc isn't equal to all the others. It's better.

Solid -Seam Bonding is just one example
of the extra care that goes into every
Memorex floppy disc. Be it 8;' 51/4" or the
new 31/2!' Extra care that lets us guarantee
every Memorex disc to be 100% error -free.

The next time you're buying a floppy
disc-or a few hundred of them-just
remember this:

It's always better to be safe than sloppy.
For more information on the full line of

Memorex quality computer media
products, including computer
tape, call Memorex U.K. Ltd.,
96-104 Church Street,
Staines, Middlesex.
Tel: 0784 51488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memorex,'

MEMOREX



EasySales Pro
picks your best
prospects instantly.

EasySales Pro'
The more accurately you pick your
best sales prospects, the more time
you save. Your sales force spends
more time selling, less time figuring
out who to sell to.

EasySales Pro is a personal com-
puter program that can dramatically
increase the efficiency of your sales
efforts. In one easy -to -learn program,
EasySales Pro sets up sales call
priorities by ranking the importance
of your prospects. It shows you how
much time should be spent with
them, and how often to call.

Just tell EasySales Pro about your
customers and prospects. The pro-

0 cr /a a
1.7

gram guides you to better sales
decisions.

EasySales Pro is designed to be
adaptable to a wide variety of sales
management systems, so you can
easily customize it to your product
line. And EasySales Pro can generate
timely reports on territory activity, as
well as in-depth records of prospects.
This makes it a snap to update your
sales and prospect information.

Pick your best prospects...
before your competitors do. Pick up
EasySales Pro at any Sorcim/IUS
dealer.

SORCIM/IUS
c, MICRO SOFTWARE

A Division al Compulr Auocisles Irnemetional. Inc

Easy Software working harder.

r
Special offer:

Free demo diskette

CI Please send me a Free Demo Diskette' so I
can preview the features and effectiveness of
EasySales Pro"

Name

Address

Tel:

Post this coupon to:
Sorcim/IUS, 10 Station Road, Watford,
Herts VVD1 1EG. Tel: (0923) 46255.

Diskette is designed for use with IBM-PC or fully
compatible hardware systems.
IBM-PC is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.

Sorcim/IUS Products: EasyWriter 1 System, EasyWriter II System, SuperWriter, Super Calc 3 Re1.2,
and other Super Calc Software, EasyFiler, and EasySales Pro.



10 MEGABYTES PC
JUST £1,995
APRICOT F1

WITH

INTERNAL
10Mb HARD DISK

INCLUSIVE OF SOFTWARE
VALUED AT £1,000

VARIOUS MONITOR OPTIONS
(EXTRA)

C+E
3 WALDERSLADE CENTRE

WALDERSLADE ROAD
CHATHAM, KENT

ME5 9LR

Tel: 0634 63036
01-301 4141

THE VIKINGS
ARE COMING!!!

SWESCOT are proud to announce that we
will soon be releasing several top quality
programmes on the international market,
made by some of Sweden's most proficient
programmers.
And best of all PRICES FROM 21.99
Du som bor i Skandinavien och sake' bra

program till din hemdator.

KONTAKTA OSS!!!
Vi har det mesta som finns i denna tidning
till samma lAga priser som galler i England.
Dessutom far vi in alla nyheter samtidigt

som de slapps i England.
OBS!!! Vid katalogbestallning v.g. medsand 5:- Skr

i frimarken for portot.

SWESCOT
Box 213

121 02 Johanneshov, SWEDEN
08/39 27 00 - 08/81 18 01

We are looking for established companies that would be interested in
marketing Swedish software

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

MEGADEALS
Trade-in your

weeny 1/2K Hoity-Toity 3000
for the latest

30 Mega Thingy Quality Leap.
We also buy Computers &

Peripherals for CASH
(If you can't put up

with its superior
comments having spent

24 hours playing 'The Hobbit'
and getting .002%)
We'll even take your

sooper-dooper
computer gear

in part exchange for
weird but wonderful

Hi-Fi rigs, Walkpersons etc
from our

Lo/Mid/Hi-Fi store
or against Niknok, Conan,
Printax, Oilmouse cameras

and 30,000mm lenses
from our two

photographic emporiums.

1111N1 TIM=

VIcOdthars

6, London Bridge
Walk, London SE1
Tel: 01 403 1988
Open 8.30-6pm

Mon-Frid
9am-lpm Sat

PC W 275



I .S.C. Offer the UK's lowest prices on
computer systems

APRICOT TWIN 315K and monitor £1,350
APRICOT TWIN 720K and monitor £1,500
APRICOT XI 5MB and monitor £2,000
APRICOT XI 10MB and monitor £2,150
SIRIUSTWIN 600K £1,650
SIRIUSTWIN 1200K £2,150
SIRIUSSX1OMB £2,900
EPSON RX80 F/T £210
EPSON FX80 £310
EPSON RX100 £330 FINANCING:
EPSON FX100 £400 CASH, LEASE -RENTAL, LEASE -PURCHASE, SHORT -

X100 £340
WORDSTAR £190 TERM RENTAL, HIRE-PURCHASE, PERSONAL

LOTUS 1-2-3 £250 LOANS, INSTANT CREDIT (subject to status).
DMS DELTA £375
D -BASE II £225 * Provide a currently advertised lower price
PEGASUS £175 within 7 days of purchase and difference will be

refunded.All products carry 12 months full guarantee, with
HOTLINE phone support.
Prices excluding only of VAT and delivery.
We GUARANTEE* the lowest prices full stop!

COMPANY SERVICES
INCLUDE:
CUSTOMISED DATABASE SYSTEMS, MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTS, INSTALLATION CONTRACTS, NET-
WORK SYSTEMS, MULTI-USER SYSTEMS.

I.S.C. LIMITED GRAPHIC HOUSE, 88 WAVENEY ROAD
ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4SW

TEL: 0480 300533

60
Take a quantum lea?

This modular communications package gives your QL more
versatility and potential than probably any other add-on.

Using expansion connectors, the units stack on top of each
other to provide a universal communications facility for VT100
emulation, telex, electronic mail, home banking and teleshopping,
user -to -user communication, rapid data and word processor
transfer between sites, downloadable software and access to the
international PSS network and databases such as Prestel and
Micronet 800.

The modules can be purchased individually, starting withmidrodrivePsoftware support for itself and subsequent C
the Q CON for interfacing, micro -based I/O control, and

modules. It accepts any modem, including of course 0
the Q MOD V23 modem. Q CALL provides
unattended auto -dial and answering.



MICROCOMPUTER DEALERS FOR PEACHTREE

EPSON NEC eaA SANYO

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR BROCHURE *
AND PRICE LIST

NEC - Personal Computers
Advanced Personal Computer -APC
16648086 powerfrom 11735
The APC gives speed and storage capacity at
verycompetitive prices.
Ex-DemocolourAPC with graphics C2495.00
Autocad Software 11050.00
8201 portable computer C395

SANYO - Lowest Priced 16 Bit MS-DOS. 128 Kb
Memory.
MBC550 Single Disk, Wordstar.Calbstar, C595
MBC555 Dual Disk, Wordstar, Calcstar,
Reportstar C795

CANON -Fantastic Compact Portable
X-07 Portable 8K BASIC Computer 1208

OCtel Pine HT5000 Handheld Computer from E375
Fantastast CPM, lepheld, from £508.00.
Choice of numeric plus alpha or qwerty
keyboard. Plug in options include microcas-
sate, mini printer ROM and RAM. External
battery powered options include 350 Kb 3 in
disks and 40/80 column printers, barcode
readers. 300 Bd Modem from C65
Applications UK 250 10 Memory Telephone C25
Dedicated barcode print/read station. Electro- For Auto Answer, Auto Dial Modems CALLr. mail electronic order entry, pharmacy
label ling, reordering SOFTWARE
EPSON -Computers and Winton
OX -10 Desktop i RX-80 + CP/M + Word Pro-
cessing +- Spreadsheet and Mailing List Man -

£1999
H0.20' Portable 16K BASIC Computer £411

PX-S New exciting Portable CP/M System
PX-13 Portable CP/M Computer including Word -
tar, Spreadsheet, Cardbox and Basic 1798

RAM Disk for PX-8- 129K Data Memory. Special
Price if ordered with PX-8 C200

TF-20 Dual 340K Disksfor HX/PX 0499
CX-21 Acoustic Coupler 300 Bd Re -charge-
able £160
Bar Code Reader for HX/PX ............... C82
U31500 200 cps/65 cps letter quality
printer C1100
FX-80/RX-80/JX-80/HI-80 Printers PHONE
rlX100 13 cps Daisy Wheel Printer £475

BROTHER

EP -44 Portable Terminal Printer

COMMUNICATIONS

£199

Barcode Reading ROM for HX 20 C50
Barcode Printing Concept
Software HX20/0X10/PC 195

A wide range of Business, Bar Code, Graphic,
Data Capture and Communications Software is
available for the above systems.
Telephonefer details.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

We specialise in the repair of EPSON products
For a modest annual fee you can have all the
benefits of ACTEL's extended warranty includ
ing Securicor both ways for depot repairs and
the use of our telephone HELP line. Same day
replacement and on site service also available.
Write or phonefor details.

All prices exclude Value Added Tax and Carriage and are subject to revision in accordance with
Manufacturers lists. Carriage free on all pre -paid orders

Aa-da
GENERAL, ACCOUNTS, \,A./ P,

ELECTRONIC ORDER ENTRY,
GRAPHICS, BAR CODES,
COMMUNICATIONS

Actel Computers Limited
The Computer Centre, Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON,
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU TEL (0604) 858011

But before you leap at the likely cost of all
this, just take a look at the price details in the
order coupon. Because in the same way that the
QL gives you so much for so little, the cost of
communicating now takes a downward jump of
the imagination.

krounications.

,
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FOR 24 HOURS FOR FREE
From now until the end of the year you can see just

Macintosh could be to your business by testing it yourself
environment.

It will help you to prepare letters and reports, run the
accounts, produce charts and presentation slides. It
can be set up in minutes, learnt in hours and will last

how useful the
in your own

company
is easy to use, it
for years.

Call in anytime to arrange the I_

shouldEvery4(subject to status and acceptance), have one
APPLE MACINTOSH 128Kb
with monitor, built in disk drive,
keyboard and mouse.

£1695 iPrilleACTIgiTrisNoTgivnadre.

Apple Macintosh 512Kb
now available £2495 WS -

MO" II wxkulticx,*.Emw...7t,-,---,,-

i- - -Valtlin arim, --11fik RES Extensive

NEWSI To °
software

Full atter sales
service and 1 year

business
now available.

Prices
exclude VAT

guarantee

Open Mon-
Sat 9.30am-
6.00pm THE

231 Baker Street,

r a
BUSINESS COMPUTER

London NWT. Telephone:

*7 =
EI,

STORE

01-935 5262

//

Q MOD
V23 modem. Direct telephone line connection,
1200/75 baud full duplex operation for Prestel
and other database access,1200/1200 baud
half -duplex operation for user -to -user
communication.

Q CALL
Auto dial/answer unit for attended or
unattended operation.

Q CON
Asynchronous mufti -speed interface, single
chip micro based with software on microdrive
cartridge. Operates at 9600, 4800, 2400,
1200, 300 and 75 baud. Independent Tx and
Rx rates. 25 -way D -type, SER 2, power and
expansion connectors. Provides VT100
emulation and software support for Q MOD and
Q CALL. Can be used with any modem.

Quantity Module Price* Value/ 0 Q CON £79.95
Q MOD £79.95
Q CALL £49.95
Total order value

0 I enclose a cheque/P.O.t made payable to 0.E. Ltd./ 0 Please charge my Visa/Accesst card
Card No

Signed
0 Please send me more information.

Name
Address

11111111111111

Tel

O.E. Ltd, North Point, Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith,
Cumbria CAll 9BN. Tel: 0768 66748 Telex: 64157

'Inc VAT and P&P. Please alloy, days for delivery tPlease delete as appropriate.
PC W



DESIRABLE DAISYWHEELS
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS

FROM PMS DEVELOPMENTS
Discover the benefits of letter

quality printing.
These modern, stylish. feature -
packed Daisywheel printer/

typewriters offer the versatility of
both serial and parallel communi-
cation, enabling connection to
most modern micro's.
Many optional extras available.
Features Hermes 15 Remstar 201

Serial RS -232 (300 and 1200 baud) * *
Parallel Centronics * *
13.3 Characters per second *
Powered automatic paper loading *
10,12, or 15 cpi switch selectable *
13.5" platen (11.5" print) * *
Switch selectable line pitch * *
Lift off correction ribbon * *
46 character correction buffer * *
Variable print intensity * *
Express-carriage return - *
Relocate-after correction - *
Index-paper advance - *
Reverse index - *
Half space - * _I

Dealer enquiries welcome.
1E31

VISA

PiTls
OBIJei0p1T11211tS

22 Tarsmill Court Rotherwas Hereford HR2 6JZ
Tel: Hereford (0432) 265768

for
Business Systems

in

LONDON, SURREY
KENT and SUSSEX

Vega Computers Ltd
01-680 4484

ikappie Ile
ComputersgLimited

6 Suffolk House George Street
Croydon CRO 1PE
01-680 4484 Telex 943763

WARNING : YOU HAVE DIRTY MAINS
The surges, spikes. noise and transients on the mains are a form of pollution which
degrades the performance of I I iFi systems and causes computers to malfunction.
Protect your computer and restore the full performance of your HiFi System by fitting
a Clamp I to the mains lead instead of an ordinary mains plug.
('lamp / - Computer Grade is fitted to your computer and each peripheral, in place

of the conventional I3A plug. 15.50 each

Clamp 1- Super. A faster acting device for more effective spike suppression
£19.95 each

Clamp 2 - Lightening strike protector. This is not fitted to any equipment, but is
plugged into the mains at a vacant socket somewhere on the same ring.
Protects your HiFi system, television, home computer etc. from
lighteningstrike. £11.50 each

knott your dealer or direct /including VAT and P&P) from: -

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS
Tel: Selside (053 983) 247

278PCW



Considerour software
from a professional

point of view.

If you ever have to bring work home from the office
you can now tackle it professionally thanks to Practicorp's range

of advanced programs for the Commodore 64.

PRACTICALC 64.
Working on budgets, sales

forecasts or cash flow at home has
never been easier. With the
Practicalc 64 spreadsheet and your
Commodore 64 you have a totally
professional system. It has 2000
cells, more than 20 mathematical
functions, the ability to insert or
delete rows and columns, sort
information alpha -numerically
and seek specific information.
And you won't need a cash flow
projection to see if you can
afford it at only £44.50 (disc)
or £39.95 (tape).

I RaAcTilcoRp

PRACTIFILE 64.
If you need access to files, client

or patient information, names and
addresses then Practifile 64 is your
instant answer.

Practifile is able to handle
3800 record entries, sort them, file
them, retrieve them. It can calcu-
late within individual files and pre-
pare your own style of reports. And
what's more its easy menu -driven
program makes it child's play to
operate.Only £44.50 for the disc

version.

No Nonsense Software

INVENTORY 64.
For keeping track of stock,

Inventory 64 is just the job. It'll tell
you how much stock you have,
where it is located, how much it's
worth, what you should re -order,
and from whom. With a capacity
of 650 items, Inventory 64 is ideal
for the average small business, and
excellent value at only £29.95 (disc).

Practicorp's software is avail-
able at all good computer stores,
including selected branches of

Boots, W. H. Smith and Menzies.
Clip the coupon for details of
your nearest stockist.

Please send me details of your I

Commodore 64 programs.

Name:

Address:

Goddard Road, Whitehouse Industrial Estate, Ipswich IP1 5NP.
Telephone:0473 462721

L



1985
ORGANISED BY VNU PUBLICATIONS

WITH THE SUNDAY TIMES
& THAMES TELEVISION

Here's your chance to contribute to the most
important event of the microcomputing calendar -
The British Microcomputing Awards 1985.
Recognised as the Oscars of the industry, the
awards are organised by VNU - publisher of Micro
Decision, Personal Computer News, Personal
Computer World, Commodore and Sinclair
Answers, Personal Computer Games and What
Micro? - The Sunday Times and Thames Televi-
sion's 'Database', which will televise the event.



The BMA 1985 is looking for technological excell-
ence and value for money. Who do you think
deserves to win these highest of accolades? Fill in
the nomination form and let us know. Your nomina-
tions will be carefully considered by a team of
experts from this magazine who will then forward a
shortlist to two independent panels of judges.
The winners of the eleven categories will be
announced at the Awards Ceremony next June and
they will each receive the unique BMA trophy. The
ceremony will also make a series of special
commendations for computer projects of social
importance. There will be a major presentation to
Concerned Micros in Education and Training
(COMET), the charity established by the BMA
1984, to aid disabled young people.
Complete the nomination form opposite and you
could join the top names of the industry at the
prestigious Awards Ceremony in London next June

The judges will be looking for a number of important
qualities in all the products nominated. These
include value for money, ease of use, flexibility and
innovation. Colour, sound and speed, as well as
software support will be other key considerations in
judging the hardware, and use of the machine in the
software categories. The judges will also be looking
at the consumer support service offered. There are
however, certain specific requirements:
1. Business Microcomputer & Business Mic-
rocomputer of the Year. The machine must cost
less than MRP £5000 including operating systems,
CPU, keyboard, disks and monitor. It must be disk
based, come with at least a 90 -day guarantee and
have a wide range of business software.
2. Business Software & Business Software of
the Year. Software should be disk based with a
MRP of less than £1000 per package or module.
3. Home Microcomputer & Home Micro-
computer of the Year. The machine must not
cost more than MRP £500
4. Home Software & Home Software of the
Year. Software must not cost more than MRP £50.

RULES 1. Categories 1-5. Manufacturers may nominate their own
products which need not have been made in Britain but all products
must have been available for purchase from retail outlets in the UK by
January 31st 1985.
2. Categories 6-9, ii. Manufacturers may nominate their own
products which need not have been made in Britain, but all products
must have been available for purchase from retail outlets in the UK
between 1st November 1983 and January 31st 1985.
3. Employees of VNU Business Publications BV, The Organisers,
The Sponsors or any individuals associated with the British
Microcomputer Awards are not eligible to place a nomination with the
exception of the six VNU title judging panels which may each
nominate up to six entries.
4. The decision of the judges is final and no correspondence will be
entered into.
5. All nominations must be received by noon February 15th 1985.

Enter your nomination for each category and
explain, in not more than 30 words, the reasons for
your choice, using another sheet of paper if
necessary. You should consider carefully the guide-
lines given for each category.
Category 1: Business Microcomputer

Category 2: Business Software

Category 3: Home Microcomputer

Category 4: Home Software

Category 5: Educational Software

Category 6: Game of the Year

Category 7: Peripheral of the Year

Category 8: (i) Home Software of the Year

(ii) Business Software of the Year

Category 9: (i) Home Microcomputer of the Year

(ii) Business Microcomputer of the Year

Name
Address

Tel No. PCW

1985

Send your nominations to:
VNU Business Publications BV,
British Microcomputing Awards,
Freepost 38, London W1E 6QZ

Nomination forms must reach
the Awards Office by noon,
Friday 15th February 1985.
Nominations cannot be accepted
after this date.



MUCH MORE ON YOUR SIXTY-FOUR

Print your heart out using EPSON printers and GORLITZ
interfaces - over 10.000 sold in West Germany. Definiti-
vely THE BEST connection between VIC-64 and EPSON
printers is our VIC-EPSON-INTERFACE:
Plugs right into any EPSON (board 8422) 2K Buffer (8K option) -
Z80 processor lots of additional control functions brings you the
original CBM character set with all graphics in up to 40 sizes inclu-
ding double height and double width printing of CBM characters -
precise HARDCOPY from SIMON's BASIC BUS connector dou-
bled like 1541 DI L -switch for device address printer remains un-
changed Interface can be switched off if Centronics port is used -
No. 8423 for external use with EPSON -compatible printers like
STAR etc. Prices include DIN cable (im) and manual.

VIC-EPSON Interface type 8422 (board) £ 78.50
VIC-Centronics-Interface type 8423 (external) £ 79.50
prices do not include VAT. This is just one GORLITZ product. We are
looking for dealers in UK. Our Phone: (01049)-261-27500. Mailbox
for letters, queries and orders starting October: (01049)-261-2044.

GORLITZ COMPUTERBAU * P.O.BOX 852 * D-5400 KOBLENZ, WEST GERMANY



PAGES OF POSSIBILITIES FOR YOUR
DRAG011 32, AMSTRAD ADD ATARI

DRAGON 32
SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE DRAGON 32 £5.95
Another in this popular series, providing 60 assorted games
programs for only £5.95.
INSTANT ARCADE GAMES FOR THE DRAGON 32 £3.95
Shows newcomers to computing how to write creative games
programs without having to learn BASIC

AMSTRAD.
SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC 464 £5.95

0360 assorted programs for the price of a single cassette. Lists
space games, war games, word games, utility and

educational programs for this brand new computer system.

ATARI
SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE ATARI 400/600XL/800
A broad range of 60 programs
for only £5.95. Includes space
games, war games, word games,
utility and educational
programs.

Good value paperbacks from the
PAN/PCN Computer Library
available at your local computer
book stockist NOW!

0
Pan

PERSONAL

Pan Books Ltd., Cavaye Place. London SW10 9PG Registered in England Registration No 389591

£5.95

THE MODULAR SOLUTION TO YOUR
R&D AND OEM PROBLEMS!!

* Z80A Based MODULAR computer system * 8" x 8" Plug in PCB's
* CP/M 2.2 * Floppy/Winchesters * CP/M Plus

* RS -232, RS -485, Parallel I/O * MP/M
* Silicon disk * Real time clock
* Mixed drives/formats with CP/M Plus

* Full BIOS source code supplied for user customisation
* Compatible with many different suppliers circuit card including

NASCOM etc
* Full software support including languages, applications etc

* Many hardware configurations available
* PCB's and components are available separately for OEM's

* Some boards available as KITS for the home user

BUY PACKAGED SYSTEMS OR JUST PCB'S
TO BUILD "YOUR OWN" IDEAL COMPUTER

MAP EMSustems Ltd
Unit 2, Stoneylands Rd., Egham, Surrey TW20 9QR

Tel: EGHAM (0784) 37674

II 'AC LN3



EXPORT

SINCLAIR irCOMMODORE

ORIC MEMOTECH

MOST OTHER MAKES OF
MACHINES AND PERIPHERALS

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

SCARBOURNE LTD
180 SHIRLAND ROAD, LONDON W9

Telex: 261019 STALOS.9
Telephone: 01-289 0901

Computer Supplies

DISCS (Prices per Box of 10 -Minimum o der 1 Box)

DYSAN 5.1/4" XIDEX 5.1/4" SONY 3.1/2"
SS/DD 48 tpi 16.60 SS/DD 48 tpi 17.20 SS/DD 35.50
DS/DD 48 tpi 24.50 DS/DD 48 tpi 22.90 DS/DD 44.50
SS/DD 96 tpi 24.50 SS/DD 96 tpi 25.00 HITACHI 3"
DS/DD 96 tpi 30.50 DS/DD 96 tpi 30.00 SS/DD 33.50

RIBBONS (Prices per Ribbon)

Epson MX 80 2.58 Oki 80 1.05 Brother HR1 0.99
Epson MX100 4.50 Oki 84 2.39 Brother HR15 1.99

Diablo HT2 1.63 Qume 3/5 1.50 Olivetti ET/S 1.69

Ricoh 1600 1.72 Olympia 1.89 Canon 1.99
(ES 100) (AP Series)

LIBRARY CASES NON LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
5.1/4" 1.65 50 Disc Size 8.50

Post + Packing , per 10 discs - 1.50 , per Ribbon order - 1.50
Prices EXCLUDE VAT - add 15% to order excluding Post + Packing

Please send Remittance with order to:-

Kerrisdale Computer Suppliers Ltd.
P.O. Box 27
Wetherby
LS22 5LB

r

L_

Scr*cc,x\e°ko ove,

CCe
od,OS

18 Mb nett, in 4 logical drives
36 Mb nett, in 8 logical drives
Up to 12 users

Specially designed for compatibility with
the CBM 8000 series
300 systems + in daily use throughout
Europe

ADCOMP (UK) Ltd
56 Long Street, Dursley, Glos.
Tel: 0453 46496

LOWEST PRICES WORLDWIDE!

SALE! SALE!
BEST PRODUCTS - BEST PRICES

PRINTERS
M. TALLY MT80 £155
KAGA KP810 NLQ £229
EPSON RX80 £179
EPSON FX80 £299
JUKI 6100 £299

COLOUR MONITORS
MICROVITEC STD £149
MICROVITEC MED, £199
MICROVITEC QL £185
KAGA V2 £215
KAGAQL VISION £215

DISC DRIVES
SINGLE 3 INCH £99
SINGLE 100K £75
SINGLE 400K £125
TWIN 800K £235

DISCS SSDD £14
DISCS DSDD £18
BBC/SPECT. DDFS £75
ROMAG ANTIGLARE £12
PRINTER CABLE £9
ALL SOFTWARE 20% OFF

UK - Please add 15% VAT. Delivery 5%. Europe -Just add 10%. World -Just add 20%. Simply send a
chegueePO now or ask for details of our full range.

J.B. International, 15 THE CHESTNUTS, HERTFORD, HERTS. SG13 8A0. 0992 553184
(24 HRS)

284 PCW



Could this be the biggest selling
disc since White Christmas?
Come and see what makes Lotus Symphony such a success story:
When we show you how it can control an entire business on one disc

you really will think it's Christmas.

INTRODUCTORY AND ADVANCED TRAINING
COURSES IN LOTUS PRODUCTS FROM A MAJOR

DISTRIBUTOR OF THE LEADING BRANDS OF
BOTH SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE.

SCC

Lotus
1-2-3'and Symphony

For details of our comprehensive range of train-
ing courses - beginners and advanced - telephone
our EDUCATION CENTRE on 021-643 4743.

Specialist Computer Centres Ltd.
London Birmingham Liverpool

Ariendly Pace
MI CRODRIVE/CARTRIDGE UTILITIES

A complete suite of new routines

LOAD, CATALOG, ERASE cartridge files, by

menu choices from master, autorun routine.
Intelligent FORMAT routine formats batches
of cartridges for optimum storage space.
Print Filespace or CATalog or Duplicate
Master Routine on batches of cartridges.
Also - Expert Microdrive Troubleshooter!

THE ONLY UTILITY OF ITS KIND

Now with fully updated Microdrive routines
to MERGE with Masterfile and Tasword Two,
and give optimum professional performance.

MEMO and ACTION (scheduler) formats for

MASTERFILE are free with cartridge version

INCREDIBLE VALUE from MONITOR Ltd.

Cartridge £12.95, Cassette £6.95, incl. VAT
and P&P within U.K. or P&P within Europe.

P.O. Box 442, London NW7 2JF. 01-959-1787.

THE "YES"
COMPANY

DISCOUNTS

TRAINING

AFTER SALES

SOFTWARE

Yes Er APRICOT Yes g

Yes Er SIRIUS Yes VI

Yes Er EPSON Yes

Yes Ig SANYO Yes VI

PERIPHERALS Yes g EINSTEIN Yes

)23r)g37MT
©CDF-'MIMM

17 WEST BAR, BANBURY
OXON. (0295) 65023

dBASE

ASHTON TATE

TRAINING
LANTECH Information Systems Ltd.
55 Peascod Street
WINDSOR
Berkshire SL4 1DE
61 WINDSOR (07535) 58182/5B013

PC W 285



12 York Place
Brighton
SUSSEX BN1 4GU

BBC

iTliEFOUJOrld
Computer and Video Centre Ltd.

* COMPUTERS * SOFTWARE * PRINTERS * PERIPHERALS * MISCELLANEOUS *

FREE POSTAGE/CARRIAGE ANY ITEM IN UK

Plus 4 £260

Model B £346 SinclairPlus £156 Starter Pack
Model B x Disk I/F £407 Sinclair QL £348 Plus 16.... £121

Double Density I/F £106 Low Profile Keyboard
Teletext Receiver £222 £43 TOSHIBA

Z80 2nd Processor £347 DKtronics K/B £39 MX
6502 2nd Processor £173 BBC Joystick £8 COMPUTER
Video Digitiser £222 Dual J/S £17 £242

EPSON  SHINWA  TAXAN KAGA  CANON  JUKI

Aag .......

Epson
Juki 6100

MATRIX DAISYWHEEL
Epson LQ1500 £999 Taxan Kaga KP810 £262 Juki 6100 £346
Epson RX80 F/T £239 Taxan Kaga KP910 £347 Brother HR15 £349
Epson FX80 £339 Canon PW1080A £283 Keyboard £139
Epson FX100 £149 Canon PW1156A £369 Tractor £95
Epson RX100 F/T £356 Shinwa CPA8OP £195 Sheet Feeder £199
Quendata DMP81 £149 Mannesman Tally MT 80.... £195 Quendata £225
Juki 2200P Typewriter/Printer MP 165 NLQ (75cps) £329 Daisystep £225

£295 Juki 6300 40cps £789

MICROVITEC
PHILIPSTAXAN KAGA

Microvitec Std £173
Microvitec Med £259
Microvitec Hi Res £347
For TTL I/F add £30

Nordmende 14" TV/MON £217
Taxan K12RIX (Std Res) £190
Taxan K12R2 (Med Res) £233

Microvitec QL Monitor £153Taxan K12R3 (Hi Res) £338
BBC Cable £13 Taxan Vision QL Monitor £260

Prism QL Monitor £173
Novex 14" Monitor £187 Philips V7001 Green £68
Taxan 12" Green Mon (P31) £93 Philips Monitor 80 >20MHZ Res £75
Taxan 12" Green (P39) £102
Amstrad Cable £13

TATUNGS EINSTEIN
 Fast processor and full graphics
 16 colours and 32 sprites
 500K drive (option another 500K)
 Superb sound
 Full I/O capacity £430

2nd 500K 3" drive £130

AMSTRAD
CPC Z64
With green monitor £213
With colour monitor £308
3" drive £173

Phone Orders: Simply phone to place your orders at Brighton (0273)
671863/698241 or Crawley (0293) 545730 or at Farnham (0252) 726379.
Showrooms at Brighton & Crawley. Orders from Schuols, Colleges,
Universities & Govt. Depts. welcome. Please add 15% VAT for UK orders.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

HIGH ON
SUPPORT

10 The Boulevard
Crawley
SUSSEX RH10 1XX

40Iikb  apricot
AWM 111
WA,
apricot Fle.

FABULOUS apricotTHE

APRICOT PORTABLE
FAMILY

COMMITMENT TO BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

* 16 Bit Processor
* 256K RAM & 720K Drive
* Colour (640 x 256)
* 111 connected Keyboard
* Mouse Option
* Speech Recognition
* Bundled Software
APRICOT Fl E £895
APRICOT Fl £1,055
APRICOT PORTABLE £1,695
ABOVE WITH 128K COLOUR RAM CARD
& CORDLESS MOUSE £1,995
APRICOT PC TWIN DRIVES £1,595
APRICOT PC TWIN 1.4MB £1,795
APRICOT Xi5 (5 MB HD) £2,495
APRICOT Xi10 (10 MB HD) £2,795

MACINTOSH SUPER MICRO £1,750
SANYO MBC550 COL COMP £729
SANYO MBC555 COL COMP £949

TEAC DRIVES
FOR BBC
55A S/S 40 Track
100K Single £104
200K Dual £208

55E S/S 80 Track
200K Single £138
400K Dual £276

55F DS 80 Track
400K Single £152
800K Dual £304
Optional PSU £26
40/80 Switch £7

3" Disk Drive (200K) £115
Cable & Formatting Disk £15

EXPORT ORDERS FROM ABROAD
MOST WELCOME

Please Supply'

I enclose CHQ/PO or debit my AccessNisa card

No: Amount £
Free Delivery in UK

Name: Sig'

Address'

Goods in stock will be dispatched within 24 hrs.

MAIL ORDER

286 Pcw



commodorejR

Please tick your Computer

El COMMODORE

VIC 20
El SPECTRUM

MSTRAD

S X

INTERCEPTOR MICRO'S
Lindon House, The Green, Tadley, Hants, England

TEL: (07356) 71145/3711 TELEX: 849101

(')UP1M()()()`\`(.;

BENEFITS ON JOINING INTERCEPTOR

SOFTWFIRE CLUB

1. Up to date information on new releases.

2. Free posters 85 other promotional aids.

3. Special club member discount.

4. Help club for Interceptor adventure players.

5. Special offers on blank data cassettes

FREE MEMBERSHIP

GUZZLER

)1-11\1 N1 -61-1T5

NIIII°41181411

6V`;())il1I01i/1

When you join Interceptor Micro's new software club
you will receive free posters. We will also keep you up to
date on all our new releases, and include a list of special
offers on some of our latest games. Available only to
members.

NAME
ADDRESS

DON'T DELAY! POST TODAY
4/Reptor Software Lindon House, The Green, Tadley, Hants, England



We start carrying
your workload
the very first day.

EasyWriter IF System
EasyWriter II System is word pro-
cessing that's easy to learn and easy
to use. Memos, reports, correspon-
dence, even statistical documents
are letter perfect from day one. If you
can type, you can use it to lighten
your workload.

EasyWriter II System gives you
everything you need. It has an 88,000
word spell checker and convenient
mail -merge for reports and form

letters. They're built right in, not sold
separately. And unlike some other
programs you may see, what you
look at on the screen is exactly what
is printed.

So no matter what your office
word processing needs, EasyWriter II
System can make the days more
productive, by carrying the load
right from the start.

SORCIM/IUS
MICRO SOFTWARE

Easy Software working harder.

r

L

I

Special offer:
Free demo diskette

 Please send me a Free Demo Diskette* so I
can preview the features and effectiveness of
EasyWriter II- System

Name

Address

Tel:

Post this coupon to:
Sorcim/IUS, 10 Station Road, Watford,
Herts IA/D1 1EG. Tel: (0923) 46255.

Diskette is designed for use with IBM-PC or fully
compatible hardware systems.
IBM-PC is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.

Sorcim/IUS Products: EasyWriter 1 System, Easy Writer II System, SuperWriter, Super Calc 3 Rel.2,
and other Super Calc Software, EasyF ler , and EasySales Pro.

MD1284



OBEN-
Dot Matrix and
Daisy Wheel Printers
DP 80/81 £196.00
DP100 £263.00
DWP1120 £299.00

41111ar'

 80 columns/100 CPS
 9 x 11 matrix for letter -quality

printing

 High resolution graphics
 Adjustable tractor feed
 2 interfaces selectable by dip -

switch: parallel/Centronics + serial/
EIA RS -232C

PLUS VAT

DP -100

CREDIT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE IF
NEEDED

SEND NOW TO:

SOUTH COAST CASH REGISTERS LTD
FREEPOST, BLANDFORD, DORSET Tel: 0258 56700
PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVERY

TYKES!
It's all in Headingley at

The Super
Computer Shop

We stock HARDWARE
Computers, disk drives, printers, monitors, disks, tapes

paper, accessories.

and SOFTWARE
Utilities, adventures, education, business, games, books.

FROM
Acorn, Amstrad, Psion, Microwriter, Sinclair.

FOR
Access, Amex, Barclaycard, Diners, Cheques, even

pound coins.
You're welcome to come in and browse, and remember,

you're better off at a proper computershop.

FLEXIWORDS COMPUTERSHOP
18 Otley Road, Leeds LS6 2AD

Tel: (0532) 758474

REMEMBER

PC W 289



TOOL:
BOX
'84

ATARD.CBMIMEMOTECH./ETC.
TOOL BOX'84 is a very helpful tool which is made for you, the serious
computer user.
TOOL BOX'E:4 is specially designed for electronical functions such as:

-making your own joysticks, paddles, lightpens etc.
-making ganginginstruments for light, wind, heat and resistance.
-making electronic alarmsystems.
-making your own robotsystem,
-developing your skills in computers and electronics,

TOOL BOX'84 is needed in schools, work or for your hobby.
TOOL BOX'84 is delivered with a informative user's guide with lots of
program listings.
TOOL BOX'84 is a necessity for the beginner.
TOOL BOX'84 adds a quite new dimension to your computer -life !

DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR
INQUIRIES INVITEDSend for our free: TOOL BOX'84 Information.

Morbit ilektrosikk £ 36.25
DATA  SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 228, N-7701 S I EINKJER
NORWAY

TEL: (NORWAY) (01047) 7765440, 7765310

Shipping and handling E2.50 per order.

MasterCard CHARGE CARDS VISA
WELCOME

I own the computer and Please send
copies of the TOOL BOX'N £36.25 p.p. and/or

free TOOL BOX'S4 Information.
Name MCik or Visa*
Address Exp.Date
City/St./Zip Signature
Charge card no

TOOL BOX'84 is a trademark of Norbit Elektronikk.



UNBEATABLE DEALS ON

SHARP & MSX

FROM SCOTLANDS

SOLE AXIS DEALER

Sony MSX Micro £260

Sanyo MSX Micro £260

Toshiba MSX Micro £242

Sony 3.5in. Floppy Disk £304

Toshiba Plotter -Printer £217

Toshiba 105cps Printer £304

£70 of software with every MSX

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette

recorder + 10 great games £129

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette,

4 Languages: Basic, Pascal, Forth

machine code + 50 programs £169

Sharp 4 Col Plotter -Printer £110

Dear Microfans,
We have used MSX since its release in Japan last
year. You will have read the articles in MSX USER
about us going to Japan to meet the inventor of MSX
and see the MSX manufacturers. We are acknow-
ledged as experts in Japanese computers by
TOSHIBA, SANYO, MITSUBISHI, AND SHARP who
all buy KNIGHTS programs. We are also enthusiasts
and will always help you - no other firm can match us
for service or value for money.

We have special deals on Sharp-where else can
you get a fast, reliable, 76K colour computer with a
proper keyboard for £129. We have now released a
FORTRAN compiler tape for the MZ700 series - the
cost is £25 and that includes 10 FORTRAN programs.
FORTRAN commands include Colour, Box, Fill,
Sound, Joy etc.

Ring or write and we will rush you full details of our
unbeatable deals. If you are really desperate ring us
with your Access or Visa number as we can usually
deliver anywhere in the U.K. within 24 hours. We have
sold thousands of Japanese products Worldwide in
the last 10 years and have never charged for a single
repair. We guarantee to beat any competitors price on
the spot. For personal service ring and ask for Graham
or Neil.

happy computing, Graham Knight and Neil Hunter

PS: U.K. customers add 15% VAT. EXPORT only add £10 for freight
PPS: Write for our massive SHARP and MSX SOFTWARE list.

KNIGHTS TV & COMPUTERS
108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE, ABERDEEN

TEL: 0224 630526 TELEX 739169 "KNIGHTS"

NEVER FORGETS
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Computer books
with pages

of possibilities
for your
v. micro.

The Pan/Personal Computer
News Computer Library is
available through all good

bookshops including major
branches of

WHSMITH

Pan COMPUTER LIBRARY

Pan Books Ltd., Cavayo Plano, Londnn SW IU 4,(3 R ,d in England. Registration No 389591



REMEMBER

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS

Get the best from your computer with ELEPHANT disks. Certified 100% error -free and problem -
free, and with quality maintained for at least 12 million passes, ELEPHANT disks are
guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard and are compatible with virtually every

computer on the market.
Look for the ELEPHANT sign at your local Dealers - or in case of difficulty,
phone or write direct to Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Dennison Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 923321
France: Soroclass, 8, Rue Montgolfier -93115, Rosny-Sous-Bois, Tel: 16 (1) 855-73-70
Germany: Marcom Computerzubehber GmbH, Podbielskistr. 321, 3000 Hannover 1, Telex: 923818
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 4006 Erkrath 1, Matthias-Claudius-Strasse 9, Telex: 858 6600



WIN!
A fabulous holiday for you and 3 friends in sunny

Florida
Including: Kennedy Space Centre,

Disney World & Florida Keys
with SPECTRUM & COMMODORE*********PLUS*********

£2,500 Spending Money*********PLUS *********
The 10 runner up each get a £100 Voucher

to spend in any Spectrum store - anywhere in the UK.
Pick up an entry form from your local Spectrum now-

no purchase required!

MICRO UPDATE
Spectrum's own magazine for home and

small business computers
Have you seen our MICRO UPDATE

magazine yet! It's Spectrum's own
computer guide, published by the
experts for YOU.

It's packed with illustrations and
descriptions of just about everything
you're likely to need in home micro
hardware, add-ons and accessories.
Plus there's information on current
software, and hints and tips from
experts about home computing.

Call in to your local Spectrum dealer
and get YOUR copy - It's great!

New Products
Commodore C16/Plus 4 Joystick Converter £3.75
BBC Emulator for CBM 64 £13.95
Timex Spectrum Keyboard £14.95
Omega Data Recorder £24.95
Commodore 1531 Data Recorder £44.99
Entrepo Quick Data Drive for CBM 64 £79.95
Koala Pad for CBM 64 £79.95
Datafax Disk Interface £79.95
Psion Organiser £99.95
Rotronics Wafadrive £129.95
ZX Spectrum Plus £179.95
Goldsatr MSX £239.99
Canon V20 MSX £279.95
Sanyo MPC 100 MSX £299.95
Commodore Plus 4 £299.99

A Gifted
idea

Spectrum
Gift Vouchers

Available in values of f5
and over from your local

Spectrum dealer

Sanyo MPC 100 MSX
Iliil!llll!ill!illlilllllilllllllillllillillllHillljlliitlill!lllll III

This smart, superbly finished
Sanyo PMC100 MSX micro is an
exciting addition to the range of
MSX computers available today.
Ask to see it at your local
Spectrum dealer NOW!

Spectrum
Price

 Central processing Z130A
 Language MSX-Basic (built-in)
 32KB MSX - Basic ROM 16KB user

RAM (28,815 programmable when
using MSX basic)

 73 Key, alphanumeric, graphics &
code combinations giving 256
symbols

 16 colours
 Sound 3 channels, 8 octaves

NEW Canon V20 MSX
An excellent 64K RAM MSX micro
with 32K of ROM and a 16K Video
RAM. All the benefits of
standardised MSX software, 8 -

octave sound and super colour
graphics!

Spectrum Price

The latest MSX software
Arcade Games from Spectrum

Cubit £8.95
Crazy Golf £8.95
Humphrey £8.95
Punchy £8.95
Hustler £8.95
Hunch Back £8.95

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a iourney  prices correct at time of going to press E&OE

spectrum
Ct-IARGE CARO

1
I
Up to f1000
Instant Credit

 There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
local SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK
mainland only) Typical APR -29.8%

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



"Without doubt the best value MSX Machine"

GOLDSTAR MSX

I
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"This is the one"
"It's unlikely that you'll find a better MSX bargain"

"I could imagine choosing
Decii84)

as my MSX machine"

less than £240 the Goldstar is a positive bargain"
(What MSX Nov/Dec '84)

Yes-the exciting new world of MSX computing is now here, with the
superb new Goldstar MSX micro! And just look at the rave reviews it's
received from the press.

MSX micros are made to a standard specification-but some
things do vary and that's where the Goldstar comes out on top. It's
POWERFUL-a full 64K of user RAM, 32K of ROM AND a 16K video
RAM. Its sixteen vivid colours and eight octaves of sound make it a
great games player's micro, and there's a powerful Z -80A processor to
take on a world of home or office tasks.

But it's the price tag that's really special-just £239.99, a lot less
than most of the others. Take a look at the superb Goldstar MSX, at
your Spectrum dealer NOW!

 General purpose MSX micro  Hi -resolution colour graphics
 Powerful 64K user RAM  Full typewriter keyboard and
 32K ROM, 16K video RAM cursor controls

SENSATIONAL VALUE£23999
0

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZR-Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Computer
Dealers

Or prospective dealers. If you'd like to
know more about becoming a

SPECTRUM APPOINTED DEALER,
please write to: BOB CLEAVER,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OTJ; Tel (0462)
37171

More from Spectrum...



Sensational

ZX Spectrum
offer

Including

[RV!
Software pack

Containing:
Computer Scrabble
Computer Chess
Chequered Flag Game
Horace goes skiing game
Make -a -Chip

Worth £56.70

ZX Spectrum 48K

#11 #11 illill it -61 Ix fffif
!fix lot lot ail

SPECTRUM PRICE

Timex Spectrum Keyboard
Push-button keyboard for
the TX -Spectrum makes
programming and game
playing much easier. Full
travel keys are designed
to last for 3 million
operations, and it can be
fitted in minutes.

SPECTRUM PRICE

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Datafax
Disk Interface
For ZX Spectrum
ZX Spectrum Plus

Disk interlace allows you to
run 3"/31/2" or 51/4" Disk
Drives with your ZX Spectrum
or 25 Spectrum Plus. Ask to
see it at your local Spectrum
Dealer NOW.

Sinclair Expansion
Pack

Increase the power of your Sinclair 16K
Spectrum dramatically-with this neat
expansion pack. Boosts the RAM capacity to a
powerful 48K to run the top games software.

The very latest

4' 4 74-4-tirsriu ;10 411010
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ZX Spectrum+
Here's the brand new Spectrum micro. The 'Plus' boasts a new, professional
typewriter -action keyboard, plus all the Spectrum's top selling features like
powerful 48K RAM, 8 colours,
10 -octave sound and full com-
patibility. AND you get a super
80 -page User Guide PLUS SIX
FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGES -
unbeatable value -for -money!

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Rotrolfcs Wafadrive

At last
a versatile, flexible twin
data drive for the ZX Spectrum! The
Wafadarive features twin 128K drives
that take the compact wafers
(choose from 16K, 64 K or 128K sizes)
- The dual drive means professional -
style ease of use, with easy copying of
files or whole wafers. There are no
cables to connect - and there's RS232
PLUS Centronics ports to take a host
of extra peripherals. For super
reliability, the tape has been
designed for extra long life and a top
data intergrity. And it's incredible
value -for -money!
Plus FREE Softeks Special Writer an
excellent word processor program

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a Journey  prices correct at time of going to press E&OE

spectrum
CHARGE CARD I

Up to 11000
Instant Cred

 There's up to (1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your

local SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK
mainland only) Typical APR -29.8°/o

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



Commodore 16
Package offer

Including
Commodore
1531 Cassette

Recorder
Introducing the new Commodore 16 - the advan-
ced micro that's designed with the beginner in
mind. This brand new micro features a powerful
16K RAM, a full profestional keyboard, superb
graphics with 121 colours, plus terrific built-in
sounds. In its 32K ROM is a new BASIC 3.5 with
over 75 commands including graphics plotting and
editing. There's a unique HELP key that highlights
errors when you're learning to program. It's a
tremendous new micro and the Spectrum package
includes a Commodore Model 1531 Cassette Data
Recorder too. See it at your local Spectrum
dealer now!

SPECTRUM PRICE

Commodore MPS801 Printer
Plus FREE!
Easy Script and Future Finance

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Commodore 16/Plus 4
Joystick Converter
NOW you can use Britain's best-
selling QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK with
your Commodore 16 or Plus 4!

SPECTRUM
RICE

Koala Touch Pad for CBM64
Lets you control your computer
without using keyboard commands,
by simply moving your finger across
the touch -sensitive surface.

SPECTRUM PRICE

Commodore's new, advanced Plus 4
bridges the gap between home and business
micros in a way that's unique - and at a price
that's unbelievable!
The Plus/4 features, beside its powerful 64K

of RAM memory, has a host of features to make
computing easier.
For starters there are four popular software

packages built-in Word Processing,
Spreadsheet, Database and a Business
Graphics program. That's all small businesses
needs - in a budget -priced micro!
Besides that, there's a HELP key that

highlights errors in program lines, plus built-in
graphics, advanced BASIC 3.5 with over 75
commands, separate cursor controls, a full 32K
ROM and 4 programmable function keys.

SPECTRUM PRICE

Commodore 64
Package offer

Including:

 Commodore 64
 A Joystick
 C2N Cassette Recorder
 4 Cassette Games

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Plus 4 Data
Recorder Adapter

Allows you to use the Shado Commodore
compatible recorder with the plus 4

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the Zs -Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd

Computer
Dealers

Or prospective dealers. If you'd like to
know more about becoming a

SPECTRUM APPOINTED DEALER,

Please write to: BOB CLEAVER,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OT.1; Tel (0462)
37171

More from Spectrum...
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An easy to use personal computer that fits in the
palm of you hand and slips in your pocket
Includes FREE 8K Datapak - Utility pack
Built-in database stores information such as
names & addresses, diary appointments,
price lists and timetables *Automatic cross
referencing of records when using the 'Find'
command S Permanent slide storage of
information in thumb sized datapaks which
slot discreetly into unique 'Solid state drives'
* Range of comprehensive software packs

solve finance, maths & science problems *
Create your own programs using P.O.P.L.
-The easy to learn 'Psion Organiser
programming language' .4, Communication
pack links the Psion Organiser to a wide
range of printers and other computers.

PSION ACCESSORIES
16K Data Pack £19.95
8K Data pack £12.95
Finance Program £29.95
Maths Program £29.95
Science Program £29.95
Formatter £44.95

sKffr y Z

Spectrum Scoop Purchase

Printing speed 20cps
Full Graphics capability
In the graphic mode, a column
of graphic data can be repeated
as many times as you want with
a single command.
Double width character output
under software control.
Print position addressable by
character or dot. (positioning
control).

 8 European country character
sets.

Graphic, character, and double
width character modes can be
intermixed on a single line.

 Automatic Printing. When the
text exceeds the maximum line
length no data is lost due to
overflow.
Self -test printing is available.
Centronics parallel interface.
Paper width is adjustable up to
10 inches.

Seikosha
GP500A

Dot Matrix Printer
INCLUDING
FREE!

2000 sheets of
Tractor Feed Paper

Other Printer
Bargains

littomma.1111.6\

Timex 2040 £77.50
Quendata £289.95
Juki 6100 £399.00
SEIKOSHA
Friction Feed GP100/250X £28.75
GP50A £99.95
GP5OS Spectrum £99.95
GPSOOA £159.95
GP100A Mk11 £199.95
GP100VC VIC 20/64 £199.95
GP550A £299.00
EPSON
RXSOT £286.35
RX8OFT £327.75
FX80 £503.70
BROTHER
HR -5 £159.95
EP -44 £249.95
HR -15 £458.85
SMITH CORONA
D100 £286.35

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a tourney - prices correct at time of going to press E&OE
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unto £1000  There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
localmam iSanPdECTonRlyU)MTydpeicaalelrAfpoRr written details (UK

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



Superb value and Service in

Personal Computers
from selected Spectrum Stores Nationwide

Apricot
Fl E/F1 System

These stylish new personal computers are among the best of the
new generation of business micros. Powerful and versatile, the
F-1 features a standard 256K OF RAM (expandable to 768K),
with a 16 -bit 8086 CPU running MS-DOS and Concurrent CP/M.
That's backed up by a built-in 31/2" floppy disk drive providing
720K on double -sided disks (you can add another floppy or
Winchester drive later). The economical HE has a 128K RAM
and a single -sided 360K disk drive -with the same 92 -key pro-
fessional infra -red keyboard on the F1. And don't forget - when
you buy from Spectrum you get the assurance of our trained,
expert staff to help and advise you!

Excluding VAT. Monitor extra.

On -site service contract worth £175
Spectrum give you peace of mind with your new computer! There's a

twelve month on -site service contract, worth f175, ABSOLUTELY FREE
when you buy either a Sanyo 550/555 computer or an Apricot Fl E/Fl.

Plus Free Business Software.
Both the Sanyo and Apricot computers come complete with a superb

pack of comprehensive business software worth hundreds of pounds. The
packs contain virtually everything you're likely to need to get the very best
from your computer -from Day one!

SEE YOUR NEAREST SPECTRUM PERSONAL COMPUTER STOCKIST FOR

DETAILS OF BOTH OFFERS

Sanyo
550/555

Among the very best value in personal computers is the excellent Sanyo
550/555 Series. Theyfeature high performance, 16 -bit CPU that runs on
MS/DOS, with a RAM that's expandable up to 256K bytes. The 550 has
one 1606 byte 51/4" floppy disk drive while the 555 has dual drives for
professional flexibility. There's a choice of superb hi -resolution Colour
or B&W Monitors too (not included). Both come with a comprehensive
package of business software, and a very special free maintenance
offer. - Take a look at these superb
micros at Spectrum NOW!

Sanyo 550
Monitor extra

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Sanyo 555
Monitor extra

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Excluding VAT.

Excluding VAT.
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Your local
Spectrum Personal
Computer Stockist

Aberystwyth Aberdata Ltd
Accrington P.V.Tubes
Altreton Gordon Harwood
Bexhill -On Sea Computerware
Bognor Regis Bits & Bytes
Bolton %findings
Bromley Computers Today
Canterbury Jones Computers Ltd
Chelmsford Maxton Hayman
Chesterfield Computer Centre
Chorley Wildings
Crawley Gatwick Computer Services
Darlington McKenna Si Brawn
Epsom The Micro Workshop
ExMOulh Open Channel
Fak enham Fastview
Guernsey Gruts
Hull Computer Centre
Ipswich Brahman Micros Ltd
Kidderminster A. Dudley Central Computers
London NW11Computers Inc.
London EC2 Devron
London SE1 Vic Odden
London SE9 Square Deal
London 514 Logic Sales
London WI Computers of Wigmore Street
Lowestoft John Wells Limited
Liverpool Hargreaves

Luton Terry -More Photo
Morpeth Tolorents (Northern!
Norwich Norwich Camera Centre
Norwich Brainwave Micros Ltd
Nuneaton Micro City
Peterborough Logic Sales
Plymouth Syntax
Potters Bar Software Agents Ltd
Preston Wildings
Ramham Microway Computer
Romford Brainwave Micros Ltd
Shrewsbury Computerama
Sitfingbourne Computers Plus
Southampton LT.C. Ltd
Stafford Computerama
St Austell ABA C Computers
Stevenage 0.J Computers
Seven Oaks Ernest fielder
Thetford Thetford C.B & Micro
Warrington Wildings
Walsall New Horizon Computer
Waterlooville GB Microland
Watford SRS Microsystems Ltd
West Bromwich Bell & Jones
WhOehaven P.D.Hendren
Wigan Wildings
Woking Harpers Computers
York York Computer Centre

See our address page for full addresses and
phone Numbers

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the Dr -Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Computer
Dealers

Or prospective dealers. If you'd like to
know more about becoming a

SPECTRUM APPOINTED DEALER,
please write to: BOB CLEAVER,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OTJ; Tel (0462)
37171

More from Spectrum...



Incredible value for money

AVT Monitors
DM -216G or DM -216/0

Available in Green or
Orange
Glare or Non -Glare
screens
For office micros, or SPECTRUM

Personal Computers
PRICE

AVT Printer Bargains

80cps Printer
 228 ASCII characters  640 dots/line p/sec
 Centronics Parallel  Opt RS232C Serial
Sprocket & Friction feed  Semi -graphics  Normal
& italic fonts

SPECTRUM
PRICE

100cps Printer
 Letter Quality dot matrix  80/132 cols  Serial &
Parallel  Tractor & Friction feed  Graphics

SPECTRUM

PRICE

Brother HR -5
Printer
A great printer at a top -
value price from Spectrum.
Here's what you get:

 Letter -quality daisy-
wheel printing

 Between 13 and 18cps
 Bi-directional printing
 Tractor -fed paper or

single sheets
 Super low price!

111111111adall°''
SPECTRUM
PRICE

Brother EP -44
'Transforming Office Mach-
ines', runs Brother's slogan

with these super -compact
battery powered type-
writers, it's easy to see

why!

 Top quality thermal
head

 4K of text memorise
(3 A4 pages)

 Centering if required
 15 -digit LCD display for

pre print corrections
 Line -by-line edit facility

SPECTRUM
PRICE

At' Music
+ Maker

For Commodore 64
A superb new music system for the Commodore 64 micro, with everything that's needed
for high qualiy music making. The package price includes Software (on either Disk or
Cassette), a 24 -key piano -style keyboard which fits over the computer keyboard, and a
songbook containing 28 popular songs. Music Maker is versatile, but simple to use it
suits both beginners and experienced musicians. There are 8 voices to simulate
instru-
ments (including piano, guitar and
synthesiser); all the sound parameters
can be varied, to create any sound
within the 64's capabilities. Different
menu -selected modes include one
which creates rhythms, from waltzes to
disco, and pre-programmed bass
patterns that you can create around the
tune. The Music Maker is an incredible
addition to the Commodore 64
superb music for everyone!

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a I prices correct at time of going to press ELOE
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available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
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Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTFL page
600181 for details



MASSIVE
SAVINGS
ON THESE TOP

SELLING MICROS

Atari 800XL

Plus!
Atari 1010

Data Recorder
Plus!

Basic Tutor

SAVE £39.97
This powerful and versatile home computer packs the punch of a
full 64K of user RAM memory, to make the most of exciting games
and educational software. Among its up-to-date features are a
high quality full -stroke keyboard, three -and -a -half octaves of
sound synthesis and a superb dscreen display capability that
includes 11 Graphic Display modes and a palette of 256 colours -
128 of which can be displayed together at anyone time. Ask your
local Spectrum dealer to show you the amazing Atari today!

Normally f 209.97

SENSATIONAL

PRICE

BBC Model B
With Speech Synthesiser fitted

The BBC MODEL B
probably the most flexible
personal microcomputer
available today. Using
powerful BBC BASIC, the BBC
B is widely accepted as
providing the educational
standard for computer
learning.

The Model B features a

variety interface ports allowing
easy connection of both
standard peripherals (like disk
drives and printers) and
second processors or other
devices to give you access to
Teletext or Prestel services.

SAVE
£55
Total Normal Price £454

SENSATIONAL PRICE

Acorn Electron
Plus 5 Software Cassettes

The Electron
gives high
quality graphics
output to either
colour TV or monitor. Sound
can be generated through
the internal loudspeaker.
The Electron comes com-
plete with a free introduc-
tory cassette, containing 19
free programmes & two
manuals-the User Guide
and 'Start Programming
With The Electron'.

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZXSpectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Computer
Dealers

Or prospective dealers. If you'd like to
know more about becoming a

SPECTRUM APPOINTED DEALER.
please write to: BOB CLEAVER,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OIL Tel (0462)
37171

More from Spectrum...



Micro Dealers UK's

Top 50
Britain's No.1 Software Chart

Underwunide
Supplier
Ultimate

Machine
Spectrum

Price
£9.95

Tir Na No Gargoyle Games Spectrum £9.99
Eureka Domark CBM 64 £14.95
Eureka Domark Spectrum £14.95
Fort Apocalypse Synsoft/US Gold CBM 64 £9.95
Daley Thompson's Decathlon Ocean Spectrum £6.90
Raid Over Moscow Access/US Gold CBM 64 £9.99
Knight Lore Ultimate Spectrum £9.95
Psi -Warrior Beyond CBM 64 £9.95
Backpackers Guide Fantasy Spectrum £7.50
Travels with Trashman New Generation Spectrum E9.95
Bruce Lee Datasoft/US Gold CBM 64 £9.95
Jasper Micromega Spectrum 01.95
Eddie Kid Jump Challenge Martech Spectrum E6.95
Combat Lynx Durell Spectrum E8.95
Cyclone Vortex Spectrum £6.95
Jinn Genie Micromega CBM 64 £8.95
Pyjarnarama Micro Gen Spectrum £6.95
Suicide Express Gremlin CBM 64 £7.95
Elite Acomsoft BBC £14.95
Select 1 Computer Records Spectrum E12.49

PilotFSe Digital CBM 64 E9.95estc; 1r

Computer Records CBM 64 E12.49
Steve Davis Snooker CDS Spectrum £6.95
Cliffhanger New Generation CBM 64 £7.95
Havoc Dynavision Spectrum £7.95
Jet Set Willy Software Projects CBM 64 £7.95
Aztec (Hunt for the Sun God) Hill MacGibbon Spectrum £7.95
King Arthur's Quest Hill MacGibbon Spectrum £7.95
Skool Daze Microsphere Spectrum £6.95
Sherlock Melbourne House CBM 64 £14.95
Valkyrie 17 Ram Jam Spectrum £9.95
Braxx Bluff Micromega Spectrum £6.95
Zaxxon Synsoft/US Gold CBM 64 £9.95
Boulder Dash State Soft CBM 64 £8.95
D -Day Games Workshop Spectrum £7.95
Avalon Hewson Spectrum £7.95
Tower of Despair Games Workshop Spectrum £7.95
Battlecars Games Workshop Spectrum £7.95
Kosmic 'Gang' Micromania CBM 64 £6.95
Manic Miner Software Projects Amstrad £8.95
Xavior PSS Spectrum £7.95
Beachead Access/US Gold Spectrum E7.95
Beans Rider Activision Spectrum 07.99
Dues ex Machina Automata Spectrum £15.00
Manic Miner Software Projects BBC £7.95
3D Grand Prix Software Invasion BBC £9.95
Rentalla Micromega Spectrum £6.95
Dark Star Design Design Spectrum £7.50
Summer Games ()Wasik% CBM 64 E14.95

BBC
Emulator

This superb unit enables you to process your
BBC projects on your Commodore 64 at home.
All you do is type programs in BBC BASIC and
the Emulator allows your Commodore 64 to
'imitate the BBC.

Spectrum
Price

Omega
Compucorder

Battery/Mains Operation
Built-in condensor microphone
Automatic level control
3 -digit Tape Counter
DIN Socket

GREAT
VALUE
AT ONLY

Quickshot
II Joystick

Helicopter -style grip with the
Fire button on top. Features
suction feet for stability and
Auto Fire mode. Compatible
with most micros.

Super Value Shado Add-Ons
Shado BBC
Compatible Data Recorder
Also suitable for other micros

This neat,
stylish data cassette

recorder is a terrific value -for -money
way to save your program and data from your

8BC Acorn or Electron micro. The Shado
connects easily, offers reliable and consistent
performance and features a Tape Position
indicator for easier data access.

Spectrum
Price

Commodore 64
Compatable Data Recorder

Directly compatible
with the Commodore 64
and VIC-20 micros, this
excellent data recorder eliminates the problems
of using ordinary cassette recorders - at a top
value price too,

Spectrum
Price

Shado Joysticks
for the BBC

Designed as direct replacements for the
Acorn originals, these superfast joysticks
(connected to the Analogue port) feature
much improved hand action with sprung
response. left & right are identified by the
colour of the fire buttons.

Spectrum
Price
Per Pair

Blank Data
Cassettes

C12 Standard
Data Cassette 50p

C15 Standard
Data Cassette 58p

C12 Reel to Reel 75p

Not all stores cirry every advertised item, please phone before m king a journey - prices correct at time of going to press HOE
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available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your

InstantCredd-29.8%
lmocaainliSanPEdaonly7TydpeicaalelrAfpoRr writtendetails (UK

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



There's a Spectrum near you...
AVON

BATH Software Plus, 12 York St
Tel: (0225) 61676
WESTON-S-MARE K & K Computers,
32 Alfred St Tel (0934)419324

BEDFORDSHIRE

DUNSTABLE Dormans 7-11 Broad Walk
Tel: (0582) 65515
LEIGHTON BUZZARD The Computer Ctr
at Milton Keynes Music, 17 Bridge St
Tel: (0525)376622
LUTON Terry -More, 49 George St.
Tel: (0582) 23391/2

BERKSHIRE

BRACKNELL Computer Centre, 44 The
Broadway. Tel. (0344) 427317
NEW! WINDSOR Gadgets 30 Peascod
Str., Tel: (07535) 87211
SLOUGH MU Games and Computers 245
High St Tel: (0753) 21594

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BLETCHLEY Rams Computer Centre,
117 Oueensway. Tel: (0908) 647744
CHESHAM Reed Photography & Comp-
uters, 113 High St. Tel: (0494) 783373

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CAMBRIDGE K P Computers Ltd. 19/20
Market St Tel: (0223) 312240
(Open 6 Days)
HUNTINGDON T.S.C. Electronics, 3 All
Saints Passage, High St.
Tel: (0480) 411579
PETERBOROUGH Logic Sales, 6 Midgate
Tel: (0733) 49696
PETERBOROUGH Ptrbrgh Communications,
91 Midland Rd. Tel: (0733) 41007

CHANNEL ISLANDS
GUERNSEY Gruts, 3-5 The Pollett,
St Peter Port. Tel: (0481) 24682
JERSEY Audio & Computer Centre.
7 Peter St, St Helier. Tel: (0534) 74000

CHESHIRE

ALTRINCHAM Mr Micro 28 High St
Tel: (061) 941 6213
NEW! CHESTER Computer Unk 21 St
Werhurgh St Tel: (0244) 310518
CREWE Microman Unit 2,
128 Nantwich Rd. Tel: (0270) 216014
ELLESMERE PORT RFR Computers, 1

Pooltown Rd. Whitby. Tel: 051 356 4150
STOCKPORT Wilding Ltd.
1 Little Underbank Tel: (061) 480 3435
WARRINGTON Wildings, 111 Bridge St
Tel: (0925) 38290
WIDNES Computer City, 78 Victoria Road.
Tel: (051) 420 3333
WILMSLOW Swift of Wilmslow, 4-6 St.
Annes Parade. Tel: (0625) 526213

CLEVELAND

MIDDLESBOROUGH McKenna & Brown,
206 Linthorpe Rd. Tel: (0642) 222368

CORNWALL
ST AUSTELL A B & C Computers, Duchy
House, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq.
Tel: (0726) 67337
TRURO Truro Micro Ltd, Unit 1, Bridge Ho..
New Bridge St. Tel: (0872) 40043

CUMBRIA
BARROW-IN-FURNESS Barrow Computer
Centre. 2/4 The Mall. Tel: (0229) 38353
CARUSLE The Computer Shop, 56-58
Lowther St Tel: (0228) 27710
PENRITH Penrith Communications,
14 Castlegate. Tel: (0768) 67146
Open Mon -Fri till 8pm
WHITEHAVEN P D Hendren 15 King St
Tel: (0946) 2063

DERBYSHIRE
ALFRETON Gordon Harwood 69-71 High
St Tel: (0773) 832078
CHESTERFIELD The Computer Centre,
14 Stephenson Place Tel: (0246) 208802
NEW! NEW MILLS New Mills Micro
Centre 388 Market Street,
Tel: (0853) 47332

DEVON

EXETER Seven Counties (Computers) Ltd.,
7 Paris Street Tel: (0392) 211211
EXMOUTH Open Channel, 30 The Strand.
Tel: (0395) 264408
PLYMOUTH Syntax Ltd., 76 Cornwall
St Tel: (0752) 28705
TIVERTON Actron Micro Computers,
37 Bampton St Tel: (0884) 252854

DORSET

B OURNEMOUTH Lansdowne Computer Ctr
1 Lansdowne Crescent. Tel: (0202) 20165
NEW! DORCHESTER Seven Counties
Cptrs. 20 Nigh Street East
Tel: (0305) 58022
NEW! POOLE Lansdowne Cptr Centre
14 Arndals Centre Tel: (0202) 570901

DURHAM
DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown,
102 Bondgate. Tel: (0325) 459744

ESSEX

BASILDON Godfrey's 28-32 East Walk,
Tel: (0268) 289379
BASILDON Godfrey's Computer Centre,
5 Laindon Main Centre Laindon.
Tel: (0268) 416747
NEW! CANVEY ISLAND Tower Radio
Ltd. 43 High Str., Tel: (0258) 882211
NEW! CHELMSFORD Way -In Cptrs. 7
Village Warr Chelmer Village Tel:
(0245) 457858
CHELMSFORD Maxton Hayman Ltd.,
5 Broomfield Rd. Tel: (0245) 354595
COLCHESTER Brainwave 51 Head St.
Tel: (0206) 561513
GRAYS H Reynolds. 79 Orsett Rd.
Tel: (0375) 5948
ILFORD Woolfmans, 76 Ilford Lane.
Tel: (01) 478 1307
NEW! ROMFORD 92 Market Place Tel:
(0708) 41719
SOUTHEND Computer Centre 332 London
Rd. Tel* (0702) 337161

HAMPSHIRE
B ASINGSTOKE Fisher's, 2-3 Market
Place. lel: (0256) 22079
PORTSMOUTH (Weterloovilie)G B
Microland. London Rd.. (Opp. Co -013)
Tel: (0705) 259911
SOUTHAMPTON L.T.C. Ltd., 112 East St,
Tel: (0703) 333958/24703
WINCHESTER Winchester Camera &
Computer Centre 75 Parchment St.
Tel: (0962) 53982

HEREFORD

HEREFORD Melgray Hi -Tech Ltd., 53/54
Commercial Str., Tel: (0432) 275737

HERTFORDSHIRE
HITCHIN GK Photographic & Computers,
68A Hermitage Rd., Tel: (0462) 59285
POTTERS BAR The Computer Shop,
197 High St Tel: (0707) 44417
ST ALBANS (Harts) Clarks Computer
Centre 14-16 Holime!' Hill.
Tel: (0727) 52991
STEVENAGE 0 J Computers, 11 Town
Square. Tel: (0438) 65501
WATFORD SRS Microsystems Ltd., 94 The
Parade, High St. Tel: (0923) 26602
WELWYN GARDEN CITY D J Computers, 40
Fretherne Rd., Tel (07073) 28435/28444

HUMBERSIDE
B EVERLEY Computing World, 10 Swaby's
Yard Dyer Lane. Tel: (0482 881831
GRIMSBY RC Johnson Ltd., 22 Friargate,
Riverhead Centre. Tel: (0472) 42031
HULL The Computer Centre,
26 Anlaby Rd. Tel: (0482) 26297

ISLE OF MAN
DOUGLAS T H Colebourn Ltd.,
57-61 Victoria St Tel: (0624) 3482

ISLE OF WIGHT
COWES Beken & Son. 15 Bath Rd.
Tel: (0983) 297181

KENT

B ECKENHAM Supa Computers Ltd., 425
Croydon Rd., Tel: (01) 650 3569
B ROADSTAIRS Video Vision 19/20 Willow
Court, St Peters Park Road Tel: (0843)
63284 (No Early Closing Day)
BROMLEY Computers Today 31 Market
Square Tel: (01) 290 5652
CANTERBURY Ctbury Computer Centre 56/
57 Palace St. Tel: (0227) 62101
DOVER Kept Photos & Computers. 4 King St.
Tel: (0304) 202020
GRAVESEND Marshalls Computers &
Cameras, 3 Windmill St Tel: (0474) 65930
RAINHAM Microway Computers Ltd., 39
High St Medway Towns.
Tel: (0634) 376702
SEVENOAKS Ernest Fielder Computers,
Dorset St. Tel: (0732) 456800
SITTINGBOURNE Computers Plus, 65 High
St Tel (0795) 25677
NEW! TUNBRIDGE WELLS M
Computers Ltd. 28.30 St Johns Rd.
Tel: (0892) 41555

LANCASHIRE
ACCRINGTON PV Computers,
104 Abbey St Tel: (0254) 36521/32611
PRESTON Wilding's, 49 Fishergate.
Tel: (0772) 556250

LEICESTERSHIRE

MARKET HARBOROUGH Harborough Home
Computers, 7 Church St.
Tel: (0858) 63056

LONDON

ES Perci5als, 85 High St North, East Ham.
Tel: (01) 472 8941
E17 Erol Computers' Ltd., 125 High Street
Walthamstow Tel: (01) 520 7763
EC2 Devron Computer Centre, 155 Moorgate
Tel: (01) 638 3339/1830
N 14 Logic Sales, 19 Broadway, The Bourne,
Southgate. Tel: (01) 882 4942
H 2O Castlehurst Ltd. 1291 High Rd.
Tel: (01) 446 2280
N W4 Da Vinci Computer Store, 112 Brent
St, Hendon Tel: (01) 202 2272
N WIl Computers Inc., 86 Golders Green Rd.
Tel: (01) 209 0401/0279
SEt Vic Odden's 6 London Bridge Walk.
Tel: (01) 403 1988
SE9 Square -Deal, 373-375 Foetscray Rd.,
New Eltham. Tel: (01) 859 1516
SE15 Castlehurst Ltd., 152 Rye Lane,
Peckham. Tel: (01) 639 2205
W1 Computers of Wigmore St., 104 Wigmore
St. Tel: (01) 935 2452
W1 Sonic Foto & Micro Centre, 256
Tottenham Court Rd. Tel: (01) 580 5826
NEW! W1 Ramsons 4 Edgware Rd.,
Tel: (01) 724 2373

GREATER
MANCHESTER

B OLTON Wilding Ltd., 23 Deansgate.
Tel: (0204) 33512
MANCHESTER Lomax Ltd., 11 St Mary's
Gate Tel (061) 832 6167
OLDHAM Home & Business Computers Ltd.,
54 Yorkshire St Tel: (061) 6331608
ROCHDALE Home & Business Computers,
75 Yorkshire St Tel: (0706) 344654
SWINTON Mr Micro Ltd, 69 Partington
Lane. Tel: (061) 728 2282
Late Night Friday
WIGAN Wilding Ltd., 11 Mesnes St.
Tel (0942) 44382

MERSEYSIDE
BIRKENHEAD Fairs Cameras & Hi-Fi, Dacre
Hill, Rock Ferry. Tel: (051) 645 5000
HESWALL Thornguard Computer Systems,
46 Pensby Rd. Tel: (051) 342 7516
HUTTON Ian Houghton 5 Huyton Hey Rd.
Tel: (051) 489 5785
NEW! LIVERPOOL Home & Business
Cptrs 31 Bold St. Tel: (051) 708 0428
UVERPOOL Beaver Radio, 20-22 White -
chapel. Tel: (051) 709 9898
UVERPOOL (Aintree) Hargreaves, 31-37
Warbreck Moor. Tel: (051) 525 1782

MIDDLESEX
H ARROW Camera Arts, (Micro Computer
Division) 42 St Ann's Rd.
Tel (01) 427 5469
TEOOINGTON Andrews, Broad St.
Tel: (01) 977 4716

NEW! PINNER R&M Micro & Photo Ltd
91 Field End Rd., Esstcote Tel: (01) 888
8830/8880
UXBRIDGE J K L Computers, 7 Windsor St.
Tel* (0895) 51815

NORFOLK

FAKENHAM Fastview, 12 Norwich Rd.
Tel: (0328) 51319
KING'S LYNN Computer Plus, 40 Conduit St.
Tel: (0553) 4550
N ORWICH Norwich Camera Centre 20
White Lion Str. Tel: (0603) 612537
NEW! NORWICH Brainwave 11A Cas-
tle Meadow Tel: (0803) 853798
THETFORD C B & Micros, 21 Guidhall St
Tel: (0842) 61645

NORTHAMPTONSHIR
N ORTHAMPTON Dormans, 22 Princes Walk
Grosvenor Centre. Tel: (0604) 37031

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
N OTTINGHAM Jacobs Cptrs, 13 Middlegate
Newark. Tel: (0636) 72594
NEW! NOTTINGHAM AmpHtene Ltd., 3
Mansfield Road. Tel: (0802) 418191
WORKSOP Computagraf ix, 132 Bridge St
Tel: (0909) 472248

NORTHERN IRELAND
N ELFAST Arthur Hobson Ltd., 37 Great Vic-
toria St. Tel: (0232) 246336
PORTSDOWN Pedlows, 16 Market St,
Craigavon Co. Armagh. Tel: (0762) 332265
LONDONDERRY Foyle Computer Systems,
3 Bishop St. Tel: (0504) 268337
N EWRY Newry Computer Centre. 34
Monaghan St. Tel: (0693) 66545

NORTHUMBERLAND
MORPETH Telerents 31 Newgate St Tel:
(0665) 513 537

OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON Ivor Fields Computers, 21 Stert
St. Tel: (0235) 21207
BANBURY Computer Plus, 2 Church Lane.
Tel: (0295) 55890
OXFORD Ivor Fields, 7 St Ebbes St.
Tel: (0865) 247082

SCOTLAND
NEW! ABERDEEN Dee Micro 278
George Street Tel: (0224) 644350
ABERDEEN North East Computers, 1-3 Ellis
St., Peterhead. Tel: (0779) 79900
AYR Vennals, 6A New Bridge St
Tel: (0292) 264124
DUMFRIES Vennals, 71 English St
Tel: (0387) 54547
NEW! DUNDEE Mlcromania BO Gray
St., Bought!, Ferry Tel: (0382) 77130
EDINBURGH The Silicon Centre.
6-7 Antigua St. Tel: (031) 557 4546
HAMILTON Tom Dickson Computers, 8-12
Cadzow St. Tel: (0698) 283193

SHROPSHIRE
NEW! BRIDGNORTH Jentsch Services
Ltd., Smithfield Ctr Whithurn St. Tel:
(07482) 51458
SHREWSBURY Computerama,
13 Castlegate. Tel (0743) 60528
TELFORD Cptr Village, 4 Hazeldine House
Telford Town Centre. Tel: (0952) 506771

SOMERSET
TAUNTON Grays, 1 St James St
Tel (0823) 72986

STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD Computerama, 59 Forgate St.
Tel: (0785) 41899
STOKE-ON-TRENT Computerama, 11 Mkt
Square Arcade Hanley. (0782) 268620
STOKE-ON-TRENT The Microchip, 37 Sta-
tion Rd. Biddulph Tel: (0782) 511559

SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMUNDS Guildhall Cptr Ctr, 11
Guildhall St Tel (0284) 705772
IPSWICH Brainwave, 24 Crown St.
Tel: (0473) 50965

J.OWESTOFT John Wells, 44 London Rd
North Tel (0502 3742

SURREY

CAMBERLEY Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division), 36 High St. Tel (0276) 65848
NEW! CATERNAM Telecom 35-37
Croydon Rd, Tel: (0883) 48209
EPSOM The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach Tel (03727) 21533
HASLEMERE Haslemere Computers, 17
Lower Sty Tel (0428) 54428
RICHMOND Crest Computer Services, 8 Hill
St. Tel (01) 940 8635
WALLINGTON Surrey Micro Systems Ltd.,
53 Woodcote Rd. Tel: (01) 647 5636
WOKING Harpers, 71-73 Commercial Way.
Tel: (04862) 25657

SUSSEX
B EXHILL -ON -SEA Computerware, 22 St
Leonards Rd. Tel: (0424) 223340
NEW! BOGNOR REGIS Bits & Bytes
High Str., Tel: (0243) 807143
NEW! BRIGHTON Gamer 71 East St.
Tel: (0273) 728581
NEW! BURGESS HILL Weald Cptrs,
247.249 London Rd, Tel: (04445) 41381
CRAWLEY Gatwick Computer Services, 62
Boulevard. Tel: (0293) 37842
UTTLEHAMPTON Alan Chase Ltd, 39 High
St Tel: (09064) 5674
NEW! UCKFIELD Arles Cptrs 158 Nigh

St. Tel: (0825) 3325

WALES

ABERYSTWYTH AberData at Galloways, 23
Pier St Tel (0970) 615522
CARDIFF Randall Cox, 18-22 High St
Arcade. Tel: (0222) 31960
LLANDUDNO (Gwynedd) Cptr Plus Dis-
count, 15 Clomnel St Tel: (0492) 79943
NEWPORT (Gwent) Randall Cox, 118
Commercial St. Tel: (0633) 67378
PEMBROKE Randall Cox, 19 Main St
Tel: (064) 682876
WREXHAM T E Roberts, 33 King St.
Tel: (0978) 364404/364527

WARWICKSHIRE
N UNEATON Micro City 1A Queens Road
Tel: (0203) 382049
RUGBY The Rugby Micro Centre, 9-11
Regent St. Tel: (0788) 70522

WEST MIDLANDS
N EW! BIRMINGHAM Software World
12 Ethel Street Tel: (021) 543 7559
COVENTRY Greens, 22 Market Way.
Tel: (0203) 28342
DUDLEY Central Computers, 35 Church Hill
Precinct. Tel: (0384) 238169
WALSALL New Horizon Computer Centres, 1
Goodall St. Tel: (0922) 24821
WEST BROMWICH Bell &Jones, 39 Queens
Square. Tel: (021) 553 0820
NEWIWOLVERHAMPTON Wolverhampton
Computer Centre 17/19 Lichfield Street
Tel: (0902) 29907

WORCESTER
KIDDERMINSTER Central Computers, 20-
21 Blackwell St. Tel: (0562) 746941
WORCESTER David Waring Ltd, 1 Marmion
House High St. Tel: (0905) 27551

YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD Erricks, Fotosonic House Raw-
son Square. Tel: (0274) 309266
DEWSBURY Home & Business Computers,
59 Daisy Hill. Tel: (0924) 455300
DONCASTER The Soft Centre 8 Queens -
gate VVaterdale Centre Tel: (0302) 20088
H UDDERSFIELD Richards (Formerly
Lauries) 12 Queen St. Tel: (0484) 25334
HULL Computer Centre 26 Anlaby Rd.

Tel (0482) 26297
LEEDS Bass & Bligh, 4 Lower Briggate.
Tel: (0532) 454451
NEW! ROTHERHAM BT Leisureworld,
Cascade Centre, Tel: (0709) 67391
NEW! SKIPTON Skipton Cptr Systems
Victoria Nouse, Belmont Bridge
Tel: (0158) 58192
NEW! SHEFFIELD NIL Computers 812
Ecclesall Rd., Tel: (0742) 581328
YORK York Computer Centre 7 Stonegate
Arcade. Tel. (0904) 641862



The Ultimate for the Spectrum owner!
Spectrum owners! Now you can upgrade your

machine to take full advantage of the sheer speed and
convenience of floppy disk operating.

Greater storage! Faster access! More operating
flexibility!

Disk doves were specifically designed for use with
computers so programs and data can be stored and
accessed quickly and safely. Also a disk drive uses random
access to get programs and data from any part of the disk.
The speed? Only a fewseconds!

Upgrade nowwith this low-cost Beta disk interface
from Technology Research that uses only 128 bytes of
Spectrum memory and gives you instant operating
compatibility with any disk drive that the BBC micro uses!

Each interface comes complete with a 51/4" disk with
utility programs already loaded. From the word go you can
transfer the contents of one disk to another or make copies
of individual programs or data to any other disk. There will
be no problems with your upgrade to DISK operation as the
LOAD and SAVE commands work equally well with
cassette or micro -drive.

Take advantage of this offer and get the compact yet
powerful Beta Disk Drive as well, made by TEC (as supplied
by Cumana), and be up and running on disk in minutes!

The Beta disk interface; the Beta disk drive. Only
from Technology Research. The sooner you order, the
sooner you'll be enjoying all the benefits of full disk
control!

Technology Research Ltd.
Unit 18 Central Trading Estate
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XE
Tel: Staines (0784) 63547
Tlx: 896691 TLXIR G

CUTOUT THIS COUPON AND SEND WITH CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE

PLEASE SEND ME:
SINGLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (a 97.75
DOUBLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (a £109.25
S501 BETA DRIVE* (a £152.00

*40 track single sided, including power supply
Prices for other disk drives available on request

Name

Address

Postcode

QTY

£2 p.p. (UK)
£2 p.p. (UK)
£6 p.p. (UK)

Featurk.
 EPROM disk operating system for ease of operation
 Available in Single Density and Double Density
 Uses only 128 bytes of Spectrum memory

Compatible with 40 or 80 tracks, single or double -sided
disk drives
Works equally well on 5!/4", 3'12' or 3" disks, with
upgradability built-in from 100K to 2.6 Mbyte

I& Supports up to four disk drives
 BASIC program merge facility
 Duplicate Spectrum connector included
 Uses Spectrum key words
 Random access of data for fast operation
 It costs less per byte of storage to switch from tape to disk

TOTAL

£

£



Crestmatt challenge you
to find a better deal.

Apricot Fl El 2 5 9 INC VAT

256k business system

1o2ok double -sided d/d
FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

GSX graphics utility

ACT Diary

ACT Sketch
..
Apricot PC£2070 INC VAT

256k business system

2x720k double -sided d/d
FREE 9" Apricot monitor

FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor
SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

manuals/documentation:
MSDOS, MSBASIC plus

standard utilities
FREE in blank d/s discs
FREE box of paper

Sinclair QL £682 INC VAT

128k business pack

4 software packages
12" colour monitor (PRISM)

FREE Brother HR5 printer

printer cable

QL pack £ 549 INC VAT

128k business pack

4 software packages

Brother HR5 printer

FREE printer cable

FREE 4 extra microdrives

1:711111
Sinclair QL £399 INC VAT

4 software packages

FREE 4 extra microdrives

Apricot PC £1834 INC VAT

256k business system

2x315k disc drive

FREE 12" monitor AP1200

FREE Shinwa CP80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

FREE io.blank discs

FREE box of paper

Crestmatt packages
may be reconfigured to
suit individual business
needs. We provide
demonstration,
support and
training with
on -site maintenance

contracts available.

Printers: dot matrix
call for latest prices

(all prices include VAT)

£189 Shinwa CP80 80CpS

Shinwa CPA80 foocps (p)2k

Epson Rx8oFr foocps

Epson FX80 160CpS

Ensign 165cps 72corresp

Kaga Texan isocps 27nlq

Canon PW1080 isocps 27nlq

Brother EP44

Brother HR5 3ocps

SmithCorona D200 isocps

daisywheel

Juki 6100 20CpS

Juki 6300 40CpS

£239 DaisyStep 2000 iscps

Brother HR15 i3cps

Brother HR25 25CpS

Brother HR35 35CpS

£239 SmithCorona [1000

Crestmatt Limited
67a York Street (BakerSte)
London W1H 1PO

01.402 1254/5
01.723 4699

telex 265871 IMONREF GI

quote refs; ORG015

export and mail order

enquiries welcome

MonFri 9.30-7;

Saturday 10.30-4

authorized dealers for

Apricot, ITT, Sanyo

offers strictly one month

prices subject to change

without notice; goods

subject to availability



DAY STAR
COMPUTERS LTD

AUTHORISED DEALERS
FOR TELEVIDEO  EPSON
HEWLETT PACKARD 
CONTROL DATASET ETC

ULTIMATE SERVICE
DP Managers - One Shop Supplier/Service/Advice
Mail Order - Discount Prices/Vast Product Range
New Users - Low Cost Entry/Systems Analysis
Dealers - Monitor/Printer Distributor
OEM - Manf. S100 8086 MS DOS Computer

We Specialise in Service - Example Prices
NETWORKING - IDEONET for IBM PC

ONCE ONLY SOFTWARE £299
NETWORK BOARD PER M/C £450

SPECIAL SANYO MBC 555 £880
128K MEMORY WITH FREE SOFTWARE

SPECIAL BRAID TELEX MANAGER
COST SAVER ON IBM PC £1,750

SPECIAL EPSON LQ 1500 £850
DUAL MODE, QUALITY PRINTER

Ring or Write for Full Price List

DAYSTAR COMPUTERS LTD
UNITS 4 and 5, NEW ROAD

NEWHAVEN, SUSSEX BN9 OEU
PLEASE TEL: 0273 514874

Name

Address

Tel

Interest

SOLVE THOSE DESKTOP
BLUES . . . FOR ONLY

£29.99
INCLUDING

CARRIAGE & V.A.T.

. . . WITH THE CEMOC
PRINTOUT FEEDER/STACKER

Send your cheque today
(made payable to CEMOC Ltd .)

or telephone your Barclaycard order
through for immediate despatch

( Please state whether for 0 or 130 column printer)

CEMOC COMPUTERS
I Samuel Whites Estate
Medina Road
Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Tel: (0983) 290584

MIDSHIRES COMPUTER GROUP
66, 68, 78 NANTWICH ROAD, CREWE, CHESHIRE

MIDSHIRES MAILORDER (0270) 211086

COMPUTERS, MONITORS, DISK -DRIVES, PRINTERS, DESKS, RIBBONS
A SELECTION OF OUR SUPER LOW PRICES. FOR A LIMITED

Midshires Our

PERIOD ONLY.

Midshires Our
Goods Price RRP Goods Price RRP MONITORS Price RRP COMPUTERS Price RRP
Epson RX100 395.00 450 Ensign 262.46 299 Fidelity 14:COL 186.00 199 BBC B (starter -pack) 345.00 349
Shinwa CP 80 174.58 199 Riteman 219.11 249 Sanyo 12: Green 98.10 109 Einstein COL 417.49 424
Riteman Blue 244.89 279 Cannon 1080 280.04 319 Sanyo 14:HlresCO 449.10 499 Commodore +4
Cannon 1156 350.34 399 OKI 83a 420.64 489 LM.Amber 90.00 100 Amstrad COL 339.00 349
OKI 84p 690.13 799 OKI 84s 775.67 899 Taxan 12:Green 98.00 109 Electron (starter -pack) 193.16 203
OKI 2350 1640.38 1815 OKI 2410 1745.83 1935 Taxan 12:Hi Res 134.10 149 Commodore 16
Seikosha 100s 144.42 174 Epson FX80 384.00 438 Taxan 80 col. 269.00 285 Commodore 64 (promotional -pack)
Seikosha 250x 195.05 235 Epson RX80 218.67 249 Phillips 12 Hi Res 66.10 69 Amstrad Green 239.00 249
Brother HR5 138.31 157 DAN Brother HR15 138.00 445 Sanyo 14:med COL 194.00 235 A selection of Single Disk -drives
Brother EP44 198.35 245 NEC 2000 186.30 217 Sanyo DM .8112cx 71.10 79 CSX 100K 40T s/s 119.95
Mannesman 80 215.80 260 Dyneer DW12 241.37 275 LM Green 90.00 100 CSX 200K 80T s/s 159.95

Allow 10 days for delivery Taxan 12:Amber 107.10 119 Above excluding P.S.U.
Taxan 12:RGB Pal 193.50 215 cs 100K 40T s/s 159.95

MIDSHIRES reserve the right to change prices at any time.
Orders £101 to £500 add £5.95. over £500 add £9.95 p&p

cs 200K 80T s/s 192.95
including P.S.U.

A selection of Dual Disk -drives
To MIDSHIRES COMPUTER GROUP,
CHESHIRE CW2 6AL
Please supply:

68 NANTWICH ROAD, CREWE, CD 200 2'40T s/s 200K 284.95
CD 400d 2*40T d/s 400K 381.95

add VAT + p&p to all goods

PCw Above including P.S.U.

I enclose my cheque for £ including VAT & p&p.
or charge my Access/Barclaycard No.

Name

Address
Computers & Peripherals
at prices you can afford
(all goods guaranteed by manufacturers)

Signature



The printer you'll
judge others by !

74
Daisywriter 2000

The world's most intelligent letterquality printer.
The Computer Optimised Printer Interface and Emulation System* (COPIFS) has all the

powers and features needed to make the Daisywriter 2000 the most reliable and cost-
effective letter -quality printer you can buy

Computer compatibility is easily accomplished through the Daisywriter 2000's all purpose
interface.

'

..,
' L3\r-'And its impressive built-in memory buffer of 48 Kbytes, together with its special firmware #allows high throughput and reprinting of documents z'-'"

stored in the memory buffer without using your comps ityr asc5' " ' '
The Daisywriter 2000. The printer for all systems.
No other printer can give you so much for so little* *.

Sole U.K. Distributor: ,,e'%'
AAAMulti -Media Peripherals,
Russell House, 117-119 Oxford Road,
Reading, Berks. RG1 7HU ,-

, - '

TOL (0734)500661
3ERIPHER ALS Multi-Medla Peripherals is a member of the Europa Systems Group of Companies. ,,./ e e

'Patent applied for. **MRRP £1,295 4Z' l'.°N e
,

,o.
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ergusonjust
monitor?
e small urint.

A glance at the screen of ouri new MCO1 will tell you
how far it is from being just a monitor. Or just a 14" portable colour TV

One advantage of our double act is worth repeating, if only
because it's another Ferguson first:

Electronic switching lets you change functions automatically
from monitor to video recorder toTV.

You can plug in any combination; leave them permanently
connected; and wave goodbye to spaghetti junction round the back.

Convenience is matched by performance. Computer graphics
and picture quality are far better through our RGB and Composite Video
inputs than through the aerial socket of an ordinary TV.

Computer audio output sounds better through the speaker of
the MCO1. (And if the beeps are too loud, you can turn down the volume)

The full potential of the MC01 will be revealed by your Ferguson
Dealer; as will the optional Battery Converter which makes it totally
portable; and the matching computer -dedicated cassette recorder 3T31.

If total dedication is what you're after, he'll tell you about our out-
standing new 12" monochrome monitor MM02, which is particularly
suited to text applications.

But if you need a monitor for a home computer, it makes sense to
get one that's also a colour TV.Especially when it only costs around 2229

And if you want a portable colour TV, why not get one that's
also a monitor?In the Ferguson Monitor
Colour TV, you get the state of two arts in one. EEL= FERGUSON Tx
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After 83years
we've reached the end

of the tape.
It's almost unbelievable that we still use

punched paper tape to transmit important and
imperative messages around the world.

But it doesn't take a great leap of the
imagination to realise that by hooking up a
normal micro computer to the British Telecom
telex jack, we can have all the advantages of
today's microchip technology.

No longer will you have to wait to receive or
transmit while you're typing out another telex
message.

You can alter the words directly on the
VDU, and send the same

APPROVED
for use with

telecommunication systems
run by British

Telecornmunicabns
in accordance witn the

condltions in the
instructions tor use

other jobs, and the noise level is just a
whisper.

Storage on a floppy disc can be optionally
selected, but if the disc is full (and it can take
up to 20 telexes), all telexes are printed, thus
reliability is assured.

When it's 9 o'clock in the morning in Dallas,
your telex can go out when they're in the
office and you can store incoming messages
'till you get in.

An inbuilt clock tells you how long each
transmission has taken, and can then be

attributed to anyldepartment.

telex to ten different destinations by pressing
just one button.

Automatic dialling, redialling and storage of
numbers, enable your operator to get on with

The KAI Telex Processor is fast, and has a
prodigious memory, with extended form
capability for variable information that can be
added to customised forms such as invoices

The KAI Telex Processor is
British Telecom approved, and
with an Apple II or Ile you
immediately have a quality
micro computer and a telex at
your disposal.

TELEX PROCESSOR
Telex us on 261514
1==1

I Fill in the coupon and send to 1
KAI Limited. 203a Belsize Road. London NW6 Tel 01-625 5126

IPlease ring me for a demonstration E
Please send me further information H

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel No

310 PCW



For the BBC
Microcomputer

Software
PASCAL -T
Pascal -T is a 16k Eprom program capable of compiling source
PASCAL into a compact and very fast threaded -interpretative
code. Full Editor and disk support are included, together with a
comprehensive manual which contains many program examples.

Price £59.00
XCAL
A computer -aided learning system in a 16k Eprom and support
disk. The emphasis here is that no programming skills are required
in the construction of the learning sessions or their playback, as the
whole package is completely screen driven. Facilities include: Text
Pages, Graphics and Histograms. Price £65.00
FORTH
A choice of configurations as follows:

8k Eprom + Disk containing assembler and program examples.
Price £34.72

16k Eprom containing assembler and utilities. Price £49.00
Disk -based Forth for the BBC 6502 2nd Processor. Price £29.00

All the above are Econet II compatible and utilise DFS compatible
files to hold Forth screens. Supplied with 200+ page manual.
ELECTRON FORTH
An 8k Eprom for the Acorn Electron, complete with comprehensive
manual. Price £30.00
LOGO -FORTH
A 16K Eprom program introducing this very powerful but friendly
turtle -graphics language. Users also have access to the support
Forth nucleus. Supplied with comprehensive manual. Price £59.00
M/UTS
Powerful machine -code monitor with disk utilities on 8k Eprom.

Price £19.95

Business Software
A suite of three programs as follows:

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Invoicing & Stock Accounting

All include comprehensive documentation. Price each £90.00

Software for the CMS 6809 2nd processor
FLEX with Assembler and Editor. Price £85.00
FLEX FORTH includes Editor and Assembler together with over
100K of utilities and example programs. Price £50.00
PL9 Compiler - very advanced native -code compiler. similar in
syntax to Pascal. Price £98.00
'C' Compiler. Price £170.00
LUCIDATA PASCAL. Price £105.00

Hardware
`BSECURE' Security cabinet for the BBC Microcomputer. All steel
construction, colour matched to BBC Machine. Features a lockable
compartment with integral drawer mechanism in which the
machine is situated. Above this is a separate compartment which
will accept a 19" Eurocard Rack or other equipment.
External dimensions are:

Width: 20"
Height: 13"
Depth: 17"

Available in the following formats:
Cabinet only. Price £60.00
Cabinet + 19" Rack, PSU and 7 card Backplane. Price £198.00

6809 2nd Processor with Tube Interface and linking software.
Price £274.00

Eurocard version of above fitted card front. Price £289.00
Connecting Cables for above cards:

Short.
Long.

GRAPHICS CARD
A 64k high resolution graphics card for use with the 6809 2nd
processor. Price £299.00
6502 Low cost controller card.
6809 Low cost controller card. Price £119.00
ROM Programmer card. Price £130.00

Other cards available - Please enquire

Distributors for ACORN, MICROVITEC and CUMANA
and also dealers for many other leading manufacturers -

please enquire for comprehensive product list
TRADE Enquiries are always welcome

Prices not including VAT
Retail sales also at:HCCS Associates

533 Durham Road, Low Fell
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE9 5EY
Tel: (0632) 821924

Price £15.00
Price £20.00

HCCS Microcomputers
122 Darwen Street
Blackburn, Lancs
Tel: (0254) 672214

Call us LAST with your best quotes.

APRICOT/SIRIUS/IBM
PC a EL PORTABLE Point 7. Point 32

SANYO
`,ANTE 550 Oh E750 wette E595
dANY0 555 with C1000 ft 00(r £790
',MD 5502/555 2 !I w r [79901159

COLOMBIA
' OLOMBIA Two disks mono, bundled softwaraColour

£1799 01895
COLOMBIA 10Mb 0 320k disk + C1000 software/Colour

£2850 C2940
COLOMBIA VP PORTABLE 128k RAM/256k RAM Salim,

£1590x£1699

MACINTOSH
Mdcwrite klacpainVApple Ile/lic £1499'£495 C799

OLIVETTI
,LIVETTI 8241286 DOUBLE DRIVES/10mb HD E1590 £2995
4IVETTI 821 Portable Colour £1655 £1990

COMPAQ
COMPAQ 256k RAM, 2 DRIVES a- MSDOS E1759

OMPAO 256k RAM TOMB HARD DISK 0 DRIVE L2990

TELEVICIE0
ft LEVIDEO TELE PC 1605 C1695
I ELEVIDEO TPC II PORTABLE E1750

ZENITH
Desk Top Twin 320/360KB Drives IBM Comp/Poi-1*k

£1795'£1699
u1( Top 10ME Hard Disk and Drive........ [2690

EPSON
RAM. Dual DO. Free Bohm. C1495
PM. Basic. WordstarI206 RAM PACK

C699 C859

KAYPRO
,...PI,C; .gle sided 8 free software
RUPP() 4 Twin double sided 8 free software

,AYPRO 10 woh 10Mb HD and free software

C895
C1275
£1995

NEC
NEC APC Mono, dual drive. 128k. 2M0 disks/COL UR

0890/C2190
NEC PORTABLE PC8201 + E200 free software C279

HEWLETT PACKARD HP 150, E2195
HYPERION 256k. RAM disk, 2 droll tree soliwa, C1995
WREN will built in modern C995
INSTEIN Colour. Twin DD... C499

MULTI USER COMPUTERS
trHRTHSTAR DEW, . 6.0 HD .7

£4995 C1295
E9750
EPOA
EFTA

HOBBY MICROCOMPUTERS
COMMODORE 64/0964
BBC MODEL 13/wDFS
SPECTRUM 48Y/plus
COMMODORE 16 Sian Pack
COMMODORE Plus 4
ELECTRON Starter PacF
ATARI 800XL

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

C339
C179E650
C339.T399
C119,C165

£120
C239
£199
£139

Sanyo C03117M (620 DOT)
Sanyo CD3115H (720 DOT)
Falefi5CM14 12mhz. RGB8 COMP
Microwlec monitors
PtircPtOr RGB Hi Red

TERMINALS
1..4, 330 102
Come OW 108
flume SOT 21150 (rektr011ieS)
Some OAT 103 (DEC VT100)..
Kokusai KDS (71/1925. WS)._

ZENTEC (Various Emulations)
Hazeltine Esprit..
Hazeltine Esprit II
Hazeltine Esprit III (101950)
Tatung V(4200
Wy WY50

WYsese INY75

PLOTTERS & DIGITISERS
HP 7470/7475
WATANABE MPIODO
WATANABE WX4636
MT PIXY PLOTTER troth SFr
ACT WRITER 8011
EPSON H180/Expansion RAM
GOULD BRYANS DP/
HOUSTON OMP40 (2 Pen).
ROWLANDROWLAND DXYBOO (8 Pen/A31
ROWLAND DX0880 (8 Pen/All
STROBE 8 Pen drum plotter

£295
0399
E185

CPOA
C427

C495
£649
C856
L795
£449

Best Price
C495
C449
£455
£825
£499
£545
C699

C795 1290
C699

£2165
C495

C528 C695
C365 C75

f1255
C699
C495
£650
E655

SOFTWARE
LOTUS 1-2-30SYMPHONY (IBM DEC. WA Ni, £279x£479
OPEN ACCESS (IBM/Apricot) C350
FRAMEWORIURIDAY . C390 £175
DBASE lEtil [279E355
EXCHANGE (41n1 Package). £395
CARD-BOX/PLUS 2139,t295
NEWSAGENTS SYSTEM .... C500
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE C195
INTEGRATED TRAVEL AGENTS SYSTEM C750
PFS REPORPFILUWRITE/GRAPH. E350
FILE TRANSFER IBMAPRICOT/SIRIUS E95
AUTOCAD (2 Dim CAD Package).. .. 0650
DOODLE (CAD Package for IBM/Apricot) £695
CADPLAN (CAD with Autodirnensioning) £1500
SMARTWORK (Circuit -Board -Design) £095
SAGE ACC/EXECUTIVE 0295 t 590
PULSAR/PEACHTREE/PEGASUS from £150
MICROSOFT PROJECT ......... E375
PERTMASTER/MILESTONE...... C650 £295
HARWARD PROJECT MANAGER £379
08015 I/11111 £156'£299 £399
EVERYNANANOWLEDGEMAN C379 095
CONCURRENT CPM86 with window, C175
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL... C250
MULTI TOOL WORD w/MOUSE........... E275
MULTIMATE. £250
FILEVISION (Mac) MACCASH/MACLEDGER C159£295
MANAGEMENT/SALES EDGE (800/ each 2190
SUPERWRITER 61.10............ 050
SUPERCALC 25 £195 £235
MULTIPLAN 1150
DELTA/RETRIEVE II 0E3951£350
MICROMOOELLER. C395
COPY II PLUS (IR/Apple) C39

THINK TANK/TM SOLVER E1251190
JANE(Apple)/SPOTLIGHT IIRM/MAC) E179E195
SARGON II/III C22129
MILLIONAIRE (Stock marker srmeemll, , C39

PROLEY (181A)/EROGGERIPINBALi C95 C25 E29
SPOTLIGHT .. .. C99

MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERIES C350
BACKGAMMON/CHECKERSzCHE -. each C39
FLIGHT SIMULATOR. . C39

£399
E175 £250

TURBO PASCAL (With 8087 Suppm!, 049.085
II you can rind the sollwaretprinled einneor Mat you are

£395 C479 looking for call us for the best puce and detaols

itIll I -J128,21 kJel,
raga Taxan KP810/910(51L01

£295 £435
C389

£289 C399 COMMUNICATION HARDWARE
Dalaproducts 8050/8070 EPOA TELECOM GOLEUEASVI 15r ,: 0 CPO A

8,0.1895
C195
029

ACOUSTICE COUPLER (Lb, 'WI
BUZZBOX MODEM/Aulo Answer

C160
590 0139

Ponasomc 63-1091 120cpWLD 0295 MINOR MIRACLES 300/1200 0170
E95 C150

£499
MASTER SYSTEMS 62123/2123
DAM/ 2,4. 3!) EC 03[00

C169 C250
0479

EPSON RX8OFT, C239 EPOA

EPSON FX80 C359 £350
EPSON RX100fT/FX100FT
EPSON 107500

0359 £459
C895 ADD-ONS

ociotsil P1340/1351 (24 pin) EC ALL ROLAND Synthesizers .0 EPOA

NEC Pinwriter 1r/interlace

C179
£895

Musical Inftrument Digcn
CUMANA DISKS for BBC at Ilet2 Hides

CPCIA

[RING
Prism 132S (colour.)
Microprism1-1 (58P)

C999
C299

AST 0IX PLUS PACK IBM.
MULTIFUNCTION BOARD IBM Ismorgasbaardl

£239
C245

Mannesmann Tally 1080
Mannesmann Tally PAT160

C185
C385

KOLAPAD TOUCH TABLET (WIN)
Each 64k RAM for IBM or Comp

075
C76

Mannesmann Tally 81180 0579 MEGA PLUS 1164k. Ser. Clk, (IBM £285
Selkosha GP7COA IColmsrl C349 IBM JOYSTICK/TRACKBALL.. C45 C39

Jukosha GP250X C199 APPLE/IBM/C64/ATARI JOYSTICK.. C39

wikosha GP5500
Jolla GP100A

£219
0149

AST/MPC/OUOD Cards for 113114PC/XT
MOUSE (IBM/Apricol S or'P)

0009
C125

aII I 1,27,11r, £599
0489

HERCULES GPF CARD
PLUS -5 Eat 10Mb HO for IBM. Epson Cc

C290
E1125

E239 £399 POWER BANK (For power Cuts) £590
E468 £499

Mid:ohne 84P 0659
Microlew 2410P
STAR Gemini 10X 15O
;TAR Delta 10)(7150
STAR Radix 10X/158
TosNto 2100H(15)
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810, LO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 85610
Anada DP9725 (240cps)
Ana0e4WP6000 (330cps)
Anode, DP6500 (500cps)
DRE Newbury DRI 8925 240cps .

Newbury Day 8931 240cps LO

Newbury Data 8950 400 cps
Hermes 6128 .

Anode, 0E9500 (180cps)
Anode, DP9620 (240e011
Philips Mullard GPM
Siemens PT88 & PT89 (Ink Jet)
(labia 150C Colour Ink Jr,

E1590
C219 C299
£335 0429
7470 £595

C1349
0995
C695

C1195
£1795
E1990
C1445
C1750
£1990
01690
0850
E985

loom £1900
C399
£890

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR1HR15 £290 0349
Brother HR25/35 0595 £799
Juin 6100/6300 E299 2675
OUEN DATA E279

Daisystep 2000.. E269
SURE 12/20 2Deps C476

OUME 9/45-55 £1595 £2150
OUME 11040-55 .. £0195'£1379
NEC 3510(0 or P) C1100
NEC 2010 (0 or P) C659

NEC 2050 (lorIBM C699
DIABLO 620 RO £695
DIABLO 630 API. C1299
Rood) 1300 C795
Ricoh 1600 C1375
Ricoh 2600RP C1750
TEC 010-40 5995 £1250
TEC F10-50 C1250
Smith Corona TP1, L 100 E189 £249

MONITOR Silver Reed EXP (120001
BROTHER EM101 KSP

£295
£799

MONOCHROME
Rnand MB121 Green/Amber
30,80 DM8112 CX I18mlv1
Fftps 12" (Green)

0120
E89
C79

AUTO SHEET FEEDERS
Genesis (Julc T. £299
Rutishauser Mecun 001 C395

Taiga 126 (Orem) C981110 Rutishauser Electra Mechem ,e1 C479

BMC 12" Green C79 Tractor Feeds C159

RAC 12" High Res E99 Acoustic Hoods/with SSF 0250'£375

7endh 12" Green/Amber C95 Printer Stand for any prim, E79

YANJEN (Green/Arnber/tildSw!
wiyel 8 Tie Monitor Stand

C95

C28 CONSUMABLES

COLOUR
095

Parallel/Serial Cable,
Selector Switches (5 or
Dust Covers.

C25
E95

trom £10
0199C199 Disk Storage Boxes 5.05 E25

2249
C235

Disk Storage Box 3 50-
Computer Paper 11 x 9 5 IMO(

£23
£15

C239
C495

Computer Paper 11 x 14 (2000)
Ribbons for all printers.

020
CPDA

V'1 0399 525" DISKS ISSSMSDEP En 030

r2 C575 351" DISKS SS/DS E45 60

COMPUTER ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LTD
01-543 6866 01-542 4850 TLX. 8813271
SHOWRO 0 M (OPEN Mon -Sat 10 to 5)

85.85A QUICKS ROAD WIMBLEDON LONDON SW19 1EX
Export, Educational, Dealer, Governmental, Lease. Rent. Part Exchange. Consultancy ENQUIRIES
WELCOME All items new and carry manufacturers guarantee. Prices are exclusive VAT and
Delivery and subject to change without notice. Please add 5% for credit card orders, delivery 210
tor each item in UK
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As part

of our
plans to

offer the very finest all-round
service

to business

microcornputer

users,
owe re pleased

to be
able to announce

the

introduction
during

19435
of a series

of Byte
ShopTraining

Courss."Chese

vary in complexity
from 'Understanding

CoMputers
-A Jargon

Breakdown'

to Programmers
Courses

on Pascal
and Cobol.

Initially
the courses

will

operate
in london

Birmingham,
Glasgow

and Bristol.
If you would

like

details
phone

Ian lames
on 0480 218812.111111111

gettthil /*hi e ate,-
At the Byte Shops we've helped countless companies of all sizes improve
their efficiency by the introduction of microcomputers. Generally these are
required to perform routine business tasks-but, however similar the
application, we invariably find that no two customers have exactly the same
requirements. When you come to the Byte Shop, you'll find that we are far
more interested in finding out what jobs you require the computer to do both
now and in the future. We then tailor a complete system including not only
the hardware but the software, and the peripherals to meet your individual
needs. We believe this is the only sensible way to sell computers. On this
spread you'll find a number of ' Typical Ready To Run 'systems. However
we won't sell one to you - unless you force us-

without asking a few questions first.

WHERE TO FIND US:
NOTTINGHAM
With their team of all talents, it's perhaps

a surprising that Brian Clough has not popped
4 into Byte Shop, Nottingham to discuss a solution

o

11E*11

TELEXPRESS MAKE THE
TRAFFIC RUN SMOOTHLY

Telexpress are a Rochdale -based bureau who generate a considerable
amount of telex traffic. In order to improve the speed
and efficiency of their service, Telexpress took a list of
their requirements along to Byte Shop Manchester.
Following consultations they acquired an IBM PC
running Data Master software package. This provides
them with full details of every telex sent covering
client, number of words together with an invoice total.
Reporting facilities on both a daily and monthly basis
show the total number of telexes sent with invoice
totals and a gross profit figure. Telexpress were "very
impressed" with the advice and back-up they had
received from Byte Shop Manchester.

to Forest's goal scoring problems.

Manager David Slater's
method of relaxation (?) is to
renovate houses; Engineer Clive
Davison is into amateur TV and can
even transmit his own pictures. The
Sales Executives haven't been left
behind and Steve Mayes is writing a
book about a Nottingham architect;
Alan Smith plays hockey and both
David Hine and Simon Gunn are
keen photographers.

PROGRAMMERS
CORNER

Wide selection of
programming languages, plus

utilities and tools from Microsoft,
Digital Research, Microfocus,
Xitan and Pulsar, incl. Basic,

Fortran, Cobol, Pascal,
Assembler,

C&PL1.

If you're not interested in
these subjects it's a relief to know
that they can all talk enthusiastically
and knowledgeably about all facets
of microcomputers.

NOTTINGHAM SPECIAL OFFER
IBM Portable was 2254.00
Symphony was 550.00
Available together at the special
package price of only £2600.00

THE BYTE SHOP. THE FIR
TURN TO FOR !Li

COMPAQ
STANDARD & PLUS

Following phenomenal success in
America, you can now find the
portable, fully IBM PC compatible,
Compaq micros at your local Byte
Shop. Spec. for the Standard
model includes 256Kb RAM, twin
360Kb floppy disk drives, high
resolution screen and tough carry
case 2195.00
'Plus' models as above but with
single 360Kb floppy and 10Mb
hard disk drives 3945.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

DESKPRO

Four new PC/XT compatible
models from Compaq fully
complementing the now
established 'Standard' and 'Plus'
models. By incorporating the
high-speed 8086 microprocessor,
Deskpros can offer 2-3 times faster
processing speeds than standard
PCs while running virtually all
PC/XT software without modification

The Deskpro models start with an
entry level system ideal for first-time
computer users and progress to the
top of the line Model 4 which has
claims to being the most powerful
high performance personal
computer on the market. Lower
level models are capable of being
upgraded should the need arise.

Common to all models are dual -
mode monitor, full keyboard and
PC/XT compatible expansion slots.

Model 1; 128Kb RAM: single 360Kb disk
drive 2195.00
Model 2; 256Kb RAM; dual 360Kb disk
drives 2595.00
Model 3; 256Kb RAM; single 360Kb &
10Mb fixed disk drive 3995.00
Model 4; 640Kb RAM; single 360Kb,
10Mb fixed disk drive plus an internal
10Mb fixed disk drive back-up 5595.00

COMART
COMMUNICATOR

`011111:11m I PEN 

Comart Communicator multi-user
systems have expandability built in
and are the most cost-effective way
of sharing computer power
amongst your staff. You can start
with a Communicator system to suit
your current requirements- up to
15 people can share-and simply
add new terminals as you grow. A
considerable saving over buying a
complete new computer each time.

COMMUNICATOR
MULTI-USER

MULTI -PROCESSING
SYSTEMS

£1800 r user
Communicator CP520MP including 5
display terminals, cables 6 x processors
and 6 x 64Kb memory 9095.00

£2119 r user

Communicator CP1525M with M - BOS
operating system, including 5 display
terminals, dot matrix printer and cables

10595.00

NEW COMMUNICATOR
CP2000 SERIES

Featuring the new 'powerhouse'
Intel 286/287 processors, the three
models in the CP2000 series have
at least double the speed and
processing capacity of most
conventional multi-user systems.
The big performance and excellent
value of the CP2000, means that it
can comfortably support up to 12
users for as little as £2995.
Importantly, the CP2000 series
runs two industry standard
operating systems, BOS and the
latest version of the concurrent
CP/M, allowing you to switch from
up to four programmes
simultaneously without clearing the
screen.



IBM/PC
The IBM PC/XT's versatility
means that it's equally at home in
a small business or as a stand
alone desk top in a large corporate
company linked to a mainframe.
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives; 64Kb
RAM; UK keyboard and screen

1988.00
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives;
128Kb RAM; DOS 2.1; UK keyboard
and screen 2149.00
IBM PC XT; 1 x 320Kb floppy disk
plus 1 x 10 Mb hard disk; 128Kb RAM;
ASYNCH COMMS; DOS 2.1; UK
keyboard and screen 3432.00 From 1988.00 ex. VAT

Zolga9NRA\

IBM PORTABLE PC
Offers the features of PC
computing in a self-contained
portable package weighing only
301b (13.6kg). Specification
includes 256Kb RAM expandable
to 512Kb, dual floppy disk drives,
9" amber screen and smart
system carrying bag 2254.00

PC/XT ADD-ON'S & ADD-IN'S
Alloy PC -Backup -cartridge tape unit
for backing up, storing and retrieving
data from hard disk 1,750.00
Microvitec 1446 -14" colour monitor

495.00
Expansion Unit 1 -10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC 1,954.00
Expansion Unit 2 -10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC/XT 1,581.00
Tallgrass Datasave- 51/4" hard disk
mass storage unit with 12, 20 or
35 Mb capacity plus integral streamer
tape cartridge backup..from 2,820.00
Hercules Graphics Card -allows high
resolution bit mapped graphics on
monochrome display 395.00
Orchid PC Net Starter Kit -local area
network allowingfile and disk sharing
plus optional electronic mail from

1000.00
PC Net Cards -to link additional
terminals to network from 460.00
Quadram Cards -full range available
inc. memory expansion & colour
graphics from 194.00
IBM colour monitor plus adapter card

685.00
IBM printer inc. cable 469.00
Epson FX80 printer inc. cable 478.00
Brother Letter Quality Printer 445.00

TYPICAL IBM BUSINESS SYSTEMS
ALL PRICES EX. VAT

Word Processing
IBM PC; Multimate, letter quality
printer 3135.00
Colour Spread Sheet
IBM PC; colour monitor; Symphony;

full width dot matrix printer; 2 pen
plotter 4999.00
Information Management
IBM PC XT; dBase II; dot matrix printer

4399.00

Accounting System
IBM PC XT; Sales, Purchase and
Nominal Ledgers. Invoicing and
Payroll; dot matrix printer 4999.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

ST NAME BUSINESSMEN
CROCOMPUTERS.

..

SELLING SOFTWARE
0 Lotus 1-2-3 - Remarkable

integrated spreadsheet and
information management package
incorporating colour graphics for the
BM PC 375.00

dBASE II - Powerful database
management and applications
generator with optional graphics and
d- evelopment tools 365.00

Symphony -Complementary
follow-up to 1-2-3 from Lotus including
word processing, integrated
spreadsheet, communications,

,,database and colour graphics 550.00
SuperCalc 3 - Latest SuperCalc

version with colour graphics rivalling
,n,Lotus 1-2-3 295.00

WordStar -Most popular
"wordprocessing program, easily

integrated with MailMerge, SpellStar,
Star index and SuperSort
enhancements 295.00

Pulsar Accounts -Complete
integrated business accounting system
includes sales, purchase, nominal
ledgers, data analysis, stock control,
invoicing and payroll -for Apricot and
IBM PC per module 195.00

0 Open Access - Exciting new
integrated business package rivalling
Lotus 1-2-3 with WP, Database, comms
a- nd 3-D graphics 450.00

V Multi -Mate -New standard in fast,
easy to use, function key driven
wordprocessing for the IBM PC

330.00
0 SuperCalc 2 -Sophisticated, easy

to use financial spreadsheetfor in
depth analysis, modelling and
forecasting 195.00

0 Framework - Integrated package
featuring word processing,spreadsheet.
graphics, data management ,...495.00

Friday - Personal file management
package for the novice with quick
custom reporting 195.00

dBASE III - Powerful easy to use
database with enhanced reporting
facilities and ability to print mailing
label from files 495.00

Cardbox Plus -Simple to use
selective data retrieval tool with
extraction and sort facilities 330.00

0 Level II Cobol - Mainframe level II
compiler, well suited for new
applications development: tools and
utilities available 965.00

GraphStat- Up and coming
statistics and colour graphics package
for the IBM PC 195.00

CBASIC -Widely used commercial
programming language for business
applications development, interpreter
also available 125.00

(CP/M86.271.00)0 Delta -Comprehensive and
sophisticated database program with
'3-D' file structures, links to Lotus 123,

4mMultiPlan and WordStar 495.00
BSTAM -Communications

package for sending and receiving
CP/M files over telephone lines.133.00

Presentation Master - Provides all
you need to turn your PC/XT into a
graphics/slide production unit 1495.00

Pascal MT+ -Comprehensive
integrated language for developing
production quality software 269.00

(CP/M86 462.00)

SYSTEM
SPOTLIGHT

11611E1111 11111111

.11

1111=

IBM PC AT
If you are doubtful whether a
standard PC will have the
processing speed or memory to
keep up with your future
developments then the AT is the
obvious choice. The AT's
'formidable' spec. includes 256Kb
standard RAM (512Kb enhanced
version), 1.2Mb disk drive (plus
20Mb enhanced), new DOS 3.0
operating system expandability,
monitor and new enhanced
keyboard with 10' coiled cable,
separate numeric key pad for
easier and error -free data entry.
Basic from 3374.00
Enhanced from 4703.00

At a glaiur CoNwter Cheekkde
IBM IBM
AT PC XT Comart Compaq

Colour graphics
Multi-user
Hard disk storage

Upgradeable
Expandable
Communications
Transportable

Networking

microserve
An integral part of the Byte Shops,
Microserve provides a complete range of
servicing and maintenance plans
nationwide for computers such as the
IBM PC and Communicator plus
peripherals from Epson, Anadex, Qume,
Wyse and Volkercraig. 'Microsure' -our
speedy nationwide on site maintenance
contract fora 'once only' annual fee.
'Microswap' -component exchange
service. 'Micromend' -workshop repair

 Volume purchase prices available on
request.
 Barclaycard Visa and
Access taken in payment
 Account, leasing and H P facilities
available.
 Prices valid for cover date life of this

WIN

and up grades. 'Microcall' -on site
maintenance and repair charged on a
time and materials basis. 'Microtrain' -
runs product training courses for your
own service engineers. Call into your local
Byteshop for further details or 'phone
0480215005 fora Microserve

Information
rnracm. Pack.

magazine (January).

 Whilst we carry a vast range of stock
we cannot guarantee that every item
advertised will be
available in each shop.

a

e, BUSINESS COMPUTER CENTRES

11311,111 SE IF
LONDON

173-175 Drummond Street NW1.
Tel: 01-387 0505

Manager Russell Jacques

BIRMINGHAM
94-96 Hurst Street.
Tel: 021-622 3165
Manager Jim Attfield

GLASGOW
266 St. Vincent Street.

Tel: 041-221 8202
Manager Gordon Coventry

MANCHESTER
11-12 Gateway House,

Piccadilly Station Approach.
Tel: 061-236 4737

Manager Robin Pimlott

NOTTINGHAM
92a Upper Parliament Street.

Tel: 0602 470576
Manager David Slater

SOUTHAMPTON
23 Cumberland Place.

Tel: 0703 334711
Manager Russ Wiimott

BRISTOL
Tel: 0272 290651
Manager John Page

BYTE SHOP HEAD OFFICE
Grove House, Great North Road,
Little Paxton, Cambs. PE19 4EL.

Tel: 0480218812
Managing Director Peter King

ig A Kode International plc Company

ALL PRICES EX. VAT © Copyright the Byte Shop January 1985
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ASIC

LIGHTNING

Totally
dedicated to

writing very

fast, video games,
BASIC Lightning

is o

is a fully structured
extension to the

Commodore
BASIC which

adds a

staggering
200 reserved

words. It

allows up to five
tasks to run.

concurrently
(one in foreground

and

in background).
Most of the

commads are
dedicated torn

ames

writing and the
sound and gphics

commands are
unparalleled.

Procedures
and PASCAL

type structured

programming
commands are

also a

feature of BASIC
Lightning.

As well as the Commodore's
own 8

hardware
sprites,

BASIC Lightning
has

U

its own software
sprites.

p to 255 con

be defined
with user selectab

be several
le

dimensions.
These can even

screens
wide. They can bescrolled,

spun, mirrored,
enlarged or inverted

with phenomenal
speed and

smoothnes tes
m

Sri Generator
Progra

(written in BASIC
Lightning) is olso

supplied and
con be used to design,

edit and
store all your sprites

for use in

your main program.

-rr

:XV ha

or

HITE
OACHI

E

LIG
I

LIGHTNING

eTRIKES
REE HIGHPOWERED

GRAPHICS

S

White
Lightning is o complete

games writing package
comprising a

high level,
Forth based,

multi -tasking

garnes writing language,
the extended

BASIC (see
BASIC LIGHTNING)

and a

powerful sprite
Generator

Program.

Programs
can even

be written
in o

combination
of Forth and Commodore

BASIC and
the final program,

which will

run independently
of White Lightning,

can be marketed
with no restrictions

whatsoever.
The Basic Lightning

port of theent

package con
be used to experim

quickly and
easily before

the Forth

program is developed.

he speed
of White Lightning

has

to beT
seen to be believed and

a full

demo is included. As whit
Bosic

Lightning,
hardware

spes ore

supporte,
together

with 255 software

sprites
which can

be scrolle,
spun,

reflected,
enlarged or inverted.

MULTI TASKING
Without doubt

the most powerful
feature of the

Lightning
series of languages

is the

multi -tasking
facility. This

allows two

programs to
be run

concurrently a
scr

ndls

makes those
smooth la ndscape

offs

etc. Teffortless.he BASIC
Lightnis ngsoSrite

Generator
Program

i
al

p
included in

the package.

i

flo

 -
osilillimmunott Min on,

Commodore
64 Machine

Lightning

is probably
the most

advanced games

writing utility
available on

any micro.
It

comes in parts

MACRO
ASSEMBLER/

MONITOR/DISASSEMBLER

This is

probably the
most comprehensive

machine
code development

system

ovoiloble
for the Commodore

6 with

features too numerous
to mention.

BASIC LIGHTNING
BASIC

ightning,
the multi -tasking

BASIC is also

provided to facilitote
experimentation

in

preporotion
for later assembly.

SPRITE
GENERATOR

Used to

develop
all the

graphics for
the final

game The Sprite Generotor
has numer-

ous functions
including

enlargement,

rotation and reflection.

OBJECT
LIBFtARY

This is Machine

Lightning's
most

powerful featr.
10k

of re-entrant
code with

more than 130

documented
entry points.

These are

the routines
thatprovide all the

superfast
graphics

routines in White

and Basic
Lightning.

TheY contain

virtually every
routine

you'll ever need

to write an Arcade Gome
and

uti-tasking
in Machine

Lightning
is

covered in the comprehensive

accompanying
manual.

V.,

MI11111111
:Ur. 00 ID.
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No IN.WM!
AVAllitBLE

ON TAPE OR DISK I

Available from

and all good software
suppliers.

II
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THE BUSINESS WORLD IS SPLIT :3
THOSE WHO HAVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS- AND

THOSE WHO ALSO UNDERSTAND 411 41%1

Introducing Byte Shop Training Centres
Pretty soon there will be only

one kind of business.
The business whose staff fully

understands its computer systems.
Those businesses who fail in

this respect will, simply, not be in
business.

That is why-as an urgent
priority-The Byte Shop is
providing computer training from
our Business Centres in London,
Bristol, Glasgow and Birmingham.*

And they're the best-in
keeping with our tradition ever
since we opened the UK's very first
specialist microcomputer centres.

There are course sequences
to suit, whether you just want to
understand the basics or are a DP
professional looking to expand
your knowledge.

And since our courses are
approved by the Manpower
Services Commission, your
company may well qualify for a
grant. Incidentally, our courses
are also taking part in the Royal
Society of Arts scheme to provide
qualifying students with
certificates in Computer Literacy
and Information Technology.

Byte Shop TrainingCentres

Please send me a copy of your brochure containing full
details of Byte Shop Training Centres.

NAME COMPANY

TITLE CODE DURATION

EDUCATIONAL
Understanding Computers
-A Jargon Breakdown

ED01 1 day

An Introduction to
Microcomputers for Managers

Working with Micros

ED02 1 day

ED03 1 day

Financial Modelling and
Business Software-A
Familiarisation Workshop

ED04 1 day

WORD PROCESSING
An Introduction to
Word processing and
WORDSTAR facilities

WP01 1 day

WORDSTAR and MAILMERGE
User Course

WP02 2 days

DATABASE
Database Concepts and
DBASE II facilities

DBO1 1 day

Writing DBASE II
Applications

DB02 2 days

Advanced use of
DBASE II software

DB03 1 day

DBASE III conversion DB04 1 day

INTEGRATED SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Lotus 1 2 3 IS01 1 day

Advanced LOTUS 1 2 3 IS02 1 day

Symphony IS03 2 days

Advanced Symphony Users
Workshop

IS04 2 days

Framework 1305 2 days

PROGRAMMING
Thinking as a Programmer PRO1 1 clay

Programming in MBASIC
Programming in PASCAL
Programming in COBOL
Programming in "C"

PRO2
PRO3
PRO4
PROS

3 days
4 days
5 days
3 days

NOUSE KEEPING
PC; MS-DOS DOS 1 day

ISYSTEM

Concurrent CP/M CPM 1 day

MP/ M MPM 1 day

Note:  Courses start in London on 21st January 1985.

 All products referred to are trademarks or registered trademarks
of the companies of origin.

Send off the coupon for our
brochure containing full course
details and booking forms. Do it
now and help yourself to our
rather generous introductory offer.
*Courses will also be available shortly in
Southampton, Nottingham and Manchester.

TRAINING CENTRES

SKI]TE
A Kode International plc Company

To: Ian James, Training Manager,
The Byte Shop Ltd.,

Grove House, Little Paxton, Cambs PE19 4EL
Telephone: 0480 218812

POSITION

ADDRESS

LEI,: Course (s) interested in (state codes) All (tick)
PCAJ

PCW 315



ARE YOU USING A
SLEDGEHAMMER

Your word processing system is very powerful.

But how easily can it type out one address, or a short memo?

Can untrained temporary staff use it at all?

Would you like to have a truly simple text editor as well?

The Nutcracker Suite can:
 Type text line by line as it is entered.
 Save in format usable by other word processors.
 Give full on screen editing and versatile printing

options.

Formats: IBM PC DOS Or Apricot MS DOS

At £49.45 (including VAT) the Nutcracker Suite gives
you back a typewriter for all the simple work in your
office. Ask your dealer for a demo ...
or send a cheque to:

Lutterworth Software
6 Cromwell Close
Walcote
Lutterworth
Leicestershire
LE17 4JJ

Tel: 04555 4259

We Solve All Your
Data Processing

Problems!

forsi*)609

MS -50

How to prevent equipment damage
and data loss from voltage spike?

Tired of waiting aside monitor
for incoming data? Any trouble

connecting incompatible cable bet-
ween two equipments? We are manufac-

turer of a wide range computer supplies

and accessories. Contact us today for all
details.

1311711 DATA -MASTER, INC.
P.O. BOX 55-249 TAIPEI, TAIWAN R.O.C.
Tel: (02) 542-0888 (5 Lines)
Telex: 19826 ELMACH
Fax: (02) 994-4240

MT-25MF

GC 25MM

RA -8M



RS 232
At last an
RS 232 inter-
face for your
Commodore 64,
which allows you to
connect your CMB to all RS 232
equipment such as printers, modems,
disk drives etc. By using switches on
the outside of the RS 232 cartridge
you can change the CTS -line from
high to low or vice versa to suit the
peripheral you are using without
having to switch your computer
off. What could be easier?

The RS 232 cartridge is
available from your nearest
computer dealer or clip the
coupon.

Please phone (0344) 778800
or write to Handle Software
5 Albert Road, Crowthorne
Berkshire RG11 71,T

Anglia Computer Centre
88 St Benedicts Street.

Norwich NR2 4A8.

Tel: (06031657032 3 4

Telex: 975201 ACOMP G

Unit 8, Wentworth Street.

Peterborough,

Cambridgeshire

Tel: (0733) 311755

Now open

26 Princes Street,

Ipswich IP1 1RJ.

Tel: (6473)214121

SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS COMPUTERS

King's
Lynn

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 667032 3 or 21117

APPLE, COMPAQ,
ALTOS, IBM*,
DEC, EPSON
* Complete with professional
back-up service *

 PETERBOROUGH

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 26002 667031

BBC, ELECTRON,
COMMODORE 64,
SINCLAIR, AMSTRAD
* On special offer
Call for Price LEE

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME

'IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer

Dereham

Cromer

Great
Yarmouth

NORWICH
v

--111

Thetford Lowestoft

Diss

IPSWICH

-411444- p

Small Systems Engineering have for a long time been innovators in the field of microcomputer
technology and enhancement products.
Now we introduce innovation to the area of networking mass storage systems for micros.
The Sunol range of high performance Winchester disk drives, giving 8, 16, 25, 40, 65 or 92 Mbytes of

usable storage capacity.

[ORE WORK...IN HALF THE TIME
Sunol's data recording system, 'Run Length Limited' coding, improves data density by up to 60% and

media transfer speed by up to 50% over conventional MFM recording techniques.
Sunol hard disk systems allow shared use, with the ability to mix and match various computers and

operating systems on the same drive - sharing resources, sharing data and sharing costs. Two RS232 ports

may be added to the drive to function as printer or communication servers for the whole system.
Small Systems have developed many innovative enhancements to the Sunol range, including inter-

faces for Sirius, Apricot, Commodore and IBM
PC, and an interface controller for the Apple small systems engineering limited
Macintosh, the first independent design using PUTTING WISDOM TO WORK
Apple's RS422-based APPLEBUS* networking
protocol. Sunol drives are now compatible with I Name Posit ion

over two dozen different micros. Seven different
operating systems may be used on one drive at
the same time.

Company (type of business)

Address

Telephone Number

For more information, phone Sue Allwood If you are interested in distribution opportunities please tick box. El

or Simon McCarthy on 01-538 2211, or just
011 in Small

Quays,ste

m isviErnsr
Wall,LimitedLondon Dockland Enterprise Zone, London E14.

Telephone: 01-S38 2211 Telex: 264538 SSE G

the coupon below. Registered Trademark

PCW 1



Runs on
more

machiraphicsnes

than

any other
business

g

luding: range),
package

inc

IBM,
Apricot

(whole

Sirius,
DEC

Rainbow,

Honeywell,
LSI Octopus,

DMS
Hi -Net,

Cif er 2887,
ICLPC,

Epson
OX -10,

Ferranti,

NCRDM5,
NEC

-APO,

XEROX
820 II,

Olivetti
M24,

Torch.
Please

phOne
to check

whether
DATAPT

PLUS has

been
configured

forany

computer
not mentioned.

Interfaces
to:

Supercalc,
Calcstar,

Multiplan,

D Base
II,

Base
III, DMS

Delta,

Lotus
12-3,

etc.

Outputs
on following

plotters:

HP 747517470,

Calcornp
84,

d

Epson
HI -80,

ROlarl,
Pixy

3,

uld,
ColorWriter

etc.

Sweet
P, Go

Distributed
by:

ACT
(Pulsar)

Ltd,
SoftWare

Ltd,

Tamsys,
Tradesoft,

MPI,

WHS
Distributors,

Soft Option
(UK)

Ltd, Xitan
Ltd.

This software package
has been officially
recognized by ACT
for use with Apricot

& Sirius personal
Computers

DATAPLOT PLUS

 A

Mir

BUSINESS GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
- SIMPLE YET SOPHISTICATED-

Dataplot Plus now gives you the range and versatility of
graphics presentation previously only available on specialist
systems, for a fraction of the cost.

Using simple single key commands Dataplot Plus takes
only seconds to draw perfect graphs.

Dataplot Plus converts tabulated data from your
spreadsheet or database package into instantly readable form
with full control given the type, scaling, colour and style of the
graph.

Dataplot Plus is the business graphics package that
lets you spend less time at your computer - not more.

tiMIFOX
Grafox Ltd., 65 Banbury Road, Oxford 0X2 6PE. Tel. (08651516281



ADVERTISERS INDEX
A ESSP Distribution 13 Micro Dealer 34

ACT 112/113,120/121,125 Electrokonsult 83 Micro Discount Ltd 59 SAN Enterprise 68

Anglia Computer Centre 317 Electronequip 52 Micro General 10 Scarboume Ltd 284

ATA Systems 65 Micro Media 25 Scisoft 20

Acorn 33,40/41,48/49,74/75 Micro Miracles 262 Seikosha 36

Actel Computers 277 F Micro X 14 Sharp Electronics 56/57

Adcomp UK Ltd 284 Ferguson 308/9 Microcosm Research 32 Silica Shop 71

Addons 76/77 F. S. Enterprises 4 Microfast 53 Silicon Valley Computers Ltd IFC

Adder Publishing 61 First Publishing 42 Microft Technology 164 Small Systems Engineering 316/7

Ade 1phi Business Computers 164 Flexiwords 289 Micronet 800 266/7/8 Smith Corona 186

Aim Diskettes 179 Folly Micros 63 Microperipherals IBC Softquest 53

American Dynamics 13 Fraser Associates 133 Microrent 35 Software Information Ltd 92

Amstrad Consumer Electronics 128/129 Microtest 32 Software Warehouse 20

Ashgold Business Computers Ltd 156 Microtime 91 Sorcium 274,288

Atari 100/1 G Microvitec 50 Sorcium 22

GCE Tutoring 82 Microworld 286 South Coast Cash Registers 289

Gorlitz Computerbau 282 Midshires Computer Group 306 Southern Commerce Computers Ltd 70

B Guildford Computer Centre 25 Mighty Micros 70 Spectrum 294/5/6/7/8/9,300/1/2/3
Banbury Computer Centre 285 Mirage Microcomputers 102 Spectrum Business Centres 94/95

Barbican Systems 17 Monitor 285 Stirling Micro Systems 277

Bone 83 H Morgan Camera Company 31 Strategic Applications Software 99

British Micro Awards 280/281 Hago Products Ltd 64 Morse Computers Ltd 117 Summerfield Software 9

Brook Street Bureau 4 Handic Software 98 Mushroom Software 262 Swanley Electronics 70

Brother 151 Hantarex (UK) Ltd 103 Swescot 275

Business User Systems 58 HCCS 311 System Science 99

The Byteshops 31213/5 Hisoft 53 N
Home Micros 18 Nayak Trading Co 262

Homestead Electronics 68 Norway Electronics 290
C T
C & E Microtronics 275 3D Computers 70

CISS 264 0 TABS 271

CJE Microcomputers 44 Ibek Systems 99 OE Ltd 276/277 TDI Ltd 178

CSL 261 Insurance Solutions 276 OKI Electric Europe 88 Talent Computer Services 91

Cambridge Computer Store 256 Interceptor Micros 287 Office Equipment Marketing 256 Tasha Business Systems 11,29
Canterbury Computers 13 01 Computers 5 Tasman Software 12

Caxton Software 111 Opus Supplies 19 Technology Research 304
Cemoc Computer's 306

Chota Graphics 79
J
J. B. International 284

Oxford Computer Centre 258 Technomatic
The Written Word

30
87

Comart 16 Thoughts and Crosses 28

Compshop 54 P Toshiba 127

Compsoft 119 P & R Computer Shop 85 Transam 260
Computer Enterprises 311 K PAM Computers 21 Transelect Computer Services 164

Computer Hardware and Maintenance 141 KAI 310 PMS Developments 278 Trojan Products 14

Crestmatt Ltd 43,305 KGB Micros 96 PTS 82 Tryptych Publishing 6/7

Cumana 114 Kellecodes 4 Pan Books 292/283 Tymac 105

Cytel 258 Kerrisdale Computer Supplies Ltd 284 Parkins Associates 19

Kingsley Enterprises 68 PAS Computer Products 60

D
Data Master 316

Data Profile 35

Datafax 60

Datasoft 24

Datastar 19,21,23
Datastore 68

Dateline 59

Davinci Computer Store 38

Daystar 306

Dennison Kybe 289,291,293
Digisolve 85/172

Knights TV & Computers 291

L
LCL 83

Lan tech Information Systems 285

Lasky's 83,85,87,89
Limbic Computer Systems Ltd 307

Link Word 25

Logic 3 265

London Computer Centre 15

Lutterworth Software 316

Penman Products
Personal Computers Ltd
Pet & Pam Computers
Philips Austria
Phonemark Electronics
Pinner Wordpro
Pitman Books
Planning Consultancy
Power Testing (UPS) Ltd
Practicorp
Profit Logic
Protek Computing Ltd

78/79
OBC

104

39

26
91

8

62

20
279

45
47

U
U -Microcomputers
Unicom

V
VSI
Vega Computers Ltd
Vicoddens
Visionstore

46
269

170

278
275

93

Digitask 84

Digithurst 61

Digitus Ltd 1

Discotechnology 67/69

Disking 80/81

Display Electronics 270

Dixonian Ltd 51

Dosoft 9

M
MAM Executive Computer Services 27

Mannesmann Tally 73

Map 80 Systems 283

Mayfair Micros 78,82
Memorex 272/273

Memsoft 253

Q
Qualsoft

R
Relative Marketing

21

168

AA/

West One Galaxy
Worldwide Computers Ltd
Wren Microproducts Ltd

37

72,90
259

Metacomco Marketing 55 Romag 66

E Micro Computer Consultancy 17 Romantic Robot 14 X
ECC Publications 87 Micro Computer Services 86 Russ Andres, Turntable 278 Xebec Systems Ltd 263

MICROMART ADVERTISERS INDEX
A E M S

A.1 Spreadsheets 233 East West Trade Centre 251 M & Software 231 Safron Computer Supplies

A C Computers Ltd 246 Eborsoft 252 Microarts 228 Saltigrade Software

A.C.K. Data 252 Microbase 249 Serene Scene

Alliance Computers Ltd 238 Microcomputer Advisory Centre 248 Sharp Speed Products

A Line Computer Systems 229 G Micro Logic Consultants Ltd 243 SMC Video

Altek Instruments 239 G.C.S. 230 Micro Processor Engineering 234 Software Technology Ltd

A.M.A. Computer Supplies 241 Grey Matter 235/237/239/241/243/245 Microport 242 Steve Betts Software

Anita Electronic Services Ltd 242 Microstar Software 228 Supersoft
Morgan Camera 252

H Moss Hill Industries 252

B
Barley Mow Work Space 235

Harrison Ward Assoc Ltd
Hilltec Electronics Ltd

251
247 T

Bits Per Second 249 . Hoodless & Associates 233 0 Trisoft Ltd

D C Brennan Engineering 252 Hounslow Computer Interfaces 252 Originations 247 Tyepro Ltd

C
Cairn Associates Ltd
Cappro International Ltd
Cirtrik
Computer Books
Conguin Software

230
237

240
229
240

J.C.S.J Software

K
K K Stationers

228

252

P
Personal Computer Interface Products
Peterson Electronics Ltd
Photographic and Optical Services Ltd
Professional Magnetics
Protos

234
243
236
245
251

W
Warm Boot
W D Software
William Stuart Systems

D
Disco-Tek Group 252 L Q Zedem Computer Ltd

Discount Microsoftware Ltd 250 Leigh Computer Systems 242 Quant 232 Zoomsoft

246
246
230
240
249
231
25(1
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Apart from breaking into joy because the tape has
finally loaded, what else might have excited the young
user in the centre of this photograph? And no, we don't
know why the other young lady had to put on her
leotard before tackling the Spectrum.

Send your suggestions, on the back of a postcard, to
ChipChat, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1. Don't
forget to give your name and address so we know
where to send the f10 should you win. The closing
date is 31 January.

The BBC sure gets around:
last November we reported
on a US firm advertising the
Dragon as being produced
under licence from the
British Broadcasting
Corporation. Now a UK
newspaper reports that ICL
'is concerned at getting its
name better known because
many people do not
associate it with the BBC
computer' - strange that.
Eat your heart out, Cindy:
US software house Epyx has
celebrated the 25th birthday
of Barbie dolls by releasing
a game based on this
heroine of our times. The
company president
comments enthusiastically:
'Through the magic of the
home computer, children
can take Barbie shopping in
five different stores, dress
her ;n over 1000
combinations of outfits, and
even change Barbie's
hairstyle or hair colour.'
Readers concerned at this
stereotyping will doubtless
be reassured to learn of
another feature at the Barbie
convention where the game
was announced -a display
of 'contemporary Barbies
groomed for the fast -paced
business world.'
Taking stock: Nottingham
Building Society has
announced the winners of
the Homelink Interactive
Game competition we ran
last summer. Making money
through investment proved

to be a rewarding theme for
P L Wallinger of Winchester
who took first prize, closely
followed by Edinburgh's
K Campbell and Grimsby's
W K Turner.
Inscrutable: readerS may
recall a letter from NEC in
our last issue which denied
a price -cutting possibility
raised in a previous news
story. That letter was
published about the time a
price cut was announced.
We understand that this
particular deal will no longer
be on offer by the time you
read this, then again ...
Basic knows no borders:
Xitan doubtless deserves
credit for tr2nslating XBasic
into Welsh (LOAD is
LLWYTH, RUN is RHEDEG,
and so on). The
Southampton -based
company would deserve
even more credit if it hadn't
said that one reason Welsh
was chosen was 'to get the
product checked out by
people in the same country.'
Rave from the grave:
Livewire Software has
revived the only game
which PCWs editor ever
truly mastered - Space
Invaders. What next from
this forward -looking firm -
Pong 85? Uncoordinated
readers striving for success
on faster games should look
at a product called Slomo
which will slow everything
down so that you can at last
rack up a high score.

SOS: Douglas Nunn has
sent Chip Chat a plea: 'I

returned to my computer
one day to find the
following anonymous
message left for me via my
newly acquired teletext
system. I can see it's not a
program of any sort, not

.even in Forth, but I can't
make head nor tail of it. My
last hope is to send a copy
to both Personal Computer
World and the Polish
Embassy to find out if either
can tell me its significance
and the whereabouts of the

mysterious sender. I have
added my own numbers for
reference.'

We can't help (nor, we
suspect, can the Polish
Embassy) - but we've
every faith that one of our
readers can. In case faith is
not enough, Hewlett
Packard has agreed to offer
a prize of its 12C calculator
to whoever can come to
Douglas's aid.

Send your suggestions to
reach us by 31 January -
the address is as for the
caption competition.

1 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
2 AA B AAA C AAAA D AAAAA E AAAAAA F

AAAAAAA G
3 AJA BJB CJC
4 AIAJB BJAIA AIAIAJC AIAIAIAJD AIBJC BIAJC

AICJD CICJDIB HIAJA BJBIH
5 CKAJB BKAJA GKBJE GKGJH
6 CLDJDIDID FLGJGIGIGIGIGIG HLEJH
7 FMCJB FMBJC CMCJA
8 CNBJCLC BNEJBLBLBLBLB
9 AHJDLB AHJGIA AHIAJAA ABICJAE CNBJAA

ADIAHJBD FLGJEB
10 AHLAHJAHH BNAHJDHH BNBHJBHHHHH
11 AMAHJOA AMBJOD OAMAHJOHA

OHAMAHJOHHA OHHALAHHHJA AJAOH
AJAOHHA

12 KAJHKA KGJHKG KALKAJA KFIAJKE DMKBJKB
KEIGJGKE IBJB IEJE IHJH KHJH

13 BNKAJAMB BNKBJAMD BNKJOA BNHJA ENHJA
ANHJA GNBLGNCJGNE

14 DPE APB BPC APC KFPF
15 EQD AQH BQA BQH AHQG
16 FPG GJG AHQG KAHPKG KGJKG KFQKG
17 CAMEJE CBMERE GGRAHH OGGGRA SRCOAAHD

SRBFMG SNDRDACGMBF AMEROADFCADFCAE
18 SLANBRCOAA SLBNBRADODD

DMCLSLANCRDOAD DMCLSLBNCRDOADA
19 HTEJE HTFJF FTCJG FTBJF GTBJG AHTAAJAA
20 CUDJH GUAAJA AFUGJF HUAGJH
21 GVBJE EVCJF AAVAGJF DVAEJAA
22 EWJELDLCLBLA GWJGLFLEW AWJA HWJA
23 XDJB XAAJC XAAJAANOD XAJA XHJH XELXEJE

KXELKXEJE XERBOAGHG XBRAOCBD
24 CNBIDNBJENB ODNBIOFGCCBNBRA
25 AODGDCCFRAMBIXEMB AOHCFCDDRBNKAD
26 OBHCH OCFBD OEBHG A COCCH FOBBA ADOEH

BCOFC CAOGE
27 OEECA AOFDD AOFGD A BDOGF BAODC FOGFC

FODCA OFGGG

Another winner: M L Awcock of Steventon, Oxon wins
£10 for submitting the correct answers to the November
crossword. The solutions are:

ACROSS
8 Validate 9 Edible 10 Author 11 Database 12 Blip 13
Nadir 15 Elan 16 Twenty-eight days 20 Oric 22 Alter 23
Bumf 25 User port 27 Digits 28 Pacman 29 Diskette

DOWN
1 Manual 2 Light pen 3 Warranty 4 Wend 5 Letter 6
Nibble 7 Glossary 14 Drift 17 WordStar 18 Hard disc 19
Debugged 21 Chrome 22 Acorns 24 Mutate 26 Tidy

Many thanks to all our readers for submitting their
crosswords. Unfortunately our publisher won't allow us
to give prizes to you all.
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fordable and reliable
printer's from Alit

QtAckVCA

give you more, PS

For r money

CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80 - 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE

FROM £199*

11111

CPP 40 - 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER

micro P

MP 165 - 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTEROR*F

ABOUT £32am

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word
is still the least expensive means of sending and receiving informat-
ion. If you own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later
later you are probably going to need a printer.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of print-
ing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal compan-
ion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P -SH I NWA CPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

See them at your local dealer today!

micro P - MP165
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well

as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

l'IP Micro
Periphetals ltd
TI POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Telephone: BASINGSTOKE (0256) 473232 (32 lines).
Telexpt 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570 j

*Full 12 months wa, anty - RR? ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.



Personal Computers Ltd.

Macintosh.
Centre

(first again)
Personal Computers Ltd, the U.K.'s first personal computer dealer has done it
again! First in the U.K. with Apple Computers - first in the U.K. with Lotus
1:2:3 software - and now another first, the brand-new Macintosh Centre
open in the heart of the City of London.

Macintosh is the new computer sensation from Apple,, designed on the simple
premise that a computer is a lot more use if its easy to use. Computers have little
value if they require thirty manuals to figure out and a adoctorate
in mathematics to operate. Ideally, working with a
computer should be like talking to a very bright
friend who is eager to help get your work
accomplished - and that's Macintosh.

With Macintosh you can write, analyse,
organise, create and illustrate, often at the
touch of a finger, by moving a 'mouse' on your
desk to move a pointer on the screen, It can
also help you prepare letters, reports, produce
charts and presentation slides, store and
retrieve information. And much more.

This doesn't just mean your work will be faster
and more accurate - it will also be better. And
remember the less time you spend shuffling
papers - the more time you have available to
exercise your creativity.

Macintosh takes over your deskwork, but not your desk. In fact it takes up an area as
small as a standard sheet of paper.
Macintosh has a wide range of software available, and new packages are being added
all the time. In addition to Mac's own software which includes MacPaint, MacWrite,
MacDraw and MacProject, there's world-famous packages from Microsoft - like
Multiplan, Chart, Word and File, and the best-selling Filevision - you'll find them all at
the new Macintosh Centre.

Macintosh - recently voted best value personal computer by 'Which
Computer' magazine, source: 'Which Computer' survey

August 1984 who called it "an unbeatable buy".

Let us put a mouse in your hand, and show you
the capabilities of this exciting new computer. Call
in at the new Macintosh Centre, 218 Bishopsgate,

London EC2M 4JS or for further information call
the Mac Hotlines on 01-377 1200 today!

Personal Computers Ltd._
218 & 220-226 Bishopsgate. London EC2M.

Tel 01-377 1200


